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AUGUST 1872. 

A VISIT TO FERNANDO PO PEAK, AND A NIGHT IN THE 
OPEN. By RICHARD F. BURTON. 

E R N A N D O  P O  (Portuguese, Fernlo de Pao),* an island 
' F of Africa, in the Gulf of Guinea, between Point Bullen 
(N. 1st. 3" lo'), and Melville Bay (3" 44'), and E. long. 8" 22' 
and 8" 51'. Extreme length NNE. to SSW., 40 miles; 
average, 30. Extrelr~e breadth, 32 miles ; average, 15. The 
Portuguese discovered and narned i t  Ilha Formosa, in A.D. 
1741 ; and, after a vain attempt to inhabit it, ceded i t  to 
Spain in 1791 (March 24, 1778 ?). I t  was at once colonised 
by the latter, and abandoned in A.D. 179 1 (1781). I n  1827 
i t  was colonised a third time by the British, who built a t  the 
north eud of the island the settlemerlt of Clarerrce Town. 
Pop. 98 1, chiefly liberated Africans. I n  1859 (1843-1856) 
i t  WI\B colonised a fourth time by the Spaniarh, who converted 
i t  into n local Cayenne for political prisoners, and the latter 
soon died off.' 

Such is the most authentic and modern information which 
our gazetteers supply touching tile island. But even the name 
of the gentleman-of-the-king.'s-household discoverer is wrongly 
given ; formerly i t  was written P6, and now Po6 is preferred. 
Whether the ' beautiful island' was explored at the time when 
i b  sister islets came to light (A.D. 1470-71), or in 1486, when 
Joiio Affonso de Aveiro was sent by D. J o k  on a special 

.mission to the King of Senaar, which resulted in bringing the 
first Malaguetta-Guinea grains, or African pepper-is un- 

There is no such word in Portuguese. PHo would signify bread 
(panis). Plo wood (palus or palunz). The English official writilngs 
call it Fernando Po, and popularly it has become F. Po amongst the 
Britieh, and ' Nanny Po ' amongst the Africans. 

VOL. V1.-KO. XXXVII. B 



2 A Visit to Fernando Po Peak. 

c~tai i : .  Mr. Major (The Life of Prince Henry of Por- 
tugal, pp. 328-9) shows that JoZo de Santarem and Pero de 
Escobar, when running along the Benin, or rather the Biafra 
Bight, sighted on December 21st a lofty and tree-clad island, 
which they named St. Thomas after the invocation of that 
day. They gave the name of Anno Born (Good Year) 
to another which they touched on January lst, 147 1 ; and 
they probably explored the Ilha do Principe on ' Antinmas,' 
January 17th, 1471, because i t  was originally called Ilha de 
Santo Antiio (St. Anthony). 

The latest authorit,y upon the subject of Fernando Po-I 
will retain the old English corruption-is JIr. Thomas Hut- 
chinson, then H.M.'s consul for the island, and now transferred 
to the consulate of Call:ro, ill Peru. During his residence of 
ten years my friend and colleilgue published three books upon 
the subject.t 

After paging this much of homage to dry geography, we will 
proceed to lighter matter. 

The world can show few grander sights than the oceanic 
panorama that awaits those who approach the equator, hugging 
the mud-covered, nlonotonous and rnelar~clroly T\'est- Afiican 
coast, all mire, malaria and mosquitoj. Parted by only nine- 

* T ~ I ~ J  most usefill and l a h r i o l ~ s  work rc.clllires only a few correc- 
tions in detail. For irlstance, PudrHo, prin)arily n model or a pattern, 
eecond:irily, a memorial pillar, does not form the plur.;~l in Patlriios 
(p. 3-25!, but in PadrGeu (we Const;~ncio). Terra de Bacnlhso nl~ould 
take the place of Bac,alhiios (p. 374). We do not ~y ' cod-fiahes' but 
' cod-fiA '; moreover, the dictionaries give a tot;llly different meaning 
to the plural B;~c;ilhao~, viz., tiras de le119ria qtie tr:ut.ni pendentes 
sohre o peitu certos oiliciaes civis e magi~t~xtlos, '  certain linen bands 
wl~icli nragistrates wear e l ~ o r ~ t  their nccks. Alpilia (1). 328) i~ cer- 
hilily not amber; the dictionru,ies give it civet, 11trt 1 have heard i t  
applied to ambergris. Sxn D o m i n ~ o  (pcr~sini) sliot~ld he S:~nto Dotr~in~o.  
' Siimontlri Rltjnlr (the king of the cc~rst) a r~anre wliich the Portu&crese 
afterwards converted into Lnrorin ' (p. 400) nl)our~ds in errors. 6;1- 

mudra-Rajah would siprrify sen-king, 1111t, as I have sl~own in  GO^ 
the Hl11e hlountilins,' %:inlorin is a corruptior~ 1 1 1 '  S:lrnir\', tlle 1'. N. of 
t l ~ e  Calicut dynasty. And I cannot help thicrkirtg that from Jacoh tlic 
Indian, who related th;~t  rllcuzet is a larld ni~tit,o~, ricrbstr, I)iepo 
Gomez did not understand a 'very vicious' but a very luxuriant land. 
Stlcll is the meaning of the Po~-tugrie.se ci$oso arid the Spiinish t-icio~o 
(citinarts, brct signifying /~cxltrians, f e ~ . t r z ) .  Hc~ice we had in Solis (to 
mention no others) ' Tivr~ . :~  muy viciosa es.' 

t 1. ' Nnrrntive of Kigrr Expedition, &c.' London : Longmans. 2. 
. ' Inlpressions of Western Africa.' London : I,o~l~nia~rs. 1858. 3. 
' Ten Years' Wandering an1011g the Etl~iopians.' 
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teen miles of a sea that resembles a Brazilian river-mouth. tower 
gnomon-like two sister peaks, compared with which the Pillam 
of Hercules and the Gate under the Pleiades (Bab el Mandab) 
are tame as the southern shores of England. To  the left, or 
upon the mainland, rises, 13,760 feet high, the Mongo ma 
Loba or Mount of Heaven, the south-western buttress of an 
unexploied inland. I cannot but hold i t  to be BEGV bmpa, or 
Vehicle of the Gods-first log-book'd by the first Liou-Icing- 
and I regent the modern usage, which has dwarfed the name 
to ' Shrimps' Mountain." Its lower folds are black-peen with 
the densest and hugest vegetation, with domed tree-heads 
overtopping one another like umbrellas held by a mighty 
crowd. All are distance-dwarfed, and none appears to excel 
its neighbour. The crowning mamelon, when not clad in 
sullen clouds, wears a golden gleam, the effect of the thin 
grasses, or a glittering cost of candied hoar-frost ; while 
sometimes, after a tornado, a rosy shect of virgin snow, soon 
to disappear from the sight of thc sun, looks down upon tlie 
' red equator.' I w a ~  the first European who planted foot 
upon this Alp (December 27, 1861); and since that time my 
prediction that the volcano is not extinct has been verified by 
residents a t  Fernando Po. 

The Island Peak measures some 3.000 feet t  less than its 
sister ; while, therefore, the bare &ex is 'comparatively 
stunted, and has never, I believe, been seen to bear the 
Alpinas nives, yet the surfnce has all the varieties of tem- 
perature belonging to the tropical and temperate zones, whilst 
hoar-frosts on the wave-crest which rises above this ocean of 
arborescence approach its growth of shrubs and grarninacew 
to those of tlie polar regions. The low lands are rich io lignurn- 
vi tz  and tiimarinds, bana~iaa and guavas, oranges, and palms, 
especiiilly the Eleis  Guineb~sis ant1 the Elayl~in winifera, the 
Devil's Date of Zanzibar, whose leaf is the largest of the vege- 

The river from which Thean Ochema derives itx trivial name is 
called ' A pcsct~rin dos Catuarone~' (shrimp-fishery, half Portugl~ese, 
half Spanish) in the map of P. P i p ~ f e t h  (A.D. 1578-158i), Home 1591, 
copied by hlr. Major ( loc. cit. p. 334). 

t According to Captain Owen, Captain Vidal, and Lieutenant Bedford 
(1836-8) the Cumarones peak numbers 12,357 feet ; the hydrographic 
charts give 13,760, and I rcdiiced it  to 13,129. Feruando P o  is given 
by No. 1 authority as 10,950; by No. 2, 10,700-an altitude also 
asrunled hy AIessrn. Pellew and Mnnn. I found the thermometer 
showing 195" 301, temperature 69" (I?.), which would diminish the 
height to 9,400 feet. I t  is usually ass11n1c.d a t  10,000 feet in round 
numberq and this mlculation is probably correct enough. 

B 2 



4 A Visit to Fernando Po Peak. 

table kingdom, whose flower resembles a peony, and whose 
fruit spike, six feet long, must be carried by two men, like 
the g r s p  of Eshcol. The Bombax is the monarch of trees, 
exceeding in majesty even the African cedar whose bole is 
often ninety feet betbre it pnrts with a single branch. The 
minor growths are the African cork ( L l u s c ~ ~ ~ g a  Smithiij, the 
Icola tree (Sterculia acuminntn), with i ts  carmine-coloured nut ; 
the scrubby oak of Sierra Leone (Lopkira alata), whose h i t ,  
with light red wings, adorns the ears and necks of the wild 
people, the African oak, miscalled teak, the African mahogany 
( Old'eldia rrfricana), the sulphur tree (Blarrnora Inn'da Ben- 
tha~nii), the grand eriodendrum, the hlonoclora grnndiflorn, with 
its splendid foliage, and the erjthrina, with its glowing masses 
of bloo~n suggestive of the Brazilian f i r e s t n  Lfioridu. Llianas 
bigger than ships' cal~les romp from bough to bough ; orchids 
clothe the broad shoulders of the branches; moss streamers 
h a n ~  like giants' beards ; whilst a huge growth of pink-fruited 
eacchara, amoma, panica and other herbaceous plants, fifteen 
feet high, roll clown in masses to the water-edge, and clothe 
the sands with eternal verdure. The torrid zone extends from 
the shore to 1,500 feet of altitude, the temperate to 5,ol)O, 
and the frigid to the summit. I will treat of tlie two latter 
when we reach them. 

Throw in betmeen these two giant portals, an expanse of 
mirror? blue sea, glaze earth and ocean ancl air, with the soft 
sensuous haze of an African climate, whose 'rapture of repose' is 
seldom broken in ' the dries' save by that mixture of thunder 
and lightning, flood and deluge, called a ' trovoada,' our cor- 
rupted tornado, and you have before you the picture a t  once 
grand and powerful which lnct the eye of Adnriral Hanno, and 
which still charms the sight of the coastil~g mariner en route 
for the Equator. 

The ' Madeira of the Gulf of Guinea' has been too often 
described to leave room for fresh description. I may however 

that though the island is only a hundred miles in circum- 
ference, the greater part of the interior is absolutely unknown. 
No European, and of course no emancil)ated negro, has ever 
ventured to tread the pri~neval forest, and none can say whether 
the aborigines number 4,000 or 40,000 souls. Tlle Spaniards 
have had the common sense to supply their colony with a 
gi~nitarium, and to btock it with convicts-the latter indeed is 
t,Ire only proper use of African possessions. JVe are the 
only European exception to the rule, and the two ohjec- 
tioila popularly urged against the step are equally futile. 
Jt'hilst the 'white ' philanthropirt shudders a t  the idea of 
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banishing felons to the deadly regions of West Africa, the 
' black' philanthropist trembles at the consequences of intro- 
ducing criminals amongst the innocent blacks. So long ago 
as the winter of 1863, when garotting was the fashion, 1 was 
allowed by the ' Times ' to propose Anlbas Bay and the Ca- 
milrones Mountain as a convict station,' and I remarked that, 
although not recognised inthat category,I found Western Africa, 
with an occasional ticket of leave, not so dark as it is painted. 
W e  are wisely re-introducing corporal punishment fix brutal 
injuries to life and limb ; presently we shall have the sense to 
dlow life-long hard labour and banishment to rob the gallows. 

But the peak of Clarence, or, as i t  has lately been sanctified 
to Santa Isabel, the northerly apex of the chine which with 
a rhumb of 45" bisects Fernando Po, has not escaped visitation. 
The fimt known ascent in 1840 wss by the late Mr. Consul 
Ueecroft ; the cold, which aank his thermometer to zero, ltilled 
two of his servants. The second, in 1863, was by ' Dun Pel- 
lon,' Special Delegate of Public Works, accompanied by 
Herr  G. Afann,? Botanical Collector for the Royal Gardens, 
Kew. After failing in the first attempt, they again set out on 
March 23rd, and reached the top ou April 3rd, 1+61. The 
third, by Judge Calvo and Messrs. Laughland, Wilson and 
Mann, very shortly followed the second, and the fourth is that 
which I am about to narrate. 

And now to plunge at once in medias res. 
Tuesday, March 4,1862.-This is the end of the hot season, 

So also vol. ii. p. 229, ' Abeokuta and the Ca~uaroon Mountain.' 
London : Tinsleys. 1858. 

t In 1863, wl~en I published my account of Abeokuta, kc., Dr. 
Joseph IIooker complained by letter to the late Sir lioderick I. hiur- 
chison, that his prote'je', Nr. Mann, had not received due honour a t  my 
hands It is well, therefore, that the whole truth should appear. On 
December 10, 1861, I met Mr. Alann a t  Victoria (Ambau Bay), and 
we agreed to attempt the mountain together ten days afterwards. I 
returned in H.M.S. 'Bloodhound,' Lieut.-Com~nander Stokes, two 
days before time (December 18). To  my surprise, Mr. Sakt-r, tlie 
resident Baptist missionary, infbrmed me that Mr. hlann had aet out on 
the 14th with much merriment, boasting that he would devcmce me. 
On December 19, Judge Calvo Iturhuru and I muglit up Alr. hlrrnn, 
and the 'poor herbalist ' naively declared that he 11ad done his best 
to he first and had failed. An account of the trip was put)liuhed in 
the 'Journal of the Proceedir~gs of the Linnean Society,' vol. vi. 1862. 
A papc2r by Mr. &Iann, describing his expedition to the C;rn~uroon 
Mountains, con~nlunicated by Sir W. J. Hooker, P.R.S., F.A.S., k c . ,  
was also read June 5, 1862, lrud printed in the ' J o u r n d  of the Pro- 
ceedings.' 
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if the latter term can be applied to such tropical placea as Fer- 
nando P o  and Zanzibar. Here tornados still last, showing an 
excess of electricity, and pesently furious large-dropped 
showers will severely try the best waterproofs. All the 
better, we shall escape the sun. The rains, as fom~erly in 
Rio Janeiro, display a remarkable periodicity, beginning every 
day a little before noon. 

I t  was a beautifully bright and clear evening, which allowed 
a grand view of the Peak, as at  5.30 P.M. we marched, escorted 
by a number of friends, up the Calle de Annero, the Regent 
Street of ' Nanny PO.' \Ire crossed a torrent bed with pools, 
where sable nymphs of Arethusn were dashing to pieces dirty 
linen, and passed over two rickety bridges spanning Cockburn 
and Hay Brooks, the latter falling into Back or Goderich Bay. 
After a walk of 1 hour 5 minutes ( = 2 4  statute milee), we 
rexhed the little bungalow near Banap6, where my hospitable 
friend, Major Teodosio Noeli y White, had asked us to dine 
and 1)as the dark hours. I t  is close to Banap6, the lower of 
the two native villages, and the aneroid showed 760 feet 
above sea level.' 

A t  Major Noeli's the party wai duly formed. It was com- 
posed of three whites, Commander P., his coxswain Deane, 
and myself. Thev had their Kruboys, answering to the nxrnes 
of Ben Jonson, Friday and Jack Richards. I brought part of 
my gig's crew headed by the coxswain, Black Will, KO. 1 ; and 
3lessrs. Laughland and 11-ilson had loaned ' me a small detach- 
ment, consisting of Black Will No. 2, Grande No. 1, Grande 
KO. 2, Tom Bushman and Tom Pepper; whilst Spyglass, who 
had accompanied t l ~ e  last exploring party, was sent as our 
guid?. The ten blacks were formally placed under the com- 
mand of my steward and factotum, Selim Agha, who had been 
brought up in Scotland and who spoke Eiiglish uith a truly 
northern lisn and burr. 

These 1c;umen have been called ' crew boys,' probably upon 
the wllich converted the East India sip6hi or soldier 
to ' sea-pie.' They are not pleasant cornpagno~rs de voyage, but 
they are inevitable, so we must make the best of them. All 
am11ly merit the African titles, ' King Lie ' and ' King Chopy 
(glutton), but the worst are perhaps those in the Government 
service. They cannot be trusted inside a house, so nimble are 
tlieir fingera. On the road, despite the daily dilci~lma o f '  dash 

* Before setting out, my aneroid (Cary, Lontlon) showed at the 
cons~~l:~tc 23.273, nnd after return, 29.500. I h a r e  therefore assumed 
29.387 as a mean, atld applied a corrt%tion of + O . l l d .  
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or dozen,'. they throw away their axes and hatchets, they lag 
behind, and they steal everything, provisions and even tea, 
till at  last you are driven from brandy to trade rum, a villanous 
compound. Corks are their deadly enemies till they pick them 
out with tlicir shcath-knives; even the water-kegs should be 
placed in locked boxes, and then they would doubtless smash 
them. 

Wednesday, Afurch 5, 1862.-We passed n pleasant night 
a t  Rlnjor Noeli's, where, during the last three weeks, the min. 
thermo. (P.) showed 67" and the max. 89". At 6 ii.31. i t  was 
74", that is to say, a warm 'muggy' morning. b r e  set out, 
after breaking our fast, up a greasy path of ochre-stained clay, 
wet with the heavy dews distilled by the gigantic grasses and 
paved with the palrn kerncls, whose precious contents are here 
wasted. I n  March begins tlie Elaeis season, when the men 
bring home the nuts, whilst the women make and sell tlie oil. 
The industry might greatly be increased tliroughout Westeru 
Africa, where i t  1s still only in its infuncy. I venture to hope 
that a Liberal (opposed to a liberal) Government will not, out 
of territorial considerations for negro chiefs, miscalled kings, 
leave our traders exposed to every manner of difficulty by re- 
moving the ships of war. 

Despite the nuts, this path is slippery as the London clay 
about Beulah Spa, and even the naked-footed inrligines, though 
provided with that third leg, the Alpenstock, constantly fill. 
Tl'e met many upon the way, who oflered us excellent palm- 
oil, fresh and milky. The industrious were cleaniug their 
grounds, which had been ~ l an t ed  in February with koko 
( Colocasia esculenta), here the prop of life. ' The yamfields can 
hardly be considered as cultivation,' says Mr. Rlann, but I 
would ask him, Why not ? H e  is right, however, in saying that - 
the best grow about the north-west bay ; the eastern yani is 
larger but not so good. For  Africans, the islanders arc not a 
lazy race ; many of them, women aa well as men, set out, fire- 
stick in hand, for distant plantations,whence they return graveo- 
lent in tlie evening. And they keep their toy-fields very neat 
and clean ; with a little fancy tlie koko-ground may become a 
vineyard. 

After crossing two brooks, then dry, but soon to roll turbid 
streams, we entered the village of Basile, the highest 'town,' 
or rather ' toon,' on the ' Clarence side,'-the east part of the 
island. It consists of scattered hovels buried in the herbaceous 
growths which here, as in the Brazil (Ca~oeira), always take - 

' Dash ' is African for a preaent, ' dozen ' is intelligible Euglidi. 
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the place of felled forests. The material is mostly the Raphia 
vinifera, a palm ever preferring the lowland swamps ; ita 
fronds form the roofs, whilst the foliage mats the floors. 

Here our friends the BubCs, whose wardrum we had heard, 
although we knew that there was to be no war, held a parade, 
followed by a ' sweetmouf palaver.' They offered a curious 
spectacle as they squatted before us in the public 'speak-shed,' 
wondering what our intentions might be and thoroughly s u s  
picious, as the savage nature is wont, about anything and 
everything. To  the excessive scandal of our friends, the ex- 
cellent missionaries a t  BanapB, RR. Padres Camyillo and 
Garcia, both sexes wore nothing beyond the T-bandage of mon- 
key skin and the Tola pomatum, which coloured them like the 
so-called Red Indians. Their headdress partly resembled the 
Wazeramo of East Africa : the hair was plastered with red- 
ochreish earth and palm-oil, which gathered in knob like 
bilberries. But  these people added thereto a monstrous and 
huge-flapped hat made of plaited bamboo and ' country rope ; ' 
i t  was covered with the skin of some small deer, a tail streamed 
down the owner's back, and the chief ornament was a ball-like 
bunch of fowl's feathers. This hat acts umbrella, but its 
special object is to ward off falling tree-snakes ; the latter are 
often poisonous in Africa, and a Bubk looks above not around 
him, when he walks the forest. The favourite decorations are 
bracelets, necklaces, and broad leather-lined gaiters of ' wam- 
pum,' here chipped circlets of the Achatina shell, also acting 
money; a dwarf dudgeon is thrust into a bit of skin surrounding . 
the left arm, and the men rejoice in the portable drcesing- 
case. This is n creacent-shaped sausage of goats' fat in a bit of 
diaphragm, hanging below the throat like an officer's gorget in 
the olden dav. It serves, when wanted, to ruddle the body for 
full dress. Each has his head-scratcher, which sornetirnes runs 
through and secures the hat;  it is a splint of wood like that used 
by the Somal, and it is somewhat longer than the bodkins with 
which the fair Trasteverine stab one another. 

E Bub6 means 0 man ! opposed to E Apotto, 0 stranger! 
hence the racial name, usually confounde~ with the English 
' booby.' The brecd was originally produced, not from the dust, 
but out of the mountain top, where precisely there is a crater. 
The language is South African, as we may judge by the har- 
mo~~ious phrase ' KO-hodi uwe lobu, 1obu.'-I love you much, 
much. They cannot pronounce certain letters, supplyin for 
inqtance, S for T, and saying Sihakka for Tobacco. %hey 
pronounce their few words of English far better than the coast 
people, but they have of course preserved the coast slang, e.g. 
6 drop that custom,' and so forth. 
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The Bub6, a poor and timid race, is not a bad people. They 
have neither human sacrifice, nor, I believe, infanticide. Fo r  
adultery they cut off the woman's hand, except about Melville 
Bay, where intercourse with civilization teaches them to ' go in 
for damages.' They never steal, and are exceptionally honest; 
pure iguorance made the old travellers declare them to be ' the 
worst blacks of all Guinea.' With the most ancient of philo- 
sophers, they believe in a Deity who is far too high and too 
far to hear prayer and petition, or to work except by second 
causes. Their ' Rupe ' is a rude form of the Hindu's imper- 
sonal Brahm, who rules his logical and material triad, Brahm6, 
Vishuu aud Shiva, the Creator, the Saviour, the Destroyer, 
and of the Persian BkBrana-Zamhn (Boundless Time), who 
presides over the moral duality Hormuzd, the good god, and 
Ahriman (Ahura Manushya),the bad god,of whom the Hebrewe 
made Satan. It has been conjectured, and not without reason, 
that the philosophical clogma was  buried in the mysteries of 
Greece and Iiome; it is fount1 in the original worship of the 
Scandinavian All-Father, before Odin was associated with 
Freya and Thor, and the ever-increasing acceptance with 
which i t  now meets has lately found bold expression in the 
' Ibfartyrdom of Man.' 

The main characteristic of the Bubk after his eternal sus- 
piciousness (the descofiunqa of the Brazilian Caipira), is an 
attachn~ent to the manners and customs of his forefathers 
which savours of a somewhat iigid conservatism. Even a 
chief would be put to death were he openly to advocate 
' progress.' The women rejccted with disdain the b r i ~ h t  
shirts offered by the missionaries, and persisted in flaunting 
their bulky charms before the face of day. The men who 
accompanied us refused blankets, and preferred to sleep naked, 
when nearly 10,000 feet above sea-level. Easily enduring 
hunger for two days, they lived on roots and berries, not 
daring to taste beef or ham, pork or rice. Of course they 
retain their own names for all the sites upon the island. 

A t  Basile, the last inhabited place, we were kindly permitted 
by the chief to engage two guides, and we carefully chose 
those who were not suffering from the endemic herpes, which 
in some cases resembles leproay. The 'big man ' was Neno 
Katutt6. His forehead is gashed in a double set of threes, 
whilst similar ornaments extend from his ears down his cheeks ; 
his brow is sub-semitic; his nose is not flat, and evidently he 
is not closely related to the traditionally exaggerated ' Sambo ' 
of the tobacconist. His beard is the ragged ' goatee ' of the 
Bedawi. His chocoltrte-coloured skin is coarse aa that of the 
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hippopotamus, and especially about the hands and feet i t  is 
scaly as that of a black fowl's leg. His  form is peculiarly long- 
backed ; the breasts, as in most of the males, are placed very 
low down, and the trunk ends in the short stout legs of the 
true mountaineer. Au reste, he is a 'gentleman,' m we see 
by the slow way in which he sips his liquor. 

Keno KatuttE was presently joined by a 'small boy,' a poor 
relation or dependant known as ICaboteulla. I I e  is not a pleasant 
companion ; B single glass of spirits upsets him ; he then reels 
about and quarrels, cries, and swears that we want to 'cut,' 
that is, to kill him. His  favourite position is a t  squat, warm- 
ing his hands before the scantiest of fires, whilst a wealth of 
wood lies all around. This is the habit of the nub&, as i t  is of 
the North American opposed to the Brazilian ' Red Indian.' 

Keither of these guides is a t  all professional. A s  usual in  
Africa, they follow instead of preceding the party, and, as is 
not usual in Africa, they are eyer forgetting to bar the 
wrong path with R twig or a bit of ' tie-tie ' ( l l i a n a ~  It 
appears, indeed, their interest to delay us as much as possible, 
and to base upon waste time claims for trade muskets. Our  
only remedy is to cut their tobacco, and worse still for them, 
the rum, when they behave extra-badly. 

During a total march of 1 hr. 20 min. we passed two yam- 
clearings and four brooks, one apparently trending north-west, 
whilst the rest flovied to eouth-east. 7?'e then reached the 
site afterwards called Santa Cecilia Here  a t  a height of 400 
mhtres (the aneroid gave 2,500 feet), the maison casertie 
intended as a Sanitarium was opened on November 30, 1863. 
A little above it ' Don Pellon' of the 7IToods and Forests built 
his frame house, ' Buena Vista,' where I lived for some weeks, 
and which I duly comn~emorated in ' A Mission to the King 
of DahnmE.'+ 1 still remember with pleasure the cool clear 
nights, the murmurs of the pretty brook singing the song of 
Undine, and the freedom from the vegetable exhalations which 
~ i t i a t e  the air of the lowlands. The growth near the sea 
is enabled to resist the furious winds and deluges of rain by  
its guminy aucl oily nature. The volatile organic matter, 
concentrated by superior atmospheric weight, doubtless takes 
a considerable part in forming the subtle evil which we call 
malaria. 

The path was by no means easy to find: here it is soon 
'killed,' as Africans say, by the bush. Presently turning 
between east and north-east, we came upon a deep gully 
- - - - - - 

+ ITol. i. cl~ap. i. 
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running north-tlauth, and we swung ourselves down by the 
trees to the brook that splashed and murmured below. I t  was 
a Diana's bath, a crystal-clear rivulet of the coolest water, 
bounded above and below by miniature rapids, and set in a 
stony marge overgrown with ferns, and especially with the 
Tricl~omanes which flourish between 1,000 and 5,000 feet, 
which gave it a northern aspect. The place was charming for 
breakfast, the time not quite so fitting, as 11.30 A.M. indulged 
us with a heavy shower. 

W e  then entered the true forest, which is pierced, however, 
by nub6 paths, where the wild hunters track their 'bush- 
beef'-a term mostly applied to deer and monkey. I n  the 
clairi2r.e~ we had g1iml)ses of the nether world-Clarence 
Town a mere patch, and Point William dwarfed to the size 
of a man's finger: above us rose the green curtain of hill 
folds, below us fell ridzcs and valleys all robed with domed 
trees, and suggesting a marvellous ferncity and luxuriance of 
nature, a mine of wealth in the days to come, whilst the sea 
finished and completed the panorama. Six dry torrent beds, 
a little bush-cutting with matchets, a steep l~itch at 1 P.M., and 
a second shower a t  2 P.M., which left a pleasant freshness in 
the sparkling air, were the only incidents ; and at 3.45 P.M. 
we came to the clearing which we called ' Laughland's Camp.' 
Our total that day had been 5 hrs .  30 min., a short march, 
but hard work a t  the beginning of an excursion. W e  lost no 
time in building a hut with cut branches, which was rendered 
tight by the gig awning, and comfortable by the stick bed- 
steads, which the ICrumen rig up. The worst of No. 1 camp is 
that water lies far off. 

Upon this march we saw little animal life, although the 
Bub6s assert that it abounds. There was sign of monkey 
and porcupine, flying squirrels juml.ed from tree to tree, the 
pigeons were too wild for shot guns, and the butterflies were 
those of the Camarones coast. The most remarkable of the 
fauna were the Philantomba (Ogilby), the antelope, and the 
Touraco jay. The former is the Pritamba of Sierra Leone, 
popularly called the ' tree-deer,' because i t  walks along the 
fallen trunks. It is a small bush antelope, which gives the 
best flavoured ' beef; ' the back is dark grey and the belly 
light; in parts its earths are everywhere scattered, and we 
found one with its legs broken by the usual Bub6 trap, 8 
noose and a spring. The Scansor contrasts greatly with the 
pets of our youth, which so often come to a bad end; it is 
probably the ' wild peacock ' of which my friend and colleague 
Hutchinson speaks. The head ia small, the tail long, and 
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the ground colour is a vivid metallic green with the liveliest 
crimson about the wings. The Toulrco is a remarkably 
stupid bird, it erects its crest and stares a t  the stranger with 
out-stretched neck, and allows a second, and even a third shot, 
to those who want its bright plumes for hats. The chatter is a 
loud hoo-hoo-1100, which has caused suiidry travellers to describe 
i t  as barking like a dog. The nest is rough, and the white 
eg is somewhat bigger than a pigeon's. 

%he height of Laughland's Camp is about 4,750 feet, yet a t  
6 P.M. the thermometer showed 74" Fahr., a perspiring tem- 
perature. W e  spent a merry evening, though our hands and 
faces had been flayed by the sun, and tl~ough the rumbling of 
thunder all around us foretold a storm. The bivouac assumed 
its usual picturesque aspect; i t  is the only domestic scene 
which the traveller truly enjoys, and i t  wanted only the horse. 
Fireflies sparkled through the outer gloon~, and the music of 
the screech-owl, which I have long learned to enjoy, was as 
resonant in the virgin forest as in the so-called ' gardens ' of 
Damascus. The Krnmen, as usual, played and sang, and 
bitterly ' chafled ' the 13uhbs in the worst of ' nigger English.' 

Tl~ilrsday, March 6, 1862.-This was the first of our bad 
days. W e  had been cautioned against losing the way, and 
yet we lost no time in so doing. W e  set out a t  7.15 A.M. 
with the thermometer a t  67" Fahr., and the birds singing 
free from the topmost boughs, whence they were saluting the 
sun. An  excellexlt path led for the first forty-five minutes 
through an open forest which had notably changed its aspect. 
Pa l~ns  were unaccountably wanting. The tallest trees, Com- 
posita? and Araliacea, were not fifty feet high, in fact mere 
dwarfs; there were fine Cyathiae, clustering columns thirty 
feet high, a quantity of Ericinella, Clematis, Liliacea?, Salvia, 
Rubus (apetahrs), Acanthaceie, Trichomanes, Aspleniums, Her- 
baces and Gralninacea, which no longer numbered fifteen 
feet of stature, whilst a variety of epiphytes, Lycopodium, and 
mosses, orchids, ferns, and Uigonias, converted the tree tops 
into dry timber. 

W e  then entered a dense i un~ le .  and worse still we found i t  " c, , 

pierced by three parallel paths. The first or easternmost, 
the English trail, ran up the ridge crest and gave a charming 
view of' the lower slopes ; i t  was still broad and well defined, 
having been IaGoriously cut by Mr. Laughland's party, and 
besides being tlle most direct it has the best camping-places 
and the nearest springs. The central line is the old Spanish 
track, taktln by Mr. Beecroft, and leading to a height called 
Buenos Ayres ; ' it had not been used for years, as the BUMS 
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reported after creeping through the bush The third or 
westernmost was the lowest and the most encumbered with 
herbaceous plants, yet Spyglass insisted that this path had 
been preferred by Mr. Mann. 

A t  8.30 A.M. we began to make what the Brazilians call a 
picada, and after 1 hr. 30 min. of harJ work, we came upon n 
fine broad trail, which we followed for same distance, delighted 
with the European aspect of the forest and treading upon the 
crisp foliage. W e  hurriedly breakfasted at a place some 
5,700 feet ahove the ses-level, the thermometer at  10 A.M. 
showing 74" (F.) ; and we derided the doubts about our losing 
the way expressed by former expeditionists. About no011 we 
struck up the fine path leading to the Buenos Ayres ridge; 
but ~resentlv wc found ourselves uuon the edge of that moun- 

D 

tainier's curae, a deep barranca ; its pathless sides were pain- 
fully steep, and our clothes were Sopped by the water dripping 
from the thick jungle. A Krurnan reported from a tree-top 
that the peak lay to the south-west, whilst we were progressing 
to the north-east, a rhumb which presently would have I d  us 
to the track at Cape Horatio. Spyglass however persisting 
that the path mould presently turn to the right direction, we 
descended the deep ravine by a ladder of tree-roots, only to find 
that there was no such bend, whilst rain began to fall, accom- 
panied by thunder. 

Vexed by the contretemps, which dashed all our expectations, 
we retraced our steps, and were assured by Neno Katutt4 that 
all would be right if we struck to the south-west. H e  led us 
by an easy road down a shallow valley, where the bush was 
unusually thin. A t  1.45 P.M. we struck a trail which presently 
placed us at a Bub6 hut (No. 1). W e  fondly imagined it to 
be that where Mr. Xiann had passed the niglit of March 29th ; 
but here we were at  the height of' 5,700 instead of 8,500 feet. 
The hovel stood in a little clcaring fenced by tall herbaceous 
growths backed by a ravine which promised water, but which 
did not keep its ~~romise. I t  consisted of mats and uprights, 
wholly wanting side walls ; and half a cocoa-nut proved it to 
be of African build as surely as a silver spoon would have 
shown it to be not. 

After a rest of fifteen miniites, we began again a t  3.40 P.M. 
to explorc the true line, which still lay far to the south-west. 
A ravine filled with the densest growth, here beginning to be 
extra thorny, led us to a cunette-a deep trench bridged by a 
pzngela-a fallen tree, wet and slippery. There was much of 
this work to be done, makin us greatly envy ' L e  Blondin.' 
Tree-hlazinga pointed up hf l  ; they were however old, and 
probably Bub6 work. 
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After a time, we came upon a regular and very distinct 
trail, trending north-west and by north, and apparently con- 
necting two villages. W e  followed it for some distance, skirting 
on our left prociigious masses of vegetation that clothed the 
slopes between the projecting ridges; fallen trees barred the 
path, and many appeared shattered by lightning. Our course 
through. this sea of verdure was rather of descent than of 

0 

ascent, and we instinctively felt that it mas not in the right 
direction. Black \\'ill and a Kruboy were sent to see where 
i t  debouched. After return, they declared that they had 
sighted the mountain-top : we therefore resolved to follow them 
on the next day, and a t  once returned to Bub6 hut (So. 1). 
Our hard work had produced only 1 hr. 15 min. of direct 
advance. 

Spyglass and others were sent on purpose to find water. 
They did not find it, and the dinner was neither copioos nor 
gay. Yet there were no sand-flies, the pest of the lowland 
forest, and we could see our breath-a great delight to the 
traveller in the tro~)ics. Our camn was visited bv swarms of 

I i 

bees, like those which we found upon Cainarones 1\Iountain, 
and the angelitos (little tlngcls) described by ~luiuboldt. Col- 
lected by the damp, they sonlctimes disappear; a t  this season 
they awake a t  7 A.M.; and now and then, fiightcned by being 
entangled in our dress, they use their stings, which are of the 
mildest. About midnight a rushing wind announced torrents 
of rain, accompanied by thunder and lightning; we caught a 
quant. suf. in our waterproofs, and a t  once made merry. After 
this we stopped the leak in the canvas which we had spread 
over the Bub6 hut, and slept soundly till 6.30 A.M. 

Friday, niurcli 7, 1862.-Saint Friday was not our friend 
this time. After cocoa had been served out, Factotum Seli~n 
walked up hill, and saw the summit clear of clouds. I Ie  then 
started with a s~nall party to explore the path, a i d  returned at 
9 A.M. with a good account. \Ve struck a fiir trail tllrouph 
unusually thick masaes of vegetation, which here face the rainy 
and windy north-ester. Crossing three chines, parted by 
torrents of verdure, at 10.30 a.ar. we came upon a stream-bed 
where basalt clothe.1 the ground, wllilst ferns clotl~ed the 
basalt. MTnter appeared in sundry distant pools, and the place 
got the nalne of ' Deane's Brook.' The we;rther was cl~armiog 
-it had become an English July. Sou~e day, in this I'aradise 
of pure cool air, about 6,780 feet high, tliere will be a sanatorial 
settlement. 

Leaving Deane's Brook a t  11.45 A.M., a quarter of an hour 
placed us at the old clearing which Spyglass called the Spanish 
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Camp. Here also we found s basaltic bed, with some fifty 
pols ,  one of them 20 feet lony by 3 broad, scattered over a 
couple of miles. A third ' fiumara ' and sundry ascents and 
descents showed 11s n broad arrow blazed upon a tree, and 
pointing to the left. The path then became very bad, the 
deep slides and climbs were stiff, stiffer, and stiffest ; the sur- 
face was of the densest bush where the patriarchs of the forest 
lay fallen, not felled. Then there were thickeh of blackberries, 
nettles stood in walls of stingers 8 feet high, and Northern 
t h o r ~ ~ s  formed a queer pl8gue in intertropical Af r iw  The 
Salvia was exce1)tionally sweet, and the fruit of more than one 
species, waxing snlaller as i t  rises higher, almost makes us feel 
faint with the perfume-we did not neglect to gather it for 
juleps. \Ve remilrked the pretty heath Blceria spicatn-one of 
the seventeen plants already found to be peculiar to Abyssinia, 
the Camarones and Fernando Yo, and the Hypericum, con- 
necting Bourbon with the other three-a plant with beauti- 
fully green foliage and rich blossoms, a t  a distance resenlblirig 
dog-roses. The legions of flies that followed us like wasps 
were not so misplaced as the nettles. The labour, which caused 
us to halt every thirty minutes, was rclieved by the view. On 
the right we had glimpses of Father Ocean, framed in a nmsv 
of cloutis; from the left the Peak of the Camarones frowned 
upon the insects that had violated his virgin head, whilst fiir 
below the deep folds falling from our feet lay a distance- 
dwarfed crescent, one of whose cusps was Cape Bullen, tile 
north-westernmost point of Fernando Po. 

Resuming our march at 4.55 p.nf . ,  after a total ~narch of 
4 hrs. 40 min., we came upon Hub6 hut (No. 2), a t  an altitude 
of 8,100 feet. W e  had seen on tlie right s dwarf green peak, 
which the guide declared to be the true head. Excited by the 
sssertion, Co~nmantler P. and I, after a few minutes' rest, set 
out with him, ordering the others to build a camp and to await 
the stragglers. W e  presently reached nnother Bub6 hovel 
(No. 3), in an old plantation of Icoko-yam. There the prospect 
of Clarence Peak,gleaming yellow and opening suddenly to the 
left, robbed us of all our prudenre. A t  6.15 p.ar. the gloom 
began to deepen, the nloon was hidden, and night came upon 
us as a shroud. hIy companion, who squeezed snge-juice into 
his mouth, and feared lest thirst nliglit take away his senses, 
tried a little walking, till some heavy fillls convinced him that 
it was labour in vain. H e  spoke rouglily to Spyglass, who a t  
once became, as the Hindoos say, ' ghabr& ' (wild) ; he saw 
' sufling ' (romethiug), and the whirring flight of a ' debbil- 
bird ' (bat) coin~)leted his disconifit.ure. 
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My companion wore a waistcoat and no coat, I a coat and 
no waistcoat. Seither of us had tobacco or 'pocket-pistols,' 
and both suffered from a terrible thirst, cold feet., and wet 
nether garments, whilst fire was not to be thought of. For- 
tunately we found a tree with a hollow facing east, and warding 
off the cold and noxious smth  and south-west land breeze. 
W e  disposed ourselves with our backs to the tree, with our 
heads covered by my coat and with our feet upon the Kruman's 
naked body, which acted as a wanning-pan. I t  waa a queer 
night in the open, at more than 8,000 feet of altitude. Distant 
shots and shouts fell upon our drowsy ears till 10 P.M., fol- 
lowed by a dead silence. A t  first we dozed in the crisp dry air 
of early darkness ; then we walked about and stamped to warm 
our st.iffened limbs, loud gusts swept high over head, and 
shortly - - before the greying of the d a m  we fell i n to  a lethargic 
slumber. 

Saturday, March 8, 1862.-We awoke somewhat surprL.4 
to find ourselves so well. Spjglass wns still confused by 
remembering the bat ; but, after losing the way two or three 
times, he led us at 7 A.M. into camp, where we wasted no time 
in relieving. our nhvsical wants. Little could be done after - . , 
such a night, especially as the day was rich in tornatlos, which 
for a time dispersed the bees and flies. The men were sent 
everywhere to reconnoitre the best path to the Peak ; all went 
wrong in the labyrinth of tracks, except Deane, who returned 
with a highly satisfactory report. A t  2 P.M. a party of four 
Bubes, headed by Obotapella with two muskets, a woman and 
a child, brought up a basket of koko and a Touraco jay for 
their friend Neno ICatuttE-decidedly a good deed. TTe con- 
tented otlrselves with shifting our ground to Bub6 hut So. 3, 
an operation which took us only twentj-five minutes. 

Sundoy, Afnrrh 9, 1862.-After a showery and thundery 
night and n slight breakfast of cocorr, we set out en masse a t  
8.15 A.M. to breast the last wooded hill whose trees were hung 
with the largest and vs tes t  mosses. It was much like scaling 
a ship's side, and at times we perforce zigzagged to the east, 
the west, and the east again ; still we were cheered by the 
eight of the Yellow Peak now standing clear above us. Pre- 
sently, we debouched from the forest upon a growth of her- 
baceous plants, ericas and others, eight to ten feet high, mixed 
with bramble and the homely nettle, and pierced by a network 
of paths. Another angry zigzag, R succession of furious 
showers and fierce sunbursts enjoyed only by the shivering 
Bubds, and we came upon the end of the ' bush.' Grass now 
appeared in a sharply cut line extending to the summit; i t  waa 
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'disposed in long stripes amongst the lava beds. The principal 
growths, which run up to 400 and 500 feet below the summit, 
were Senecio, S l a r in  spicata, Leucothiie, Helichrysum, and 
Vmonicn; the Hypericunr showed its remarkably light and 

vivid green, the Cytisus appeared to have been rained upon 
with gold, and we especially remarked a Myosotis with her 
eyes of blue. There were sundry rocky ravines in which rain- 
water had long been standing,. as we. saw by the number of 
tadpoles, whilst dragon-flies fl~tted orer the surface. The 
Spaniards of the last centuiy utilised this fine grazing country 
by introducing black cattle, which soon succumbed, however, 
to the Bub6 musket, and i t  might still be made a first-rate 
rabbit warren. But  the wild people are in the habit of firing 
the surface, and this causes the denizens of Fernando P o  to 
quake with fear lest the crater may have broken out once 
more. 

Around Clarence Peak (Pic0 Santa Isahel) is a campus 
Phlegrceus, a Katahekaumene, a pays lrzilh, abounding in 
cloughs and caiions, and in crevasses and ' calderas ; ' we did 
not, however, succeed in discovering as in the Camarones 
Peak traces of sofione or soufrie're. I t  was useless that day 
to attempt the ascent. The laden men had lost the road, and 
few had accompanied us ; our provisions were running short, 
there was neither bread, meat, nor cocoa, and when the 
Kruboys' ratious of rum gave out they lagged behind to 
scrutinise the contents of our baskets. So we resigned oor- 
selvea, and built a screen to defkrld ourselves from the south 
and south-west winds, and styled i t  ' New Camp.' The only in- 
cidents of the night were the hooting of the owls, the pacing 
of the deer, and the bush-dog whining for a firestick. I could 
not but admire the hardness of the old Bubt?, who slept nt 
squat, rising at. times to trim and feed the kindly flames. 

Monday, Mtcrch 10, 1862.-We spent the day in collectinm 
the dispereed bearers and in wandering down the ravines an3 
over the outlying hills. The sky above us was tolerably clear, 
but thunder rumbled below our feet and dense cumuli and 
wool-pack prevented our seeing the whole island spread like 
a map under our eyes. I n  the deeper gilllies rose walls of 
cut vegetation and the dorsa were clothed with sweet briar and 
hypericum, mint and clover, cytisus and a chamomile like inr- 
rnortelles, nettles and yellow grasses. W e  set out at  noon, 
and working up a ' fiumara ' in places three hundred feet deep, 
we pitched upon an eminence, which we called ' Ridge Camp.' 
The Peak bore to 15's. of us, and we observed very distinctly 
the vast crevasse seen from Cumarones Peak, which lies to 
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the north-east of the Fernando P o  apex in the clear and 
g r a ~ s y  pyramid capping the virgin forest. 

Tuesda-y, March 11, 1862.-This day we a t  length reached 
the summit* A t  dawn the thermometer stood a t  43O, and 
about the same place Air. Mann found his minimum represent- 
ing 39". The sky was exceedingly clear as we set out (6.25 
A.M.), over grass slippery as glasa under heavy dew; but a t  7.45 
the air became hazy and clouds banked up, obscuring the 
horizon of land and. s ea  I spare the reader all reflections 
concerning the frequency of such disappointments in travelling 
as well as elsewhere. After 1 hr. 15 min. up hill to the north 
ridge, we turned to the west and stood upon the highest point, 
which is the western lip of a crater some 350 to 400 feet 
deep--I wonder how air. JIann found it to 11e 40. Outside 
the cone there is good and deep soil, a degradation of basalt 
extending to the sumrnit ; inside the beautifully-modelled and 
unbroken cup about three-quartera of n mile in circumference 
there are a few ribbings and tiers of bare rock, a compact grey 
basalt ; hanging woods of huge heaths ; tussocks of nharp and 
wiry grass and, a t  the bottom, uigns of sinkina water in the 
smooth soils: i t  must at times form one of the tarns or 
mountain lakes so frequently found in volcanic highlands. 

Heaching the apex or southern point of the western rim, 
we boiled our thermometers, which showed 195" 30' with a 
temperature of 69" ( V.) Here also were two cairns, containing 
bottles and other ~ucrnorials of those who had preceded us. 
Many craters yawned around us, and we easily counted four 
to the north-east and six to the west. For  the most part they 
were regular sugar loaves rising clear and glassy from the 
abysm of forest. Some were egg-shaped or otherwise eccen- 

S p o p s i ~  of 3Iarches. hrs. m. 
1 Titesdcl!~, March 4, 1862, Clarence Town to Major Noeli's 1 5 
2 IVeetlnesd(1y ,, 5 ,, to Camp Laugllland . . 5 30 
3 Tlr~crsrl~cy ,, 6 ,, ,, Hub6 Hut (No. 1) . . 1 15 
4 Friday ,, 7 ,, ,, Rub4 Hut ( S o .  2)  . . 4 40 
5 Saturday ,, 8 ,, ,, BubC Hut (KO. 3) . . 2.5 
6 Sunday ,, 9 ,, ,, 'New Cu~np  ' . 3 0  
7 Monday ,, 10 ,, ,, ' Ridge Camp ' . . 25 
8 Tuesday ,, 11 ,, ,, Peak . , . . 2 0 

Total 18 20 
We returned in two days, the first n march of 4 hm 35 min. ; the 

wco~ld of 6 hm. 10 min., heing a total of 10 hrs. 45 min. Rainy 
weather in Africa generally entails half niarches, and thus we found 
tbat Mr. Mann took 12 days to ascend the Peak, setting out on March 
23, and reaching the summit on April 3. 
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trically-disposed ; and bearing north of the main craters wm a 
huge feature some thousand feet high and about one mile and 
a quarter in circumference. Like all the others, it showed 
eigns of having long been extinct; t l ~ e  basalt w a ~  old and grey, 
and in places i t  had degraded to a quantity of humus. 

W e  passed the night at Ridge Camp, in very cold dry air: 
and success made us all merry, although we had wasted eight 
days upon a march which downwards occupied only two, 
although we had lost our way a dozen times a t  least, and al- 
though our heads had been bumped against branches, our 
faces had been stung by hees and nettles, our hands and 
wrists had been stabbed by thorns and torn by brambles, our 
knees had been barked by falling over roots and tripping 
Ilianas, our shoes were slopped, and our clothes were in tatters. 
Such is African travel, and yet to-rnorrotv I would return to 
it. (N.B.-Not to-morrow, as I set out for Iceland.) 

Wed!zesduy, March 12, 1862.-The down march is prover- 
bially easy. The Krumen, who colnplained ' all him body walk 
for cold ' (i .e.  of cramps), walked their sharpest, looking for- 
ward to ' Nanny P o  ' as homeward driven asses to their stables. 
Selim Agha was now the guide, way-losing had cetued, and 
the track as it descended appeared easy after the steep gradients 
above. As usual in these altitudes, i t  was Scotland in the 
morning, and the tropica a t  noon. I find in Iny diary the fol- 
lowing simple notes :- 

Started 7.20 A.M. ; covered sky, ending in furious rain, 
thunder overhead from east and west, but no lightning seen. In  
a few minutes highest Bubb hut (No. 3). Covered succes- 
eively Tree Valley and Nettle Valley. Reached BubQ hut (No. 
2), and spring. Made up camp. Total march, 4 hrs. 35 rnin., 
leasant night. ISext day set off a t  7 A.M. Crossed Deane's 

Brook, and other basaltic fiurnaras. Lowest Bubd hut (No. 1). 
Zigzagged up very steep ridge to Buenos Ayres. Camp 
Laughland a t  2.35 P.M. Brandy stolen, salt and mustard in 
locis. Perspiration begins. A t  ' Don Pellon,' about 3.30 P.M. ; 
too unclean and ragged to enter. Reach Basile a t  5 P.M. 
already dark. Banapii, 5.20 P.M. Noeli's house shut. The 
Padres gave us ecclesiastical refkction, bread and Spanish wine. 
Started in the dark, smoked our pipes, the Krumen tailed 
off, and the nymphs of Arethusa, who were retiring to roost, 
cried out, ' Good night, Sar, berry co ' 1 Slipped, after a march 
of 6 hrs. 10 min., through the back-door into her Majesty's 
Consulate, Fernando Po. 
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T has been suggested to me that I may usefully supplement I the account of an ascent of Mont Colon, which lately 
appeared in the ' Alpine Journal,' with some details of my own 
experiences in the same district. bly acquaintance with the 
little inn at the head of the Val d'Arolla and the neighbouring 
mountains is a tolerably close one. During the summers of 
1870 and 1871 I made there lengthened sojourns amounting in 
the whole to thirteep weeks. Other and older members of the 
Club, imbued with something of the spirit of Ulysses, and ac- 
customed to wander on fbr ever from pass to pass and from 
range to range, will, I know, after this confesAon, look on 
me with coml)assion, if not with contempt. I try to console 
myself with the reflection that the position of a 1-olling stone is 
not always preferable to that of a ' bloc perch;,' and that in the 
former capacity I should nerer have gathered even such moss 
as serves to form the matter of the present paper. 

A t  the village of Leu Haudcres, about an hour's walk above 
Evolbua,* the Val d'HQens splits into two branches. The 
eastern mounts steeply to the great FerpCcle glacier a d  the 
Col d713drens, the other branch, steep at first, but subsequently 
more level, and penetrating far deeper into the heart of the 
Pennine chain, is the Val or Combe d'-Ar~lla, so named from 
the abundance of the species of fir, so picturesque when old, 
known here as the arollu, and in the German Alps as the 
arven. 

The Val d'-4rolla offers in perfection the usual scenery of 
a high Alpine glen. A torrent, broken slopes and knolls 
crowned with weather-beaten trees, which tell in every limb of 
their hard six months' strife with winter storms, are always a t  
hand ; and it is seldom that some rocky pinnacle or icy crest 
does not show against the sky, and, in the eyes of the moun- 
taineer a t  least, give a finishing touch of interest and sugges- 
tiveness to the landscape. A t  the first group of ' mayens,' 
called Satarne, just clear of the wood through which the path 
mounts, and a t  the junction of the stream from the Glacier 
dea Ignes, with the main stream of the valley, the wanderer 

- 
I follow the customary spelling, although the name8 are always 

pronounced in the valley Evolhne and Arolle. A good deal of infor- 
mation on the nomenclature and traditions of Val d'HPrens will be 
fbund in an Article ' Uber einige Orhbenennungen und Sagen des 
Erinpr Thah, von A. Hitz,' in the Jahrbuch of the Swiss Alpine Club 
for 1869-70. 
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from the direct path, who mounts the hillside on the left bank 
of the former stream, will soon light upon one of the loveliest of 
Alpine tarns, the Lac Bleu, a transparent, deep-blue gem, 
shining out of a setting of green moss and darker pines. 

But as Dr. Johnson and the advertisements tell us, ' the most 
beautiful landscape in the world is improved by an hotel in 
the foreground,' and I must hurry on to the point where the 
majestic Mont Colon is seen for the first time abruptly closing 
the valley.* On this spot, a little over 6,000 feet. above the 
sea, the landlord of the present inn built in 1865 a ' Innyen' or 
chzilet for summer use only, to which he could retire in the heat 
of August. Travellers arriving from the Col de Colon or 
some other glacier pass, and seeing a new chalet, insisted upon 
sleeping there, and, consequently, in 1866, my friend sumlnoned 
sufficient courage to try and convert his summer palace- 
though not on quite the same scale as that of the Chinese 
emperors-into an hotel. I can vouch for its having contained 
at least one comfortable bed, though I believe the complaints 
sometimes made of the further sleepina accommodation have 
not always been without foundation. ?he question has, how- 
ever, only an historical interest, as the old inn will be super- 
seded in the course of the present summer by a new hotel of 
similar proportions to the one at Evol2n:t. When the plans 
were being drawn out, I pressed strongly on the landlnrd and 
architect the necessity of constructing sufficiently solid walls 
between the rooms to deaden sound, and I have consequently 
sorne hope that sojourners a t  Arolla will be spared the un- 
pleasantness common to most mountain inns of over-hearing 
a t  night their neighbours' candid opinion of their persons or 
intellects, and the still greater inconvenience of being com- 
pletely aroused in the early hours of the morning by every 
enthusiastic mountaineer who may be leaving his bed in order 
to attack some peak or glacier pass. 

During my first visit to Arolla in 1870 my chief occul)ation 
was endeavouring to shoot. a chamois, but alas I fate was against 
me, and I was obliged to content myself with the ' pleasure of 
pursuing' and with the thought that I was at any rate enjoy- 
ing true sport. My guides were my landlord and a friend of 
his. The former, being the local magistrate, is commonly known 
as the ' judge,' and the latter, being the local Poole, is honoured 
with the title of ' the tailor.' 

The penalties inflicted on poachers by the laws of the 

The view of Mont Colon engraved for a frontispiece wsn taken 
from the dopes behind and above the hotel. 
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cauton Valais are severe, fifty francs being the fine for shooting 
without a licenre (which costs ten francs), or for carrying 
cven an unloaded gun before September lst, the commence- 
ment of the proper hunting season. This fine is doubled if the 
offender is a public officer, and the latter is coneidered an 
' accoinplice after the fact,' and is liable to a double fine, if he  
does not report anyone he may see poaching. Kotwithstanding 
such, at first sight, fatal hindrances, I have heard of English- 
men who have found no serious difficulty in hunting in 
August, although to preserve appearances they were a t  
times driven to tricks of a transparency somewhat ludicrous. 
For  instance, one of my friends, while engaged in unlawful 
pu~sui t  of chamois, was forced down from the mountains by 
pouring rain which destroyed all hope of seeing game. I n  
order to give the weather another chance, they proposed to 
take shelter in some cattle ch$lets,-but the chief cowherd 
was a ' garde de chasse.' His companion, however, was ready 
with a means of evading the legal difficulty which did credit 
to his acuteness. I Ie  &imply took the lock off my friend's rifle, 
and when i t  was discovered by the 'garde,' remarked that 
Monsieur had wanted an alpenstock, and in default of a better, 
had takcn the gull, after removing the lock ! 

During the mliole of August 1870, we had hardly more than 
one fine day, so that even had we been immoral enough to 
indulge prematurely in murderous intentions auainst the 
cl~amois, they would have been sufficiently thaartedxy clouds. 
One lovely morniug in September we sighted about 7 A.M. 
on a height called Alont Dolin a herd of twelve or thirteen 
head, which subsequently took to the rocks leading to the 
ridge called the hlont Rouge. After reaching the Col du  
lCied111atten (to the top of which, I may here state, ladies o.ln 
ride on mules), we followed the rocks of the Mont Houge to 
our riplit, keeping as close to the top as possible for the purpose 
of getting occasional glimpses of our game, but on the north 
~ i d e  so as to bc concealed. Presently we came upon an extraor- 
dinary chimney, bring literally a four-sided shaft in the rock, 
with two sides coated with the most brilliant clear ice. Having 
ascentled tliis, me had to cross some rather dangerous couloil-s, 
narrow, but fill1 of quite fresh snow into which one sank up  
to tlie waist. \\ 'e could not help feeling some fear lcst the 
whole mass should give way and carry us off bodily in an ava- 
lanche on to a sinall glacier beneath. Arriving a t  2.30 P.M. 
a t  a Col called the Casiorte, the judge arid 1 (the tailor having 
gone to the other side of the herd) concealed ourselves, and 
anxiol~sly awaited the report of our companiou's gun, w;lich it 
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had been arranged he should fire for the purpose of driving 
the herd towards us. I f  the chamois came my way a t  all, they 
would necessarily paas within very short range, so I was armed 
with an enormous shot-gun, much longer in the barrel tlian the 
rifles, and loaded with a very large charge of powder, thirteen 
slugs (each slug the quarter of a bullet), surmounted by a whole 
bullet. This murderous weapon, pronounced infallible a t  close 
quarters, was playfi~lly called la mitrailleu~e,' but, as the 
sequel will show, when the decisive moment came, it like the 
weapon fro111 whicli i t  received its cognomen failed to do the 
nieditated execution ; and, if the case had not been too great a 
disappointment for words, might well have provoketl the excla- 
mation, 'nous sommes trahis.' About 5 o'clock the welcome 
sound of the tailor's gun wag heard. and shortlv afterwards I a , 
perceived four chamois coming leisurely towards me at n walk, 
evidcntlv consider in^ themselves free fiom all dancler. When 
the leakng chamois%as barely twenty yards off, 7 pulled the 
trigger, the cap simply snapped ; I put on a second, again the 
same redult ; and away scampered the chamois. I t  was evident 
that the powder must have got damp when crossing the snow, 
and there wm nothing more to be done but to consider the 
moral: after crossi~~g soft snow, always draw your charge. 

My sporting f~i lures  were, however, part,ially redeemed by 
some mountaineerin successes. On the whole the most satis- 
factory expedition of  the Beason was our aacent of the Aiguille 
de la Za, an extremely sharp tooth forming part of the chain 
called ' Lcs grandes Dents,' and lying between the Dent Perroc 
a r~d  the Dents de Bertol. I had looked at this point with 
longing eyes for about six weeks, but a few remarks I had made 
about attemptillg the ascent had not been encouraged. The 
only previous ascent had been made three years previously by 
a party of guides, three of whom reached the top. They had 
reported i t  too difficult to be attempted by travellers, and con- 
sequently no one had tried it since. About this time two 
members of the Alpine Club visited us with Oberland guides, 
and one of them much wishing to attack the Aiguille a joint 
party was arranged, but bad weather prevented the execution 
of the plan. On September 16th I started with my usual 
guides (neither of whom had been with the first party) though 
the weather did not promise well. We crossed the chain a t  a 
Col de Bertol to the north of the Col which is taken when 
going to Zermatt. Here me encountered a most bitter south- 
easterly wind, which, though too intensely cold to allow us any 
hope of seriously attempting the Aiguille, yet softened the snow 
and made it heavy walking. Pushing on with the ides of at 
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any rate reconnoitring our peak we were rewarded on reach-' 
ing'its base by a burst of warm sun and a sudden fall of wind. 
After a hasty meal and a shortly-abandoned attempt to ascend 
from the south-east. we set to work serioaslv at the nortb-east 
corner ; the rock wak very smooth, and boo& bad almoet imme- 
diately to be discarded. This expedient is, I am told by ex- 
perienced mountaineere, one seldom or almost never resorted 
to in the high Alps. I can only say that personally I fomd it 
a great help on really difficult rock. I t  was adopted in the 
present case at  the suggestion and following the example of 
my companions. The occasional advantage of bare feet is, I 
believe, more felt by chamois-hunters, accustomed to move 
without the security of a rope over smooth f m  of rock, than 
by ordinary mountaineers, who seldom encounter serious diffi- 
culties where there is no snow or ice and are naturally unwilling 
to expose their toes to frostbite on the latter. Chamois-huntera 
pique themselves upon being able to pass wherever a chamois 
can, and I have known a hunter arriving at  a very difficult spot 
to throw his boots down it first, and thus increase the necessity 
for descending by that route, and at  the same time add to his 
physical powelall. I may perhaps venture also to quote ih s u p  
port of the practice, the following story, current in the Italian 
Tyrol. 

A hunter pursuing with reckless energy a wounded chamois 
was led on to the top of a tower of rock, where he a t  last orer- 
took and captured his victim. But  to his horror, on attempt- 
ing to return, he found it beyond his power; the footholds 
by which he had climbed were not of a nature to serve in the 
descent. Maddened by the horrible situation in which he found 
himself, thus left to choose between slow starvation and a sud- 
den death, the wretched hunter cast on all sides eager glances 
after some mode of escape. The reward of his search was little 
calculated to diminish his alarm. On a ledge close beside him, 
which had at  first escaped his notice, lay, or rather crouched, a 
 till half-clothed skeleton, grasping a gun. The story of a 
hunter having lollg ago disappeared from his village, flashed 
across his mind, and he saw before his eyes a prophecy of his 
own fute. Inspired with the coilrage of despair, the still living 
man tore off his shoes, and gashing his feet with his hunting- 
knife in order to gain all possible power of adhesion to the 
crag, made a final but successful effort to descend the rocks. 

On the present occasion, we were not, I am glad to say, 
forced to r e~or t  to the last expedient of the Tyrolese, and to 
use our pocket-knives for any such unpleasant purpose. The 
craga proved sound, and afforded a fair number of small crevices 
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into which the tips of the fingers could be inserted. W e  
mounted chiefly by V-sha ed ' cheminkes,' and in these the 
toes, not being fettered %y a hard boot, played a most 

rominent part. An  hour's wriggling, if I may ao term it, 
{rought us to the top. The peculiarity of this panorama, when 
contraat,ed with the views from the neighbouring peaks, is the 
Glacier d'otemrna, which, looked down on from this point, has 
the appearance of a gigantic high road. The precipice on the 
west side of the Aiguille is very fine. The descent of the rock 
occupied an hour, and no sooner were we off i t  than the eky 
clouded, the wind r.ose again, and we only reached home just in 
time to escape a storm. The ascent has been made twice during 
the last year by Englishmen.. This ended the season of 1870. 

In  187 1, though I still failed to get a chamois (my com- 
r~snions. in conseauence of the number of visitors. beinn seldom 

'3 

i t  liberty to accokpany me in their pursuit), I e"joyed several 
most exciting ' hunts,' and made some very successful mountain - 
expeditions. 

One great disappointment I endured in the matter of chamois 
deserves to be mentioned, as showing the character of the 
guides. An  Oxford doctor of divinity, who was recruiting 
his exhausted powers in an Alpine tour, wished to go up the 
Point de Vouasson. When I came down and found both 
judge and tailor preparing to go, I, considering this ascent not 
sufficiently dangerous to require two out of three of the party 
to be guides, said, No, i t  is not worth making "Le Monsieur" 
take two uides; you (to t,he tailor) go after chamois, and I will 
go to ma f e a third on the rope.' Chamois-hunting had not 
been as yet very successful ; however, the tailor acquiesced in 
the arrangement without a murmur, and virtue was rewarded 
by his getting in less than two hours, in a place where cattle 
go, a chamois with the finest pair of horns I have seen, which, 
as the largest known in the valley, were subsequently pre- 
sented to me, and now adorn my room. 

On August 22nd, I had a severe lesson of the imprudence of 
attempting any difficult ascent with only one guide. The 
tailor was away, but the weather was fine, so the judge and I 
determined to go up the Mont Blanc de Cheillon,t the second 

+ The time now occupied in the ascent ie, to Col de Bertol, 34 hra ; 
to foot of Aiguille, 1 hr. ; ascent, 3 hr. ; less time being required now 
that the route is known. 

t More correctly Se'ilon. The mountain taka its name from the 
Alp Seilon, at the head of the Val drs Dix. This pasturage was once 
m rich that every cow at milking-time filled her pail. Hence the 
name Seilon, meaning milkpail. .. . 

..-.a 
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in height of the surrounding peaks, and one which he had no t  
before ascended. A t  the Col de Cheillon we, or lather I, 
made a light meal, and decided to make the ascent, my learned 
friend, who had been complaining of indisposition, pronounc- 
inn himself better. One hour cleared us of the ridge of 
rozks running south-east from the Col, and about cforty 
minutes more trcross verv hard snow. still in the shade. where 
occnsional steps were re;laired, brouglit us to a dip in t he  
ardte which joins the Blont Blanc de Cheillon and the Rui- 
nette. Now came the real business of the ascent. The arbte 
was formed of a very steep slope of ice, thinly covered 
with frozen snow, blowil a t  the top into a corniche over- 
h ~ n @ g  the precipice on the other side. Keep below this 
corniche, and you ran no positive danger ; cut your steps on it, 
and of course the danger was very great. Unfortunately, my 
companion, who was now seriously out of sorts, and in whom 
the exer-tion and illness combined produced a sort of blindness, 
chose, des1)ite my remonstrances, the latter course. I t  was not 
till we got to the summit (in 24 hours frou the dip) that I 
found how ill he really was, and I was not sorry when we had 
retraversed the ar&ce, especially as in the worst part there was a 
glimpse of daylight to be seen through two of our steps, which 
were in all 300 in number. 

A t  the Col de Cheillon we had a discussion as to whether 
we should return to Arolla, or descend as we had intended, 
upon hlauvokin. The judge, though he could not eat any- 
thing, wished strongly to do the latter, so I took the k n a p  
sack, and we descended by the Glacier de Gi&troz, my com- 
panion remaining at  the cattle chPleta on the Alp. I can 
strongly recommend this passage from the Val d'HQrens to 
the Val de Bagues. The Glacier de Gi6troz is quitted (when 
descending to the Val de Bagnes) on the left bank just abore 
the fall. IVhile crossing the Alp several fine views of the 
ice-fall, and down the Val de Bagnes, are obtained, and six 
hours' walking takes one from the inn at Arolla to the inn a t  
Mauvoisin. At  Mauvoisin the only travellers were one of the 

Sanitary Comluissionera of the Lancet' and his wife, who 
mere purposing on the morrow to go to Prarayen ctt route for 
Zermatt ; I, however, persuaded them to go with me to Arolla 
instead by the Col de Mont Rouge. A t  the chilets we found 
the poor judge, who had eaten nothing the previous evening, or 
that morning, but pronounced himself capable of getting over, 
which we did in eight hours (gaining three hours on our friends, 
who l i d  1 1 0  reason for hurrying), a wonderful performance on 
his part, aa he had only touched a molaal of food once since he 
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left Arolla All's well that ends well, and rest and chlorodyne 
restored the invalid to health in due time. 

On August 31st Mr. Rickman and I started with the judge 
and tailor for the Dent Perroc,' which had never been ascended, 
a 1)arty of guides who attempted i t  having been driven back by 
bad weather. A t  the base of the mountain we stopped to break- 
fast, and I may take this opportunity of recommending to the 
notice of travellers the black bread of Arolla. To those who 
have not tried black bread and cheese for walking on, I say, 
Try i t ;  and those who can speak contemptuously of mountain 
fare as being composed of ' coarse rye-bread and acid curds ' 
(vide The Sjvitzers ') are, to my mind, to be pitied. Black 
bread varies like other things, but, as a rule at least, that 
found in the highest chllets, which has generally been kept 
three or four months, is moat nutritious, and for mountaineer- 
ing purpofies very portable. 

From this point the ascent required all our energies, and 
we were glad to put on the rope. The view of the Aiguille de 
la Za with a hanging glacier below it is very fine, and is best 
seen when a little above the ar8te connecting the Dent Perroc 
and the Aiguille. The tailor once or twice exhibited some 
really wonderful powers when endeavouring to find a prac- 
ticable route, but though great care and attention was required, 
when putting down one's feet, to avoid sending stones on to 
the heads of those below, the rocks afforded better holding 
than we could have hoped, looking a t  their general steepness. 
There were several places which we, the amrrteur~ of the party, 
could certainly not have ascended without the aid of a rope, 
even had mattresses been kindly held beneath in case one fell, 
and the descent was considerably harder, occupying 3 hrs. 40 
min., as against 3 hrs. 30 min. of ascent. The view was mag- 
nificent,embracing the Oberland, the Weisshorn, Dent Blanche, 
Jfonte Rosa, the majestic Matterhorn, and the precipitous side 
of Mont Blanc. Immediately below us was the junction of 
the Glaciers de FerpQcle and Riont M i d .  The expedition is 
aety stony, and will therefore probably not become popular, 
but the view is worth the trouble of the ascent, and the climb 
itself is also good practice for those who appreciate rock-work. 
W e  left Arolla a t  4.30 A.M., and got home a t  6.40 P.M., 
haying spent two hours in buildin our stone man at the top. 

The next day, whilst I was bas f ing in the sun, and resting 
my shoulders, which were stiff from the effects of alternately 

Dent Perroc, or Pirroc = stony tooth,pirra being tlre local pbjis 
for a stone. 
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clinging to rocks or pulling at the rope, the guides came to say, 
that they had been talking the matter over, and that as I had 
been the first traveller up  the Aiguille de la Za and the Dent 
Perroc, they coneidered that if it were possible I ought to se- 
cure the remaining peak of the chain, the Dent dea Bouquetins, 
but that they would go on only one condition-namely, that 
they should not be paid for the expedition. Such love for their 
craft was not to be checked, and on the morning of September 
6th we started along the familiar route of the Col de Bertol. 
An hour's walk from the Col, passing on the way the glacier, 
which coma down from the p a n t  marked in the Federal map 
3,783 m&tres, carried us to the base of the central peak, the 
highest of the three. About twenty minutes of rock brought 
us close to the base of a small glacier, and here we deposited my 
axe and our provisions, with the exception of the bottle of wine. 
This glacier abruptly terminates in a wall of some forty or fifty 
feet, from the upper edge of which depend large hanging icicles. 
W e  were obliged to pass under the drippings from these, which 
was not very pleasant, as the Sun was melting them, and on a 
prior survey we had been much impressed by the number of 
falling icicles. Soon after we cut steps across a snow couloir, 
and had to run the gauntlet of a few falling stones. Higher 
up, our route led us to the edge of the glacier mentioned 
before, and to avoid the loss of time incidental to cutting steps 
on the ice, we passed what I found rather an awkward 
place. The rocks retaining the side of the glacier had a 
fault in them, and a section some eight or nine feet deep 
of the glacier was presented ; the ice gave bad holding for the 
hands, whilst the small portion of moraine which remained 
on the steep slope of the rock, seemed to afford but an in- 
secure foothold. With this exception our task resolved 
itself into rather stiff ruck-work. The final ridge was three 
or four feet in breadth, but formed of large loose stones, which 
we were afraid, if once disturbed, would carry others away 
with them. The precipices on either side, especially on that 
of the Glacier d'Arolla, were splendid. The finest objecta 
from the summit were the glaciers descending from the 
Dent d'HErens. It is not, however, so good an ' all-round ' 
view as that from the Deut Pemoc, the neighbouring Italian 
ridges being only brown, burnt- up, grass-covered Alps. Look- 
ing down on the Rlont Colon, one regrets that i t  has been 
as if were ' nipped in the bud,' having splendid proportions 
down below, but being ruthlessly cut off above, and having 
been left like an unfinished pyramid, with, roughly speaking, 
a large table summit. W e  managed our descent quicker than 
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we exwcted. and were elad that the sun had left our side of 
the mkntai; in the s h a e  so that we were freed from falling 
stones. Mv ~ u i d e s  considered this exnedition the most difficult 
of the threiagove described; and cert'ainly at  times our chance 
of success looked most hopeless; but one's powers were not 
on the full stretch for so long a time as when on the Perroc. 

I will add in conclusion a few remarks on the expeditione 
mentioned in the Alpine Guide. I n  crossing the Col de Cher- 
montane. the Glacier de Vuibez should not be clescended unless 
a local b i d e  who has traversed the pass that year advised it, 
as the route is not easy to find, and in the afternoon there is 
considerable danger from falling seracs. I n  ascending, you 
take the right bank of the northern stream, work gradually 
across it, and when about half-way up the fall, return to the 
right bank again. I n  descending by the Glacier de PiBce, i t  is 
beet to keep to the right bank till the lower part of' the glacier 
is reached, then cross it, and keep under the rocks (called 
' Luet quonda'), on the left bank. Some years one can 
keep to the left bank all the way. I n  crossing the Col de 
Colon the route is somewhat altered, and you now follow the 
lower part of the Glacier d'Arolla as long as possible, then 
take to the moraine or ice at  the foot of Mont Colon, and skirt 
round i t  until the Col is reached. The best route from the 
' flat, stone-covered plain ' mentioned by Mr. A. W. Moore in 
his account of his first passage of the Col de Bertol, to the 
Glacier de I'Arolla, is quite clear of the r c i p i t o u s  ravine 
through which the stream descends, and is a ittle to the south 
of it. There is more or less of a path, and though rather steep 
and consequently trying to the knees, no great care is required, 
as is the case if the tltream is followed. In going to Zermatt, 
the Glacier d'Arolla must be left before the fall, and the 
bank ascended at  right angles to the glacier. Last year, a 
very celebrated guide kept too much to the right, and trying 
the Glacier de Bouquetins instead of the Glacier de Bertol, and 
being overtaken by b d  weather, failed altogether to effect a 
paesage. 
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ON THE RECENT RETREAT OF T H E  LOWER GHINDEL- 
WALD GLACIER, \VII'H 803JE REMARKS O N  OTHER 
SIMILAR OYCILLATIONB D U ~ ~ I N G  MODESN TIMES. By 
F. F. TUCKETT. 
N the introductory chapter to the interesting volume ' Das I Hmhgebirge von Grindelwald,' by Dr. Aeby, Herr yon 

Fellenberg, and Herr Pfarrer Gerwer, the laat-named gentle- 
man haa devoted some pages to the local popular legends or 
stories bearing upon the question of the former oscillations of 
the glaciers of the central nlountain knot of the Oberland ; 
and still more recent changes, which I had an opportunity of 
examining last July, hare directed my attention to the history 
of similar phenomena. I venture in the present paper to lay 
before the readers of this Journal some of the results of my 
investigation, me;ely premising that they lay little or no claim 
to originality, and can be only reg~rded as a somewhat super- 
ficial attempt to bring together a certain class of facts, in the 
hope that they may receive from others some of the attention 
which they aipea; to Ine to deserve. 

Tn the church at Grindelwald there is still to be seen a small 
bell, weigliing about sixty pounds, bearing on its upper mould- 
ing the inscription, ' 0 ! Sanctn Petronella, om pro nobis,' and, 
on the lower, the date 1011, with wide but regular intervals 
between the figures. It is believed tliat the inhabitants of this 
district were first converted to Christianity in the tenth or, at 
earliest, in the nirith century, and it is asserted that the bell in 
question originally belonged to a chapel dedicated to St. Petro- 
nella, which was erected in a cave still accessible, and situated 
near what mas at that time the end of the Lower Glacier, and 
on its left or west bank. I t  is added that this cl~apel, and a 
similar one at Viesch in the Val:&, marked the beginning and 
end of a frequented pass across the ridge of the Viescherhorner, 
or 7~7alcl~erliiir~ier, as they were formerly called. No less gene- 
ral is the belief that on several occasirtns, and amongst others 
in 1578, children liave been brougl~t over this high p:~ss to be 
baptised a t  Grindelwald with the Protestant rite. ' We,' s a p  
Ilerr Gerwer, himself at that tiine tho pastor of the village, 
' have carefully examined tlie local registers, and find only the 
following entry : " 1576, den 10. Junii han ich iij Kind taufft, 
eins J d e a s  auf Sengg von Wallis uss Sauss," without further 
remark, which would scarcely be the case if the youngster had 
inaugurated liis earthly pilgrimage by a Club-tour over the 
Viesi-l~crgrat. A Vnlnisan peasant, converted to tlie reformed 
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faith and residi~g " auf Sengg" in the Liitschenthal, may very 
well have brought the child to be baptised.' One is tempted 
to suggest that if the chapel dedicated to St. Petronella (Peter's 
daughter) formed any part of the attraction a t  Cfrindelwald, 
the most appropriate glacier route that a Valaisan peasant 
could have selected would be that over the Petersgrat. 

Our author proceeds as follows : ' Other grourlds compel us 
to dissent from this widely-spread belief. It was precisely 
during the last quarter of the sixteenth century that this 
Lower Glacier advanced so considerably that about the year 
1575 it destroyed this very cl~apel of the " Nellenbalm," a+ 
cording to a Yery probable tradition. An old MS. chronicle 
says: " Im 1600. Jahr  ist der ynder (innere, tbaleinwarts gele- 

ene, obere) Gletscher bei der undren Biirgebrigg in den 
!&lrgelbach getmlet und hat loan miissen 2 Hiiurer und 5 
Scheuren abraumen, die Pliitz hat der Gletscher auch einge- 
nommen. Der under Gletscher ist gangen his an Burghil,l 
unter den Schopf ( f i l s )  und ein Handwurf weit voln Schis.re1- 
laui,ren Grubrn, uad die Liitschine verlor den rechten Ilauf 
und war vom Gletscher verschwellt, dass sie durch den Aellaui- 
nen Boden auslief. Die ganze Gemeind wollt helfen schwellcn, 
aber es half nichts : man muss die Kiilter (Gehalt, Cfebliude) 
abraumen, 4 Hauser und vie1 andre Kiilter; da nahm das 
Wasser Ueberhaud und trug den ganzen Boden wag und 
verwustet es. Im 1602. J ah r  ging der Gletscher an zu 
echwienen (abnehmen) und hinter sic11 zu rucken." From this 
i t  is clear that between 1600 and 1602 the glarier attained its 
greatest recorded extenviou in historic times, rolcilst in tlic year 
1750 it had returned to its extreme upper limit, and the grass- 
grown terminal moraine, a stone's-throw distant from the 
b 6  Graben " (ravine, or couloir), through which the " Schiisse!- 
Lauine" descends into the valley, to this day confirms the 
accuracy of the writer, and indicates the precise limit attained 
by the glacier. Yet only twenty-four years before an infant, 
fbrsooth, was brought over the Vicschergrat-a simple ini- 
possibility I 

I t  is no doubt true that a t  a former period the direct inter- 
course between the Oberland and the Valaia was much Inore 
frequent than at present, but communication 1x2 the Vieurher- 
grat must be relegated to the mythic period rather than s o ~ ~ g h t  
for in the sixteenth century. It appears to be proved that in 
the year 1712, on tlre outbreak of the last Swiss war of reli- 
gion, some Protestants of' the Valnis fled ucl-oss the glaciers 
to Grindelwald ; but it is stated that it was a t  the cost of great 
labour nod hardship, and that the party reached Grindelwald 
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in a half-dead condition.' Thus far Herr  Gerwer. Let  us 
now turn to allother class of record bearing upon the proceed- 

'k of the Lower Grindelwald Glacier. 
n the third volume of the ' Jahrbuch' of the Schweizer 

Alpenclub (1866) there is an intereating paper by Herr  von 
Fellenberg,. of which I venture to offer the following transla- 
tion : 
' From writers of the last century we learn that in former 

times coloured marble was quarried in the valley of Grindel- 
wald, and worked up into objects of art, although in the valley 
itself almost all recollection of the fact has died out. During 
the past summer (1865) the extraordinary melting of the 
glacier hslr strangely revived the old tale, and confirmed in 
the most striking manner the notices of Gruner, Altmann, 
Walser, &c. Let us first hear what Altmann says on the 
subject : t 
'" Near the glacier we found a fine marble quarry; here 

there lay about many pieces of the most beaut.ifu1 quarried mar- 
ble of varied colours-white, yellow, red, and green-awaiting 
traxlsport by sledges in winter to Unterseen, and from thence 
by the lake and the Bar  to Bern, there to be manufactured. 
This marble owes its extreme loveliness to the variety of tints 
in it, so that I doubt whether there exists elsewhere any other 
in which the colours are at  once so beautifullv blended and con- 
trasted. The slabs for tables and mantelp:eces manufactured 
out of it are exported to foreign countries. One notices that 
some of the colours, such as the green aud red, are harder than 
others, which is owing to the varieties of earthy matter of 
which it is formed, and their different hues." One page beyond 
Altmann continues : G b  W e  must not forget to note that, as we 
ascend, the formation on which not only the glacier, but also 
the entire Eismeer above it rests, changes in character. Below 
i t  lies on the most beautiful variegated marble ; but higher up, 
and nearer to the surface of the ice. one sees that the marble is 
black, iptersected by white veins, A d  continues thus up to the 
point where the level Eisnreer commences, so that the Eismeer 
itself and the water beneath it may be said to be contained in 
a great basin of marble, whose beauty all the skill and might 
of man would vainly try to describe or imitate." 

* ' Ueber den alten hfarmorbruch von Grindelwald ' (' On the Old 
Marble Quarry of Grindelwald '). 

t In his ' Versuch einer historischen und physiuchen Beschreibung 
der Helvetischen Eisgcbirge.' Dritte Abhandlung, p. 33. Zurich, 
1751. 
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' Gruner says : ' '' This glorious mantle of ice ovcrlies a fi)un- 
dation of fine black marble n-liich, as the ~pec.irncns masllrd 
out bclo\v indicate, is principally filled with tlic most bcautiful 
and brilliant cubical pyrites. All nround, too, i t  is enclosed hy 
a band of marble. On the Mettenberg side, Rnrd by the 
ylucier, is one of the most beautiful varieties of ma]-ble any- 
\vliere to be seen, with red, yellow, br igl~t  anddull green, bluc, 
and black shadings, ~vliich ij quarried on the spot and trans- 
ported to the capital, wlicre i t  is used for a yariety of purposes." 
Again, farther on:  " O n  the north side towards the Eiger, 
above the plain already alluded to, the finest black marble 
traversed by white yeins is mct ~vitli." 

Later writers for the innst part reprat the stntcnients of 
Altinann and Gruner, as, for instance, G. Wa1ser.t I n  an  
enumeration of Swiss minerals, lic rcliiarks, under the 11ead of 
inarble : " I n  the Canton nern,  on tlie slope of tllc Mettenbcrg, 
close to the glacier, the most beautiful marble nnywhere to be 
seen is found, with red, yellow, bright and dull green, bluc, 
and black shadings." 
' Gruncr, too, $ describes the hand specimens of Glindelwald 

marble eollccted by himself, as c r  1. Flesh-coloured, clouded 
with grey (' grau genebclt ') ; 2. Ash-coloured, with dark 
grey clouding ; 3. Reddish-grey, spotted ; 4. Dark jellow, 
with liglit yellow veins ; 5. Grey, wit11 dark stripes ; 6. Rose- 
coloured and yellow, spotted wit11 various colours; nnd, 7. 
Variegated marble of various colollrs between tlie wetterhorn 
and Schrcckhorn, and black, witli white stripes, from thc 
Gletselicrberg to the Eismcer a t  Grindelwnld." 

'J. Wyss $ repeata these statements, but  gives no fresh in- 
formation, as a t  tliat pcriod tlic marble quarry had long lain 
hidden beneath the twiliglit of the glacier. There is little 
doubt that i t  was between the years 17 70 and 1779 when the 
advance of the glacier was very considerable, tliat the quarry 
was filled u p  with rubbish and covered by the ice;  and tliat 
this took place very suddenly we may conclude from tlie fact, 
to  be presently further alluded to, that therc was evidently not 
even time sufficient to remove stones already h e m  to a place 
of safety. 

* In his work on ' Die Ei~gebirge den Schweizerlandes.' Erster 
Tlieil, 111. Abschnitt, page 88. Brrn : Wagner, Sohn, 1760. 

t In his ' Ii~uzgcfirsstm Scl~wcizcr Gcographie, mmmt den Merk- 
wiirdigkeiten dcr lllpcn und hollen Bcrge.' Ziirich, 1770. 
i In his ' 'Inzeige der Scliweizerieclren blinemlicn.' 
4 In his ' Bcschrcil)ung dcs Bcrlicr Ol)crl;~l~dcs.' 
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Kiinig, Wyttenbach, and I iulm are equally silent aa to 
the nccllrrence of marble in this locality. 
' During no year of the present century was the retreat. of the 

Lower Grintlelwald Glacier so rapid and continuoua as in the  
mnrmer of 1865. T l ~ e  l a ~ ~ d l o r d  a t  the Gletscherhiitte, who 
tunnels nut the grotto in the ice, nnd had to commence a 
cccontl about the middle of' A u g ~ ~ s t ,  as the first had become 
tlemoralized by the eontinuous ~nelting, noticed one clay, on a 
portion of moriiine just bronglrt to light, s block of rose-colourecl 
stone of remarkably regular fbrnl. On a closer inspection, he 
was in the highest degree sul.priset1 to  observe that the block 
ot' flesll-c~loured marble had been regularly and rectangularly 
hewn on all six sides ; antl, after having bee11 washed and dried, 
there was distinctly legible, amongst the cavities produced by 
the ['irk, the mark IA 150, quite clearly inscribed with some 
(lark ~naterial. T l ~ e  block w:rs removetl to a safe position and 
h110\\~11 to str:lrlgers, who, for that niatter, were niuch less really 
il~terestetl in the remarkable spccinlen than the natives them- 
scl \ es. 

' During a second visit to C;ri~ldel\valtl last year, I heard of 
tlre discovery from Herr  I 'faner Gerwer ant1 1Ier.r R. Ihhren, 
lnn~llord of' the " Adler," and at once calltd on Scl~lune,nger, the 
6 b  tiletscherwirtll," who showed Inc the mysterious block, and 
remal.l<etl that se\ era1 otl~el-s h:id :.i~lcc colne to light, most of 
them hen.11 alrd larger tllan, t11011gll 119t 50 beautif'ul as, tllis, 
nlhiclr is two feet long, four tew~ i11(-11ts I)r.oii(l, ar~tl a h o ~ ~ t  seven 
incllcs thick, and is of the l~urcbt flc-11-colouretl ln:l~ble that i 
have eyer been in the Alw.  I t  i s  tlen>e a l ~ d  very fine-grained, . : 
traversed IJ! solnc crystalline yeins 01' lirneato~~e s l~ar ,  \\it11 grey 
and !-ellow sl~ecks. The  six sides of' tlre oblo~rg ~)iirallelopiped 
are all \\.orkctl, and exhibit deep-l~ui~rtetl cavities, i~l~l icnt i r~g the 
action of :r ~bick, whilst the surf~ic~e is tolcrak~ly smooth, polished 
by tratlsl~ort allil glacier action. Tile letter ant1 figures 1, 150 
are 1)I:1i1rly to I)e made o ~ ~ t ,  altlro~~gtrh tlre colotrr is only recog- 
~risilblc in tlre tlcl)ressiol~s 01' the tl~.rssin(r I t  \vonld have been 

p: 
cler;i~~itl~'c to strrure this ir~tcl.cstirr~ slJec1lncii f i ~ r  a Itiuseum or  
:ul :~rclritt.rtural collec.tion, but S t - l ~ l r ~ n ~ y g e r  see~r~ed to be of 
ol~illiol~ tlri~t he h;~tl fi~und :r I I I I I I ~ J  of gol(l ill this cu~iosity,  and 
I I I I ~ L I I I ~ I  I e b i t a t  i c e .  \\-e lrow I)rorcedcd to search 
tlre moraine ill i111 dircctiot~s. ant1 SOOII calnc to t l ~ e  lilrce block 

< 7 

disco\ r~.etl 1,. Sclrlurlegger.. 'l'ilis is s ~~~ilgrlificent sl~ecinlen, 
sollle t l~rcc fi~et long 1)y two feet five irlc.hes 11igI1, and :~l>ot~t  as 
tl1ic.k. :~lsf)  re,-tat~g,rul;lrlp rlll;lrricti. i111c1 showilrg 011 t l ~ e  flat sur- 

- - - - ~  ---PA - - - -  . 
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hces clear signs of dressing. A t  the lower right-hand corner 
(in the position in which it was discovered) is a portion of a 
blasting hole, about four inches long, a proof that at the time 
powder was used in quarrying. The surface of this large block 
exhibits far more glacier polish and rounding of the angles 
than that of tlie smaller one, so that the tool-marks have a'm )st 
disappeared. The marble id w r y  ineuularly tinted; red, 
flesli-coloured, yelloaish, grey, and wE;te tints alternatc. 
Dense, fine-grained, and crystalline, i t  here and there passes 
into a greenish claystnne (" Thonstein "). These green deposits 
are somewhat characteristic of the marbles of tlie Alpine inter- 
calated beds (" Zwiscl~enbilduiigen"), and appear to be a dense 
mixture of chorit ( s i c  ill orig. chlorit ?) and cliiystone (" Thon- 
stein "), associated largely with crystullinc grained limestone. 
Schlunegger had seen this great block laic1 bare in tlie course of 
a single afternoon at  the end of Septetuber. A t  the time of 
my visit twelve months later, it was already about forty feet 
distant from the neighbouring ice. 
' Our further search for other hewn blocks of marble was 

most successful. One, which ww about three feet long, two 
broad, and one thick, in tlie form of a table, has one side com- 
pletely dressed, and displays the figures 1111 three inches high 
and half an inch deep. Another snialler block, also, has 
only one side dressed, whilst the remainder were still quite in 
the rough. All are more or less rounded and polished, and 
show striated surfaces. The fact that, with the exception of 
those specimens, even the sinnllest of which are more or less 
rectangular in form, very few blocks or fragments of coloured 
marble can be detected in the terminal moraine of the Lower 
Glacier, is a proof that tlie quarry or pit was worked in tha 
solid rock, from which the glacier mas unable to detach much 
material. The circumstance, too, that all the blocks lay on the 
moraine of the right or Mettenberg side of the glacier, clearly 
points to the existence of a marble quarry still concealed by the 
ice which,if the glacier continues to retreat, must come to light 
in a few years. 
' There can, then, be no doubt that the blocks described 

are from the quarry which Gruner and Altlnann visited a cen- 
tury ago, and from which various reddish, flesh-coloured, and 
yellow mantelpieces and pier-tables, still to be seen in many of 
the older houses of Bern, were clearly derived.' 

Thus far Von Fellenberg. 
Since the autumn of 1865-the date of the latest personal 

investigation above recorded-the retrograde movement of the 
glacicr has bcen vcry considcrablc, if not uninterrupted, and 

D 2 
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when I visited i t  a t  the beginning of last J u l y  (1871), it had 
probably retired to about tlie same point as in tlie middle of 
last century, when, as haa been seen, Altmann (1751) refers 
to tlie quarry as being actually worked, and Gruner (1760) 
speaks of i t  as ' hard by the glacier '-a statement which would 
fairly describe its position when I saw it, since the ice was 
probably not more than 100 yards above it. About 1770 the 
ice appears to have again adlanced and covered u p  the site of 
the workinfry, so that we have l ~ c r e  interestit~g and trust\vcrthy 
evidence of the amount and duration of a great oscillation, 
which has covered a periocl of about 120 years, reckoning from 
lnini~nurn to miuimum-1551 to 1851. T l ~ e  bed of colouretl 
marble was not of lilrge extent ( I  regret that I did not ~ m k e  
a t  least some rough measurcn~ents), and the traces of any 
old workings, which I suspect were very much limited to  
the removal of portions of tlie surrace, were obscured by the 
 norn nine dcbris scattered about, 3s well as by n cot~~~iience~nent  
of renewed operations, to \ ~ l ~ i c l i  I owe the acquisition of 
~ ~ r ~ r n e r o u s  specimens. The variegated marble ajbpeared to 
have a n-ell-marked upper litnit, both in the direction of the 
Jlcttenberg and along the trough of the valley, R I I C ~  between 
i t  and the ice cliff was a bell of what I take to be calcareous 
schist. 

Kothing could be more beautiful than t l ~ e  rounded surfaces 
of exquisitely polished and ~ar ions ly  tinted marble, evcry 
irregularity of n-hich had bccn beve1lc.d clown by tlic great 
ice-plane, whilst stria?, rivalling in fineness the uork of the 
xllost delicate etching needle, or engraver's burin, scored the 
surface with markings which, tllougli as a \vIiole they clearly 
indicate t l ~ e  forward movement of t l ~ c  mighty graving tool, 
frequently display cross-hatchings ;it a high angle, suggestive 
of local ditplacemcnts or ecldics ill the ice. 

I spent an  hour or more with lily brothers-in-ln\r, Messrs. 
J. H. Fox  and Eliot Howard, in exani ini~~g this beautiful 
feature of tltc rocky bcacl~, \ \ l~icii  t l ~ c  great stculiir tide of the 
1iii~11ty Eisnlecr above 1i:id onre nlore laid bare fur our inspec- 
tiu11, and we succeetled i11 l l roc~~ring some remarkably fine 
hand el)ecimeus fro111 amongst thc chi1)llin~~s scattcretl about by 
t l ~ c  workmen. ~ l ln los t  every : ~ t t c n ~ ~ , t ,  Ollowcver, to detach 
any of the marble iw silu nitli our axes, or by dashing large 
stoues againrt the polibhed s~irface, ]~l.oved ut~availing, so dense 
was the inarlle, and so coni~,letcl~ had tlie ice ground away 
every salient angle of n 11icll ::(I) ; ~ r ~ t a g c  niicrlit have bee11 

7 taken. Having, in tlie cl,uise clr many :ears wanderings ill 
the mountains, been cu!~:tautlq- (111 the look-out to secure 
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specimens of glacier-polisl~cd rock, I can bear witness to the 
extreme difficulty of obtaining them of good quality. I f  pnr- 
tions of sucll rock be easily detachable, i t  is generally because 
the  material is soft or brittle, and, in such case, almost all the 
finer details and strim will h n ~ e  bcen obliterntetl by weather- 
ing ; whilst, on the other hand, if the rocli be hart1 enough to 
hid definnce to the slowly disintegrating action of frost, sun, 
moisture, wind, and vegetation, i t  gcr~erally proves also too 
tough for such applinnccs-not cven excepting a geological 
harnmer-as a travcllcr can usually dispose of. L e t  me, then, 
advise those mountaineers who nlay visit Grinclel\vald this year, 
not to turil away with, pcrhnps natural, disgust from the 
tourist-haunted path wl~icll leads to the so-called ice-cave of the 
Lower Glacier, but follo\ving it to \r.itl~in a ~ a f e  distance of 
that modern travesty of the genr~ine St. hIartinsloch-probably 
drilled hv sorne sainted nronenitor of t l ~ e  nresent Bolrrr7~ 

L 0 I 

fi~~xiily--devote a short time to tlie examination of one of the 
loveliest bits of   la cia ti on. both as ~-cs~,ccts finigh ant1 material. " 
that they are likely to rneet with, let them wander ns long and 
aa vridelv as thev mav. 

d d 

On tile general question of the actual det:rmin:rtion, or 
cvcn estimation, of the periods of oscillntion of glncicrs, the 
time has scarcely arrived to speak with anything like pre- 
cision, so far as I c:rn judge, the data being as yet insufficient 
for a safe generalisation. Evcu n mere glance a t  the facts a t  
our tlisposal-such, for instance, ns those recorded by tlic cele- 
brated hi. Vcnetz, i n g h ~ i e u r - e l l - c ?  tIu JT(cluis *--sr~ffices, I 
think, to show that whilst there exist ample proofs of tlie 
occurrence of great changes of clirnate in historical n s  well a9 
in times, t l~ese changcs have been by no illcans in 
the same dircctioil a t  the same cpocll throughout the Alps, 
the ~iiovenlent of rnany glaciers being retrogratlc, whilst others 
have been, and are, contemporaneously atlvzncing. Even wlien 
sorne local custom or tenure, or legcnd, presupposes tlre fact 
of, or at  least tlic belief in, sucli oscillation, exact details as to 
the rea r  are i ~ i  n l~ l~os t  every instance wanting. IIcreii~,  it 
appears to me, consists the esl~ecinl interest and iinportnilce of 
the evitlcncc connected \\.it11 one of the best kiln~vu ant1 most 
accessible glaciers in the Alps, whiclt I have enilenvoured to 

* In his i~~tcrenting and v;ilu:rhle mcmoir 'Sur In Variation de la 
Temperature dans les A1pc.s tle In Sui$sc,' 1821, ~~ublisl~ed ill tho 
' Denksclrrittcn der allgcnlcir~en Sch\veizcri~che~l (;crell?;cl~nlt flir dit! 
grsamnlten R'n1ur\vimeusclinitc11.' 1':rstr.n Brrndes zaeitr, Abtlleill~ng. 
Ziiricl~! 1833. 
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detail with, 1 fear, somewhat wearisome minuteness. By way 
of comparison and further illustration, I will add a few mis- 
cellaneous facts, culled from various quarters, but  for the 
most part derived from the rich collection in M. Venetz's able 
memoir. 

Under the heading of ' Fai ts  qui tendent Z prouver u n  
abaissement de la tempkrature,' hi. Venetz states that 'from 
P r a b o r p e  (Zermatt), there was formcrlp a much frequented 
passage to the Val d7HCrens. A t  Evol6na families are found 
which originally belonged to Zermatt, and vice eerscl. O n  
April 20, 1816, this last commune (Zermatt), bought up from 
the cathedral chapter of Sion a quit-rent arising out of an 
annual procession to that  town, which the commune had been 
in the liabit of making 4,/ the rolleys of Zmutt  and Hirens. 
The  commune of EvolCna is also said to have deeds proving 
that i t  possessed the right of free trade wit11 Piedmont.' 

The remains of an ancient payeil track traversing the hloro 
Pass hs\-e been seen by many of us, and are constantly alluded 
to in guide-books, &c , but the following fuller information, col- 
lected by hi. Venetz, may not be devoid of interest: ' Accord- 
ing to a sort of MS. chronicle of the valley of Saas,' this track, 
as well as a similar one lending from Val Antrona to Saas, were 
already '' ancient " in 1440. " 14-20 wurde yon den S-ern 
rind denen von Antrona die ~rrltlte Strasse uber den Berg herge- 
stellt : beyde niuesten ihren Theil crhalten bis auf der Gipfel des 
Eerges ; " and again : " Auf Antronn und AIskunaga passirte 
n:an vor Zeiteil hiiufig  nit Pferden, ~riit allerhand Vieh, und 
vielen Kaufmannswaaren und wurden schon im J a h r  1440 uralte 
Piisse genannt." The  chronicler atlils that in 1515 a law-suit 
arose between the inhabitants of Saas and Antrona. The 
judge was of Luzern, but as a t  that t i~ue  the Swiss had occu- 
pied the Italian borders where the cardinal Schinner had a p  
peared in arms, the decision requiring the Antronese to keep 

u p  the path took no effect. In  the first half of the seventeenth 
c te tury the temperature fell considerably, and the passes 
became rery difficult, and i t  \\.as a t  tliat period that the lake 
formed by the glacier of Distel burst its barrier for the first 
tinie. Sut scquently, during the eighteenth century, more par- 
ticularly in the Tears 15 19, 1720, and 1790, great efforts were 
made, and at  considerable expense, to repair the track to An- 
trona for the purpose of trarlsporting salt aiid other merchan- 

Die Geschichte drs Thales Sans: nus etlich hundert Schriften 
zusamn~en~rtragrn.' Von l'cter Juset' Zrirbr~iggt~~i, Beneficiat zu St. 
Antoni 1.011 P n t l ~ ~ a .  
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dise, but  these repairs did not last long. We,  however, know 
several ~ r i v a t e  individuals of Saas who were accluaintcd with 
inhabitants of the valley, who have transported wine on the 
backs of mules from hlacugnaga to Saas. I t  is true that 
latterly a glacier had to be traversed which has since $0 much 
increased that this road is abandoned for home traffic. but tlie 
spots may still be seen where the sumpter beasts were halted 
fbr food. I t  is evident that this road would not have been 
opened a t  great expense if a glacier had a t  that tiriie existed on 
tlie pass, for it mould have been foreseen that a t  any nloment 
traffic mioht be rendered impracticable. 
' Tlie Glacier de liothelsch, above the new Simplon IIospice, 

is not old. h1. Escher, cur6 of Uicl, and a native of tlie Sin+ 
plon, infbrmed us that he had found documents a t  the Hospice 
which prove tliat this glacier 'lid not exist in 1732 ; whilst Ai .  
.I. A. Esclier, innkeeper a t  Uricg, who, \\,hen young, resided in 
the old Sinlplon I-Iospice, as well as many other private intli- 
yiduals of the neigl~bourhootl, still rcnlernber distinctly that in 
tlieir youth tliere was only a s~nal l  mass of snow. 

' Whilst the new Si~nplon road \v.w in process of construc- 
tion, roots of trees wcre brought to light on the suinniit of tlie 
pass. A spot near tlie su~ilinit level is called " ill1 Lerch" 
(" the Larches "), but no trees now exist there. The destruc- 
tion of tlie timber a t  this point ippears to us to be the work of 
man, but tlie roots found on the actual summit  nus st indicate a 

. fall of temperature, since trees are no longer ~ n c t  with a t  that 
elevation, even in inaccessible positions, unless protected from 
cold winds, wliich is not the case with the Simplon. 

' Near the parocliial chorch of Faerbel, in  tlie valley of 
ViGge, tlie estate named r 6  Zur Stal fen" owed annually to the 
principal church of ViBge a certain measure of walnut-oil, pro- 
duced from the trees which formerly grew in this elevated posi- 
tion, where there now exists only a s~ck ly  cherry. tree. 
' A t  Fribusi, between the two Pontis a t  the entrance of the 

Val d'iiiiniviers, RI. J. Salamiu, an old inhabitant of Luc, h~ 
seen vines growing more than fifty years ago, as well as a large 
fruit-bearing cherry-tree a t  Luc, and a young walnut below 
tlie lasibnamed village. A t  thc present day no fruit-trees are 
found a t  tliat I ~ e i ~ l i t ,  nor is any vestige of u vine to be see11 ~t 
Fribusi. 
' Many writer8 on the Valais eitc Brieg and hfoeril as wine- 

producing spots, and some even add that the wine is excellent. 
Now, however, there are only a few isolated, or ratlicr wilt1 
vines, or some trellised ones before the houses, and the gt nljes 
ripen with difficulty. W e  imagine that this error is duc to 
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Simler, who asserts that vines commence a t  lfoeril. Were  the 
vineyards of these parts famous in his time, or a t  least before 
I ~ i m ?  Oue might suppose so fl-om what has been stated, and 
the name of " \Veingarten " given to a spot near Naters, and 
to another near Gless, to sr certain extent confirm this supposi- . - 
tion.' 

The  famous disaster caused by the extension of the Glacier 
de Giktroz in the Val de Bagnes, and the series of similar de'- 
bricles arising from the rapid advance of the Vernagt Glacier, by 
which the Oetzthal has been repeatedly mvaged, and to which it 
is still liable, give a practical importance to the question of the 
periodicity of' these oscillations which, a t  first sight, i t  may 
scarcely appear to possess. The  circumstances attending the 
advance of the last-named glacier have beeu narrated in a 
careful and detailed manner by Dr. 11. Stotter in a very 
interesting pamphlet of seventy-five pages,. and in a more 
condensed f i ~ r ~ n  bv Von Sonk1ar.t T o  these two ~ublications 

d 

I must rcfer those ~ 1 1 o  niay desire to  acquaint thelllselves with 
the minutiw of a most remarkable rhenomenon. and confine 
myself' here to a rapid enumeration of the leading facts. 

A t  certilin neriotls. then. the IIoch Vernarrt arid Rofenthal 
0 

Glacier*, combining rl~cir streams, push forwards with accele- 
rated st)eed until. in the course of' from two to four vears hav- 
ing tratersetl a space of nearlj. a mile, t11ey reach t h i  stream in 
the rnain valley below, cross to the opposite side, and pile their 
niasses to a height of several hundred feet against the opposite 
slope called the ' Zwergwancl.' After maintaining this enorrnous 
develolment for some time, the ice very gradually melts, and 
the curnbined glacier slowly retreats until it resumes its niini- 
nlrlln dimensions nfter an interval of ftom twenty-five to thirty- 
five years. Six such orcillations are recorded : 

1. Com~nrnce~ner~t, 1.599 End of advance, 1601 Lake formed. 
2. 11 IG2G 1 9  unknown 
. I .  I I 1G77 17 1681 7 1  

4. 1 )  1770 7 9  1772 11 

5.  I )  ISYO , , 1822 
6. ,I 1843 71 16-17 1 7  

Of these the first, t l~ird,  fourth, and sixth mere of the first 
magnitude and importnnc.~, ant1 territ)lc d:rrnage was caused on 
the bursling of thc huge ice-barrier by the waters of the lake 

* Die Glctsclier dcs Vernagtthales in Ti101 uud ihre Geschichte.' 
Innsbruck : ltrt';rpnerl 16-IG. 

t In his vnluallle and cla1,orate work ' Die Octztl~aler Gebirgsgruppe.' 
Cotha : L'er~lles, ISGO. 
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sccuinulated bcl~ind it. In J u n e  1845 i t  mas calculateil that 
2297,820 cubic n!i.t~.cs of water esca1)cd in the course of' one 
hour, and raised t l ~ c  level of the already swollen I n n  a t  
Innsbruck to the extent of two feet. 

The extraordinarily ri~pid advance of the icc is a fact wl1ic11 I 
tilink deserves Illore attention than it has received from liiost 
writers on the c:tuscs and modes of glacier laotion. I n  1770, 
for instance-the very year, be it reinembcred, of the rapid 
extension of the Grindel~vald glaciers-the Vernagt Glacier is 
stated by Dr. Stotter to have descended 47.4 inhtres in onc 
week, whilst in 18-15 its progress froiii May 20 to J u n e  1 was 
a t  thc rate of 11.7 niiitres per clay, and on tile last-named day 
alone the sp:lce traversed reached the enormous amount of 
45.51 miitrcs, or 1.89 n12tres per hour. Tlle total a m o ~ i ~ l t  ill 
+$teen ~iionths-from Novembcr 13,1843, to .June 1, 1845- 
~rlnountcd to 1331.4 ii~dtrcs. The attelrtioi~ of the  Governn~ent 
had beer1 c a l l ~ d  to the irnpentling danger, arid it is on the 
loug-contii~ue~l careful observations of :I specially-al)~)oi~itetl 
co~nriiission tliat these figures, as well as those of the ful!owing 
tables, are based : 

Kov. 
June 
Oct. 
Jan. 
May 

June 
act. 
J a n .  
JIay 
Julie 

amt. 
Aibtrrs 

motion, 2.035 
,, 1.062 
,, 2.071 
,, 3.305 
,, 11.727 

Setting aside the minor oscillations of 16% and 1820, the 
more in~portant ones are see11 to occur a t  iutervals of 78, 93, 
and 73 years, or 84 ycars on an averilge, arid it would also 
appear th;rt tlic maxi~rruin develop~nent was only attained when 
botli branclies of the glacier sliarcd in the extension. T o  
whatever criuse the origiual forward inipulse of sucli an 
enortnous mass may be attributed-and the nl arnitude 5 of the 
phenomenon lrlay be inferred from the fiwt tliat it is calcu1;itcd 
the protruded icc aiilounted to no less than 66.55:1,700 cubic 
m6tres-it deserves to be noticed that the inovement of its 
tonguc mas not slo\vest during tlie winter montl~s, but precisely 
iu the wariiiest season of tlie year. Tliua, from Noveinbcr 13, 
1813, to J u u e  18, 1841, the average rate of motion was 3.03 
ni6trcs pcr day, but  in the sulnnier pcrioil, from J u n e  13 to 
October 18, i t  sank to 1.06 metres, and during tlie minter 
months, from October 19, 1841, to May 19, 18-15, rose to 2.85 
m&tres 1)er day. Thc colifiguratioll ofthe ground and consequent 
variations in tlie ariiount of friction in its valley-bed a t  different 
points 01' t l ~ c  couric Ii~llo\vctl by thc ice-strea111, may l~nve Ii:td 
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a disturbing influence, but in connection with the period of the 
year it is to be noted that when the Sulden Glacier, a t  the head 
of the valley of the same name, pushed down very suddenly 
and rapidly between 1815 and 18 18 to a distance, I believc, of 
500 or 600 yards-to judge from the freshly-deposited moraine 
matter which still marks the limit of its inroad-the movement 
of its tongue at Christmas, 18 17, was greater than during the 
previous or succeeding summer. The advance of the Sulden 
Glacier strikingly illustrates the remarks of 31. Venetz in the 
memoir already quoted: ' Les annee3 froiclcs de 1815-17 ont 
rCcharg6 les montagnes d'une masse de neige trb-consid6rable, 
qui a fhit red$scendre la ligne des neiges 6ternelles de plusieurs 
cent pieds. A cette Gpaque les glaciers qui se trouvaient sur des 
pentes rapides, charges dhne  nouvelle masse si Cnorme, s'en- 
foncaient d'une manicre ftonnante dans Ies r&ions infcrieures.' , u 

Whatever thcory may finally be accepted in reference to the 
cause of glacier motion, it scen~s liiglily probable that the motion 
is at  least regulated as to its irite~isitj in the case of any given 
glacier by the local meteorological conditions of the season, 
especially in so far aa they aff'ect the pressure by the heaping up 
of great accumulations of snow, not only in the regions of nkvk 
but over the entire glacier-surface and on the bounding slopes 
whence, as water, or in tlie form of avalanches, they finally 
reach the glacier itself. To  these cpnsitlerations niay be added 
that of greater plasticity of the ice itself-taking that word to 
imply power of adjustment, and of moulding itself to its bed- 
oning to molecular changes being facilitated 1~y periods of corn- 
bined wannth and humidity, or what we should called ' muggy' 
weather, tlie i~ifluence of which, especially at considerable a h -  
tudes, is, I suspect, far Inore energetic than that of mere hot 
sunshine, so frequently followed at night by keen frost, the effect 
of which is, as I believe, to arrest or lessen the onward progress 
of the nlacier. 

I f  f h a v e  travelled sonlevvliat widely out of my brief, my 
excuse must be that tlie present seemed a suitable opportunity 
to call the attention of our members to some of the collateral 
issues of the questions raised by the reappearance of the old 
marble quarry of Grindelwald, as well as to the very curious 
and interesting mass of facts which have been collected by 
various writers and observers in Switzerland and Germany. 



SCBLLIGINTWEIT'S IIIhItLLiiYiIN TRAVELS.' 

AFTEU reading this book, I laid i t  down with B kind of regret that I 
was not to be born mllle thirty years hence, when it  is to be hoped 
railways will have niade the Ilimalayas alnlost as accessible to us as  
the Alps have been before. In spite of the Inany feet that tread them, 
our love for the Alps will never leave us  ; but adventure and explora- 
tion and discovery have set up their prizes elsewhere, and stories of 
conquered pealcs and fresh pa~sen, of glaciers explored and problen~s of 
geography solved, must colrle for tho future f ton~  the long ridges o f the  
Anden and Hocky mountains, and the enornlous chains of Central Asia. 
?'he volume before us is fhe second of a series 01' three containing an 
account of' the travels of tlie L~rotl~ers \-on Sclllagintweit during their 
scielitific nrihsion in 111llia and Ce~rtr:~l Asia in the years 185 4-  1858. 
1'01. I. relates to tlie pl i~i i~s;  Vol. II., with which we are now concerned, 
to t l ~ e  11i111:tlir~ir proprr; and Vol. III., yet to apprnr, will give an 
account of t l ~ c  all~iort elltirely unexplored rl gions of Thibet, and the 
gigantic chains of the liarttkoram and Kuenluen mountains. 

I t  is a fact not gt.~ierally known that the Ilirnalaya proper is not the 
watersl~ed of Cei~tral Asia, and is not even on the whole the highest 
rnout~taiu cl~ain there, tl~ougli i t  certainly contains the higl~cst as yet 
meas~~rcd  sulnnlit iu the \vorld, tlie Gauriwnkar, or hiount Everest. 'I'l~c 
Kar;lkora~n rarlgcJ, under \vl~ich the Schlagintweits iuclude the wl~ole 
clrain, c;tllcd by various rlnlnes, \vhich stretchcss nort l~ of the IIin~alayan, 
and parallel to them between the 95tl1 and 53rd degrees of wst  longi- 
tude, where it merges into the I I i ~ ~ d o o  Koosl~, is not only the watershed, 
but, with the exception of Gaurisankar, contc~ins tlie I~igl~est  l~rountains 
in tlre world. At  irbout the T3rd degree of east longitude the IIimalaya 
Karakorani and Kuenluen chains n ~ e c t  in a gigantic knot or i'orest of 
~nountains sou~e six Irundred ~niles long, a ~ r d  four hundred miles deep, 
ill wl~ich aro 111ost of'the liigl~est sun~rnih and the higl~est pw%s in the 
world, and the greatest part u i  w11icl1 is utterly unexplored. At  about 
east long. 80°, the knut unties into tliree enormous strands, the rnost 
nortl~erly, the Kuenlnen, runs directly east aud west; the other two, 
the Ki~rakorani and the IIini;rlaja, running pnrullrl, beud to tlre muth- 
cast, and do not attitin an east,-and-west direction again till they have 
rcaachcd an avernge dishince of six or scven hundred miles soutll of the 
iCurnluen. -4t about eslst long. 8 2 O ,  a watersl~ed runs across the deep 
trench dividing tl~ese two par;~llel ranges, east of which flows the Sanpu 
or Dihong, hy tar the mightiest feeder of the Bral~maputra, till a t  95' 
i t  turns abruptly to the muth, and cuts clean through the Ilimalayas in 
a gorge which, even till IIOW, I believe no E u r o p e a ~ ~  hau ever seen. In 
Lct, the whole course of this rive]; for seventeen degrees of longitude, 
with the lniglrty penka and passes on each side from which it  receives ita 

- -- - - - - . - - -- - -- . - -. - - 

R~isor i l r  I,.d;ric lrnd Iloclr-Asirrt. Von IIcr~nnnn VOII Sc.111agint woit. 
S:ikii~~lunslii. Vul. 11. 
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w:~ters, arc alnioct entirely nnexplorcti. West of the watershed I h a r e  
r ~ ~ r ~ ~ t i o n e ~ l  s t ~ r t s  tlic I11clu3, like t l ~ e  S:ropu, still running in  t l ~ c  trench 
hetwccn the I I i ~ n : ~ l a y : ~  arid Ka-nkttr:~ri~ o111y in tile oppositc or  mebtcrly 
dircctiun till nl)out 7.5' east long., turns to the south-west, end cleaves 
the  IIirn:~litya through a gorge, wlitare the  mor~ntnin-aides rise 18,000 
or 20,000 feet above the w\.;~ter. 8 ~ 1 c h  is a very general iden of the  
cour~try  w11icl1 t l ~ e  three brothers VOII Sc.li!:ipirltwcit-IIer~nann, Adolph, 
nntl 1:ot)crt-were pent out to esplorc. The natural diflicultie~, want of 
1.ond3, want of provisions, ant1 dilficl~lty of tritnsport, were increased by 
tlic nI:on~in:~l~lc political condititi:~ of' the country. T\.'ars, suspicions, 
dcsl,otisrn, hierarcl~ical intolcl-:lnce and ' protection,' ignorance, and 
fan:~t ic is~~i  do t l ~ r i r  hcst to kccp Europeans fro111 anything like free 
movement. Prohat~ly  no Sro~~t ier  in the \rorld, iu spite of its enormous 
extchnt, is  guarded more strictly tl1a11 the Cllinese, o r  tlie line of country 
w l ~ i c l ~  is governed by thc l:utlcll~ist I l i e n ~ r c l ~  of Lass in  Eastern 
TLilJct. 

IIcrrnnnn vou Sclll.~=int\\-vit dcscribcs in this soltune t!ie Himalayas 
f r o ~ u  east to wcst, as t l~cy  \rt,rt! tr:~versed c i t l~er  by liirnsclf or  his 
brotl~ers,  :\dol1)11 a1it1 1icibcrt. 'l'l~c niust e :~s~cr ly  sti~tc. Blrritan, ~ v a s  
visited 1)y him in J ; I I I I I : I I .~  1856. l ' l~ is  cc8111itry is inl~:ilited 11y a rircc? 
of Tllibeti~n origin (Y ' f r ibe t  :uld L'lrut(zir havi~ig  n ) urently tlre enrnc I ! 
derivation) un11c.r t l ~ e  (!orni~:ion in s o ~ n e  p:~rt.q, : I I I ~  111 :111 parts under 
the  i~iliuence, of' tho I l ~ ~ d ~ l l ~ i s t  llrieat-prir~ce a t  LRSI. \\ 'ith~n tile I:~st 
I~undred years BI IULI I~  h;~cl orily hc.er~ viaitctl on ~)oIitic:rl ~rrirsion.s, bu t  
IIcrmann volt Scl~l:~gir~t\rcit  o l ) t i~ i r~cd a sort OF motlifi~d pass, and a 
T l~ ibe tan  g11idc and il~tcrpreter, who int;.rc>tecl l~irnself in his pl;~na, arid 
:r route was devi-ed hetwecn tl icn~, fu l lowi~~g the trade ro:rd bctweer~ 
Assnrn :~nd  Tliibet, throtrgl~ 'r:lvorlg, tlrc~ chic!' to\trn of the eastern part 
of Bhutarn, tllrotlgl~ N~uigun ,  : ~ n d  1rcrus3 the liinialayn to Lasa on the 
Sanpu in E:i.;tVrn Tl~il ,ct .  On Janu:lry 5 t11t.y lr t t  Udelguri, and 
crossed the Terai, or  belt of S \ ~ : I I I I ~ , ~  jungle, that exte~ids  in varying 
breadth a1c.11g tlie s o r ~ t l ~  of t l ~ e  wliole Ili~n:ll\.;rynn chain, dividing it f t o n ~  
the pli~ins proper. I t  W:IS a l:?\.our:~l,lc t i n ~ c  of the pear to traverse it, 
for during the \vet season, or ir~~rnctliately nftcl.w:~rtIs, the mit~sm:~, 
bred of heat out of d e c n ~  ing vegct:~l)le matter, is  111ost f3t:ll to Europeans 
He found i t  dry, a n d a t  fir-t siglrt less c,verFrown t l ~ n r ~  Ile 11atl expected, 
b u t  a view fiwn :r stn:~ll e n ~ i r ~ c ~ i c e  clisclo.~c:d n de~rse gro\rtli of j t~ng le  
to a height of' f'urty ft:ct, wit11 p l r ~ ~ t y  01' tall trees rising to licigl~ts ot' aa 
niucli as 110 n ~ i d  120 feet, : u i~o~ ig  wl1ic11 tlicy cauic :lcrclss a la i~re l  85 
feet Iligh. IIugc fiillen trres, apparently sound, :~ht,undetl, but, on  
being probed, a r:in~rod coultl l)c ~~usl le t l  illto t l ~ c  wood the \vllolc of it3 
length without effLrt. I n  tile wet season, t l ~ c  strc:ini-l~eds are  fiill, nncl 
the  whole g r o ~ i n d  l i lx  a S ~ ~ O I I ~ C .  On ~)ascil~;l: tlic Terai proper, thc 
ground gradually riser, and outlying abut~nerlts of tile 11i:bin chain come 
into eight, running north and w u t l ~ ,  in wl i c !~  direction allnost the orily 
lines of communication are found. 

I n  the middle part of the Hichu vnlley, before the high peaks came 
into aidit, tlie view* were exceetli~lgly like t l ~ e  A l p ,  \vide open valley- 
bot ton~s  connected by  bits of steeper ground, wit11 closer narrowing of 
the tounding range?, dcnsc rc.gctntion, rich grccn r11c:tdow-lad, wl~ich 



was found most strictly preserved-for wttle are kept here more gener- 
ally than in any other part of the Himala~as-and groups of houses high 
u p  the hill-sides; and the Buddhist monuments and temples which ap- 
peared in many vill;iges must have reminded the traveller of the shrines 
and heaps of skullsso ol'trn seen in BIl)incvalleys. The way became n:lrro\v 
beyond the first village, Aniartal. In  one dhy's march the main streain 
hacl to be crossed eight times, often hy swimming, when all the loads 
would have to be taken 0% the horses. Narigun was reached in about 
five days'march. l ' l~is is the seat of a Buddhist monirstery, and though 
Von Schlagint~veit was allo\ved to remain here a few days, he was abso- 
lutely forbidden to pcnetr:rte further, and returned disappointed to the 
plains in little more than three \veeks after scatting cut. Sikkim he 
visited nine months earlier, from April to huguet, 1895. The Terai here 
and facing N e p u l  ie the most dangerous in the lIinialaya, principally on 
account ol ' t l~e cnolnlous amount of rain, which in places reaches six or 
seven hundred inches in the yvar. The  road to Darjiling rises gradu- 
ally above the Terai to Pankahilri, and all the hill-dopes are covered 
with the richest and most varied vegetation. Tropical plants are 
mingled with those of a colder climate, produced by the constant stream 
of  germs fro111 the higher region which have been brought down for 
thousands of years, and developed constantly fresh varieties. The road 
goes for some distance on the top of a ridge, and the views of the great 
chain are most glorious, e+pecialIy from the shoulder of the Sinchal 
peak (about 8,000), or, better still, from its sun~mit,  where the great 
sl~ining glaciers of the gigantic Kinch~njinga group, ~vi th hfount Everest 
far away to the leit, con tmt  with the dark f'oliage of t l ~ e  middle distance, 
and the profbund depths of the valleys below densely wooded to the 
lvakr's edge. In  1)arjiling (6,900 feet) IIerr Schlagintweit remained 
waiting for the answer to an application for leave from Tumlong to travel 
in the interior of Sikkiin. After much patience, the reply arrived, con- 
taining, as in the case of Rhntan, :III unqualified refusal. But on the 
advice of Dr. Campbell, whose well-known journey with Dr. Hooker 
ended in the imprisonment of both, he determined to follow till stopped 
the top of the ridge called the Singhalila chain, running north and south, 
which formg the boundary between Sikkiin and Ncxpaul, and to this de- 
termination lve owe the dr:r\vings of Gauri~ankar and Kinchinjinga which 
decorate our club-room. The weeks spent in waiting for a pass were 
ernployed in visiting the deep valleys, the Great Kangit, and others, 
m d  making many observntioiis, much impeded by dangers from miasma, 
and some risk from tigrrs, which are found in the Eastern Himalaya up  
to 10,000 feet; proceedi~~g westwards they diminish, and in Cashmir they 
have dimppcnred for ccnturiee. Leeclics too were a great annoyance, 
and the first question on waking in the morning used to be IIow many 
leeches have you got ? ' These valleys were found to be of enormous 
depth, a characteristic of Himal:~ynn valleys over the whole chain, caused 
by the erosion produced by the trei~~endvus rainfall. 

On May 7, he started with a party of Lepchns (excellent fellows) as  
porters along thc top of t l ~ c  Sir~ghalil:r clinin. The  earlier days were 
constantly wet, and the ~vinrls and legs of ;rll were scvrrely tried hy the 
long ul~llill n~:irclics in llot s tcan~i~lg air, surroultded hy dense forest, 



where the feet either mnk deep into mud or slipped back as far aa they 
advanced. The top of the Tonglo peak was reached on the evening of . May 9, and hutn of boughs were erected, where the party spent some 
day4 enjoying d;iily the most glorious views over the whole c h i n ,  
from the plains to the glistening distant summits, and down deep into 
the valleys, over rhododendron woods crimson with blossom. Leaving 
Tonqlo on the 20th, they followed the range with the greatent diffi- 
culty, caused by the dense forest, which even on the top of the ridge 
could often only be penetratecl by the axe, till, oil the 22nd, they reached 
the top of Falut (14,042 fret), where the party spent several days of 
spltndid weather, in full view of the great peaks, particularly Gauri- 
wnkar, for which Herr Sch1:lgintweit found a height of 29,200 feet, 
190 feet higher than the usval figure. A little beyond Falut they were 
turned back hy a body of Kepaulew troops ; and in fifteen days were 
again in Da jiling, without once treading tlie upper snows. In February 
1857, after his application had heen cotlsidercd for two years, Hermann 
obtained permission to visit Kathmandu, which has been the capital of 
Nepaul since the Ghorka occ~ipation-a snlall dirty town, remarkable 
for the fact that in about 1795 A.D. the Chinese reached i t  from the 
other side, and penetrated as low down as 1,641 feet ; and in our own 
war with Nepaul, in 1815, Sir David Ochterlony carried English troops 
into it from the plains : so that the crosing of tlie Himalaya is an accom- 
plished military feat. Herr Von Schlagintweit remained some time in 
Nepaul, during which he made many drawinp of mountain panornmap, 
epecially from the Karlia peak (fi19i7 feet). l i e  had also to give and 
receive visits of ceremony from the Raja and the more than liberal prime 
~ninieter, J h g  Baliadar, who had depoaed nlic Raja and set up another, 
with unscr~ipulous removal of all oI)stacles, but who sho~i-ed himself 
~.onderfully interested in sc ie~~ce  and in everything I<uropean. 

The Himalayan chain in Bhutan, Sikkim, and Sepaul, has a character 
of its own quite distinct from the north-westerly pnrtion which follows, 
in which the ranges deepen and groups of snow-peaks forming knots, from 
which other ranges racliate iu all direction9 north and south of the water- 
alled, arc the characteristic o f the  country. On the contrary, the snow- 
range in Bhutan, Sikkim, and Kepaul, is on the whole a simple one, re- 
minding us generally of the C:iuc:uus rather than of the Ali~s. Beginning 
from the enst, the first important group of peaks, alil~ost all ot' which have 
mythological names, is the Dill-l;~, a twin summit, of which the higher 
is 22,500 feet over the sea. I t  lies north of Tavong in Bhutan. The 
Themerri (20,500) and the Oam-la follow in a wevterly direction ; and 
then for a space of 150 miles no very conspicuous summit appears till 
Chamalari, about 24,000 feet, standing in front of the watershed, and 
something in form like the Finateraarhorn from the Unteraar glacier; 
then follows the Donkia group (23,136); the Kiuchinjhav summita 
(22,750) ; and, follo\ving to the westward, the mighty mass of Kinchin- 
jinga (28,156), forming from Falut the central point of the panorama; 
and only thirty-five n1i1c.s distant, Kabru (24,015) follo~i,s on the let%, 
but six miles nearer the observer ; and the whole g o u p  is not unlike 
the J u n g h u  from the north. p ~ d i r n ,  still nearer than Kinchinjinga, 
and 22,000 fcct high, showed on its \vestern hce  an average incline 



of 6 5 O .  Still further west comes the Sihsur peak (27,800), which is fRr 
overtopped by Gaurimnkar (29,200) by Von Schlngintweit's measures. 
Gaurimnkar is niuety-four miles from Fallit, and look3 not unlike the 
M6nch from Bern. I t  stands quite alone, towering  fa^ above ita sur- 
roundings on either side. The group furthest to the west to be seen 
from Fallit is thc Sankbsi, which reaches in ita highest point 23,570. 
Seen from the Kavlia in Nepaul, the next summit to westward is the 
Jibjibia massif, which reaches 26,306; then the Y a s a  peaks, the 
highest of wl~icll is 26,680 ; then Dhavalagiri (26,826) ; nnd six more 
Nariiyani peaks, all nearly as high. The n~ost  westerly peak in sight 
in the Nepaul panorama was only 19,413 feet high. 

The views were specially characterised by the enormous extent of 
horizon occupied by the snowy range, and hy impressions of depth 
and height far surpassing anything in thc Alps. The south slope of 
the Hirualaya is unusually nteep, and the valleys very deeply eroded, 
so that from a summit like the Fallit the eye &ms to plunge at  once 
from the glistening summit of Gnurisanka or Kinchinjinga into valleys 
whose depth is unexpected, and surprises one, as  almost out of propor- 
tion. The plains of India are at  times quite invisibl~, owing to the 
dust-clouds wllich rise from them and remain ~uppended in the air, and 
when they are seen, the apparent horizon line cllanges as much as  six 
or Bcveli degrees during the day. In every m e  in the Eastern 
Ifimalaya, I Ie~nlann von Sclllagintweit failed through political obstaclra 
to reach the regions of ice and snow. IIis brothers Adolph and Ilobert 
were more ibrtunate in the west, in which direction Kamann joins 
Nepaul, and is fbllowed still more to the west by the State of Gharvll. 
Adolph and Robert were in R'irinatCl from thc niiddle of April to the 
niiddle of May, during which time they took panor;rlnas from the Chiner 
(8,737) aud the Laria k'irnta (8,3 12), hot11 of which gave splendid views 
over the Nanda Kl~ilt and N:~nd;r Devi (25,600). 

In the ~niddlc of May thvy set out by different routes for Milurn, 
from wllicll place they tntendcd to cross the watershed and penetrate 
iuto Thibet. Robert followed the usual trade-road by Almora, which 
was a collstant succession of crossing transverse ridges, swimming rapid 
,ivers, and traversing steep slippery slopes of' clc'bvis, and occasionally 
patches of hard old enow, which caused the horses the greatest difficulty 
and danger. Adolph turned away from the main road up  a side valley, 
the Pindari, in order to cross Traill's pases  to Milurn, which would 
Le like going to Zinal by entering the Zermntt valley, and then crossing 
the Trift, Italy being Thilxt. This is the first glacier expedition 
lnentioned in the book. The old difficulty about guides was increased 
11y the fnct that Nanda Devi, thc great mountain close to the pass, was 
a goddess, an11 would resent any violi~tion of her pure snow home; bu t  
t l ~ e  promise of liberal offerings obviated this difficulty ; nnd on the 
ilight of May 29, Adolph found himself bivo~ucking on a beautiful 
&Teen n~eadow a t  the Soot of the Pindari glacier (11,492). The  next 
day the party rcacht~d anotl~er lair (14,180), on a ridge separating the 
rnnit~ glacier wllose lower ice-fir11 was too steep to traverse, from a side 
uflluent which they 11:1tl follo\vetl, nnci the nev6 of which mas connected 
above wit11 tlrc 11i.t C of' tllcs m;~in ~ ~ W ~ I I I .  'I'o\\;urls cvcning, thc view 
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from their loRy perch was most glorious, the mists which nl~rays cloud 
the lower mngcu of the western 1Iimal;i)-a after mid-day had all dis- 
allpeared, and the bright peaks of the Nanda Khi t  range on one side, and 
the brilliant colouring of the long Pindari valley on the other, held 
them long cal~tr~nccd. At two o'clock next day they started. Crevasses 
lreventcd their crossing the actual 11e:td of the glacier, but a succession 
of couloirs up the rocky ridge to their lrft landed them, after sereral 
I~undred steps had been c ~ ~ t  in hard snow, at  8 o'clock, on the summit 
(17,770). The Nanda Khit  peak was still 5,000 fect shore them, but 
more than twelve miles off. Allotl~er great bay of nivi ,  \vhic11 took 
two hours to crrlss, lay hrt\recn them ar~d  the real desccl~t to Xliluln. 
The sun was burning Ilot, and the snow dccp and soft. From this 
seci.,nd pass the great Ki~nda Devi pc:tk came into sipl~t, and the offer- 
i n g ~  to her were mlemnly made t ~ y  the natives. The way down by 
the Loan glacier is easy, and after two di~ys Adolph arrived a t  JIilr~m 
(lI,'LGS), still on the Indian +id(. of the waterslled, where he met his 
brother Itohert. IIere they stayed some time, making various excur- 
sions in this magnificent neigllbomhood. 

The first excursion wa.~ the ascent of an isc~lated peak east of the 
Nanda Devi range, to which they p v e  the name Paju-horn (l7,GOl). 
Tlley slept out above the village, reached the top over steepinli rocks and 
long snow slopes a t  10.30. The XIilum glacier, about eleven miles long, 
was their next expedition. They climbed a Rita  Dak, or Roth-hon~ 
(16,744), which, like the Roc Koir in the Zinal glacier, rose out of the 
middle of the ice, and e rec td  a tent near the top. The next day they 
rcilcl~ed the head of the gl~cier ,  :ll)out 19,000 fect, having to pass a 
broken ice-fdl 1:000 fect high, which cost tlien~ much time and hard 
work at tliis great l i c i ~ l ~ t ,  and did not reach tl~c:ir teut on the Roth- 
horn till nearly 9 o'clock, long nfier dark. Here they spent another 
day, and then returned to hlilnm. The views in the wliole of Kan~aon 
were very fine, the gorges and valley scenery quite equal to the finest 
parts of Savoy or the Oberland, :und the coi~trast between height and 
dc.pt11 far greater. From h l i l ~ ~ r n  the two brothers penetrated into 
T l~ ibe t  I)y pnsscs averaging 18,000 fcct, which will be described in the 
third volume. On their return, they recrossed the Himalaya chain, 
close to the Ibi Girnin peak$, and nlade a new pas, tile Ibi Grlrnin, tbe 
Ilighest as yet crossed in the world (20,459 ftet). On A ~ ~ g u s t  16 they 
started up the Ibi Girrnin glacier frorn the north. I t  reminded them moat 
of the Aar glacier, but was much larger, and on the night of August 1 8  
they pitched their tent on the moraine nt a height of 19,31G fect. The 
night was excessively cold and stormy, but as the next day was fairly 
fine, they started to try llow far up  tlley could reach on the higher of 
the two Ibi GLmin peaks. They started early, and clin~bed till nearly 
4 o'clock, but inlmense crevasves wasted ~uucli time, and owing to 
the enormous Ilcight, the work was r c y  sercre. They were stopped 
nt last by a trenlendous north wind, which suddenly dashed upon them, 
and by n gush of blood which burst from one of their people, and took 
away all his strength. They had I~o\vever rencllcd the astounding 
Ireight of 12,259 fi.?t, by far  the l~igl~cst  point attained as yet 1)y mail. 
T l ~ c  lbi  ti~inii11 s ~ i l l  LO\YC~.CCI 111v1.c tllan :;,O(.)O Sect above ~ I I ~ I I I ,  but tl1e11 
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it is about the tenth in height of the Himalayan peaks proper. Their 
view was spoilt by dense clouds, which concealed all but the irnlncdinte 
neighbourhood. The  descent was rendered more difficult by the gra- 
dually increasing wind, but by sunset the clouds had all disappeared, 
the great peaks were perfectly clear, and every step of their track, 
owing to the trmsparcncy of the air a t  these enornious 1ieigllt.q as 

. sllarply marked as if i t  were close at  hand. On August 21 thcky 
clinlbed a tributary glacier on the left, and slept again upon a moraine, 
a t  n height of 19,091 feet. Tlic top of the pas, after neveml unsuc- 
ccsnful attempts, they reached a t  2 o'clock, and fouud it  20,459 feet. 
TWO days later they were in Badrin:ith, a celebrated place of Eiindu 
pilgrimage. Adolph then, on September 5, turned back again to 
Tliibet. Robert triivelled f ron~  east to went, crossed several passes into 
the Jumna valley, which he followcd down till he reached Mussuri, 
where Adolph had arrived a day or two before him. 

In the spring of 1856 the three brothers were together a t  Sirnlir, 
n~uking p h s  for journeys in the western Himalaya and the protected 
Hill States. They arranged their routes so as to visit Ranawar, Halti, 
Spiti, Lahoul, and Cashniir, and, if possible, to penetrate across Tliibet 
still further to the north. Urunt of npce  forbids a detailed account of 
their travels here, which, a t  least in the IIimalayaq p;lssc.d over ground 
wllich has been the subject of several papers in tlie ' Alpine Journal,' 
and is better known than any other part of tlie chain. The contrasts 
of depth and height arc here not eo marked as  they are birther ellst, 
and the ranges of the middle region assume o. more prominent cha- 
racter. The wood is not so dense, but tlie slopes are very steep, and 
i n  places clothed to the ~urnmits with deodaras. The effects of emsion 
are, as in tlie ewt, tremendous; tlie consequence is tllat tlie walls of 
the principal rivers ore tfct n absolute precipices for an immense height 
above the water, and the road up the valley may be traverwd for miles 
without catching sight ~f the roaring stream below. The brothers met 
once more in Cushmir, a t  S r i n w r ,  reaching it from Lsdak by different 
passes, one of which is the Surn, passing the Nun-Con p i s .  T h e  
celebrated valley of Cz~nhrl~ir is the bed of an old long-departed fresh- 
water lake. The  greatest length of the fiat is over seventy milcs, and 
the bread ti^ in places forty. Tlie mrfwe consists of more than 2,000 
English aqurrre miles. ('The surface of Lake Constance is only 200.) 

They narrowly escaped unplatm~ltness a t  Srinngar, as their collector, 
knowing the v;ilue to them of a rail native skeleton, cut down in his 
seal for ncience a man who hanging on a gibbet for a warning to 
evildoers; and when suspicion fbll upon h:m, and the police came to 
ea rch ,  he put the body to sleep in his own bed, and e.sw1ml discovery. 
Tlie 1;irja was old, and his discourses turned princip:llly on tho nioral 
justitiu~tion of extortion, which he had greatly pmctiwd, and now in 
the evening of his days he seemed to delight in inventing ingenious 
pleas for its defence. This  was, I thiuk, the last time tho three brotl~ers 
were ever togcthcr. Shortly afterwards, Adolph set out i~gniu alctio 
to cross the Karakorani and Kuenluen, and penetrated as ftir na 
Kashgar, where lie was foully murdered, in the full prime of limlth 
and strength. 
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There is much in tho book which in such a notice as this mnst be 
left untouched upon-discussions on Buddhism, on the complex nation- 
alities and language affinities, on the race, claracteristics, history, and 
political relations of all tlic countries visited. Then the geology and 
climate and meteorological phenomena of every kind are never left un- 
noticed. On one important point of interest, the rapid rise of the peaks 
eumunding the Indus gorge, where the summit of Nanga Parbat towers 
nearly 23,000 feet above the river bed, a t  R distance from i t  of scarcely 
thirty miles, I find no satisfactory information. Such an enormous 
difference of heigbt in so short a distance can scarcely be p a d e l e d  
elsewhere ; but we shall perhaps have a description in the third volume, 
which in yet to come. Aleantime, I can only hope that many of us  will 
be induced to read the book for ourselves, and that real interest will 
be awakened, which may lead to definite glacier exploration of the 
whole country, and, it  may be, to the w n t  of many of the peaks. 
The  knowledge that there are in the same world with us  glaciers fifty 
or sixty milee long, as indeed there are in the h k o r a m ,  ~ u r r o u n d d  
with peaks of 25,000 to 28,000 feet and more, is enough to make us 
long for the unconditioned, and chafe against the bamers of time, 
upace, and-must I add so sordid a check ?-pocket, which keep us 
from their gloriw. W e  must hope better things for our children, or 
even for ourselves, if in another state of being we are ever permitted 
to !Uii some of the longings we have formed in this. J. STOGWN. 

ALPINE NOTES. 

THE PICO DI N A I ~ U A T ~ ,  VENEZUELA.-AX~. J. Spence, a British resi- 
dent in Venezuela, in company with several sava~zts, accon~plished in 
April last tlre first ascent of a mountain in the neighburhood of 
Ci~racas, known as the Pico di Iiaiplat6. The  expeditic~n appears to 
be looked on in the country as a considerable feat. Kot having as yet 
fiuccreded in obtaining a translation of the Spanish account, kindly 
forwarded by Mr. Sl)euce, we must for the preserlt conteut ourselves 
with a quotation from a letter, in which a mrmber of H. B. Jl.'a 
Leg;~tion at  Caracas expre:ises his opinion of the difficulties and i m p r t -  
nnce of the nscent in the following remarkable term8 :- 

' In again welcon~ing -).ou hack fiom the dizzy peak, and from the 
tliicket~ anlidst which the tiger prowls, and the rattlesnake, the scor- 
pion, and many anotller hideous reptile lurks, I cannot but express to 
you my belief that it  rnu..t have h e n  most satisfi~ctory to you, as it  
most certainly would hare heen to me, to behold the Venezuelan friends 
who accompanied you, devoting that intclligerrcr, energy, power of 
endurnnce and other great qualitiep, which so eminently ch:iractcrise 
tllcir n c c ,  to the achievelnent of a really nol~le otbjrct and to tlre atlain- 
nlcl~t of a ~lxclill end, :~lnidst the invigoratinr, 11v:llthy ~ I ~ U ~ L ' I I I C I I ~ S  of 
11:lture's hantliwork-no:vl~crc niore succc.:sfully olrried out th:m l ~ c r e  
--and furgettilip, if bur tbr a I I I I , I I I C  rlr, tlrc ent.r\.rtting, exhau-ting, 
~ m i . ~ r i o u s  allurcure~~ts of civil \vnr!iire.' 
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&Iocarbr~ Exr~on. i~roa  IN A~~~ca. -Under  this hcading we hope 
600n to insert some account, from the pen of Mr. Ball, of the explora- 
tions in the - 4 t h ~  range made by him, in company with Dr. Hooker, 
in the ~pr ing  of last year. Our late President may naturally be in- 
different to any increase of fame, but tlie Alpine Club can ill afford to 
lose the credit of his most recent exploit as a scientific explorer, and 
we have felt bound not to allow anotlier three months to go by without 
putting on record so remarkahle a journey. We prefer to effect this by 
a mere pwing allusion, rather than by borrowing from letters of Dr. 
Hooker, which have appeared in the Proceedings of another society, 
since we do not doubt that, sooner or later, Mr. Ball will render to tlie 
Club the account of his doings, to which it has so long looked forward. 

The following extracts descrihe how an adventurous miseionary-the 
Rev. Charles New-has succeeded not only in approaching Kilima Njaro, 
but in wending it to the lower limit of eternal snow. 

' Arrangements were made for ascending the mountain, but my first 
attempt waH a failure, being driven back by the rain and fogs. A 
second attempt was made, and the weather being very fine, we made 
splendid progress. Next morning the clouds lay far beneath our feet, 
but at noon we were prevented from proceeding farther by the mists ; 
we, however, made large fkes to keep ourselves from freezing through 
the night. The next morning (the third day) we again started, but in 
half an hour after Rtarting the men complained of benumbed feet and 
hands. In an hour we came to a stand ; the Chaggas a i d  they dared 
not go any farther. I lelt them, going forward with only Tofiki for a 
companion. Tofiki did very well for the first honr and a half, when he 
snnk, wrcely being able to speak. He bid me go on-that he would 
wait there for me, and die if I did not return to him. I went on, 
reached the mow ; I found it lying on ledges of rock in masses, like 
large sleeping sheep. I got Tofiki up to the point; the anow was 
frozen like rock. I broke off several large pieces and descended with 
them to the company below, a t  the sight of which they were amazed, 
especially when it melted in their mouths. Thus, despite all the won- 
derful things that have been said and believed, we know, from personal 
experience, that the top of Kilima Njaro is covered with snow ! Yes, 
snow in Africa ! 

a The various regions passed through on my way up the mountain's 
Ride succeed each other as follows :- 

a 1. The region of the banana, plantain, maize, &c. This is the 
inhabited district, or Chagga Proper. The thermometer ranges be- 
tween n maximam of 85" Fah., and a minimum of 59" .Fahr. Black- 
berries are abundant. The hills which are not cultivated are covered 
with a beautiful thick, close turf, exceedingly rich in clover. 

' 2. Beyond this is a belt of thick jungle; it  may have been culti- 
vated in the past. 

a 3. Above this is a rast forest of gigantic treee, with a dense under- 
growth of ga3t  variety, all thickly covered with moss, which gives to 
the forest the appearance of great antiquity. Here I met with such old 
friends as the dock and common stinging-nettle. Vine8 abound in great 
variety. On the higher verge of this forest the thermometer descended 

lo a 
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at  night to 33' Fullr. In the morning a thick h o a r - k i t  covered the 
l a v e %  

' 4. IIighrr &ill is a region of verdant hills, affording good p t u r a g e  
for mttle. Clover plentif'ul. 

l 5 .  Beyond t h i ~  all is heath, which dwindles away, till yon come to 
' 6. The region of bare rocks, and w d y ,  wind-swept declivities, as 

clean and as amnoth as  a eea-beach ; then you wrch 
' 7. The everlasting wows, which thickly cover a magnificent domc, 

a~ mnooth in outline as  the edge of the moon.' 
T h e  h e i g h ~  of Kilima N.jaro is, according to the moet recent an- 

thority, 18,700 feet; Mr. h'ew unfortunately does not tell us  what 
elevation he reached. From a sketch of the mountain (lately published 
in t l ~ e  ' Illustrated London News') there can be little doubt that the 
y k s  are of volcanic origin. The  two summits seem to resemble, 
w ~ t h  curious exactness in their form and relative dimensions, the 
~ r a t e r  and l e w r  Ararat. The range, which oppeam to be rather a 
cl~ister of volcanoes than a contin~ious chain, is said to contain 'a 
l~igller but less &ve ' peak, situated further inland, and called the 
Doenzo Ngai. 

A GclnEnoo~ TO m SIERRA N ~ v ~ ~ ~ . * - T ) e a d e m  who hare had 
tlicir interest in tlie mountains of California arouaed by Mr. Clarence 
l i ing, t  will 1~ glad to learn that Profewor JVhitney has condensed, 
and pul)lisl~ed in a popular form, much of the informtion contained 
in the Hepoi-t of the i:eographical Snrvey,' of which he am the h d .  
' The Yommite Guidebook' is badly named, dealing ns it  does with 
a great dm1 more than the one valley, and being neither in form 
nor arrangement what is generally described as a guidebook. But  it 
contains much valuable information, and deeryes careful study fmrn 
myone intending to travel in, or even wishing to form a correct ides of, 
the Sierm Nevada. The rolnme is illustrated by a number of w a d -  
cuts. While those of the Yosrmite valley itself answer to our expecta- 
tions, the pictures of the higher peaks are singularly disappointing. 
They do not, either in size or boldnc~s of outline, compare a t  all favour- 
ably with the giants of the Alps. This result, however, is probably 
owing, in part, to the cuts llnving becn unskilfully engraved from 
pl l0t0g~1pll~.  Tllc fo l lo~~ing  passage dewrvca to be quoted entire. 

A con~parison of tlie Swiss and Californi:m mountain scenery is not 
easy. The much smaller quantity of snow and icc in the Sierra, as 
cotnpm.c.d wit11 regions of erll~?l elevation in Switzerland, is the most 
etriking f~a turc  of difference bet\\-ecn the n~onntains of the two wun- 

* ?%r Ji~?r,ni;tc Gttid<lmk. A 1)c~srription of tllc Tos~mitc Vnllry and tlie ad- 
jaccnt Itcgion of tllr Siorrn Nrvadn. and of the Iliz Trccsof Cnlifnrnin ; illustmtal 
I,? ninlw :ill11 wwnlcuts. B. Wrstermnlin h C'u., 471 Bronrlu-ay. Ncw York. 
t Ijp a migprint in  thc Inst uumhrr, t h o  hrigllt of Mt~irnt Shnsta was girm, 

H Y  11.000 ili~te:uI of 14,000 f~*t. Ti~v revio\~-cr wa.9 11150, pmbnl~ly, incomtct in 
his rsplann~ion of >IT. Kinx's ' mnuv;ris rris' on JIo11i1t 'I'gn~lnll. On fiirthrr 
~wrurnl it. sprins clcnr that a h c n  tllc mirlc.:~dir~g won1 ' iriclo' has lrcrn remortd. 
t l ~ o  tliffivulty of thc pn.ssifc tvltir~sly v:r~ii*l~cs, sll<l the  n:itnrr of the ol~tnclct 
1tcrrm1r.s ~t i f f i t*i~~t t Iy  rl<b:~r. It  n:ih sirr~ply :I rtt9c.p rrwk fnrr i l l  one of the m- 
C ( - S ~ ~ . R  of wliicli tlir LIIOW I:!?. ~~ilecl 111' ~ y r n ~ n i ~ l w i a ~ ~  : i= ;~ iu s t  the cliff, furuivl~irg 
I,, thc climbrr ;i niitur;ll I;ld.!cr. 



tries. In  the Sierra we w e  almost exactly what would be presented to 
view in the Alps, if the larger portion of the ice and snowfields were 
melted away. The  marks of the old glaciers are there, but the glacicrs 
themselves are gone. The polished surfaces of the rocks, the moraines 
or long trains of detritus, and the strise engraved on the walls of the 
caiions, these speak eloquently of ~ u c h  an icy covering once existing 
here as now clothes the summits of the Alps. 

' Another feature of the Sierra, as  compared with the Alps, is the 
absence of the "Alpen," or those grassy slopes which occur above the 
line of forest vegetation between that and the eternal snow, and which 
have given their names to the mountains themselves. I n  the place of 
these we have in the California mountains the foresta extending quite 
n p  to the mowline i n  many places, and everywhere 111uch higher than 
in the Alps. T h e  forests of the Sierra, and especially a t  elevations of 
5,000 to 7,000 feet, are magnificent, both in the size and Eeauty of the 
trees, and far beyond any in the Alps. They constitute one of the most 
attractive features in  the scenery, and yet  they are somewhat mono- 
tonous in their uniformity of type, and they give a eombre tone to the 
landscape as seen from the distance in their dark shades of green. The  

valleys along the streams are extremely beautifill, but occupy 
only a m a l l  area ; and, especially, they do not produce a marked effect 
in  the distant views, since they are mostly concealed behind the ranges 
to  one looking over the country from a high point. 

' The predominating fkat~~res, then, of the High Sierra are aubliniity 
nnd grandeur, rather than beauty and variety. The  scenery will, per- 
haps, produce as much impreasion, a t  first sight, as thnt of the Alps, but  
will not invite ~o frequent visits, nor so long a delay among its hidden 
recews.' The climate, like that of the Alps, is bracing, and in sumn~er 
even occasional storms are rare. One may be reasonably sure, in  set- 
ting out to climb a mountain peak, of a clear sky and a temperature 
which will make walking and riding a pleasure. One of the greatest 
drawbacks to the pleasure of travelling in  the Alps is thus here almost 
entirely wanting.' Yet, putting aside the loss of one of those elementa 
of chance which conduce to the interest and variety of our favourite 
sport, we may fairly doubt whether a monotony of the finest weather can 
compenmte the climber for the absen& of the exquisite cloud-ahapea 
and magic effects of light and shade, which give hnlf its charm to Swiss 
ecenery. 

PANORAMA OF THE ALPS FROM TURIN.-Reproductions of panoramic 
views, the beauty of which depends in most instances rather on atmo- 
spheric effects, contraate of light and shade, and delicate gmdations of 
colour, thnn on the form or outline of the ohjects visible, must of 
necessity have more topographical than artistic interest. Whatever 
arefill  drawing and execution can do to render such a work pleasant 
to the eye, has been done in the case of the 'Panorama delle Alpi 
viste dall' osservatorio astrononlico di Torino,' publihed by the Italian 
Alpine Club.* Of its topographical value there can be no question. 
Evcry penk and pass within the range of vision has been mod sedulously 
i(lcntificd, nnil mountnincers\\.ho delight to recognise tho exact spots of 
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bygone ~ t r n ~ ~ l e s  and victories will gain great advantage from the 
po~3csqion of ~ l l i s  sheet. When we renlemher that fit?.een years ago the 
clwcllcrs in Turin had never heard of the Grand Paradis, and were firm 
hclirvers in Jlont Ie ran ,  we are rather astonished a t  the rapid gmwth 
of mountain knolvledge than disposed to remark on the ahaence of a 
complete table of heights-an omission which the exertions of the 
Itnlinn Alpine Club will, no doubt, won supply. 

A POCKET-noor Fon ~ ~ O L ' ~ ' T A ~ N E E R S . - J ~ ~ I T  Liebeskind, of Leipzig, 
has lately pub1isl:ed a ' Pocket-book ' for Alpine tnivellers. The volume, 
which will be rep~~hlished annu3lly, contains a diary for the summer 
months, with parallel columl~s for the entry of barometrical and other 
observations, followed by an attempt at  a complete digest of the tariffs 
of Alpine guides, from Istria and Tyrol to Chamonix. C o p e  and the 
whole of the south-western Alps arc, for some unexplained reason, 
entirely omitted. Over tho wide field which it  emhmceq however, 
the list of guides and of tariffs seems very complete, and great pains 
must have been taken to obtain at  the first endezzvonr RO eatisfactory 
a result. Such a compilation will serve a useful end, if by  placing 
the exorbitant prices of some Swiw tourist-centres ia conspicuous 
contrast with the more modest rcquirements of Tyrolese guides, i t  
Ic,ads to a reduction of the demands which threaten to render moun- 
taineering an expensive pursuit. 

The volume concludes with a sketch of the hi.story of the five Alpino 
Clubs now in existence. The materials a t  hand for tracing the origin 
nnd rise of our own Club seem to have been meagre, nnd the writer in  
conseclucnce has drawn ratlier largely on his imagination. I t  will be 
news to most of us to be told that ' this h i e t y  was originally founded 
under the name of " The Englishman's I'laygmund " in 1860.' 

The little volume is bound in a convenient form, but its dimensions 
might probably be easily and advantageously reduced by using smaller 
type, and omitting the rules of the various guide corporations, to which 
n traveller seldom needs to refer. If this is done, and any increase of 
hulk by means of advertisements sternly repressed, the book will 
become what i t  professes to b- pocket-companion for mountaineers, 
and will, no doubt, be generally used. 

THE 'COURO~TE'  AT AN DER L E N K . ~ ~  have received from Sir 
R. G. Osborn the following letter, complaining of a want of honesty 
which used to be rare in Switzerland. 

' Last summer, in  the month of August, I inadvertently left behind, 
a t  the EIGtel de la Couronne, a t  An der Lenk, a rouleau of fifty Napo- 
leons, the loss of which I did not discover till two hours after I hnd 
started for Thun. I immediately telegraphed from Weissenburg to the 
landlord, and sent back a trustworthy person to the ' Couronne,' in  full 
conviction that the rouleau would be restored. On reaching Thun I 
narrated the story to Nons. Knechtenhofer, who most attentively and 
zealously gave rne every assistance, and wrote by that post to the land- 
lord of the ' Cmuronne ' a polite letter to the effect that I should return 
to Lenk on the i;)llowing day. 



Proceedings of &lie Clul. 

' On my arrival there, instead of tlle landlord appearing, the landlady 
came out, and on my asking for her husband, coolly said that he was 

not a t  home,'' but had gone to Kandersteg, and had left no message ; " 
all this with the most indifferent air, no regrets being expressed for his 
unavoidable absence, or fdcilities tendered for enquiring about the lost 
property. 

' Finding fair means unavailing, I put the Prefet of the district on the 
track, but to this hour not one farthing of the money has been restored 
to me. The whole tone of the landlord during the correspondence I 
subsequently entered into wns most offensive, and he ended by eaying 
that he did not believe my story, and that I had invented it.' 

PllOCEEDINGS OF THE ALPINE CLUB. 

Tucsilay, bIug 7.-Mr. D. W. FCESIIFIELD, Senior Me~ttber of the 
Conz~nittee preso~t ,  in the Chair. 

Licut. E. Clayton and Mr. A. E. Scott were balloted for, and elccted 
hlenlbers of the Club. 

Mr. BLACKSTOXE introduced to the meeting Mr. Wm. White, P.S.A., 
who exhit~ited a for111 of framework, invented by himself, and intended 
to enable mountaineers to carry a knapsack with the l a s t  possible strain 
and inconvenience.' 

The  Rev. W. H. HAWKER read a paper entitled ' A Wolfhunt in the 
Maritime Alps,' and a t  its conclusion displayed the skin of a fine wolf 
 hot in the mountains behind hientone. H e  subsequently added some 
~~art iculars  of an ascent of Monte Viso, made with low1 guides of Castcl 
Delfino, of whose knowledge of the mountain he spoke highly ; and gavo 
a promise, which was warmly received, of several papers, historical and 
orographical, on the south-western extremity of the Alpine chain. 

Mr. FHESIIFIELD observed that the capabilities of various portions of 
the Alps for sporting purposes might, perhaps, in  the dearth of new 
peaks, be more appreciated than hitherto by Members. I n  out-of-the- 
way di~trictq chamois exist in far  lnrger numbers than is popularly 
supposed. Bears are to be found in the wild mountains south of 
Ztrnetz, in the Lower Engadine, where a year seldom pasqes without 
one or more being killed by the hunters. Pinzolo, in the Lonil~nrd 
Alpq is a1.w likely to prove good head-quarters. An  old Ilunter of tho 
neighbouring Val di G e n o v ~  declares that he has killed with his own ' 

gun seventeen bears, beaides over three hundred chamois. 
A vote of thanks to Mr. EIAWKEX was carried unanimously. 

l 'ucsdm~, Jttne 4.-3Ir. W. Losc~rax, President, in the Chair. 

The PRESIDENT, before commencing the businem of the eveuing, said 
that hIuniberv would share the sihcere regret which he felt in alinounc- 

porto-knapsack ' may bo soen at  Charles Pricu's, 



ing the dcath of Mr. F. lValker. It did not secm fitting thnt a man 
yo wcll known and popular anlong us should ~ L S S  away without m e  
notice on tlie part of the meeting. Iu Mr. Walker the Club had lost 
one of its oldest and most distinguished hle.libew, a pioneer of Alpine 
exploration, who, having first vibited Switzerland a t  a time when 
mountaineers wcre few, had, during the later years of his life, ascended 
nearly every great peak of the Swisq Alps; had made the first irscent 
of AIont Blanc from the Brenva Glacier when fifty-nine years of age ; 
and last year, a t  the age of sixty-five, and stricken with a mortal 
disease, had reached with his daughter the summit of the Jiatterhorn. 
The President went on to ref'er to another recent and most melancholy 
event which would cast a gloom over a large Alpine circle : the death 
of &In. Fowler, the sister of Mr. F. F. Tuckett, a lady esteemed by 
many illembers as a synlpathetic friend and hostes~, and well knowu 
to all as the author of rjonlc very ellarming sketcbcs and descriptions of 
mountain travel. IIe felt sure that tho Club ax a body would wi..h to 
join with him in expre.suing ryn~pnthy and condolence wit11 the fanlilies 
and friends of those wllosc 1 0 s  would be widely deplored. 

Thc PRESII)ENT'S rernukj  were received wit11 every token of assent 
by the nlcmbcrs preserlt. 

Mr. John P. Gubbins wlrs balloted for and elected a Ncnlber of tho 
Club. 

Mr. C. C. TUCKER r a d  a paper entitled ' A Week in tile Graians,' 
in which he described the first &went of tlle Grande Tour St. Picrre. 
and the passize of the Col d u  Grand Tetret from Ceresole to Val 
Savaranche. Alessrs. NICIIOLS and I ~ E I L L Y  added wme observations on 
the relative positions of the two couloirs l a d i n g  from the side of Val 
d'0rc.a to the n6vk of the Glacier du  Grand Tctret, and on the revised 
nomencl:iture of tile peaks situated between tlle Grand Paradis and 
the Col de la Croix de Kivolet. A vote of t l ~ a i ~ k s  to Jlr.  TL'CHER was 
carried unanimody.  

Mona. Loppi., the eminent artist of Genera, and an Honorary 
Blen~ber of the Club, having t,ecn introduzed to the President, and 
cordially welcolllcd by t11e meeting, expre.~~wtl his warm appreciation 
of the reception accorded him, and ob.served that Ile w;la iudebted for 
Inany of his ideas to suggestions of mountaint~erx, and that it  was the 
existence of bodies like the Alpine Club wl~ich encouraged artists to 
work in the High Alps, a ~ r d  to endeavour to reproduce thoee glorious 
scenes which might perhaps not be underatod or appreciated by the 
general public. 

June 14.-The summer dinner took place a t  the Crystal Palace, 
when fifty-one nlerubers and their friends sat down ; Mr. W. Longman, 
Pre~ident,  in the Chair. An~ongut the guestn of the Club on the oc- 
casion were Mr. Budden, Vice-President of the Florentine Section of 
the Italian Alpine Club, blons. LoppC, and Mr. George Grove. 
During the proceedings a cong~atulatory telegram wau received from 
tlie Italian Alpine Club, to which a suitable response was despatched. 
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THE 

A L P I N E  J O U R N A L .  

S Spain is generally said to be, after Switzerland, the A most mountainous country in Europe, its mountains may 
.seem a rather comprehensive subject for a short paper. I 
have no intention, however, of trying to condense a complete 
orography of the peninsula into these limits ; indeed, the 
materials for such a work do not exist, so little has been done 
in the way of mountain exploration or measurement. All 1 
mean to attempt is a rough general sketch of the mountain 
features, and a few notes on some of the principal groups. 

The Spanish peninsula is sometimes described as being all 
one mountain, and to a certain extent the description is accu- 
rate ; but to get a correct notion of its conformation we must 
go a little further into detail. The framework of the s t ruo  
ture, as will be seen by looking a t  any tolerably good map, is 
very simple. I t  may be compared to the 1ett.er T, the hori- 
zontal stroke being represented by the line of the Pyrenees 
(including the mountains of the Asturias and Galicia), m d  
the vertical by that long irregular range, called by some geo- 
graphers the Iberian, which, branching off from the Pyreneea 
near Re inm,  runs in a direction generally muth down the 
entire length of the peninsula to the Mediterranean. The 
latter must be considered as the creat of the mountain, if Spain 
is to be regarded as one mountain; and from i t  spring the 
buttress- between which lie the basins of the G ~ a d a l ~ u i v i r ,  
Guadiana, Tagus and Duero. The most southerly of these, 
however, oueht in strictneas to be reckoned the continuation of 
the crest, belng a part of the primary watemhed of the penin- 
sula and of Europe-the long tortuous ridge which be@ns at 
Tarifa Point, west of Gibraltar, mid ends on the shore of the 
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Arctic Ocean, east of the Gulf of Kara, eeparatin the Mediter- r$ raaean basinn from those of the Atlantic and orthern Seas. 
This is the Andalucian chain, the chief links of which are the 
Serrania of Ronda, the Sierra Tejeda, between Mdnga and 
Alhama, the Sierra Nevada, and the Sierras Sagra and Segura, 
enclosing the head of tlie Guadalquivir basin. The most in- 
terestin of these, in respect of scenery as well as height, is the 
S i e r n  Bevada, containing the, cu~nlinating point of tbe penin- 
eula, which, however, haa been already too fully dealt with in 
the pages of this 'Journal ' to require any further notice here. 
North of the Sierra Se ra is the Sierrn de Alcaraz, where 
Andalucia joine New 8" astile and Murcia. From this the 
Iberian ran e runs north, passing by Cuenca, as far as Molina; 
there i t  ma 'i ea an elbow to the wed at  Medinaceli, and then 
another to the east a t  the Moncayo, after which it runs in a 
NW. direction, separating the basin of the Duero from that 
of the Ebro, until i t  joins the Pyrenean chain a t  the Peiia 
Labra, just above the source of the last-named river. I n  
several places its continuity as a mountain-chain is, on the 
western, or Castilian side, a t  least, nearly inlperceptible to the 
eye. This is due not so much to a falling OK in height-for at  
ita lowest depression the ridge ia still some 3,500 feet above 
the sea-as to the elevation of central Spain. All that portion 
of the peninsula which comprises the two Castiles, Estrema- 
dura and Leon, forms one great table-laud or plateau, with a 
mean height above the sea-level of more than 2,000 feet, or 
about three times the mean height of the continent of Europe. 
I t  is to this conforrilation that many of the peculiarities which 
strike the trareller's eye in Spain are due. The westerly and 
south-westerly winds from the Atlantic are robbed of the 
greater portion of their moisture before they can reach the 
level of this elevated tract. While the districts along the 
Atlantic coasts have an annual rainfall of from 40 to 50 inches, 
and Valencia and Catalonia from 20 to 25, the centl-a1 table- 
land has one of from 8 to 10 only ; and even this scanty supply 
is in a great degree lost. There are no woods or forests, and 
hardly any coabng of vegetation to catch, retain, and distribute 
the rainfall slowly, and l t  rolls back off the plateau much as it 
might off a house-top. Hence the ' tawny Spain ' of the 
the bare, brown, sunhurnt county  that has been so o rh- ten d e  
acribed, with its soil of brickdust, and its glaring cloudless sky 
overhead, its fierce noontide heat and chill night wind. Hence, 
too, that grim monotony of landscape of which travellers com- 

ain so unceasingly, from the time they lose sight of the 
yrenees until they descend illto the basin of the Guadalquirir g' 
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or the Huerta of Valencia. Central S ain is to any ordinary P hill and dale country what a block o marble is to a statue. 
The raw material of hills and valleys is there, but the water 
forces that should have carved i t  have been wanting. It is, in 
fact, on a smaller scale just such a region as Mr. Shaw d e  
scribes High Tartery, and from the same causes. 

The Iberian range, which from the coast between Alicante and 
Barcelona l o o b  like a well-defined mountain ridge, is in reality 
in many places merely the scarp of this table-land ; and, se BN- 

ihre observes in hte ' Orographie de 1'Euro e,' the traveller 
E m  Valencia to Madrid is surprised, on reac & 'ng the crest of 
theae mountains, to find no descent corresponding to the steep 
and toilsome ascent from the sea. The village of Minaya, which 
is almost on the watershed, is 2,332 feet, while Madrid, which ia 
nearly the centre of the plateau, is 2,148. Near Cuenca, how- 
ever, the character of the range changes. It there forms the 
complicated knot of the Albamacin mountains, rising in the 
Cerro de San Felipe to about 6,000 feet. Here are the sources 
of the Tagus, the Jucar, the Guadalaviar, and several minor 
etreams ; and so intricate are the windings of the watershed, 
that the Tagus, flowing west, rises south and east of the source 
of the Jucar, which runs into the Mediterranean below Va- 
lencia. From this knot, too, a secondary range, through which 
the Ebro cuts its way above Tortosa, branches off to the north- 
m t  and runs parallel to the coast up through Catalonia to the 
Pyrenees, with which it i~ connected by the long Sierra de 
Cadi, south of P u ~ c e r d a  The most important summit, how- 
ever, next to those of the Sierra Nevada, is the classic Mon- 
cayo, the Mons Caunus of Livy and Calvus of Martial, a t  the 
elbow which the chain makes to the east, near Zaragoza. 
Owing probably to its commanding and almost isolated posi- 
tion, its height haa been generally very much over-estimated, 
some geographers claiming for i t  as much as 10,000 feet. 
Coello gives 7,696, which I have no doubt is as nearly as pos- 
eible the true height. It is scarcely necessary to say that with 
euch an elevation not a vestige of snow remains on the moun- 
tain in summer. But  apparently i t  was not so eighteen cen- 
turies ago, if Martial was accurate in mentioning (I. 50) the 
' sterilem Calvum nivibus' aa one of the thin@ to be seen 
during a summer vieit to the neighbourhood of Bilbilie. This 
would argue a great difference of climate in central Spain, but 
perhaps not too great to be accounted for by the denudation 
the face of the couutry has aince under~one. From the same 
poet, passim, it would appear that all thls mountain region waa 
in his day clothed with forests, of which the sole remains uow 
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are the pine-woods of the A l b a m i n  and those on the Guadar- 
rama, above L a  Granja. Besides, we have i t  on record that 
Madrid, which now stands on an absolutely t ree lw plain, was 
surrounded by forest only three hundred years ago; and i t  is 
not improbable that the whole or the greater part of the vast 
plateau was thickly wooded in the first century, and that cen- 
tral Spain had a climate no warmer than that of central 
Europe a t  the present. But  the hioncnyo deserves notice for 
another reason. I t  is not much of a mountain to look at,being 
indeed rather a very big hill than a mountain ; but it affords, I 
think, the finest panoramic view of the Pyrenees to be obtained 
from anv ~ o i n t  north or south. I confess to a weakness for 
panoradid views of mountains, especially for those which, be- 
sides their merita as viewe, help out the imagination, and 
realiee to the eye some great geographical feature, some m a y  
iden, so to speak. Such a view, for instance, is that grand one 
of the northern slope of the Alps from the Feldberg in the 
Black Forest, where the eye takes in at  one sweep the loftiest 

ortion of the great dorsal ridge of Europe, from the Dia- 
kereta away into the Vorarlberg. The v ier  of the Pyrenees 
from the Moncayo will bear comparison with this. There is 
nothing, i t  is true, in it so grand as the Oberland group seen 
from the Feldberg, but it haa its own particular cl~arms, esp- 
cially if seen, as I strongly recommend, at  or shortly after 
sunrise. The axis of the Pyrenees runs from WNW. to 
ESE., and to a spectator on the Moncayo the sun therefore 
rises well behind the chain. Consequently, for a couple of 
hollrs after sunrise, the whole range shows in silhouette of 
a deep indigo tint against a bright sky. I t  is scarcely 
any exaggeration to eay the whole range, even using the 
phrase in its most literal sense ; for, owing to the position of 
the Moncayo with the broad basin of the Ebro for a fore- 
ground, the entire line of the Pyrenees is in view, from the 
mountains that separate the Basque Provinces from Navarre 
to those r i~ ing  on tlre north side of Andorre; the only part 
wanting being the comparatively low portion between Puy- 
cerda and the Mediterranean, which is, I imagine, hidden by 
the projecting Sierra de Cadi above mentioned. So distinctly 
traced is the outline of the chain, that the notch of the Breche 
de Roland, and even the Fausse Br&che and the truncated 
p i l l ~ r  of rock to the west of it, are plainly discernible, although 
at  a distance of about 110 miles as the crow flies. But  as the 
sun lnounts higher and the light falls upon the southern slope, 
the view changes as completely and almost as suddenly as a 
slide in a magic-lantern. The dark jagged profile projected 



strongly against the sky behind fades away, and in its place 
stands the glittering crest of snow stretching from the Pic de 
h'Bthou to the VignemAle. The Pyrenees are unfortunately 
a rather cloudy chain, and i t  is not every morning, when there 
i~ a bright blue sky overhead in the valley of the Ebro, that 
such a view as this is to be had from the top of the Moncayo. 
Bu t  if there is a rerrsonable prospect of it, I think it is worth 
trying for; and it can be easily managed via Tudela and 
Tarazona, from which latter place i t  is about five  hour^ to the 
top, or about four to the shrine of ' Our Lady of the Moncayo,' 
just below the summit where there is a sort of caravanserai for 
the pilgrims, which will afford night-quarters, and, I believe, 
even food. The rest of the range from the Moncayo to ita 
junction with the Pyrenees is very uninteresting, being little 
more than a bare bleak chain of hills, rising at  its highest 
point in the Sierra de Oca, east of Burgos, to 7,555 feet. 

So far for the central ridge of the peninsula. W e  now 
come to the secondary ranges which branch westward from 
the central stem. The first of these, commencing from the 
south, is that which is best known as the Sierra Morena, and 
which branches off at  the Sierra de Alcaraz, separating the 
basins of the Guadalquivir and Guadiana It is more owing 
to Ccrvantes than to nature that this is perhaps the most famous 
of all the mountain ranges of Spain. I s  elevation is every- 
where insignificant. I t  is, indeed, rather the southern escarp- 
ment of the central plateau than an actual range of mountains. 
From the plain of L a  Mancha i t  seems hardly more than a long 
line of hills; and though from Cordova, owing to the much 
lower level of the Guadalquivir basin, i t  looks far more lofty, 
still even there i t  is a very moderate mountain chain. I t  has 
been credited by M. Bor de St. Vincent with a height of 
about 5,500 feet a t  the 6 umbre de Aracena, north-west of 
Seville, but Coello's map of 1863 gives no such elevation. 
According to that authority, a t  the gorge of the Despeiia-perms 
(the part described in Don Quixote '), the height is 2,427 feet, 
and 2,142 north of Cordova The Serra de Monchique, in 
Portugal, which may be considered a portion of the Sierra 
Morena, cut off by the sudden bend the Gudiana  makes to 
the south, contains, according to Coello, the highest point, the 
Foya (3,828 feet), near Cape St. Vincent. 

The next ridge is that which, branching off from the Cerro 
de San Felipe, north of Cuenca, separates the basins of the 
Gudiana  and the Tagus, and which Bruguihre, in hisCOro- 
gra hie,' calls the OrCto-Herminienne.' The range is scarcely 
as I' ofty as the title. I t  is only to the south-west of Toledo 
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that it shows a well-defined crest, and a little further west, in 
the Sierra de Guadalupe, in Estremadura, i t  reaches ita highest 
elevation, 6,114 feet, after which it loses itself in the hilly 
region of Alemtejo, in Portugal. 

The t h i i  range is called by Bm rolbre the ' Carp6t.o-Vetto- 
nique ' ; but a far simpler, apter, an more practical designation 
would be the Castilian chain. I t  is the principal geographical 
feature of the Castiles, separating the New from the Old, 
Estremadura from Leon, and the basin of the Tagus from that 
of the Duero. It springe from the central w e near Medi- =7 naceli, where it has a height of about 4,000 eet. Further 
towards the west i t  taka the name of the Sierra de Guadar- 
rama, a name which puzzles Ford a little, being the Spanish 
form of the Arabic ' Wad-er-raml,' ' the river of sand '-an 
obvious misnomer for a massive wall of granite. But there is 
a Guadarrama River, rising in the chain and flo into the 
Tagus near Toledo." The river gave the name to ? t e town of 
Guadarrama, and that again, no doubt, to the Sierra at the 
foot of which it stands. This is the fine bold range which 
forms such a striking feature in the view to the north from 
Madrid. The highest point there visible is the cluster of the 
Siete Picos, overhanging the puerto leading to La Granja' 
and Segovia; but the highest point of all is the Peiialara 
(7,874 feet) on the other side, over L a  Granja On the 
southern side, about 3,000 feet above the sea, is the colossal 
palace of the Escorial, immediately west of which begins the 
grim tract of the Parameraa, across which the railway works 
ita way. This curious break in the chain almost suggesta the 
action of some crushing pressure from above, which haa broken 
down the crest, and flattened out the range, so as to leave a 
broad stony plateau, some 4,000 feet i~ height, stretching nearly 
all the way from the Escorial to Avila. 

West of the Paramerae the range takes the name of the 
Sierra de Gredos, and there reaches its greatest height. On 
this point there has been a good deal of confusion. Moat of 
the authorities, even the most careful and trustworthy, such as 
Keith Johnston, and LavallBe, in his ' Ghgraphie hysique,' 
have given this group a hei ht of more than 10,500 eet, while P P 
Coello gives nearly 2,000 eet lee%&., 8,694 feet. I have 
no donbt, however, that Coello's measurement is the correct 

There is also the river ' Jamma,' which ir, no donbt the aome 
word. ' Rambh,' indeed, in a common name in Spain for a very com- 
mon fatme in that land of general drought and occanional torrenta-a 
thread of stream trickling along a bed of gravel, such aa gave ita m e  
to what in now the principal ~trcet of Barcelona. 
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one, though I did not verify his figures here, as I was enabled to 
do in some other cases  afterward^. Another statement, which 
has crept into such books as Malte-Brun's ' Geography,'is that 
the Tormes, the river of Salamanca, issues from a glacier s t  a 
place called the Palacio de Almanzor. These ststemente I 
have traced through Bruguihre up to M. Bory de St. Vincent, 
whose geographical facts in connection with Spain I have fre- 
quently found to be lar ely adulterated with fancy. There is 
no glacier in the Sierra f e Gredos, nor are there the mntei-ials 
or conditions for one. Permanent snow there is, but i t  is iu 
the form of isolated patches and banks in sheltered positions, 
some of which, i t  is true, help to feed a chain of small tams, 
the highest, but not the principal, source of the river Tormea 
The highest part of the Sierra is a curious bit of mountain 
scenery. The crest is scooped out and honeycombed into a 
series of deep basins, around and between which rise a dozen or 
so of granite peaks, some of them to the eye almost as sharp 
and slim as a church steeple. ' Palacio' or 'Plaza' de Almanzor 
I found to be names unknown to the natives, but the highest 
of theqe peaks they called the Risco de Almanzor. 'Risco,' 
in the Academy Dictionary, is explained to be ' a lofty, scarped 
rock, difficult and hazardous to ascend '-the word is in fact 
cognate with our ' risk'; and this wau entirely the view which 
my b i d e  took of i t :  for when we had reached the crest, or 
rather narrow plateau, from which the peaks spring, he sat 
down, rolled a cigarette, and, like a man whose troubles were 
over, remarked that we were ' here.' This truism, of course, 
I had to cap by another to the effect that we were not ' there,' 
p in t ing  to the highest peak ; to which he replied, with a pity- 
ing whistle, that no man ever had been, or ever would be, 
' there.' Unfortunately for hie assertion and prediction, I had 
just then with the telesco e caught sight of an unmistakable 

ole on the top of the in question, set up, I afterwards 
reamed, by the engineers the year before, which proved an 
argument he could not get over. These Gredos peaks are 
of a very curious formation. I suppose 'there is a solid core 
of rock in each, but all those that I examined had the appear- 
ance at  least of being built of huge detached blocks of granite, 
piled and poised one upon the other. Disrupted granite ia 
mtelligible, but what force could it have been that piled up 
these blocks in such a fashion ? Rocks of thb  sort are not the 
very pleasantest or easiest climbing, but they have generally the 
merit of bein practicable, and a rough scramble brought us 
to the desire d point, rather, I think, to the disappointnient of 
my guide. It ie hard, after you have,. a t  the p a t  of wmp 
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trouble and hardship, explored some unknown region, to find 
yourself unable to recommend it to future travellers; but I 
cannot in honesty advise any one in quest of Bcenery or 
pleasure, or with any object in view unless it be to study the 
eccentricities of granite, to try the Sierra de Gredos. Nothing, 
indeed, can well be more savage or weird than the scenery in 
the immediate neighbourhood of the top, and I can easily 
understand the wild legends Borrow heard (' Bible in Spain,' 
chap. xi.) about the monsters lurking among t h e p  crags ; but, 
on the other hand, nothing can well be more monotonous than 
the general view. To the south there is nothing but the bare, 
broad basin of the Tague, backed by the Toledo and Guada- 
lupe mountains, and to the north nothing but the, if possible, 
barer plain of Salamanca, backed by nothing. To a Briton 
the view is in one respect a highly interesting one. On one 
side you have the hard fought field of Talavera, and on the 
other, to the north, you may make out with the glass the twin 
hille of the Arapiles, marking the eite of the battle of Sala- 
manca. To the naturalist, the Sierra de Gredos may be inter- 
esting as the principal remaining habitat of the cabra montes, 
the Spanish variety of the ibex. Link, in his travels in Por- 
tugal in 1798, mentions what seems to be the same animal as 
belng found on the Gerez mountains, north of Oporto, and i t  
exists, I believe, in small numbers in the Toledo and Guadalupe 
mountains, and in the Sierra Nevada; but I have never heard of 
it elsewhere in Spain. On the Sierra de Gredos i t  eeems to be 
not a t  all uncommon. I saw two or three specimens in the 
course of my ramblin . One my guide (who had been re- 
commended to me as t r e mightiest hunter of the Sierra) missed 
handsomely a t  about forty yards, a t  which I rejoiced, for i t  
waa a young thing not fully grown ; but I shall never forget 
the style in which another, a fine buck with a good pair of 
horns, went up the face of what seemed a t  least to be an 
absolute precipice. In size, form, and habits, it resembles the 
bouquetin as closely as possible. In  the Museum of Natural 
History a t  Madrid there is a good specimen, by the side of 
which stands an equally fine bouquetin, and to the eye at  
least, there is scarcely any difference between the two, except 
in the form of the horns. These in the cabra montes have 
not the single scimetar-like curve so characteristic of the 
bouquetin. They bend baokwards, out,wards, and upwards, 
following very much the curves of Hogarth's ' line of beauty.' 
They are, I think, too, more tapering and somewhat longer. 
A pair that I brought back measure 314 inches, following the 
curve, just the length of the horns of the bouqnetin men- 
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tioned by Mr. Whymper as belonging to the Italian Alpine 
Club; but I have seen several considerably exceeding this 
length, and one or two which could not have been lese than 
two feet and a half. There is a fine specimen of this animal 
in the British Museum, there described as ' Pyrenean Tzcr- 
Bgoceros Pyrenaica.' To judge by the horns occasionally ex- 
hibited for sale, the bouquetin of the Pyrenees seems to have 
been identical with that of the Alps ; but I remember seeing 
in a curiosity shop at Cauterets a pair of the fgrm I have 
described which could scarcely have been brought up there 
from Central Spain. I f  this variety did exist in the Pyrenees, 
i t  is, I think, pretty certain that both i t  and the other have 
now been for some time extinct. I n  Ramond's tune the 
bouquetin was already ' devenu si rare que les chasseurs ne le 
connaissent presque plus.' I never met any smuggler or izard- 
hunter on the Spanish side who had ever seen one, or knew of 
one having been seen ; and the veteran Chapelle of Heas, who 
has killed more izards than any man in the Pyrenees, has 
never come across one in the course of fifty years' hunting. I f  
the King of Italy's attempt to preserve the bouquetin does not 
succeed, p~obably the last home of the ibex in Europe, except 
Elbruz, will be the Sierra de Gredos. 

The next link in the chain is the Sierra de Bejar, which 
rises north-west, separated from the Gredos by the Puerto 
de Tornavacas. El Trampal, its highest part, not much 
inferior to the Sierra de Gredos, is one of the most curious 
mountain-tops I ever saw. The Gredos peaks are uncom- 
monly like a cluster of skittles, but this is like the cor- 
responding skittle-ground. I t  is a narrow flat, a couple of 
miles long, and as level as a table, with nearly precipitous 
sides all round. It looks as if Nature, having 
blocked out a mountain, had been unluckily calledmoifht 
attend to some more pressi~~g job elsewhere, just as she was 
going to carve the top into peaks, pinnacles, and ridges, 
according to pattern, and either has not had leieure since 
to return to E l  Trampal, or else has forgotten all about 
it, which ia not unlikely, seeing that the region is perhap 
the most out-of-the-way in all Europe. I n  the very next 

roup of mountains, the Sierra de Gata, on the borders of 
$ortugply is the valley of Las Batuecas, of the existence of 
which nobody knew anything till the reign of Philip II., 
when i t  wae discovered, so the story goes, to be iuhabited 
by a curious prehistoric people. A bishop, I believe, was 
immediately sent to them, and they became extinct. The 
last section of this Castilian range 1s the Serra da Estrelle, 
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of which, with ita culminating point, also the culminating 
point of Portugal, the Canariz (7,526 feet), Mr. Eden gave 
an interesting account in the ' Journal ' (voL v. p. 122). 

The Yyrenean chain is the only one that remains to be 
noticed. As far as Spain is concerned, i t  may be considered 
as divided into three eections-viz., the Spanish slope of the 
Pyrenees proper, from the Mediterranean to the valley of 
Bastan ; the continuation through the Basque Provinces from 
the valley of Bnstan, and the Bidasor, to the Pefia Labra and 
the source of the Ebro; and the western portion, from the 
Peiia Labra to the Atlantic. This latter, which figures 
in works on Spain under a variety of names, such as Asturian 
Pyrenees, Cantabrian Mountains, &c., is perhaps, of all 
the ranges in the peninsula, the one about which the least 
is known, and most mistakes havc been made. I t  deserves 
better treatment; for, on the whole, I am inclined to think 
it contains finer scenery than any other. There is sa may 
be seen by any map which traces the chains, a remai-kable 
knot of mountains a little to the west of the source of the 
Ebro, where the provinces of Palencia, Leon, Santander, and 
the Asturicrs join. From the Pefia Labra the crest of the 
Pyrenees rises gradually westward till i t  reaches its higheat 
point in the Pefia Prieta (8,297 feet), a sort of nucleus from 
which several spurs radiate north and south. Those to the 
south form the wild and picturesque highland country, gene- 
rally known as the Montaiias de Leon, from which the 
Pisuerga, the Carrion, the Esla, and several other d u e n t s  
of the Duero issue. These mountains are not high, but their 
forms are exceedingly bold and abrupt. A more striking 
little mountain than the Peiia Espigiiete between the Carrion 
and Esla valleys i t  would not be easy to find in any country. 
It is a very sharp and symmetrical lancet-shaped ' spike' (as 
the name implies) of pale blue limestone, in form something 
like a shark's tooth, or one of those flakes of flint which served 
our ancestors of the Stone age for such a variety of purposes. 
From many pointa of view i t  has a decidedly unscaleable 
look, and for ita inches-it is not quite 8,000 feet-it cer- 
tainly gives trouble ; but it is worth it, if only for the view 
it gives of the Picos de Europa. These are a group of peaks 
on the north side of the main chain, and joined to the 
P e h  Prieta by tbe col called the Puerto de Remonia On 
the eaat side of this rises the river Deva, and on the other the 
Cares, the two streams uniting near the coast, and enclosing 
between them a epace some twenty miles long by twelve wide. 
Almoet the whole of this space is filled up by the Picos 
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Europa, a compact mass of limeatone rising in most places 
like a wall out of the valley below, and crowned by an array 
of peaks the like of which I have never seen out of the 
Dolomite country. Nor is the resemblance confined to form 
alone, the pale colour of the rocks he1 ing materially to give a 
Dolomite character to the group. f n IVIalte-Brun and other 
authorities the height is put at  9,593 English feet, but Coello 
gives 8,786 only. A t  first sight the former would appear 
to be probably nearer to the truth. The peaks rise so high 
and in such a lordly style above the valleys on either side, 
that it is difficult to believe they can be much under 10,000 
feet ; besides, without being actually snow-capped, they preserve 
a good deal of snow all through the summer ; and then one 
is apt to fancy the valleys from which they spring much 
higher than they really arc. But  in this instance, as in every 
other in which I had the means of testing them, I found 
Coello's figurea to be trustworthy.' To the eye, looking at  
the Picos de Europa from any elevation, i t  would appear 
about as hopeless to go in search of the highest peak as i t  
would to try to determine which is absolutely the tallest spine on 
the back of a hedgehog. My first attempt was on the fine bold 
crest which rises south-west of the town of Potes, in the LiBbana, 
and overhangs those great zinc mines about which there has 
been so much talk of late. This, notwithstanding the assertions 
of the Potes people, I soon found to be inferior to several 
other ridges further south; and subsequently I learned that 
the Government engineere had, after aome hard work, dis- 
covered the highest point to be the Torre de Lambrion, a 

E eak a t  the southern end, not far from the Puerto de Remonio 
efore mentioned. My informant, one Eusebio, of Santa 

Marina, in Valdeon, having been of the party himpelf, under- 
took to show me the wav. but he either overrated his memorv 
or underrated the intri&cy of the Picos de Europa.. ~ i e  
interior of the ~nassif is 8ometlling in form like a very di- 
lapidated honeycomb ; a labyrinth of crater-like basins sepa- 
rated by walls bristlingwith aiguilles, all bearing the strongest 
possible family likeness one to the other. Aa lon aa we 
could keep the top of the Torre de Lambrion and t f e cairn 
on it in view i t  was all plain sailing; but after climbing one 
or two ridges, i t  became, so to speak, shuffled with a multitude 

' I carried one of Cary's pocket aneroid4 which whenever firirly 
tested, gave very good results-ae, for example, at Madrid, where the 
mean of a week's readings gave the height within two feet of the lateat 
measurement. I found it agree always eubstantially, and often very 
cloeely, with the heights given on Coello'a map. 
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of other peaks, and Eusebio began to be a t  fault, a t  one 
moment confessing that the track was strange to him, then 
coming upon some landmark he thought he recollected, then 
giving way to a conviction that he had equivoca&the 

sf anish euphemism for being completely a t  eea I must say 
a him that, if his organ of locality was defective, he showed 
himself to be as active and   lucky a rock-climber as anyone 
could desire for a guide. And there were abundant o p  
portunitiea for proving his quality, for the rocks were often 
difficult and-without being actual1 dangerous to anyone 
fairly furnished with head, heart, a n g  hands-were in places 
decidedly ugly to look at. So, a t  least, the man carrying my 
knapsack thought; for he, when the work grew serious, 
fairly struck, declined to go farther, and owned to rniedo-the 
only time I have ever known a Spanish mountaineer to confess 
bodily fear. Eusebio, however, persevered, and at last he 
hailed me to come on ; we were all right this time ; he could 
see the cairn, and i t  was only a little way above u a  A 
quarter of an hour's stiff' climbing brought us to the top, and 
Eusebio sat down upon it and groaned. W e  had gone up the 
wrong peak. Right opposite to us was the real Simon Pure 
only 200 or 300 yards away, but cut off from us by a mighty 
cleft some 1,500 feet deep. The very same accident had 
happened to me in the Sierra de Gredos owing to the two 
points being seen in the m n e  line ; but here it was irremediable, 
as i t  would have cost a couple of hours to turn the chasm in 
front of us, involving a night among the rocks, and altogether 
too much honour for a mountain not 9,000 feet. Eusebio 
tried to administer consolation by saying it came to very 
nearly the same thing, a s  the other point was only thirty or 
forty feet higher than ours. Taking a rough level, I guessed 
the difference to he a t  least twice aa much, and the verdict 
of the ancroid was rather more than 100, assuming that the 
hei ht given on Coello's map was that of the peak before ua 

$0 any one with an indomitable passion for scnmblin f, the 
Picos de Europa may be safely recommended as a ric and 
unworked field ; and whenever virgin peaks of between eight 
and nine thousand feet come to have an appreciable value in 
the climbing market, as I suppose eome day they must, this 
district should not be overlooked by the enterprising speculator. 
I n  the meantime it is a t  least worth the notice of those who are 
retreating before the advancing hordes of irreprewible tourists 
and all the plagues they bring in their train. The ecenery is 
as fine as scenery can be mthout mow-mountain or glacier. 
The valley, or rather congeries of valleys, called the Liibana, 
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in the eastern angle between the Picos de Europa and the main 
chain, is as cbarming a retreat as any one in want of a retreat 
could desire. Ford calls i t  ' Swiss-like,' but to my mind i t  is 
far more like some of the retired nooks in the South Tyrol. 
Among the more striking features of the scenery in this country 
are the deep narrow gorgea, something like the caiions of 
California, through which the waters of these upland basins 
force their way. On the south side there is a very fine one 
near Riaiio, where the Esla has carved a passage for itself 
through the limestone out into the great Leon plain. But  the 
finest, grandest, and boldest of all is that of the Cillorigo, by 
which the Deva issues at  the north corner of the LiBbana. 
The frontispiece showe the gateway by which the river enters, 
but i t  would be difficult either by sketch or description to con- 
vey a correct idea of the interior of the gor e. I t  is, perhaps, 
heat described as a mixture of the gorge of 8ondo and the Via 
Mala, but in one respect i t  surpasses them and everything of 
the kind in the Alps. It is longer than all the Alpine gorges 
put to ether, being some fifteen miles from end to end, or 
probab 7 J, allowing for the windings of the road, more nearly 
twenty. For the greater part of this distance the rocks rise 
up like walls a t  each side, crowned above with fantast,ic battle- 
ments and pinnacles that look sometimes as if the first breeae 
must inevitably send them down on the head of the hapleas 

traveller. The twin river, tbe Cares, escapes from Valdeon 
on the west side of the Pi-, by a similar gorge, equally beau- 
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tiful, but on a much smaller scale. I n  the jaws of the broad 
valley where the two streams unite stan&- the curious rock 
called the Pico de Peiiamellera,the outline of which is given here. 
I remember well the first time I saw it, waking up from a doze 
in the little diligence which plies between Torre la Vega and 
Potea The sun had just set behind the Cobadonga Sierra, and 
the whole valley was filled with a deep plum-coloured haze, 
out of which rose up, exaggerated in the failing light, what 
seemed to be the very ghost of the old Matterhorn. I n  the 
rough sketch I made then the resemblance is moat absurd, but 
I prefer the one ven here, aa i t  was taken more carefully, and f in the prosaic lig t of noonday. Lest it should fire any mem- 
ber of the Club to rush off to the Asturias in quest of fresb 
laurels, I think i t  right to mention that the peak is probably 
not more than 600 or 700 feet in height, and that i t  is not a 
virgin summit, being, I fancy, pretty nearly every day reached 
by the goats of the neighbourhood. Potes, the chief place of 
the LiEbana, is a very picturesque and very snug little town, 
and affords fairly comfortable quarters. Indeed almost every- 
where in the Asturias country the traveller is far better off in 
the matter of comfort than in the other out-of-the-way parts of 
Spain ; and the contrast between the clean, well-to-do villages 
in the Northern valleys, and the miserable, poverty-stricken 
hamlets on the Leon side of the mountains, is very marked. 
There there is seldom any regular posada or auberge of any 
kind, or anything in the way of food procurable, except black 
bread and perhaps a few eggs. ' Swarming with fleaa and 
children' is the ~ i t h v  descri~tion 1 find in mv note-book of 
the last ~eonese&ho;se I pLt up at (that of Eusebio, above 
mentioned, in Valdeon, which, by the way, is geographically 
an Asturian valley, though it belongs to the province of Leon), 
and if memory serves me, i t  is no exaggeration. The last- 
named creatures, I remember, were so numerous that, the 
house being dark and smoky, it was hardly saible to move 
without treading upon one of them ; in whic E" case, I not.iced, 
Mrs. Eusebio always caught up the sufferer and stopped its 
mouth by attachin it to her person in the place of the recog- 
nised baby. So f!r as I could see there appeared to be no 
limit of age ; d l  enjoyed equally the right to draw refreshment 
from the maternal fountain. 

No one should venture into these wilds without a t roue 
rod and tackle. The trout are not lar e, but they are fairly 
abundant in most of the streams, an % on them not unfre- 
quently the traveller must depend for his supper. I n  spring 
and early summer there is ealmon and sea-trout fishing to 
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be had in the rivers that run into the Bay of Biecay, and 
for shooting there are partridges, roe-deer (corzos), and it 
is mid an occasional stag; and on the Picos de Europa, the 
PeBa Espigiiete, and wherever the mountains are high and 
precipitous enough, the rebecco, as the chamois or izard ia 
called here, is to be found in considerable numbers; besides 
which there are, in winter a t  least, plent of bears, and in some 
places wolves. The finest and ran eat of the scenery is 
round the Picos de Europcr and t f B  e mountain knot I have 
spoken of before; but all through the Asturiaa westward, ss 
far as the bordere of Galicia, the valleys are very beautiful, 
resemblin not a little in character and richness of vegetation 
those on t f e Italian side of the Alps. The chain from which 
these valleys descend is not, however, particularly interesting. 
None of the summita are remarkable for form, and west of the 
Peiin Prieta there ia only one which exceeds 8,000 feet in 
height. Nevertheless, in almost every work which touches on 
the subject, even in such standard works as Bruguikre's ' Oro- 

gmphie ,' IVIalte-Brun, Keith Johnston, LavallBe's and Mrs. 
omervilleys Physical Geographies, and others of the highest 

authority, we find this portion of the Pyrenean chain described 
as containing summits very nearly equal in height to those of 
the Central Pyrenees. This I have found to be, as usual, 
traceable to the imagination of M. Bory de St. Vincent. I 
own to a grudge against this ingenious gentleman, for to his 
unscrupulous invention I owe two of the very hardest and 
roughest journeys I ever made in Spain. On his authority a 
mountain in the north-west corner of Leon, called the Peiia de 
Peiiaranda, aver 11,000 feet in height, has gained a place in 
most maps and books among the mountains of Spain. There 
was something fascinating in the idea of finding stowed away 
in this remote nook of the peninsula a rival of the Pic de 
NCthou, and I went a t  it with a will, notwithstanding that all 
the natives professed entire ignorance of ita existence. But  M. 
Bory de St. Vincent's description was so recise and circum- 
stantial, and the positrion he gave such a li E ely one, just where 
the long spur separating the Miiio basin from the Duero 
branches off southward, that I continued to believe until ocular 
demonstration removed all doubt. The whole thing iR a myth, 
compared with which the Iseran case ia a feeble instance of 
invention; for here everything has been invented-height, 
mountain, and name. The alle ed site is a ridge of perhaps 
5,000 feet in height, and the hi f est points within a radius of 
fifty miles are the Peiia U b h  on the east, 8,202 feet, and the 
Cueto Albo, 6,332 feet, on the west. Farther west, between 
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Galicia and Leon, the same geographer has invented another 
mountain, the Sierra de Pefiamarella, with a height of 9,500 
feet, which Mr. Packe's sound instinct has led him to mark as 
doubtful in the list of heights given in his ' Guide to the Pyre- 
nees.' H e  must expunge i t  in his next edition, for there is no 
such Sierra and no such height, the highest p in t s  at the part 
in question being the Picos de C& and Miravalles, which are 
only a trifle over 6,000 feet. M. Bory de St Vincent, in fact, 
seems to have set down heights and mountains in his descrip 
tion of Spain in precisely the eame hold, unhesitating way in 
which the London correspondent of a Paris newspaper, writing 
from ' Leicestkre Squar,' describes the manners and customs 
of English society. 

Of the two remaining sections of the Pyrenean chain little 
need be said here. East of Reinosa and the source of the 
Ebm the crest falls away in height, and all through the Basque 
Provinces preserves a very moderate elevation, its highest 
p i n t  being the Peiia de Gorbea, north of Vittoria, which is 
only a tritle above 5,000 feet. What these mountains want in 
height, however, they make up in extent and intricacy; and 
no one who has ever crossed that picturesque, tortuous Basque 
country will feel any surprise that regular troops should have 
always found Carlist hunting a well-nigh hopeless tmk. The 
Pyrenees proper, from the Bidaaoa to the Mediterranean, have 
been described nearly as often as the Alps, and from the 
mountaineering point of view have been so fully dealt with by 
Mr. Packe and Count Henri Russell, that, in a paper of these 
limits, it would be, in the strict sense of the word, impertinent 
to enter into their topography, however stron a the temptation 
may be to dwell upon the glorious scenery of t e Spanish side, 
of which so little is ever eeen by the ordinary traveller.' 

A s  one of the bugbears which help to frighten travellers from the 
Spauish aide of the Pyrenees is, no doubt, the fear of brigands, i t  may 
not be ~ n ~ i a e  to point out that the Spanish Government is by no means 
so careless about the reprewion of brigandage s~ i t  is generally accuaed 
of being. Five out of the wven men who made the attack on Count 
Henri Russell, of which he gave wch a graphic account in the 

Journal ' for November 1871, are now in gaol undergoing a sentence 
of ten years' imprisonment with hard labour. The other two, i t  was 
mpposed, had got across the ikontier. A t  any rate, they had not been 
cai~ght last August. This, however, was not properly a case of 
brigandage. Every one in the neighbourhood ridiculed the idea of re- 
garding it  in  that light. The  men, so the story goes, were eirnply 
shepherds, who= cupidity was excited by a legend of a vast sum in 
gold which Count Ruseell was mid to carry about him. Of coum,  if 
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The altitudes of the Spanish peninsula are in general so 
incorrectly given in works which touch on the subject, that a 
table of the principal heights, taken from the beat sources, and 
reduced to English feet, may not be out of place here. Where 
no authority is mentioned, they are taken from the map by 
Don Francisco Coello, Madrid, 1863 :- 

Feet 
Gibraltar . . 1,407 
Sierra Bermeja : Serrania of Ronda . 4,757 
Sierra Pinar : Serrania of Ronda, W. of Ronda . 5,626 
Sien-aTejeda: S.ofAlhama . . 7,001 
k o  del Csballo : S i m a  Nevada. (PACKE) . 10,430 
Cerro de los Machos : Sierra Nevada. (PACKE- 

CLEKENTE, 11,106) . . 10,788 
La Veleta : Sierra Nevada. (Borser~a) . . 11,432 - Mulahacen : Sierra Nevada. (BOISSIER) . . 11,701 
Cerro de Alcazaba: Sierra Nevada. (ROJAS 

C L ~ E N T E * )  . . 11,254 
Pico Lobo: Sierra Nevada. (BORY DE ST. VINCENT) 9,163 
Sierra Sagra: between Granada and Murcia . 7,867 
Sierra Segura : N.  of S. Sagra . . 5,436 
Sierra de Alcaraz : junction of tlrs Sierra Mormua . 5,905 
Watershed near Minaya . . 2,362 
Cerro de f h  Eelipe : N. of Cuenca . 5,918 
Pico de Javalarnbre : S. of Terucl . . 6,568 
Pekgolosa: E. of Teruel . . 5,941 
Moncayo : W. of Zaragota . 7,696 
Pico de Urbion : source of the Duero . . 6,712 
Cerro de San Lorenzo : E. of Burgos . . 7,555 
Sierra Morena : Despeiia-paros . . 2,427 

: N. of Cordova . . 2,142 
La Foya : Sierra dc Momhique, Portugal . . 3,828 
Altos de Cabrejos : eastern end of Montcs de Toledo 3,792 
Sierra de Guadalupe : Montea de Toledo . . 5,114 
La Cebollera : Sierra de Guadarrama . . 6,975 
Pecalara : Sierra de Guadarrama . . 7,874 
Puerta de Navacerrada: road from Madrid to 

Segovia 5,833 
Siete Picos : Sierra de Guadarrama . 7,298 
Laa Parameras : between the Eecorial and Avila . 4,448 

you are robbed or murdered, it matters very little whether it was by a 
professional or an amateur, but the chances of meeting such a fate are 
much lem if there are no regular practitioners about. 

Owing to an error in reducing Spanish feet to English, I made 
Rojas Clemente'e measuremente rather too high in tr paper on the Sierra 
Nevada in vol. iii. of the ' Journal.' Corrected, they agree much more 
closely with those of Boisaier and Mr. Packe. 

VOL. V1.-NO. XXXVIII.  C) 
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Feet 
Sierra de  Gredos : Bisco de Almanror . . 8,634 
El Trampal : Sierra de Bgar  . . 8,023 
Peiia de Prancia : SE. of Ciudad R d n g o  . . 5,688 
Cannriz : Scrra Estrella, Porfugal . 7,526 
Pciia Labra : W. of Reinosa . . 6,568 
Peiia Prieta: jftnction of Palencia, hn, and 

Santander . . 8,297 
Peiia Espigiiete : betuseen the EsIa and Carn'olb . 7,982 
Picos de Europa : Tome de Lambnbn . . 8,786 
Picoa de Mampodre : smrce of the Esla . . 6,834 
Puerto de Pnjaree : rood j m n  Oviedo to Lem . 4,471 
Peiia Uhiiis : W. of Prierto de Pajarcs . . 8,202 
Cueto Albo : source o f  river Sil . . 6,332 
Pico de Miravalles : betlceen Leon and Galicia . 6,361 
Pico de Cuiiia : S. of P .  de Jlt+auailcs . . 6,551 
El Teleno: S .  of Ponferrada . . 6,233 
Peiia de Gorbea: N. of Vittoria . . 5.042 
Peiia de Oroel : S. of Jaca, Aragon . 5,413 
Peiia Colorada: NE. of Jaca (9,186, PACKS) . 9,477 
Mont Perdu . 10,994 
Cotieilln : S. of El 'Plan . 9,547 
Pic des Posete . . 11,047 
Pic de Nkthou . . 11,168 
Sierra de Cadi : S. o f  Andotre . . 8,316 
alonserrat : N W. of Barcelor~a . . 4,386 
Madrid. (MOBILES, ' G e o p h  ') . . 2,148 
Vnlladolid . . 2,230 
Burgos . . 2,755 
Avila . . 3,608 
~ m s n c a .  . 2,459 
Leon . 2,631 
Segovia . . 3,147 
Toledo . . 1,476 
Guadalajara . 2,214 
Cuenca . . 2,964 
Pamplona . . 1,377 
Zaragoza . . 603 
Granada . . 2,198 
Ronda . . 2,450 

ABOUT ENGELBERG. By THOMAS BROOKSBAXK. 
OR a time, now so long as to be reckoned by years, there F has been fmm the mightier members of our Club 

a dolefbl song 
Steaming up, a lamentation ; 

though, if it be also ' an ancient tale of wrong,'their own broad 
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shoulders must almost alone bear the wei h t  of blame. And 1 the burden of that song is that the peaks ave a.ll been scaled, 
that every pass has been crossed, that not a valley recess has 
been left unpenetrated-that Switzerland is, in a word, ex- 
hausted. I cannot boast (I wish I could) that I am one of 
this noble band, or have any right to join in this choric lament; 
a humble member of the Club only, I yet, in turning my atten- 
tion to lesser things, have found consolation which perha s my 
betters would not find ; and holding, as for twenty years ?have 
now held, that Switzerland must be really inexhaustible to the 
end of time, I am glad to have it in my power to speak of a 
few glorious excursions in a well-known neighbourhood-that 
of Engelberg, namely-which, though not one of them could, 
perhaps, be called new when I made it, have been made but 
rarely, and have not, I am pretty sure, been described up to 
this time. 

And whilst I am about it, I wish to say a few words in 
praise of Engelberg generally, where i t  has been my lot to be 
weather-bound on more than one occasion-once for twelve 
whole days, and where, moreover, I have now and then spent 
a day or two under less trying circumstances ; and although I 
have called this a well-known neighbourhood, I think that 
considering ita position so near to the Lake of Luzern, and to 
the Briinig and St. Gothard roads, and the thousands who in 
each year rush along them, the great number of tracks by 
which it may be reached, its splendid and various beauty, the 
infinite diversity of ita lesser walks and strolls, ita true moun- 
tain air, and its excellent accommodation, the probably dis- 
paraging epithet is hardly applicable. Indeed, untll the summer 
of 187 1 there was but one hotel of the size and character for 
which in these later days of luxur the 'tourist' looks-I 
mean the HGtel du Titlis ; the very g ouse which, if one could 
only choose where to be weather-bound, would be one's choice, 
with ita billiard-room, baths, the ' Times,' and plenty of French, 
German, Swiss, and Belgian papers each afternoon, ita mode- 
rate charges, and numberless walks of two or three hours when 
the day holds up for a w h i l e a s  in long spells of bad weather 
almost every Swiss day, in my experience, does. Where are 
there more exquisite walks than into the Horbis Thal to the foot 
of ita cirque of rocks ; or, better still, to the head of that same 
cirque on the track to the Blanken Alpe and the Rothgratli ; 
or to the Unter and Ober Schwand ; or up the main valley 
itaelf, past the Titschbach and the herds of Herrenriiti, till, as 
you turn back, you look u n the Titlis face to face; or, most 
charming of them all, to t R" e Gerstni Alpe, on the path to the 

0 2 
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.Joch, ant1 thence, turning a t  right angles to the west, over the 
litlie li lain and through the pine-wood till you come into the 
Jijchli track, and so return to the village ? Yet three or four 
hours are enough for the longest of these. 

There is, indeed, a comparative paucity of visitors a t  Engel- 
berg; especially is there a ~ a u c i t y  of our dear fellow-country- 
men, an English chaplaincy notwithstanding, and an almost 
complete absence of French, Germans and Swiss constituting 
t l ~ e  majority of' the visitors. This is   rob ably due to the fact 
that there is but one carriage-road into the valley, which for the 
last four or five miles is so steep, so ill made, and so ill kept, 
that the Solider Post-JVagen himself comes no further than 
Grafenort, and sends on his mails by a man on foot. The pre- 
sent road above the village last named lies wholly on the 
right bank of the Aa, on which bank the hill-side rises every- 
wkere precipitously from the stream itself; but the Canton 
Obwalden is about to construct a new road which will cross the 
water just above Grafenort, and then, almost to Engelberg 
itself; ltcep to the left bank, where the rise of the mountain is 
far 1e.c.w immediate-in fact, along the outer side of the curve 
which the stream makes. TVhen this is constructed the chief 
obstacle to a stay in Engclberg (i.e. the getting there) will be 
removed, although those who can neither ride nor walk will 
for all time have nothing for it but to sleep ultimately in the 
quiet Frieilhof of its plain old abbey, or to return along the 
way by which they came. 

. I f  there is but a single carriage-road from Engelberg, how- 
ever, there are few places which present to the robuster tra- 
veller, who may have had enough of it, a greater choice of 
mountain ways for his departure. Let lue refer to these in 
their order, starting eastward from the carriage-road There 
are (1) the Rothg~atli  Pass already mentioned, leading to 
Isenthal and the Lake of Luzern, which I was permitted t o  
describe in ' Alpine Journal,' vol. ii. p. 365 ; (2)  the Surenen 
to Altorf, with 'bifurcation facultative ' to Amstag; (3) the 
Erstfelder Joch, to the St. Gotl~ard road, half way between 
the two last named villages ; (4 )  the pass between the Great 
and Little Spannorter, which, as I believe, has been crossed 
but once-namely, by Air. Jacomb, and is noticed by him in 
' Central Alps,'ed. 1869. p. 175, and see 'Alpine Journal,' vol. i. 
p. 453-high, long, and arduous enough to be worthy of such 
a mountaineer ; (5) the Grassen, leading into the Illayenthal, 
first made, I think, by Mr. Tuckett, and noticed in Ball's 
' Central Alps,' ed. 1869, p. 138 ; ( 6 )  the noble Wenden Joch, 
with its wondrous view of the Titlis hardly to be excelled by 
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passes of greater fame, rendering it one of the most spleudid 
I have ever made-a pass of great usefulness, with its two 
objective points, Meiringen and the Stein Alpe ; (7)  the Joch, 
best known of all; (8) the JSchli, that deep cleft down into 
tlle line of the hills south of t.he Widderfeld, a pass well worth 
making into the rich and beautiful Melchthal, with a g r a d  
view towards the Oberland from the chklets on the west, which 
are unusually near its summit; and (9 j  the Storegg, which 
leads to a point lower down that same Melchthal, and is, I 
believe, only a lower Jochli with narrower views. 

I have crossed them all except the fourth and the ninth, and 
I can only say that I should like to cross them all again. Of 
most of them i t  would be impertinent to add a word, but I 
venture to think that of those which I have numbered 3,5, and 
6 some further account will be useful, and not uninteresting. 

The Grossen.-Although Mr. Tuckett has stated the time 
this psss took him (' Central Alps,' ed. 1869, p. 138), no de- 
scription of i t  exists. I crossed i t  on August 19, 1866, after I 
had been so long laid up in ordinary at Engelberg ; but I 
went there expressly to make the pass, which 1 then believed 
to be unknown, and having been disappointed of i t  in tlie pre- 
vious year, I was resolved to wait till i t  could be done. The 
weather, too, was so outrageous that one must have waited 
somewhere. On that day we (Mr. IIayward Kaspar Blat- 
ter, Fritz Ogi, of Kandersteg, and myself, with Leodegar 
Feieraband, of Engelberg, to lead us to the top, where we 
dismissed him) started at 4 A.M., and after crossing the A a  
jrlst above Herrenriiti, began our ascent, first over moderate 
slopes of grass and geroll, then by steep rocks, often very 
smooth and affording poor foothold, repeatedly crossing the 
streams pouring down from the glaciers. When rather above 
the level of the foot of the glacier on our right, we bent 
towards the left, and there, on a narrow strip of bare rock and. 
earth between the snow and a lofty cliff, we halted for break- 
fast; and while we sat here, our feet all but touching the 
snow, chamois were a t  play on the higher ground on our right, 
and many a time came to the edge of the cliffs to wonder a t  
us. But they were in perfect safety ; so far above us that we 
should but just have seen them if they had not stood out so 
boldly against the cloudless sky. Breaking up, we skirted the 
rocks just beneath the word ' dcheidegg ' on the Federal map, 
and ascended to the highest ridge, passing by the very spot 
whence the chamois had looked down on us more than an hour 
before. For  another hour the ascent was toilsome, and even 
dangerous at times; it was partly grnss and partly rock, but 
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the rock wss elmoat a lwap of a most deteatable character, 
smooth slabs a t  an incline too entle to let the hand touch it ; 

was of a br  oaf , coarse kind, from which the 
masses and the o f"= snow that had fallen so copiously in the preceding 
fortnight slid off bodily under the preeeure of our weight, while 
on our left the slope was mostly eo steep that after half-adozen 
feet we saw nothing below us but the valley depths. At length 
we trod upon the Grassen glacier as nearly as poesible a t  the 
boundary line between Obwalden and Uri, just an hour below 
the col, and the rest of the ascent lay over it; its incline is 
very gentle, and there were few crevasses; on our 
behind us stretched a brilliant snow-field, which seem zht to and the 
eye unbroken to the very precipices of the Titlia W e  gained 
the top, and passed between the rocks called the Biirengrube 
(8,918 feet) in 54 hrs. of walking from Engelberg. 

The descent is b a broad but short glacier, the Kiihpfadfirn, 
so called on the 01 aJ lucus principle, I suppse, for no bovine 
beast but a mad bull would use i t  as a path ; i t  is steep, and 
the snow was deeper and softer than on the north side. W e  
kept, by Feieraband's advice, as much to the left as we could, 
and reached the Kleinalpthal in 24 hrs. from the summit, and 
Gurezmettlen in 40 min. more. Wasen can be reached from 
this in about 1+ hr., but our course was over the Susten to 
the Stein Alpe. This made a long day, the ascents being in 
all about 8,100 ft., and the descents 5,300. 

The Wenden Joch.-On August 20, 1871, after five days' 
enforced idleness at Engelberg, Kaspar Blatter and I left our 
hotel for Imhof by this pass, which lies between that last de- 
scribed and the Titlis, immediately beneath the eastern face of 
the mountain, and, aa a general indication, as near to that face 
aa you can keep. I n  1 hr. 5 min. we reached the bridge below 
Herrenriiti, and the ascent forthwith began. For nearly an 
hour there is a ' Wegeli,' which is hardly more than gentle, 
but i t  ceases a t  the Ober Fiirren Alpe, a single wooden hut 
built in an excavation in the hill-side, and rising little above 
the ground. After this, the ascent becomes and continues 
very rapid, chiefly over rocks interspersed on that day with 
long and extremely steep fields of snow. A narrow tongue of 
glacier lay between us and the Titlis, which presents itself 
here as a wall of rock, unbroken save by one long precipitous 
couloir that descends upon the glacier. Indeed, both in as- 
cending on this side and descending over the Wenden 
the mountain is a gigantic wall above you, which at the %!xiery ighest 
point of the pass bends backward at a right angle, and when, 
in exactly 4 hrs. from the bridge, n e  gained that point, the 
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two walls themselves, converging towards us, were hidden ; 
their sharp junction only was seen, and the apex of the 
mountain towered 2,000 feet above-a mere obelisk of naked 
yellow rock, which, as the sun pierced thin films of mist that 
now and then floated across it, stood in shape and colour a 
majestic flame. 

It was indeed a more than perfect day, for these mists, more 
like slight puffs of steam than cloud, ave us variety, without 
the smallest apprehension of worse. #or nearly two hours we 
rested on the Pass-Hiihe in sunshine, at an elevation of quite 
8,500 feet; on our left the Blackenstock, the Surenen Pass, 
the Schlossberg, the Erstfelder Joch, the two Spannorter; 
facing us the Thierberg and the Wasenhorn ; on our ri ht the 
gentle slope of the Wenden glacier in perfect purity o f snow, 
blending at  once with the deep green of the Wenden and 
Gadmenthaler; athwart these valleys the Wetterhiirner and 
the Berglistock, and again, beyond them, the Schreokhorn, 
the Lauteraar-harrier, and the Finsteraarhorn ; and, still more 
distant, glimpses of the Monch and Jungfrau. The Mrenden 
glacier, in descending which we had a striking view, up a pure 
snow valley, of the sharp black cock's-comb of the Urathhorn, 
is as innocent a8 i t  looks ; its descent required about 40 min., 
but we kept too close under the Titlis, and were con~pelled to 
work our WRY back to the left in order to get down the sorne- 
what troublesome cliffs which the lamentable shrinking away 
of the lacier hss left bare. W e  finally quitted these cliffs at  
about t t e centre of the glacier, and stood in the Thalboden 
aome 24 hrs. after leaving the col ; in somewhat more than half 
an hour we reached the large and flourishing MTenden Alpe, 
which has better sleeping accommodation than 1 have ever seen 
in a mere chllet. With quick walking, we passed the Bar a t  
Gadmen in three-quarters of an hour from the huts, and arrived 
a t  Imhof in 2 hrs. 15 min. more, something before 7 o'clock. 

On September 11 I had the good fortune to cross this 
pass again, and again in very fine weather; this time in com- 
pany with Mr. Hayward, and' Kaspar and Jakob 131atter. 
The three weeks of bright summer days had diminished the 
snow-fields by, I should say, fully one-half, and the ascent 
required an additional half-hour. We saw not a sin le herds- R man ; the cattle had left the hill-sides, the Fiirren ovel was 
pulled to pieces, and in the excavation where it had atood 
three weeks before its beams and balks of timber were care- 
fully piled up side by side, parallel to the mountain slope ; so 
that the snow and water might be beaten in their coming nine 
months' str~iggle to wash them down the hill. 
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The Wenden Joch is clearly the moet direct route between 
Engelber and the Stein Alpe, and this time our course lay 
thither. k r o m  the top of the p a s  we amnlingiy kept aa 
much towards the left bank of the glacier as poseible ; we 
found no difficulty whatever ; on the glacier there was still an 
abundant depth of snow, and we left it easily for the bill-side 
in less than an hour. Gradually mountin diagonally dong f the face of the hill separating the Wen en and the upper 
Gadmen valleys, we reached in some 2 hrs. from the pass our 
highest point near a pool, which, notwithstanding its ridiculone 
tininess, is yet immortalised on the Federal map; but the 
greater part of our way was over very rough ground, alleviated 
only by the magnificent view of the whole length of the Gad- 
menfliihe, 

Grey as the rocks which overtop Cenchreae, 
than which there is scarcely anywhere a grander line of rock. 
The Titlis is greater ss a wall, and as a wall the Selbsanft as 
you come down the higher Linththal is greater than the Titlis 
-possibly ; but a ' sierra ' excels a wall ae much in beauty as 
in variet and I cannot recollect any sierra so fine as the J! Gadmen uhe, seen from the ridge we had just surmounted. 
Fifty sharp minutes brought us from that ridge to the Susten 
path, nearly a t  the top of the zigzags, and another hour's 
walking to the inn a t  Stein. 

On the 12th we only crossed the Susten to AmstZig, and 
took up our quarters, not for the first time by any means, at  the 
' Golden Star,' which, after s n  absence of five years, we found 
as clean and excellent as ever, though, alas ! like all the good 
things of this world, somewhat more costly than in the simpler 
old times. W e  were bound to return to Engelberg, and our 
object was to do so by the Erstfelder Valley, and the village 
fo&s and inn Knechta vaggely surmised (for no one Anew) that 
i t  was a twelve or thirteen hours' walk, without reste; and 
certainly the Erstfelderthal is long, and certainly the hei h t  of 
the col above Arnstiig is over 7,000 feet; and ao, I thi~!!, we 
nursed ourselves into the notion that we were weary; but I 
fmcy that our real object was again to pass some hours by 
that gem of gems, the Golzern See; and on ite green bank, 
opposite the Oberalpstock and the Bristenstock, rising above 
the near foreground of swarthy pines, Wednesday, the 13th, 
slipped all too swiftly by. Bu t  if there is one rule in the Alps 
needing stricter observance than all others, i t  is to clutch at  
each fine day, regardless of head, stomach, legs, or even lazi- 
ness-most potent of them all; and on Thursday morning, 
when we rose won after three, we had a mauvais quart d'heure 
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indeed, for our journey was to be across the Erstfclder Joch, 
while the whole Reussthal, and, as far as we could judge, the 
universe itself, waa filled with a mass of cotton-wool which 
seemed to have been long exposed to London smoke before 
i t  migrated to fairer scenes. Bu t  the guides, and especially 
Trosch of Bristen (not the well-known Johann Maria, but a 
much younger man, whose Christian names I have forgotten), 
whom we had engaged to accompany us to the col, were to us 
what Madame von Schulenberg-' Hanoverinn improper fe- 
male,' in the powerful words of Mr. Carlyle-was to his late 
Majesty King George 11.-'much of a comfort '-and und 
voce they protested that it was only ' Trockener Nebel.' So we 
started soon after 4.30, and bowled along the carriage-road 
ankle deep in dust, at four statute miles per hour, till in some 
75 minutes we reached Eratfeld Church. And here we were 
compelled to make a halt of a long half-hour ; for, like a greater 
and a fairer climber of these recent days, we had with us on 
these expeditions of 1871 a small canine gentleman rejoicing in 
the name of Pildr, belonging to Blatter, and greatly cherished 
by him ; and this gentleman had spent his leisure day, not in the 
elevating contemplation of an imposante Natur ' (as the Ger- 
mans have it), but in cultivating doggish friendships at Amstag, 
which did much delay his departure in the morning, and, in 
fact, detained his good master hunting him up near an hour 
after we had left our inn. 

The long valley of Entfeld opens almost immediately 
behind the church, and, as in most valleys, there is a steep rise 
before you get well into it. The stream was on our left hand, 
but in forty-five minutes we crossed to the right bank. We 
passed, but did not cross, a second bridge ; but by the third 
which we saw we went back again to the left, and on this 
side we continued for the remainder of the ascent so long 
as there was any stream a t  all. The valley becomes narrower 
and steeper, and near the last h u b  where Mr. Sowerby and 
his friends* must have slept before climbing the Great 
Spannort i t  contracts to a mere gorge. Before reaching this, 
however, our guides were justified; we climbed up through 
the smoke-steeped wool, ot clear of it, and found an unclouded % snn overhead, the same ense fog still beneath us ; but very 
soon i t  vanished with the suddenness and completeness of a 
dream-yet no puff of wind was perceptible. Then first we 
saw the whole of the varied and beautiful valley, the rocky 
range on the north being especially grand and bold. Across 

See 'Alpine Journal,' vol. iv.  p. 53. 
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the valley waa a high and graceful fall from the Fiilen See, 
on the copper- een watew of which we ere long looked down, 
while beyond t f e Reuss the two Windgellen and the Scheer- 
horn formed a moat symmetrical group. 

Near the huta the way might easily be missed; in fact, 
being alone somewhat in front of my companions, I did mise 
it, and was going laboriously up the slope straight before 
me. But  the true track leads over rocks into the gorge, up 
the ascent into which the hands are nearly as useful as 
the feet; and hereabouts there is a bridge over the stream, 
by which Mr. Sowerby's party must, 1 presume, have crossed, 
as their way took them past the Fiilen See on the opposh 
ledge. We, however, left the bridge on our left, and aa we 
rose in the gorge the Schlassberg glacier lay before us, de- 
scending with ita tributaries from a wide amphitheatre of 
snow-peaks, chief amongst which are the faxitastic spires of the 
Great S annort, with the col right in front of us, between B them an the Schlossberg. I n  3 hrs. 30 min. from the church, 
4 bra. 45 min. from Amstiig (actual walking) we touched this 
glacier, and made our first ha lea lways  excepting that which 
we owed to Pilirr-and when we had ' strengthened the gaatric 
juices with lunch,' the rest of our route to the Hiihe was on 
the glacier for upwards of 2 hra., but the n6v6 was con- 
siderably crevassed, and the snow was soft and slippery. W e  
were much on the left side of the glacier, and some of us 
thought i t  practicable to ascend to the col by the very centre 
of the glacier from the head of the Erstfelderthal; but to 
others of us that lower and narrower part of the glacier looked 
very steep, very much split about, and unpromising. 

The summit of the pass, which is immediately under the 
Schlossberg, up whose precipitous sides a big chamois went 
bounding as we approached, is 8,635 feet ; i t  certainly appeared 
to me somewhat higher than the Wenden Joch, which Mr. 
Ball puts at 8,694 feet ; from i t  again the grand object is the 
Titlis, but we looked through the gap of the Wenden to the 
Oberland, while all the upper valley of Engelberg was at our 
feet. I n  descending bear much to the right at first, on which 
side there is hereabouts no glacier ; the mountain is of exceed- 
ingly steep but fine dibris for full an hour; then comes another 
hour of very steep turf, twisting to and fro so as to avoid 
the cliffs which everywhere thrust forth their bare facea ; then 
through a brief space of scattered firs, and the Engelberg Aa 
is croesed a good 2 hrs. above the village. 

I t  is said to be possible to go from the foot of the Schloss- 
berg glacier to the left of the rocks which divide it, and 
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thence, by descending on the west side of the Kriinlet into 
the Gurtnellen, or Gorneren, Thal, to return to the St. Gothard 
road. And this must be the way by which Mr. Sowerby got 
home, after his successful ascent of the Great Spannort. 

A WEEK I N  THE GRAIANB I N  1867. By C. C. TUCKER. 
Read before the Alpine Club, June  4, 1872. 

HE limits of the central Graians are well defined. Bounded T on one side by the broad valley of Aosta, and on the 
other by the deep trench of Val d'Orca, they are cut off from 
the district of the Ruitor by the Val Savaranche and the 
comparatively low Col de la Croix de Nivolet, while on the 
eouth-east they gradually sink into the plain which stretches 
without a break from their lower slopes to the Adriatic. 

This cluster of mountains has long been known to contain 
valle s of exquisite beauty, and peaks the hiwhest point. 
of w z: ich exceed in height the E i  er and the betterhorn. 
I t  has not been neglected by the 8nglish Alpine Club, the 
names of some membeia of which are as household words in 
the valleys which lie around the Grivola and the Grand 
Paradis. Our countrymen are not, however, the only ersons 
who have taken an interest in this group. The 6 raians 
of Cogne form one of the most noticeable features in the grand 
panorama of peaks visible from Turin ; and as soon as the 
mountaineering ~ p i r i t  awoke in Piedmont, i t  was natural that 
they should be among the first to receive attention, both from 
their geo rph ica l  position, and from the fact that Victor 
Emmanue had adopted them as his favourite hunting-grounds. 
I t  is not surprisin therefore, that the one considerable %' peak of the district w ich had escaped the ravages of earlier 
travellers should become the object of careful study and 
serious effort on the part of the Italian A1 ine Club. Four 
times at  least was the Grand Tour St. h e r r e  assailed by 
members of that body, and four times did they encounter 
a series of mishaps and bad weather combined sufficient to 
damp their ardour. On the lwt of these occasions the ex- 
plorers went so far as to bivouac on the Col di Telleccio, 
on the eastern side of the peak, and less than (as will be seen) 
3 hours' climb from the actual summit; but on reaching the 
orate, and essaying to scale the formidable-looking bastion 
which forms the final peak, they were met by a hurlyburly 
of thunder and lightning, snow, and vapour, which made it 
impossible to advance, and difficult even to retreat. I need 
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hardly say they adopted the least hopeless alternative, and the 
Grand Tour survived till 1867. 

In that year Measrs. Mathews and Momhead crossed the 
Col di Telleccio, and cast a longing glance at  the peak, then 
fully, as they thought, within their reach. With such talent 
in the neighbourhood the Grand Tour was again in a parlous 
state, but time pressed and the enemy paseed on. On their 
arrival at Zermatt these gentlemen found a party consisting of 
Messrs. Freshfield, Carson, and myself, with Balley of St. 
Pierre as guide, just smarting under a repulse inflicted upon 
us by the Dent Blanche, and not half consoled by the Lye 
Jochs and the Weiss Thors, with which we strove to soothe our 
wounded self-esteem. With the unselfishness so characteristic 
of mountaineers our friends descanted eloquently to US on the 
desirable nature of the mountains of Cogne in general and of 
the Grand Tour St. Pierre in particular, with the result 
that within twenty-four hours our party, reinforced by the late 
Mr. J. M. IV. Backhouse and his guide Michel P a y d ,  dis- 
appeared from the eyes of the Zermatt world by the Matter-Joch. 

W e  found the Gouffre de l3userailles not less deliciously 
cool and the lower Val Tournanche not less Texan than usual, 
nor did we escape from the hotel beside the bridge at Chltillon 
without experiencin the difficulties always thrown in the may 
of those who prefer f ean Tairraz's well-known establishment at  
Aosta to the doubtful attractions of his Italian rival. 

I never knew anyone who started from Zermatt in the 
morning, and slept at Tairrnz's inn at  night, who succeeded 
in getting off a t  an early hour the next day ; and we were all, 
I rejoice to say, free from the dangerous modern conceit of 
wishing to prove a good rule by becoming exceptions to 
it. I t  was mid-day, therefore, before we tore ourselves away 
from the too pleasant balcony and the late prolonged break- 
fast, and in the full blaze of an Italian afternoon sun addressed 
ourselves to the task of mounting the long and toilsome valley 
that leads up to Cogne. 

W e  had heard evil reports of the resources of that village, 
and the same mule which bore our little all was also charged 
with some of the luxuries which even in less habitable regions 
than a Graian valley proverbially place men beyond the reach 
of destiny. I n  spite, however, of the fact that me bore our 
burdens vicariously, and had practically secured ourselves 
against starvation, it was not till the shadows began to stretch 
across the valley, and some keenness to mingle with the sleepy 
softness of the air, that we ceased to be depressed and contra- 
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dictory, and became in a fit mood to do justice to the upland 
basin, wliich a t  last almost suddenly opened out before us. 

The position of the village of Cogne is indeed one of 
singular beauty. A t  first sight little meets the eye biit a 
etretch of sunny meadowland set about with bold and heavily- 
wooded spurs, between which, like fingers radiating from 
a central hand, lie the shadowy valleys which lead to the cold 
and quiet world above. But the influence of such a scene is 
not to be measured entirely by that which meets the eye. 
The mind is affected by the knowledge of what lies beyond, 
and the foreground, however cheerful, cannot banish for an 
instant the thought of those high summits of which, though 
fur withdrawn, the presence is-felt here and now. It may be 
admitted, however, that the influence exercised by the moun- 
tains in such a case is, though real, somewhat less direct ; and 
i t  is for this reason that some of us, at any rate for a pro- 
longed sojourn, would prefer an Alpine village where the 
merest glimpses of the upper world are visible, to places where 
the majesty of the mouutains is revealed from base to cope. 
Grindelwald and (as regards the Matterhorn) Zermatt are too 
ovemowerin~. because too much is disclosed. I t  is in the 
sens; of g r g d  beauty, half hidden, et constantly suggested, 

of the Grainn Cogne. 
P that the spell must be sought alike o the Tyrolese Pinzolo and 

As we approachecl the village some excitement was visible. 
Groups of peasants clad in their best clustered round every 
door, and we began to think that t,he fame of the Alpine Club 
hnd preceded us, and that an ovation might be iu preparation 
for even some of its most unworthy members. I t  was not so, 
however; i t  was merely the expected visit of an Italian Count, 
who was coming to inspect the condition of the royal hunting- 
paths, that created such a furore; and, somewhat humbled, we 
marched up the street to a sort of tea, coffee, tobacco, and snuff 
establishment (we had been warned against the most obvious 
public-house a t  Cogne), where, in spite of an unpromising out- 
side, we found civil and clean people, a sriug upper room, and 
a plentiful supply of fresh meat. Whether the latter had been 
provided in the expectation that the Count would prove cnrni- 
vorous I know not, but in any case we felt it our duty to dis- 
courage his savage propensities, and I have reason to believe 
that on his arrival he found the cupboard bare. The only 
feature of the house worth a passing notice was a hune 
alogical tree sprouting from a gentleman lying upon 1 is %- ack, 
who, though evidently a great man, ~eenlcd somewhat scnrcd ut 
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the pmspect of the tremendous family of which he was to 
become successively founder, patron, and hero. 

W e  then discussed our plans. The Grand Tour is, as has 
been said, not visible from Cogne, and none of us, indeed, had 
the slightest idea where i t  was, except that i t  lay somewhere 
behind the massive promontory which divides the Combe di 
Valeiglia from the Combe di Val Nont2. As  we had therefore 
first to find our peak and then to get up it, we concluded that 
it would be advisable to sleep as near as possible to its base, 
and a bivouac in the Combe di Valeiglia suggested itself as not 
less romantic than necessary. Not quite sure that our guides 
took the same view, we were relieved to find them firm believers 
in the existence of a chilet at the head of the valley, and we 
had too much consideration for their peace of mind to disturb 
the blissful ignorance which was also advantageous to our plana 

soon, therefore, as we had sufficiently defeated the carnal 
expectations of the Italian Count, we marched off. I n  mount  
ing the main valley we kept somewhat too much to the left. 
W e  did not, however, regret the slight dbtour, as i t  gave us the 
opportunity of seein that which can never be beheld without 
emotion-the glow o f a perfect sunset on &Mnt Blanc, lifted to 
an immeasurable height of calm above the tumults and distresaea 
of a sombre earth. When a t  length we turned our backs on 
the splendid vision, and plunged into the wild and darkening 
glen which was to be our abode for the night, i t  was not with- 
out feeling the momentary depression which attends the act of 
leaving light and the homes of men for solitude and growing 
gloom. 

For some time we plodded solemnly on ; the guides a t  firat 
good-tempered enough in the prospect of a hay chllet, then 
dubious and discouraging, and a t  l a s t w h e n  reach after reach 
in the interminable valley was passed without reveali 
wished-for haven-positively sepulchral. Two-and-a-half ? ours the 
from Cogne, at  a spot where a small rivulet crossed the path, a 
halt was called, and i t  was arranged that the men should employ 
themselves in collecting fire-wood and making preparations for 
a bivouac, while I made a last effort to discover the whereabouts 
of the mythical chalet. As I had never been a believer in 
ita existence o nally, it did not require a lengthened search T to convince me t lat i t  was not there ; and in ten minutea I 
returned with the report that within a few hundred yards of 
the place where we had halted, the path, hitherto our companion, 
vanished into nothingness, and that I had little reason in this 
instance to doubt the truth of the phrase which associates the 
act of going farther with faring worse. My conclusion was 
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accepted as probable, and with various energy we set about 
making the best of our situation. 

Ikfy recollections of the hours which followed are none of the 
clearest. I look back upon our quiet night in the Combe di 
Valeiglia through a mist of Eastern experiences-bivouacs on 
the flanks of Ararat-encampment* in the still wilder recesses 
of the Caucasus, which somewhat dim the glory of what we 
then doubtless considered a highly romantic situation. There 
was a moon, of course ; but I think i t  was quite of the ordinary 
character. Our feelings, I fancy, were cheerful ; we had gained 
much ground by our resolute start ; me had successfully cheated 
the guides into an uncomfortable position (always a satisfactory 
performance), food was plenty, the fire good, and the sense of 
utter ignorance of even the whereabouts of a peak which had 
been ansailed with deliberation at  least four times without 
success, gave a feeling of uncertainty to our adventure which 
was not otherwise than ~leasurable. Seated on a soft Dath. 
with our backs planted ka ins t  an undeniably solid hillkdej 
and our eyes amply filled with accommodating smoke, we oc- 
cupied a position in which little was left to be desired ; and I 
think, though I speak with difiidence, that I must have slept. 
A slight feeling of monotony, perhaps unavoidable, induced us 
to rouse ourselves at  about 2 o'clock. and we were auicklv 

- I~ ~ 

again on the war trail. The night h a h  not a e e e d  with all l f  
us. and the amearance of Freshfield in f articular was inde- 
scAbable ; indekd, had I not known that hs afternoon powers 
are generally in direct pro ortion to his morning melancholy, 

predecessors. 
1 I should certainly have pre 'cted for him the fate of our Italian 

Before we quit the comfortable path which had served us so 
well during the hours of darkness, it may be as well to say 
something of the agency by which these valleys are, in point 
of commodiousness at least, lifted high above their fellows in  
the Alpine chain. I am told, and therefore I believe, that 
there k no royal road to mountaineering. The next best 
thing is to have royal roads to the mountains. The district of 
C o p e  is undoubtedly that in which mountaineering is divested 
of ita most objectionable features. The peaks themselves are 
scrupulously left alone; no ladders, no stanchions, no ropea 
are there to banish the element of difficulty or to smooth the 
path of the incompeteut mountaineer; but the preliminary- 
that horrid preliminary stage which ordinarily consists of slopes 
of ddbris and boulders by the mile, unbridged torrenta and in- 
sidious stumps of ancient trees-is a thing of the past. I n  the 
Graians we get an approach to that Wallialla of mountaineering 
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where the best sort of work remains, where the excitement 
is left unimpaired, where the momenta of triumph are not less 
frequent or less ecstatic than before, which was doubtless in 
the mind of my old friend Franpois wben he spoke in the 
spirit of prophecy of the expeditions he and I should take 
together ' ~ u r  l'autre cM,'  where porters should cease from 
troublinu and even moraines be a t  rest. 

But  f must not forget that we have by this time left the 
path and are scrambling up the tail end of a considerable 
glacier. When one deeps high, a little time, even with slow- 
going (and we had gone elowly), seems to take one a surpris- 
ingly long way, and i t  was still early wben we h t  caught 
sight of the upper world we desired to explore. Again my 
recollections are vague, but the impression left on my mind i~ 
that of a largish snow-field, pretty flat and round, ~ e t  about 
with various peaks, very black and very sharp. The only 
thing me did not see was the Tour St. Pierre ; for though so~ne 
one suggested that an unpromising-looking brute just opposite 
was the peak we sought, not one of us st heart believed that so 
truculent, and yet so ordinary a rock, could be the summit 
with which the country-side had connected the name and 
dignity of the great apostle of the Roman Church. 

A huge bastion of rock and a smooth cataract of n6v6 to our 
right concealed the view in that direction; and after some 
hesitation we decided upon surmounting the latter before we 
plumped for any of the unprepossessing candidates that had 
already presented themselves. This decision was judicious, 
and a very brief space of time revealed to us the broad gap of 
the Col di Telleccio quite away to the right, on the further 
side of a higher snow-plain, and the grand mass of what was 
indisputably the Tour St. Pierre, breaking steeply down upon 
it. As we drew near the level of the pass the sharp peaks of 
the Cottians cut the curving lines of the snow-ridge, and we 
rejoiced in the thought that for to-day at  least the Italian 
side was clear. But  we were not going to cross the pass, and 
our work was still before us. Freshfield, still sad and wishing 
to be slow, suggested a division of the party. Backhouse and 
I, with Payod, were to push on and secure the peak; the rest 
would follow a t  their own pace. 

The nature of the work before us was abundantly clear. 
W e  had first to strike the ar&te that runs in a northerly direc- 
tion from the peak towards Cogne, as near aa possible to the 
base of the final tower, and then, turning to the left, to deal 
with that on its merite. The first part of the business was Boon 
accomplished. Working our way upwarda, now by couloirs of 
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hard snow, now by rib of rock, which we courted as long aa 
they proved accommodating, and as soon as they showed 
temper threw over for the most attractive rival within reach, 
an hour's climb landed us on the crest of alternate snow-links 
and rock-teeth which separates the Glacier de Monei from 
that of Telleccio. A moment's breathing space, and we turned 
to the final peak with a will. A steep snow-bank led up to 
smooth slabs, or rather (so solid was the mass) to a smooth 
slab, of granite, tilted up at an exceeaive angle, and curving 
steeply over to great precipices on this side and that. The 
climbing here might have beaten us after all had it not 
been for the minute fissures, so kindly provided by most 
granite mountains in critical places, and which, though not 
so deep as a well or as wide  at^ a church door, suffice for a 

arty who are running a new peak to i t .  last available earth. 
b e  climbed fast, but still the bare ribs of m k  rose above 
us and in front, cutting off the view we chiefly wished to see, 
till at laat, the slope sensibly lessening, and the native granite 
giving place to heaps of huge boulders, we felt the top to be 
close at hand. I n  a few moments Italy lay at our feet. Not 
a cloud ! on1 tiny fragments of blue haze sleeping here and 
there in the c ollows till some little gust would waft them from 
their restin -place to die in the pitiless sunlight of the open 
plain. An $ so away to the far Apennines cut clear against 
the sky which vaulta the Mediterranean. 

The second party had speedily joined us, and we sat for 
more than an hour dreaming the time away in the pleasant 
nooks we had discovered for ourselves-perfectly ha p , had 
it not been for the dread ever growing in force o!de in- 
evitable suggestion that it was time to go. I t  came at last, and 
we turned to deecend. We cut our parting short, rendered 
a brief homage to the snowy head and flowing  outline^ of the 
Paradis, grandly seen acroee the glacier bwin of the Grancrou, 
briefly settled that the Pennines were everything that the 
most captious could desire, bemoaned somewhat the discovery 
that the beautiful Grivola was from this side little less than 
hideous, and immediately addressed ourselves to our work; 
That there was some real difficulty may be judged from the 
fact that we were far longer in effecting our descent than 
in ascending, and that we took the precaution (as far as my 
experience goes, ver rarely necessary) of letting each man 
down separately. d r e  we all agreed that it was, to sly the 
leaat, advisable, the smoothness of the rock and the distances 
of the landing- laces from each other, combined with that 
unlucky force o F gravity which exerta itself so energetically 
VOL. V1.-NO. XXXYIII. H 



during a descent, making a slip too irrevocable to be indulged 
in without serious consideration beforehand. From the foot 
of the final tower it was obviously possible, by turning down 
to the left, to reach the nkvk of the Monei glacier, and to 
return to C o p e  by the Combe di Val NonG. W e  had, 
however, left some of our effects in the Combe di Valeiglia, 
and were reluctant to divide our party. Besides, we should 
in all probability have ample opportunity of studying the Val 
NontA in crossing the Grnncrou. I n  a word, we decided to 
return by the way we came. W e  descended the snow-slopes 
rapidly, and m n  reached the belt of dibris and terminal 
moraine which i t  was necessary to C I W S  to regab the pleasant 

ath of the morning. Racin across this bit of rough ground, f kreahfield, who was a litt e ahead, suddenly found him- 
self face to fare with a majestic bouquetia Most fortunately 
for my friend's sporting reputation, he had no more deadly 
weapon in his hand than an ice-axe. On the other hand, 
confident as are the wild aniulals in these parts, a ' wild goat' 
may be excused for not wishing to be 'caught by the hair' 
by an excited man armed with an instrument bearing a 
strong family resemblance to a poleaxe. Before, therefore, 
my friend could perform the feat described in the Laureate's 
early ballad, the bouquetin turned and fled. I t  was still early 
when we reached Cogne, where our account of the happy 
dispatch of the Tour St. Pierre was received by our hostess 
with an air of pleased surprise, which she explained by saying 
that all the earlier explorers who had started with a similar 
object in view had been absent for several days st a time. 
How in a shorter time we could have achieved a more decided 
success was a problem too difficult for the good lady to solve. 
Our night beneath the stnra, followed by the long day's walk, 
bad produced the usual ~.esult, and when M. Chainonin arrived 
to congratulate us on our victory, he found but one of the 
party awake, and prepared to ' reciprocate his felicitations.' 

( T o  be continued.) 

NEW EXPEDITIONS IN 1872. 
WESTERN ALPS. 

MONT RLANC, July 1.-Mr. T. S. Kennedy, with Johann Fischer, of 
Meiringen, and J. A. Carrel, of Val Tomn.mche, bivouacked on the 
rocks on the right bank of the most southerly tributary of the Miage 
Glacier, which descends betvieen the Aiguille Grise and the Mont 
Brouillard, at about 4-# hrs. from Courmayeur. Starting at 8.0 A.M. 
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on the 2nd, they reached the nkv6 of the glacier, and thence climbing 
directly upwards, struck the ridge of Mont Blana towards the B o w  
du Dromadaire, a few minutea below the mmmit, which was attained 
at 1.30 P.M. The descent was made to Chamouni by the ordinary route. 

TEE SAAS-GRAT, July 2.-Lieut. E. Clayton and the Rev. J. W. Bell 
adopted the following very ingenious method of wing  something of 
the three principal pssses over the Saaa-grat:-Having bivouacked 
by the side of the Findelen Glacier, they ascended to the Adler 
Paw, skirted the base of the Rymfischhorn to the Allalin Pane, by 
which they regained the W. side of the chain; and descending the 
Mellichen Glacier so far as was necesserp, finally turned up to the 
Alphubel-joch, and so reached Saee. Guidea, Franz Andermatten and 
Biirgener. 

AIGUILLE DE L ~ A U D ,  Ju1.y 14.-Meears. J. A. G. Marshall 'and T. 
S. Kennedy, with Johann Fiecher and Julien Grange, of Courmayeur, 
ascended the Aiguille de Ldchaud from that place. The ascent waa 
effected by the Glacier de Freboutzie and the ridge connecting the 
Aiguille with Mont Gruetta; but the descent wat~ made by an easier 
route directly to the head of the glacier. The whole expedition from 
Courmayeur took about 14 hrs. 

MONTE ROSA FROM MACOGNAOA, July 22.-Meesrs. R. and W. M. 
Pendlebury and the Rev. C. Taylor, with Gabriel Spechtenh~ueer, of 
Fend, and Ferdinand Imaeng and Giovanni Oberto, of Macugnaga, 
left their bivouac, 5 hra. from that place, on a ridge of rocks locally 
known aa the ' Jiir-Rilcki,' which rune down a little to the right of 
the Hiichate Spitze, at 2.30 A.M., and amended by rocks lying directly 
under the summit, and visible from Macugnaga, which took them in 
comparative safety through the most dangerous part of the ice fdl. 
From the point where these rocks sink into the enow they mounted aa 
straight as poseible towards the eummit, though forced a little to the 
left, and finally reached the bnae of' the rocks of the Hochste Spitze at  
10.30. Thence they kept on, or near, the ridge to the summit, which 
waa attained at 3.30, after padng over the E. tooth of the moun- 
tain, reached by P r o f m r  Ulrich'a guidea from Zermatt in 1848. The 
descent waa made by the usual route to the RiiR 

STRAHLHORN, August 10.-Mr. George E. Foster, with H a n ~  Baumann, 
of Grindelwald, left Mattmark See at 3.30 A.M. Shortly after reaching 
the lacier they turned from the usual Adler-joch route towards the 
Fluc%thorn, and struck the connecting ridge between it and the Strahl- 
horn, near the latter peak. After following the ridge for a Rhort die- 
tance they c d  over to the aouthern fhce of the Strahlhorn by the 
rocks, and reached the summit at 10.10, deecending fiom it to the 
Adler Pass by the usual route. 

GRAND PARADIS FROM COGNE, Augtcel 19.-Messrs. F. Pratt Barlow 
and 5. F. Still, with Jakob Anderegg, Laurent h n i e r ,  of Courmayeur, 
and Elyde Jeantet, of Cogne, lee a bivouac about two houre tiom 
Cogne at 1.45 A.M., and amending by the moraine, at 2.38 reached the 
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foot of the rocks dividing the ice-fill of the Glacier de la Tribulation. 
These were found easy ; and bearing always to the left, they got on to 
the ice with some little difficulty nt 5.15, and at 6.5 reached the foot 
of the final peak, the srlow being in very good order. The last ascent 
was commenced by the third couloir to the right of the actual mmmit 
of the Paradis, as seen h m  the glacier; and climbing sometimes by 
couloirs, sometimes by the rocks hetween them, the party eventually 
struck a very sharp snow arCte, which led them in about ten minutee 
to the top, at 8.45 A.M. They remained there one hour, and 
descending by the aame route, reached Cogne very easily at 5.0 P.r. 
The first and only previous ascent of the Grand P d i s  from the eide 
of Cogne waa made on September 15,1869, by Signor P. J. FraPaey, 
of the Italian Alpine Club, who left Cogne at midnight, reached the 
summit at 6.30 P.M., elept there, and descended on the following day to 
Pal  Savnranche. 

V~LAN,  September 3.-Biessrs. W. and H. J. Leaf, with Hans Bau- 
mann and Danid Bich, of Val Tournanche, left St. RCmy, on the St. 
Bernard road, at 4.15 A.M., by a well-niarked path which eta& close 
behind the inn, and after winding round the buttreaws of the hills 
above l&roubles, struck a Waxser-leite,' which led them, in 24 hra 
from St. Rdmy, nearly to the head of the Val d'Etrouhles, at a conve- 
nient spot for croming itcc main stream. From this point they aimed 
straight at the highest point of the VClan, which they proposed to 
reach by a well-marked and tempting couloir right in h n t .  On 
reaching it, after a steep cli.xllb, is proved to 1)e so infated with Wing 
stonen, that they took to the rocks on the right, which were steep, but 
nowhere really difkult, and finally reached the top of the mountain in 
about six hours' a c t d  walking from St. Rhmy. In descending to 
the Glacier de Valsorey the arCte overlooking the Glacier de Tzeudet 
wae followed, from want of 10-1 knowledge. The rocks being rotten 
and difficult, it became necessary to descend a very eteep and well- 
swept couloir-where, however, the snow was good-su~xeeded by 
slopea of avalanche de'brl's along the base d a line of cliffs to the leR, 
where their eecond guide narrowly escaped being carried off by a great 
block from above. There wae some alight difiiculty in getting on to 
the glacier, but the party finally reached St. Pierre in lese than four 
hours' actual walking from the top. This line of descent i*, perhape, 
shorter than the usual route by the ar8te overlooking the Val 80110- 
mont, but the abundaut falling stones are a serious drawback. 

CENTRAL ALPS. 
CIXA Tosr (NEW ROUTE) AND BOCCA DI TOSA, June 22.-Mr. Tuckett, 

with C. Lauener and Santo Siorpaes, left Nolveno, and proceeding up 
the Val delle Seghe, reached, after two houre' easy walking, the foot of 
a snow-filled couloir at the head of the KW. branch of the valley. 
The wow being in bad order and very treacherous, 1 
cccupied in reaching the b.1Rin into which the couloir expan 
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the NE. cliff of the Cin~a Toea, and threequartera of an hour more to 
the Col, or 'Bocca,' which is allnost as well marked and striking aa 
that of the Brenta, further to the W., whilst ita height ia probably 
about the =me. Striking o f  to the left, up rather steep slopes of 
snow, where some step-cutting was necessary, and keeping close to the 
E. aide of a small overhanging glacier of the second order, the summit 
of the Cima Toea wns gained in 14 hr. Returning to the Col in 
twenty minutes by the new route, and proceeding down the valley on 
the W. side of the pa=, which it is proposed to call the Bocca di Tosa, 
the party ruched the beautifully Bituated malga of Vnl b ine l la  in 
14 hr., mostly over snow, and Pinzolo in 3 hrs. more, taking i t  
very leisurely. For thow who may desire to ascend the Cimo Tosa 
from Molveno, the route just described is probably the best and qnickest ; 
but that followed by Mr. D. W. Freshfield is undoubtedly to be pre- 
ferred when Madonna di Campiglio or linzolo is the p o i ~ ~ t  of 
departure. For a traveller bound from biolveno to Pinzolo or Cam- 
piglio, and desirous of taking the Cima Tom en route, it is almost 
immaterial whether the Bwca cli Tom route is adopted, both for the 
Bscent and dwcent, or the d w e n t  effected by Mr. Freshfield's line of 
attack; but in the reveme case, the traveller starting from the W. 
aide would gain much time if he adopted the latter course for the 
w e n t ,  and then descencled direct to the Bocca di Tosa, and thence to 
the Seghe ravine and Molveno. 

STUDERHORN, June 29.-Messra. Moore and H. Walker, with Melchior 
and Jakob Anderegg, leR the Grimeel at 2.45 A.M., intending to croaa 
the Studer-joch to the Eggischhorn. The glacier leading directly to the 

aeemed to be BO dangeroudy exposed to avalanchen, that atter fol- 
owing it for a ehort d i d c e  they turned up on to the ridge forming f- 
its left hank, and followed it to the top of the Studerhorn, which was 
reached at 11.55. They went straight down tbe mow-covered wwtern 
h c e  of the mountain to the head ot' the Studer-firn; and eventunlly 
striking the route of the Oberaajoch, arrived a t  the Eggiuchhorn at 
7.40 P.M. Actual walking, 15f hra  

GROSS NESTHORN AND GRE~ETSCB PASS, July 1.-The eame party left 
the Bell Alp at 3.5 A.M., and reached the ~ummit  of the Groea Nest- 
horn by the usual route a t  10.25. Having retiirned to very nearly 
the lowest point of the ridge above the Gredetsch glacier (height about 
11,275), they found an easy way down on to that glacier, and by it 
descended to the head of the Gredetech Thal in two hours tiom the 
col, leaving the glacier (which is not well laid down on the map) on 
the right bank. They followed the Gredetech Thal to the village of 
n h d ,  and reached Visp by a very bad path a t  5.40 P.M. Actual 
walking, 12+ hra Owing to the enormoun quantity of snow the 
descent of the Gredetach Glacier was quite easy, and at no time k 
any very eerioue difliculty likely to be encountered. Thia route is 
therefore recommended to tmve1la-a bound ttorn the Bell Alp to L r -  
map, combining the writ of one of the fine& panoramic points in tla 
Alpe with an intere&ing .paa~. . . L 

JUNQFRAU.-FAULBERO TO WENGERN ALP, July 5.-Mersqrs. E. H. 



Whitwell and F. F. Tuckett, with Ulrich, Christian, and Peter Lanener, 
I& the Faulberg hut at 2.10 A.M., halted at 5.17 for breakht till 5.45, 
gained the Roththal-mttel at 6.30, and the summit of the Jnngfiau 
at 7.40. Quitting it at 8, and dropping down upon the firat and 
highest plateau on the N. eide, they subsequently encountered con- 
siderable difficultiee owing to the ar&te towards the Silber-lucke being 
almost completely buried in mow, m that S) hra cautious work 
were required to reach that point at 11.15. a halt of half an 
hour on the second plateau below, the head of the Guggi glacier was 

ed at 2.10, the usual point for quitting the ice at 3.45 (I$ hr. 
t), and the Wengern Scheideck at 5.15. G 
P m  D'AVIO, July 1 1 . - M m  Taylor, Hndaon, and W. M. and 

R. Pendlebury, with Spechtenhauaer alone as guide, leaving the 
Bedole Alp at 3 a.x., ascended the Adamello by the E. d t e ,  and 
thence deecended from a point on the W. ridge, just under the summit, 
to the Lago d'Avio, and m on to the Val Camonica. The descent of 
the precipice took 3 hours, much time being lost by a hail-storm and 
other c a m .  The firat part consisted of eteep roch and ice couloim, 
and waa succeeded by much crevaased glacier. 

TRUTZI PASS, July 19.-Mr. P. L. Sclater and the Rev. Dr. Millard, 
with Andreaa Jaun, made a pase from Miinster in the Rhone valley 
to the Grimeel by the Trtitzi-thal. The route is the same aa for the 
ascent of the Loffelhorn, until about an hour's distance from ifa 
eummit. Here it divergea to the right, and aRen c&ng the ridge 
descends very rapidly to the Ober-aar glacier, and en& in the Bame 
way as the Ober-aarjoch. This pass is a short and easy day's work 
of about eight houra, and at the same time very beautiful and in- 
*eating. 

M ~ N c ~  FROM TBB WENQERN ALP, July 23.-Mr. Moore, with Mel- 
chior and Jakob Anderegg, made the third ascent ( h a t  by English 
travellers) of the Monch from the Wengern Alp. Leaving the HGtel 
Bellevue at 1.5 A.M., they reached the summit at 10.0, and Grin- 
delwald by the Monchjoch at 6.10 P.M. Actual walking, 14f hra 
The first ascent from this aide was made in 1866 by Herr von Fellen- 
berg, of Bern ; and the second, last year, by Herr Bischoff, of BawL 
The firstnamed gentleman p d  three nights on the mountain be- 
tween the Wengern Alp and Grindelwald ; and Hem BischoE, having 
bivouacked the first night at a considerable height, was compelled 
to pass the second night at the Monchjoch hut. This year the snow 
was in such an exceptionally favourntle state, that the accent was h e  
fiom serious difficulty, and was eeveral times repeated. 

TSCHIERVA PASS, Sept. 13.-Dr. Paul Giideldt, of Berlin, with 
Hans Grssq Peter Jenni, and a porter, left the Misauna Alp in the 
Rowg Thal on Sept. 12, to try and reach the very well-marked col 
at the head of the Tschierva glacier, between Piz Bernina and Piz 
Roseg. They crossed a very large bergechrund with difficulty, and 
proceeded to cut ate up the ico-wall above it, but found it ' llsible 
to reach the top in $. day, and accsordingb returned to t h e 3  for a 
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second night. Starting at day-break next morning, they reeumed the 
work which had been left unfinished, and reached the wl at 12.30 P.M. 
The descent on to the nOve of the Scerscen glacier wan found com- 
paratively easy, and the party regained Pontreuina, by the Sells PW, 
the name evening. 

EASTERN ALPS. 
MARMOLATA. NEW ROUTE, June 17.-Mr. Tuckett, with Christian 

Lauener and Santo Yiorpaeu, after a reconnaiwnce of the S. and SW. 
sides of the Marmohta, whibt croesing the Pallso dlOmbretta, quitted 
ampidello in Val Pecula, and effected an ascent of that peak by 
Canazei, Alba, the glen of Contrin, and a broad couloir leading up to 
a well-marked gap forming the lowe~t point in the ridge extending W. 
from the Marmolata to the Verne1 of Herr Grohmann, the height of 
which last is very little inferior to that of the former peak. Owing to 
the great quantity of snow and its hard frozen condition, i t  was pas- 
sible to scale the smooth but masked rocks to the right of the gsp, a d  
nearly follow the ' Kamm ' to the summit, but even under ordinary 
circumstances a slight detour to the left would avoid the rocks alto- 
gether. Time-Campidello to foot of Ombretta pais, 24 hm., thence 
to the gap in the W. ar&te, 14 hr. and to the summit 1 hr. more. 
After remaining there 24 hrs., Mr. Tuckett descended direct to the 
W. end of the Fedaya Pkteau, in 1 hr. fist going, and in 24 hm. more 
returned to Campidello. 

L~FFEL JOCII, June 20.-The Rev. C. Taylor, Mesare. Hudson, and 
W. M. and H. Pendlebury, with Spechtenl~awr, made a pase direct 
from the Floiten Grund (in the Zillerthal) to the Ahren T h d  by passing 
over the ridge a little weet of the Liiffel Spitze, which was wended 
en route. This pus, spoken of by Ball DB apparently hopeless, wan 
found comparatively easy. Time-Left Franrens HLLtte at 2.30 P.M., 
and rerrched sununit of the Liiffel Spitz in 7 hrs., halts included. Halted 
on summit 9 hr., and reached first chlilete in the Trippch Thal a t  
1 P.M., having waited hr. more on the col to let the clouds clear up. 

THUENERKAIIP, June 25.-The same party, with the addition of 8 

local guide (Joull), made the first ascent of the Thurnerkamp. Leaving 
the Waxegg Alp in the Schwanenstein Thal a t  5.30, the summit wan 
attained by the sattal on the weet (between it and the R o m &  
Spitze), and the SW. h e ,  in just under 5 hrs. Later in the year the 
ascent would demnd far longer time. After returning to the above- 
mentioned eattel, Mr. R. Pendlebury, with Joull, deecended muthwardr 
into the Weiesenbach Thal and Taufers, thus making a new paes which 
may be called the Thurwrkanlper Joch. Height of the peak, 11,189 
feet. 

B~cco Dr MEZZO Dl, July 5.-Mr. Utterson Kelso, with Santo 
fiiorpaee, made the first reoognieed ascent of thii~ peak. ' Starting at 
5 A.M. from Ghedintr's Inn, aL Cortina, we reached the foot of the 

C r o h "  (local for h e  rock) atter about 24 hm. walking. The 
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eastern face of it appeared impracticable, ao passing round by the 
northern to the eonthem tide, we found a little gorge opening out 
opposite the Pelmo. Nearly at the top of t hb  gorge Santo diecovered 
that the rocks were thence practicable to the summit, which we at- 
tained at 9.45, atbr a short but steep climb, and there erected a 
" Steinmann." Height about 9,000 feet.' 
UO KOFEL, July 11.-The aame party, with the addition of Antonio 

h l a t t e r ,  of the Griidner-thal, made the second aacent of the highest 
k of this mountain. 'We slept at the Solchner chalet, on the 

c u r  Alp, between Santa M ~ r i a  and Ratzesbad. Owing to nobi- 
rourable weather we did not leave our night quartera before 5.30 A.M. 
In  about four houn from the Solchner cli&let we reached the foot 
of the glacier, eeen &om the Seiseer Alp, and went up a mow couloir 
and rocks to the right of it, by which, after some stiff climbing, we 
gained apoint upon the ridge, where we found Mr. Whitwell's card, 
left in 1870 ; but as the clouds broke we aaw a higher point, crowned 
with a cnirn and W f f ,  utterly impracticable from the ridge on which 
we stood. We had consequently to return ; and when we again arrived 
a t  the top of the couloir we descended slightly on its N. side, and 
trod a mow-slope and some steep rocks into a lanp, steep couloir 
leading in a NNE. direction, from the top of which we reached the 
enmmit of the mountain in about ten minutes, at 2.0 P.M., and hnnd 
there Herr Grohmann's cairn, built in 1869. W e  left the wmmit at 
2.30, reached the bottom of the rocks at 6.0, and Santa Maria 
about 8.30.' 

Mr ru ra~ou ,  July 19.-The same party, with the addition of Mr. C. 
J. Truman, a young G e m ,  eon of the innkeeper at Landro, and the 
guide Luigi Orsolina the younger, of Auronzo, mcceeded in making 
the aecent of the highest peak of the Marmarole, from the valley 
of Auronzo, having p a e d  the previow night in one of the hay-barns 
of Stabiciani, on the road between the pam of the Tre Croci and the 
village of Auronzo. 'Mr. Ball sayq in his guide-book to the Eastern 
Alpq that the Marmarole was -nded in 1867 by Cav. Somano, an 
Italian gentleman; but most probably not the higheet peak, as we 
were unable to discover any trace whatever of a previoua ascent. 
Upon a much lower point, however, stood a well-marked cairn, which 
probably records the atcent alluded to in Ball. Indeed, Santo told ns 
of the aecent beforehand, while the people of Stabiciani denied that the 
highest peak of the &farmarole had been previously ascended. There 
could not be the slightcet doubt that the point we had juet attained 
was the highest of the group. I had no means of registering ite r ed  
height; but judging from other summits around, of known height, I 
should not suppose it  above, at least much ahove, 10,000 English feet. 
This ascent might be made in six or seven hours from Stabiciani, or 
in leee time by quick walkers.' 
, K~SSEL KWEL, August 31.-Mesers. J. H .  Carson and C. C. Tucker 
etsrted from Cupidello with Anton Bernard as porter, for the ascent 
d tho K m l  Kogel (the N. peak of the Roeengarten range). Leaving 
Campidello at 4 aa . ,  they ascended the Duron Thal nearly to its head 



before they croesed the ridge which divides that valley from the glen of 
the Antermoja See. Following that glen to i b  h a d ,  the party 
reached the base of the actual peak in 3 hrs. from Cnmpidello. By a . 
nteep but short rock-climb a ledge waa gained extending diagonally 
acrorre the face of the peak from right to left. The inclination of this 
ledge was steep ; and the snow lying but thinly over the m k a ,  caution 
waa necessary throughout. The upper part cB the peak once attained, 
the reat of the ascent presented no diffic~~lty, and the top was reached 
in about 5 hra. walking from Campidello. The party descended to 
Mazin, in the Fwsa Thal, by the fine glen of Vajol, and returned to 
Campidello shortly after 3 o'clock. Owing to bad weather no view 
waa gained from the top, and no opinion could therefore be formed 
whether this peak, or the Federer Kogel, b h e r  to the S., is the highest 
of the Roeengarten summib. Young Bernard proved himeelf a fair 
cragaman, but was obviously nervous on ice and snow. The inn of 
A1 Mulino, at Campidello, is now both comfortable and reasonable, m d  
offem the best head-quarters for the district of the S e k  Alp and the 
Boaengarten. 

CW DI VEGZANA AND PASSO DI TBAVIONOLO, Sept. 5.-Meeera D. W. 
Freshfield and C. C. Tucker left Paneveggio at 5 A.M. for the aacent of 
the Cima di Vezzana, the second in height of the Primiero dolomitea 
An hour'a welk sufficed to reach the fine cirqueat the head of Val Tra- 
vignolo. A small but steep glacier descending from the deep gap 
between the cliffs of the Cimcn ddla Pala and those of the Vezzana 
offered the most obvious line for the athck of the latter peak. On 
reaching the glacier the guides engaged at Paneveggio declined to 
go farther, and Meesra Frdf i e ld  and Tucker were compelled to 
continue the ascent alone. Having crossed a considerable bergschrund 
without serious difficulty, they attacked the eteep and hard dope 
leading to the gap or col above-mentioned. Much step-cutting was 
nec-, and it took 2 hm. of hard work to reach the col. Above 
easy. rocks and mow-slopes led up to the highest point, which was 
attmned at 11 o'clock. The peak seemed to be but little inferior in 
height to the Cimon d e b  Pala, and commands a superb view. Among 
the nearer objects visible the town of Primiero and the Lake of Alleghe 
were well seen. Returning to the col, the party descended by easy 
snow dopea to the head of the ravine leading from the Primiero 
plateau to Garea, and crossed the Paeeo delle Cornelle. By a tedious 
traverse the high road was gained at a point considerably above San 
Martino di Caetrozza, and by i t  Paneveggio was reached a t  6.30 P.X. 

ALPLNE NOTES. 
FATAL ACCIDENT ON TEE JUNQPRAU.-On July 24 Herr Men, school- 

master of Moos-Affoltern, in company with Von Allmen, of Tracheell- 
auenen, and the guide Johann Bischoff, left Trachabllauenen at 1.0 A.M. 

for an excursion to the Roth-thal, intending, if EO diqmed, to crose the 
Roththal-eattel to the Eggischhorn, n'othing was h a r d  of the party 
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until the 28th, when Men wae found at the Stufenstein Alp much 
injured, and half dead with exhaustion. He gave the following account 
of what had occwed :-I Onr journey to the Roth-thal was pr08peron.s; 
arrived there, we were m fieah, and the weather waa m enticing, that 
we resolved to crose the Roththal-~attel. We had already a considerable 
distance below us, and were in the couloir, which has been deeeribed aa 
m diflicult by Pnfeseora Obi and Abi, who made the psesage in 1871, 
when suddenly an avalanche from above fell straight upon ua When 
I returned to oonwioumeas, I found myself on a rock whither 
I had been hurled by the avalanche, the mase of which had carried 
away my companiona The rope by which we were h e d  must have 
been rent aaunder, otherwise I should have been hurried to sudden 
destruction ns well aa the others. A loud cry h m  all of us--then 
Rilence ; and of my unfortunate companiona I saw and heard no more. 
A second avalanche passed by me without injury ; I remained safe on 
my rock, where also I passed the night horror-struck. Next day I 
succeeded in descending to the " Clubhiitte" in the Roth-thal, where 
I remained the night with my feet frozen. A little chocolate, some 
hard cheese-rind, and cold water, were my only nourishment during 
these daya On Friday, painfully and with brue feet, for they could no 
longer endure the pressure of shoes, I crawled a little way further to 
the Koth-thd glacier. On Saturday I managed to leave the Roth-thal, 
and to-day I came with unspeakable toil to the Stufbstein Alp.' On 
news of the disaster reaching Lauterbrunnen, a band of guidea aet 06 
and eventually recovered the bodies of Von Allmen and BischoE 
Both of the unfortunate men left large fiunilies almost ent idy unpro- 
vided for. 

The guide Bischoff, who waa known to aeveral English moun- 
taineers, waa well acquainted with the formidable pass on which 
he p e r - e d ,  having crosaed it with Mr. Stephen's party in 1864, and 
with Messrs. Mooreand Tucker in 1870. There must always be on it 
a certain amount of danger from avalanches, aa the ascent is made for 
some hours by a couloir the head of which is filled by a very steep 
hanging glacier, descending from the Roththal-sattel itrelf. In 1870 
the final tongue of ice was found to be almost entirely dissociated 
from the parent glacier, EO that it was a mere question of time when it 
might break loose altogether. Whether such a thing occurred upon 
this occarrion, or whether the avalanche was composed of the super- 
ficial mow from the glacier, is doubtfbl. The latter supposition is, 
however, p~obable enough, aa the week in which the accident happened 
was in Switzerland, as in England, aignalised by intense heat, not only 
during the day, but also at night; and the enormous masses of snow 
which still encumbered the higher slopes of the Bernese Alps melted, 
during ita course, with astoniehing rapidity. 

With regard to this pnss, which will henceforth have such a melan- 
choly interest, there is a mistake in the lately published ' Jahrbuch ' of 
the S w k  Alpine Club, which it appears desirable to correct. Am a 
prelude to an account of the passage effected on August =, 187 1, by 
Profeeeor B b i  and othera, it is stated that the only previous passage 
,since that by Mesara. Glove, Macdonald, and Stephen in 1864, had 
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been one by  the German P r o f m r n  Voigt and Liebeakind on A u p t  
21, 1871. This  is certainly not the caae, as the pass was crossed 
on Jnly 12, 1869, by Messrs. G. E. Foster and H. Walker, from the 
Stdenstein Alp to the Faulberg; and on July 6, 1870, by Mesars. 
Moore and Tucker, from the Stdenetein Alp to the Eggischhorn. On 
each occasion the peak of the Jungfrau was ascended from the wL 

THE ETYMOLOGY OF ' AVALANCBE.'-We bave received the follow- 
ing note from &. R. C. Nicholn :-' I offer the following remarks as a 
supplement to the interesting observations on the word Lawine, &c., 
by Mr. Tuckett in the May number of the ' Journal! 

Ebel, in his "Manuel den Voyageurs en Suisse" (1818), heads his 
article on this subject thus : LAVANGES (OU Avalamhcs ; en allemand, 
Lauizcn ou Lauwcn)." Note.-" E n  Tyrol Sclinccldhncn ; dans la 
Rhhtie Lavinc; dtrns le patois de la Suisae Romande Le'vaslrc on 
Valantre; dans les PyrhBes Congh-es, ou Lydt de tcrre et  Lydt de 
vent!1 

'It seems evident that Luwine, Zauinc, Lnbine, Lavine, Lavangc, 
Avalanche, and probably aleo Le'vantre, Valantre (according to Scheu- 
chzer, Levanre, Vallantze) are only different forms of one and the same 
word. Lavange scarcely differe from Lavine, and Lavunge, Avala~rche, 
bear the same relation to each other as Le'vantrc, Valarttrc. The only 
question is whence the whole c l w  of name is derived. 

'The conjecture of Berlepsch, which wordd derive i t  from Lan 
(warm), will hardly be regarded as satisfactory. The idea is too far- 
fetched and only a shade less improbable, if a t  all so, than the suggee- 
tion that the mythical Ldwinn has stood godmother to the group. 
' Two other distinct etymologies alone present themrrelva, advallars 

and labi. That the Romansch form is  Labinc renders i t  extremely 
probable that the word (under either suppo9ition of Latin origin) hne 
come from the Latin through this channel, and from lubi, to slip, not 
from advallare, to dewend. 

This is further confirmed by finding that tbe German Schnee- 
schlzipfen is synonymous with Schneelauinen ; the one being a trans- 
lation, the other an adoption of the Romansch word Labine. 

' Nevertheless one cannot feel certain that we have not here an in- 
stance of those double derivations which are so puzzling to etymo- 
logiets. The word Lavange may have been assisted in its tmndor- 
mation to Avalanche by the suggestion of avaler ; or the word Avalancha 
independently derived from avaler, advullare, may bave the more 
readily been converted to Lavange on account of the ai~nilsrity of the 
latter to Lavine! 

STRANGE DISCOVERY ON THE VERRA  GLACIER.-^^ the morning of 
July 16, Meam. G. G. C. and T. Middlemore and F. Gardiner left 
Ayas to make the ascent of Pollux and cross, the Zwillinge Joch to 
the R a .  At  about 8.15 A.M. the large plateau of snow immediately 
above the eerace of the Verra Glacier was reached, when the notice of 
Johann Jaun, the leading guide, was attracted by what he at  first 
thought waa either a dead chamois or a large atone. H e  mentioned i t  
to the other guides, one of whom (Peter Knubel) detached h i d  
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from the rope and descended to the object, when, to the surprise of 
everyone, he called out l It is a dead man I ' The whole p r t y  then at 
once went down and found the dead body of a young man of about 
eighteen or twenty yeam of age, lying on his back, with his arms 
atretched out at each side and head thrown back ; he wore a large red 
woollen cap, a blue coat and waistcoat with white metal buttonq 
trowsera of a large check pattern, no stocking, and leather shoea In 
his right hand he held a blue bag containing a quantity of clothing, a 
large key, a prayer-book, and a religious paper, signed by the curb of 
Chatillon, and with the name of Gorret Marie Umle ,  which wna pre- . 
aumed to be his name ; also the portrait of a soldier. The key, prayer- 
book, paper, and portrait were taken to help identificatiou, and placed 
in the hands of Monsieur Alex Seiler, of Zermatt. There wm neither 
money nor food found about his perRon, and he had no stick. The posi- 
tion in which he was found was quite that of repose, and it may be p r e  
aumed, that being tired, and probably h u n , ~ ,  he lay down to rest, fell 
d e e p ,  and w h  frozen to death. Judging from his dress and the papers 
found in his bag, he must have been in the Italian army. I t  is imp* 
aible to conjecture what he was doing in such a place without either 
food, a stick, or any of the necessariee for such an expedition. 

THE MABJELW 6~~. -The  following letter, signed ' J. T..' appeared 
in the ' Times,' and gives an account of a subsidence of the N j e l e n  
See, a phenomenon ( f  not unfrequent occurrence, but which is not 
known to have been before described by an eye-witness:- 
' On August 2, a party of three of us descended to the glacier and 

walked downwards along the ice to the savagely-picturesque gorge in 
which the Aletach glacier enda Our way at one place lay along the 
hollow, between the glacier and the mountain, which hollow three 
hours later was to be filled by a furious torrent. We crossed a wooden 
bridge which spans the Maesa, and ascended thence, mainly along the 
moraine of an extinct glacier to the Be1 Alp. It was half-past 4 P.M. 
when we arrived. The domestics drew our attention to a sound like 
the roar of a cataract, which seemed to descend the Aletsch. For a 
time the sound was sub-glacial, but a yellow torrent at length appeared 
a t  the opposite side of the glacier, ~moking and roaring as it tumbled 
down the declivities of ice. The front of the torrent soon appeared 
oppoaite to the Be1 Alp, carrying every movable thing along with it. 
The ice-barrier which had dammed the Marjelm See had manifestly 
given way, and this was the result. Wishing to get near the torrent, 
I descended rapidly to the glacier, crossed it and succeeded in getting 
quite cloae to the ruching water. Everywhere impetuous, it was 
divided into spaces of tolerably uniform slope, separated from each 
other by s tep  and broken declivities, down which the water plunged 
with tremendous fury. At the base of one of these falls it was met by 
a kind of reflecting surface, hy which the rhythmic character of ita 
motion was finely revealed. The water here was t o 4  upwards in a 
series of vast parallel h a ,  carrying with them ice-blocks and ston- 
and breaking above into a spray as fine as smoke. A bend of the 
glacier came in for the lateral portion of this spray, and over i t  the 
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rounded blocke of ice and the stones were ahowered like projectiles. 
The sound of the torrent had not nbakd at bedtime, but this morning 
all is quiet, and no water i~ to be seen in the temporary channel. The 
Rhone at Brieg rose, I am told, considerably, but no loes of life haa 
been reported.' 

MONT ISERAN.-I~ the Times' of September 24 appeared a letter 
under this heading, signed ' H. L. K.,' purporting to give an account of 
the first ascent of this mythical peak, which was demolished years ago 
by Mr. W. Mathews and the late Mr. Cowell. The details given of the 
w e n t  were of the most thrilling and exciting character, but wuld 
leave, it might have been supposed, no doubt on the mind of any one 
at  all acquainted with the subject that the whole story was a hoax. 
Not only, however, did the leading journal, ordinarily wide-awake, 
and the confiding public, accept the tale as genuine, but a few old- 
atagere, who ought to have known better, were taken in, and wrote 
seriouely either to the ' Times' or the Secretary of the Club, contro- 
verting the ingenious ' Mr. Ryder'a' statements; one aympathising cor- 
respondent going m fhr as to condole with him on having been deceived 
by his guides, and probably heavily charged for a new aacent. Fur- 
ther comment appears unnecesssry ; but it is to be regretted that such 
a coneiderable amount of literary talent and liveliness of imagination 
should have been expended (evidently by a mountaineer-poeeibly by 
a member of the Club) in a narrative of a fictitious ascent of a non- 
existent peak. 

KRUXELI PASS.-Mr. Sclater sends us the following note with refer- 
ence to this pass, which is a very pleasant one, and deeerves to be 
more frequented. We have a promise from Mr. Sowerby of a paper 
on thii and the numerow other interesting expeditions which can be 
made from the Maderaner Thal. with which he is ~robablv better 

~ - 

acquainted than any other ~ n ~ l i ; j h  mountaineer : -~ge  pua'leading 
fiom the Upper hladeraner Thal to Unterschachen. in the Schachen- 
thal, deaerv; to be better known, now that the swiss Alpine Club 
Hotel, in the former valley, is ao much resorted to. In Ball's Guide it 
is merely alluded to as a hunter's paw c d e d  ' Krukeli.' I believe, 
however, ita correct name is Ruchm-kdli-i.e. ' Shales of the Ruchen' 
-the pses lying close under the mountain known as the Greater aud 
L e w r  ltuchen, and the descent into the Unterschachen-thal being 
effected by the shalee dwcending from the former. The whole pass, 
from the All.ine Club Hotel to Unterachachen, may be e a d y  accom- 
plished in about eight houra There is no difficulty for the practised 
mountaineer, though the slopes high above the right bank of the Hiifi 
Glacier, by which the aacent from the hotel is made, are rather preci- 
pitous, and require a steady head. There in a good hotel at  Unter- 
schachen (Hate1 et Pension Clausen). 

THE PEAK OF NAIOUATX, VENEZUELA.-We have been fkvoured by 
Mr. Jamea M. Spence of Manchester with the following particulara of 
the b t  w e n t  of this mouutain, which waa briefly alluded to in our 
lwt  number :- 
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' The range of mountains which strikes off at right angles from the 
Andes, near Barquisimeto, is about 180 miles long, and preaenta two 
p& near Caracas, the capital of Venezuela. They are mven milea 
apart, and lie to the north of the Valley of Cmacas, near the aea The 
Silla of Caracas waa firat climbed by Humboldt, who gives an account 
of it, though he do- not even mention the higher one-viz., the Peak 
of Niaguatsi-which I was fortunate enough to ascend On April 6, 
7, and 8, I c l i i d  the Silla; and as the rise and track are well known 
in Venezuela, I need not describe them, but merely state that I found 
its summit was 8,833 ft. above the sea I t  was during this ascent that 
I resolved to the Peak of Niaguatti, the view from the Silla being 
interc'epted by it. I had done many a day's stiff climbing in Cali- 
fornia, Arizona, and Norway, and here at last was a feat which promised 
to be worth the trouble. Humboldt had ignored its very exhence; 
and well might the walled flanks of ite ridgea make it eeem to him 
more like a Titan fortrees than a mountain. When I told my determi- 
nation in Caracas I was laughed at, and the most experienced moun- 
taineers said I might as well plan an expedition to the moon. But I 
had carefully scanned it with my g h ;  and had conjectured, from the 
form of its longest ridge, which was a high, jagged precipice, slightly 
inclining towards the foot of the Peak, that by traversing this we 
could get farther up than by any other route, and could determine our 
course aa we found it practicable. Gradually I succeeded in inspiring 
a number of my friende with a desire to attempt this ascent. The 
fact of the summit never having before been trod by human foot gave 
a zest to our plans, and we decided to leave Caracas on April 27. My 
party consieted of General Terrero, M. Bolet, M. Goering, M. Hhbel, 
Seiior Lisboa, Dr. Vaamonde, and our attendants. We reached Dr. 
Vaamonde's home, 3,000 ft. above the eea, the firat evening, and 
started at four o'clock the next morning. Striking N. across the 
valley on our mules, and up a bridle-path on a shoulder of the moun- 
tain, we arrived at the estate of TAwme, 3,325 ft. above the sea. 
Temperature, 69'. By 6 A.M. we got another rise, and were 4,255 ft. 
Temperature lowered to 64. We had frequently to deecend to lead 
our mules (which soon had to be abandoned) over the dangerona 
gullies, and passed a precipice where a man had been killed a fortnight 
before in his attempt to cross it. Ascending we caught a glimpse of 
the eharp peak of the Silla, to the left, all roseate with rays fmm the 
risiig sun, while we were still in the last shades of the expiring night. 
At eight o'clock we arrived at Gern, Duarte, a precipice which sepa- 
rates Naiguats, h m  the Silla, and here we had made 5,375 ft., The enn 
waa now getting up in strength, for the thermometer marked 75" when 
we were 6,550 ft. At ten o'clock we lost all track, and came upon a 
spring which proved to be our last chance of obtaining water. Three 
&Iske were 6lled, which, alas! was too scanty a mpply for such need 
aa we experienced. Now began our real hardships. We had to cut 
and break down branches to get through an almost imparsable wood, 
and the ascent all the time was ateep and trying. When we got out to 
the open the heat was intense, the thermometer indicating 78'. At 
length we came upon the place where the great fire of 1868 had devas- 
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tated this ;ide of the mountain, and the dry grnss which covered thh. 
almost perpendicular rise made the climbing as difficult and slippery as 
if on ice. At eleven o'clock my friends had breakfast; I preferred to 
refresh myself with sleep. Half-an-hour after starting w i n  we 
arrived a t  the foot of the first rock, which had to be surmounted with 
hands and feet, as there were no places where we could even stand, 
unless we held fast to the rocks. We accomplished this--of course 
using ropes-in an hour, and then had to descend through a wood, 
where we found recent traces of tigers. Ascending again, by two 
o'clock we had gained 8,175 R, and the temperature was 83". 310 ft. 
higher we found the dry bed of a small lake, which in winter would 
be filled with waters from the Peak, but was now covered with a deli- 
cate straw. I t  was here we decided to encamp for the night, our 
greatest hardship being the acarcity of water; and as we had no 
prospect of getting any more till we returned to the well from whence 
we had last drank, we offered a large sum to three of our attendants to 
go back to La Fuentc (Id la Vida and bring us a supply early in the 
morning. We gathered sticks fur firewood; and then, mounting the 
highest point near, surveyed the jagged, rocky eminences around, as 
well as the distant panorama, all of which are indescribable in a short 
space, but were magnificent in extent and variety. The thermometer 
llad now fallen to 4g0, and we suffered greatly &om the cold all 
night. We slept by turns till eix in the morning, and soon a h r  
the men arrived with water. Leaving them in charge of all 
blankets, provisions, kc., we did not need, we marched on. Vegetation 

. was now becoming scnrce; quurtz was very abundant, and here and 
there in wild conhaion lay enormous isolated massea of rock, which 
gave a most fantastic appearance to the scene. At lust we reached an 
eminence from which we had to descend ere the next peak could be 
climbed, and on our way had to leap a horrible chasm, over which I 
had first to go ere I could induce anyone else to venture. At length 
we came to a steep incline of solid rock which we supposed was the 
object of our expedition, and the sight of it filled our minds with 
despair. For a time we could discover no possibility of even scram- 
bling up to the top; but at length descrying a sort of slope, in a 
crevice of which there was sufficient vegetation to offer resistance to 
our feet, while with sticks and knives we could make clambering prac- 
ticable, we decided to attempt it, and succeeded in gaining the summit, 
when we found that the veritzble Peak was far ahead, formed of great 
columns of rock, aud looking at this distance like a gigmtic ruined 
temple. The baronleter now marked 9,340 ft., and the thermometer 
72'. Fortunately this rock we had surmounted was the abrupt end of 
a ridge which led to the P w k ;  but we had to crawl along a kind of 
gallery, flanked on each ~ i d e  by terrible precipices, and in no part was 
the ridge wider than 3 ft., and it was with the utmost difficulty we 
could become accustomed to its dizz height. After we had crossed it l we arrived in a wilderness of roc s, jagged and tortuous in form, 
bewildering and chaotic in extent; and we found growing in the 
gulchea great mawes of a gramineoua plant, which, being new to 
science, has since been nnmed the Cltu.~q~cea Spcncei. We climhed 
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the needle by twelve o'clock, and diecovered ita height to be 9,439 ft. 
above the sea, and apparently rising straight out of it, for down in the 
port of La Guaira we could count the ships! In a limited apace i t  
would be impossible to d d b e  the magnificence of the acene. We 
remained on the Peak but half an hour, for the thermometer was at 
82", and we were suffering intensely from physical aa well aa mental 
exhaudion. During the deacent I waa in agony from thirst. We 
could not apeak, for our tongues and lipe were swollen and perched. 
Suddenly Bolet remembered his painting-hk, and approached me 
with Samaritan eagerness. I drank, but could not mallow, %r the 
water had mixed with the turpentine with which the thing had 
been painted a few days before. We preeaed on to the encampment, 
with aching limbs under a burning sky. I reached it but to fall sense- 
less to the ground, thongh when water was given me I soon recovered. 
There is much still in my memory to tell of that perilous w e n t  of the 
Peak of NaiguatB, which I hope to do in a work I am now writing on 
Venezuela It may not, however, be unfit to mention here that the 
President gave me the only decoration ever awarded by the Republic, 
in recognition of being the first man who had ventured to the summit 
of that terribly precipitous mountain! 
THE PIZ ~~UNTEMTSCE OR JULIEB.-B~~O~ Albert Rothechild calls 

attention to the merita, aa a point of view, of this peak, which risee 
above the Julier Pass to a height of 3,380 mi.tres. He atatea that i t  ia 
accessible in five hours from the pass, and has been mended five or 
six times, but never by an Englishman, althongh the panorama ia 
much finer than from the Piz Corvatsch, Piz hguard,  and other 
frequented pointa in the neighboarhood. 
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A ~J-EEK IN THE GRAIANS IN 1867. B y  C. C. T[;CKEII. 
Read before the Alpine Club, J u n e  4, 1872.-( Cuntittuecl. ) 

T HE first half of our meek in  the Graians having been 
turned to good account, it remained to settle our plans for 

the Thursday, Friday, and Saturday-our imagination being 
limited by the necessity of reaching Cormayeur on the evening 
of the day last named. Two schemes were proposed, each of' 
which found its supporters. The first, and perhaps the most 
generally-favoured suggestion, was to betake ourselves on the 
Thursday to the chiilets of L e  Poucet, and to ascend the 
Grivola on the Friday. The  second was to cross the Col de 
Grancrou to Ceresole, and find our way back to tlie Val 
Savaranche by n new pass over a glacier marked ill the map as 
the Glacier du Grand Tetret. There was much to be said for 
tlie first plan. There \\-as a specious air of nobility about i t  
which wns attractive. \Ire had Mr. Ball's authority for hold- 
iiig the Gl-ivola to be tlie first object of the aspiring mountaineer 
in the district of Cogne, while the proposal appealed to tlie less 
exalted side of our nature by involving a walk on 'I?liursclay of 
three or four ho-urs only, and tlius making i t  possible to combine 
ultimate glory r i t h  the present delights of a long lie in bed. 

O n  the other hand, it was urged \\.it11 undeniable force that 
it mas n shame to waste what proinised to be a glorious day in  
a somewhat dull walk to a mere chglct, while n tine view fi.0111 

tlie Col de Grancrou was niorally certain. Ail ascent of the  
Grivola, too, on Fridiky, would 1c:ive us no good expedition fi,r 
the Sat11rd;iy consis tc~~t  with reaclling <'or~ii:lycur on tlie pame 
evening ; a new pass was quite as exciting u.j an nlrl i)eak, if 
not more so ; af'tcr all, we nccd not start so very early 1i)r the 
Col de G r a ~ ~ c r o u ,  siilcc Mr. Tuckett had s t r t r td  at  '3 o'cloclc, 
nncl had succeeded in mnkinp; his way across ( the  specin1 11leatlcr 
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forgot to add that he had also succeeded in being benighted, 
and did not reach Ceresole till the following morning). Lastly, 
i t  was urged, the path of duty ultimately coincided with that 
of pleasure, inasmuch as our rest-day would be spent at Ceresole, 
which there was reason to believe was a land flowing with milk 
and honey, and amply provided with that Asti Spnmante which 
was denied to the severer climate or more ascetic habits of Came. a 

A n  argument pushed to so fascinating a climax carried con- 
viction with i t ;  and at six o'clock on Thursday morning me 
turned our backs upon C o p e  and its Grivola, and trudgctl 
steadily up the Combe de Valnontey. I t  was a charming walk 
of some two hours to the foot of the glacier ; a perfect morning, 
meadows steeped in dew, groups of timber, with the pure fall 
of the Grancrou, and the massive shelves of snow and ice that 
lead up to the Grand Paradi3 gleaming through every interval. 

The Col iie Grancrou is a long, but certainly a worthy pass. 
The di5culties on the north side fall strictly within the limit 
of mountaineering science. An icefall, much addicted to send- 
ing down showers of falling stones; above, a labyrinth of 
crevasses requiring careful steering; and close to the very 
summit an icebank of exceeding hardness. defended. when me 
were there (and1 suspect alwayq, by a forrdidable beigschrund, 
are obstacles sufficient to trv the ~a t ience  and exercise the skill 
of a party led by good guides. 

A 

I t  took us nearly seven hours, not including halts, to reach 
the summit from Cope .  Time, however, might doubtless be 
gnined by keeping well to the left (i.e. the true right of the 
glacier) all the way up. T\'e had received a hint to this effect 
from bir. Tuckett, and so long as we followed his instructions 
all went easily. 

The difficulties on the other17 side of the pass are of quite n 
different order, and resolve themselves into a problem of' patli- 
finding. I n  order to reach Ceresole, which lies a good deal to 
the west of the Col, it is necessary to bear constantly from left 
to right, and to descend into Val d'Orco at  a boint far higher 
up the stream than would be reached by a direct descent. On 
the other hand, all the lateral ravines descending from the 
neighbourhood of the Col to the main valley trend from right 
to left. The consequence is, that the traveller making for 
Ceresole haa to cross a series of spurs, and the walking becomes 
fatiguing enougb Our chief dilemma was a t  a place where a 
broad and easy way plunged down through a gorge to our left, 
and a toilsome-looking zigzag led up to a notch visible in the 
high and rocky spur that bounded our view on the right. W e  
adopted the latter course, confident that a track so well made 
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(it was one of the king's paths) could lead us into no difficulty. 
W e  reckoned, however, without our host, for on reaching the gap 
the path abruptly came to an end at a sort of hunting-lair, 
leaving us disconsolate at  the top of: some awkward-looking 
rocks with the wished-for pastures visible far below. I t  was 
annoyin , but too late to turn back ; and the rocks, on inspec- B tion, loo ed possible, so we chanced it. Suffice it to say that 
we got down with less difficulty than we had expected, and 
were soon racing over the pastures beneath the eye of a fierce 
afternoon sun-Freshfield far ahead, followed by Carson a t  . 
top speed, followed at  a respectful distance by Backhouse, 
sorely grumbling, followed a t  a still more respectful distance 
by the guides and myself. The lower end of the Scalare, or 
ladder-gorge, down the steps of which the main stream of 
tlie Orco tumbles from its mountain-reservoir, was quickly 
entered. The shades of evening were already gathering in the 
deepcut channel, when, a t  a more moderate pace, we again 
began to monnt, and i t  waa with surprised delight that when 
we reached the top of the ascent we found the sun still sending 
a slanting beam acrosa the upper valley, rich with forest, and 
grandly ruled by the triple-crowned Levanna. I n  a few 
momenta the ray had disappeared, and night had fairly set in 
before we actually reached our destination-the little stabili- 
mento of Ceresole. 

When we were within a few yards of the door, I saw a 
startlin change come over the face of one of my companions, 5 who ha been till this moment in a state of supreme content- 
ment a t  tlie success of our day, and the prospect of more than 
Egyptian fleshpots a t  the end of it. A few steps more, and 
the mystery was solved. Garlic is a plant to which I myself 
am not over partial ; though, like everything else which I have 
met with, I can eat it when I am hungry. But with my friend 
i t  is otherwise. So exquisite is his sensitiveness to the most 
delicate approaches of this partidular herb, and so apparent are 
his feelings on each such occasion in his face, that he had ac- 
quired among us the endearing title of ' the garlic barometer.' 
The storm-drum waa not hoisted without a cause. Meat and 
bread, knives and plates, glasses-and, I believe, even the 
Asti Spumante of our aspirations-were all more or less tainted 
by the subtle - perfume, - and I fear my friend went well-nigh 
supperless to bed. 

The few pale-faced invalids who were at  the little mountain- 
station for the benefit of the waters looked upon us as simply 
incomprehensible, and made few advancea towards us in con- 
sequence ; but we found amusement enough in studying the 

1 2  
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garrulous little waiter-the figure which, when I try to recall 
the distinctive features of Ceresole, presents itself to my mind's 
eye to the almost total exclusion of any other impression. 
Whether this worthy thought to practise the art of conversa- 
tion when he had a chahce, or was merely glad of an oppor- 
tunity of blowing off at  our expense the steam generated 
during months of silence, he treated us during our whole stay 
to torrents of Italian dashed with ingenious combinations of 
the four or five French words known to him, and in this fashion 
man'aged, I believe,to express nearly all he had to say-(a really 
remarkable achievement, and a comparatively easy task)- 
and about twenty times more than we were able to comprehend. 

The whole of the next day was occupied by a strcll to the 
mineral spring to which Ceresole owes its being. 7\'e found 
the water slightly effervescing, deliciously cool, and acidulated 
-in short, better than mineral springs in general, and, as my 
friend remarked, wholly free from any vegetable taint when 
drunk in your own glass. The weather was again clear, but 
all day long there blew a furious gale of wind, bending the 
folinge of the valley, and whirling the snow from the horns of 
the Levanna. When we went to bed it was still roaring over 
the roof, and bursting against the windows, in a manner any- 
thing but suggestive of a happy day for the close of our Gmian 
week. Meantime we congratulated ourselves that we had 
been all day in the valley, and not fighting with the moun- 
taineer's most implacable foe among the wild ridges and couloirs 
of the Grivola. 

We had laid severe injunctions on the little waiter to 
call us early. H e  dared not disobey, and rattled noisily at  
our doors at about two o'clock ; but minded, if it were possible, 
to secure our custom for another day, he mingled his ministn- 
tions with s torrent of warnings against the tempest, which he 
affected to believe was still raging outside. I n  the midst of 
one's dreaming i t  was diEcult to believe that his vent0 orri- 
bile,' his ' inutile di levarei,' his impossibile di partire,' had no 
foundation in facts ; and it was only when Freshfield assured 
himself by inspection that the storm-cloud was represented by 
bright starlight, and the hurricane by a faint and refreshing 
breeze of dawn, that we became conscious that our path of 
duty was the mountain-side, and that if we wished to make a 
new pass, and reach Cormayeur that evening, the sooner we 
exltered upon it the better. One more shock awaited us before 
we left the inn. The waiter, unable to detain us, thought to 
speed the parting guest with a graceful compliment, and pre- 
sented each of us with his ice-axe, neatly brandcd with the 
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word ' Ceresole ' 1  Luckily, the hardness of the wood stood in 
the way of a satisfactory impression, but, even as it was, I fear 
the poor little man was somewhat chilled by the disapprobation 
which greeted his humble effort to please. 

Our programme for the day requires a few words of ex- 
planation. Prom the peak of L a  Tresenta, lying south of the 
Grand Paradis, there runs west and south-west a bold line of 
summits, broken in more than one place by deep and well- 
defined depressions. These summits, according to the latest 
cartographic authorities, are the Cima di Charforon, Poiute de 
Monciair, Pointe de Breuil, Mare Perci, Punta Four$, and, 
lastly, the Pointe de Nivolet, close to the comparatively low 
gap of the Col de la Croix de Nivolet, the limit on the west of 
tlie Graians of Cogne. A straight line drawn from the 
Stabilimento of Ceresole to the head of Val Snvaranche would, 
we found, pass directly between the Pointe de Breuil on the 
east and tlie illare I'erci and Punta Fourrl on the west, and 
would, if we calculated right, bisect the glacier of the 
Grand Tetret from end to end. And yet this pass, com- 
manding splendid views as i t  must, and on the map far the 
shortest route to Val dYAosta, had, till the year 1867, uni- 
formly been rejected in favour of the lower, more circuitous, 
and in every way inferior Col de la Croix de Nivolet. Fortu- 
nately, mountaineers are proof against the superstition that the 
longest way round is the shortest may there ; and we determined, 
i f  i t  were possible, to dethrone the Col de la Croix de Nivolet 
by a route Illore attractive to pedestrians, though not, perhaps, 
so well adapted to the less enterprising mule. 

B y  three o'clock we were away and marching up the valley 
by the light of the fast-fading stars. Past the church of 
Ceresole, founded on a ' roche moutonnCe,' and just a t  the spot 
where a brawling stream comes down the hill side on the right, 
we began the ascent. For  some three hours the climb was severe, 
first along the course of the little torrent--where every stream- 
side flower was adorned by the night's frost with delicate fila- 
gree of crystals-and then away to the left to escape the 
temptation of a well-made and enticing path leading in the 
opposite direction. Soon we started a bouquetin, who had 
been taking advantage of the hours of darkness to crop the 
delicious herbage of the lower slopes forbidden to his tribe 
during tllc day. The Leranna increased in gr:~ntlcur as we 
mounted; ant1 a little after six, having rn:ide good progress, 
we sat down to enjoy the view, to brcakhst, and discuss 
our further route. \Ve had by this time entcred a rcccss or 
shallo\v valley of smooth and water-worn rocks, intcrsperscd 
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with occasional patches of grass. Little tarns formed by the 
meltings of the snow-beds that lay here and there filled the 
hollows. A miniature glacier appeared on our left, and we 
agreed that we were not probably more than an hour distant 
from our Col, which could be none otber than the obvious de- 
pression which lay straight ahead. There were, however, ap- 
pearances which caused me a slight uneasiness. The rocks 
which bounded our valley on the left were indeed high and 
rugged enough to stand for the mass of the Punta Four$ and 
his fellows ; but could the mild crest to our right, only a few 
hundred feet higher than the level at  which we were, really be 
part of the main ridge, or the insignificant peak in which i t  
culminates really stand for the comparatively lofty mass of the 
Pointes de Breuil and Monciair ? I had a horrid suspicion that 
our real way lay somewhere over the great wall of rock and 
couloir to our left ; but in the meantime i t  was agreed to push 
on to our supposed Col, and settle the question of identity with 
fuller knowledge of the ground. 

I n  44 hrs. from the baths me found ourselves on the top. It 
is annoying to find on a wholly untrodden peak a substantial 
stone man. More humiliating still is the sensation, on proudly 
surmounting an original pass, of finding on the reverse side a 
broad and well-made path zigzagging up to one's very feet. 
Yet so it was. It was evident at  a glance to every one of us 
that we mere not on the north side of the chain at  all, but 
looking down on a glen curving back to Val d'Orco, and that 
the secret of the Grand Tetret still lay untouched behind the 
rugged ridge to the left which had aroused my suspicions 
dunng the ascent. 

Abraham Lincoln once, when asked his opinion of the 
earlier and unsuccessful siege operations of General Grant 
against Vicksburg, made use of a little apologue which 

This peak, &om which the panoramic sketch by Mr. Reilly is 
taken, is the highest point of a spur which diverges from the main 
chain in a SE. direction, and is called by Signor Baretti, in accordance 
with local usage, the Cocagna, in his paper entitled ' Stndi sul Gruppo 
del Gran Paradiso,' in the ' Bullettino del Club Alpino Italiano,' vol. ii. 
This nume is erroneody marked on the main chain in the Sardinian 
map, hlont Isbran eheet, nearly in the position occupied by the Pointe 
de Breuil, but is repeated somewhat smaller on the apur, and nearly 
in its true position, on the Cogne sheet of the map. The name of 
CormaBun, which is alvo marked on the main chain in the same map, 
and belongs to a lower point of the same spur, is sirnikrly repeated. 
Tlre gap first reached by Mr. Tucker is now distinguished ;rs the Col 
de h Porta Nuova.-Ii. C. NICIIOLS. 
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serve to illustrate our present positior. A certain garden 
suffered much from the depredations of a little pig, who used 
nightly to make his way into the cabbage-bed, in spite of the 
formidable worm-fence which had been erected to kcep out 
intruders. Puzzled at, the success of the pig, the owner of tile 
garden made a closer search, when it was discovered that one of 
t l ~ e  I n g ~  forming the fence was hollow, and that the pig, enter- 
ing from the outside by a hole at one end of the log, inadc his 
way into the cabbage-plot by a similar hole opening inside a t  
the other. By  a simple re-arrangement of the log, the owner 
b r o u ~ h t  both the holes to the outside of the fence, and watched 
tlie result. A t  his usual dinner-hour the little pig appeared, 
l ~ i s  tail absolutely curling with excitement at the prospect of 
the approaching meal, and cqtered his customary hole at the 
trot. His look of blank amazement when he emerged a t  the 
other end of the log and found himself still on the outside was 
left by the veteran rail-splitter to the imagination of his hearers. 
' General Grant,' added he, is always running in like the little 
~ ~ i p ,  but he always comes out on tlie same side.' 

finiulating the perseverance which finally enabled the Federal 
comniander to come out on the other side, me a t  once determined 
to repair our error while the day was still young. Our posi- 
tion with regard to the true watershed will be understood a t  a 
glance on reference to Mr. Reilly's admirable sketch. On 
our left and right as we faced the wall of rock were two slight 
ilepressions. W e  had a double inducement to select that on 
the rigl~t. It was to be reached by a rock-climb, while the 
other seemed to be defended by an ice couloir ; it also dis- 
pensed us from returning on our tracks, always an odious 
necessity.* IVe accordingly descended a few feet into the 
glen, and crossed some broad banks of dilrris towards the base of 
the wall a t  the place where a funnel-shaped pile of snow seemed 
to indicate a gully. As we approached tlle spot, we were 
further encouraged by the sight of a couple of chamois, who 
took to the rocks just at the point selected by us. The climb 
proved stiff, although not sufficiently so to induce us to use 
the rope, and in two hours from the false col we drove our ice- 
axes through tho corniche of snow which roofed the top of the 
ridge, and clambering through the hole thus made, found our- 
selves on the nQvE of the Glacier du Grand Tetret. There was 

An Italian party subsequently crossed the g p  we had p a ~ e d  by, 
and thereby created a second Col du Grand Tetrct, the most dircct from 
the hnmlct of Ceresole; our pass (numbered 1 in the woodcut) is prc- 
fi.r;~Lle I\,r those Louud for thc lowcr Val d'0rco. 
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no  mistake this time ; the ridge separating us from the Glacier 
d u  Alont Come on our right, the blare Perci, with its top 
strangely pierced and showing a patch of blue sky through its 
solid granite, on our left, and the broad and easy glacier 
~trc tching away a t  our feet, with the chllets of Pont  and the 
green pasturages of the Val Sa~aranche  just showing over its 
whitc and ample folds. 

Foreground and distance were alike enchanting. The rocks 
among which we sat were a-blaze with pink stonecrop. We 
had only to glance dournwards to  take in the whole length of 
Val d'Orco, till its bounding ridges melted into the Italian 
plain, or to raise our eyes to encounter the huge form of RIont 
Blanc towering above the nearer ranges. W e  had thought i t  
impossible to have a clearer view of Italy than that gained from 
the Tour St. Pierre, but  the ahnosl,here to-day was so pure 
that me could not only follow the golden threads of the rivers 
in their windiligs to join the Po, but clearly distinguish hedge- 
r o w ,  and even single trees upon the plain. 

O u r  descent was very rapid, half run, half glissade. W h e n  
me were half-way d o ~ n  the glacier, two chamois started from 
the moraine, and crossed in front of us, circling round within 
easy shot, or even stone's throw, in their endeavour to take 
refige as soon as possible in the  higher regions of the snow- 
field. They were instantly followed by thirty-four others, of 
every age and size, some-indeed so i o u n g  -that one almost 
fancied they might have been ~ l p t u r e d  by a fast runner. The  
guides were wild with excitement, and perhaps, in spite of 
penalties and gardes de cliasse, two or threc of the herd would 
have fallen, had Balley's gun been in his hands instead of safely 
stowed away with his eleven children in  the cottage a t  St. 
Pierre. Immediately afterwards we came upon the hones of a 
bouquetin, apparently long dead. Further search was re- 
warded by the discovery of the horns, lying some distance 
below the skeleton, in one of the little runnels by which the 
surface-water of the glacier is carried OK They were a good 
deal damaged by  the wet and exposure, but  me were glad to 
carry them off as a remembrance of the'beautiful, and hitherto 
unvisited, .glacier of the Grand Tetret. 

W e  q u ~ t t e d  the glacier by its left bank, and reached Pont  
in  some hour and a quarter from the Col, by a good cow- 
path. W e  walked sharply on to Val Savaranche, where the 
absurd individual who kept-and I trust (for the sake of those 
who stud Tature  in her most varied forms) still keeps-the 
inn, was a e l i e r  even than usual. The  p w r  man was aware 
of the sobriquet of ' Narmot ' which he had acquired, and 
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resented i t  greatly. H e  had, indeed, accused Payod on a 
previous visit of having been the author of the ' mauvaise 
plaisanterie,' and complained that he could no longer go down 
to Villeneuve witbout being chaffed. This, no one who was 
acquainted with his manners (those of a rather superior and 
very festive cr&tin) mould find any difficulty in believing. H e  
had been warned of our approach by the porter whom me had 
despatched the day before over the Col de Kivolet to secure 
us a carriage from Aosta, and had provided a fair luncheon for 
US in conseauence. 
- Three h&rs more brought us to Villeneuve, where we 
found quite a panic prevailing; a man apparently having 
just died of cholera, and others lying ill. I t  is an ill wind 
however that blows no one any good, and the commercial 
spirit of the English saw in the unfortunate occurrence an 
opportunity of transferring to their vehicle the available fruit- 
stock of Villeneuve at greatly-reduced prices. The guides 
howcver partook of the cholera scare, and, though offered a 
share in the spoil, superstitiously refrained until the carriage 
had surmounted the great step in the Val d'Aosta, and they 
were full in ~ i g h t  of their native snows. Then their scruplcs 
vanished, and with the scruples the larger portion of the pears 
and apricots. 

The glorious pass over the chain of Blont Blanc with which 
we closed this chapter of our tour does not come within the 
scope of a p p e r  on the Gmians. The latter are now too well 
known to need a paneg;y.ric. Suffice i t  to say that, what with 
the exceeding beauty of the region explored by us, the glorious 
weather we met with during those expeditions-.and, I may add, 
the good fellowship which prevailed amongst our party-no 
summer tour ever nfforded (to me, a t  least) more pleasant or 
brighter memories than are recalled by the title which stands 
at  the head of this paper. One member of that party (Mr. 
Backhouee) died in England in the summer of 1869, almost 
at  the moment when Mr. TYhitwell and I at  Grindelwald 
were making preparations for an ascent of the Eiger, which we 
hoped he would arrive in time to share. W e  mere on the way 
to the Nrengern Alp, wondering at  his non-arrival, when we 
received the news of his death. As one who took part in his 
last considerable expeditions, and might perhaps have shared 
in some of the more ambitious projects contemplated by him 
at  the time he fell ill, I may be excused for this slight reference 
to one whose least claim perhaps to the affection of his icnds 
consisted in his being a genial comrade and a bold and success- 
ful mountaineer. 



A Day and Night on tfre Bietsrhllorn 

years ago, as we stood on the summit of the X'estliorn, 
we had gazed both admiringly and longin'gly at the Bietsch- FV" 

horn, whose mamificent outline and exquisitely-beautiful 
details form one OF the most prominent features of that perfect 
view. A t  once we expressed a wish to attempt it, and were 
not a little disappointerl a t  zllmer's most discouraging reply 
that i t  was too schzocr for us. Though only too right, as we 
have since found out, he did not stick long ta his opinion ; so 
that for several years we had put down the Bietsclihorn on our 
list of summer projects without ever having actually attacked 
it. Kor when we left Zermatt on the morning of the 18th of 
September 1871, did there appear to be much hope of our then 
accomplisl~ing it. The weather seemed to have fairly gone to 

ieces. Dark and lowering from tlie first, we liad not reached 
Rands before the rain began to come down in a gradually- 
increasing deliberate way, which gave no hope of mending for 
that day a t  least. So, as we jolted along in our rattling little 
conveyance, seeking for as much shelter as we could get from 
a huge red cotton umbrella, borrowed for us by the driver from 
some chPlet on the road, we began recasting our plans to suit 
altered circumstances. As we were within easy reach of our 
friends at tlie Bel-Alp, i t  was only turning towards Brieg instead 
of Gampel, on our arrival at Visp. 

I cannot say that we felt very despondent at the prospect of 
rest and ease which this change of plans implied, for we had 
been worlting very hard indeed for the past fortnight. Almer 
was equally ~nclincd to view matters cheerfully, as lie would 
now he able to visit a great cattle-fiiir at Aleyringcn, where he 
hoped to have an opportunity of buying ' the last sweet thing ' 
in the way of cows and pigs-a prosl~ect seernin,nly as charming 
to him as a day's shopping i n  Pai-is would be to most ladies. 
' And the Bietsclihorn will be for next year ;' and i t  seemed to 
float away dreamily with all the other unvisited Yarrows ' of 
our experience. A t  St. Nicolas me had to give up our little 
carriage, and being burdened with a tent and more baggage 
than the two Almers could converiiently carry, we took as 

orter to Visp the youngest of the three brothers Knubel, 
Keter Joseph by name, with whom we had only parted a day 
or two before. But as we journeyed on the weather began to 
show most decided symptoms of improvement. Tlie rain ceasetl, 
tlie low hangillg mist, ~rhich liad hitherto envclol~ccl tlie wliolc 
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valley, aa with a veil, gradually dispersed, the clouds broke 
away, and the sun shining out in the most brilliant mood ima- 
ginable, soon lent life, colour, and cheerfulness to the whole 
landscape. This was irresistible. W e  all agreed that it would 
be trifling with Fortune to slight such manifest tokens of her 
favour ; and giving up all thoughts of inglorious ease and fat 
cattle, the Bietschhorn again became our motive and hope. 
W e  were to push on to Eicd that night, but the usual delays 
at  Vip-a place one is always glad to leave, and where, not- 
withstanding, one is always detained in the most unaccountable 
manner--made i t  quite 3 o'clock when we a t  last drove off, 
and 4.20 P.M. by the time we arrived at Gampel, at the entrance 
of the Lotsch-thal, where another delay occurred in procuring 
a horse for the lady of the party. A t  Gampel we engaged a 
a man called Peter Siegen, who had taken part in M. de 
Fellenberg's ascent of the Bietschhorn, to wcompany us. 
The sun had set by the time we had finished the endless zig- 
zags on the first part of our road, and darkness overtook us 
as we left the deserted little village, or rather group of build- 
ings, once used for smelting the silver ore brought down from 
the mines above. Not a pleasant road this to traverse in the 
dark on horseback, thought the unfortunate equestrian. The 
horse apparently shared the general aversion to water of most 
natives of the Rhone valley, and shied and backed whenever 
he was made to step into one of the many streamlets and small 
torrents hurrying across the path. Nor was i t  reassuring to 
hear the men caution one another, lest the poor animal should 
step betwcen the disjointed planks of the crazy little bridges 
which occurred now and then. Add to this the frightful state 
of the rod-a mass of loose rolling stones made slippery by the 
morning's rain, and by the streams running over them-which 
caused frequent and alarming stumbles and slips of men and 
horse. Besides all this, one could not but remember that rr 
fall might possibly end in the wild torrent of the Lonza, which 
we heard rushing along ever so many feet below the precipitous 
sides of the road, over which we were travelling in what would 
have been complete darkness but for the glimmer of a f'ew 
faint stars. I t  was a rapturous sight when the still far- 
distant light of Kippel suddenly appeared. Some of us 
were for seeking the curb's hospitality for the night; but 
more magnanimous counsels prevailing, we joggd  past the 
friendly light towards Ried, where we were very glad to amve  
at  a quarter to nine. The host of the little inn received us 
most hospitably-rather too hospitably indeed-for so anxiol~s 
war he to get us a good supper, that we dl but died of hunger 
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before i t  was ready, although we assured him that in our 
famished condition it mattered very little what he set on the 
table. Most unheard-of delicacies were at lenrrth suread out 

P 1 

before us-brains, livers, and the interiors of all sorts of wild 
animals. cu ln~ina t in~  in an entire scluirrcl ! which looked in the 

D 

dish so very like an obese snake, that, the edge of our hunger 
havinp bv this time been taken off. we could not make UD our 
mind:toiaste it, although no d0ut.t it was capital. 

Next morning was beautiful, and as we gazed upwards a t  
our peak, which just showed its summit above the darkly- 
.wooded hills which wall in the vallev. we longed to be off at . - 
once ; but one of o ~ ~ r  party being a slow walk&, and the days 
already very short, we knew i t  would be in~possible to reach 
the top a t  any decent hour unless me started from some higher 
point than the inn. The first day's walk would necessarily be 
a short one, as we could go no farther than the base of the 
mountain, and there pass the night in a tent, eetting off early 
the next morning. 

As there was no use in leaving Ried before noon, we amused 
ourselves with lookingover the ' livre des voysgeurs,'and in trying 
to make out, as well as wc could with an imperfect knowledge 
of German, the account given in the Swiss ' Jahrbuch ' for 
1869-70 by 3f. de Fellenberg of his ascent of our mountain. 
Whether it was that we did not arrive a t  the true meaning of 
the text. or that we were in a very reckless and absurd frame 
of mind; I know not; but there'were parts of the narrative 
which made us shout with laughter, although I think they 
were intended to excite very different feeliugs in the reader. 
From it we gathered that a t  one time the luckless narrator and 

D 

his companions were obliged to descend an ari.te literally 
h cnlifourchon. Instead of comnassionatine their most un- 

fl n 

comfortable position, a spirit of madness seized us, and we 
laughed till we mere tired as we imagined them. But  ' rira 
bien qui rira le clernier ' proved a true proverb in our case, for 
the time came when we fully realized what the difficulties of 
that same ridge were, and when they no longer affected our 
risible faculties. Meanwhile, unconscious of our approaching 
doom, we laughed, feeling quite positive that Ice should never 
ascend or descend in that fashion. 

Our host looked as if he had once seen a ghost, and had 
never quite recovered from his fright. H e  really was so devoted 
to our comfort that we felt quite grateful to him, until he in- 
formed us that he made no money a t  all by his inn, and kept 
i t  from purely philanthropic motives. After that, we con- 
sidered him as only following a strong natural vocation for 
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hospitality-in fact, a sort of lay monk of tlie order of St. Ber- 
nard on a mission in the wilderness of tlie Liitschthal. H e  
appeared to think that we must feel hungry every half-hour, 
and was constantly coming in to propose some new kind of re- 
freshment, as well as to report progress concerning the provisions 
being got ready below ; and thus let us into the secret of tlie 
' wildness,' if one may so call it, of his larder. I t  was the 
result of the hunting propensities of a very profitable lodger 
he was entertaining for the summer, who spent all his time in 
the woods shooting, accompanied by a curious dumb dog, 
whose acquaintance we also made. This dog could not bark, 
and wore a bell that his master might know his whereabouts. 
As our dog Tschingel, who was with us, came originally from 
the Lotsclithal, and very much resembled our new friend 
(except in his dumbness), we tried to ~ersuade him to frater- 
nise with one who was probably some near connection; but 
Tschingel indignantly repudiated the theory, and showed the 
most worldly-wise contempt for his poor relation, not suffering 
him to enter the dining-room. W e  were also much interested, 
and indulged in sundry speculations as to the origin and history 
of a very ancient pike and part of a suit of armour, both of 
gigantic size, which our host told us had been found in a 
neighbouring village, while clearing away the ruins of some 
cottages which had been burnt down. A dagger, found at  
the same time, and of equally wonderful proportions, he had 
given, he said, to hI. de Fellenberg. 

A t  noon we set off-a funny-looking party. Christian and 
Ulrich Almer carried the ropes and provisions, Knubel the 
tent, Siegen some blankets, a Hied porter a hotte full of 
nondescript articles for the cuisine ; and, lastly, an Oberlander, 
who had asked Almer to employ him, was loaded with a huge 
bundle of straw, which made him look like a walking hay- 
stack, and which was intended for those who were to deep 
outside tlie tent. Nothing could be more beautiful in its 
may than was our walk to the camping-place. After crossing 
the little stream in front of the inn, and going through Eome 
meadovvs, we entered the most solemn old pine-woods. Tlie 
brilliant sunshine which streamed here and there through their 
sombre branches dispelled all gloom, but could not banish the 
fccliug of quietness and mystery peculiar to them. IVe were 
sorry t~ leave their shade for steep, stony grass-slopes. The 
men here began to ather firewood as they strolled along. IVe 
climbed slowly, loo f ing back continually at  the various new 
peaks now showing thcmselvcs on the opposite side of the 
valley. Among these the Brcithorn mas conspicuous, and the 
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broad, level summit of the Petersgrat became plainer every 
moment. Siegen and the Ried porter, who was his servant, 
soon showed symptoms of fatigue, and were continually sug- 
gesting that i t  was time to set up the tent, as, if we went too 
far, i t  might be mconvenient to get water. Almer lent a deaf 
ear for a long while to all their remarks, until we had got on 
to the lower end of the great rocky mass which divides the 
Nest and Birch glaciers, and culminates in a point marked 
3,320 on the Federal map. Here he proposed that we should 
hnlt. whilst he nushed on alone to reconnoitre. Awav he went. 
climbing up some very steep rocks in his usual rapid manner, 
and mas soon out of s i ~ h t .  This seemed a favourable omor- . . 
tunity for examining sYegen with more attention than we could 
give him whilst walking. And he really was worth inspection, 
somewhat resembling one of Salvator Rosa's brigands, but 
still more the conventional stage representation of Mephisto- 
pheles. His dark eyes, heavy eyebrows, long black hair, and 
still longer moustaches. with that ~ecul ia r  twist in them re- 
rnarkabc in those of the chief persohge in Faust,' were most 
picturesquely set off by a slouched hat, ornamented with a long 
trailing bunch of cock's feathers. It was impossible.not to 
a t t e m ~ t  a sketch of him. and to this he lent himself verv com- 
plnce&ly, recounting the while various details of i f .  de 
Fellenberg's aacent, and dwelling especially on the really 
amazing quantity of wine he had helped to consume on that 
occsion. W e  were much edified, when, as he pulled olit his 
handkerchief, two or three sets of beads came out with it, 
which, he laughingly said, were none too many for the 
Bietschhorn. 

I n  about an hour Almer returned, having found exactly the 
place for our camp ; and, much to Siegcn's regret, we all set 
off to reach it, and arrived there at 4 P.M., the whole ascent 
from Iiied, with numerous halts, having only occupied 34 hrs. 
The two porters were sent back somewhat later. Our position 
was a commanding one. Looking back towards Ried (which 
we could not actually see), the Nest glacier was on our left, 
f i r  below us, the rocks on which we were standing rising very 
precipitously above it. On our right were wild savage cliffs, 
which rose higher and higher beli~nd us, until, far above, we 
could see the sharp summit of our peak looking down upon 
them. I t  seemed almost to beckon ue on to attempt it, as it 
shone out gloriously in the light of the setting Run, the rays 
of which made tlie snowy range on the o posite side of the valley 
glow with new beauty. In  the midst o i' this splendid scene, and 
after a much-enjoyed supper, we retired to rest, full of hope 
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for the morrow, though somewhat chilled by the cold Sep- 
tember night air. 

The night proved sharp and frosty, and we did not start the 
next morning till after 5.30 A.M., when the sun had gained a 
little strength. The party consisted of a lady, myself, the 
two Almers, Knubel, and Siegen. I t  was thought best to 
leave Tschingel, our faithful dog, behind in the tent, not 
because of any supposed incapacity on his part, as he was 

the most accomplished mountaineer of the party, but 
because Almer feared that he would throw down stones from 
above upon us, as lie always chooses his own route on the 
ascent and insists upon leading. 

JVe began a t  once to climb the steep rocks immediately behind 
our camp, and at  6.50 A.M. got on to the Nest glacier, near n 
large cave or hole formed by the rocks overhanging the glacier at  
their point of junction, on the side of the rocky mass mentioned 
above. With this cave, which we scarcely noticed a t  the time, 
we afterwards becarne rather intimately acquainted. Mounting 
the glacier gradually, meeting with a few crevasses, we soon 
reached the centre of the semicircle plainly visible on the map, 
and a t  the very foot of the mountain, which we now saw for 
the first time from tip to toe, being even able to distinguish 
one of the stone men on the summit. 

I t  may not be out of place here to give a slight sketch of the 
peak of the Bietschhorn. I t  is formed by the union of three 
principal ar@tes, running roughly towards the north, south, and 
west. The summit is a long and extremely shattered ridge, 
out of which rise three rocky towers, nearly equal in height. 
The southern ardte falls away precipitously tawards the valley of 
the Rhone, but the two others are more practicable. Mr. Leslie 
Stephen,when he made the first ascent of the mountain,in 1859, 
seems to have followed the northern arete on his ascent and 
descent. \Vhen the mountain wns climbed for the second time, 
in 1867, by M. cle Fellenberg, the ascent was effected, I believe, 
by the western, and the descent by the northern arete. Several 
attempts to ascend the peak failed, and ours was the next suc- 
cessful ascent. As will be seen, we exactly reversed M. cle 
Fellenberg's route. 

I t  was after 7.30 A.M. when we halted for breakfast in the 
centre of the semicircle mentioned above, after which repast 
we parted with Siegen, who showed no unwillingness to return 
to the tent, Knubel having petitioned to be allowed to go to 
the top, and Almer thinking that as Ulrich was also with us 
we could very well dispense with Mephistopheles. Turning 
to the left, our party of f i ~ e  marched over the glacier to the 



base of the northern artte, which we began slowly to ascend. 
The rocks were verv rotten. and fell down a t  the s l i~htes t  

0 

touch, so that we had to be very cautious in our movements. 
W e  gained the crest of the arete, after a good deal of trouble, 
a t  10.30 A.M., and followed it henceforth, with shght deviations, 
to the summit. It very soon changed into a very sharp snow- 
ridge, which had a threatening corniche overhanging the Jiigi- 
fim of the Federal man.. The weather un to this time had 
been perfect, and whenkver we could afford the time, we had 
been o d y  too glad to pause and gaze a t  the magnificent pro- 
spect which began to unfold itself before us. But  now a 
change came over the fair scene. A strong icy wind began to 
whistle about our ears, and rising clouds to surround us. The 
ridge along which we were cautiously stepping was already 
quite difficult enough, without this most unpleasant companion, 
and now became utterlv im~racticable. Abandoning it. there- , I - ,  

fore, for a while, we crept along the projecting rocks just below 
it, overhanging the Nest glac.ier, until i t  became somewhat 
wider, and we were able once more to return to it. But the 
snow here turned into ice, and many a weary step had to be 
cut before the first stone man was reached a t  12.30 r.x. The 
wind was still howling and nipping our noses, ears, and fingers 
pitilessly ; but, although there was now no hope of a view, we 
could not e-ive UD our summit. It was with difficultv that we 

D d 

made our way along tlie shattered ridgc, trying, whenever we 
could, to keep below it. A t  length we reached the top a t  
1.10 P.M., the ascent having occupied 7 4  hrs., including all 
halts. W e  could see nothin: beyond the rocks immediately 
around us, as we were enveloped in clouds, which the wind 
drove about tumultuously. I3ut, although we regretted the 
magnificent prospect fro111 the top, we were struck with the 
grandeur of what me could see-jagged rocks, splintered into 
every conceivable shape, piled up or strewn out in fantastic 
confusion. The drifting clouds also enabled us occasionally to 
form some idea of the gtartling precipices on all sides. 

After a very slender and hurried repast, we turned to  
desccnd a t  1.30 P.x., leaving our names in a bottle, carefully 
placed in the cairn. I t  was sliortly after that n startling sight 
greeted us. The sun was glaring through tlie clouds, like a 
smouldeiing ball of fire. Suddenly me perceived a rainbow 

f This point on N. ritlpe wns i n  lSG6 by an English party 
from the 12:tlt.icliicdcr .Jucll ~ritliout serious difficulty; but, owing to 
the retreat of tile ice, this nlode of approach to tile ~nountain is said 
to have bcromc difficult. 
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around us, and in the space between it and the sun our 
shadows were distinctly projected. It was almost uneartlily 
to see theqe figures of gigantic p r ~ ~ ~ o r t i o n s  moving as we 
moved. 

W e  had now got back to the first stone man, and the clouds 
were becoming more broken every moment, so that there was 
a chance of our being seen in the valley. l?'e therefore tied 
an old red handkerchief, which our host a t  Ried had asked w 
to use as a flag, to a stick, which was planted in the cairn, and 
was in a few minutes distinctly seen at Bied and at Kippel. 
IVe had no time to spare, and I rather believe the unexpressed 
wish of each of us was to get safely down again. 

According to our original plan, we were to have descended 
direct to Haron, between Turtrnann and Visp in the Rhone 
valley, at the opening of the Bietsch Thal-a route which 
some of us still think would have been the beat to adopt. 
Siepen, howevcr, had so opposed it, that Almer had given 
i t  up before starting. W e  then determined to return tl lcl  
same way by which we had ascended. That way, ho\vever, 
had proved so dan erous towards the top, that Almer. 
with his usual pru f ence, altered our course. The upper 
part of the western arCte being impracticable, he therefore 
led us down the great rock couloir, which opens out near 
the first cairn, and is well shown on the Federal map, being 
the space between the western ar&te and a spur of the southern. 
I t  was very steep, and the rocks, as everywhere else on this 
mountain, were of' the most treacherous and unstable descrip- 
tion, with no fixed principles to speak of. Almer meant, after 
descending this couloir for some distance, to mount to the 
right, in order to gain the crest of the arGte, and to descend 
by the northern face to the Nest glacier-an excellent 
plan, had it not proved impracticable, owing to the many 
little ridges which shot out from the main ridge, and hat1 
every one to be crossed to gain the crest a t  a practicable 
point. A t  first we were very cheerful about it, expecting 
every one of these contradictory obstacles to be the la~lt, 
but no sooner had we surnlounted one than another cropped 
a p  before our disappointed eyes, and we began to lose pa- 
tience. I t  would have been bearable, of course, however 
fatiguing, had we had any time to spare, but the light was 
fast fading, and, hurry as mucli as we could, we felt that night 
was approaching without any sign of a deliverance. So here 
we were, roe who had felt so confident that we should never 
follow M. de Fellenberg's route, descending the very way he 
mrnt up!  Ancl such rocks as they were! In the morning 
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there had been some pretence at  cohesion, owing to the night's 
frost, but now they had only too completely recovered their 
independence. They rolled down if one did but look at  them. 
One immense fragment euddenly broke loose from a ledge 
which we had just descended, and falling on the rope between 
Almer, who was leading, and his immediate follower, dragged 
them both off their feet. They went rolling over and over, 
pulling down Ulrich, who came next, so that the three exe- 
cuted several prodigious somersaults before they were stopped 
by the last two of the party. The rope was found to be almost 
cut through where the boulder had struck it. A second oc- 
currence of the kind, only a little less alarming, followed soon 
after; and what with Almer's continual ' Geben sie acht,' 

Dieses ist nicht fest,' ' Dieses ist ganz locker,' and the con- 
tinual rattling of stones about us, we became quite bemildel-ed, 
aild began at  times to fancy that the whole mountain was 
coming down about our ears like a card-house. The twilight 
was fading away when we crossed the last little ridge, and at  
length set foot on the arBte at  its extreme westen end. The 
moon had risen, but our old enemy, the wind, which had never 
ceased to blow, drove the clouds over her face, only allowing 
us occasional faint glimmers of li ht as we stumbled along, 
with many a fall on the cruel har I rocks, which, touch then1 
never so lightly with foot or hand, set off a t  once with an 
avaianche of smaller atones in their wake. A t  length, bruised, 
weary, and sleepv, we reached the snow-field forming the 
summit-level of the Rietsch joch a t  8.20 P.M., after a most 
painful descent of 6) hrs., the like of which we had never 
experienced, and hope never to experience agnin. Tha wind 
had now completely buried the moon in a bank of clouds, and 
the only light we had was that of a faintly-twinkling star 
or two. This mattered little so long as we were on the snow, 
through which we plunged rapidly, keeping to the right, until 
in 25 minutee we arrived at  the exact spot where we had 
breakfasted in the morning. W e  knew this, because we here 
found a precious little barrel of wine, left buried in the snow, 
the recovery of which we had been for clome time anticipating, 
as we had had nothing to drink since quitting the summit. 

After this our difficulties be an again. The glacier which t still lay between us and the roc y mass, on the lower part of 
which stood our tent (our tent I), which had become to us the 
very embodiment of home comforts and safety, had been 
traversed without much difficulty in the morning, but to 
descend it in almost total darkness was a very different thing. 

\Ve groped along after Almer, who guided himself in a 
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wonderful manner, occasionally even recovering for a, few 
minutes our morning's track by feeling with his hands for the 
steps cut in the ice, literally going h tdtons l Whenever we 
came to a crevasse, Ulrich sat down, and held his father by 
the rope, that he might creep over to find a safe way, and then 
direct us how to follow him. I t  was of course impossible, even 
with his consummate skill, to make rapid progress, and indeed 
we could not tell that we were not going backward instead of 
fbrward. W e  lost all hope of getting off the glacier for the 
night, but it was so bitterly cold that Allner would not allow 
us to make any halt, fearin lest we should freeze. A pleasant B prospect this, of creeping a most on all fours about a glacier, 
with the wind whistling arouud us in the most derisive manner ! 
h'ow and then the men would speak to one another, and in the 
midst of the incomprehensible patois gibberish which they 
always adopt on trying occasions, we could hear the word 
' loch,' and remembered a cave at  the edge of the glacier which 
we had passed in the morning. I t  seemed so utterly impro- 
bable that we should ever find i t  again, that we ave no thought 
to the subject What, then, was our delight w f en Almer ex- 
claimed (this time in comprehensible German) that he felt sure 
that we were near that cave. Untying himself, he went o f  
to reconnoitre, and joyfully called out to us to follow his track, 
as he had found it. It showed how closely he must, on the 
whole, have kept to the straight road, that in spite of occasional 
wsnderings, we actually came out a t  the very place where we 
hod taken to the ice in the mornin It was entirely due to f l~ i s  ~narvellous skill and sagacity t a t  we did not spend the 
night on the ice. I t  was now a few minutes past 11 P.M., as 
we f'ouud out by striking one of a few precious matches which 
we had brought. Our tent was not very far off, but we were 
too thoroughly tired out to think of any more scrambling down 
the rocks which lay between us and it. So  we thankfully 
descended one by one into the cave, which was large enou h to 
contain us all, though not the most comfortable of laces Bow- 
everywe wereonly too gladof the shelter which it & orded us from 
the cold wind which howled outside, and too delighted to be 
off the ice and able to sit down to complain of anything. '1Ye 
had no more provisiona, not having expected to be out so long, 
YO that the satisfaction of eating was denied to u s  W e  still 
had a very little wine, but that little was in a spiteful caak, 
o~t t  of which it was very difficult for an unpractised person to 
drink, and pouring i t  out into a leather cup in the dark was 
altogether too wasteful a process. Matches were now and 
then struck to find out the kme. In  spite of cold, hunger, P I I ~  
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discomfort, we would drop off to sleep for a few minutes; but 
whenever a dead silence showed this to be the case, Almer 
would jump up and begin jodelling in the most aggravating 
manner, or else he would circulate the hateful little cask, 
addressing us in the liveliest manner, and thus to our disgust 
effectually rousing us up  from our slumbers, which the wld  
rendered very dangerous. 

Before daylight the wind ceased and snow began to fall. 
MTe were not able to leave the hospitable hole till nearly 
5 A.M., after a stay of 6 hm. We them followed our previous 
day's route down the rocks, amid the falling snow, and regained 
the tent a t  6.30 A.M. Siegen came to meet us with a bottle of 
champagne, provided by our philanthropic host, for which we 
heartily blessed him. The thoughtful man had sent up two 
porters to the tent, to find out what had become of us; and 
seeing us afar, they lit a great fire, the very sight of which 
was cheering on that wintry-looking morning. Tschingel, who 
had threatened to devour poor Siegen when he first tried to  
enter the tent on his return the day before, and was only 
pacified by the most abject advances from him, gave us au 
uproarious welcome. The kettle mon boiled, and we had 
eome hot tea and coffee, after which we took a good rest in 
the tent, and descended to Ried in rain later on in the day. 
Our host received us with the choicest hospitality iu his power- 
a dish of brains for dinner. 

Thus ended an adventure which was not far from having a 
serious end, eince, in all probability, had we spent the night 
on the ice, this paper would never have been written. 

mountaineers of any considerable experience will, I 
think, at least in their hearts, join in the confession of M O S T  

one whose triumphs in the Alps are as numerous, as his pluck 
and skill and hearty enjoyment of a good scranible are un- 
doubted, and his ' regrets ' short-lived-that there comes sooner 
or later a period in their existence, even whilst spirits are still 
high and muscles vigorous as ever, when they welcome an occa- 
sional variation in the bill of fare ; not because the appetite is 
cloyed or needs coaxing, but because their palate has gradually 
become educated to appreciate a well-arranged mknu, and to 
prefer it to the mere process of devouring space and height, 
which, during an earlier etnge of their  bassio on, ~ssiimed in 
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their eyes, when out for a holiday, the character of the whole 
duty of man. Le t  me, a t  any rate, admit that, after a few 
weeks 'roughing i t '  in chklets, I no longer-if ever I did- 
turn up my nose a t  good quarters, and even-horresco referens 
-have been known to endure philosopliically the life of a tein- 
porary idler at Bellagio or Venice, when the Pennines or tlie 
Dolomites have turned sulky, and, like their betters under 
similar circumstances, are just as well left to themselves till they 
return to ' the even tenor of their way.' 

I t  does not, however, follow that a man should be idle even 
a t  Capua; alld i t  has long been my practice and delight to 
attempt to explore L i l l i ~ u t  when kicked out of Brobdignag, 
and to devote such occasions of temporary exile from the world 
of ice and snow to cultivating the acquaintance of niinor sub- 
alpine sumniita, upon which some of the happiest mol~ientv of 
my life have been passed. 

How few of us have, after all, really spent in a leisurely 
manner any considerable number of hours above 10,OUO ft. ; 
not. indeed. for lack of the will. but because want of time. 
threatened change of weather, cold, wind, failure to light the 
meditated pipe, sudden theories as to being able to cornpress 
three days' work into two if one only gets back by a certain 
hour, and could have a pleasant drive down a valley in the 
cool of the evening-a real luxury after a frizzling day on 
snow-an indisposition on somebody's part to feed a t  that par- 
ticular time, the discovery that the food, and, still worse, the 
wine, have been left a t  the foot of the final peak, exposed to 
the tender attentions of an omnivorous porter ;-these, and fifty 
ot,her reasons, generally liruit the occupation of tlie perhaps 
hardly-won goal to an hour or less. Should everything be 
favourable to a longer stay, how long is it before the guides 
are asleep? how much longer ere their eluployers follom 
their example, or become morose, monmyllabic, or misanthro- 
pical, as they 

' Look down on the hate of those below I ' 

Now, on those minor peaks that I have alluded to you may 
spend half-a-day if you please-there is no compulsion, re- 
member-and drink your fill of the glories of the view, and 
match the varying play of light and shade as the sun works 
round, and the crystal clearness of early morning is followed by 
flocking clouds, which so often double the charm of mountain 
scenery ; and, finally, carry away no fleeting i m v e  of the 
scene, but a carefully com1)osed picture, around whlch thoee 
uumerous little incidents cling which suggest the ' I say, old 
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fellow, do you remember how ?' &c. in the lon winter evenings, 
calling up a host of pleasant memories a n f  details wbich- 
empty nothings to the uninitiated-are, to a quondam comrade, 
stamped with a Mint-mark that will always give them currency. 
Amidst the more sensational reminiscences of the higher Alps 
such days stand out with peculiar ilistinctness and charm, as 
the eye dwells restfully on the soft sheen of pearls amidst the 
flash and glitter of more brilliant jewels ; and as I look back 
to many a pleasant leisurely lounge on such p i n t s  as the 
Buet, Dent de Midi de Bex, Cramont, Bfettelhorn, Piz Lan- 
guard, Monte Codinale, Pilatus, Becca di Nona, Monte Mon- 
terone, Aionte Generow, Monte Salvatore, Monte Genaro, 
Monte Cavo, Vesuviu~, hlonte Epomeo, the Apennine behind 
Vallombrosa, the Suprga ,  and some still smaller fry, I often 
congratulate mysell' that whenever the time shall arrive for 
me to hang up axe and rope there will still remain a prac- 
tically boundless field-a sort of old hunter's paddock-in 
which my aged limbs may continue for a while to toddle up- 
hill. 

Let  me not be misunderstood, however. One mnst first 
have wrestled with the giants thoroughly to enjoy the luxury 
of bowling over the dwarfs like ninepins; and let none who 
have no nearer acquaintance wit11 the glories and the charms 
of the haut-monde, the 'over ten thousand,' of the High Alps, 
than that Frenchman who confessed that though he had ' fait 
I'ascension du JIont Blanc,' he had mounted ' pas tout-&fait sur 
la  cime, mais jusqu'au blontanvert '--let none such, T say, s u p  
pose that they are capable of appreciating to the full the noble 
1)rospect which a lower panoramic summit affords to the initi- 
ated. Half the charm consists in the recognition-as the eye 

R' ances along or across a hundred leagues of snowy range or 
illowy sea of peaks-of details which intimate near associatiou 

has rendered alniost as familiar and dear as the features of 
aome old and beloved friend. There, in that defile yonder, 
you were stopped by an avalanche of snow in the dead of 
night, and had to tun1 out from the diligence ant1 run the 
gauntlet of the calling stones ; that peak just hehind is where 
your Almcr, or Lauener, or Anderegg, immortalised himself in 
the eyes of all right-thinking folk by cutting 1,579 s t e p  iu 
four hours fifty-seven minutes ; to the left, again, just below 
that patch of snow, is the exquisite Alp where we had such a 
jolly picnic; and so on-every fresh recognition bringing up 
some green spot in the past, till the whole scene is ~nstinct 
with happy memories. Therefore, sneer not a t  my confession, 
nor contemptuously remark that there is a chauce even of a 
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mountaineer colnine to his senses at last, and being compelled 
to admit that all hls past achievements have been merely a 
straining after that which might have been purchased of better 
quality, and a t  a more reasonable figure, stdl nearer to earth. 

Some years ago-when enjoying, from t.he cnrnpanile of St. 
Mark's, an exceptionally grand and clear morning view of the 

' Alpine height 
Of blue Friuli's mountaiue  ' 

that noble barrier which fills the northern horizon, sweeping 
round from Trieste on the E., to where the lovely outline of 
the Euganean hills glows purple and roseate with the t i nb  of 
sunrise-a longing seized me to reverse the point of view and 
gaze upon Venice, and the sea, and the town-studded plain, 
from some favourably situated peak of the Dolomites or their 
outliers. Many a time did I stand upon one or other of there 
summits, but only to find this particular desire baulked by 
cloud or the intervening haze which so constantly conceals 
all details of the lower count,ry to the S. of the Alps. In  

Ianning, however, a campaign in the Dolomites with Mr. E. %. l\7hit~vell, for the summer of 1870, I proposed to include, 
if possible, a visit to the Bosco del Consiglio, above Serra- ' 

valle, as to which my friend Mr. Gilbert's beautiful and, a t  
' that time, recently published volume, Cadore, or Titian's 

Country,' had excited in me a lively interest and curiosity, and 
to combine with it, on our way to Barcis, Cimolais, and Pieve 
di Cadore, an ascent of Monte Cavallo, whence, if the weather 
were but favourable, I promised myself that my hopes of an 
extensive panoramic view over land, sea, mount.ain, plain, and 
city would be realised. It is, however, always well to have 
a second string to one's bow ; and as my eye carefully scanned 
sheet F 3 of the great map of Lombardo-Venetis, I perceived 
a pnint named Col Vicentino ' (' Col' being derived from 
' colh,' and having no connection with ' col,' a pass), the 
highest summit of the long outlying ridge forming the south- 
ern boundary of the noble Val di Mel, where stand pleasant 
E'eltre and fair Belluno, and over which our route miglit prob- 
ably most conveniently lie, as it is nearly in rr line between 
Belluno and Serravallc, through hoth which places we proposed 
to pass. I h  height (5,859 ft. Ball, 5,788 ft. Tlinker) far over- 
topping anything to the soiith, and its position-at a suficient 
distance from the chief peaks of the Dolomites to give to the 
northern view quite a panoramic character-were alike full of 
l)rotnise, whilst the irltervenilig deel), broad trcnch of the Val 
di Me1 not only ensured a beautiful middle-distance, but could 
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not fail, by contrast, to render more impressive the wild, fan- 
tastic ranges beyond it. I n  short, everything indicated that i t  
possessed all the special requisite3 for ~vhich I had so lung beer; 
in search. 

W e  had entered the mountains alrnost immediately after 
quitting Verona, on X a y  19, and had devoted the second half 
of that month and the first week of June  to the Baths of Re- 
coaro, the Sette Commuui, Bassano, Feltre, Primiero, and the 
neighbourhood of the Vals Fassa and Livin:rllongo ; but, 
owing to the variable weather, our bag-with the exception of 
Whitwell's great achievement, the ascent of the redoubtable 
Cimon della Pala-had as yet been confined to rather a lnild 
order of game, such as tlle Cima di Post;&, Monte Pavione 
(Colle di Luna), Monte Fradusta. Jlonte Roche, the Swso dei 
Mugoni, and the Cilna di Afezzodi above the Lago d'lilleghe. 

It was nearly midnight on June  9, after a hard day's grind 
through soft snow beneath the mighty western cliffs of the 
Civita, and a dark and rather chilly drive from Agordo, that 
we reached tlie comfortable A1berg.o del Cappello at Belluno 
(1,256 ft.), fully prepared to apprec~ate the luxury of spacious 
apartments, clean beds,. good cookery, and excellent baths- 
not to mention a charming outlook from one of the old towers 
of the city-wall-all of which the house and itu garden afford. 
To get up late and to spend a pleasant lounging morning 
partly in visiting my excellent friend, Signor Sperti, formerly 
of Pieve di Cadore, but now holding a judgeship at Belluno- 
whose acquaintaccc I owe to the thoughtful kindness, so often 
experienced, of Messrs. Gilbert and Churchill-and partly in 
seeing something of the town ; to enjuy to the full that 
greatest of luxuric~ after a few weeks of a rough mountain 
life, a prolongecl overhauling of one's unkempt locks by a 
skilful 1t:ilia.n barber; and, finally, to lay hands on and de- 
vour the fresh fruit for which we had bccn thirsting for some 
days 1)ast-such was our progranirne for thc morrow. W e  
hoped to get such information about the Col Vicentino as 
would supplement the general indications of the map, and sup- 
posed that by starting very early on the lot11 we should reach 
the summit in co~nfortable time to ensure a clear view, if the 
weather should prove fine. Signor Sperti, however, strongly 
advised us to take advantage of a certain upl;~nd farm-house 
high up on the flank of the mountain, to \vhicli his introduction 
would procure us admittance. 

Accordingly, a t  four in tLe afternoon, liddin$ adicu to our 
k i d  and polite friend, Whitwell and I, II ith Christian Lauener 
and Santo Siol-l)ac~, of Cortina d ' A i n ~ ~ ) ~ ~ z o ,  started in a carriage- 
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and-pair ; and, rattling across the bridge which spans the Piave, 
commenced the ascent of t l ~ e  gently undulating ground be- 
yond. Winding up by country lanes embosomed in greenery, 
through which, as we looked back, we obtained from time to 
time charming views of the picturesque city, perchcd on the 
promontory occupying the angle between the ravines of the 

, Ardo and Piave, and crowned with its noble diadem of Dolo- 
mite peaks, and passing through the village of Faverga, we 
reached in lcss than an hour-and-a-half the still higher hamlet 
of' Cervoi. I t  was interesting to note in both of them, as well 
as amongst the scattered houclecl passed on the road, numerous 
s~)eci~nens of those old thatched, moss-grown buildings which, 
as Mr. Gilbert has remarked, Titian mas so fond of introducing 
into his pictures, and which are so rarely met mith elsewhere 
in Italy, for this Val di Me1 was one of the great painter's 
favoui-ite sketching-grounds. ' The valley is soft mith rural 
beauty, a beauty half Italian and half English. White build- 
ings, country-houses of the pleasantest sort, partly villa and 
partly farmstead, sparkle on every side, surrounded by trim- 
cut alleys of beech and hornbeam. Bowery lanes wander 
amongst careless orchards (where the friendly folks insist 
upon filling your hands and pockets with apricots or walnuts), 
and lose themselves in a network of green fields, or enter upon 
bits of open common ; and there are considerable tracts of 
woodland. On the S. the valley is shut in by a long range 
of downlike hills, open and tempting to the foot ; but upon 
these the eye will seldom rest, by reason of the excelling gran- 
deur of the N. side, where the broad valley is fenced in by 
romantic forms, chiefly Dolomite, towering peak behind peak, 
crag on crag, iu grand array, and fading Into distance both E. 
and IV. . . . . Now, though Titian might owe much of 
this feeling (for nature) to his native Cadore, and t.he lower 
Ceneda country is not without the charm, yet to this Belluno 
scenery he was, I think, most indebted for his genuine fmn-  
stead life. Carlore is too Alpine; Ceneda too near the level, 

' sultry, and perhaps unsafe plains. The Val di Mel, on the 
contrary, midway, lapped aluong the hills, sheltered from war, 
sweetly open to the sun and breeze, verdant, broken, bright 
with orcllards and with glossy bluffs, was the very scene for 
all that loving intercourse with nature which makes the bliss of 
country life.'" 

A t  Cervoi we quitted our carri e and set out on foot for 7, Valdart, an easy stroll of I t  hour, y a path mounting gently 
- - - -- - -. - . - - -- - . - 

Gilbert's ' Cadore.' 
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upwards, or zigzagging round a succession of narrow but deep 
ravines, affording some striking examples of the erosive action 
of water. A heavy storm of rain caught us when about half 
the distance had been accomplished ; but though the prospectr 
of the weather were not altogether encouraging, it was really 
a most fortunate circumstance for us, as the air was thus 
thorou hly cleared, and a much finer view by this means en- 
sured k or the foliowing morning than we should otherv~ise 
have obtained. 

The good man and his wife who occupied the finely situated 
farm-house of Valdart, were somewhat taken aback a t  the sud- 
den appearance in the dusk of the evening of four strangers, 
armed with ice-axes ; but on learning our object, and whence we 
came, they received us hospitably, and prepared for Whitwell 
and me a comfortable bedroom, whilst apolo 'sing to our guides 
for being compelled to lodge them in a lo 7 t, where, however, 
they had little need of pity, as there was a good supply of hay. 
After the rain, the air was fresh and sharp, and we glailly 
gathered round the bright, crackling fire in the small smoke- 
encrusted kitchen, and ate our supper and smoked the evening 
pipe before retiring to rest a t  an early hour. 

Next morning me were up a t  two, and off a t  three for the 
Col Vicentino, just as the bright moonlight began to fade 
before the early dawn. The air was keen and invigorating ; 
and though here and there light fleecy clouds that seemed to 
have lost their way and to have been walking in their sleep, 
hung motionless above the valley of the Piave,- 

' With wings folded they rest on their niry nest, 
As still  aa a brooding dove,' 

there was every indication of a magnificent day. The cows 
and sheep werc still dozing around the ' casera ' Costa-a chlilet 
or ma{qa, on the spur of the mountain within half an hour of 
the summit-as we passed i t  a t  3.40, and, pushing rapidly on, 
we gained the highest point a t  4.10, just before the sun 
emerged from behind the Friuli mountains with the greatest 
splendour, and lit up with rosy tints of exquisite beauty the 
mighty array of Dolomite peaks, and the more distant giants 
of the central snowy chain. I n  the opposite direction a light 
mist at first obscured the atmosphere, and interrupted the 
view of the vast expanse of plain and of the open sea; but in 
less than a quarter of an hour it gradually lielded to the in- 
creasing. power of the sun's rays, and one after another the 
great citles, with Venice as their queen, lay spread out beforc 
us aa on a map, shining like opals in the glowing morning light. 
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It would be teclious, if not i~npossible, to name all the well- 
ta which we recognized ; and I will merely say that 

Serraval e Ceneda, Conegliano, Treviao, Cittdelltt, Castel- 
franco, Venice and the sea, Padua, Vicenza nith the church 
of Sta. Maria del Monte-each arch of the arcade leading up 
the side of Monte Berico clearly to be distinguished, though 
distant about 47 miles as the crow flieg-and many another 
town and village far beyond towards Verona, which was itself 
hidden by intervening hills,-dl were so distinctly visible, 
that at Venice, for instance, 40 miles off, every building, the 
ships in the port, the railway causeway, &c., could be clearly 
made out with a small telescope. Between us and Treviso lay 
the great ' nosco del Xlontello' (which Santa told us that he 
had, when a soldier, helped to clear of supposed brigands or 
n~uuvuis sujets), stretching dark and fungus-like over the plain 
fi)r many a league, its sombre surface forming a striking con- 
t rmt with the brilliant sunlight-flooded houses and crimpanili, 
and great breadths of' golden grain, amid which wound many 
a silvery thread of water. 

Turning once more, in the opposite quarter, to the glorious 
valley of the Piave, which forms the middle distance of the pic- 
ture, with Belluno shining like a gem in its bosom, the eye 
ranged over such an array of peaks, clear, sharp, and cloudless, 
as might stir the heart of even the most blusk mountaineer. 
First to the left or west came, as an outpost, the great plateau 
of the Sette Communi, which we had visited with great interest 
two or three weeks before, with the Cime delle Dodici and 
delle Undici. Next followed the ridge of the Monte l'avioue 
(Colle di Luna), the higheat point of which I had twice 
ascended (the aecond time with Whitwell a fortnight previ- 
ously), the Cima d'Asta, the Orteler goup,  tne Sasso Mag- 

iore, I 'dle di S. Martino, Ciina di Fradusta, Cimon della 
k a l a ,  Cima dellr Vezzana, Monte Agner, the Martnolata, I'ieco 
Serra, Monte l'ramper, Monte Pelfs, the wonderful obelisk 
aiguille of the Gusella di Vescova, the Civita, Pelmo, Sorapis, 
Antelao, Mnrmarole, the peaks of Cimolais, and Monte Cavallo 
-to name only some of the principal summits-and finally, 
the bounding ridge of the ' Bosco del Consiglio,' which we 
hoped to pasa ere nightfall. It was a rarely beautiful view- 
one of the finest I ever beheld-combining almost every ele- 
ment of loveliness, variety, and grandeur, and 1 longed that 
some of the worthy citizens of Uclluno might be stirred up to 
follow in our steps, and those of our probably not very nu- 
merous predecessors. 

W e  were naturally in no haste to quit ouch a tjceue; but at 
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length, about 7.30, after three-and-a-half hours of keen enjoy- 
ment, and careful study with map and telescope, we collected 
our things, and following the ridge for a short distance in a 
S.S.Ur. direction, till a sort of col was reached, traversed by 
a track of some sort, dropped down some 5,000 feet by the 
S.E. flank of the mountain, upon SerravaIle, which we reached 
at 9.50, after a very warm walk, during which all attempts to 
discover water fit to drink proved futile, though the ravines 
and dry torrent-beds gave evidence enough of its destructive 
force at certain perinds. To those who, like ourselves, had 
been breathing the fresher air of the mountains, the heat a t  
Serravalle (512 feet above the sea) was most oppressive; but 
the hospitable roof of a L a  Giraffa7 proved a very refreshing 
refuge ; and the excellent host and hostess, who are models of 
courtesy, made us so comfortable that we a t  once decided to 
defer our departure for the nosco del Consiglio until the after- 
noon, and to d:vote the interval to rest, dinner, and a visit to 
the local objects of interest, prominent amongst which id 
Titian's grand picture of the Madonna and Child in glory, with 
SS. Peter and Andrew beneath-the gem of the so-called 
Duo~uo. 

This last is indeed a noble work of art, aud would alone 
amply repay a visit to Serravalle, even from Venice. A 
curious interest attaches to it, which is thus referred to by 
Mr. Gilbert * : ' Upon a t  least one occasion Titiau visited 
Serravalle when on his way to Cadore. H e  went to take 
instructions for a large picture of the Virgin with St. An- 
drew and St. Vincent. This was in November of 1542, 
and it was not finished till five years afterwards, when he 
wrote requesting that it sliould be sent for; and, on the 
ground of having substituted St. Peter for St. Vincent, de- 
manded an addition of 25 ducats to the payment. The Ser- 
ravallians, failing to appreciate so highly the Prince of the 
Apostles, declirled the extra charge, and nioreover insisted 
that the picture should be forwarded at the painter's own ex- 
pense. Much litigation ensued, and six more years elapsed 
before a con~pronlise was effected. The incident amusingly 
illustrates the very business-like character of Titian, while it 
is by no means a solitary instance of the conten~porary hag- 
gling over a work that posterity deems priceless.' t I will not 

' Cndore,' pp. 42, 43. 
t This statement reminds me, espcially in one p in t ,  of a story of 

Tu lne r  which I heard the late Mr. B. G. Windas, uf Tottenhnnl, tell 
wv11eh;lrs a boy? now nearly twenty yean ago, 1 went wit11 my fittlrer 
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attempt to repeat in other words what Mr. Gilbert has already 
so well expressed ; but referring my readers to his charming 
volume for a multitude of details, and some of the most felicitous 
descriptions of scenery with which I am acquainted, I may 
venture to mention one or two points which are either un- 
named or barely alluded to by him. I n  the landscape beneath 
the Virgin, and between the figures of St. Peter and St. 
Andrew-the latter of whom carries a square cross instead of 
the usual diagonal one-is introduced the ship tossed by the 
waves of the sea of Galilee, the mountains surrounding which 
are certrri~ily not dolomitic in character. On a sculptured 
fragment introduced in the foreground is painted in capital 
letters T ITIAN.  The picture is gorgeously framed, and ad- 
mirably hung, and I should guess its cimensions at 12 feet in 
height by 8 in width. On either side are paintings by Car- 
paccio-locally assigned to Pordenone-an Annunciation, and 
SS. Peter, Bartholomew, Agatha, Catherine, and, I think, a 
third female saint. These are interesting, but suffer by com- 
parison with the Titian. and have been much restored, I fancy. 

The small Gothic chapel of 8. Lorenzo is completely covered 
internally with frescoes, possibly of the fifteenth century, but 
mostly in so ruinous a condition that, being no expert, I clo not 
venture to pronounce an opinion ; especially as Messrs. Crowe 
and Cavalcaselle have, with their usual indefatigable diligence, 

to Fee his magnificent collection of works hy our great colourist. Ilnlt- 
ing before a very fine landscape, he said, nearly in the following wclrds, 
as far as my memory serves me : ' Thereby hangs a tale which is 
curiouely illustrative of the eccentricities of genius in general and of . . 1 urner in  particular. That picture was a commiseion for which I 
ngreed to give him ao many hundred pounds. In due time, Ireceived 
a note informing me that i t  was finished, and asking how I would have 
it  sent; to which I replied, ' I  Come and dine with me, and bring it  your- 
uelf." T o  this he assented; and, knowing his business-like apprecia- 
tion of prumpt payment, I drew a c h q u e  beforehand fbr the sum agrc-cd 
upon, and, after dinner as we eat over our wine, handed it  to him. IIe  
looked a t  i t ;  folded it  u p ;  put it  in his pocket; and, a t  last, thanked 
me;  but with a certain effort, and a reser-ie of manner which satisfied 
me that something mubt be wrong, though what it  could be I could not 
a t  first guess. I was certain that the cheque had been drawn for the right 
amount, but suddenly it flabhed across niy mind that he possibly a t  
tlie moment i ~ r l n g i ~ e d  he had ~ t a t e d  the price in guineas whilst I had 
pa.id i t  in pounds. Wishing at  once to clear up  the doubt, I said, I' I 
t h ~ n k ,  Turner, that uqaa the sum ; 1 can't surely have been ~o stnpid 
as to mistake guinearr for pounds 1 " " Oh no, it's right enongh ; btct I 
pair1 .ix.for the&." ' I have never well this in print, bnt it ce~tainly 
Sewrrrs to he recorded. 
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routed out almost everything worthy of note in this district, 
and carefi~lly catalogued and described i t  in their admirable 

History of Painting in Xorth Italyy-at least as respects 
those painters who lived during the period embraced in the 
two volumes already published. Orre picturc in S. 1,orenzn is 
pronounced by them to be possibly a youthful work of Basaiti ; 
and they note, though with little praise, another over an altar, 
representing SS. Jerome, Agatha, and Lucy, with a hill-city 
and landscape in the background, which I rather took a fancv 
to, partly perhaps because the head of St. Agatha reminded 
me of sonle old favourites bv Sandro Botticelli. There arc 
two or three handsome ~ a l a z i i  in the town, some of which, I 
believe. date from the fifteenth centurv. and are claimed bv 
Dario of Treviso as his own work. ~ l t&e the r  there is a gooh 
deal to repay the visitor, in addhion to the romantic situation, 
and I was surprised to find a place of so much importance. 
Under the Italian rule, Serravalle has been united to its 
neighboul- Ceneda, undcr the name of Vittoris, and we were 
told that the combined population amounts to 17,000; but I 
suspect that this number is not far from double the correct 
one. 

A t  3.15 we started in a camage for Fregona, calling on the 
way a t  Ceneda to see the ' Annunciation ' by Preritali, the early 
associate of Titian-' Andrea Bergomensis, Johannis Bellini 
Discipulus,' as he signs himself-in the church of S a n h  Maria 
del nlesco. Ridolfi relates that Titian frequently stnpped at 
Ceneda on his way to Cadore, in order to visit this picture, 
nrld that he always looked at it with rapture. However much 
truth there may be in Messrs. Crowe and Cavalcasselle's re- 
mark that the artist is ' a t  best a second-rate minter. who 
copied from Bellini, Carpaccio, and Cima,' there 'is great ten- 
lerness and grace in the composition and colouring of this 
picture, which deserves a passing visit. 

There are a t  least five or six ways of reaching the ' B o w '  
from the N., W., and S. Mr. Gilbert describa,' with his 
accuetomed felicity and accuracy, what may perhaps be con- 
sidered the principal one, as i t  follows the course of the natural 
outlet of the drainage of the plateau. I n  the ' Zeitscltrift der 
Dcutsclren Alpenrereinz,' Vol. I. Par t  4, will be found a paper 
by Dr. Wellenthal, who, starting from Serravalle, mounted 
in a N.E. direction by way of Monte Augusta, Lanigo, 
(L%nago ?), and Monte Pizzoc, and thence followed the ridge 
overlooking the Lago Morto as far as Monte Prese. Here the 

' Cadore,' pp. 4 6 4 .  
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path turned nearly due E. and descended to the central 
meadow of the Bosco. I n  returning, they struck the ridge 
to the north of the Monte Prese, and reached the Lago di 
Santa Croce by a short cut on a sledge down steep slopes of 
dCbris. 

W e  selected another of the southern approaches-the next, in 
fact, to the east of that followed by Dr. Wellenthal-by way 
of Fregona ~11'1 Piai, to which lace the carriage-road extends, 
atid then hy the caRera ' ~aitoften, our object being to enjoy 
to the utmost the marvellous view over the Venetian plain, 
which is obtained throughout the mc.ent, and resembles in 
character, though its extent i~ greater, that from the fine new 
road to the somewhat similar plateau of the Sette Communi, 
which zigzags up from Cogolo in the valley of the Astico. 

Fregona was reached, vik Ceneda and Anzano, in little more 
than an hour. The road traverses a most charmingly undu- 
latsing country, richly wooded and cultivated, and with a wealth 
and luxuriance of vegetation I have rarely seen equalled. 
Devonshire-like lanes, worn deep in the fat loamy soil, were 
bordered by hedgerows of hazel and other bushes half smothered 
and strangled in the embrace of perfect tangles of ' travellers' 
joy ' and rampant vines, which, after climbing to the top of the 
nearest trees--often fifty to sixty feet high-were not satisfied 
until they had also covered the banks on either hand with thcir 
trailing greenery. 

A t  Piai we engaged a porter to carry a portion of our traps 
as far as the casera ' Cadolten, near the rim of the central 
plateau or basin, and at 5.15 set out, not without some fears 
of a ducking, as several sharp drenching storms of rain had 
already overtaken us, and the sky to the S. and S. W. looked 
very threatening. A t  every foot of ascent the view behind us 
and on our right increased in extent and beauty, and if the 
storms that were now chasing each other in quick succession 
across the plain did not allow of our seeing it in anything like 
the same perfection as in the morning, they at  least treated us 
to some most extraordinary atmospheric effects, the more inte- 
resting as they seem to be peculiarly characteristic of this 
neigliboul~hood, and to have been frequently represented by 
Titian, especially in his drawings. Mr. Gilbert has so ad- 
mirably said all that is needful on this subject that I will not 
attempt to repeat the same thin in a less satisfactory manner : 7 fiufTice it here to say that I a lude to those sharply defined, 
blue-black, torrential discharges of rain moving in solid blocks 

- .- 

a ' Cadme,' pp. 85-9. 
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over the face of the country, and blotting out for a time 
every feature of land and sky during their passage, like so 
rnxny waterspouts. As the vivid lightning flashes from their 
murky bosoms, and rival peals of thunder crash amongst the 
hills, one could almost fancy them to be the ghosts of those 
lumbering old galleons of ancient days engaged in a running 
fight with some buccaneerin rascal who little thought at the t time that he was founding t e British navy. For  a quarter 
of an hour or so, one would lose sight of some dozen quiet 
little ' paesi ' here, there, and further away, that had been 
simmering in the sun~hine, as the various isolated deluges 
enshrouded them, each sharply circumscribed, but coming 
down, not as the poet remarks, 

' As if the lid were off 
The universnl teapot,' 

but as though nature in those parts were indulging in several 
local ' kettledrums '-it was a little after five o'clock-and 
something was wrong in each separate brewing. 

lITatchinrr this atmosnlieric disnlxv. and loath to turn our -. L r -  

backs upon it, we mad; slow progress up the outer barrier, 
which, barren, rocky, and in itself uninteresting! fornis the 
setting to such a paradise of greenery within its c~rcling l in~.  
A t  every turn we met peasants, mostly charcoal-burners, haaten- 
ing down, befire night should overtake them, frorn their work 
in the forest above to the lower villages cozily resting in the 
folds of the hills, each individual almost invariably trailino a 
log of n o d ,  which, by solile mysterious means, he contrive8 to 
keep from perpetually hitting his heels as it came sliding down 
behind him over the rough stony track. 

Suddenly mists swept over us, the wind moaned dismally, 
i t  grew instantly chilly, and we began to speculate whether we 
phould get that night to the ' Palazzo,' as the central estab- 
lishment on the ' Pian del Bosco ' is called. 

' Noi andavam per lo vesper0 attenti 
Oltre, qunnto potcn gli occhi rrllungarsi, 
Contra I rami serotirli e l~iceuti : 

Ed ecco a poco a poco un fumo fmi 
Verso di noi, come la notte, oecuro, 
Xi: dn quello era loco da cansari ; 

Questo ne tohe gli occhi e 1' aer puro.' 
Yurg. xv. 110-6. 

The track now bore a s a y  to the left, and, turninp from 
the plain, struck inwanis dong the side of a dry ravine till 
it emerged upon a sort of open upland, where, as far aa the 
mist mould permit 11s to see anything, there appenrecl to be a 
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fair amount of pasture. Here are the 'casera' of Cadolten 
and some smaller dwellings, whose occupants supplied us with 
water-a scarce article in these parts-and gave us some direc- 
tions as to our further course. our ~ o r t e r  having to return in 

I C )  

order to get home before darkness set in. I t  was now 7.45, so 
that we had occupied two-and-a-half hours in ascending from 
Piai, a distance which might very easily be accomplished in 
two-thirds of tlie time. 

Soon lashing rain came tearing through the mist as we 
pushed rapidly on, aud suddenly we found ourselves face to 
face with some vague but monstrous forms towering up against 
the grey background which, on a nearer approach, proved to 
be grand old beeches, the outliers or advanced picket of the 
mighty forest which stretches away over hill and dale for many 
a league beyond. We were speedily in the thick of them, 
though still mounting gently; but presently a sort of col 
appeared, the rim of the happy valley mas reached, and the 
path sloped downwards to the N. Amidst the deepening 
gloom, but with occasional glimpses of the moon between the 
cloud-rifts, we threaded our way along muddy, rain-soaked 
p a t h  orer a gently undulating surface densely wooded- 
here, I think entirely with beech, which, we were afterwards 
told, attain their greatest dimensions in this section of the 
forest. Always descending on the whole, sometimes puzzled 
by diverging tracks, once getting a hint from a woodcutter, 
we finally, at  8.30, threequarters of an hour after leaving the 
' casera,' emerged upon the central plain or meadow after 
about two-and-a-half miles of wood-walk. A t  8.45 we reached 
the substantial building, of hospice-like exterior, called the 
' Palazzo,' situated on a knoll a little S. of the centre, where 
reside the head inspector or ' Guardia Generale,' Signor d'Oro 
(or Doro) with fourteen subordinate ' guardia-boschi,' and a 
sort of innkeeper who does the cooking, &c., and entertains 
such travellers as chance to come here-for the most part con- 
fined to wood contractors mid charcoal merchants, I should 
imagine. The fare and accolnrnodation are homely, but quite 
sufficient for the requirements of mountaineers; and as the 
air was rather chilly after the heat of the morning, and the 
only fire in the place seemed to be the one in the great kitchen 
chimney, around which the household was assembled on our 
arrival, we were not long in retiring to our room upstairs, one 
of several opening out of a corridor, and very similar in cha- 
racter to those cf an ordinary hospice, though more deficient 
in the furniture and waslung departnient. 

The day had been a long one, and as me prnposcil to spend 
YOL. VI.-NO. XXXIS.  L 
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the greater part, if not the whole, of the following one (Sunday) 
quietly at the ' Palazzo,' or in ita immediate neighbourhood, 
the sun was already high when we were at  length roused by 
the hum of many voices ; and, on looking out, found the house 
surrounded by an orderly and welldressed but very talkative 
crowd, consisting mostly of shepherds, woodcutters, carbonari, 
and so forth, with a sprinkling of women, lads, and girls, who 
had assembled from many a hidden nook in the ample folds of 
the great forest to attend mass, which is celebrnted in a chapel 
a t  one end of the ' Palazzo ' by a priest \vho, I believe, comes 
up for that purpose from the lower outside world. As may be 
supposed, the religious ceremony, which all seemed to join in 
with much earnestness and devotion, was preceded and fol- 
lowed by an immense amount of gossip, and I strongly suspect 
that many a hard bargain is struck on these occasions. Indeetl, 
the ' Guardia Generde,' in full uniform, sat for hours in his 
private bureau giving audience to a succession of clients, with 
whom he appeared to transact a considerable amount of busi- 
ness, as many of the dealers from the plain select Sunday for 
their visit, since it brings them into contact with all the 
various classes of the forest folk with whom they may have 
busine~s relations. Mass was over before we had finished our 
breakfast, and as the men lounged on the green   ward outside, 
or laid siege to the vino nostrano of our host, me joined some 
of the groups, and talked about mood and charcoal as a pre- 
liminary to extracting more general information, especially in 
connection with a meditated ascent of Monte Cavallo on the 
morrow, and the selection of the best point of attack. As 
they gradually swarmed into the ' Palazzo,' Whitwell and I 
sauntered off across the green undulations-like a bit of the 
Roman campaynu-of the central meadow, towards the wooded 
slopes on the eastern side, and, stretched beneath the shade of 
pines, in this part constituting the principal growth, whose 
ancestors may have served 

' to be the mast 
Of Borne great ammiral ' 

of the republic in her former days, whilst the gentle breeze 
Made in the levis grene a noid soft, 
Accordant to the foulis song on loft,' 

enjoyed our own quiet little service, and lounged away the 
mid-day hours in talk and reverie. 

The Bosco' is famous for its strawberries, which are 
gathered in vast quantities by the children, and taken by them 
to Sermvalle, Ceneda, and other towns or \-illages ; but, un- 
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fortunately, our visit was a little too early for us to enjoy this 
luxury. The circumference of the extreme verge of the 
plateau, sloping inwards crater-like on every side but the 
north, must be about twenty miles, and the diameter about 
five miles from \Ir. to E., and perhaps six from N. to S., whilst 
I should guess the elevation of the ' Palazzo ' to be not very 
far from 3,500 feet. The central meadow, roughly circular in 
form, may be about I f  mile across in every direction, aud 
from it the girdle of forest-mostly beech, but including a 
large amount of ine, and from 14 to 2 i  miles in breadth- 
rises in gentle un B ulations, 

' Shndc above shade, a woody theatre 
Of Rtnteliest view,' 

to where 
' Yet higher than their tops 

The verdurous wall upsprung,' 
cutting off all the outer world, save where, to the NW., the 
Dolomites of the lower Val di Zoldo, or to the NE., the nearer 
group of Monte Cavallo, reared their varied forms above the 
partial depression in the bounding rim. Some six or seven 
isolated ' casere '-cattle-stalls, with house attached for the 
shcnherd-dot the surface of the central meadow. or ' Pian 
delL~onsig1io,' whose generally even floor is broken' by nume- 
rous hollows. such as characterise the district of the Karst 
between ~ r i & t e  and Adelsberg, though of inferior dimensions. 
Some of them were drv. and others more or less filled with - - , , 
stagnant-looking water, covered with slimy scum of water- 
plants, alga?, and conferva?, &c., whence came the ceaseless 
croaking of myriads of frogs, and sundry emanations, more 
risible to the eye after eunset thnn during the day, which must 
I think render their neighbourhood by no means desirable for 
constant sleeping quarters. The great want of all this district, 
both in an esthetical and practical point of view, is water. No 
babbling brooks trace their lines of silver amidst the brown 
beech leaves, or burst into daylight from rocky crannies, as 
in the more favoured limestone ranges N. of the central zone. 
After heavy rain, indeed. improvised streams converge from 
all directions towards the central area; but, arrived there, they 
merely c o ~ ~ v e r t  its circumference into a temporary morass, and 
then drain away into the cavernous limest,one beneath, filling 
the basins already described, but carrying their music and  
their coolness to the hot and thimty plain below through sub- 
terranean channels, like that most reniarkable one a t  Oliero, in 
the gorge of the Brenta above Bassano, by which t.he dr:rinnge 
of the ' Sette Communi ' plateau is discharged. Thc wine of 
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the country being often of that description which, as the poet 
feelingly remarks, mould 

Rive the gizzard of an ancient cock, 
Or make n brazen monkey weep,' 

the position of a teetotaller a t  the Palazzo, unless he be a 
Dutchman and accustomed to the flavour of ditch-water and 
chickweed, would be a painful one, for I doubt whether the 
liquid furnished by the ponds, and rich in froggy extract, is 
really safe for those unaccustonled to it, though boiling may 
possibly improve i t  in a sanitary point of view, even if it does 
not remove that suspicion of ' body ' which its appearance and 
bou uet suggest. 

h e r  dinner we heard from some of the latest lingerers of 
the morning gathering that they were inhabitants of a certain . 
1it.tle settlement called Canaje, lying to 'the E. of h'. a t  a 
distance of 14 hour in the direction of' Monte Cavallo, and as 
they were starting to return, and offered to lodge us for the 
night and show us the way, we gladly availed ourselves of so 
promising a proposal, which would save us a tedious addition to 
the next day's work. W e  accordingly set off together a t  4-15, 
after a friendly parting with our host, and leaving a message for 
the courteous ' Guardia Generale.' who was still busv with his 
contractors and men over books, contracts, and measkements. 
His fourteen subordinates are all armed with pun and revolver : 
for, besides their duties as foresters in the ord"lnary sense, t he i  
practically constitute the police of a district which, from its 
position and character, might otherwise become the resort of 
mauoais sujets. Our new companions informed us that none 
but the 'guardie boschi' are allowed in theory to carry, or 
even possess, firearms, yet that everybody had them, and 
moreover used them, for casual sporting purposes, so that 
game had naturally ceased to exist throughout the whole ex- 
tent of the forest. A year or two Eefore, indeed, an event 
had occurred in the ehape of the visit of a she-bear and her 
cub, who, however, merely strolled through the district en 
touriste, and, I believe, gave no one a chance of a shot. 

On the northern bounding rim \re halted for a quarter of an 
hour, and then dived don-n~rards through charming glades of 
beech, past Valmanera and the ' caseray Costalta to the Pian 
Canaje,' and so to the little wooden huts of the quiet settle- 
ment above. These are very diminutive and closely grouped 
together on a small space of tolerably level ground, partially 
cleared from trees. and from which the woods s l o ~ e  u~wards  

I I 

and downwards in dense masses of greenery. 
Seating ourselves on a bcncli at the door of one of the first 
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houses, which proved to be a sort of osteria, we soon found 
ourselves surrounded by, and in lively chat with, almost the 
entire population, who turned out to examine the strangers- 
the first English they had ever seen. A little magnesium wire 
and ' drawing-room lightning,' supplemented by a few simple 
conjuring tricks, and the gift of some packets of needles, 
delighted the women and children, whilst the men mere nothing 
loath to try our tobacco and relate stories over their pipes of 
the good old times to fresh, and presumably uympathizing, 
ears. Under the old Austrian rpjime, a man might have as 
much wood as he pleased ; at least, if he might not cut down 
a tree a t  his own absolute discretion-at Canaje they are all 
woodcutters-he had only to indicate his wishes to the central 
authority, or ' Forst Inspektor,' a t  the ' Palazzo,' and the re- 
quired permission was rarely withheld by the representative of 
the Imperial ' lErarium'-the ' Bosco' constituting what is 
called 'iirarisches Gut.' But  ' now, if you so much as break 
a bough for firewood off a decaying or fkllen stem : nay, if you 
even collect the chips after cutting down a tree according to 
contract, the ' yuardie' are down upon you. They ain't bacl 
fellows; but what can they do ? No, the times are changed, 
-ecco siznori ! ' and so on. I t  must be rattler hard lilies to 

0 

live surrounded by timber and yet have to pay, and dearly 
too. for everv stick of firewood. esneciallv if such a state of 

.I , I 

things is of quite recent origin. 
These people appeared t,o us to be of a decidedly superior 

type, both as to manners ~ n d  intelligence, many of them speak- 
ing both German and Italian ; and i t  was with no little in- 
terest that we Iieard from one of their number that they were 
originally of the Sette Comniuni stock, and had migrated when 
the gradual destruction of their own forests had put an end to 
their means of livelihood as \voodcutters. The first emigrants " 
consisted only of five families: but as these increased a ~ ~ d  mul- 
tiplied, they split up into as many little settlements, of which 
three are in the neigl~bol~rhood of the Palazzo, and one near 
Osigo, whilst Canaje is the fifth. A t  present they number in 
all about 280 souls, and have quite abandoned their old ' Zem- 
bro' dialect-a sort of Suabian patois, many words of which 
mould be intelligible to the peasantry of the N.E. of S\vitner- 
land-though one old man could still speak it. Our informant, 
who was really a very superior and intelligent man, had first 
attracted our attention by asking, after learning that we were 
English, whether we knew the works of un certo Miltone,' or 
the ' Storia di Ser Gudterio Scott,' both of which he said he 
had rcad in translations with great interest ! 
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Jieanwhile our supper had been preparing, and we were 
now summoned to enter the barraoue. whlch. thorourrhlv 
emoke-grimcd and of Lilliputian dime&iobs, s e r v k  as the&;. 
What  was our astoni~limttnt to find. in s t r a n ~ e  conhast with 
the surroundings, a table-cloth and ;apkins OF spotless purity, 
clean plates and cups, and brightly-polished spoons and cut- 
lery, whilst an attentive hostese was at hand to supply all our 
wanta, so far as her modest etores would admit of. The roof 
was, indeed, sooty enough; but that was merely an almost 
inevitnble condition of the locality, arising from the nature of 
the fuel, and the discouragements thrown by the authorities in 
the way of constructing more commodious and substantial 
buildings ; whilst, as far as depended on the population itself, 
the race, with German instincts, in spite of Itnlian surround- 
ings and limited means, asserted its preference for cleanliness 
and propriety. IVhcn, about ten o'clock, we suggested that 
i t  was time to retire, in ignorance and great doubt as to the 
probable character of the sleeping accommodation, no less a 
surprise awaited us. W e  were led to another small hut of 
by no means very promising external appearance, but were 
ushered into a wooden room, of small proportions i t  is true, 
but  exquisitely neat, and containing a bed of ample dirnen- 
sions, well provided with really snowy linen, equal to anything 
that the best Swiss mountain inns could furnish, and doubly 
welcome for its s~otless  cleanliness. Altogether. the time 

0 

epent amongst these kindly, hearty, simple people, is a very 
 leasa ant s ~ o t  in our memorv. and we should like to have seen 
kore  of t6em had time per&itted ; but we had an appointment 
for the 14th at Pieve di Cadore, with the rest of our party, and 
in order to keep it, it was necessary to leave Canaje very early 
on the morlling of the 13th, if we meant to ascend Monte Ca- 
vallo, and, passing over its summit, reach Cimolais via Barcis 
the same evening. 

W e  roused a t  2.45, got some coffee, paid a nominal bill, 
and a t  3.30 started with one of our friends to put us in the 
way, and a porter who was to carry our riichsachs over a 
low pass S. of Monte Cavallo to the ' ma1 a,' or ' casera,' of 
' Pian del Cavallo,' to which we propos ecf to descend after 
bagging our peak. W e  struck up through the wood on the 
south eide of t l ~ e  village, a course which ultimately involved 
some detour, and I believe loss of time, so that i t  was 4.45 
when we reached the Yalentina alp. A ridge descending from 
Monte Cavallo had next to be traversed, in order to reach the 
north branch of the Val di Piera, and then our course lay up 
a narrow ravine Icading right into the heart of the massif. A t  
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its head was a depression, the peak to the south of which a p  
peared to be the highest, though still further to the right there 
was another summit seemingly of about the same altitude. W e  
decided to gain the ' sattel,' follow the ridge to the nearest point, 
and reconnoitre from thence ; and, after half an hour's halt for 
breakfast, resumed our march. One hour's easy walking from 
the Yalent,ina alp placed us on the ridge, and twenty minutes' 
ascent of the broad arete to the south of it sufficed to gain the 
peak, which we a t  once perceived was overtopped, though but 
slightly, by its southern rival. Fortunately, it appeared prac- 
ticable to pass from one to the other, so, without lingering, we 
walked or clambered along the easy but picturesque connect- 
ing ariie ; and, after a short but more interesting scramble up 
the steep final rocks, reached our goal in twenty minutes, a t  
6.50. Its height is 7,377 feet, and though the view was by no 
means so clear as from the Col Vicentino. it was vet verv ex- 
tensive and full of interest. Behind us the great i r een  Erater 
of the ' Bosco' lay spread out in all ita beauty, whilst far away 
the Dolomitcs on one hand, and the rich plain and flashing sea 
on the other. each lent a anecial and contrasted charm to the 
picture. ~d the east the ktmosphere was hazy, and we failed 
to make out Trieste-which indeed may very possibly be con- 
cealed by intervening hills-or to obtain more than glimpses of 
the ranges stretching away southwards from it towards l'ola. 

After spending an hour here most enjoyabl 
down in one more on the opposite or east face o ?, the we mountain, 
over steep rocky slopes, every cranny of which was filled with 
luxuriant vegetation-the mountain is one of several scattered 
along the south border of the Alps, well known for their 
botanical treasures-and along a sort of dry lake bed, almost 
straight upon the huts of the ' Pian del Cavallo,' where milk 
and other chLlet luxuries were forthcoming, and had ample 
justice done to them, delaying us till 9.50. The porter had 
duly arrived, so, shouldering our 'riicksachs,' we strolled 
leisurely downwards in a northerly direction through the Val 
Isola della Stura, charmingly wooded in its middle and lower 
portion, to Uarcis in Val Zelline, about six milea above ite 
termination in the plain of Friuli. Here we encountered an 
obstacle the very last for which our waterless experience of 
the previous two days had prepared us. Between us and the 
village flowed the broad but rapid Zelline, rivalling in its ex- , 

quisite purity and delicate tints of green, brown, and blue, 
those lovely streams of the Sxlzkammergut and Styria; but 
the bridge was gpne ! and there was nothing for i t  but to wade, 
ill1 op-ration wh~ch was: by no means disagreeable, cxcept that 
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our delicate consideration for our boob-not shared in by our 
two men-induced us to carry them carefully, and surrender 
our bare feet to the tender mercies of angular dolomite peb- 
bles. The water came in places nearly to mid-thigh, and was 
deliciously refreshing, though a trifle too forcible here and 
there for perfect luxury. 

W e  lounged, dined, and dozed away the heat of the day at  
Cilli's quaint and very fair inn, and at  4.15 started off once 
more up the picturesque valley for Cimolais, which we reached 
at 7.45, after a very agreeable walk through much interesting 
and varied scenery, of which the beautiful Zelline was the 
constant and special charm. There is a very fair char road for 
some distance, but i t  has never been completed, and has gone 
to ruin in many places, so that Cimolais is not very unlike 
Primiero used to be before the new mad from the Val k'assa by 
Paneveggio, the Costonzella Pass, and S. Martino di Castrozza, 
was constructed. 0. Brescha's (or Brescia's) inn furnished 
us with very fair quarters; but L mill  not dwell longer on this 
region, which has been so fully described by Mr. Gilbert,* 
and does not come within the special scope of this paper. Suf- 
fice it to say, that on the morning of the 14th we proceeded 
up the gradually narrowing valley, through gorges of really 
great grandeur, to the opening of the northern lateral Val di 
Fontane-a walk of two hours-and turning into the latter, 
and striking off up its northern branch, the Val di S. Maria, 
reached a col at  ita head in t w o  hours more. Glorious views 
of hlonte Cridola, and the fantastic chain of aiguilles between 
it and our position, here opened out ; but a heavy storm was 
brewing to the N.W., and already the Riarmarole and Antelao 
were hidden by dense clouds, from which darted flash after 
flash of forked lightning, so we did not long delay, but bearing 
away to the left, followed the ridge of hlonte Vedorchia; and 
after sundry halt8 in hay chitlets to seek refuge from torrents 
of rain, reached Pieve di Cadore in two hours' walking from the 
Pass, thorou hly soaked, and quite prepared to do full justice 

-. 

B to  the good are which, thanks to the exertious of the ladies of 
our party, who had preceded us by some hours, was soon in 
readiness. 

4 ' Cadore,' pp. 63-66. 
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NEW EXPEDITIONS. 
Noks of the following expeditions-believed to be in part or wholly 

new, or not made before by English mountaineers-mere received too 
late for insertion in the last number. 

WESTERN ALPS. 

NORD E m  OF MONTE ROSA, July 5.-Mr. Coolidge, with the two 
Almera, made the second recorded ascent of this peak, from the Hiffel. 
Keeping to the north of ' Ob dem See ' and nscending a steep snow-wall, 
they emerged on the upper snow-fields, and only struck the ridge at the 
base of the final rocks. The cairn built round a pole by the party of 
1861 was in excellent preservation. The expedition occupied seventeen 
hours, including all halts, owing to the extremely soft snow. 

A NEW COL DES BOUQUETINS, July 2.-blessrs. W. B. Rickman 
and A. B. Hamilton ascended to the Col de Mont BrulC by the ordi- 
nary route from Arolla. When half way between that Col and the Col 
de la Valpelline, they turned off to the left, and reached without diffi- 
culty the snow plateau at the head of the Glacier de MontminC, at the 
point marked Col des Bouquetins in the Federal map. The view of 
the Val Pelline, Italian ranges and Graians, from a deep fosse round 
the base of the rocks on the right, waa very fine. Skirting the base of 
the northern peak of the Bouquetins, they made for the gap in the 
ridge from which descends on the other side the glacier called in 
the Swiss Club map Glacier des Bouquetins. An overhanging cor- 
niche of about 10 feet in height had to bo cut through on the 
southern ~ide .  The descent to the Glacier d'Arolla is very steep, and 
later in the Beason would probably require some step-cutting, but 
on this occasion there was no difficulty, owing to the quantity of 
snow. The times occupied, exclusive of halts, were, from Arolla to 
top of first col six Lours, to top of second col two hours, and the return 
to Arolla two hours and a quarter. 

TIIE MOMING PASS, August 27.-The Misses A. and E. Pigeon, 
with Jean Martin of Sierre and Johann Schaller of Randa, crossed 
this pass by a route different from that ordinarily taken. Leaving 
the highest chalet on the Arpitetta Alp at 4.15, they ascended tho 
ice-fdl of the Morning glacier under Lo Besso, and then followed the 
snow-field which circles round a t  the base of the ridge called 'Le Blanc,' 
to the foot of the final ice-cliffs leading to the pass, which wus reached in 
five hours and three quartera from the Alp, halts included. The weather 
being very bad, and the guides unacquainted with the way to Zermatt by 
the Hohlicht and Rothhorn glaciers, they kept to the left from the pass 
and descended to Randa by the buttress of the Schallhorn between the 
Hohlicht and Schnllenberg glwiers, partly by an ice couloir much 
exposed to avalanches, portly by rocks and snow-slopes, the whole route 
being very ateep and d~fficult. Zermatt was reached at 8 p.m. This 
line of dement had previously been taken by Martin on July 8, with 
Monsieur Javelle of Lausnnne, but is not likely to be generally pm- 
fcrred to t l~c  direct route to Zermatt usually folloacd. 



CEXTRU ALPS. 
UNTERRACIIRORN (tirc. 11,800 feet), September 2.-Ifis Breroort, 

Mesms. A. Fairbanks and W. A. B. Coolidge, with Cllristian and Ulrich 
Almer, made the first ascent of this peak iiom the Belalp hotel. T h e  
party reachcd witllout difficulty the ridge connecting the Unterbildhorn 
with the H O ~ I P ~ O C ~ .  Then ascending a steep rocky face, which looks 
quite hopelese from below, but is comparatively easy, the p i n t  marked 
3,512 mEtrea (11,621 feet) in the Federal Map was reached in fiAy 
minutes from the ridge. A very much shattered arhte led thence to 
the ' Allerhijchste Spitze,' for which an aneroid gave a n  approximate 
height of 11,800 feet. The view waa extremely fine, especially over 
the Pennine Alpa 

AGASSIWOCH, September 7.-The last-named party, with the addition 
of Christian Inabnit, having reached theAgatx3izjoc.h from the Faulberr, 
descended the great couloir to the Finsteraarjoch in fiAy minutes, the 
anow being in capital order, and reached the Ober Eismeer by the great 
ice-MI of the Finsteraar glacier. I t  is not known whether the couloir 
h a  been descended before thia  From the top of the Agamizjoch hIr. 
Coolidge with U. Almer and Inabnit ascended the Agassizhorn in twenty 
minutes, returning in seven minutes. This peak commands an extraor- 
dinarily fine view, the village of Grindelwald and Hospice of the Grimsel, 
with all the intervening district, being clearly distinguished. The guides 
knew of no previous ascent, and M. Studer, in ' Ueber Eis und Schnee' 
does not mention one, so that this may be counted 8~ the first ascent. 
The whole expedition (including the ascent of the peak) was repeated 
a few days later by a party comprising two English Iadiea 

WELLHORN, Sepfmiber 12.-The same party, afrer passing the night 
on the saddle between the Wetterhorn proper and the Mittelhoru, and 
witnessing the s m t  from the former and the sunrise from the latter 
peak, descended by the usual route to the upper plateau of the Roeen- 
1aui glacier. Mr. Coolidge and the two Almers, leaving the rest of the 
party, struck 11p to the left, traverwd the lower rockn of the Wellhorn 
a t  a level, and, crossing a small hanging glacier, reached the ridge run- 
ning due east from the mmmit. Following this, they attained the 
summit -a long ridgecapped with wow at its culminating point-without 
difliculty, in forty-five minutes from the Roeenlaui glacier. Here the 
cairn and card ot' the only previous ascender, BI. de Fellenberg, in 1866, 
were found. The view was confined to the valleys, but was very exten- 
sive. Bern was clearly seen, and the Higi less distinctly. The rocks 
look most forl~~idable fiom below, but  are perfectly easy, though rather 
fatiguing from their loose condition. Rejoining the others on the 
glacier, the whole party, with extreme difficulty, owing to the laten- 
of the season, effected the descent of the upper ice-ill  of the Roaenlani 
glacier, an oprat ion which consumed no less than three hours. The 
arm of ice ul~der  the Engelhiirner no longer exiet~. It may be worth 
mention, as a singular instance of the decline of pealis, that the same 
party, n few d a j s  later, climbel the Gspaltenhorn (first ascended in 
1869 by Mr. G. E. Foster), under exceptionally fa\-ourable circum- 
stances, there being but little snow on the arctc. Starting from t1.c 
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gtte of Mesnra Hornby and George in 1867, they reached the summit 
in little more than four hours, and returned in little more than two 
hours, excluding halts. The great slope of nkve leading up to the 
sattel between the Gqdtenhorn and the B U t t l i n ,  as well aa that 
leading from thence to the Leitergrat, had almoet entirely disappeared, 
their place being taken by banks of shale and debris. 

GROSS DOLDENBORN, September 18.-The same p r ty ,  with the sub- 
stitution of Franz Ogi for Ulrich Almer, made the eecond recorded 
ascent of this peak. Starting from a bivouac on the terrace above the 
Bpberg Alp, the p r t y  ascended a steep moraine and gained the upper 
plateau of the glacier by a couloir just under the point named ' Dolden- 
stock ' by M. de Fellenberg in his interesting book ' Doldenhorn and 
Wcisse Frau.' Elwy mow-slope8 led to the saddle between the two 
Doldenl~iirner, and the party then taking to the N. arete, which turned 
out to be hard ice in great p r t ,  reached the summit, where fragments 
of the Swiss flag left in 1862 were found. The view was very fine, 
the Bietachhorn in particulsr towering up most grandly. On the way 
down the party kept more to the right, reached the Spitzskin (2,973 
metres), descended a slope of loose rocks, took to the long tongue of 
ice well marked on the Federal Map, followed it to ita termination, and 
then, striking to the lelt, rejoined the morning's track. 

' Our faithful dog Tschingel accompanied us over t5e Breche de la 
Meije; Col de la Tempe and Agassizjoch, and up the Wetterhorn and 
Doldenhom, beaides several other expeditions.'-W. B. C. 

GROSS VIESCHERHORN, September 6.-The same party ascended this 
peak from the Faulberg by a route supposed to be new. Forcing their 
way up the ice-fall of the Ewigschneefeld, they struck up snow-dopee 
to the right, crossed a  mall bergschrund, and ascending the couloir 
farthat to the right, without any difficulty reached the eattel between 
the Gross and Hinter Viciwherhiirner. A short half hour up a steep 
rocky ridge led to the top, in just over four hours walking from the 
Faulberg. The descent occupied little more than two-and-a-half hours' 
walking. The view was petiect. 

NORTII SIDE OF ALETSCHHORN AND DREIECKBORH, Aupat 17.-W. 
Leaf, F. Pollock and J. H. Pratt, with Peter Baumann as chief guide, 
started from the Faulberg to attempt the ascent of the Aletschhorn from 
the north side. The nevb on that face of the mountain i8.steep and 
much broken, and it seemed preferable to ascend by the northern ar&te 
of the Dreieckhorn. Thie, however, turned out more troublesome than 
it looked, the rock8 being difficult and interrupted by a couloir. The 
top of the Dreieckhorn was reached in Rix hoursfrom the Faulherg, 
being a few minutes longer than had been taken to climb the Fin- 
steraarhorn from the same place the day before. The passage along 
the crest connecting the Dreieckhorn with the Aletschhorn looked 
possible os far aa could be seen, but would have required much s t ep  
cutting, and was clear1 too long to be done in the remaining time. J The party wcordingly escended on the south side, joining the route 
usually taken in ascending the Aletschhorn from the Bggischhorn. 
There appears to be no reamn why, with an early start and favourable 
conditiur~a, n way xt~ould not be made stmight up the north fnce of the 



Aletschhorn. I t  might very possibly be shorter than the dCtour by 
way of the Dreieckhorn : but anyhow i t  would be a long piece of 
work. The Dreieckhom was ascended for the first time, in 1868, by 
Mr. Xfurray Browne, by aroute apparently somewhat different to either 
of those taken on the present occasion. 

BRENTA ALTA, July 6, 1872.-An ascent was made from hIolveno by 
W. M. and R. Pendlebury, Rev. C. Taylor, and W. II. H. Hudson, with 
Gabriel Spechtenhauser and Bonifnzio Xicolosi. The wall of rock 
some little way below the summit had in former ascents been sur- 
mounted with the help of a gully. On fliis occasion, however, the face 
of the rock was climbei. Two gullies were observed. The  ascent was 
made to the right of both, and the descent between them. Nicolasi 
climbed well. 

' I t  appears that the descent from the summit might have been effected 
by means of a couloir leading to a point 1'7. of the Bocca di Brenta, 
the Cima itself being on the S.'-W. 13. H. 

EASTERN ALPS. 

WILDSPITZE AND TASCHACH GLETSCHER, 1870.-W. 31. and R. Pen- 
dlebury, and Herr Bereitcr of Innebruck, with Alois Ennemoser ~ n d  
Joseph Gstrein of Fend, ascended the Wildspitze from Fend, and 
descended by the Taschach Gletscher to Planggeros. The  bcrgschrund 
gave some trouble in tile descent. There is some good rock scenery at  
n point where the Gletscher makes a sharp turn to the left, appearing 
from above to be shut in. Ennemoser repeated the expedition near the 
end of July 1871. A day or two lakr  it  was made by W. M. Pendel- 
b u y ,  R. Pendelbury, C. Taylor, and Gabriel Spechtenhauser : i t  then 
took about twelve hours in all, of which five and a quarter were occu- 
pied i n  the ascent. 

THE VERPEIL-SATTEL, A u p s t  1, 1871.-The same .party, taking 
Joseph Santhaler as porter, started from Planggeros to ascend the 
Verpeil Spitze. The  Verpeiljoch, leading to Feuchten, was a t  first 
followed. The course then inclined to the left, in the direction of a 
sattel between which and the joch lies the Verpeil Spitze. Tho 
crevasses were well bridged. Towards the sattel the elope gradually 
became very steep. On the ridge was a formidable cornice, which had 
to be cut through. The  rock kamm on the right, leading from the 
sattel to the spitze, presented no great difficulty except to the porter's 
dog, which had overtaken the party on the glacier, two hours or more from 
the start. The ascent took in all about five hours and three quarters, to 
the best of the writer's recollection. The descent from the sattel was by a 
new route, inclining still more to the left (or away from the Verpeiljoch) 
than the ascent. Lower down three routes were open to trial. 1. The  
ice-fd, lying below a much crevaseed glacier. 2. Hocks on the left. 
3. Rocks on the right. The third route was finally chosen. One 
difficulty was encountered, in  the shape of a precipitous cleft in the 
rock. The first man having been let down 1 0  or 1 2  feet, contrived to 
k ~ n d  himself on the ledge at the h a d  of the cleft. Thc rest followed 
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in like manner, except Spechtenhanser, who however came down safely 
with help from below. A steep but low wall on the further side was 
then climbed, and all serious difficulty was over. From the glacier 
below, the rock8 which had been descended looked quite impracticable. 
From this point a small side valley, debouching perhaps an hour above 
Feuchten, was followed. Until this present year Spechtenhauser re- 
garded this as his most considerable expedition. 

Ennemoser was said to Lave ascended the Verpeil Spitze alone in  
1850. I t  seems, however, that he only reconnoitred it, without quite 
reaching the summit. Later in 1870 I ierr  Statzer of Vienna made the 
ascent with Ennemoser and Spechtenhauser, returning to Planggeros. 

The real name of the local guide mentioned aa Joull in the account 
of the ascent of the Thurnerkamp in the last number, is Georg Samer. 

MARXOLATA, Jtrly 2, 1872.-R. Pendlebury, Rev. C. Taylor, and W. 
H. H. Hudson, with Gabriel Spechtenhauser of Fend, and Georg Ber- 
nard of Campidello, ascended the Marmolata by Mr. Tuckett's route, 
described on p. 95. The start was made a t  2.32 a.m. from the inn a t  
Campidello. The  top of the couloir, where the rope was put on, was 
reached a t  6.52. The course was now to the right, np  hard snow, 
and shortly afterwards to the left, over rounded rocks with a loose 
crumbling surface, which in their then state, bare of the good snow 
which enabled Mr. Tuckett to ascend without difficulty, were neither 
emy nor safe. The rocks having been passed, the remainder of the 
ascent was uneventful. The top was reached a t  9.37. The descent 
by the Fedaya to Campidello took from 10.24 to 1.52. Bernard de- 
serves con~rnondation for his rock climbing. Spechtenhauser was, as 
usual, good. 

ALPINE NOTES. 
The  following note has been received from Mr. Ormsby :- 
TIIE MOUNTAINS OF SPAIN.-T~~ paper on the mountains of Spain, 

in the last number of the Journal, would perhaps convey the im- 
prcsvion t,hat Coello's is the only trustworthy map of Spain in exist- 
ence. This, howcver, is not the case now that the map of the 
Spanish Peninsula ( f m r  sheets) by Karl Vogel, in Dr. Petermann's 
new edition of ' Stieler's Hand-Atlas,' has been completed. The 
latter is unquestionably in  every respect the best general map of 
Spain as yet published; indeed, it  is difficult to see how a map 
on the mrle (1 : 1,500,000) could be better. The  chief merit of 
Coello's map is, that it  lays down the physical fratures of the county,  
the mountain-chains and river-systems, with great general accuracy. 
B u t  in these respeztu Karl Vogel's map is a t  least equally accurate, 
wl~ilc in execution, fullness of detail, and clearnes~, i t  is immeasurably 
superior. At first sight, indecd, it would seem open to an objection tho 
opposite of that to wliich hello's is liable-that i t  is over-elaborate, 
and too much crowded with names ; but  the workmanship is so neat, 
and the printing so distinct, that there is in reality no confusion. The 
heights, which are given in Paris feet, agree closely with those in 
Cocllo's mnp, and the figares are firr more Icgil~le. There are, perhaps, 
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hlut:-1. The Hoffmannsweg; 2. The  old route by the Leiterthal. 
From Kals :-I. By snow elopes to Adlersrr~he and so to peak; 2. 
Stmight u p  rocks to final peak (used only late in  the year). The 
charge of the Heiligenblnt guides for the w e n t  is 8 florins 50  
kreurer, that of the Kals guides 7 florins 50  kreuzer. The latter, how- 
ever, insist on two guides being taken by each traveller, a precaution 
perhaps adviaable for the many Austrian tourists-perfect strangers to 
snow and icework-who now attempt the mountain, but ludicrous 
and vexatiour, when applied with Tyrolean stubbornness to practised 
climbera 

W e  have received from another member of the Club a description 
of an ascent made in company with some Kals guides, which suggests 
that in many respecta they still live in  a dark age, which it  should be 
the task of the Austrian Alpine Club to enlighten. 

' Mountaineering in the Oberland and the Pennines has almost ob- 
tained the rigidity of An exact science, guided by rules which are only 
disregarded by a genius or a fool. I t  may be interesting to consider a - 
phase of mountaineering very f u  indeed from any ' positive stage,' and 
in which the simple enthusimm of the tourist-patriot has not yet been 
replaced by the hard and fmt system of the professional mountaineer. 
For the contemplation of the rapidly dying species referred to, there is 
no need to have recourse to the Antipodes. On the slopes of the Grose 
Glockner, within 60 leagues of Grindelwald, the Dodo mountaineer 
(though mmewhat weakly now) may still be studied, and every fircility 
exists for a comparimn of the nlodern type of ' homo scandens' with 
his P1eiocer.e predeceseor. In  one respect, indeed, no development has 
taken place. The antediluvian aims a t  reaching the top of his peak, 
and often does what 11e aims at, and the modem can go no higher. The 
only difference between them is in the method adopted for getting 
there. Let us for a moment '' assist" a t  a n  ascent of the Gross . I 
Glockner-old style. A roomy hut  hrrs been built within three hours' 
climb of the summit. T o  this repair five travellers and seven guides, 
the latter furnished with one ice-axe and five short lengths c~f rope. 
Though late in August, the hour for departure is fixed for two 
o'clock-why, heaven knows; and i t  is only through the resistance 
of one who has been corrupted by modern ideas that the start is 
delayed till near three. Darkness still broods over the mountain 
when the upper mows are gained. A t  half-past four a halt is called, 
and the upper slope of the mountain is regarded with an earnest- 
ness which might well thaw it if the hour were not so early. I t  is 
erident that there is ice there, and the modern philosopher brgins to 
chuckle. Too soon, however. A thin tall man, in whom is soon 
recngnised the owner of the single ice-axe, leaps forward and is intro- 
duced as the " vogeher  " who will relieve the travellers iinm their diffi- 
culties. He hacks army with a will, while his fellowa, breakfasting, 
regard him placidly from below. Soon he returns di~comfited, and 
requests the loan of an English axe, as his own is already blunted. 
The p e m n  addressed answers by a cold statement that on principle the 
mountaineer never parts from hie ice-axe : surely those who are amply 
prorided with stcig-ciaen a n  be in no need of an axe. Thc owner of 
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the envied weapon becomes an object of interest; the party gather 
round him, and one elderly enthusiast becomes almost pathetic in his 
pleading. He does well to be pressing. It  is his eleventh attempt on 
the peak, and he feels that it is now or never. The  modern, however, 
will not betray his principles, but offers, if assistance is really needed, 
to cut the steps himself. The " vorgeher " is charmed ; hut the whole 
troop of antediluvians are, on a sudden, seized with jealousy and 
charge up the mountain, each tourist tied to his special pide-and to 
him alone-by a piece of rope four feet long, passed over the guide's 
~houlder. 

' The study becomes interesting ; and the ob-er having no wish to 
reach the summit first, has time to make a note of the true Gross 
Glockner method. Presently a formidable gap appears, lying between 
the two hiphest peaks. The paswge of this duly excites the minds 
without endangering the bodies of the climbers; for stanchions are 
driven into the rocks, and a stout iron wire forms m admirable balm+ 

- trade. Soon the top is reached; i t  is but 6 A.M. ; and the triumph 
is intense. H e  who had persevered through ten failures is well-nigh 
overcome as  his comrades present their congratulations one by one. 
The return is tumultuously joyN, though the critic shudders a t  the 
thought of what might happen if two men tied by a four-foot rope were 
to fall foul of a covered crevnsse of 10 or 15 feet wide. In fact, how- 
ever, the antediluvians well deserved their success : waking stoutly, 
talking cheerily, and parting good friends, even with the ' chiel' who 
had been ' amang them txrking notea.'-C. C. T. 

A NEW SCHOOL FOR CHAYOUNI.-A Bolivian gentleman, Mr. 11. 
Meggs, together with other members of his family, has placed in the 
hands of the Corporation of Chanlouni Guides the sum of 2001., for 
the purpose of providing a school a t  which the youth of the valley may 
receive a better education than the very imperfect one now obtain- 
able in the communal schools. I t  is intended that instruction shall be 
given in the new schools in modern languages and such other subjects 
as are most likely to be useful to the pupils in their future profezsion 
of guides, and to render them intelligent and valuable companions to 
their employers. 

Mr. 3legp '  v e y  liberal gift will not suffice by itself for the con- 
struction and maintenance of the school ; but a certain sum having 
bren subscribed amongst the guides themselves, the school-rooms will 
be got ready in the cowse of next summer. Further subscriptions are 
necessary to provide for the furniture of the building and the pajment 
of teachers. We are asked to make this fact known to the Alpine 
public, many of whom it is thought probable may be disposed to assist 
in assuring the success of the sclleme which has been ~ e t  on foot by 
Mr. Jleggs' liberality. The President of the Association of Guides a t  
Chamouni will furnish further information, and receive subscriptions, 
which may also be sent to the Editor of the ' Alpine Journal,' w e  of 
Messre. Longman & Ca,  Paternoster Row, E.C. 
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TT i n  interesting now and then to look up at the long army of old 
Alpine Guides, which fills a shelf of the book-case. There is the 
dapper Baedeker, not altogether con~fortable at finding himself ' veren- 
~liindert,' a practical adviser of prudent youth on ita travels, careful 
alike of their pocketa and their necks ; a steady p e r ,  allowing time for 
mnny a roadvide halt, and one whom we could always give a start to, 
and catch up befbre the inn-door was reached. We speak of an old 
edition : now we hear a young and fsst Baedeker reigns in its stead. 

Deep in an obscure corner the ' Practical Guide ' hides his shabby, 
b~ickduat coat; a cockney humourist, whose wit, unrepressed even among 
the nobleat scenes of nature, fita exactly with that of the tourkt abroad 
for the first time, and ignorant of any hreign tongue, whom we have 
all met at the tables d'hdte of the Berneae Oberland. But if we ahudder 
at the jokes we must often smile at the  res sum ably eerious portion of 
the bonk, in which the tourist receives some very remarkable bits of 
practical advice and warning. If a pedestrian, he is told that arnongRt 
the objects which ' conlmon comfort ' compels him to carry me n pair 
of polished leather boots, and that in every case 'goloshes are indis- 
pensable.' For his benefit the stories told about Mont Blanc by Alpine 
climbers are authoritatively contradicted. ' New paths upare reported 
every mson  to English newspapers at a safe distance. They gratify 
the sensational and stimulate young ambition. Btrt the fonnation of 
the  mountain rendera nny really new puths a physical itnpossibility,' 
(si?). And to crown all, the anonymous writer furnishes an altogether 
orignnl 'table of heigbb,' in which the careful and hitherto accepted 
conclusions of the engineere of the Swiss survey give way to the 
random shots of n guesser as recklesa as any undergradnate in his 
Littlego. Mont Blanc for the first time in history scores his full 
16,000 feet; but the Oberland peaks suffer, on the other hand, cruel 
injury. The Wetterhorn falls h m  12,149 to 11,500 feet; the 
Scllreckhorn from 13,394 to 12,500 feet; the Eiger from 13,045 to 
12,300 feet; and, worst of all, the LKggiechhorn from 9,649 to 7,700 
feet. But enough of sucl~ facts and figures. One service rendered by 
our fellow-countryman to the Alpine Club we most willingly and 
grntefully acknowledge. For some reason-we do not care to inquire 
w h a d h e  has passed over in silence our moat hvourite haunts, the 
' Adler,' at Grindelwald, the ' Monte Rom,' at Zermatt, the ' Mont 
Blanc,' at Aosta. We part in peace, but on the condition that none 
of his followers' goloshea find their way across the forbidden threeholds 
where every mountaineer is at home. 

Next stands ' Murray,' the romantic friend of our early day4 apt in 
- - -. - - - . . . -. . - - - -. - 
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qnotatic~ns, and well suited for themule-path and the hag which dangles a t  
the side- saddle. An intelligent, if mmewhat unadventurous, gentleman, 
always anxious to move with the age, hut somehow never quite able 
to keep up with it. Take down that faded copy, dated fifteen or twmtv 
years ago, and we are at  once carried back amongst a generation which 
knew very little of monntains, and still less of mountain-climbing. W e  
find ourselves in the period when the snowy Alps were looked on with 
feelings of luingled terror and admiration-terror holding the first 
place-such as  those in.spired in children by a wild-beast show. The 
great peaks are all labelled ' da~gerous  ' in the largest letters. Even 
on the Great Scl~eideck the shadow of the Wetterhorn seems to impend 
too closely, and the traveller feels happier with r g o d  hamer,  such as  
the Triimleten Thal, between his mule and the avnlanchcs, which, a~ he 
firmly believes, an unwary shout or even gasp for breath may at  any 
moment bring down on his head. 

Only n few of the glacier p a s s  frequented by nativw of the country 
are inserted under a kind of protest. The use of the rope is still little 
understood, and consequently the smooth snow-field is with justice almost 
as much dreaded as the broken precipice. The St. Theodule is only 
fit for ' hardy and adventurous persons.' The Col d'lIerens is actircely 
known. The pawage of the CQI du GCnnt is an ' advenhue requiring 
three or four guides; ' while with regard to Mont Blanc we a r ~  serionsly 
told that ' i t  is a somewhat remarkable fact that a large proportion of 
those who have made this ascent have been persons of unsound mind ! ' 
A guide-book put together on such principles naturally did not t r o ~ ~ b l e  
itself about the eccentricities of the few who even then were heginning 
to find for themselves new paths above the snow level ; while, with 
less reason, i t  declined even to mention the byeways of the lower region. 
A t  this time whole grrlups were left almost, if I I C , ~  entirely, unnoticed ; 
Danphind, the Grainns, the central Prnninw, the whole of mnth-eawm 
Switzerland, and the adjacent Lombard Alps, were still virtrrnlly un- 
known lands. Englishmen who believed themselves tolerahly well 
acquainted with Switzerland had never heard of the Aletsch Glacier; 
and rheir Guide had so little to say about it, that he did uot tliink its 
n:tme worth inserting in an indrx. 

Thuq  owing both to the comparatively smaU portion of the Swiss 
Alps described at  all, arid the very imperfect manner in ~vhich even 
thiit portion was dealt witli, space was left fur other matter than Inere 
brrrr! statistics of distances and inns. The editor eridravoured to offer him- 
self not. only a s  the guide in the simplvr sense hut as the nlornl leader 
or Mr. Barlow of his flock of grown-up Sandfords and Mertons. Where 
possil,le he slipped in a piece of Iiistnriod informat.ion, or he wngp.?sted 
to the tourist the emotions appropriate to each spnt of his sojourn, and 
in mnlecmeseven went so faras to furnish him with the fitting means of 
exprexsirlg then1 in n long quotation from ' nfanfrt~l ' o r  ' Childe Harold.' 

Tllr con~pl~t ion of railroads to the very foot of the A l p  pave an 
imriierlse i~npulse to Alpine adve~~ture .  Englishnim renliwd for the 
:irst tillle that in cc*ritral Europe, eud within fi>rt!-eigllt hours of Lon- 
don, there was a regiou almnst a* unknown, and in parts quite a4 badly 
1n:tplbt. 1, as the il~trrior of . i f r ia .  Tlle l l~xury ol'rliscorery, the rscite. 
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ment of treading on virgin ground, and encountering and overconiillg 
strange and ;it first sight i~isurtnountuble obstacles, wm brought suddenly 
within the reach of men of moderate m a n u  and leisure. 

The threevolunles of 'Peaks, Passes,and Glaciers' were among the first 
literaiy results of this new-found pursuit. But  the most complete re- 
cord and summary of the Inborn ofthe Alpine Club is to be touiid in 
Mr. Ball's work. I t  is superfluous to dilate to the readers of this 
Journal on the merits of the ' Alpine Guide.' But  it  may perhnps be 
desiral~le to remind a younger generation of climbers of the morlllous 
advance in Alpine exploration which was marked by its publication-an 
advance to which, looking either to the extent or character of their la- 
bours, English Alpine Clubmen have certainly made the mont inlpor- 
tant contributions. 

In another respect Mr. Ball's pages bear witnees to the new spirit 
in which rnountaine have been of late years regarded by intelligent 
English~nen. The place occupied in older volumes by disjointed wripe 
of history or poetry is filled with geological and botanical information. 
I t  is to the nlountain itself, its rocky ribs or flowery garlnent, rather 
than to the human ntories or emotions which may have gathered round 
its b e ,  that our interest in directed. 

The publication of a work of so complete and exhaustive a character 
txiight have naturally been expected to put a stop for mme time a t  
lea.?t to the production of any niore Swiss Guidea That this has not 
proved the case is probably chiefly owing to a sudden growtll of the ten- 
dency amongst travellers to look on condenmtion as the first merit in 
a hand-book, and to a l l  For pocket companions of the ~llost compact 
and portable form. In obedience to tllis demand, an enterprisiug 
American hzw s~icceeded in carrying compression to p r h a p s  its utmost 
limit by forcing all Euroi,e and the Levant into the cornpasll of a 
single volume. No similar feat has, an far as we know, been per- 
tormed on our side of the Atlantic. Yet the  call tor brevity has 
met with a response in quarters where it might have beeu least looked 
for. I t  has induced Joanne to issue a series of tiny ' livres de poche,' 
which contrast ludicrously with the swollen bulk of his ordinary 
volumes, and has persuaded even the conservative ' M n m y  ' to reveal 
himself to the world under the new form of tr ' Knapsack Guide.' W e  
do not a t  present intend to speak of these, or of some other leas worthy 
products of the same drmand. The  little volrimes which hiive suggested 
the foregoing somewhat deeul'ory remarks are both written in German, 
and are published respectively at  St. Gall and Munich. 

lferr von Twhudi's ' Schweizerfihrer' first appeared some years ago. 
Foreign publishers, however, seem to find it  not only possible but pro- 
fitable to bring out succesive corrected ed~tions of works of t l ~ i s  class 
with a rapidity quite unknown in England. By this means 'I'schudi 
has been enabled steadily to advance with the times, and the last edition 
under our notice (1872) is in many respects a new hook. 'I'he ' Schwei- 
zerfuhrer ' bears the same semi-official relation to the Swies Alpine Club 
that Mr. Ball's book hears to the English. I t  also resen~l)les the ' Alpine 
Guide' in being divided into three volumes, although it mny also be had 
in one of very moderate dimensions. T h e  Swiss work is distingr~ished 
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from the English by the comparative narrowness of ib field--of which 
more h e r e a f t e r a u t  above all by h e  determination of its author to 
eubordinate every conaidemtion but aceuracy in order to secure the 
compactness of form preferred by the foot-traveller. Herr Tachudi's 
is in ebort the first carefully worked-out attempt by a comptent  hand 
to reduce into the emallest possible w m p  all the information abm- 
lutely necessary k r  a monntaineer in the Central Alpe. In order 
to attain this end he  has been content to give up  my attempt 
a t  literary form, and to frame hie work on the model of a dictionary, 
cataloguing every known Alpine e x p d t i o n ,  and adding in a s  few 
words as possible a description of its nature and m e r i t e t h e  qualiij- 
ing epithete being fastened on peaks and passej much as  they are else- 
where on inns. 

Formerly we were able to point to one inconsistency in Herr Tachudi'e 
pursuit of brevity. Half the space devoted to the account of some 
peak or p a s  was sometimes occupied in chronicling the names of the 
i h t  successful climbers But  in the last edition even this amiable 
concession to human weakneas has been withdrawn, and mountaineer8 
must for the future content themselves with the record of their exploits 
contained in Herr Studeia ' Htjcliste Gipfel der Schweiz.' 

It will be wen, that where Nr. Ball proves himself an intelligent 
encyclopredic friend, Herr Tschudi is content to play the part of 
a plain guide. But  the limited tark which the Swiss writer has mt  
himself has been most perfectly accomplished : he seems to poeeesr, 
s complete Alpine library, and to have formed a thorough digest 
of it. I l e  has, besides, taken advantage of whatever information 
could be gleaned from the best guides and hotel-book entries. The 
' Schweizerfuhrer ' is as thorough in the most remote and little-visited 
district as in the lieart of the Berneee Oberland. No bye-path or onw- 
traversed glacier col is left unnoticed. Take as an example the account 
of the mountains of Val Masino, where there is not only a sufficient 
notice of the numerous first-rate passes leading over into the Bregaglia 
and Val Nalenw, but some interesting suggestions of routes from the 
Bagni di Masino to the head of Lap  di Como, hitherto utterly unknown 
to travellers. In the important matter of inns, and with regard to the 
relative difficulty of excursions, we can, an far as our experience 
goes, bear wituew to Hcrr Tschudi's t rus~wo~thinesa One statement, 
however-that there are many first-rate guides at  Pontresina-he will 
hardly find English climbers willing to endorse. The men of that 
village have more than once during the last few years, when employed 
by Englishmen, ~ h o w n  a want of energy and r determination to halt a t  
the first obntacle, attributed by themselves to a sudden sentiment for 
their wives or grandmothers, but by their employers to a dislike to do 
a fair day's work for leas than two days' pay. At  other tinrea they 
have ref&, except on the most exorbitant conditions, to go in com- 
pany with an Oberland man, with whom it would have been an honour 
for them to be associated. I t  is some consolation to remember that 
such conduct resulted in their losing any &arc in the first ascent of 
the most formidable peak in their valley, the Piz H o q .  

Herr Trautwein, who is the editor of tlie publications of the youngeat 
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Alpine Club, the 'Deutechen Alpen-Verein,' has evidently taken Tachudi 
as a model, and in many re~pects what has been eaid of the one book 
will apply to the other. His ' Wegweirrer durch Siidbaiern, Nord- und 
Mittel-Tyrol ' is a ueeful little volume, and contains a great deal of in- 
formation difficult to be found elsewhere. W e  have tested in particular 
the sections relating to the Zillerthaler Ferner and Orteler groups, and 
found them carefully compiled. In  the latter, however, where imme- 
diate cornparinon is possible between the German and Swiss writers, the 
second ha* a decided advantage in the number of small topographical 
details, which make up the greater part of his description of each 
ascent, and to the intelligent climber take the place of finger-posts, often 
enabling him to di~pense entirely with local assistance. 

W e  have one criticism to make which applies, although nnequally, 
to both volumes. Now that the barriers to free intercourse between 
nations are so universally removed, it  is surely time for all writers of 
hand btmks to follow t.he example set by Mr. Ball, and to select natural 
rather than political boundaries for their works. Herr Tschudi la- 
bours under the disadvantage of having started with the territory of 
the Swiss Republic for his subject, and although his practical good 
aenw has led him everywhere to cross the frontiers, we hardly think 
he has yet solved satiefactorily the prnblem o f '  where to stop.' On the 
west, the country commonly visited during a Swiss tour is fairly bounded 
by the Val d'Aosta and the Little St. Bernard ; but in  the east the line 
of severance is  leis easy to select. Herr Tschudi Reems still uncertain 
how to solve the difficulty; for while i n  his three-volume edition of 
1871 he includes an imperfect notice of the Val Rendena and the 
Adamello group, and a very complete account of the Bergamasque 
valleys, i n  the condemed edition of 1872 the Orteler group is dealt 
with, but  the country to the south is omitted. The  traveller anxious 
to go southwards from Eastern Switzerland will find his journey more 
wn~plete  and easy of arrangement, if from the Engadme he makes a cir- 
cuit including both these groups than if he viaita one ; and we think the 
omisxion of the Adamello while the Orteler is retained a decided mi* 
take. I t  would be better either to stop short a t  the Buffalora Pa=, 
or to boldly overstep the frontier and accept the Finstermunz road 
and the valley of the Adige as the proper limits of a tour in the Centrul 
Alps. 

Herr Trautwein, however, offends much more seriously in this respect. 
Indeed we cannot help suspecting that he wirhes to furnish us  with a 
reductio cld absurdurn of the political boundary system. Otherwiee it  
would be aa foolish aa it is barbarous to entice a traveller into the 
Dolomites, and then-because the frontier of Venetia, and therefore of 
Italy and Austrh, makes a voyage en zigzag over their confu~ed moun- 
tain masses-to desert him in their midst, and refuse to utter a word 
about Pieve di Cadore or Agordo. 

I t  may be looked on, perhaps, aa an open question, whether in  a guide- 
book intended for the use of mountaineers, who almost always carry 
with them the local sheet of an ordnance survey, detailed dintrict m a p  
are to be desired. An inaccurate map is often worse than none a t  all. 
Some of tl~oee in the ' Alpine Guide ' gre far from s a t i h t o r y ,  and will, 
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we hope, in future editions give place to more adequate and carefully 
constructed engravings. The  maps of the Grc~crs-Glockner and CEtzthal 
dintrich in Herr Trautwein's volume are models of their kind, and 
might well be imitated. Herr Tschudi has rightly, we are disposed to 
think, di~pensed with district maps altogether, but his general map of 
Switzerland is quite unworthy of the excellent volume of which i t  ie 
an accomp~limmt.  

CAUCASIAN LITERATURE. 
The word ' Caucasus,' prominently placed on the titles of two works* 

lately arlvertised, must have attracted the notice of mountaineers. W e  
regret to say that any expectations they may have folmed of gathering 
fresh information as to the mountains of the future will he dirnppointed. 
Mr. Mounsey merely traversed the often-described road which leads 
through Tiflis and past Ararat into Persia, and need not delay ur 
except to ccrrrect the titatement that Elbruz is seen from the high road 
near Gori, a parallel blunder to Addison's remark that the mountains 
of the Grisons form the background to the view from Bern. The Cau- 
casus is in fact about aa much known as the Alps were in the days of 
the ' Spectator.' The  author of the second volume in two instances 
diverged from the tracks of the R u ~ C a n  post-telegas; but in his 
description of the most inlportant of these diversions-that from 
Temir-khan-shum, through Dagheatnn to Growaya-he has been an- 
ticipated by Mr. Usher ,  in his ' From London to Pewlolis.' Despite 
his title, Sir A. Cunynghame is no more qualified to speak of the 
Eastern Caucas~is as n whole than is one who has only visited the 
Salzkammergut of the Eastern Alps; of Schebulos and Bassrdjusi, 
the Orteler and Gross Glockner of the Caucasus, he appears not even 
to have heard tlle names; of the district of which a description is 
most required, the valley of the Al-n and the p a w s  leading over the 
great mountain wall which overlooks i t  into Daghestan, he has not a 
word to tell us. Taken in hand by Russian officials biassed by pridc 
in  their own military achievements, and as a rule either devoid of 
taste for ecenery or too little accustomed to it a t  home to be very dis- 
criminating judges, he was forwarded along the regrllnr round nf 
Schamyl's battle-fields prescribed to all tourists who abandon them- 
selves to such guidance. 

We cannot, as a rule, afford Rpace to comment on e i ~ h e r  the matter 
or manner of works which make no addition to our knowledge; and 
we should have passed over in ~ilence both the volumw, the titles of 
which are quoted below, did not certain statements nlade by Sir A. 
Cunyngh:ime seem to us likely, if left unnoticed, to retard the explo- 
ration of the most intermting portions of the Caucasian chain. 

Our chief ground of complaint against the author of the ' Eastern 
Caucasus ' is, that being an Englishman who ought to know better, he 
repeats the stale programme that falls from the lip8 of every Ilussian 

1. Trarrls h~ the Eustern C'aucasu. By L~OUL-General Sir A. Cunynghrrme. 
London : John Mumy,  1872. 

2. A Jotrmcy thmttgh the Cnucasus and the interior of Persia. By A. H. 
Mounsey. London : Smith, Elder & Co., 1873. 
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oficcr, and that hy the route he recommends he is likely to divert 
his countrymen fro111 the most beautiful portions of the country which 
11e p r o f e w  to describe. Piitigorsk, the ordinary track through Dag- 
heatan, and the Dariel, are very well in their way, and quite worth 
virriting; but  those who have not wen the heads of the Mingrelian 
valleys, where the perfection of q l v a n  lovdinese is united to the 
majesty of a great snow-crowned and glacier-draped range, can iorm 
little or no idea of the highest glory of Caucuian scenery. The  
view of K:izl)ek from the post-house id one of the Itmdsccrp the 
recollection of which Sir A. Cunynghame most cherinhes. H e  might 
have brought home a whole gallery of mental l~ictures of more 
splendid and entrancing brauty. The glnciere of Koschtantau are as 
accessible as Gounib. The Mammison Pass is practicable for a grand 
duke. Oni offers fair head-quarters; and even Suanetirr, for thom 
who know how to profit by others' experience, is not difficult of 
a c c w  There is no reason why futuro travellers, an capable of en- 
during hardships cheerfiilly as Sir A. Cunynghame evidently i 4  should 
not follow in the tracks of a Swiss geologist who has ltrtely visited 
on horseback almost every valley of the central chain, penetrating to 
t l ~ e  foot of their glaciers. It is hardly needful to say that these 
remarks \\-ould not have been called for had the author purt)osely 
liinited hirn~elf to descriptions of what he had himself seen. But it  
is fair to add that the chapter of general informution which he hns 
offered, though open, as we consider, to criticism in sonbe most 
important respects, contains a great deal of advice, which, if not new, 
is a t  least souud and of some value. 

In anotiier serious matter Sir A. Cunynghame has been misinformed. 
The reader uf his book is led to believe, on the autliority of ' experi- 
enced pelsons a t  the Foreign Office,' that there ia great dnnger in 
approaching the Caucasus during the summer monthe by way of the 
Black Sea and Poti. 'Many evils'-we &ould like to know more of 
them-' of which the least was fever or ague in the marshy lands of 
In~eritia, were held out to warn ' the author against this route. 

The English railway engineers were, unfortunately for themmlvea, 
conipelled to work for months in the s w a m p  of the Kion, and the 
report of their sufferings has, a~llongrrt partially-informed person5 given 
a lmd name to the whole Caucasus. The  mountain region is, like most 
I~igl~landn, healthy--at any rate sufficiently so to allow Europeans to 
w u ~ p  out in the roughest manner, and even to get wet daily without 
suffering any serious consequences. The  journey through the m d w  
along the Black Sea coast-the really fever-stricken district-has, ever 
since the establishment ofsteamers oil the Rion, been &ly accomplished 
in a dsry, and is now, hy means of the railway, made the work of only a 
few houm. The climate of Poti matteix, in fact, little more to the 
Caucasian traveller than that of Boulogne to the Swim When England 
keeps a consul a t  T i f l i ~  seat of viceregal government and the centre 
of' t i d o  and illduntry for a large portion of western Asia - the  Forvign 
Office will probably bo better informed on this and kindred nintters: 
until that time mivea,  intending visitors to the Caucasus will pe~.hapn 
do better to apply for iul'urm;~tion to the Alpine Club. 



Again, ' enormous heat ' is, when applied to b s - C a n &  generally, 
a misleading phrase. Tiflis and the Georgian plains are undoubtedly, 
like Lombardy, warm in summer, although in aome seasons a t  a n y  
rate hy no means unbearably so ; hut the hills are a l w a p  a t  hand, and  
there is never any need to go fnr for shade and mountain air. 

W e  trust that Englinh travellers will not be influenced, in planning 
Caucasian tours, by r e p r t s  fonnded rather on hearaay than on the  
experiences recorded by former writers, with whose work-d 
they are tolerably n u m e r o d i r  A. Cunynghame seems to be b u t  
slightly acquainted. 

PROCEEDINGS OF T H E  ALPINE CLUB. 

Monday, December 16.-Mr. W. LONGXAN, President, in the Chair. 

The  followinp gentlemen were balloted for, and elected members of 
the Club, viz. : Messrs S. F. Still, E. Hnlton, C. Pilkington, H. Hoare, 
W. M. Pendlebury, Rev. J. F. Bramston, Rev. C. H. Hawkins, Messrs. 
W. W h i ~ e ,  and G. W. Stevens. 

Mr. AIMUS-REILLT proposed, and Mr. C. G. IIEATECOTE seconded, 
' That Sir 3. If. Ramsay, Bart., and the RPV. W. H. Hawker, he elected 
members of the Committee in place of Messrs. C. E. Mathewn and D. 
W .  Freshfield, who retire by ror t ion ;  and that the President, Vice- 
presidents, other membersof Committee, and Secretary, be re-appointed 
for the ensuing year.' An alteration of Rule 111. was w e e d  to, so as 
to allow of the Editor of the Alpine Journal being added to the Com- 
mittPe as an extra member, the pssible  number of such extra mcnlbera 
being thus raised to four. 

Mr. T. S. KENNEDY read a p p e r  on ' Excnrsions from Cormayeur, in 
the mnge of Mont Blanc,' giving nn account of a new and more direct 
mute up Mont Blanc from the Miage glacier, and of an ascent of the 
Aiguille de Lkhand.  

Some discueaion took place aa to the expedience of, for the sake of 
country members, holding in future yearn the annual general meeting 
and the winter dinner on the eame day. I t  a p p r e d ,  however, to 
be the almost unanimous opinion of the country members preeent that 
the existing practice of holding the meeting and dinner on two 
successive days should be adhered to. 

Tttesdqy, December 17.-The annual winter dinner took place at  
Willis's Rooms, when 110 memhers and their friends sat down ; Mr. 
W. LONGHAN, President, in the chair. Amongst the gneste of the Club 
on the occatiion were Sir F. Pollock, Bart., and Lt.-Col. the Hon. W. 
S~ckvil le  West. Mr. Arthur Croft lent for exhibition a large collection 
crf his own water-colour drawings, and pictures were also lent by Mr. 
G. Barnard, Mr. Alfred Wills, and others. Plates of the Alpine Club 
map of Switzerland (now being executed under the supervision of Mr. 
Nichole), in various stages of con~pletion, and a magnificent volume of 
p h o t o p p h ~  of the Icebergs in the Polar Seas and the Glaciers of Green- 
land, lately published by n iessa  Elampeon, Low & Co., were laid on the 
table. 
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SOME NOTES ON GREENLAND AND THE GREENLANDERS. 
B EDWARD WIIYMPER. Read before the Alpine Club on 
d r c h  4, 1873. 

F I V E  years ago I communicated a paper to the Alpine Club 
which contained a brief relation of a journey that I made 

in North Greenland in 1867. That journey was the result of 
an early ambition. Ever since I first began to take interest 

in any thinf , I have taken great interest in the Arctic Regions, 
and when was able to travel in the Alps I eagerly seized 
the opportunity, in the hope that I might acquire buch a know- 
ledge of snow and ice as might perhaps procure me a post 
upon some future English Arctic Expedition. After six y eare' 
scrambling in the Alps, finding t,hat my hopes were not likely 
to be realised, I looked about for some country where larger 
experience might be gained, and eventually my choice fell 
upon Greenland. Remote as the probability is that another 
Arctic Expedition will leave our shores, I  levert the less hope 
that Polar exploration will not be abandoned by our country- 
men; and, as a member of this Club, I wish that they may 
attain the highest latitudes and climb the very Poles them- 
selves. I hope the time may speedily come when the Chan- 
cellor of the Exchequer may feel that there are ' pressing 
reasons ' for sending out another expedition, and that we may 
one day have s Government which shall be of opinion that 
there are occnsions when the national honour should be con- 
sidered before pounds, shillings and pence. 

I went to Greenland in 1867 with two distinct and very 
different aims. Rumour said that the interior of the land was 
completely and absolutely covcred up  by glnciercr. I t  fieemed to 
me that if this were the casc it should be possible to travel over 
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the interior of the land with sledges, and that, if this could be 
done, a novel and very valuable feature might be introduced into 
Arctic travel. I t  seemed to me,for example, that if Dr. Kanehad 
endeavoured to pass the Great Humboldt Glacier by travelling 
over it, instead of toiling through the hummocks at its base, he 
would have succeeded in his object with comparative ease,instead 
of failing, as he did, after putting forth great exertions. There 
is the authority of Sir Roderick Murchison for saying that the 
idea of travelling in this way had not occurred to anyone else,* 
and certainly as far as I am concerned i t  was entirely original. 

After a somewhat protracted voyage, I arrived a t  the colony 
of Jakobshavn, in Disko Bay, on June  16, 1867. This lace 
was selected as the base of operations by the advice 01 the 
Director of the Greenland trade, as there were several fiords 
in its neighbourhood which approached the ' inland-ice' very 
closely. No one at  the colony, however, was able to say 
a t  what spot the glacier-covered interior was most accessible, 
and to discover this point I first made a four days' boat journey 
in a north-easterly direction, and subsequently another four 
days' journey in a south-easterly direction. The place firet 
visited proved to bc the best, and I returned to Jakobshavn 
to prepare sledges, and to get together men and dogs, and 
dogs' food. 

During the time in which these preliminary journeys were 
being made, a severe outbreak of pneumonia occurred in Disko 
Bay, which attacked almost the entire population, and eventu- 
ally carried off four per cent  of the whole. Thoae who were 
not prostrated by the epidemic were naturally much occupied 
in tending the sick, and for some time i t  was impossible to 
procure even a single man, or indeed to obtain the slightest 
assistance. A t  length the Inspector of the northern districts 
induced a son of the trader at  Jakobshavn to accompany me. 
I n  young Mr. Fleischer I gained an excellent dog-driver and 
a very useful and willing assistant. I had already a second 
driver in the person of my interpreter, Mr. Tegner, and we 
obtained a third one, a native Greenlander, from the neigh- 
bouring colony of Claushavn. To accompany the three sledges 
which it was proposed to take, i t  was necessary to have two 
other persons besides myself. One of these was supplied by a 
collector whom I brought from En  land, and a sixth man was 
a t  last procured from the colony of 8 hristianshaab. 

Dogs were almost as difficult to obtain as men, for they had 
their epidemic as well as the natives. A t  last, after a great 
- - -- - - - - . - 

Jorcrnal Roynl Geog. Soc. p. cxc. 1866. 
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deal of negotiation, I obtained the loan of three teams (amount- 
ing to twenty dogs) from Claushavn, upon the condition that 
thcy were not to be landed in the infected districts ; or, if circum- 
stances forced us to land them, they were to be slain at  my 
cost. Much time was also lost in obtaining the necessary 
quantity of dogs' food-for Greenlanders are extremely careful 
not to lay in a stock of meat beforehand. Five or six hundred 
pounds of dried seals' flesh were required for the contemplated 
journey, and these were bought by handfuls at  a time from 
perhaps a hundred natives. The worst remains to be told. By  
the advice of my interpreter, wood was brought out to be made 
up into sledges in Greenland, instead of sledges ready fitted up. 
I now found that the only persons in the county  who were 
capable of making sledges had their time fully occupied by 
the manufacture of coffins ; so I was forced to content myself 
with the sledges ordinarily used in Greenland, which were 
made of very indifferent wood, were very weak, and were not 
fitted for the rough work to which they were afterwards put. 

With the five persons already enumerated, twenty dogs, and 
three sledges, I started from Jakobshavn on Ju ly  20, 1867-in 
two boats, rowed by ten additional Greenlandem-to make an 
attempt to travel into the interior. I n  two days we arrived 
at  the end of the fiord which approached nearest to the inland- 
ice,' and were occupied for two days more in transporting our 
baggage over the few miles of land which intervened between 
the fiord and the glacier. The ten additional natives then 
departed in one of the boats, and the other one was left moored 
in the fiord to await our return. For  three days more we 
remained encamped at  the edge of the glacier, waiting for a 
favourable change in the weather-the sledges, laden with pro- 
visions for thirty days, standing all ready upon the ice. The 
dogs, as is their nature, did all they knew to vex us, and 
gnawed incessantly through the lines with which they were 
fastened, and made rushes at portable property, or bit ue, and 
fought each other on every possible occasion. I f  they could 
have been seized with a unanimous desire to escape in one 
direction, we should have been left without a single brute ; but 
fortunately each one wanted to go a different route, and so 
they neutralised each other's efforta. 

During this time I ascended a mountain, upon the outskirts 
of the ice, which commanded a view of the interior. To the 
north, east, and south, as far as the eye could see, all was 
ice. The land was completely, absolutely covered by glacier. 
There was not a peak rising above it, nor even a stray rock 
upon the surface. I n  the middle of June, when we first came 
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to this spot, the whole of this immense expanse of ice was 
covered by snow, and the ~urface of the snow had a frozen 
crust which was easy to traverse. The men who then accom- 
panied me, all of them men of experience, said that with the 
snow in that state we should be able to travel 3.5 to 40 miles 
per day. Anyhow, we could easily walk upon it a t  the rate of 
three miles per hour, and actually did walk eastwards upon i t  
for a distance of six English miles in an hour and a half, and 
rose in that time to the height of 1,400 feet above the sea. 
But  a t  the end of July, when we returned, and were ready to 
start, almost the whole of the snow was remo~ed and the 
underlying ice exposed. Instead of seeing, as at first, only a 
fkw large crevasses, which, on account of their size, were 
perceived at  a long distance, and hence easily avoided, we now 
saw thousands and tens of thousands which me should be obliged 
to cross over. The entire mass of the icc was rent bv chasms 
more or less profound. Now to men unencumbe;ed with 
baggage the existence of the chasms would have been a matter 
of little importance, and to properly constructed sledges drawn 
by men they would not have opposed insuperable obstacles. 
But to sledges such as ours, heavily laden, and d r a m  by those 
perverse brutes Eskimo dogs, they presented the most formid- 
able obstacles, and directly I saw the prospect I knew that we 
could not succeed. 

Nevertheless, as soon as the wind moderated, we made a 
start. I went ahead for a short distance, fixed a stick in the 
ice to indicate the direction which the sledges were to take, and 
then ran on, looking right and left, to select the best route. 
I t  was also frequently necessary to run back, to break a dog's 
head, or to kick all the breath out of its refractory body, or to 
give aid to a sledge which had taken a header into a crevasse 
because half its dogs had made up their minds to return home; 
and to extricate the moaning driver from underneath a mass 
of bngs of pemmican, biscuit, and travelling baggage of every 

. description. I n  spite of these little drawbacks, me got along 
pretty rapidly for an hour or two, but every moment the 
crevasses became more labyrinthine and the sledge-runners 
weaker. The sledges looked picturesque as they came over 
the ice-pinnacles, rearing up like ships running before a gale of 
wind. The dogs, for a moment still as statues, in the next 
instant would rush away down the opposite slope with ungovern- 
able speed and clear the crevasse a t  its foot with a bound, but 
the sledge would be jammed fast between the walls of the chasm 
Then the dogs, feeling themselves checked, would tug away for 
a few moments to the right and to the Icft, and, finding their 
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efforts vain, ceased to pull, and invariably commenced to fight 
amongst themselves. By the time that the sledge was righted, 
the lines with which the dogs were faatened to i t  had become 
almost inextricably tangled and knotted. These proceedings 
were repeated over and over again during three or four hours. 
Then one of the runners of the largest sledge broke in half. 
Another runner belonging to one of the smaller sledged was 
also split along its entire length, and all of the remainder were 
more or less weakened by the battering they had received. 
AS a matter of form, I sent three of the party ahead for a 
mile or two to report whether the ice became better, knowing, 
however, very well that it was all alike for many miles When 
they came back, reporting truly that i t  was worse rather than 
better, I ordered a retreat, it bcing perfectly evident that to 
persevere would be only to render our return more and more 
difficult, and that under any circumstances we should at  the 
most be able to proceed only a few miles further towards the 
interior. W e  could only take one of the dogs back in our 
boat. Eight more were recovered by a boat which I sent for 
them, three were found dead, one mas not discovered, and the 
seven others came in overland one after another to Jakobshavn, 
and were killed by order of the Inspector. 

Although we failed completely in the immediate object of 
the journey (the penetration of the interior), I demonstmted to 
my own satisfaction that it was possible to travel over the 
glacier-clad lands of the north with sledges. My poverty 
obliged me to employ clogs instead of men; but I will not do 
so again for similar work, as I am well convinced that in the 
long run i t  will pay better to use the biped instead of the 
quadruped. Our failure chiefly arose from starting too late iu 
the season. It was my wish and expectation that we should 
commence the journey upon the ' inland-ice ' at  the beginning 
of June. A rather protracted voyage from Copenhagen, and 
the subsequent delays, prevented our departure until the end of 
July. During this period of ei ht weeks there was perpetual 
daylight and an almost cloud f ess sky. The temperature 
never descended to the freezing point, and frequently ranged 
as high as 65" to 70" E'. Evcn upon the ' inland-ice ' itself i t  
was never lower than 37" to 38" F. The snow upon which I 
expected to travel, which bridged the chasms and levelled the 
inequalities on the surface of the ice, was completely swept 
away; and further, owing to the lamentable sickness which 
prevailed in 1867, we are unable to fit up sledges out of the 
superb wood which was brought from Europe. With the 
exl)el.icncc wliich 11av bccn gained thc result will, I think, be 
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different upon another occasion; for the project, although 
novel, was perfectly feasible, and its execution, although 
adjourned, is not abandoned. 

The remainder of my time in 1867 I chiefly devoted to the 
ursuit of a very different object. I had seen in Sir Leopold 

Fde~lintock's well-known book, ' The Voyage of the POI,' a 
casual reference to a so-called ' foasil forest,' at a place called 
Atanakerdluk. This place is on the mainland of Green- 
land, facing the strait called the Tlraigat. Sir Leopold 
McClintock did not visit it, and only brought home a few 
specimens which had been picked up as curiosities and were 
presented to him. I t  seemed to me, from the little I could 
learn about it, that a careful examination of this locality would 
probably yield results of high scientific interest. This indeed 
proved to be the case, for at Atanakerdluk, and at  some 
other locditiea on the opposite shores of Disco Island, I 
obtained no less than 80 species of fossil trees and shrubs, out 
of which (according to the determinations of Professor Heer, 
to whom the collections were submitted on my return) 32 
species were new, whilst all were unknown to the present para 
of Greenland. I will sa no more on this subject just now, e beyond that those who ta  e an interest in such matters cannot 
do better than consult the paper by Professor Heer, which 
appeared recently in the 'Transactions of the Royal Society,' to 
which is also joined a detailed account of my own proceedings.* 

Had I been aware in 1867 how much of the mere coast- 
line of North Greenland remained to be discovered, I should 
probably, in the first instance, have contented myself with a 
less ambitious programme. Upon the strength of the English 
Admiralty Chart, sheet 1 (chart exhibited), I supposed that 
the coast-line of North Greenland was well known, but when 
landed in the country I found that the state of the case was 
very different If' 1 enquired at  a settlement what was the 
nature of the coast between that place and the next, the 
traders and other Danes were frequently able to say that o w  map 
and their maps were very wrong, without being able to say 
what was right. And touching some portions of the coast 
they would not pretend to any knowledge whatever, saying 
that no Europeans or native Greenlanders had ever been known 
to traverse them. Such, for example, is the case in regard to 
the west and north-west shores of the great island of Disco. 

- 

* Contributions to the Fossil Flora of il'orth Greenland, being a 
Dcscrzj~tiori of the Plants collected by Mr. $![)WARD WHYY~,EB during 
the Sunrmer of 1867. By Professor O s w a ~ v  HER. 
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No Europeans or natives have ever been known to land upon 
those shores, althouuh they have been seen at  a distance by 
perhaps thousands oPperaorls ; and although it is said, t rd t ion -  
ally, that ther were inhabited some centuries ago by Eskimo, 
i t  is certain that at  the resent time not an individual can bc 
found from the mouth o !' Disco Fiord, right round the northern 
part ofthe island, and so down the Waigat, to the small settle- 
ment of Ujarasusuk, a distance of about 150 miles. I f  you 
look, however, at  the English Admiralty Chart, you will se!, 
that this portion of the coast, like Jmost all the rest of North 
Greenland (lat. 68' to 72i0), is laid down with a firm line, 
such as would lead anyone to suppose that the coast had been 
surveyed. B u t  the fact is that the greater part of the coast 
of North Greenland has never been surveyed in any sense 
whatever, and as laid down in the English chart is scarcely a 
closer approximation to the reality than the rude map which 
accompanies the book by the missionary Egede.* (Map ex- 
hibited.) 

passkg over the early maps of Greenland (such as that just 
exhibited), which were based upon the original discoveries of 
Frobisher, Davis, Baffin and others, the first map which has 
a claim to be considered is that by Lieutenant Graah, an 
officer of the Danish army. Graah was sent out by his Go- 
vernment in the years 1823-4 to investigate the land, and in 
those years accumulated the material from which this map wns 
afterwards made.t (Map exhibited.) I t  does not, as you will 
see, pretend to much ; i t  is only a rough outline ; but i t  is never- 
theless the map used until this day by the Danish ships engaged 
in the Greenland trade. 

I n  the vears 1848-51. Dr. Rink (who haa recentlv been 
made Dirictor of the dreenland tra'de at  copenhag;n) was 
sent out to the northern districts. and in 1852 nroduced the 
map which sccompauied his booky' ' Gr&tZand g;ograpkisk og 
statistick berkrevet.' Dr. Rink executed a rough triangulation 
of a few miles in the neighbourhood of the settlements of God- 
havn and Umenak, and his smdl special maps of these locali- 
ties (which mere made exclusively from his own work) I have 
found very fairly accurate. In his general map, however, 
besides embodyin8 his own observations, he drew frzely from 
Graah's, and also inserted a good deal from reports. A num- 

* Det gnmle Grd~tlands nye Perkcstration, etc., af  IIsns Egcde, 
Kjubenhavn, 1701. 

t Graah nlso published a work entitled Den vestlige h'jjst af ffrdn- 
lurid, Kjiihnhavn, 1825. 
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ber of altitudes are introduced ; but these, I learn from Dr. 
Rink himself, are only eye-estimates, unless they are specified 
as having been obtained by barometric means, and I have found 
they are almost always greatly under-estimated. 

W e  now come again to the English Admiralty Chart, sheet 
1, which is the map used by our whalers. I n  this Dr. Rink's 
map has been copied outright. Even his altitudes, which on 
his own map are given in Danish feet, are transferred exactly 
to the English chart, our authorities apparently being unaware 
that the English foot is not equal to the Danish one. The de- 
tails, too, are so much reduced, that the coast-line looks,as I have 
already said, as if it had been delineated with great minute- 
ness, instead of looking, as it should do, like unexplored land. 

There are therefore three maps in existence of North Green- 
land. The first (Graah's) is to be relied upoti to a certain 
extent; the second (Rink's) is not always equally valuable, 
because i t  is not possible to separate in it that which is founded 
uDon observation from that which is merelv coniectural : whilst 
t i e  third, notwithstanding its pretensiod, is :he least useful 
and reliable of all.-(To be continued.) 

EXCURSIONS FROM COURMBYEUR, I N  THE RANGE OF MONT 
BLANC. By T. S. KENXEDY. Read before the Alpine 
Club, December 16, 1872. 

N Saturday, June  29, Johann Fischer and I walked from () Courmayeur to the Miage glacier, to see if we could find 
any route up nlont Blanc from the lower part of that glacier. 
The best point of view for this purpose would have been one 
of the Trd.lat&te Aiguille~, but bad weather had prevented our 
going thither from the Tr6latGte pavilion, aa well as from 
~eeing  anything during a walk to the top of the Glacier de la 
Frasse. 

After spendin the day in climbing past the Aiguille Grise, 
examining the 81acier du D6me and frightening nun~erous 
chamois, we returned to Courmayeur and telegraphed to Val 
Tournanche for J. A. Carrel. Carrel arrived on Sunday 
evening; we engaged Julien Grange as a porter, and set out 
again on Monday up the Miage glacier. 

When opposite to the ice-fall of its most southern tributary 
(called by Mr. Reilly the Glacier du Mont Blanc, but without 
a name in the French Ordnance Map) and almost exactly 
between the  summit^ of Mont Blanc and of the Tr6latete 
Aiguilles, we turned to the right hand and ascended tho glacier 
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diagonally towards its northern bank. In about an hour we 
came to the rocks a t  the side and went straight up, spreding 
out our party to look for a convenient bivouac. 

This was soon found, at  a height of a few hundred feet above 
the ice, a t  the base of an u right rock, with water conveniently 
near, and a t  a distance o f 4+ easy hours from Courmayeur. 
W e  could not find any cave or overhanging rocklfor shelter. 
After a short rest Fischer went on to explore, and the rest of 
us built a small shelter wall and arranged sods of turf to lie on. 
Fischer came back after sunset with the news that he had gone 
as far as the upper basin of the glacier and had seen no reason 
why a greater height should not be attained. 

Next morning we gave Grange a bottle of wine to comfort 
him on his way back with the luggage, fixed on our rope, and 
started at  3. Carrel led, and was so eager that he went very 
fast-too fast for my taste. W e  came to the snow on a small 
patch of glacier by 4 o'clock. The snow was soft and trouble- 
some, and me waded kneedeep for an hour. Inclining slightly 
to the right, we got on harder nCv6 lying at a high angle, and 
about 6 arrived on the small plateau attained by Fischer the 
previous evening. 

Here the main mass of the mountain came into view. Before 
and below us lay the upper basin of the Glacier du l l on t  
Blnnc, perhaps a quarter of a mile across, sloping gently to the 
right to the summit of the ice-fall by which i t  plunges to the 
Miage glacier. On the left hand this basin is bounded by low 
broken rocks, which rise into a rugged aiguille close above 
where we were standing. On the opposite side of the basin 
rises the immense slope of 3lont Broglia, almost bare of snow 
away to the right, bat whitening as i t  sweeps round to the 
point opposite to us, and crowned with a line of sEracs glitter- 
ing against blue sky. 

Now it had been our intention to ascend the rocky part of 
Iklont Broglia, so as to gain its ridge above a notch or break, 
which is well seen from Mont Saxe and from many other points 
near Courmayeur, and to complete the ascent by that ridge. 
From our standpoint we saw a t  once that there would be little 
difficulty in doing this. But  i t  was also clear that this course 
would be a roundabout one, and we decided to make for the 
slopes directly opposite, and to get past the sbracs by keeping 
slightly to the left, where they seemed to run out. W e  could 
not see the upper part of the mountain, but, as i t  happened, a 
better line could hardly hnve been pointed for the Calotte. 

W e  dropped dow11 a hundrcd feet to the glacier basin, crossed 
i t  and its scl~runrl, nlid at  oncc comincnccd the nsceut of steel) 
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and rotten crags. Mre climbed up gullies and over little slopes 
and rid es, sometimes stopping to throw down masses of dkin- I t ega te  and unsafe rock. About half the way had to be won 
with the axe, small frozen-in stones served as foothold for the 
remainder. Fischer led with much sagacity, and we sat down 
at  intervals to measure progress by the appearance of the Tr6- 
latdte Aiguilles. Gradually we found ourselves on a level with 
the sbracs, though our course entirely avoided going through 
them, and we could see that they were merely small accumula- 
tions of n6v6 on the brow of the descent. It would not be safe 
to mount directly bene8t.h these, for the upper dopes are too 
steep to allow of much glacier clinging to them. W e  were 
nearing the head of n snowy spur on our left, and to surmount 
i t  was not easy, for its last 50 feet looked formidably steep. 
Fischer made us stand on the last jutting stones, while he cut 
a zigzag passage through the soft snow. W e  followed for a 
short distance to give him rope enough, and he pulled himself 
cleverly over the top. Then our passage was easy, and we 
walked up to some rocks and sat down to lunch. Now we 
could see something. Over the top of the Trklat&te Aiguillcs 
lay a fine distant peak-probably the Dauphin6 Ecrins. Be- 
tween ourselves and Mont Broglia was a smooth, steep snow- 
slope, verging gradually into a large and exposed plateau 
supported by Mont Broglia and Mont Phteret. To the left 
and much below us lay the Dame du GoQtk, its ridge sweep 
ing up grandly until we lost i t  behind some big rocks. Above 
us these rocks extended, concealing the head of Mont Blanc, 
and forming the western side of the Calotte. W e  saw that our 
ascent was secured, even if compelled to go round by the Bosses 
du Dromadaire. The wind had lulled, and we took a long and 
most enjoyable surrey. 

Camel went on again, a large snow-wreath giving us easy 
access to the rocks. These were much frozen. and the axe was 
constantly necessary. I had a good opportunity of seeillg 
Carrel's fine climbing. in which. ho~eve r .  hc could not surnass 

0 ,  

Fischer. The rocks closed round us, became steeper and more 
icy, and we could see less and less of what was above us. A t  
last, about 1 o'clock, me stepped on some soft snow and found 
ourselves on the ridge. Turning to the right hand, Fischer 
surmounted a small snow-mound with a crevasse at its base, 
and we were on the top. 

A cold wind was blowing, mists were coming fast over the 
Dame du GoGtB and filling the hollows below, and we did not 
stay long. My men were unacquainted with the ground, and 
I had undertaken to find the way down. I t  was a rash pro- 
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mise. By the time we had run down the Calotte, mist and 
driving snow obscured everything. I made for the slope 
between the two Rochers Rouges, by which, seven years be- 
fore, my ascent had been effected. A break in the mist showed 
us a steep slope with big crevasses, and Fischer declined to 
take that way.. W e  circled round the head of the lower 
Rochers Rouges in deep snow and much perplexity, and as- 
cended again to the base of the Calotte, for I was quite unac- 
quainted with the position of the Mur de la CGte. Then I felt 
how big Mont Blanc is and how unadvisable to trifle with him 
in bad weather. I proposed two alternatives to Fischer-to 
re-ascend half way up the Calotte and then to slide down 
quietly by the Anciexl Passage ; or to go back over it, and to 
descend by the Bosses du Dromadnire and the Dame. But he 
promptly declined anything involving more ascent. We again 
went round the head of the Rochen Rouges, to try and find a 
passawe down the rocks. In  doing this we got to the Italian 
side, Found out our error, and n~shed tumultuously down the 
Mur de la CBte and the Corridor, until we were brou ht up 
by Fischer's broad back and the upper lip of a big sc % rund. 
Luckily he had caught a impse of it through the fog. It 
took us much time and trou 9' le to passothis obstacle; then we 
got down on the Grand Plateau, passed an avalanche which 
had fallen from the Calotte, and became entangled in the 
broken glacier below. For half an hour we sat in the snow at  
the edge of a crevasse, and then a partial lightening of the 
mist gave a sufficient glimpse of things for us to move forward 
a few hundred yards. About 6 P.M. it got so thick that we 
sat down again in a very discontented state of mind, expecting 
to stay there all night. A t  last i t  occurred to me that we 
must be sufficientlv near the Granils Muleta for the voice to 
be heard, and, to' our delight, a shout answered ours with 
directions how to no. Then the mist lifted UD. and at 7 we 

I '  

gained the ~ u l e t s , ~ a n d  found a party of gentlemen preparing 
to ascend Mont Blanc the next dav. After a short halt we ~ ~ - . -  ~~ 

set off again, and arrivedat ~hamdun i  at  9-45. 
Respecting this way of ascending Mont Blanc, I may gay 

that there is no reason why, if the Courmayeur guides will build 
a hut at or near our bivouacking place, i t  should not be com- 
monly used by travellers who have had some little previous 
experience. Of course the mountain is steep. A etraight line 
drawn from the hut on the Aiguille du Gofit6 to the top would 

It seems thnt this short cut cannot now be used, w the ice h 
become more difficult than formerly. 
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show an angle of about 13&0, from the Grands lfulets about 23", 
whilst from the side of the Xliage glacier it would be s h u t  
364". Still there is no place that requires anything more in a 
traveller than steadiness. Kor is there any fear of avalanches 
if the pro er route be taken, and that route is tolerably 
obvious. 8 n the other hand, the mountain is very exposed 
to northern and easterly winds; there is not a particle of 
shelter on i t ;  and i t  is too steep to allow a party of men to 
run back quickly, as they may do on the Chamouni side. 

It is short compared with the long snow journey vill the 
Aip i l le  du Midi, and easy compared with AIessre. Moore and 
Walker's route by the Brenva glacier, and it seems to me to 
be the natural way for the Courmapeur people to ascend 
their mountain. Had we not lingered on the way up, we 
might have been on the top two hours earlier. 

Leaving Carrel to take charge of some friends a t  Chamouni, 
we returned by the Col du GGant to Courrnaye~~r ; ascending 
on the way to the base of the Dent du GEant. W e  found a 
small cairn there, erected the previous year by Mr. 
IVhitwell anJ his guides the Lauenera Prom the base of 
the f ind tower, which is easy of access, the walls go up quite 
straight, and I think one might as well t ry to climb up the 
outside of a bottle as to ascend this tower. I n  fact, one can- 
not ascend even 50 feet. I f  it is to be climbed a t  all, the 
attempt must be made on the side facing towards the Aiguille 
du  Plan. 

A few days afterwards my friend Mr. J. A. G. Marshall joined 
me in the exculsion up to the Aiguille de L6chaud-a 
walk which originated in a suggestion of Mr. Reilly's. This 
point does not seem to have been previously climbed, on 
account, no doubt, of its comparative lowness. Fischer was 
our guide, and we engaged a Courn~ayeur man of repute 
to help. Leaving Courmayeur on Ju ly  14th, about 4 
o'clock (having waited an hour for our local guide), we 
walked up Val Ferret as far as the chilets of TrEboutzie. 
Thence we turned to the left up a wilderness of stones, which 
come down from the flanks of the Grandes Jorasses. After an 
hour of these we came to the base of some small rocks which 
have been rubbed by the glacier when longer than it is a t  
present. They were sufficiently steep to require care in 
climbing. Above came p slopes, tenanted by a few sheep- 
wluch must, one would think, have been pulled up by a rope- 
arid then we entered upon the ice. 

A big rock divides this, the easterly, part of thc glacier into 
two lmrtioris, of which the soutt~cr~l or~c conles from nlont 
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Gruetta, and the northern from the Aiguille de Lbchaud and 
Petites Jorasses. All t,his cannot be seen from below, but 
the map had decided us to take the northern side, when our 
Courmayeur man told us that he had previously examined it, 
and that i t  would not be easily climbed. Consequently we 
bowed to his knowledge, and went the wrong way. Keeping 
a t  first to the left, to avoid a break in the glacier, down which 
s6racs tumble, we came under the shadow of an unpleasant- 
looking ice-cliff, with some avalanche d6bris lying about its 
base. Fischer went on steadily, with remarks about trusting 
to his own judgment another time, and we presently waded 
up a curtain of deep snow, and stepped out of a small mist 
on to the ridge connecting Mont Gruetta with the aiguille of 
which we were in search. A couple of minor points rose out 
of the ridge, obstructing our road to the left, and we turned 
to pass over them. 

This interesting moment was chosen by our Courmayeur 
friend to lie down on his ~tomach in the snow, and to announce 
that he meant to stay there. Mr. Marshall, who was making 
his first acquaintance with the Alpine guides, appeared some- 
what astonished at this proceeding ; but he took away the wine- 
bottle and followed us up the first point, leaving the unhappy 
man to his fate. After waitill a quarter of an hour the 
thought of being abandoned wit 1 out the wine-bottle revived 
him sufficiently to get up and follow us, and to tie himself to 
the tail of our rope. I t  was the old story ; the cause of all 
this was not so much the auantitv of wine he had drunk the 
previous evening as the rnixkre of 'beer and sclrnaps which he 
had been so imprudent as to make. 

One hour's climb sufficed to descend the little dip in  the 
ridge, to ascend the rocks on the opposite side, and then to 
follow a most graceful snowy ridge to our desired aiguille. 
W e  got there - -  at midday, - 

. 
having lost an hour by taking the 

wrong arm of the glacier. 
The point of view, though low, is particularly fine. I t  lies 

in the heart of the mountains, and at  the head of three distinct 
glaciers, all of which can be seen by merely turning the head. 
The views of the Grandes Jorasses, Aiguilles Verte and Triolet 
and Mont Ilolent, were splendid, and we looked down upon the 
Petites Jorlrrsses. After staying an  hour to enjoy the place 
and to build a small cairn, we went down, turning almost 
immediately to the light hand from the ridge. This led us to 
some rocks a t  the head of the northerly arm of the glacier. 
There is no difficulty in descending these, and we found an 
easy way over the crevasse a t  thew base. Then Fischcr 
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scented out the way through the glacier with much skill, 
and we rounded the big rock to the place where we had 
gone wrong in the morning. After a little climbing in the 
rocks below, when Mr. Marshall was obliged to go last, so as 
let down our local guide by the rope, me returned to Cour- 
mayeur by 7 o'clock. 

This is a pleasant little expedition for any one not inclined 
for the laborious ascent of the Grandes Jowsses, and i t  
might be varied by ascending the nearer and lower part of the 
ridge called the Petites Jorasses. 

A WOLF HUNT IN THE MARITIME ALPS. By the Rev. 
W. H. HAWKEB. Read before the Alpine Club on 315~ 7, 
1872. 

HEN, a t  ten o'clock on the bright autumn morning of 
September 10, 1869, I stood on the top of Monte Viso, 

after the first fond gaze had naturally been cast at  those old 
friends of the great Alps which a t  any distance, near or far, 
seem equally enchanting, and whose familiar forms required 
neither compass or chart to identify them, and after the less 
known peaks of DauphinB, looking like a storm-tossed petri- 
fied sea, had claimed somewhat more care in order to make 
them out, I turned my face southwards with a thrill of joy and 
looked down with some feeling of pride, though none of dis- 
dain, upon the rugged but clearly-marked chain of the Maritime 
Alps. Of pride, though not disdain, for I had, during three 
seasons spent a t  Mentnne, and varying in duration from the 
beginning of October to the end of June, been constantly ex- 
ploring their recesses and scaling their crags, with the ever- 
increasing hope, whenever the mighty pinnacle on which I was 
now standing burst upon the view-as many and many a time 
i t  did-that some day I might complete my exploits in this dis- 
trict by achieving in summer what the winter snows forbade- 
the ascent of this noble mountain. 

This, i t  is true, is rather be,&ning at  the wrong end ; but it 
is necessary, in order that I may give, in as fewwords as I can, 
some idea of the eography of the district to which I wish to 
introduce my rea f ers. 

On the ridge which extends to the S.W. from Monte Viso, 
there stands just beyond the Col de la Maddalena a mountain 
of pyramidal form named L'Enchastraye, or the Cima dei 
Quattro Vcscovsdi. This peak is remarkable, not for its 
height [9,747'], since it is ~urpassed by several peaks further 
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to thc south, but on account of the geographical importance 
which has been attached to i t  from a remote period. For the 
range at this point bifurcates, and the mountain forms the 
watershed of three districts, its slopes directing the rainfall to 
the Rhone, the Po, and the Var. Of the two ridges formed by 
this bifurcation, the western soon loses itself in Provence; the 
other, on the contrary, trends to the E., and constitutes the 
main range of the Maritime Alps, a region posaesaing several 
peaks and masses of true Alpine character ; some of them over 
10,000 ft. in height, and throwing out a number of great spurs 
which radiate to the south, and retaining a considerable alti- 
tude until they plunge abruptly into the Mediterranean, afford 
that welcome shelter which causes the winters at  such places 
as Mentone to be so renowned for their exceptional mildness. 

But  the work of this ridge is not yet done ; for continuing 
still to  the E., beyond the Col di Tends, i t  gradually loses 
its Alpine character, and, under the name of the Apennines, 
becomes the backbone of Italy. 

With this portion of it, however. we have nothin to do. 
Our business is with the Maritime Alps-a district ! ull of in- 
terest, whether we reward its picturesqueness and the extremes 
of contrast often comiined in its scenery ; or whether we ex- 
plore i t  as naturalists ; or whether we consider it as s vast and 
strong barrier placed by nature between France and Italy for 
the ~olitical separation of the two nations, and the theatre of 
great historical eventg, the waves of mar having fumed and 
fretted, and dashed against its natural ramparts, almost as 
fiercely as ita cliffs have been attacked by the neighbouring sea. 

I have dipped a little into all these matters in my excursions 
through this country; but it will be unnecessary to enlarge 
upon some of them, as they have been already treated of by 
others. 

The ' Wolf Hunt  ' has been selected as the subject of the 
present paper, because that expedition took me for the first 
time into the interior of this district; but I propose to supply, 
a t  a future time, another paper or two on some of the other 
expeditions I have made in these Alps, accompanied by a few 
details on the important campaigns which have taken place in 
them. 

The great quantity of snow which fell on the whole range of 
the Maritime Alps during the early part of the first winter I 
spent at  Mentone, drove the wolves in considerable nurnbere 
from the higher and more remote parts down to the neigh- 
bourhood of the towns and villages in the valleys. Thus stories 
mere soon spread of how wolveseere seen almost cvcry night 
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in the precincts of Sospello and Piandola ; how they nightly 
passed through Fontan ; all these places being on the high road 
from Nice to Turin by the Col di Te~ida ; and how they snapped 
up every dog or cat that chanced to be abroad. 

In  a few days the reports became more serious. It was said 
that a pack of wolves had run alongside of the courier over the 
Col di Tenda, showing an inclination to snap at the mules' 
heads, after the manner of the picture in the old editions of 
' ltobinson Crusoe.' Still the snow remained on the high moun- 
tains, and the chamois on the rocks, and all else-badgers 
marmots, and even foxes-underground. The wolves must be 
hard put to it at such times. I have seen when they have not 
o~ily eaten any berries they could find, but even gnawed off 
pieces of turf and swallowed them to assauge the pangs of 
hunger. I t  is easy to believe the general report t1iat.a wolf, a t  
such times, is an exceedingly unpleasant and dangerous animal 
to come across. 

No wonder. then. that starved out of their natural hunting.- 
b 

grounds, t h e i  followed the flocks into the valleys, where they 
kept the shepherds and their dogs constantly on the alert, 
carrying off single sheep-now here, now there-and on one 
occasion joining togcther to fall on a large flock, and killing no 
less than seventy-six sheep before they could be driven off. 
13ut the wolves did not always wait till nightfall ; for one 
entered the town of Sospello in broad daylight, and being de- 
tected by the commotion amongst the dogs of the place, who 
fled from him howling in all directions, a hue and cry wrts 
raised, and the people being braver than their dogs, the animal 
was mobbed into a tank and got drowned. Ib skin was exhi- 
bited at  Rlentone a few dava after. and created much excite- 
ment; and this was greatly au,pented when a picnic party 
came suddenly upon the track of a wolf upon the snow near 
the top of the Berceau [3,772], a mountain close to the town. 
One gentleman of the party implored the ladies not to be 
alarmed, but advised great caution, as he felt sure the track was 
that of a bear and quite fresh, and probably the animal was 
close by. This introduced an element of sensation rarely ex- 
perienced in a Rlentone picnic, and one which I was loth to 
disturb by stating that the track wrrs really that of a wolf, and 
not fresh, as I had seen it on the mountain some days before. 
A wolf, however, does make an enormous track in the 
snow, nearly + big as that of a lynx, and when enlargcd by 
melting, it really looks out of all proportion to the size of the 
animal. ~ - - ~ . ~ ~  

Theu came a very serious aad sad tale of how a poor soldier, 
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returning to his mountnin home on furlougl~, and getting be- 
nighted, waa attacked when quite close to his house by a number 
of wolves. H e  drew his sword-bayonet, and defended himself 
with such energy aa to kill two of' them, but the others m a -  
tered him; and when his wife came out of the house the next 
morning, the first thing she saw was his mangled remains and 
the two dead wolves lying by him, also partly eaten by the rest 
of the pack ! 

Soon after this I was told by a young French friend, M. de 
Lassence, that in consequence of the many complaints made 
on the subject, the governmex~t had ordered an official wolf 
hunt. Havina obtained permission to invite a friend or two, 
he asked me $1 would like to join it. It is scarcely necessary 
to say that I accepted with alacrity; and my brother-in-law, 
Mr. Edmnnd Probyn, being included in the invitation, we 
made, with another young Frenchman, a party of four. 

W e  started on the afternoon of February 2Fi, and the 
road from Blentone to Sospello not being at that time finished, 
drove as far as we could ; and then shouldering our packs, and 
with a man to carry the guns, made our way to Sospello, which 
was to be the rendezvous. Through some mistake we went 
to the wrong inn-that of the Poste-where the accommo- 
dation was very indifferent, it being chiefly frequented by 
charretiers. The landladv of the other. the ' Hbtel de - - - -  

Marenao,' on the many subskquent occasions that I have been 
there, Xardly ever omitted to groan over and describe the 
splendid dinner she had prepared for 11s all, having heard of 
the - intcnded - expedition, and taking it for granted we should go 
to her house. 

The main party of officials Rere to arrive in the middle of 
the night by the courier from Nice, and in the meantime the 
Gardes Forestiers and Champetres, who had assembled in readi- 
ness, told us that the Lsttue next day was to be from Sospello 
to Giandola, and that i t  ~vaa believed there were a t  least 
fifteen wolves in the neighbourhood. This led to an inspec- 
tion of the guns. De  Lassence had his own dnuble-barrel : 
his friend, new breech-loader, ' fusil A m6crmiqueY9 as he 
called it:  Probvn had a canital weanon. with one barrel 
rifled anil the ither smooth;. while ~ , ~ n o i  really expecting 
much sport, thou h plenty of walking, had armed myself with 
the lightest gun f could find-an old makeshift of a double- 
the sort of thing a gardener would shoot bullfinches off goose- 
berry-bushes with. Fearing the very thin barrel might burnt 
if' the balls were at all tight, I selected some bullets which 



wrre w r y  loow, and had to be wrapped round and round a 
great many times with patch to make them stay down a t  all. 

l y e  (lid not, on tlie whole, spend a very lively evening, as the 
placc was coltl, damp, and draughty. A feeble effort was made 
to get u p  a rubber, and the ' choses de whist ' were called for : 
hut  an imperfect pack of fifty cards was all the house possessed, 
60 the idea was given up. 

Being told that the 'assembly' was to take place by  beat of 
drum at 3 ax., we turned in pretty early, and, in the words of 
the old song, 

' Determined all things should be right, 
We primed and loaded over-night, 
As full four hour8 before 'twas light 
We were to start a-shooting.' 

On turning out cold and sleepy into the pitch-dark road next 
morning, one became by degrecs aware that one formed a part 
of a very mixed multitude, the whole population seeming to 
have come to join in the hnnt. 

Afterwards, as day b e p n  to damn and we were able to dis- 
cern our company, tlie ' sportsmen,' who were numerous, 
presented that wonderful variety of costume and gear which 
seems to foreigners almost to constitute the chief attraction of 
la chasse. Curious indeed was the workmanship of the gaiters, 
boots, game-bags, straps, gun-slings, and in short of ererpthing 
about them. 

The  proceedings of that day do not supply much to  record. 
Follolving the direction of t l ~ e  Turin road, over the Col de 
Brouis, the guns were thrown out as we went along, in a sort 
of skirmishing order, wit11 instructions to command the prin- 
cipd troughs and gullies leading from the valley to the heights 
of' Rlnnpiato on our left. The beaters in the meanwhile 
worked the lower ground, accompanied by several shepherds 
with their wolfdogs. W l ~ e n  we got to the top of the Col de 
Brouis, Probyn and I were detached to the right to the top of 
the C i ~ n a  dcl Bosco-a commanding point, from which we got a 
good gcneral view of the whole proceedings, which were very 
prettily managed. Soon after getting there one of the dogs 
got for some time on the scent of a wolf, n-hich led him in our 
direction, and his deep rich baying raised our hopes that we 
sl~ould have some sport on tlic ritlge. The wolf, however, had 
cithcr been 1)cfore us, or liatl slilq)etl through a weak point in 
our linc, for wc never vie\ved him. The only wild animal I saw 
during the dav was a single specimcn of a sand-grouse. 

The mountain-sides 1vc1.c exccc~li~igly sterile, and the largest 



plants being lavender and Artemisa camphorata, there was, 
except in the lower parts of the valley, nothing in the way of 
covert sufficient to hold a wolf. 

Returning to the col, we lunched a t  a cabaret, and then 
quitting the road, beat both sides of the valley down to Brcglio, 
and ended tlie day by walking on to Giandola, where we slept. 
Jus t  outside a little chapel on the way, we were shown a great* 
hole where a wolf had buried a sheep a few nights before, and 
so cleverly was it done that i t  was never found out till the 
wolf dug i t  up again for his supper. I was shown a similar 
hole the next day, and in that w e  the wolf must have carried 
the sheep on his back up something like 2,000 feet of very 
steep ground from thc place where he had killed it. 

Over the fire at Giandola, after dinner, sporting stories were, 
as is usual on such occasions, freely related. Amongst others, 
tlie receiver of taxes of the district called our attention to his 
' chien couchant,' or pointer, and told us how it had accom- 
panied him in a stroll on the Nice road n few days before, 
while he smoked his after-dinner cigar, when fiuddenly a wolf 
pounced upon it. The dog, with a shriek, jumped over the 
parapct, arid dog and wolf rolled together head over heels 
down the slone. The wolf did not renew the attack. and the 
dog escapccl with several cuts and scratches caused by the 
rocks or thc teeth of the wolf. ' Since then,' added M. le 
Percepteur, quietly, ' I have smoked my after-dinner cigar at 
hoine ! ' 

Less fortunate wacl the brother of this dog, wliich belongcd 
to another resident also present, and which, as his master was 
returning home one evening, was seized by two wolves. After :i 
struggle, during. which the poor animal endeavoured to shelter 
itself between ~ t s  master's legs, ode of them caught it by the 
head and tlie other by a hint1 leg, and they set to tugging 
away till they positively (so the man said) tore tho poor 
shrieking doz in two. 

0 ' 7  

The situation, one can well imagine, must have been a some- 
what un1)leasant one for the owner, armed, as he was, with only 
a light cane; but he described the event with such archcd cye- 
bro~vs, and so much excited gesticulation, as to ~ c n d  us into fits 
of laughter. ' hlnis, messieurs,' he urged, ' je vous assure 
qlie c'6tait cffrayant,' and certainly the expression of horror h ~ d  
hardly yet quitted his features. 

These stories at laat drew out our chief, M. dc In Vcvre, 
Inspcctor of the Forests of the Department-who hat1 becn in 
a crack cav:ilry regiment, and then in the Chasseurs d'Afrique, 
bcf;)rcl oljtaining his prcscnt appointment-and lie t~) ld  us some 
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very pleasant little incidents about lion-hunting and Arab war- 
fare. -49, however, we had had a longish day, with a prospect 
of a still longer one on the morrow-when we were to get as 
high up as the snow would permit us-the tales were soon cut 
.short, and all hauds turned in. 

W e  were up again by 3 A.M., and over our hot coffee the 
chief told us that he had organised a different mode of pro- 
ceeding from yesterday. There was to he no more of the beating 
of drums and general hubbub which had rendered yesterday's 
battae a mere fiasco. 

Wolves are not exactly the kind of animals to wait and 
have salt put on their tails ; they are of a suspicious nature, 
and apt to sheer off on being disturbed by any unusual com- 
motion. Therefore to-dav we were not to be accom~anied bv 
any noisy volunteers, but$ go to work as quietly as possible, 
a few shepherds and their dogs acting as beaters. 

There was a great examination of guns and a reckless look- 
inz into ~owder-horns in the tallow candle-li~ht-for I am 
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t,haakful to say we were far from the region of ' bougies -and a 
general loading of weapons; while the wag of the party re- 
marked, as a fresh supply of coffee was brought in, ' L a  pre- 
miZre chose ii charger c'est l'estnmac.' However, a t  last we 
~ t a r t ed  off, some two or three hours bcfore light ; and, influenced 
by the warning we received as to silence, all went well for some 
time ; but one might as well expect a bird-clapper to be still on 
n windy day as these chattering Italians or French to keep 
silent for more than a few nlinutcs a t  a time. The chief stopped 
the line several times, and implored them not to make such a 
noise, but at last had to give it up in despair. 

Our route lay up the skirts of a ridge that forms part of the 
~nountain called Aution [hbout 6,0001, and constitutes the 
south side of the valley of Cairos. After ascending for some 
time, we came to where a shepherd clothed in sheepskins, ant1 
armed with a long gun, was literally ' keeping watch over his 
flock by night.' It was the highest p i n t  a t  which any flock 
was cnmped ; and the poor man told us he had been kept up the 
whole night by the wolves, who had been very dariug; and 
that he had driven off one of them with the helpof his dog and 
tl~rowing stones at it-for he could not see to fire in the dark- 
only a few minutes hcfore our arrivai. The Inspector asked 
him to come with us, hut hc said he dared not leave his flock 
with only his young son. f i~ r  fear the w~olres might come back 
after he was gone ; for there was still a long time to daylight, 
and he said the wolves must he very hungry, they had beer1 
11owIi1lg so ; hut he would fhllow us Inter. 



This news cheered us up considerably, and we l~lodded on 
steadily upward, with renewed hope at each step of gaining the 
ridge before the wolves retired into the forest beyond it for the 
day. Now, if ever, there was need for silence ; but our ges- 
ticulating friend of last night-the one whose dog had been 
kilied almost between his legs, and who had been bragging a 
good deal in the ' let me get at  them ' style of what he would 
do if he could only get a chance, and whose voice was a basso 
profondo of the loudest order-now awoke the echoes with hiu 
talking. The fact is, I believe, he had not yet got over his 
adventure, and was getting into n thorough fright at the pros- 
nect of another close acauaintance with the wolves. Anvhow. 
I .I 

he suggested our going in twos instead of singly on the ridge, 
and himself took care to keep in the rear the greater part of . - 
the day. 

A detachment was here sent off to work the valley to its 
head, and, on the beaters joining them from below, to beat up 
to the ridge where we were to be posted. 

On arrivin at  length at  the ridge, just as day wau beginning 
to break, Pro gb yn and I pushed on to the furthest point, wherc 
we thought-and rightly, as the event proved-that we should 
get the best chance. 

W e  had got very hot in climbing quiekly up the steep path, 
but now we were met by a bitterly cold north wind, which 
froze us to the marrow. We spread ourselves out singly along 
the ridge, which was very steep-sided, and commanded a view 
right down to the valley. I was lying on a rock, with my face 
just peeping over the ridge, keeping n sharp look-out through 
a binocular glass, when faint shouts reached me of L e  loup ! le 
loup ! il monte, le loup ! ' then some stragvling shots, and im- 
mediately I saw through the ass a wolf steadily coming up 
in our direction. I shouted to%robyn, who was next me, and 
he passed the word to the rest who were further down. Every- 
body down below who saw the b a t  fired at him, althouwh 
none of them were in shot, except the cur6 of Giandola, a o  
was half way up the mountain, and who told us that i t  had 
been the great desire of his life to kill a wolf; and although he 
had often been out he had never even had a shot, and now the 
wolf had come quite close to him, and he had got entangled in 
some way or other, and could not get his gun off until the 
animal was out of reach. All this time I was watching the 
animal with my glass with intense interest, for though he tra- 
velled four tin~es as quick as a man, he took a long while to 
c:ome up. IIe stopped several times for a moment, as I have 
fi.equeutly scrii chamois do, to scan the sky-line c11it1 select his 



route ; but on tlie whole was corning up as straight as possible 
between Probyn and me. So I put up my glass, kept more out 
of sight than ever, and prepared for action. 

Being more warmly clad than Probyn, I had lent him nly 
black waterproof, and the sun, which had just risen, shining 
upon it, made him a conspicuous object on the snow; and the 
wolf, catching sight of him, while still some 200 yards below 
119, turned off towards a couloir or gully about 100 yards 
beyond me. Probyn gave him a shot as he turned, but with- 
out effect, while I instantly ran with my utmost speed to that 
point, and stooping behind a rock tried to hold my breath, 
when I heard the wolf panting and puffing within five yards of 
me. I jumped up a t  once, but the nature of the ground yre- 
vented my seeing him until he had crossed the couloir; i t  mas 
i~n~ossible  'for him to ascend it, as it was a sheet of ice. I now 
saw him about twelve yards off, with his left flank exposed to 
me, and obliged to go slowly over the ice. I had kept on 
rc~llinding myself, ever since I saw him, tliat from the nature of 
my weapon I rnust aim high ; accordingly I pointed about six 
inches over his back and pulled trigger, matching intently to 
see the result. Alas ! I saw i t  only too ~)laimly in a fragment 
of ice and rock knocked off by the bullet just underneath him. 

I am hound to say that the animal now behaved in a manner 
perfectly worthy of a wild beast, for he turned and st1:~rled a t  
me ; and whereas before he had appeared to be all head, now he 
looked all teeth, and I have not the slightest doubt that but for 
the ice couloir between us he would have m d e  an ugly rush 
s t  me, and then gone on again. But  the wolf that hesitates, 
even for the purposes of revenge, is lost. That monient which he 
devoted to looking ugly at me, I occupied in ahning with my 
remaining barrel a t  some oljject far above him. Again I fired 
away, and this time my friend tulnbled head over heels, and I 
~xised a whoop which I am sure was never equalled by the 
1)nsso profondo down below. But I was a little premature. 
\\'olvcg die very l~arcl, and this individual fonncd no exception ; 
for after biting the dust lie got up again, and scrambled round 
the edge of the couloir out of my sight. Cli~nbing up to pet 
round the top of the couloir, I w~ soon joined by Yrobyn, l l e  
Lassence, and his friend, and we had a grand race over the 
snow to try and head him back from crossing the ridge ; but 
he had got over it, so we waited for the rest and the dogs to 
come up. 

The owner of the ' fusil 3 m6canirllic,' \rho had strained 
every nerve to try and overtake the wolf, here found tliat his 
11ew gun h:id ljecn ~~riloadecl all the time. IIe  l~ad  been so 



constantly exhibiting his weapon, and showing the way of 
loading and unloading it, that wlien the time of action arrived 
he quite forgot to see whether i t  waa charged or not. 

This, too, appeared an appropriate tiuie for eating ; so, wolf- 
like, we tore asunder a roast lamb we had been supplied with 
at Giandola, and which was so tiny that it was not too much 
for the four of us. 

On the rest of the party coming up, an examination was made 
of the place where the wolf had gone over. The north side 
of the ridge consisted of steep slopes and crags, clothed with 
pine forest arid covered several feet with fine powdery frozen 
snow. The wolf had floundered down this, leaving tracks of 
blood. The shepherd we had passed in the morning, judging 
from the conduct of his dog-which bristled up from neck to 
tail, and barked furiously-that the wolf was close by, tried to 
get down, but instantly disappeared under the snow, and left 
no signs of whet had become of him till we saw the top of his 
long gun, which was slung a t  his back, sticking out of the snow 
ever so far below. 

No time waa to be lost. so me made a line and hauled him 
out by his gun, half sukocated. A number of gensdarmes 
had accompanied us on each day, some of them ell g r a d e  te?me, 
with carbines, cocked-hats, and jack-boots ; one of' them, trying 
to get down a little further, slipped in the same may under the 
snow, and had to be 1)ullecl out by his spurs ! \Ve soon found 
that i t  was perfectly ilnpracticable to descend into the Val 
Cairos, which was a great disappointment to us all, not only 
because we thereby fniled to bag our garne, but also because 
we found that a number of other wolves had crossed the 
ridge, probably just before we got to it, and, no doubt, 
alarmed by the noise of our talkntive friend, and there worlld 
have been a very good chance of finding some of them in the 
forest. Probyn and I proposed to go round, but xvcre told i t  
would take six h u r s  to r e t  to the s ~ ~ o t .  So all that could now " 
be done was to make a fresh beat along arlotlier ridge to the 
eastward, which at length took us into the main road op1)osite 
the town of Sarge, and me walked through the magnificent 
gorge of the same name back to Giandola, where we slept. 

An old cllaw,eur had been out with us, a retired captain of 
carabinihre, named Lautrura, a summary of whose adventures 
I must reserve for a future paper. IZe told me that he had 
killed in this district fifty chamois, but olily five \rolves in all 
his lif'e, and I was considered very fortl~liatc to have happened 
to get in the right place fbr this one. Tllc shc~)herds and 
(i;irtles Foresticr~ said that, pruvidctl the othcr wolves (lid 110t 



eat him, there would be no doubt of finding my animal at the 
foot of the slope. As, however, we wished to get back to 
Mentone for Sunday, we could not go ourselves ; but I told the 
people that if they could get him they might have the govern- 
ment reward, which I think is forty francs, and that I would 
give them something besides for the skin. 

The next day Probyn and I walked down the Roza to 
Ventimiglia. On passing Breglio the man who carried our 
things showed us a spot where a shocking thing had happened. 
A wolf went, in broad daylight, into the town, and, taking a 
young child, tossed i t  over its back and carried it up the moun- 
tain. I t  had to pass the post of a douanier, and he ran along- 
side of the wolf and shot ~t through the heart with his carbine. 
I n  the act of dying the animal dropped the child, who was 
unhurt, and seizing the douanier by the knee-cap, died with his 
teeth so clenched that the jaws had to be forced asunder with 
an iron bar. The wolf must have been mad, for the poor man 
died of hydrophobi:~ soon after. 

A t  Ventimiglia we relieved the man of our knapsacks, 
and walked briskly home to Mentone. Not long after I got a 
lctter from the Garde Forestier of Fontan, to my that the 
wolf had been found at the bottom of the slope. My bullet 
had gone right through him, but being just below his heart he  
had retained enough strenath to crawl over the ridge and 
escape us for the moment. %ortanately the other wolves had 
not found him, and his skin forms a welcome addition to the 
various trophies and objects of natural history that grace the 
walls of my study. 

A SWISS JAIIRFEST. 

TIIE i~nnual Gte of tlie Swiss Alpine Club was last year announced 
to take place at  Lausannc, on August 24, 25, and 26. Although, a t  a 
prcvioos meeting of our Cl~tb, a general invitation to its 111enlbers had 
been received from the Cornit; centr.al, tllc disastrous wbather of 
last summer disc~rganieed all pre-arranged plane, and the English Alpine 
Club wan, in the end, only represented by three unworthy ~ncrnhem. 

Having, ill company with our excellent friend, M. Lopp6, left 
Cllamouni on the evening of the 23rd, we arrived on the next day by 
train at I * ~ u ~ n n e .  Packed in a ~ o i t u r e ,  we crawled up tlie steeps 
leading to the upper town, and prescu:ed ourselves at  the Jardiu de 
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I'Arc, where we were niost co~~rtcously received by hZ. Ben~neck ~ n d  
the committee of tllo fi.te, ~vllo, being aware of cruu i~lterlded arrival, 
had secured IOOIIIS for us at the ' Faucon ; ' utl~erwisc we sl~oulcl have 
fared but badly. 1Iaving dilled, we Lcgan the first event on our I n -  
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gramme, ' Kbunion familibre des Clubisteq et  collation a u  Jardl11 de 
1'Arc.' 

The Jardin de 1'Arc forms a terrace on the crest of the hill, 11igl1 
above the lake. Nothing could exceed its gay and festive appearance. 
The  roof of interlaced plane-treecr above our heads was Lung with 
festoons of Chinese lanterns, and long tables sparlilcd with tho genial 
wines of the country. A strean oi' newly arrived ' Clubiutes ' con- 
atantly poured in, and warm greetings were excllanged on all sides. 
W e  were soon recogniued as me11ibe13 of the Englib11 Alpine Club. 
Our insular reserve thawed before the warmth of the welcon~e we 
received, axid so m:my of our entertainers insisted on pledging us in 
the little white wines of Lauemne, that we began to fear an increaee in 
the brilliancy of the Gte, as far as our vision w a  concer~~ed, of ' ten 
thousaud additional lamps I '  Songs were sung, blue lights and red 
fire froni time to time threw pantomimic gleams on the crowd of 
revellers, and occasional flights of rockets lit up  for a moment the mass 
of undistinguishable shadow which lay between us and tlie 'shining 
levels of the lake.' It was late before we sought our hotel to prepare 
f i r  the morrow. 

According to the programme of the fite, the hours from 8 till 11 
next morning should have been devot~d  to the antiquities and public 
institutions of Lausanne, all of which were thrown open on tile occa- 
sion; hut  our first appearance in public took place at  the theatre, 
where the annual general meeting was held. The entrance-hall was 
decornted in a style a t  once chaste and elegant. A perfect forest 
of young pine-trees was presented to the eye, through the folii~ge 
of which chamois gazed upon one f ron~  all sides, \vliile t l ~ e  bouc~uetiri, 
the marmot, and even the ferocious lammergeyer of the iilps, lent 
animation to the scene. The president of thc fite, M. Rambert, opened 
the proceedings with an oration of considerable length, after w h ~ c h  we 
withdrew and took no further part in the proceedings until we were 
~ummoned to the grand hanquet, which was to take place a t  1 o'clock. 
&ats had been reserved for us at  the presidential table ; and although 
our n~odesl and retiring natures shrunk from the honour, hl. Jloffinan- 
Uurklixrdt, tlie president of the club, himuelf most kindly sought us 
out and insisted on itJ acceptance. One of our party, perhaps in con- 
wquence of llis din~inutive size, succeeded in cluding observation, and 
remained in well-merited obscurity at  the end of a distant table, but the 
other distinguished t tn~ngers  found then~selves in the best position for 
hearing and weing the proceedings. Close to tlie l'resident's till~le W:LH 

n sort of ruetic pulpit, composed of mow and pine branches, furnished 
with a silver goblct of considerable size, for the official drinking of 
toasts. Iuto this tribune orator after orator mounted, and to the 
utrnost stretch of his propulsive lung-pwer conveyed his eloquence to 
tlie ends of the i~llmenlle suite of rooms in which the banquet wa~s 
I1eld. -. 

On tllc excellence of the dinner nnd of the wines we will not enlarge. 
Shortly : l h r  the comlnen:ement of the bnnquet, a cheer annourlcetl 
the arrival 01' countless bbottlcn, bcaring on their ricl~ly ornat~rer~tt,(l 
labels t l ~ c  lbllowk~g inscr ipt iu~~:  ' Vin d'llonneur 1)r6se1it6 ~ I U  C ~ I I ~ J  



Alpin Suisse par la Villc de Lauaannc.' W e  thought of our owu 
ungrateful country, and blushcd for very ahame. A t  which of our  
h:ncluets has the presence of civic port, or evrn civic turtle, testified to 
:r graceful act of recognition on the part of our municipal authorities! 
Among our members we number tlle mayor of a cathedlal town, 'given 
to hospitality ' as episcopal towns should be : we cherish the Ilope, 
vague it  may be, that when he calls the attention of his brother 
magnate of London to the facts we have mentioned, the chief mngis- 
t raks  of the richest city in the world will no longer suffer then~selves 
to be outdone by the municipalities of a snlall but generous republic. 

During the course of tile banquet sevcral sympathetic telegrams 
from distant Alpine Clubs were received with great applau..e, as  was 
also a letter from our excellent secretary, the eloquent warmth of 
which was only equalled by the grace and purity of the French i n  
which it  was couched. But at  last all mas over. JIre had lighted our 
cigars, we had sipped our coffee, speeches had been succeeded by songs, 
and general hilarity prevailed. At 6 o'clock we all turned out and 
went up to the ' signal,' a justly celebrated point of view about half- 
an-hour's walk abovc the town. IIere the stalwart mountaineers were 
welco~ncd by a crowd of holiday folk from Lausanne, and the festivities 
recommenced around the little cabaret which marks the spot. After 
a while, however, we withdrew from the hum of men, and smoked a 
cluiet pipe, reclining on the mft turf and w:itching the sun as he packed 
ttp his 1:mt rays and finally disappeared behiud tllc purple J u n ,  on h i s  
wily to other climes. 

But the evening was not yet over. RTc were biddcn to thc hospi- 
talities of the principal club of Lansannc, which was throlvn open to 
' Cluhistes ' and their guesta At last the reflection that we were to 
start by xpecial train at  5 next morning corttj~c~lled us  to tear oursc8lvc.s 
away with a view to the ' conservation ' of such ' forces ' as were yet  
leit in us. 

In this we were prudrnf for the morrow conhinccl many more 
things than it  could lmssibly have taken thought for itself. The  official 
1)rogramme was sufficiently well filled :- 

' Lundi, 26 ~Aoltt. 

A j hercres prdrises d u  sr~atin.-Dt!p~rt gGn6r:ll avec un tr:~in spc'ci:~l 
~ m u r  Vcrnes-AZontreux. On s'aclielliinew p a r  la g o r p  de Chaudrou 
vers Ies Avant+D&jjeuncr-Pluhienr~ buts de course : Col du Suladier 
c . t  C:ipc du  bloine; Col de J:ln~arl ; Dent dc Jawan ; liochers de 
K;iyc, etc. 

2 1teures.-Diner rustique i Glion offert par la scction des Diablerets. 
5 her1res.-Dcscente au c11ite;iu de Chillon, et di.part p u r  Ouchy 

;~vcc le b t e a u  ;I vapeur.' 
But, besides all this, we had 1)Ianned to slcep at  Orsihres, in order to 

ctnss to Cllamouni next day by one of' the lateral valleys of the Val 
Cl~ampey. 

Our start on the morning of this eventful day wa.s a scram1,le. S o  
one wnh ailled, a t  l u s t  s o  tltcy ;lvc,rred ; coffke was I.ite, and when it  
c.;rult2, scalding hut. AI. L(yp6, who hod tIi~~on;.hout w:rtclic.d over us 



with paternal care, wlrs &in to leave his children to their fi~te and run 
for tlie train. One of our party, after a single gulp of coffee, wlricl~ 
skinned his mouth, followed, and w'as just in time. Another arrived 
tu the train was beginning to move; he would have been distanced 
had not a wagonette full of late ' Clubistes ' passed him a t  fill1 p l o p ,  
and when they recognised him nobly stopped and taken him on board. 
But the third--alas ! he was ' lost to ~ i g h t ,  though still to memory 
darr.' 

All the way to Montreux the two remaining representatives of our 
Club became xx~ore and more painfully conscious of the fact that tliey 
11ad not breakfiited. For, certeq a mouthful of scalding coffee could 
count for notl~ing : a boiled tongue is an excellent thing for brenkfaat, 
but when the tongue in question is one's own organ of ~pcech, ' l'ap- 
pbtit virnt en m'mgeant.' We reflected, however, that we should 
soon be in the neigl~bourhood of the ' H6tel llighi-Vnudois ' a t  Glion, 
and we determined to slip away quietly and try its cuigine rather than 
that of Les Avants, which was, RB we gathered, a long way off. 

Arrived a t  hlontreux, we passed in a long procession tl~rougll the 
town, which was just then emerging from sleep, and plunged into the 
gorge of the Chaudron, one of the deep clefts scooped out by a torrent, 
which \vhirls and boils far below the narrow path and the rustic bridges 
which cross it a t  intervals. 

We went on cheerfully for a couple of miles, until we rc:rlised the 
fact tllat we had crossed the last bridge, and were ascending steep 
nleadows ou the wrong side of the ravine wl~icll separi~ted 11s from t l ~ e  
haven of our hopes. Thie was too much. W e  struck. W e  refused 
to advance until we were credibly informed ax to the exact tlistnnce 
from Les Arants. I t  was more than two hours. W e  looked in aqch 
others' faces for comfort, and found none. Not a11 the blandishments 
of M. Loppi., nor the ' petits pains' which he produced from capacioull 
pockets, could console us. 13reakfast, immediate breakfast. and that 
of' the menticst character, was our ultimatum ; but we yielded to t i te  
R I I ~  toiled up the stony path, as men without hope. Now it happened 
that yome time after, having stopped for the purpose of lighting our 
lipcs, we found ourselves alone. The rest of tho c lnvnn  had dia- 
:~pixared round a corner of the road, wllicl~ wound in and out of the 
ravines which cut into the hill-side. W e  were a t  that moment wpablc 
of any nle;tnncss, and the snme temptation occurred to us  both a t  the 
sanie nioment. 

\\'e trust, we n1;ry be pardoned for this. No doubt the honour of 
the A11)i11e Club was in our hands, and it  was our duty to carry it  
unllcrnished up  tllc beetling crags of the Rocher de Naye. For a 
I I I O I I ~ ~ I I ~  we quailed, as .we thought, ' What will they my in England ? ' 
but then those little wllite wines of the country gave one the deuce's 
own i~ppctite for breakf:~st, and in short we rushed violently down a 
steep torest to the torrent, which we contrived to cross, and then made 
thc best of our way towards the ' HGtel Riglli-Vaudois.' 

Tile lwtll wl~icll we were now following lay at  about the snme levcl 
as  the one we h:ld cluitted, and as we pursued our way wc LCC;IIIIC 
aware of nu individual wllc) wits erillcntly in pursuit of tlie main body, 
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now sonle three or four miles ahead of him. FVe levelled our glasses 
ilcrors the ravine, rrnd even a t  that distance rwognised the lost one. A 
great weight m-w lifted from our minds, for now the honour of the 
Alpine Club was safe. H e  was evidently very hot, for we ~ a w  hirn 
take off his coat and mop hixnself a good deal; but we knew his 
indomitable pluck, and beside4 he had breakfusted, or should have 
done ED. 

W e  entered the fashionable salons of the ' Righi-Vaudoiq' di- 
sheveled but happy, and the salmon cutleta ' a la Hollandaise ' we can 
never, never forget. l ' he  English families who were breakfasting in 
sober sadness, after their manner, looked at  us as if thev had never 
seen two somewhat crun~pled individuals finish a bottle of champagne 
straight off a t  eight o'clock in the morning. Perhaps they never had. 

Alter this we turned into the lovely woods above Veyteaux, and 
wandered, nnd smoked, and dreamed lazily, until the l int  ' $tad ' 
announced that the famished mountaineers were coluing down 'l ike 
wolves on the fold.' W e  returned, and then was presented to our 
view the ' rustic banquet '-rustic, however, only in externals Long 
tablea were laid out under the shade of a t e r m e d  ' berceau ' overhang- 
ing the lake. T h e  weather was superb, but cruelly hot, and as 
' Clubiate ' after ' Clubiste ' came down the steep past~~res, their appear- 
ance bore testimony to the 'melting momenta' they had experienced. 
W e  were soon seated, and the revels comn~enced. Although we had 
not earned our dinner, we contrived to do full justice to it, and when 
Montreux, emulating the generosity of Laumnne, sent no levs than 
800 bottles of ' vin d'honneur,' we again thought of our un,pteful 
country, and sadly murmured, ' They do the.% things better in  Switzer- 
land.' Many were the toasts, and eloquent the speeches. I t  has been 
said that one of our party made a speech. That is possible. I t  l~rrs 
been said that i t  was couched in the woist French ever inflicted on 
human enre. That is more than probable. But a t  lea3t our sen.se of 
the welcome we had received was sincere, liowever badly expressed. 
O u r  party had much before them, and were compelled to leave some 
time before the proceedings were over. How the feative mountaineers 
deecended processionally to Chillon, how that more speeches were made 
rrud more toasts drunk (for the mu~iiciplliLy of Veyteaux, too, was 
equal to the occasion), we cannot dcscrilw, for a t  that time we were 
speeding away in a d o o n  carriage in the direction of St. Maurice. 

We reached OrsiPres at  midnight, and arrived a t  Chamonni exuc~ly 
Ibur-and-twenty hours a h a r d s ,  having in the interval croseed fro111 
the Val d'Arpetta to the Glacier de Trient, in welther which it  were 
Hattery to call malignant. 

The last three days were like a dream-a dream of pleasant ac- 
cluaintanceships which n e  hope soon to renew; of kindly hospitality 
which we would be glad of an opportuility to return ; and lastly-must 
we w n f e ~ ~ s  it  ?--of ' petit \.in blane ! ' 

D. J. A. 
F. A. W. 
A. A. K. 
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AN ASCENT OF T H E  PETER BOTTE MOUNTAIN, I N  T H E  
MAURITIUS. 

WE have received, tlirough the kindness of Sir Sidney D a c r ~ q  the 
following account by a midshipman of a bold feat of mountaineering, 
which may suggest to climbers several new uees of the rope. 

The first authentic ascent of Peter Bott+putting aside that of the 
my t h i a l  hero whose name the peak bears-was made by a party of 
English officers in 1832, and is recorded in the United Service 
Journal ' for 1833, part ii. p. 225. 

' Peter Botte, from the sea, looks just like an inverted equilateral tri- 
angle, resting on the apex of an iweceles triangle. The real difficulties 
do not commence till you arrive a t  the shoulder. Then there is a 
iiightful clamber up  the neck ; and, lastly, the crowning difficulty of 
getting on to the head. The first part of our ascent lay up  a nearly 
dry watercourse, formed by a huge ravine between Peter Botte moun- 
tain and another; and when we were up  level with the shoulder, we 
had to strike up the ride of tlie ravine to our right, till we landed on 
its top. A t  this point we thought i t  better to put  something into our 
stomachs to work upon. So down we eat, and began eating bread aud 
cheese. Some of my companions smoked and drank rum; but  I did 
neither, as I withed to reserve all my nerve for the w e n t  o f the  almost 
perpendicular rock that now stood bold and defiant against the clear 
blue sky right above our heads. The negroes whom we had hirctl tn 
any our coils of rope up  so far had not arrived, so we had plenty of 
leisure to examine the neck on its only accessible side, and find nn 
ndvantageous place for ascent. It r a l l y  looked awful, and I am atiaid 
Rome of 11s began to think of going down again ; but  as the negroes had 
now arrived with the rope, there was no excuse, so up  we must go. 
llaving taken off our boots, we began with hands and feet to creep u p  
tlie very neck. I t  was about three feet wide in some places, and a 
sheer drop on one side of about 3,000 fcet on the other into the ravine 
by whicl~ we had just come. When we had crept for about ten minutes 
we came to the famous Ladder Rock-so called because the last ascenders 
had brought a ladder up to scale it with. We, in our conceit, thought 
we could manage it  without any mechanical help. But  we were very 
won undeceived. So h r  some consultation, back we went to the 
~houlder, and down the side of the ravine, until we came to some young 
trees. Two of these we cut down and lashed together, making a length 
of about twenty feet. With this weapon we returned to the rock. 
Liickily there wm aconvenient niche a t  tlie base, into which we inserted 
the heel of our spnr ; arid still more luckily there another niche on 
the perpendicular face of the rock, which formed a slight support for itn 
lleiid. Now tlie question was, " Who will take the rope u p ? "  Wishing 
to ap1)r:rr very bold, I irnmetliatcly voluntcerc.d ; no did X. ; but as I 
arg11~~1 I w:is the better gymnast of the two, he pive it to me. Accord- 
ingly I tied t l ~ c  end of the inch rope rourid my w:iist ; and trying to 
fvrl ns niuch RR prrqilrle as if I w:is crr~ly rlirnlri~~= t l ~ r  ncnci:r tree, I 



con~mcnccd the ascent. The felloma at  the base held fast on to the 
hecl, and took good care to pass the ropcout a. I wanted it. I t  was'nt 
very hard, and I very soon reached the ledge, just above where the spar 
left off. I drew myself up  to this until my foot rested on the top of 
the tree ; then, taking care that there was plenty of slack rope, I gave a 
vigorous ~pring,  and landed on my stomach on the ledge. I soon made 
the rope fast, and the other fellows followed by it. After this we pro- 
p-essed with comparative ease for some hundred feet or m, when we 
came to a part where a large rock pro,jected from the ridge as if it, too, 
were climbing up  and had stopped. We could not climb over it, and 
therefore had to get round it, and regain the ridge above it. This was 
very horrid, as it  necessitated getting down the side of the ridge, where 
the drop was sheer into the ravine some 1,500 feet below. Tllis rcck 
would have floored us, if i t  hadn't been for a verysmall root about half 
an inch in diameter. I am glad to say I wa.9 ahead, as I should not 
have liked t171hting to it after four other fellows had plswd it. As the 
litst fellow pased the root hecame so loose .as to be uns~fe,  but of course 
t l ~ n t  didn't matter, as we sliould be able to dcsccnd by the rope, which 
all this time mas dragfiing by my waist and uncoiling from belo~v. At 
last %ye reachcrl the neck. A t  one time I had quite a narrow escape 
of falling backwards and being dashed to pieces. I t  waa the most 
dis~gretxble feeling I ever remember. Just after passing the dangerous 
rock, in rather a steep part, I happened to look up for a moment at the 
head above. There it  stood, in sharp bold relief in tlie clear atmosphere, 
and just a t  that moment a small white cloud floated into IIIY field of 
vision, towards the rock ; this matlc it appear to me gradually toppling 
over towards me. My head 1)egn to swim horribly, and if I had not 
instantly looked down at my hands, I should have let go and fi~llen 
barkwards. By the time we had all assenlbled under the neck, we 
suddenly becn~nc aware of a filct we hadn't noticed in the anxiety of 
clinibing up-it had come on to blow ntlier hard from the S.E. Now 
the weather side of the peak was inaccessible, therefore we had to 
throw onr small lead and line orer right in the teeth of half a gale of 
wind. The small line, you will easily understand, was to haul over a 
h i ~ g e r  onc ; when, suspended by which, ~ v c  hopetl to swing orer into the 
empty atmosphere, and then shin 111) to t l ~ e  top. The job of heirving 
tlie It:ld over was not nice, of conrsc; the ncnrcr JOII got to the edge 
and the more you leant backwards, t l ~ c  easier it was; so the one whose 
turn it mas to lienve passed a how-line round his waist, and then leant 
Ixickwards against it, while t l ~ e  other fellows hung on to it. For  two 
weary hours the heaving went on, and every time the lead w,?s Ilurled 
spitefi~lly back in our hces hy the increasing wind. T o  add to our dis- 
comfort, we were filst becoming enveloped in the huge dark cloutls 
t int  Gm1e sweeping u p  From the S.E., and a heavy driving rain had 
~ e t  in. At  one time, in our despair, we were disciixiing the powibility 
of sleeping up  there under the Ice of the head, and recommencing our 
attempt in thc morning. Thc heroic p r t y  (cnx~sisting of two) vowed 
tlley would not move in any direction hrlt npwartls, if they had to stop 
th(*rc a week. The  wnvcring party (the other three) having before 
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with con,n;it~rlir~ii~ns upon our succcss. One old Frenchman, with his 
national civility,.persisted in making us drink claret, although in our  
wet state someth~ng more stimulating would have been more acceptable. 
Hc had been watching us all day with a telrscope, and told ua, with a 
great deal of acting, that he had trembled for ua' 

ALPINE ROTES. 

hlOUXTAINEERING ON T H E  PACIFIC. 

ASCENT OF ~ ~ O U N T  RAISIER, WASHINGTON TERRITORY.-bfr. Cole- 
man, whose asc,ent of Mount Baker, in British Columbia, was noticed 
lately in this Journal, is still active in promoting niountain exploration 
on the Pacific Coast. W e  have received from him some account of the 
first &scent of hlount Rainier, 12,300 feet, the highest mountain of the  
C'as3de Range, distant 120 miles from Olympia, a settlement on the 
w)utl~rrnmost bay of the Gulf of Georgia. hZr. Coleman himself was 
 inl luckily separated from his f r i e n h  General IIazard Stevens and Mr. 
Van Trump, nenr the foot of the mountain, and was thus prevented 
from sharing in their ascent of the peak. 

Having slept anlongat the highest firs, the party started at  6 A.M., 
August 17, 1870, provided with ice-poles, :ul ice-axe, 100 feet of rope, 
1011:: spikes in their boots, a large canteen of water, a lunch, flags, and 
a brass plate inscribed with their names. The  ascent offered all the 
difficulties of a Swiss mountain. Atter five miles over snow-fields, they 
clinlhed a steep ridge of rocks for 500 yards, along the sides of a 
1,000-feet precipice for 200 yards in mid-air upon a narrow ledge 
filled up  with loose dtbris, then for 200 feet they ascended almost 
perp.endicularly, by the gutter formed by the junction of the rocky 
precr[>ice and the ice-fields projecting from the crown of the mountain, 
cutting stei s in the ice and clinging to aqch projecting point of rock. 
T l ~ e  next 150 feet was made wllolly lipon the steep ice-fields by cutting 
skps, and the remainder of the ascent was m,ade without material 
difficulty, over perhaps a mile and a half of snow, on ice-fields, 
itcross several crevasses, one of which they surnioruited by throwing 
the rope round an overhanging pinnacle of ice and climbing up  to the 
11igher side of the crack some 12 fert hy that means.' In ten hours and 
a h;tlf they gained the southern peak, a long exceedingly steep narrow 
ridge striking out from the main dome. They next ascended the 
middle and highest pwk, about a mile distant. ' Climbing over the 
rock ridge which crowns the summit, they fi)und themselves within 
:I circnlar crater, 200 yards in diameter, filled with a solid bed of 
snow, and wit11 a rim of rocks projecting ahove the snow all round. 
-1.r t11c.y c rowd the crater on the mow, hir. Van Trump detected the 
o~lour  of sull)hur, and the nest instnnt nlmlerous jets of stcam, hot air, 
and thin smoke were ohsrrved iqsuir~g frnm tllc crevices of the rocks 
t;lrrning t l ~ p  rim on the nol.tllern sicG. Sever was a tliwovc~ry more 
welcon~e. IInstening forward, thcy hot11 exclaime~l. as they warnled 
tl~chir tllororlgl~ly chillecl and brnrimlwd extremities over one of .old 
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Pl~~ to ' s  fires, that here they ~vonld ps the night, secure against freez- 
ing to dexth; for it was now s i r  o'clock, and it would have been 
impossible to dewend the mountain before nightfall.' . 

' A  deep cavern, extending under and into the ice, formed by the 
action of the heat, was found; a short distance within its mouth they 
built a wall of stones enclosing a space 5 feet by 6 feet around a strong 
jet of heat and steam. Ensconced within this shelter they discussed 
their future prospects, while they warmed themselves at their natural 
rcgister. The heat at the orifice was too great to bear for more than 
nn instant, but the steam wet them, the smell of sulphur nauseated 
them ; and, in short, they passed a most miserable night, freezing on 
one side and in a hot sulphur steam bath on the other. The wind 
outside roared and whistled, but wcure within their cavern and their 
wall it did not much affect them except when an occasional gust came 
down perpendicularly .' 

I t  is to be hoped that this expedition, as well as Mr. Coleman's other 
adventures amongst the mountains of North America, will, at some 
future time, be more fully described to English readers. 

The following letter has been received :- 

ALPINE SLANG. 

!So the Editor of the Alpine Journal. 

SIR,-In a recent French work of popular ecience the poverty in 
mountain phraseology of languages like the French and English, framed 
principally by dwellers in the cities and plains, is forcibly contrasted 
with the richnesa in this particular of the Spanish and Italian (the 
writer might have added of the Greek) tongues used by inhabitants of 
mountainous regions. Castilian Spaniah alone is said to poaeeea twenty- 
eight different words, aerving to distinguish, with marvellous accuracy, 
every difference of form in mountain cresta or ridges. 

Colloquial or even classiml English cannot probably be defended 
from the reproach thus brought againat it. But it has always been to 
nle a matter of surprise that the Alpine Club, counting as i t  does 
amongst its members some names known in literature, should not have 
endeavoured to do something to anpply this deficiency. The dialecta 
in use in the mountainous portions of Great Britain are a mine for 
those who care to look for characteristic phrases by which to expreae 
the bolder features of the earth's surface ; and by a judicious proceea 
of trantrlation from foreign tongues, of adaptstion of old words bo new 
uses, and lastly, by a touch of Transatlantic or Tennysonian boldnena 
in invention, our lanp7ge might have been enriched and, at the same 
time, your publications made more readable for those who, hke myself, 
enjoy tale8 of English adventure written in their own tongue. 

But lover of mountain-climbing as I am in the spirit-physical 
infirmities have, alas ! cut me off from any nearer acquaintance with 
your p u r s u i t 1  cannot read with any pleasure such n jargon as this, 
\vllich, you must admit, is a fiiir speciriien of what often fills your pages. 

' Having ~houldered our hawesacs and the p r t e r  his Itotte, we left the 
VOL. VI.-NO. XL. P 
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chdlet, a sennhirtte or casera in which we had lodged en roufe for a grande 
course. Having traversed some gcroll and ascended n slope of de'bris, 
we came to the moraine of the glacier. A nulut.ais pas amongst the 
s&acs and crecasses of the eisfall was suweafully avoided by a slight 
de'lour, and we quickly gained an upper ne'ch-plateatc. Above the 
bergschnind a couloir raked by avalanclres brought us to the cornichc- 
defended col or sattel at the foot of the arhe of the final aipille. This 
grat having been passed ri califourchon, we found ourselveq sooner than 
had been expected, on the allerh6chste gitze. Wc were now in t b  
heart of a mighty massz~crowned by a thousznd beccas and cimas, 
bergs and Rogels, monts and clents,' &c., kc. 

Why, I venture to ask, this wholesale import~tion of foreign phnrses 
for some of which Engliah substitutes already exist, while for all they 
might eaaily be found ? Why this perpetual recurrence of gerolla and 
grats, of crevasses, mloirs, s&acs and bergschruids? terms without 
any distinctive meaning to the public in general, or even, as the 
Mont Idran hoax lntely &owed, to the high intelligences of Printing 
House Square. Have we not scree and clatter, edge (with crest, comb, 
or ridge for variations) ; can we not speak correctly and intelligibly of 
rib, chasms, and crevices, of gullies and snowmap? Might not 'the 
moat' or the last chasm ' be well accepted aa an equivalent for the 
foreign and uncouth ' bergschrund ? ' Glacier, moraine, plateau, col m d  
avalanche, must, I admit, thanks to their too ha&y acceptance by poet. 
and men of science, be looked upon as natumlised in our language ; yet 
one may be pardoned a regret that icestream, earthbank, p!ain or level, 
gap, and m o m d  (snowslide, the American synonym, fslls in force), 
have not been preferred in their stead. 

Persuade your contributors that it is unnecessary and undesirable to 
addrese the public in this polyglot dinlect, and Alpine literature will 
be freed from an affectation injurious to its popularity with the 
general English reader who wishes to be also like, Sir, your obedient 
servant, 

A READER OF ENGLISH. 

A VERY EARLY ATTEHPT ON TEE AIGUILLE DO DRU.-The fol- 
lowing extracts are made from a work published in 1779 under the 
title, ' A  View of Society and &fanners in France, Switzerland, and 
Germany; by a Gentleman who resided several years in those 
Countries. In two volumes. London : printed for W. Strahan and 
T. Cadell, in the Strand.' 

The wonderful accounte I had heard of the glaciers had excited my 
curiosity a good deal, while the air of superiority zssunled by some who 
had made this boasted tour piqued my pride still more. One could 
hardly mention anything curious or singular without being told by 
eome of those travellers, with an air of cool contempt: Dear Sir, that is 
verywell; buttake my word for it, itis nothingto the Glaciera of Savoy."' 

The author at laat determined to see the new wonder of the world 

The rushing snow. 
The sun-:~wakmocl n m l n n r h e . - ~ x i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
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for himself, and in company with several friends reached Chnmouni, by 
wny of Sallanchee, on mule back. 
' Many travellurs who have more curiosity, and who think less of 

fiitigue than we, tdie  their first view of the glaciers from the top of 
3Iount Breven. M e  determined to begin with Montanvert. . . . 
IVliile we remained in contemplation of this scene (the view from 
tlie Blontanvert), some of the company observed that from the top of 
one of the Neodles the prospect would be still more magnificent. This 
excited the ambition of the D- of H-. H e  sprung up  and made 
to~vards the Aiguille d u  Dru, which is the highest of the four Needles. 
Though he bounded over the ice with the elasticity of a young chamois, 
i t  was a considerable time before he could arrive at  the foot of tlie Needle 
-for people are greatly deceived as  to distances in tllose snowy regions. 
"Should he get near the top," said Mr. G., looking after him with 
eagerness, "he  will swear we have secn nothing. But  I will try to 
mount aa high as he can ; I am not fond of seeing people above me.'' So 
saying, he  sprang after him. In  a short time we saw them both ecrani- 
bling up  the rock. The D- had p i n e d  a considerable height, when he 
was suddenly stopped by a part of the rock which was perfectly in~pixcti- 
cable (for his impetuosity had prevented him from choosing the easiest 
way), so Mr. G. overtook him. Here they had time to breathe and 
cool a little. The  one being determined not to be snrpaased, the other 
thought the exploit not worth his while, since the honour must be 
divided. So, like two rival powers who have exhausted their strength 
by a fruitless w n h t ,  they returned fatigued and disappointed to the 
place from which they had set out.' 

The travellers returned by the T&te Noire and Martigny to the Lake 
of Geneva. In  R subsequent chapter, dedicated to a general account 
of ' The Glaciers,' and the theories then in vogue with reference to their 
motion, we find the following passage, which may be added for what i t  
is  worth to the traditions recorded by Mr. Tuckett : ' The oldest in- 
habitants of Chamouni remember the glaciers when they were much 
emaller than a t  present, and also remember the time when they could 
walk h m  the Valley of Ice (the Ner de Glace) to placee behind the 
mountains by passages which are now quite choked up  with hills of 
wow not above fifty years old. I myself have heard several of the 
old people in Chamouni assert the Pct.' 

A W r r r r ~ ~  ASCENT OF GLYDER FAWN.-The following notice Rhows 
how, by a due attention to weather, that is to my, by seizing on the 
most inclement portion of an English winter, climbers may, without 
crowing the Channel, enjoy many of the excitements and beauties 
generally thought peculiar to Alpine expeditione It, a t  the same time, 
suggests that an ice-=e is not only a sensible, but almost a necessary, 
companion on R winter's walk in  Wales. 

' W e  started from Capel Curig on Wedneday morning, February 12, 
under the guidance of John Hobcrts, to cross over the sun~mit  of 
Glyder Fswr. A car took us as  far as the end of Lake Ogwen, which 
spread out before us in its wintry garb of ice, more than one half of' 
i t  being firmly frozen over. At its extremity we lelt the car, and 

P 2 
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struck off across the mountain-side, which was covered with rockp, and 
large patches of snow, into which we o h n  sank a foot or more. Altcr 
much upand-down work we came in sight of Llyn Idwal, a gloomy 
lake, now completely covered with ice, and ahut in by  steep frowning 
buttresses cf rock. W e  now made straight for a cleft in  the face of 
the rocks called Twll Dh, or the Devil's Kitchen. To  reach this we 
had to skirt the lake, and then climb the rocky barrier behind it. I t  was 
pretty hard work ; continuous climbing from one frozen rocky ledge to 
another, and here and there through deep snow : thus Roberts led us 
u p  the precipice by the only possible route. To  our left, over the 
perpendicular face of rock, hung a largo frozen waterfall, standing out 
some feet from the cliff, in most graceful form, a ponderous mass of 
hard greenish-tinted ice. W e  were a long time climbingup by the side 
of this beautiful cascade. Finally, we topped the ridge, and then, far 
above us to  the left, was the peak of Glyder Fawr. W e  were now on 
a level plain, where the snow was at  least four to five feet deep, 
but the d c e  frozen so hard that we did not mnk in far. This  level 
was soon exchanged for snow-slopes, which became steeper as we 
aecendcd, and, what was worse, harder ; so that a t  last we were unable 
to kick steps, and, being unprovided with an axe, were obliged to use 
extreme caution to prevent n slip. A strong easterly wind at  our 
backs-though bitterly cold-materially helped us up  these slopes, and 
then, after plodding through deep mow, we stood among the frozen 
crags of Glyder Fawr. 

'All around us was snow and ice;  not a rock was visible, for all 
were thickly encased in their winter shroud. I t  was curious to notice 
how the wind had formed cornices and curtains of ice round these large 
stones, of arborescent or leafy form, presenting a most beautiful sight. 

' For a few minutes, sheltered &om the piercing blast, we sat on the 
top under one of the icy pinnacles, and took in what we could of the 
view. Snow-covered mountains rose all around, and below wero the 
frozen lakes lying in the depths of the valleys we had quitted : on the 
south side, Snowdon was capped with clouds 

' On turning to descend, Roberts proposed a different route, and one 
which would take us by n dircct line down into the Pass of Llanberia 
W e  had not proceeded far when we were pulled up  by a steep snow- 
slope, which was so hard that me could only kick small ledges about 
an inch wide for foothold, and that after considerable trouble; the 
slope was at  least a thousand feet long, and i t  was not easy to de- 
termine how it ended, whether in  a precipice or mnas of rocks. On 
this slope, a mountain watercourse, filled with hard h e n  snow, 
obstructed our path. In attempting to cross it  one of my companions 
rmddenly slipped, and began to glide downwards on his back. H e  
struck me, knocking me off my feet, but  tlie Alpenstock held firm, 
and the guide catching hold of his coat a t  the same time, we fortu- 
nately stopped him before he had attained a momentum which would 
have rendered it  impossible to arrest his progress. Regarding this 
descent as impracticable, we sought for the slopes by which we 
had wcended. These, though not so stcep as that me had attempted, 
were still sufficiently formidable, and many hundred feet in length ; 
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hut  ~ t e p  by  &ep, will1 great caution, we proceeded in the teeth of a 
biting east wind. 

' As we descended the snow became a little softer, so that. our pro- 
grew was quicker. On regaining tlie lidge, we had an opportunity 
of looking up  at  the slope by which we had first tried to descend : it 
looked a terrible place, and seemed to end in a steep face of rock, 
which would be very difficult to come down. W e  had yet a good 
deal of \valking before us, over rocks and ice, down some more snow- 
ulopcs, till a t  last we came to gnrss once more. Still downwards, 
through furze-bushes and patches of snow, and then, in two hours 
from the summit, we reached the coach road : an hour more brougl~t 
us  to Llanberis.' G. 0. S. 

ALPLYE BYEWAYS. 

THE ICALTWASSEB SATEL.-AK EXCURSION FROM TARVIS IN Can- 
~ r o ~ a . - O n  September 14 I found n~yself a t  Tamis, now become the 
terminus of a branch of tlie Vienna-Trieste line, which runs down the 
valley of the Save to Laibach. Limited time and the want of a guide 
or climbing companion firrbad me from any attempt to a l e  one of 
the limestone peaks \vhich raise their still unconquered heads to the 
muth of the Luschari berg. But in  this, to English trrrvellers, remote 
comer of the Alps, where byeways still remain to be looked up, and 
questions of nomenclature settled, there is some excuse for chronicling 
even an unadventurous morning's walk. 

The Jof di Montasio has been celebrated by most recent writers 
on the dulinn Alps as one of the loftiest, boldest, and most imposing 
summits of' the country upon which i t  looks down. I t  becomes clear, 
however, on close examination, that our travelled pens have been 
making a shuttlecock of the euphonious title; now, like Mr. Ball, 
pitching i t  down firmly on the sumnlit of the Wi.schberg of the govem- 
ment maps: now vaguely tossing i t  to and fro, or hitting i t  acrosu 
the \Volfsbacl~thal to a stony crest, called on the same map the B:~litiin. 

It seemed that the best way to inspect the rival claimante would be 
by a visit to the Wolfsbachthal. Mr. Gilbert, moreover, had roused 
our curiosity about this glen by an entry in  the book a t  Caprile, in 
which he compares the view it BAbrds of the Jof di Montasio with 
that of the Civita from Alleghe. 

A a r  soon took us to the hamlet of Wolfsbach, a collection of 
public-houses hallowcd by scriptural signq and maintained by  the 
custom of thirsty pilgrims on their way to the famous shrine of the 
Luschari Berg, which crowns the hill-top above it. Here our car- 
driver halted; there is no reason, however, why those who core 
should not drive on, as an excellent track used by timber-wtqgons 
extends quite to the head of the valley. The lower reach of' the 
Wolfsbachthal is n ~traight ,  level, well-wooded trough, lying between 
two verdant but broken, and in places precipitous, hill-sides. In front, 
closing the view, a cluster of white limestone pc:iks, cupola-slapcd, 



risir~g in gradation from west to east, fill the place assigned on the map 
to the Wischberg. They are bold rocks, and must finish little, if a t  
all, under 9,000 ft., but bear no possible likenw to the Civita. It 
was clearly necessary to hurry on to the comer, where the glen bends 
abruptly eastward, and look for some further discovery. A t  the 
angle the ground rose considerably, and we had eome way to go 
before the expected view b m t  on us. The colonr and composition of 
the landscape which greeted us a t  the top of the ascent were, in their 
way, perfect. W e  looked across a spacious sunny bond of woodland 
and meadow, dotted with ruddy hay chlets, and overlooked by a great 
mountain-as mountains go in thew parts-bearing a general r a m -  
blance in  outline to the Civita, but  flatter and less relieved by bnt- 
treaws than the glory of Caprile. The one is a massive imposing wall, 
to be taken in a t  a glance ; the other a vast rock-curtain, draped by a 
master-hand, and requiring long and careful study fully to comprehend 
its manifold detnila 

Through a deep recese between this wall-mountain, the Balitza of 
the map, nnd the Himmelberg, a green buttress of the Wischberg, 
r u ~ s  a path to the Raibl See, which must afford a good view of the 
back of the latter mountain, and possibly lead to the spot whence i t  
may be attacked with succean Unless prepared to cro-8 this pass, i t  
seemed best to turn back at this point. W e  crossed therefore the 
broad but now waterless bed of the Seisara Giessbach, and plunged by 
a tempting path into the steep wood which clothes the lower dopes of 
the Himmelberg. If the Carinthian boor does not, as the poet de- 
clares, bar his door against the stranger, liin neighbour the Carniolan 
certainly bars the path in  the most effectual manner. The  approach 
to a fortress in time of war could scarcely have been more carefully 
palisaded than was our humble track; a t  every few yards a tree liad 
been felled across it, and left lying with all its branches, so as  to make 
the most impassable obstacle for cows and men, and to force them to 
plunge right or lefi into the tangled wood. A t  Iat  it  seemed time to 
try elsewhere, and having scrambled across another dry but deeply- 
worn torrent bed, the channel of the spring meltings of the northern 
face of the Wischberg, we soon fell into a less troublesome h c k ,  by  
which we were led to an open portion of the hill-side, where stretches 
of meadowland gave space for a view of the surrounding scenery. 

Frrtmed between the nearer slopes, the Balitza, a broad bold line of 
c l i f i  lifting themselves starkly above the verdure, looked all its inches, 
and acquie~cing almost in Mr. Gilbert's comparison, we agreed that, if 
size alone could render a claimant successf~ll, this must be the rightful 
Jof. But the Jof had always been described to me  as a conical 
peak, and there, immediately over our headq shot up  the tall cupolas 
of the Wischberg, noble crags, and not lightly to be over. 
These sloping n~eadowe fringed with birch and pines, and watered here 
and there by a bubbling fountain, are spots to linger in ; full of soft 
beauties them~elves, and surrounded by mountins, which, even in the 
cloudless glow of autumn noon-a state of ahnoqd~ere the least fiivour- 
able to illusions--have a peculiar grandeur of' their own ; different 
i~idced, ;~nd to my n~ind  inferior, to that of the mowy Alps, or even of 



t l ~ c  greatest Doloniites, but still not to be denied by any eclectic 
rt~ountaineer. IIeiglitened and glorified by the slant rays of a set- 
ting sun, or, better still, gleaming white through the p r t i n g  Bhroud 
of  storm, the Julian Alps would hold their own with many of tlie 
loftier European ranges. 

W e  were now making for the gap at  the south foot of the Heiligenberg- 
spitze, marked on the map aimply as ' sattel.' The  oow-trampled track, 
climbed steeply along the edge of a deep 'graben,' through thick 
woods, which cut off our view, and increased our impatience to reach 
the ridge. Froni the green saddle we had again a fine view of the 
wall mountain and the cupolas, apparently of equal height. On the 
further side lay the deep trench of the Kaltwasser Thal, a new tier of 
Wi~chberg pinnacles rising above  it^ head, and a steep littlc pass 
between tlicxn and tllc Kiinigsberg leading to R:ribl. 

T i n ~ c  llerrnitting, we could Lave done notliing better than croas the 
crest of the lIeiligenbergspitze to the Luschariberg; the two hills boar 
to one another the same relations as the I'3scl and Klinisenhorn of 
I'ilatus-one a top, the other a Rpur. Our proper course was to follow 
tlie track indicated on the map along the southern nide of the deep 
ravine, which broke away from our feet into the Kaltwasser Thal. 
' AIedio tutissimus ibis' is by no means a n  Alpine proverb, and we 
were repaid for choosing a terrace path which promised to carry us  
round the eastern spurs of the IIeiligenbergspitze, by being deserted on 
precipitous ground, and forced to descend directly down a very stecp 
and tiresome hill-side into the valley. The Kaltwasser Thal is a 
narrower glen thnn its neighbour, and, except for the fine view of the 
buttresses of the Winchberg at  itr head, hse little to detain the 
tra~rcller. I t  emerges on the dusty Predil road, eome three miles above 
Tarvis. 

Our whole walk occupied some six and a half hours, but aa we had 
no local knowledge, and aimed rather a t  point8 of vicw than a t  tlle 
sltortest path, the f int  ' fist walker' who gets over the distance in half 
the time will have no legitimate ground for self-congratulation. 

And now, after all, which is the Jof di hlontaeio? Clearly, I think, 
a h r  taking into account the written descriptions of this region, i t  
ought to be a different mountain from the Wischherg. The Balitza 
is a lofty m a q  well worthy of a sounding title, and likely to get one, 
as having one foot in Italy, which tho Wischberg has not ; and, seen end 
on, a wall nlay look sharp enough-witnesa the famous Cimon della 
P:~la. The testimony of maps favour8 this view; those that print 
' Jof '  a t  all, printing it over nomo part of the nlasv elsewhere marked 
as Balitza. On the whole, therefore, I tltink we may fairly accept the 
tlteory snnctioned by both hIessm. Gilbert and Tuckett, that Jof di 
hlontasio is tlie Italian name for the masa known to the Sc1:rves on its 
north aa the Balika. D. W. F. 

I:OL.ND C o ~ ~ r ~ ~ . - - C o r t i n a  d'Arnpzzo is undoubtedly one of the best 
I~c,nd-~uarters for exploring the Dolomites. Lying in the mitlst of 
n ~ ~ ~ n e r o u s  escurhions, both far and near, its position is a t  ouce central 
a l ~ d  ~ ; ~ n e r ; ~ I I y  convcnicnt. At an elevation greater than t11~1t of Cha- 
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mouni, it is easily reached by an excellent post road, traversed hy 
public conveyances--alow, to he sure !-which connect, so to wy, the 
Trieste and Venice railway with the new line through the Pusterthal, 
and the South Austrian lines. One finds here a few established guides 
of more or less merit, with a fixed and not unreasonable tariff; toge- 
ther with inns which are sufficiently good for any but a v e y  unreason- 
able tourist. The pension of the Stella d'Oro ' is the most comfortable. 
T h e  ' Aquila Nera ' has more of the noise and bustle of the village or 
post-inn about it. IIowever, I have always found the Father Ghedina 
and his sons very just and friendly: two of these sons are painters-the 
eldest of Venetian reputation ; the second, less well known, but of some 
talent, has his studio down a t  the mill by the river's side, where he 
generally keeps some sketches, and where he works a t  his art during 
the warmer months of the year. H e  has a h  -ercised his skill and 
industry upon the walls of the cle>~e~rdur~ce, or supplementary building 
opposite the hotel. 

First and foremost among the minor excursions to be made from 
Cortina is that to the Grotto of the Tofana.' The  walk affords fine 
views, including a glimpse of the Aiarmolata, if not also of the Cimon 
della Pala; and a nice little bit of' rock-climbing at  the finish redeems 
it  from absolute tameness. The  grotto itself, requiring torches or 
flambeaux to show off ita roof and its ice-stalks, is a large cavern on 
the grent southern face of' the westernmost peak of Tofirna--a sheer 
precipice, en~bracing well-nigh the entirc height of the peak. Access 
to i t  is obtained by a ledge running along this face, and not very h r  
from the bottom of i t ;  the only difficulty is in first getting upon the 
ledge, when the season is eomewhat advanced, and winter snow lingers 
no longer in the rent of tbe cliffs which leads u p  to i t ;  but  I wm told 
that even this difficulty would be remedied by the fixture of a laddcr 
and some iron wire, thus rendering the mauvais pas accessible a t  all 
times, even to Indies. A visit to the Grotto may be combined with an 
ascent of the Tofana, a feat accomplished by a lady last summer, on which 
o c ~ ~ s i o n  the abundance of mow rendered the expedition arduous. A few 
days later I followed the lady'sgood example iu ascending the middle or 
highest. peak of Tofana, in  company with Mr. C. J. Trueman and his 
l*:nglish aervant B a t t a  hero of the Crimwn War and Indian Mutiny. 
W e  had to circumvent the peak (first ascended by Grohmnnn some 
eight or nine years ago), by pas~ing along the edge of steep snow-slopes 
under the cliffs on ita north-western  idc cat this moment frozen, and 
requiring a good deal of step-cutting. The  only incident worth notice 
in this ascent relates to Aleasandro Lacedelli, who happened to let his 
axe slip through his fingers while cutting steps. The  instrument shot 
swiftly and amoothly downwards, about to disappear, as we a11 imagined, 
over a series of cliffs which terminated the slope, when some isolated 
protuberance most obligingly arresded  it^ course, say a couple of hun- 
dred feet below us ! Alessandro, taking one of our axes, merely as a n  
alpenstock, a t  once descended the hard steep snow, where a decided slip 
might have been fatal, and recovered his own, as cleverly as any gocd 
Cl~amouni guide could have done. I was astonished ; though I after- 
wards fbund that his hoots were arnled with spikca fixed into the hcel- 
plate, wl~ich, .?y Iic h i w l f  allowed, gave him great p~uchrrse where the 
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snow was frozen a t  the surface. As wo approached Cortinn on our 
return, Lacedelli called our attention to an old nian in knee-breeches, 
grave and bony, bmking before his cottage door. ' That  is old Lace- 
delli,' said lie, ' my relative. Although now in his 80th year, he is still 
capable of clin~bing, without aseistance from any man, any of the moun- 
tains hitherto ascended in this neighbourliood I ' This wonderful old 
man was over 70 when he acted as  leading guide to Dr. Grohmann i n  
his arduous ascent of the Sorapis-the only ascent, I nndemtand, that 
has ever been made of the mountain ; although the southern side has 
been explored from the Forcella Grande to within a very short dis- 
tance of the summit, and is supposed to offer a much more direct and 
easier mute than the one followed by Dr. Grohmann, from the Lago di 
Snrapis, on the north. I have had a great fmcy to stand upon the top 
of this mountain ; and a few days after the Tofana expedition I made 
the attempt, with Santo Siorpaee, which was frustrated, however, by 
bad weather. W e  started from San Vito, and reached the summit of 
the Forcella Grande ; descended a little on the other aide of the col ; 
end after passing the night in a very rough gfte on the left bauk of the 
torrent, with a fearful thunderstorm raging for many hours over our 
heads, and finding any further attempt would be uselas, we made the 
best of our way, in continued bad weather, towards the valley of 
Auronzo, and ultimately returned to Cortina by Bastien's hut and tho 
Tre Croci, having made the complete tour of the Sorapis and Crodir 
Malcora, although we had failed in getting to the top of it. The For- 
cella GI-ande is very beautiful : near the summit on the Auronzo aide 
 stand^ a remarkable isolated rock, which, wen from where we uadn 
our bivouac, looks juet like a ruined tower, with a broad terrace 
minding outside its walls towards the top. The gorge, downwards 
towards Auronzo, is magnificent for its rocks and ita forests. A t  the 
bottom of it  we passed under some of the noblest fir-trees, both for 
height and circurnferenco of trunk, that I ever beheld in any part of 
tho Alps. B.wtian's hut mas a t  this time occupied by the forester, a 
brother of Santo's, who sold wine and other refreshments. The site is 
highly romantic, but the weather too often draws a curtain of mist 
down over the far-famed rock scenery which it otherwise commands. 

Among the many peaks and rocky forms around Cortina is one re- 
markable for its utter nakedness and uninviting aspect. This skeleton 
ridge, culminating in sharp teeth mparated one from the other by deep 
perpendicular clefts, is named Piz Formin-sometimes Croda del Lago, 
from a pretty little lake which lies smilingly a t  the foot of its grim 
rocks. I t  is the highest point between the Pelmo and the triple Tofana, 
and has, I am told, attracted the attention of more than one mountaineer. 
Santo pronounced it  quite impracticable last summer. Not so, how- 
over, the slightly lower peak, known as the Becca di Mezzo Di, to tho 
south of it, which Mr. Ball likens to a ' carious tooth,' and which also 
was never known to have been ascended. This might be a little diffi- 
cult, he said, but he saw nothing impracticable about it. I ts  height 
was not considerablc, but  it was an isolated peak, rery conbpicuour 
from Cortina, and from its poeition promising a fine view. Accordingly, 
on a bright nlorni~ig (July 5), at  .5 A.M., I left Glieclina's inn accun~pnii~t l  
by k n t o ,  with the dckrinination of climl~ing, if possible, this little 



virgin peak. We approached the rocks, or ' Croda' as tllcy are locally 
termed, froni the cast, but it  was from the first d o ~ ~ b t f u l  \r-hetlter this 
side would do. ' Were it  not for that lustra,' said Sa~lto, alluding to a 
stretch of steep smooth rock which stared u s  in the face, we might gct 
on to the " grat," and follow it  w i l y  enough to the top. Let  us go 
round and examine the other sides.' So off we went to the north and 
west aides, where the slopes below the rocks were now steep wow- 
fields. Here, however, the cliffs above looked more perpendicular, and 
offered no encouragement. We made our way to the southern side, 
and struck a dry couloir near its head, which opentd out almost oppo- 
site the Pelmo, and divided the main mass of the rocka from a ridge 
running off eouth-west. S n t o  now said he saw the way up. After a 
little breakfast we crossed the couloir and went straight up the rocks- 
less wall-like than on the other sides-by one or two steep and rather 
head-trying chimneys. The stone was dry and gritty, and it  was not 
cnsy for the first climber to avoid sending down upon t l ~ e  other occa- 
sional showers of small gravelly dkbris, or pebbles. W e  soon got upon 
the arkte; then wound round a short ledge on its eastern side; then, 
pulling ourselves easily over a few pieces of rock, we landed safely upon 
the summit, where we found that the ' Croda ' below us was cleft in all 
directions 'and split into pinnacles, in place of being the mlid, compact 
mass it appears from below and in the distance. Had \re overcome the 

lastra ' which Santo so much o1iectt.d to on the eastern Ewe, we should 
certainly never have been able to have followed, or iridecd to have 
found, any continued artte to the summit from that direction. The 
general view rather disappointed our expectation. The  elcvation of our 
newly-mended peak-barely 9,000 f e e t w u  hardly sufficient, with 
w many loftier mountains around, to command a very wide horizon. 
T h e  Pelmo, Antelao, Croda Malcora, and Croda Hossa all looked very 
fine, and the Cristallo very perpendicular. W e  had a good opportunity 
of surveying the Piz Formin, close beside ua ; which survey, together 
with another we made from its lake on our descent to the valley, would 
seem to justify the opinion e x p r e d  by Santo as to its inaccessibility. 
W e  had arrived on the summit about 9.10, and we remained there 
about an hour, taking care to erect a 'stone man'  before we left it, 
The descent of the rocks was, in vulgar pliraseology, shcrt and sweet,' 
a little stiff in one or two places, but  not in the least dangerous, except 
for very clumsy hands and feet. At  Cortina we learned that our ascent 
had caused Rome interest, and that our n1ovemcnt.3 had been watclled 
through tlte telescope. Now that the way is known, this little expedi- 
tion may be made in seven or eight hours from the village and back 
again ; while the d6tour hy the Like undcr the ' Fornlin ' makes an 
agreeable variation in  the route. 

THE LANCKOFEL.-T~~ Langkofel is one of the representative peaks 
of the L)olomites, and perhaps onc of the oldest known to foreigners; 
few tourists beholding it  fbr the first time from certain points in the 
Grijdiierthal can fiiil to be ~omewhnt alrestruck with its extra- 
ordinary, I may even say unique, aspect; nothing can look much 
more inlpreg11:thle to everything \\.itllol~t \rillgs tllan docs this stately 
nlountain, gr;~~idly tuwcrillg over t l ~ c  ~,ine-fLrcata and 11a3turc-slopes of 



the Seisser A l p  I t  has been asserted that every mountain has it4 
weak point somewhere, but sure enough the Lungkofel has no weak 
point on this side! tliol~ght I to myself; as I walked down the char 
road between Santa Maria and Santa Christina, in the summer of 
1871. I was not then a w r e  that i t  had ever been ascended, and 
wondered whether it  ever could be. I soon afterwards learned that Dr. 
Grohmann had attained ita highest point, but I could obtain vely little 
information as to the real nature of the ascent. This last summer I 
proposed to Santo to try what we could make of it, when he told me 
lle had already reached-one of ita peaks with Mr. Tuckett. On July 
9th, my friend Trueman accolnpanied me over the Grodner Joch to 
Santa Maria, where I found provisions and a porter. No one here 
seemed to know much about the Langkofel, for Herr Grohrfiann had 
l~rought both his guides from the Pusterthal ; but the landlord of the 
inn, a very good fellow in his way, lost no time in sending to fetch a 
man-brother to a chaulois-hunter of the valley-whose courage and 
legs he was sure he could rely upon for our purpose. The cut of this 
individual, Antonio Knslatter, was a t  least uncommon ; he stood 
mmewhere about five iket nothing in his boots, a pair of roomy 
Wellingtons, under trousers which ceased a little below the calves. 
He more a round short jacket, nnd a round hat, pulled well down over 
his ears ; when his back was turned, he continually rernindcd me of a 
big old-hhioned schoolboy. Withal, he had a good broud s11ouldc.r of 
his own, a square jaw, and a ~ h r e w d  good-humouretl eye. I i e  had no 
regular alpenstock, but carried a short ferruled walking-stick, secured 
to his wrist by a thong. Thus eqnipped, he offered to accomIjnny 
us for a consideration of four guldens the two days, for which we should 
probably require his services, adding, a t  the eame time, that he did 
not fear to follow where any man would go ! There is a small cllillet 
close under the Plattkofel which would have just suited us to p m  
the night in, and thither we repaired; but, finding it  closed and un- 
occupied, we were forced to descend to the Solchner chblet, a sort of 
primitive auberge, frequented principally by herdsmen and wood- 
cutters. Trueman hnd now tnkerl leave of us, and gone on to h t z e s  
Bad, hoping to hail us  the followillg day on the J,angkofel, from the 
top of the Schlern ; but the ibllowing day was to be a failure for 11s : 
suffice it  to say that the weather obliged us to return, after we had 
made a very fair start. Owing to the continued unpromising condition 
of the weather, we did not leave the chalet on the 11th before 5.30 
A.M., and even thcn not without niisgivings. On the side of the Seisscr 
Alp the Langkofel is separated from the Plattkofel by a.wild glen or 
hollow, into which we mounted pretty steeply over wow and doti le-  
wents from n smnll green Alp; on the southern ~ i d e ,  however, the 
rocks of the two mountains seem to amalgamate above the E'asathal, 
although they are intersected or penetrated from the north by a t  lewt 
two steep snow valleys, which migllt, likely enough, prove practicable 
as pasees over tC) Campidello, or to the foot of tlle l k l a y a  ! In- 
sufficiency of time prevented our making the experiment on the p r e s ~ ~ i t  
occasion. 'I'rlrni~lg our I);Ic~H then up,n the rock8 of the PI:rttkofcl, 
we 111:1dc stnrigllt for tllox of tlie Larlgkofi.1 ou the w\etern eidc of 
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the glen. Tlicse were not inviting; and indeed, until we arrived a t  
their base, about 7.20, I could hardly conceive where it  might be  
pssihle  to get up. We first attacked the precipice where the rocks, 
though very steep, were still ecantily clothed with short and slippery 
grass. Here, in skirting the edge of some cliffs, we pased one or two 
mououir pus, but we stmn turned directly upwards, and came upon 
' Croda,' or bare rock, which we found better 'going.' Peter Salcher 
led Grohmann up  a wow couloir in a very ugly cleft, lying a little 
south of our passage, and, from all accounts, more troiibla.sonie to deal 
with ; but our different routes converged at  no great height r~hove the 
bottom of the precipice. There ie a emall glacier, or snowfield, high 
among the clifE.i, and distinctly visible from the Seis-er Alp. W e  
rwched the border of thie glacier a t  9.30, and, a h r  a short halt, we went 
north, up  :In unmistakeable snow couloir, which couies down to it. W e  
took the rocks to the left of the head of tho couloir, and, after a little stiff 
climbing, we attained a ridge looking into the upper part of the Grijd- 
nerthal. Upon a point of the same we found a bottle, containing Mr. 
Whitwell's card, left in 1870. A t  this moment the clouds broke, and 
disclosed rr higher point, north of us, crowned wit11 a mirn and flag- 
staff; but we a t  once perceived that it  was utterly i~npss ib le  to get 
tliere from the ridge on which we stood : it.wlf irupassable a little 
i r t h e r  on. We went down again to tlie top of the couloir, and, as  i t  
was then only a quarter after mid-day, with n mucli niore promising 
eky, we descended slightly on the north fiide of it. We had all along 
been bearing too much to tlie sout l~ atliong the rocks; now, crosing a 
short snow-elope, we saw a large couloir below us, which appeared to 
run up into the very heart of the cliffs. Sinto thought it unnecessary 
to descend to it, and recommended tlie course of striking across sonie 
precipices to our right, on the chance of being able to get into i t  
higher up. This  succeeded admirably ; we found the couloir long and 
ateep, slightly serpentine in its course, but with objectionable anqlee 
of rock projecting hcre and there. I say objectionable, because, with- 
out  affording any pecure resting-place, they threatened moat ob- 
trusively to break one's head in the event of an accidental glissade; 
the anow was, moreover, in a bad state of consistency from the weather. 
Santo led the way upwards, kicking steps, fbr nearly an hour; we 
pawed a very steep couloir coming down from a peak to the right of our 
couloir : i t  had bare ice in it  towards the top, and looked a nasty, if 
not a dangerous, passage. I thought the peak ahove it  might be the 
one we were in search of; but Santo imniediately excliumed, ' I  Ree 
the aumniit on our right I ' Continuing nearly ten minukt  longer on 
the snow, we were enahled to board the rocks on the left of tlie 
couloir, just under the main arcte, and in less than another ten minutes 
we siepped upon tlie culminating point of it, where Grohmnn had left 
his Stoneman in 18G9. The flagstaff was still erect, but the little flag 
had been tom down in the strife of the elc~menb, and was now lying 
among the stones. We raised it, and set it afloat again in the breeze. 
The  names, '1'. Grol~nlann, P. S:~lchrr, and F. lnnerkoffler,' along with 
the figures ' 1869,' were painted in large black letters on tlie stones a t  
our  feet. Thin peak was apparently rntllcr t l ~ c  I~i;l~cst of a gror~p of 
thrce of ;rlttiost eclu;il elevation, wl~icli evitlelitly hrnicd the l~igliest 
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mass of the mountain, and which was penetrated by the couloir we had 
just come up. T h e  nearer to us  of the other two might probably have 
been reached by us without much difficulty, in passing a narrow little 
nrete, not unlike a col, if we had entertained any doubt of its being 
lower than our own ; but the outermost one to the right of the couloir, 
and closest to the Seisser Alp, would, I am mre, prove much less 
accessible, and could, I think, only be attacked by the small couloir we 
saw on our left in conling up the great one. I should not be much 
surprised if this peak turned out to he the highest of all, although I an1 
still inclined to accept Grohxnann's measurement in giving the greatest 
elevation to the one we were upon. W e  now saw the ridge that we 
were first on considerably below us, suparated from us by vertical 
precipices. What we were able to see of the general view was fine 
and varied. W e  caught occasional glimpses of the Oetzthal and Ziller- 
thal ranges; the higher of the Dolomites in our neighbourhood-or 
comparatively speaking in our neighbourhood-were the Monte Pordoi, 
the hlarmolata, Cimon della Pala, and Rosengarten ; among more distant 
minute objects we saw very distinctly the great fort a t  the foot of the 
Brenner. But i t  was already 2.30, so we left the summit, supposed to 
be about 10,400 ft., and descended the couloir carefully backwards. 
This was not to the taste of our little porter, who could not a t  first be 
made to understand the danger of snow under certain conditions; 
notwithstanding, as the descent became steeper, instinct perhaps in- 
duced him to adopt our mode of progression as the best, and so satisfied 
was he with his experience of it, that he told h t o  he had given bin1 a 
lesson in climbing, and would, by way of return, treat him to a bottle 
of wine a t  Santa Maria, where we arrived Boon after 8 o'clock. Kaslatter 
ought now to know the way up  Langkofel ; he is a cheery, courageous 
little man, although by no means a first-rate cragsman. 

W. E. UTTERSON KELSO. 

REVIEW. 
THE MOUNTAINS OF SI"RIA.* 

C A ~ A T N  BURTON is a type of the professional traveller, and he displays 
in many points the advantages that professionals usually have over 
amateurs. Long and varied experience has taught him both what and 
how to observe and collect, ao that even from countries whence others 
return empty-handed he is m e  to come back bringing his sheaves 
with him. ' Unexplored Syria,' the second sheaf we have had lately, 
is a tying-up of the facta collected by the author during his two yeara' 
consulship a t  Damascus, together with the results of Rome further 
explorations, partly planned by himself, butxarried out, after his pre- 
mature translation, by his friend Mr. Tyrwhitt Drake. A s  usual with 
Captain Burton, the bundle is pitched at  our feet very much as i t  was 
gathered, and without any trouble having been taken to dreus i t  up  in 
the form most likely to be acceptable to that easily repelled if omni- 

* ITnexpforcd Syria. By K. V. Burton and C. V. T p l i i t t  Drake. London : 
Tinnlry Brothers, 1872. 
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V O ~ O I L ~  nnimal, the general reader. But those who L ~ k e  any intcrest in 
the antiquities or g e o p p l i y  of Syria will gladly welcome volurues FO 

full of fresh matter, :IS rv18ll as of corrections of the nunicrous n~iatakes 
into which early prrjudiceq inadvertence, or ipownce  of Arabic, have 
led previous travcllcrs. The book may be ro~ighly divided into two 
section.;, one-perhaps the most inkresting, but wit11 wliich we have 
here no concern-dc.iIing with architectural remains ; the other 
treating of the physical features of the country, and especially of 
mountain exploration. 

An odd litcralisnl of interpretation has too often blinded Syrian 
travellers to tlie facts before their eyes. If a scene is described in the 
Bible as beautiful, no niattcr how desolate it  may since have become, 
i t  is extolled in phrases which, even applied to ita past state, would 
have been exaggerated when flowing from the pen of a European 
acquainted with Italy and tlie Alps. Where, on the contrary, a pro- 
phet has foretold desolation, the ' Scripture spectacles' are powerful 
enough to reverse the miracle and turn bread into atones, acres of 
growing wheat into utter barrenness. 

On the whole, however, Biblical enthusiasm has adorned and magni- 
fied rather than destroyed. There is a large balance of undeserred praise 
on th(b account of Syrian scenery. Captain Burton here points out, 
with perfect truth, that there is no real mountain peak in Syria; that 
llermon is a t  best an enormous hogsback; and the much-vaunted 
Lebanon Hange distinguished as a whole by ' insigruficant lines, dull 
tintage, and a sterile surface.' 

While it  is thus easy to find reasons for the loose descriptions, and 
consequently inaccurate impressions, of Syrinn landscape which .we 
common amongst us. i t  is more difficult to account for the uncertainty 
as to the relative in~portance of the best-known sunimita of the country, 
which has prevailed since the day when the Psalmist first confused our 
ideas by coupling tho button-ahaped mound of Tabor  with the bulk of 
Hermon, and Mount Moriah with the Ilill of Bashan. 

Even in the h t  edition of Bfurray's 'Handbook' (published in 
1869), we still find ourselves in a n  atmosphere full of inaccuracy or 
vague speculation. ' The  highest summit of Anti-Lebanon,' we are 
told, ' rises behind Bludan to the height of 7,000 k' ' E l  Kleib is 
the highest peak of Jebel Hauran.' ' Ilermon is the second mountain 
in  Syria, ranking next to the highest peak of h b a n o n  behind the 
Cedars, and probably not more than 300 or 400 ft. lower than it.' 
' The elevation of Hermon n ~ a y  be estimated at  about 10,000 fkl 

By the ~ r s o n a l  observations of Lieut. Warren and the authors of 
the& v o l u ~ ~ e s ,  the re.spective heights of the principal Syrian enmmita 
have now been ascertained with tolerable accuracy a t  the following 
figures:-Jebel Timarun (the highest point of ~ e h a n o n )  r k e  t; 
10,500 ft. ; Hermon, to 8,800 ft. ; Anti-Libanus, to 8,740 ft. ; and Jebel 
Dscheineh, the highest point of the Jebel 1)uruz Hauran, to 6,000 ft. 

In  his journeys through Anti-Libanus, Captain Burton has broken 
entirely new ground. W e  recommend this chain, which 11% been 
represented llntil recently in the most superficial manner, and is still 
far from completely explored, to any nierubers of the Club who may find 
themselves in Syria. Five of itu summits-of  which the lowest num- 



bers 7,736 ft., the highest (Tal'atMusa) 8,710 ft.-have alraady, through 
Caphin Burton, obtained a loczal habitation and a name on the map. 
The  northern portion of the range, owing to the poronsness of the 
rocks, and the consequent underground escape of the springs, i s  
parched and barren; fi~rther south i t  is  said to surpass its better- 
known rival, the Lebanon proper, both in the form and colour of its 
rocks, and in the richness of its vegetation, ' which in places assumes 
the semblance of a thinned forest.' ' High praise for Syria,' Captain 
Burton adds, with truth. But  he nowhere alludes to the romantic 
forest scenery contained in the winding glens of Jcbel Kafkafka, be- 
hind Jerash, a range which still  hares with Anti-Libanus the hard 
fate of being introduced to the world by cartopaphers disguised out of 
all knowledge as  a conventional caterpillar, and which also deserves 
notice at.'the hands of those of our countrynlen who are not content 
with the Palestine Exploration Fund to give up  to American research 
all the Transjordanic territories. 

Pew traces of ancient glaciers have yet been found in Syria. The 
friable rocks of whicli the northern ranges for the most part consist 
are little likely to retain the gravings of the ice-plough, and no strim 
have yet been observed in the country. Captain Burton believes, 
however, that in  the mound on which Bludan (well known as the . summer &sort of European residents at  ~ a m a s c u s )  stands he has re- 
cognised an old moraine. Similar mounds are found in the Cedar 
v i l e y ,  near the Zahleh Gap, and in the heaps a t  the gorge-mouths to 
the east and north-east of Iskandarun.' In  a review of a book of travel% 
the map ought to claim a share of notice. T h e  contributions to geogra- 
phical knowledge embodied in that attached to these volumes are very 
considerable, though, as the authors point out, there is  plenty left to do 
before Syria can become a known country in  the full eense of the term. 

PROCEEDINGS O F  THE ALPINE CLUB. 

Tuesday, February 4.-Mr. W. LONGYAH, President, in tlie Chair. 

Messrs. A. G. Barber, A. Fairbanks, J. Jardine, J. H. Peebles, 
J. 11. Pratt, IT. W. Primrose, and the Rev. C. Taylor, were. elected 
members of the Club. 

The  SECRETARY submitted the accounta for the year 1872, which 
were passed, after some discwsion as  to the expediency of increasing thc 
expenditure on the library, and the best means of making it more 
accessible to members. 

Mr. BALL gave some details of the expedition made by him in 1871, 
in company with Dr. Hooker, to the Atlaa Mountains in Morocco, and 
of his ascent to the crest of the principal chain ; adding, in response to 
hfr. IIawker, Rome interesting particulars wit11 regard to the botany of 
the country, the m o ~ t  marked feature being the general absence of 
plants pre-eminently Alpine in character. His expectations of finding 
connecting links bctwrcn the flora of the Peak of Teneriffe in the 
Canary Islands and that of the Meditermneon coast had been dis- 
appointed. With regard to wild beasts, they were not so common as  
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had been supposed. Lions existed, but were seldom met with, the 
animals generally described as liona being probably panthers. 

Tuestlay, iMarch 4.-Mr. W. LOXGHAN, President, in the Chair. 
Xlessrs. H .  Collier, A. Croft, and the Hon. A. D. Ilyder, were 

elected members of the Club. 
Mr. WHYHPEB read a paper on his expeditions to Greenland in 1867 

and 1872, and exhibited a collection of flint implements and other 
articla brought by him From that conntry, together with a model of a 
screw-propeller canoe, by means of which he had explored a con- 
siderable portion of the western coast. 

In response to quwtions from Messrrr Ball, W. Mathewq Schweitzer, 
and Longman, Mr. Whymper gave some additional details with regard 
to the snow-line, the character of the glacier-clad interior, the currenta 
in the strait of the Waigt ,  between Disco lsland and the mainland, 
and other p in t s  which had been raised ; stating, in conclusion, that 
he hoped to reviait the country. 

Tuesday, April I.-Mr. W. LONGMAN, President, in the Chair. 
Messrs. J. Oakley Xiaund and Henri Pasteur were balloted for, and 

elected membem of the Club. 
The Rev. C. T a n o ~  read a p p e r  on the 'Ascent of Monte Roaa 

from Macugnaga,' made in July, 1872, by Mesara R. Pendlebury, W. 
M. Pendlebury, and himself. 

The third part of the new map of Switzerland, containing the sheets 
Binnenthal, Helsenhorn. Andermatt, Six Madun, S. Gotthard, Faido, 
Olivone, Hinterrhein, M e m o ,  Jungfrau, Adelboden, and Lenk has 
recently been published at Berne. All these sheets are on the scale of 

and they are all finished in the same admirable manner as those curno, 
which have previously appeared. Sheet 489 (Jungfiau) is a perfect 
' Vade-niecum ' to the upper basin of the Aletsch glacier and the majority 
of the great peaks of the Oberland. Sheets 391 (Interlaken), 392 
(Brienz), 395 (Lauterbmnen), and 396 (Grindelwald) will also be 
found extremely useful by those who visit the districts they embrace. 
Any sheet can be obtained separately of the bookseller Dalp, a t  Berne. 

Exhibition of Paintings by Alonsieur Gabriel Loppi-We have the 
pleasure of informing our readers that a collection of paintings by 
Monsieur Lop$, the well-known artist of Geneva, and an honorary 
member of the Club, is at present on view at the Club Rooms, 8, St. 
hiartin's Place. Although in the habit of establishing his summer 
quarters at Chamouni, Monsieur Lop@ has not devoted his pencil ex- 
clusively to the range of Mont Blanc. Lovers of the Bernese Oberland 
and the XIonte Rosa group will find reminiscences of their favourite 
haunts ; and we cannot too strongly recommend a visit to the exhibition, 
which k open daily between the houm of eleven and six. 

Corrigenda. 

T h e  notice of tho ascent of thewildspitze in 1870, on p. 148. should be corrected 
by omitting W. M. Pendlc1)ury nnct aclding James Noon as a nieml~er of the  part)-. 
l 'hc name of Monsieur de  Fnlkncr. who pl:uined a s  well as s h o d  tho first w e n t  
of the  Narmnrolr, was nccit1rnt;~lly oniittcd from the account (p. 96) furniYhed 
by Mr. Utt tmon Kelso of tlint expedition. 
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SOME NOTES ON GREENLAND AND THE GBEENLANDERS. 
BY EDWARD WHYMPER (continued). 

A FTER becoming aware of t h a e  matters in 1867, it seemed 
to me that i t  was desirable I should make myself ac- 

quainted, a t  the least superficially, with the exterior land 
before making another attempt to penetrate into the interior, 
and last year's journeyings were directed with this view, and 
with the ultimate aim of producing an original map of the coast- 
line. I resolved to trust to my own devices, to be my own 
interpreter, and, if possible, to go out so provided that I could 
act, if necessary, inde endently of the natives. For these P gentry have some excel ent qualities, but they have also not a 
few which are eminently distressing to the traveller. I say 
nothing about their smell-that can be overcome ; nor of the 
hordes of creeping things which roam over them-you mdst 
risk the encounter; but ~t is distressing, after you have engaged 
and paid in advance a crew to go a few days' journey, to have 
a man come just before you start and say that he has no boots, 
or no socks, or no shirt. You remirrd him that he bas had five 
dollnrs in advance, but you find that he has nothing ; for he 
has taken the precaution which is adopted by the British mer- 
chant before he becomes insolvent, and has settled i t  all on his 
wifc, who has immediately eaten it up. You are obliged to 
pay a little more in advance, and beg that he will go at once 
to the store and supply his wants. ' The store is closed for 
to-night' ' Go to-morrow, then.' ' To-morrow is Sunday ; 
the store is not open on Sunday.' ' Well, on Monday then.' 
Monday comes, there is a gentle breeze which just ruffles the 
sea ; all Tour natives shake their heads, for in Greenland it is not 
the fashion to go to sea unless there is a dend calm. Tuesday 
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comes, the wind has fallen, and so has one of your crew fallen 
sick. Again you suggest that you have paid five dollars in 
advance. The man acknowledges it, and says that he would 
be most happy to repay you, but points to the fact that he has 
nothing. You can only grin and bear, for i t  would be no use 
to appeal to the trader, who would tell you that he has no 

wer to compel the natives to fulfil their engagements. At 
E t ,  after a multitude of delays, the sick man is replaced by 
another, and all your natives declare themselves ready to start. 
You point to the baggage and tell them to put i t  in the boat. 
' First we will drink a little coffee,' say the 
natives vanish again. This custom of drin i' inm and coffee your im- 
mediately before leaving on a journey is univers3 and invari- 
able, and occupies one to three hours, as the case may be. 
Attempts to combat i t  are both useless and impolitic. Upon 
one occasion, after having had almost a whole day frittered 

n one excuse or another (during which time my 
natives away ad probably drank coffee half-dozen times at  least), 
when they said, 'first we will drink a little coffee,' I so far 
forgot myself as to shrug my shoulders. The Danish trader, 
who mas standing by, put his hand upon me and said very 
gravely, ' You must not do that.' ' Why not ? ' ' I f  you do,' he  
said, pointing to the retreating natives, none of them will go 
with you.' Such would have been the case. I n  Greenland 
you must look pleased when you are annoyed, good-humoured 
when you are angry, and happy when you are cheated, for if 
you do not none of the nativcs will accompany you. 

After this solemn coffeedrinking is over, you do really 
start, and your natives, who are greatly excited, row away a t  
the rate of perhaps five or six miles per hour. You say to 
yourself, Dear me, I had no idea these Eskimo fellows could 
pull so well,' and begin to calculate that six times five is thirty. 
After you have gone a few hundred yards, however, your 
natives suddenly leave off pulling, you hear a shout behind, 
and, turning round, you perceive a kayaker, who is paddling 
desperately after you. Something dreadful seems to have 
happened-perhaps the colony you have just left is on fire. 
Not a bit of it. When the kayaker comes up he hands in an 
old sock, and, after n few minutes' conversation, he turns round 
and paddles home again. This sock will appear again by-and- 
by. I t  had been accidentally forgotten, and its recovery 
nflords your crew ten minutes' subject for conversation. Long 
before this time has expired, No. 3 rests on his oar and lightr 
his pipe, and as the scats are close together, hc stops Nos. 2 
and 4 as well. After you have gone about R dozen yards more, 
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No. 4 gets out Itis pipe, and, as he borrows matches of stroke, 
the whole crew ceases to pull. About this time the nose of 
No. 5 be 'ns to bleed, and he lays his head over the side of 
the boat P or a quarter of an hour. Then the steersman points 
out an eider-duck which is approaching, and all who have guns 
immediately blaze away, most likely without doing any execu- 
tion; but if by chance they wing the bird, i t  drops into the 
water several hundred yards astern or on one side, which 
causea you to go ao much out of your course. After these 
superhuman exertions all stop and look intently at  you, and at  
last one of them plucks up courage and says 'snaps.' Now, 
I explained in a previous paper what 'snaps ' means in 
Greenland, and I am not going to repeat that description; but 
let me say that, after the coffeetorture, there i~ no torture 
so severe to which the traveller in Greenland is put as the 
' m a p '  torture. I t  is inflicted upon him morning, noon, 
and ~ught. H e  haa to pour out l~queur-glasses full of the 
aaaty corn-brandy in cold weather, in wet weather, and in 
stormv weather. H e  has to ston in the middle of im~or tant  
work $ do it, he has to stop wh'en time is of the utmdst con- 
sequence to do it, and he is awoke out of his sleep to do i t ;  
and he must always do i t  smiling away, as if i t  were one of the 
greatest pleasures of his life. I n  the short season of last year, 
although the ' snaps' was cut down as far as possible, I dis- 
pensed more than ten gallons of this abominable corn-brandy, 
which quantity amounted to about three thousand glasses. 

The incessant stoppages which occur upon one excuse or 
another when one is being rowed by Greenland crews, render 
i t  almost impossible to cover more than twenty miles in a day. 
Half as much again could be accomplished by the same amount 
of exertion if the natives would condescend to keep to their 
course, instead of dodging about to one side or the other in 
search of amusement or sport. First impulses cause one 
to attempt to check their erratic tendencies, but a little cx- 
perience shows that it ia most unwise to do so. For  the native, 
when he comes with you, is little tempted by your money, and 
comes because he supposes that he will have a jolly time, that 
he will be amused, that you will keep his stomach well-filled, 
or that he will Visit his friends in neighbouring settlements ; 
and i t  is quite foreign to his intentions to work hard, or to sub- 
mit to privations, or to Visit uninhabited places, far away, whcre 
he will not meet with the amusements which he intends to 
enjoy. From thesc reaaons you will perhaps understand why 
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i t  is desirable that a traveller should be able to act indepen- 
dently of the natives. 

The first desideratum is a boat or canoe that can be managed 
by a single person. When I returned home in 1867 I brought 
along with me a native kayak or skincanoe to see whether i t  
could be adapted to my purposes (model exhibited). I soon 
acquired a considerable degree of expertness in turning it 
bottom up, but all my efforts to keep my head above water 
were failures until the canoe was provided on each side with 
an outrigger float of cork. There was, however, a second and 
a fatal objection to its use. I t  would not carry one half of 
the things which were indispensable, so I looked out for another 
craft of greater capacity. The ordinary English canoes were 
even less suitable than the kayak, for they were less strong, 
scarcely more capacious, and almost equally unstable. There 
may be expert canoists among my readers who may think it a 
small matter to be upset; but allow me to say that whatever 

ou may do in Europe, or in warmer climates, you must not 
8 c  capsized in Greenland. The water is seldom more than 
two or three degrees warmer than 32" Fahrenheit, and its tem- 
perature is generally 29" to 30". A few minutes' immersion in 
water of that temperature is sufficient to numb the hardiest 
person. I was relieved at  last from all perplexity on the score 
of a boat by a clever engineer of my acquaintance informing 
me that he was constructing, in conjunction with a fellow-work- 
man, a screw-propeller canoe which was to be driven by the 
feet. This boat was almost exactly adapted to my purposes. 
I t  would take on board all that was necessary, had little ten- 
dency to capsize, and weighed about 1201bs. Packed in a 
huge case, which resembled an overgrown coffin, it made two 
stormy voyages across the Atlantic, and came home safe again. 
There was some little d35culty at  first in getting i t  shipped a t  
all, for the Thames river-side sharks humorously pretended to 
decline ' the job,' on the ground that I was smuggling Tich- 
borne out of the country. 

This screw-propeller canoe served me extremely well, and I 
felt that with i t  I was prepared for whatever might happen. 
Although I say that i t  would carry all that was necessary, you 
must understand that it seldom or never did carry all my baggage, 
which, as a rule, was taken in another boat; as i t  waa not my 
intention or wish to do without the natives, but only to be able 
to act independently, provided they would not accompany me. 
Fortunately, I had no serious trouble with them, except on 
one occasion quite early in the season, when, owing to bad in- 
terpreting, they supposed that they were to go to a spot twelve 
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miles to the north of the right place. When they came to land 
I pointed out that i t  was not right; but they held to their 
bargain, and persisted that i t  was the place to which they had 
contracted to come. The squabble was ~rotracted, and ended 
by their saying that if I liked to stop there they would stop, 
but that if I didn't like to stop there they would go home a t  
once. On this I fired up, and ordered them to put all the 
things out of the boat, and to go home, admonishing them 
further that the Danish trader at  their settlement would be 
sure to send them back to fetch me. This display of vigour 
rather took them aback; they gave in, came on to the right 
place, stayed there a week (notwithstanding that i t  was mi?- 
habited) and travelled several weeks afterwards with me = 
well. 

These journeys up and down the coast, tame sa t h e i  may 
seem to be, were sufficiently adventurous and exciting. I n  
consequence of the rapidity with which squalls arose, lt was 
necessary to coast the shores closely, so aa to be able to come 

- quickly to land. A great part of those shores was fringed 
with immense icebergs, which had drifted from the Umenak 
fiord and the Tossukatek ice-stream, and were undergoing 
rapid dissolution. Sometimes the sea waa covered for mile 
after mile with dkhris of these bergs, packed too closely for my 
canoe to et through. A t  these times the larger boat went 
ahead to f orce rr pasaage, whilst I followed closely in its wake, 
and even then it required constant watchfulness to avoid con- 
tact with the ever-thawing and revolving masses which, had we 
come into collision, would have smashed in my thin planks 
as easily as an egg-shell. To the bergs themselves we usually 
gave a wide berth (and so will any man who values his life), for 
besides the slices that fell from time to time from their cliffs 
above, huge masses shot up unexpectedly from their depths 
beneath. It seemed to me that there was always more danger 
to be apprehended from the grounded bergs thau from those 
which were not fixed, though these latter can also perform 
very wonderful antics. 

W e  were coasting the northern shores of Disco Island and 
passed an iceberg which was about a mile from the land. I t  
was a large berg, a quarter of a mile or more in diameter, 
with a pinnacled summit rising n hundred and fifty feet above 
the sea, and cornices around its base, showing where the wnter- 
line had been at  different eriocls, and, lower still, flutings P which marked the fretting o the mavea. The sea was like a 
mirror and dotted, round about the ice, with countless eidcr- 
ducks. I n  a moment, the huge mass split into three nearly 
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equal portions which fell outwards into the sea with a t e d c  
roar. The frightened birds took wi and hurried off, whilst 3 the riven ice continued to revolve un what had been the base 
of the iceberg became the summit. One gigantic prong, a 
most audacious-looking thing, which had been a projecting 
tongue beneath, uprose in the air like the sail of a windmill to 
double the altitude of all the rest, and carried in its receeses an 
immense volume of water which fell back in an imposing cata- 
ract as the ice became erect. Even the stolid Eskimaux gasped 
with wonder as they saw this happen, for the body of water 
was vast enough to a pear green against the sky whilst falling 
from a height whicE must have greatly exceeded that of 
Niagara. The prong wheeled round, and whilst still high in 
the a i r  dashed a ainst another of the great masses and was 
smashed into a t f ousand pieces. The concussion seemed to 
shake the very sea, and the noise which followed was deafening. 
Gigantic waves rolled out from the centre of commotion, and 
were shivered into spray against the frozen walls. Underneath 
the water the combat was equally ferocious, and shattered 
blocks momentarily rose to join the dibris on the surface. At 
last the three original masses were divided and subdivided into 
hundreds of pieces, which gradually came to rest, though the 
sen for miles around was covered with undulations which had 
been produced by their disruption. I n  a quarter of an hour 
the uproar h o s t  ceased, for the destruction of the majestic 
iceberg which had been such a splendid spectacle was completed, 
and not a fragment could be seen that rose thirty feet above the 
water, though its ruins covered a space which mas not less than 
a mile in diameter; but long afterwards our boats were tossed 
in the heaving sea, and the echoes rolled back from the cliffi 
of Disco as the swell broke va ins t  the rocky shores. 

The risks of being cau h t  m s q u a b  a t  sea, or of being de- f tained upon inhospitable s orea through stormy weather setting 
in, are the most serious ones which have to be taken into con- 
sideration in Greenland. The food question there, as almost 
everywhere else, is the most important of all. You cannot 
rely upon providing for your daily wants with your gun, but, 
as n rule, must take your food about with you. All the stuff 
for my own especial use I took out from Europe, a s  I found 
that the Danish stores, although nominally able to supply 
almost all the heart can desire or the stomach wish, do not 
answer to the calls which are made upon them. For example, 
I came lnst year to one settlement wherc thc only stores for 
sale werc china buttons, fish-hooks, and lucifer-matches; all 
very good things iR their way, but rather indigestible. As a 
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general rule, however, a considerable portion of the food that 
is required for one's natives can be obtained at  the Danish 
stores. Wlien the Danes travel with Greenlandera i t  is cus- 
tomary for them to give them about a pound each of bread per 
day, coffee and sugar twice a day, snaps three times a day, 
and a shilling to one and three ence in money. Whatever ! the natives require beyond the a ove-named things they have 
to provide for themselves; but there is seldom any difficulty 
on this account, for the Danes very rarely do more than travel 
from one settlement to another, startin from one place in the t morning and arriving a t  the next wit 'n twenty-four hours. 
I n  my case it was not possible to leave the larder to supply it- 
self in this easy fashion, as I went sometimes for ten or twelve 
days away from the settlements and lived under canvas. M y  
plan was to offer premiums to the natives for everything eatable 
that could be obtained. Thus I paid two and threepence for a 
seal, sixpence for an eiderduck, fourpence for a ptarmigan, and 
so on. The arrangement was popular with the natives, as it . 

waa a novelty to them to be paid four or five times the usual 
prices, and at  the same time to have the articles returned for 
mneumption. Our diet was occasionally varied by burgo- 
master, great black-backed or kittiwake gulls, though i t  gener- 
ally consisted of ptarmigan and eider-ducks. 

The reference to the last-named birds recalls an old perplexity, 
which I mention because some reader may perhaps be able to 
throw light upon the matter. Eiderdown is a valuable article 
of commerce, and is greatly in demand for quilts. At Copen- 
hagen it is worth twenty shillings a pound, yet in London 
eiderdown quilts weighing four pounds and a half are sold for 
six and thirty shillings. Now what I want to know is this- 
I f  eiderdown is worth first-hand twent shillings a pound, and B quilts weighing four pounds and a ha1 are sold for thirty-six 
shillings, how much chopped straw and old feathers has the 
British tradesman to insert to realise his honest profit ? I 
suggest this question as a proper one for middle-class school 
examiners. 

I acquired popularity cheaply with the Greenlanders by 
allowing them an unlimited amount of coffee, but I shall never, 
no never, get accustomed to their peculiar method of making 
that beverage. When we came to land, whether in morning, 
noon, or night, they immediately dispersed to collect wood and 
water; and as soon as the fire was raised the green berries 
were laced over i t  in an old frying-pan which we always car- 
ried a t out with us, to be roasted, or, properly speaking, to be 
burnt. As soon as this part of the operation was completed 
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(and it usually consumed at least an hour), the kettle was put 
on the fire to boil, and the bemes were pounded between two 
stones, first of all being put inside an old and very dirty sock 
I fondly imagined that they would use a coffee-mill if I gave 
them one, but they declined it on the ground that it was a 
complicated machine which destroyed the true aroma of the 
berry I They admitted that an old seal-skin  love would an- 
swer nearly as well, but maintained that nothmg could equal 
the unapproachable bouquet which waa imparted by a dirty 
old sock or stocking. 

The custom of the natives are eminently dietressing to the 
fastidious traveller. On the other hand, it must be admitted 
that they have several good qualities which go far to make 
amends for their filthy habite. Their good-humour is seldom 
put out ; you can trust yourself amongst them, solitary and 
unarmed, without fear of treachery or violence ; and, notwith- 
atanding their communistic tendencies, they have acquired a 
worthy respect for the property of strangers. I lost nothing 
during the whole time I was away, although hundreda of 
objects were frequently and unavoidably exposed or left in their 
charge, many of which could have been eaaily purloined, and 
must have been extremely tempting to them. 

So much for the natives. There is no country upon the 
face of the earth which can more properly be termed moun- 
tainous than the land which they inhabit. I have seen almost 
the whole of its coast now (at a greater or less distance) fnw 
Cape Farewell up to '11f N. lat., and I know that there are 
scarcely a dozen miles out of these 700 miles of latitude 
where the country possessea a lowland character. There 
are, I should suppose, immediately bordering the coast, 
thousands of peaks 3,000 to 7,000 feet elevation. Some few, 
though not many, are higher, and none are v e v  much 
higher. There are no great peaks towe above then fellows 
as Mont Blanc towers above the rest 7 o its chain. and in 
t h i  respect the weetern coast of Greenland reskbles the 
western coast of Norway ; but as far aa I know the Norwegian 
coast, it will not for a moment compare with the Greedand 
coast, where the mountains in all respects save altitude are 
scarcely inferior to the noblest of the Alp. Still it must be 
confessed that the want of dominating summits, which are so 
valuable for the purposes of exploration, is a very eat draw- 
back which is much to be re etted. Upon myselEt has had 
a disastrous influence, for I E v e  sometimea gone on day .Ra. 
day and week after week, constantly expectin to discover, 
though never finding, a peak rising well above A the reat, and 
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so have been led to pass by mountains whose ascents might 
have yielded good resulb. I n  general, the mountains look 
their best at the end of the spring or a t  the commencement 
of summer, when the snow, altho h rapidly disappearing, 
still remains in great beds and in 'Y a 1 the gullies, displaying 
the architecture of the peaks, and giving relief to the pre- 
ci ices ; but by the middle of the summer, under the influence P o perpetual sunlight, the snow vanishes with extraordinary 
rapidity, and at the end of August the mountains are stri ped 
bare, and often exhibit from summit to base scarcely anyt \ ing 
except naked rock. These eneral observations apply to the 
whole of the western coa t  o f Greenland-the remarks which 
follow concern only those districts in which I have actually 
set foot. First, I mill say a few words regarding the elevation 
of the land, next a word respecting the snow-line, then a 
little touching the constitution of the momitains, and lastly 
something about the interior. 

I n  the neighbourhood of Egedesminde the hills are perhapa 
lower than in any other part of Greenland; they have been 
much degraded by glacier-action, and are monotonous in the 
extreme. The highest pointa are probably not more than 500 
feet above the sea. In the vicinity of Chri~tianshaab their 
elevation is more considerable, and some points exceed 1,600 
feet. Round about Jakobshavn the highest mountains are 
more than 2,000 feet above the sea, and the general elevation 
of the land steadily increases as the Waigat strait is approached. 
On the mainland side of the Waigat, in the southern part, the 
highest summits are more than 3,000 feet; at the northern 
end 4.250 feet : and in the centre 6.000. The most imwrtant 
mountain on this side of the strait, a grand snow-cappid peak 
with several large glaciers, is situated nearly midway between 
its two extremes, and i t  is, I believe, considerably over 6,000 
feet in elevation. On the side of the Noursoak neninsula 
which facea the Umenak fiord, there are numerous pe&s rising 
immediately from the sea to a height of more than 7,000 feet, 
and this elevation is nearly maintained in the islands of the 
fiord. These islands contain some of the most imposing moun- 
tains that I have ever seen, extraordinarily steep, with glaciers 
streaming from the summits ' ht down into the sea. The 
island on which the colony o;&menak is situated, although 
much less elevated than the other islands which I have just 
mentioned, is remarkable for having a mountain that appears 
to be inaccessible.* To the north of the Umenak fiord there are 

* See illustration accompying the laat number of the Alpins Journal. 
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the large mountains with pointed summits, which I discovered 
in last August were more elevatcd than any others known in 
Danish Greenland. Their very situation is unknown at  p r e  
sent, for neither I, nor any others, have travelled in their 
direction ; and, looking to the fact of the constant increase in 
the elevation of the mountains the farther we proceed to the 
north, I shall not be surprised if still more elevated summita 
are discovered beyond them. 

Last year I coasted the larger part of the great island of 
Disco, and circumnavigated the whole of i t  It is a mase 
of mountains from one end to the other, but none of its peaks 
attain so great a height as the highest of the mountains in the 
Umenak fiord, although there are some peaks towards its 
northern extreme that do not fall much short of them. 

The snow-line in Greenland is generally stated by authors, 
who know nothing whatever about the matter, to range from 
1,500 to 2,000 feet. This is certainly not nearly high enon h 
(if by the term ' snow-line ' is meant the lower boundary o P a 
region in which great snow-beds and fields are permanently 
found), yet I am scarcely prepared to state what height should 
be assigned to it. The fact is, that not a few of the highest 
mountains which I have seen have not a snow-line. Indeed, I 
can go farther, and say that many of the higher mountains have 
no snow whatever left upon them by the middle of the summer. 
Even taking into consideration the fact that both of the yeam 
in which I was in Greenland were exceptionally warm ones, I 
am disposed to think that 4,000 to 4,500 feet is a much closer 
approximation to the truth than the 1,500 to 2,000 feet which 
have heretofore been stated as the h e i ~ h t  of the snow-line. 

The mountaineer in Greenland, besides experiencing all the 
usual difficulties, meet. with some which are the result of the 
peculiar constitution and structure of the mountains. I n  
the districts between E edesminde and the southern part of the 
Waigat strait, the rocf is almost exclusively gneiss. The 
whole of this land has been a t  some early period completely 
covered by a sheet of ice, and the rocks have been ground 
down to an extent that cannot be seen in the Alps. The ex- 
pression ' roches moutonies ' seems to me to be inapplicable to 
these ice-eroded rocks, as they for the most part want the 
peculiar characteristics which ave rise to the term. I prqpose 
to call them roches niuelges. 8 hey are so smooth that i t  ~s all 
but impossible to walk upon them in boots such ns me employ 
in the Alps, and the Greenland skin-boot is necessarily 
resorted to. The gneiss comes to an abrupt termination a t  the 
southern end of the Waigat, and, although it still forms the 
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bases of the mountains, and peeps out occasionally underneath 
the other formations, no great mountains of it are again met 
with until the termination of the Umenak fiord is approached. 
The immediate mountains are formed exclusively of basalta and 
sandstones, $he highest summits being invariably basalt. 

The sandstones of these districts are for the most part coame 
and crumbling. They attain in some places a height of 1,300 
or 1,400 feet, but seldom or never more. As  they are eroded 
with  eat facility, the streams which coarse down the moun- 
tain sides cut deeply into them, and form profound and highly 
picturesque gorges, which, however, are extremely inconvenient 
to the traveller, who has frequently to make great detours to 
avoid them. These gorges are good hunting grounds for fossils, 
though somewhat dangerous ones, for their sides have an ugly 
ma of falling in without notice, and so too do the old snow- 
be { s which generally are found in their most profound parts all 
the year round. I was clambering up one of the gorges last 
year, and touching the sides of the snow-beds to steady myself 
as I walked over the rocks in the stream, when a mass of hard 

. snow, which I estimate must have weighed not less than 25 to 
30 tons, fell into the stream about ten yards behind me, com- 
pletely blocking up the ravine. 

The baaalt mountains have also their own particular dis- 
agreeable peculiarities. Loose basalt dkbtis lying over fast 
basalt is a most vexatious thing to the tem er, and is scarcely 
less dangerous, when lyin a t  a considerab 7 e angle, than new 
snow over old snow. #e had to pass over a considerable 
amount of this, a t  an a le of about 30°, when makin the 
ascent of the mountain zelertingouit (in the Umenak t o d )  
last year, and for a time i t  completely stopped our progress. 
W e  pawed and pawed in it without advancing a single 
step, and i t  seemed as if i t  would not be difficult to start 
an avalanche of it. The dykes of basalt, which pierce the 
older baealts and the sandstones, are also frequently a consider- 
able hindrance, and so too are the walls of columnar basalt 
which frequently intervene. W e  had to clamber two such 
malls on the ascent of Kelertingouit, and in descending all of 
us had to be lowered down them like bales of goods. The 
basalt cliffs not unfrequently rise sheer for 3,000 to 4,000 feet, 
though there is generally one side to all the mountains with 
moderate slopes. Such is the case with Karkarsoak (a moun- 
tain at the northern end of the llTaigat), where on the side of 
the strait there is nlorc than 4,000 feet of prccipicc, though on 
the side facing the land there is nothing to hinder onc literally 
walking to the top, which I did with a single Eskimo lad. 
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From all the principal summits you perceive the vast glacier- 
clad interior of the country, stretching from north to south in 
an unbroken line, with a crest as straight as a sea-horizon. 
As  I have already said, there are no marks upon i t  which 
enable one to calculate the altitude to which it rises, or the 
distance to which i t  extends. But  having now'seen i t  from 
several elevated and widely separated positions, as I find that 
its summit line always appears lofty, even from the highest 
mountains which I have ascended, my impression is that ita 
h ' ht  is generally not less than 8,000 feet, and in some places 
per 1 ape surpaeses 10,000 feet. Whatever its altitude, i t  is the 
only great region on the surface of the earth that is known to 
be enjoying a glacial period, such as has been s u p p e d ,  with a 
high degree of probability, to have exhted at former agea over 
a large portion of the world. Whether i t  actually extends 
unbroken over twenty degrees of latitude, and in some parte 
over more than aa many degrees of longitude, or whether i t  ia 
divided by great fiords into numerous islands, and contain0 
vast lakes in its interior, are questions which no one can 
answer at  the present moment, and are some of the questions 
which I hope to be able to answer at  a future period. 

MOUNTAINEERING IN THE GREAT ATLAS. By JOHN BALL, 
F.R.S. Read before the Alpine Club, March 4th, 1873. 

I N the spring of 187 1 Sir John Drummond Hay, the British 
Minister in Blorocco, obtained from the Emperor for Dr. 

Hooker, the eminent director of the Royal Gardens a t  Kew, 
ermission to collect plants in the range of the Great Atlas. 

ft is well known that, owing to the fanaticism of the inhabitants 
and the jealous policy of the rulers of Morocco, that great 
mountain range has been hitherto inaccessible to travellers. 
About the beginning of this century Mr. Jackson had been 
allowed to accompany a body of troops despatched by the then 
reigning Sultnn from Morocco to Tarudant, and on the way 
crossed one of the lower passes in the main chain; but in his 
excellent work on Morocco that traveller has given no par- 
ticulars as to a route which has probably never been traversed 
by Europeans, excepting in the capacity of slaves taken from 
ships wrecked on the West Coast. Gerhard Rohlfs had in 
our own time succeeded in travelling in disguise through the 
eastern part of the Great Atlas, but under conditions which 
allowed him to give little information as to the country ; and 
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still more recently M. Balansa, a botanist, had reached the 
skirts of the mountain range near to the city of Morocco. 
His excursion was a short one, and he was speedily forced to 
return to the port of Mogador, and to quit that part of the 
Empire. 

Alon with Mr. Maw, a gentleman who has been eminently 
success f ul in the cultivation of new and rare plants, I was 
fortunate enough to be able to accompany my friend Dr. 
Hooker, and to take advan we of an opportunity unique in "9 the history of Morocco for exp oring a region which haa long 
excited in the highest degree the curiosity of naturalists. 

Although the time at our disposal was unavoidably limited 
we were led to hope that the express orders of the Sultan, and 
the favourable disposition evinced by the Governor of the dis- 
trict nearest to the city of Morocco, would secure to us the ne- 
cessar7 facilities for visiting several of the main valleys, and 
a t t a h n g  the highest summita of that part of the chain. 
There is indeed reason to suppose that these may be surpassed 
in elevation by the more eastern portion of the Great Atlas, 
inhabited by indepeudent tribes, and virtually independent of 
the Sultan's authority; but there remained ample occupation 
of the most interesting kind for the three short weeks which 
we were able to ive to that portion of our journey. 

W e  speedily f ecame aware that even the authority of an 
absolute ruler does not avail to undo the effects of immemorial 
tradition, sustained by the influence of religious fanaticism. 
Although a ride of five or six hours suffices to carry one from 
Morocco to the foot of the mountains, we found after as many 
(lay8 that we were unable to penetrate into any one of the 
interior valleys, and that me were constantly baffled by more 
or less ingenious devices, renewed not once but many t i m a  in 
the course of each day. 

After sufficient experience of this vexatious sort of life, our 
tempera were getting worked up to that point a t  which further 
evnsion was no lon er possible. I n  the evening palaver of the 
I l th  of May, whic ! as usual was held in the tent with closed 
doors, our J ew interpreter was ordered to ex lain clearly to 
the two captains who commanded our escort t ! at we had the 
Sultan's order to permit ns to go as high as we pleaeed on the 
mountains, and that if we were to meet further opposition we 
should send a courier to the viceroy at Morocco, and wait 
where we were until we received his answer. 

As usual, our captains retired to lay their heads together, 
and finally returned with the Sheik of the next valley, de- 
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claring that he was ready and willing to conduct UE ' ae far se 
the snow.' 

The next day was spent in traversing the low line of hills 
that divided us from the valley of Ait Meaan, and ascending 
it to R p i n t  at least ten miles nearer to the main range than 
any me had yet reached. The bolder scenery, Pyrenean 
rather than Alpine in character, the sight of a real mountain 
torrent with a tinge that spoke of melting snow, and the seem- 
ingly friendly disposition of the sheik, all put us into better 
spuits ; and our good humour was increased by an abundant 
harvest of plants, eome rare, others quite new to science. 

Without any overt opposition, the arrangements were made 
for a start on the following morning. 

W e  were distinctly assured by our Sheik that he was to lead 
us to the snow ; and as the only snow visible lay on the upper 
mne of the hest mountains, the romise seemed to mean t a good deal. ut on the other han i t  a peared to me that 
our position with reference to the head ‘f of t% e valley was some- 
thing like that of Chltillon in the Val Tournanche, and that, 
doing our best, we could not expect to attain to any great 
height on the lofty rugged barrier that shut us in on the south, 
if me were, as arranged, to go and return on the same day. 

As we left our camp standing and our escort in charge of 
our possessione there, little delay should have occurred next 
morning; nevertheless the start was not made till about six 
o'clock. The scenery was very interesting; the plants so 
attractive that the utmost strength of resolution was needed to 
content ourselves wit11 merely grabbing hastily at such speci- 
mens as were beside the path; but the feeling that we were 
on the threshold of terra incognita carried us forward, and 
little time was wasted by the way. The track was not very 
bad until, after more than three hours' steady rogress along 

fl R steep rou h mountain slopes, first above the le , then nbove 
the right ank of the valley, we found ourselves riding along 
nearly level ground only a few feet above the level of the 
torrent. But this did not extend far. I n  front a steep convex 
declivity seemed to separate us from the proper head of the 
valley, and on the left hand a minor glen opened nearly at the 
same level. Midway on the declivity in front of us was 
perched a small vill e. Above this the rocky ground rose, Y rugged and patched ere and there with shrubs and small 
trees, but below the land was cultivated and enclosed by stiff 
thorny fenccs and walls of loose stones. We had passed from 
sunxner into sl)l.ing, and had left the last olive-trees bclolv us, 
so the corn was not yet in car. 
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I had occasion to become yell ~cquainted with the path 
leading up to that village, and I shall never forget i t ;  for 
though there is no obvious reason why i t  should be more de- 
testable than any I ever encountered elsewhere, i t  undoubtedly 
seemed so the first time I passed i t ;  and it appeared con- 
siderably worse on each successive occasion when I repeated 
the passage. It winds up between the aforesaid stone walls 
topped by spiny shrubs, and a t  the same time serves as thc 
bed of the stream that flows out of the lateral glen. E a  er 
to snatch such plants aa came within my reach, I had %is- 
mounted, and made my way on foot ahead of my companions 
who sat sedately on their mules. As we advanced the way 

ew rougher, the stones were horribly slippery, with holes 
%keen bi enough to hold a man's leg up to the knee. Thc 
wonderful bomcco mules scrambled up behind me, but not 
without desperate struggles; and when I would fain stop to 
gather a lovely pale blue daisy from the crevices on either 
hand, I was forced to scramble on through the plashing stream 
on pain of being jammed against t.he wall. I t  was a slight 
consolation to me to discover afterwards that my companions 
had not so much the best of i t  as then appeared. All sorts of 
thorny bushes with straight thorns and curved spines and 
hooked prickles, and amongst them the gooseberry-bush-dear 
to our childhood's y ears-hang their branches above the track ; 
and the horseman who passes that way must keep a very sharp 
look-out if he does not wish to try the effect of each and every 
one of them on the cuticle of his face. 

W e  reached the village; and although we were on this day 
without our interpreter, it was made clear to us that we mere 
expected to halt and acce t an entertainment that had been 
provided in anticipation o ! our arrival. I suspect that some of 
us were not sorry to get a little nourishment, though all were 
anxious to push on;  but i t  was clearly impossible, without 
offending the feelings of the natives, to refuse their hospitality, 
and we put the best face we could on the matter, although thc 
delay cost us more than an hour of precious time. 

About eleven o'clock we made a fresh start along a fairly 
well-constructed path that winds up the rocky slope, and in 
little more than half-an-hour we reached the summit, and pre- 
sently found ourselves at  Arround, the last and highest village 
in the valley. A wilder spot cannot easily be imagined. W e  
had reached a height of about 6,500 feet above the sea, and 
on every side rugged masses of dark red rock rose to about an 
equal height abovc thc floor of the valley. This extended 
nearly at  a level for about three miles ahead of us, and then 
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the mountains seemed to close together. The highest peaks of 
all were concealed by heavy clouds, and between them fell 
steep ravines, whose slender streamlets joined to form the 
torrent that meandered through the level ground near at  hand. 

W e  now perceived that, although little snow had been visi- 
ble from a distance, there was no lack of it, and that, too, a t  
no great distance. Numerous considerable patches remained 
unmelted in sheltered spots, descending to mthin some 1,500 
feet of the level of the village, and i t  soon became clear that 
our Sheik intended to fulfil his promise by leading us to the 
one which seemed easiest of access. . ~ 

I need n i t  now detail the remainder of our day's work, 
which became exciting enough before we got safely back to 
the shelter of our tenta, some time near midnight. The ob- 
vious result of the expedition was to whet, but certainly not to 
estisfy, our mountaineering appetite. It was plainly impossible 
that, having seen our way to reach the crest of the Great 
Atlas, if not one of its higher peaks, we should allow our- 
selves to be drawn aside, and to forego the main object of our 
journey when i t  wa3 actually within our grasp. 

Many difficulties remained, however, to be overcome, and 
the worst of these were on the side of our escort. I t  was not 
merely that they were full of vague suspicion as to the real 
object of our journey ; they had a still more direct motive for 
longing to quit the valley of Ait  Mesan. The place was poor; 
and, although in pursuance of the Sultan's orders, they mere 
amply supplied with the necessaries of life, they could not here 
feast on the fat of the land, as they had done in the richer dis- 
tricts a t  the foot of the mountains, $ the simple reason that 
the land here offered no fat on which to feast. The only way 
to checkmate the escort was to secure the active co-operation 
in our plans of the friendly Sheik. H e  undoubtedly bore us 
no love ; but, unlike most persons of his class that we encoun- 
tered in Morocco, he appeared to have no fixed aversion to the 
Giaour, and well enough disposed to get whatever he could for 
himself out of the strange visitors. 

To convert this natural feeling into decided partizanship, we 
resorted to the chief engine of seduction that had been pro- 
vided for such a contin ency. Shortly befbre leaving London P I saw one day in an 01 curiosity-shop a quaint weapon of the 
form of an old horse-pistol, but provided with four barrels of 
goodly size, each capable of discharging a half-ounce bullet, 
the whole framed ta go off at  the same time. W e  had ascer- 
tained that the other articles we had provided as presents- 
watches, musical-boxes, opera-glasses, and the like-excited 
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but moderate desire in the Moorish breast; weapons alone 
seemed to be really prized; and of all weapons this four- 
barrelled machine, which we called the Young Mitrailleuse, 

romised to be the most formidable. The 'ft was presented in 
%ue form, and the Sheik was secured. f i e e l  q u t e  sure that 
whenever the Youn Mitrailleuse is called into action the 
result will be deadly,Pbut not a t  all persuaded that the victim 
will be the man against whom it is directed. 

Our plan was to return next day to Arround, and on the 
morrow obtain a long day for uscendin as high on the main 
ran e of the Atlas as circumstances s % ould permit. Many 
am& questions arose that excited vehement controversy. Cer- 
tain large tin cases, intended to be packed with living plant@, 
were the main cause of dispute. Finall ,the Sheik absolutely 
refused to allow them to proceed. &thing, he eaid, could 
persuade his people that they were not filled with treasure ; 
they would surely attack us in the night, and murder us all, 
in order to gain possession of them. The boxes were left be- 
hind, and we once more st,arted next day for the head of the 
valley, bidding a short farewell to our escort, who remained to 
guard the camp with the vegetable treasure we had already 
secured-quite as valuable in our eyes as though our boxes 
had really been laden with the precious metals that the natives 
imagined. 

All went smoothly enough that day. When we reached 
Arround we found ready for us a native house, whose occupants 
had been turned out to make room for the strangers. Two 
very small dark rooms on the ground floor; two more, nearly 
equally dark, above them ; and an open verandah, adjoinin thc 

E 8 last, made u the Schleuh dwelling-house. Yreferring resh 
air, Dr. Hoo er and I chose the verandah ; Mr. Maw selected 
one of the adjoining rooms; the other served as our kitchen. 
A stroll up a lateral glen to the east, and the treatment of a 
number of natives who came to implore medical advice, occu- 
pied the afternoon. A t  dark we applied ourselves to the 
evening meal, which was enlivened by one of the precious 
bottles of wine, carried safely from England, with which Mr. 
Maw had enriched our stores. After this the natural proceed- 
ing would have been to lie down to sleep; but, according to 
our usual practice, Dr. Hooker and I struggled on through a 
good part of the night in the effort to sort and lay out our 
plants by the flickering light of a candle, which we rainly 
strove to shelter from the wind. Having liberally sprinkled 
the floor with insect powder, we at last Iny down to welcome 
sleep. 

VOL. V1.-NO. XLI. R 
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The night was very cold, and when me rose at  day- 
break on the 15th of May, the sky was dark, and heavy clouds 
roofed the valley across. After a little delay for breakfast, we 
started full of anticipations of the coming day. The floor of 
the valley stretches nearly level for some distance, at  a height 
of nearly 7,000 feet above the sea. Near the village emall 
fields divided by low stone walls, and some tolerably well- 
grown walnut-trees, were the only sign of man's appearance 
on the scene. Above and beyond all looked rugged and bare. 
On the lower slopes a covering of stunted, sombre-looking 
shrubby plants ; above, dark red and brown rocks. Dotted 
about on the mountain sides were solitarv trees of dark hue , 
and conical form, which at  once excited our curiosity. W e  
afkerwards found that they belong to a species of juniper com- 
mon enough on the northern shores of the Mediterranean, 
where i t  is a mere bush with a stem as thick as a stout walking- 
stick. I n  the Atlas i t  attains to the dimensions of a forest 
tree, five or six feet in girth, and flourishes at  a level of nearly ' 

10,000 feet above the sea. 
Anxious as we were to get on, i t  was simply hpoesible for 

a party of naturalists to travel fast over ground where every . 
dozen paces brought us face to face with plants altogether new 
to us, and many of them hitherto unknown to botanists. Nor 
were we much less interested to meet in such an unexpected 
quarter with many of the common plants of central and 
northern Europe, at  n distance of many hundred miles from 
their nearest known stations. 

Luckily for us, as i t  turned out, the Sheik had no taste for 
mountaineering on his o m  account. H e  had appointed two 
active fellows professedly to show the way, and we had besides 
two of our own faithful attendants, who had accompanied us 
throughout the journey from Mogador. 

One of these was of especial service. H e  had already 
picked up eight o r  ten words of English from the seamen in 
the port of Mogador, and had gradually added to his vocabu- 
lary during the journey. Being a Schleuh by birth, he spoke 
the language of the mountains as well as the Moorish Arabia 
of the plain, nllcl mas able, to a limited extent, to serve as 
interpreter. Added to this, his general intelligence, activity, 
and good humour, made him an invaluable attendant. I n  
about three hours we had reached what might fairly be called 
the head of the valley, at  a point where several streams de- 
ecendicg from as many ravines join to form the main torrent. 
Here stood a small stone shed, and here commences the actual 
ascent to the Tngherot pas?, lending to Sous and the Sahara. 
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It was now made clear to us that this was intended to be the 
limit of our excursion. Between a few uncouth scraps of 
English and abundant gesticulation, i t  waa explained that the 
people of the opposite slope were given to the practice of 
shooting a t  strangers, and that we should lick our lives if we 
attempted to go any farther towards the pass. It did not suit 
us to attempt controversy; we appeared to be satisfied, and to 
be busil engaged in searchin for plants in the neighbourhood 
of the s g ed. A t  this time t % e rain' most opportunely began 
to fall, and as the air was extremely cold and raw, we suggested 
the ropriet of lightin a fire in the shed. This quite suited F I f the ancy o our scanti y-draped attendants, and ten minutes 
after they were crouching over a fire which they had contrived, 
I know not how, to light. With one accord, we immediately 
started along the beaten track which, 'as we already knew, led 
up to the pass. As we pushed alon up the tolerably steep P slope, keeping always within sight o the path, but drawn to 
one side or the other by the new plants that came into view, 
the weather grew steadily worse, and we rightly calculated that 
our friends below would not suspect us of stealing a march on 
them, and that even if they were to look out for us we should 
very soon be lost to view. 

An unexpected incident interfered with our project, and 
might well have marred i t  altogether. When we had ascended 
aome 700 or 800 feet, and were already out of sight of the 
shed, we cau@t a glimpse of moving forms on the track above 
us, dimly visible through the rain now mixed with sleet. It 
presently became evident that a party of natives, with two or 
three mules, were descendin along the zig-zag track. I t  was 
a s t r n  e position for three %nglishmao, not knowing a single f word o the language, in a part of the world where the natives 
are utterly unused to see a stranger even from the neighbouring . W e  had no idea of attempting to conceal our 
presence low munhg ; ut  we thought it judicious not to give them time to 
meditate hostile daigns, and therefore kept some rocks be- 
tween us and them until they were quite near at  hand, and 
then allowed them suddenly to see us when only some twenty 
yards distant. What they may have thought we had no means 
of telling ; they assed on, and we continued our ascent amid P weather constant y growing worse. As it became pretty ciear 
that the ground would soon be covered with snow, our feverish 
anxiety to procure specimens of every flowering plant that wc 
met grew stronger every moment, and wrrs only combated by 
the desire to reach at  least the summit of the pass. 

I n  lees than an hour after our encounter with thc native 
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party we began to hear shouts and screams from below. W e  
rightly guessed that the strangers had reported the circum- 
utances, and that our guides were hastening after us to induce 
us to turn back. This was, of cours~,  an excellent reason to 
urge us to push on ; but our pursuers were light of foot, and 
by the time we had attained a height of about 11,000 feet the 
first of them overtook ue. Mr. Maw, the youngest of our 
party, was a little ahead, and to him the most vehement remon- 
strances and gesticulations were addressed. Mr. Maw used the 
argument which is understood in almost every known language, 
and presented the man with a piece of silver. For the moment 
the effect was quite satisfactory, and with a rueful but resigned 
air the poor fellow followed the upward track. Present1 the 
second man ap eared, panting with the rapid climb, an8 ad- J dressed himse to me with equal energy. I replied in the 
same strain that had quieted the resistance of his companion, 
and with a similar result. Botanizing was now pretty nearly 
out of the question; i t  was snowing fast, and a violent wind 
had arisen, so that for the remainder of the way we collected 
nothing but a few plants growing on ledges of rock where the 
snow lrad not lodged. The last part of the ascent mas up a 
broad couloir, on d6bris lying at  a high angle between steep 
rocks on either hand ; but the mule track was well engineered, 
and carried up a regular zig-zag nowhere inconveniently steep. 

By this time the cold had become intense. My guide, if I 
nm to give him that name, over and over again ippealed to me 
in language quite as intelligible as if he had spoken Enulish, 
or I had understood his native Schleuh. I own that I found 
something pathetic in his earnestness as hi! repeatedly kissed 
the hem of my ' jellabiah,' and explained that i t  was not only 
the present suffering but the future consequences to himself of 
our adventure that he dreaded. The poor fellow's bare legs 
were cut and bleeding, and, in his scanty dress, he was evi- 
dently sufferino severely. Presently I heard shouts through 
the howling 07 the wind, and a few momenta after Mr. Maw 
re-appeared descending towards me. H e  had been on the top 
of the pass, about 100 feet above the spot where we stood. 
The ridgc mas level for 10 or 12 yards, and then appeared to 
descend on the opposite side. H e  was able to see absolutely 
nothing, and found the cold and the violent wind quite unbear- 
able. This I was quite ready to believe, for in spite of the 
active exertion I found myself near the limit of what I could 
bcar. I was quite ready to forego the honour of the last 
hundred feet ; and when we joined Dr. Hooker, who was about 
fifty feet bclom me, he displayed the same forbearing spirit. 
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I don't know what my appearance may have been, but I can 
testify that that of my companions wag decidedly peculiar. 
Their hair and beards were completely matted with ice, and 
the blackish-red aspect of their faces would have disguised 
them from their nearest friends. 

As we descesded, we found that the snow had fallen nearly 
to the level of the shed where our attendants had patientl sat, 
not sorry to enjoy its shelter. W e  were told that the iJ heik 
was waiting for us a little way down the valley, and we pushed 
on to the spot. Food of some kind was provided, but for my 
part I was too wet and cold to feel disposed for more than a 
mouthful ; and, as soon as I decently could do so, I pushed on 
to our temporary home at Arround. 

On the preceding day we had agreed that, if all went well 
on our first excursion, we should make a serious attempt to 
induce our Sheik to let us have a second day's mountaineering 
in the Atlas, with the hope of gaining some peak and getting 
a bird's-eye view over the unknown region to the south. But  
that project, like many of a mountaineer's best projects, was 
settled in the ne ative by the elements. I t  snowed heavily all 
night, and in t%e morning the mountains were completely 
covered to within a few hundred feet of the village, save 
where the rocks rose too steep for snow to rest, and we made 
up our minds to return to our camp. Disappointed as moun- 
taineers, but consoled as botanists by the nch booty that we 
had man ed to store up, we set our faces once more down the 
valley. 'B t was fortunate for us that snow and not rain had 
fallen on the mountains, and that the heavy clouds still kept 
the valley in shade. As i t  was, the passage of the torrentwas 
not quite easy. There are no bridges in Morocco, and i t  is 
quite a common occurrence, even on frequented roads, to wait 
several days before i t  is possible to ford a stream. Our camp 
presented a dismal appearance. Our tents had been pitched in 
a fallow field almost bare of vegetation, but the rain of the 
last thirty-six hours had turned the surface into one mass of 
slimy mud, and the wet had soaked in under the tents, so that 
there was scarcely a single dry spot to be found. Such a 
state of things is not pleasant to' ordinary travellers, but to 
botanists i t  is little less than a calamity. 

I might here end this short account of our moun- 
taineering experiences in the Great Atlas, but a regard for the 
good repute of a region not yet familiar to travellers makcs 
me say that the outbreak of bad weather which we encountered 
on the 15th and 16th of May was followed by a deli htfully f clear and brilliant sky. Six days after our ascent to t e Tag- 
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herot Pass, Dr. Hooker and I-Mr. Maw having meantime 
returned to England-reached the summit of Djebel Tezah, a 
conspicuous peak about 11,400 feet in height, in a lower part 
of the main range, and some forty miles nearer to the coast. 
As before, our guide on that occasion was commissioned to pre- 
*ent us from reaching the summit ; but, either because he had 
not such good legs, or because climbing was rather severe 
work under a blazing sun only a few degrees from the zenith, 
he took the sensible course of resting under a rock, and l e a  
the infidels to their own devim. I n  due time we stood on the 
peak, with no one to interfere with our enjoyment of a view 
never before gained by Europeans. The existence of a great 
mountain valley, enclosed between the main range of the Great 
Atlas, and a parallel southern chain, which may be called the 
Anti-Atlas, and watered by the upper stream of the Sous, 
had indeed been estabhhed by Gerhard Rohlfs, who had tra- 
versed the lower part of it; but we actually looked across it, 
and saw, in the southern horizon, at  a distance of some forty 
miles, the heaving outline of the Anti-Atlas, contrasting re- 
markably with the peaked and jagged aspect of the main 
chain. W e  roughly estimated the height of the portion lying 
opposite to us at about 10,000 feet. 

On the 19th we had obtained a fine view of the main range, 
deeply clad in snow from about the level of 7,500 feet ; but 
four days later-so quickly does the nearly vertical African sun 
accomplish its work-we found only a few large patches 
where the snow had drifted on the flanks of Djebel Tezah, and 
the topmost ridge was completely bare. The ascent was 
perfectly easy, the form of the mountain being somewhat like 
that of the Mole near Bonneville, familiar to Chamouni 
tourists. 

Enough has been said to show the members of the Alpine 
Club that at  no great distance from home there is a range of 
mountains rivalling in height the loftiest of our European 
mountain chains, and all but utterly unexplored. The fact 
that the most accessible pass in the district due eouth of the 
city of Morocco is as nearly as possible 12,000 ft. above the 
sea, makes i t  probable that I am not far wrong in estimating 
the height of the more conspicuous summits which we saw 
a t  about 14,000 English feet; but the concurrence of native 
testimony to the existence of mountains white in summer in 
the more eastern portion of the chain makes i t  highly probable 
that there are peaks yet unseen by travellers that rival, if 
tiley do not exceed, the giants of the European Alps. 

In  point of accessibility, however, the Great Atlas presents 
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a curious contrast to other portions of the African continent. 
The difficulties and dangers that beset a traveller in Eastern 
Africa arise from the climate and the natural obstacles ; but the 
rude races of the country do not appear to have any fixed 
antipathy to strangers, or where they have such feelings they 
are subject to the ascendancy which a white man of ordinary 
determination and coolness can exert over utterly uncivilised 
people. I n  Morocco the climate is admirable; the natural 
obstacles of no account, but the traditional licy of the ruling 
race hsa passed into the very fibre of t ff e inhabitants, and 
affords an obstacle all but impassable to ordinary travellers. 
The Government is so far centralised that in the parts of the 
country subject to the Sultan's authority no local chief would 
dare, even if he were so disposed, to harbour a foreigner 
without the permiasion of the higher powers ; and even when 
this had been obtained, we learned by ex erience that a com- 
plete network of obstacles arising from t \ e active or passive 
resistance of subordinate officials remains to be broken 
through. 

The partial success which we obtained has naturally led 
some travellers to follow on our footateps. An English gentle 
man, relyin on the influence of some of the foreign consuls, 
has visited t 1 e city of Morocco, with the intention of endea- 
vowing to travel farther into the country, but finding that hie 
food was poisoned by the order, or with the connivance of the 

overnor of the city, he judiciously abandoned the attempt. 
5wo German travellers were more fortunate. Throu h the 
good offices of Sir John Drummond Hay they obtainef from 
the Sultan an order of the same K i d  as that which mas 
granted to Dr. Hooker; and after encountering difficulties 
similar in character to those met by us, they appear to have 
penetrated the same valley of Ait Mesan, and, as I understand, 
attained under more favourable conditions than we did the 
summit of the Tagherot Pass. 

I t  is possible that the relaxation of the policy of excluion, 
which appears to have commenced in Morocco, may gradually 
be extended, but I do not expect that so great a change will be 
carried out rapid1 in a country which haa been not inappro- 
priately styled t g e China of the West.' 

Barriers of all kinds are yielding to influences that pene- 
trate, however slowly, beyond the pale of European civilisation ; 
and it is, perhaps, not too much to hope that some of the 
younger members of the Alpine Club may explore that lofty 
and altogether unknown region that lies eaatward of the 
ancient capital of Morocco, and set foot on snowy peaks whose 
very existenoe ie still an unaolved problem. 
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MONTE ROSA FROM MACUQNAGA. By the Rev. C. T A Y L O ~  
Read before the Alpine Club, April 2, 1873. 

N July 22, 1872, a party, consisting of William Martin 0 Pendlebury, Richard Pendlebory, and myaelf, with Ga- 
briel Ppechtenhauser of Fend, in the Oetzthal, commonly 
known as GaberP and the local guides, Ferdinand Imsen and 
Giovanni Oberto, started to attempt the Italian side of donte  
Rosa from a point an the left bank of the Macugnaga glacier, 
called by Imseng, Riiche Sdgi.t 

W e  had been travelling for some weeks in the Eaatern 
Alps, and had reached Chiavenna by way of the Disgrazia 
Then, the party havin disbanded, W. M. Pendlebury and I, f with Gaber, set off or Macugnaga, while R. Pendlebury 
agreed to rejoin us at Zermatt after a flying visit to Milan ; 
but i t  so happened that he came u the Val d'Anzasca, and 
that on his way he fell in with one Jerdinmd Imseng, a 
unknown to fame, whose ambition it was to m e n d  Monte C 
from Macugnaga, and thus to accomplish s feat which moun- 
taineers of greater experience had been unwilling to attempt. 
It was soon agreed, though with no votes to spare, that Imeng  
should have a trial, and, the weather being at le n$h.@s We 
arranged to start for the ' Riicke Jiigi ' on the fo omng day. 

From the Monte Moro hotel, now kept by the brothers 
Oberto, Imseng pointed out the route by which he proposed 
to ascend. The precipitous face of the mountain, running at 
first approximately from north to south, and then curling round 
to the east, was from this point full in view; the N o d  End 
being to the extreme ht, the Hochste Spitze next to the 
left, and the Zumstein 3 pitze farther to the left and in the 
bend. The Hijchste Spitze is described by Mr. Ball as a 
double tooth of rock, of which the eastern pinnacle ia 24 feet 
lower than the western. The former pinnacle ma be called 
the Est Spitze ; the latter is known as the Allerhoc E ste Spitze. 
The ridge which leads up to the Est Spitze runs about east 
and west, and is seen endways from Macugnaga ; but a good 
broadside view should be obtainable from the neighbourhood 
of the Cima di Jazi. Between the ridge in qaest~on and the 
Zumstein Spitze is a snow Sattel, which overlooks the Grenz- 
getscher, and may be called the Grniz Satte?. Imseng's plan 

He was introduced to us, with Alois Ennemoser, by the Herr 
Curat Senn, and haa travelled with one or more of us in the years 
1870-2. 

t This name wan written down at Imaeng's dictation. 
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waa to mount the Grenz Sattal' and to attack the ridge of 
the Hochste Spitze from its southern side. 

The necessary preparations having been made, we set off with 
Caspar Burgener as port.er, and reached the place of bivouac 
in an afternoon stroll of four and a half hours; the route bein 
at first through Belvedere, then to the left up the broad an 5 
almost level moraine, and lastly to the right, along a ridge of 
the moraine and up some rocks a t  the base of the eastern slope, 
which we proposed to climb. I t  was not, however, without 
some controversy that we agreed to take u our station with 
no other shelter than a wall at  our backs. &ber in particular 
hankered after the chilleta of Pedriolo, and disliked the pro- 
spect of passin the night 'under an icefall,' with an empty E kettle and no re ; but Imseng, knowing the place, dismissed 
the laat fear as groundless, and, urging the necessity of an 
early start in the morning, promptly led the way up the rocks 
on the right, which, though from below apparently bare, were 
found to be plentifully interspersed with shrivelled twiga of 
the Alpenrosen. Of these, axes and fingers soon chopped or 
tore up an abundant supply. Then, after a reconnlussance, 
we set off again, Imseng with a small waggon-load of fuel 
scudding lightly along, and a t  length halting, some few minutes 
before 7 P.M., at  a bleak but well-chosen spot on the mountain 
side. 

No lon time elapsed before we had set light to our roses 
and boile % some snow from a couloir which ran beneath. Then, 
inter alia, we had time to reflect on our pros ects for the night 
and the following day. The ascent whic. E we proposed to 
nttem t had been declined a few days previously by Ulrich 
and ehristian Lauener, and in 1861 by Christian dlmer. 
The veteran Lochmatter had also pronounced against it, and 
i t  was not surprising that Gaber, more or less backed by onc 
of his Herren, should have felt qualms about following an 
unknown local guide into a region which some of the highest 
authorities on mountaineering had condemned as dangerous. 
Bu t  Imseng, nothing daunted, steadily maintained that his 
route was comparatively little swept by avalanches, and would 
be reasonably safe at  an early hour of the morning. It has 
been thought, notwithstanding, that we showed a want of 
caution in undertaking the expedition ; but it was natural that 

* We did not, however, complete the ascent of the Sattel, but in- 
clined a little to the right of it, and took to the rocks at their lowest 
point. 
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the positive statement of a man who knew the mountain, and 
had examined the proposed route* repeatedly from digerent 
points, should have been allowed to outwei h a very conaider- % able amount of less definite testimony on t e other aide. At  
all events we might go to the end of the lower rocks, and then 
turn hack if circumstances proved unfavourable. 

Soon, however, the fading of the light changed the current 
of our thoughts, and warned us that whatever might be in 
atore for us on the morrow, we were likely to find our present 
quarters of the coolest. VTe had had experience of chsleta in 
descending order of comfort, from the luxurious hay barn of 
Waxegg to the open cheese shed of Porcellizza, but a lower 
depth seemed now to be reserved for us under the s6rsca of 
Monte Rosa. The night, however, was passed more comfort- 
ably than we had any right to anticipate, the temperature being 
remarkably moderate for the situation. Lying with our backs 
to a low wall of rock, and our feet slo ing towads the moraine 

3 B of the Macugn Glacier, we settle down as best we could ; 
a scientific mem er of the party speculating what would be- 
come of UB if the laws of friction should be repealed during the 
night. Each Herr coiled himself up in a blanket, while the 
three guides and the porter, havin only one between them, lay 4 closely packed in the neighbou ood of the fire. Imseng, 
with no extra covering but a woollen nightcap, was quickly 
at his ease, and proved to our dissatisfaction that he was fast 
asleep : the rest appeared to sleep less soundly ; but those who 
watched late had the consolation of seeing a bright moon shining 
upon a panorama of ice and snow which no visitor of Macugn 
will need to have described. About midnight Imseng wo Y' e 
with a shght shiver in time to save the lsst spark from ex- 
tinction. This led to a general stir. Then, the fire having 
been made up, we once more composed ourselves till the 
guides aroused us by their preparations for breakfast, which 
was, after all, but a very scanty meal, owing to the difficulty of 
descending the rocks in the dark to procure snow. 

At  length, some time after 2 A.M., the breakfmt was over, 
and everything seemed ready. We were on the point of 
putting on the rope and making our start while it was yet 
dark, when a deep roll from the Zumstein announced that the 
avalanches were waking early. Gaber thereupon put in a 

In company, I think, with Alexander Burgener. I was told, in 
1870, by Ranz Burgener, that ~ o n ~ e  guides proposed to make the 
ascent, and to ensure the popularity of the excursion by building a 
hut. 
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final protest against proceeding, for when an expedition ie once 
fairly launched he is not the man to turn back. ' Guide,' 
said he, ' what think ou ? I think i t  is very dangerous ;' 
but Imseng, though wit hy a shade less of confidence than over- 
night, still maintamed that his route was safe. I n  the dis- 
cussion which followed i t  was urged reasonably enough that 
the warmth of the night must have loosened the foundations 
of the sbratx and increased the danger to be ap rehended from P avalanches. Even Imseng, as I learned long a terwards, shook 
his head and said that he did not quite know, when asked in an 
undertone by R. Pendlebury what he really thou ht of it. B But in spite of all whispered doubts the party o progress 
remained steadily in the ascendant, and we determined, with- 
out too closely defining the meaning of our sage resolve, that 
we would go just so far arc we could with safety go. Accord- 
ingly the rope was put on, and the start made some minutea 
before half-past two, in the following order : Imseng, R. Pendle- 
bury, Oberto, W. M. Pendlebury, Gaber, and myself. 

The first few ste were not encouraging. W e  groped slowly k over the rocks to t e couloir, where the leaders floundered into 
a mass of soft snow, which augured ill for the condition of'the 
slopes above when they should have been exposed for a few 
hours to the action of the sun. Things, however, were not so 
bad as they seemed; the main part of the couloir was hard 
enough, and it was merely an accidental accumulation a t  a 
point near the edge which gave ground for apprehension. 
Passin the couloir we came upon rocke again, and then f before ong to a second couloir considerably broader than the 
first. Imeeng now turned abruptly to the right, and showed 
a disposition to go straight up, while Gaber emphatically dis- 
sented, and urged the necessity of crossing. B* some 
distance behind the leader, and not at  once apprec~atlng the 
situation, I assumed at  first that the dispute was about an 
unimportant detail, and was thus led to conjecture that 
I m e n  was bent upon trying a more direct ascent, of which 
he ha f held out hopes the evening before. But  he was in 
reality actuated by overmuch caution rather than b rashness, 
for as the arty advanced in accordance with Ga f, er's more 
far-seeing, gough bolder, recommendation,* i t  became evident 

* The other course mmt have led us into difficulties. We have 
always found Gaber a bold and judicious guide, who a n  be trusted in 
trying circumatnnces. Wlien we had been lost in a storrn :~nd partly 
frozen near the~urnmit of the Ortler, it wan mainly through 11is aagitd~y 
that we were enabled to complete the descent. 
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that we were flanked on the right by a strong battery of sCracs. 
One by one we partially disappeared in a dee furrow, the trail 
of some huge ice-block which had plunged ! own the slope to 
the glacier beneath. Then advancing, unmolested as yet by 
the enemies we had most to fear, we found ourselves at  the 
beginning of a long stretch of good and fairly interesting 
rock 

Our oourse having hitherto lai? almost horizontally along 
the side of the mountain and in the direction of the Zumstein 
Spitze, we now turned more to the right and commenced ascend- 
ing the rocks, rather rapidly than otherwise, considering the 
size of the party. Our way was for a time safe and plain before 
us ; and, as we struggled up the massive boulders, we shook off 
the stagnation of the night, growing more and more convinced 
a t  every step that Imseng was a true prophet. A t  length the 
rocks came to an end for a time, and we emerged upon a pre- 
cipitous broken snow-slope, which was blocked along its further 
side, except at the upper corner, where there was a narrow gap 
looking towards the Zumstein, and surmounted by a small but 
rather threatening sCrac. As we made for this p i n t ,  going 
horizontally along the upper part of the slope, an avalanche 
was observed to break away a t  sonle little distance below us. 
But  our route was well chosen ; and as we passed through the 
gap, cautiously though without difficulty, we could not help 
remarking the skill and judgment with which we had been led. 

Nothing worthy of notice occurred between this and the 
first halt near the end of the lower rocks, a little before 5 A.M. 
A t  the start, and for some time afterwards, the slopes on our left, 
as they fell away in the darkness, had of necessity seemed more 
formidable than they really were; and almost the first thin 
that the dawn revealed was a thick cloud which threatene % 
storm as it rolled over us from the valley. But  soon the clear 
light showed us the true nature of the work before us ; and 
lon before the halt i t  had become evident that we had nothing P to ear from the weather, except, perhaps, some excess of heat 
that we would gladly have dispensed with. A t  the halting-place, 
which we thought safe and well chosen, we passed a very 
pleasant five-and-twenty minutes. But  the eyes of lookers- 
on are sometimes sharper, and their imaginations generally more 
lively, than those of persons actively employed ; to one or other 
of which causes may perhaps be attributed a report afterwards 
current at  Macugnaga, that we halted for breakfast under a 
dangerous cornice, which to the spectators who watched us 
from below seemed likely to make short work with us, p d  
which actually fell on the third day after. I t  could, perhaps, 
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be decided by a comparison of watches whether the reference 
in this rnmour is to the first halt, or to a shorter one made from 
two to three hours after, or to a still later occasion when we 
halted to drink some mine under the shelter of one of the last 
s6racs ; but if, as 1 incline to suppose, the allusion is to the first 
and longest of these halts, I must confess that I doubt the 
accuracy of the report, although, on the other hand, i t  should 
not be too hastil denied that a spectator below may have had T the advantage o us in more than one particular. 

The halt over, we proceeded in the general direction of the 
Greuz Sattel, with such deviations as the nature of the ground 
necessitated; but this part of the route for some hours has 
left so little impression upon me that I cannot describe i t  a t  
all in detail. I remember only that we found enough of s6raca 
and crevasses to keep us continually on the alert, and make us 
unconscious of the lapse of time. The snow, which a t  the 
commencement of the day had been hard enough to bring the 
axe into requisition, was now rapidly softenmg, and kept 
the leader fully employed at  treading steps, which he did 
very effectually, perhaps even causing delay by making them 
better than they need have been. That we made slow ro- 
gress is evident from the time which passed before the ina l  
roch were reached, hut that we were not idle may be gathered 
from the rate at  which the hours flew bv : and indeed there 
was more work in the expedition t.han hah been apparent from 
below to practised eyes, or could have been inferred fiom an 
estimate of the vertical height to be climbed. 

At length, when Imseng had done what might have passed 
muster for a good day's work, i t  mas suggested that Gaber 
should change places with him. The change having been 
effected, me soon came to one of the most interesting por- 
tions of the route. Swerving a little to the right, we found 
ourselves at  the edge of a monster crevasse which could be made 
out from Macu naga ; then, turning to the left, we walked for 
some distance Jong it in the direction of a promising bridge 
by which we hoped to cross. Before the bridge was an irregular 
mound, along the front of which we passed without much diffi- 

""3 . Then, burrowing through the froth of snow on its 
fu er side, we crept slowly downward, leaving between us 
and the crevasse a frail barrier, on the outside of which our 
right arms were at  one point placed so as to overhang the 
brink. The next moment Gaber mas at  the bridge, promptly 
hacking at.the cornice which covered its lower end. Imseng, 
for some reason, seemed t o  think this bridge impracticable, and 
proposed to go in quest of another ; but the sound of the axe in 
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front waa the tale reply, for Gaber, though by nature a man of 
the rocks, is fast developing an acquired taste for crevasses, . 
and i t  waa no ordinary pleasure for him to lead us over the 
most voracious-looking 'schruud' that i t  had ever been hie 
happiness to cross. 

I n  the few minutes which elapsed before the preparations 
for crossing were complete, I took the opportunity of observing 
the situation from my position in the rear, which enabled me to 
see underneath the brid e. The crevasse may have been nine 
or ten yards across. $ solid walls ran straight down till 
they wero lost in the depths, except that a t  one point they 
inclined inwards, clamping between them a large block of ice, 
over which the bridPe itself waa formed. and which had doubt- 
lees fallen in the saGe avalanche that-had piled up the mound 
behind w. The bridge proved trustworthy, and the abrupt 
slope immediately above was ascended without apparent risk ; 
then we turned back some few d ees to the rivht, being 
driven by the nature of the nn to deviate a Tittle from r T  the direction of the Sattel w ich it was proposed to ascend. 
Before long, Gaber, still unreconciled to the expedition, was 
glad to resign the lead into the hands of Imsen who once 
more went to the front, and continued t,here till t f e rope was 
taken off in the evening. The slope of the mountain was now 
considerable, and the snow, as Gaber afterwards described it, 
'bad and hollow,' but there was nothing to suggest extra- 
ordinary risk so long as we went with caution, and looked 
well to every step. After a time, still bearing a little to the 
right of the Sattel, we came to a colossal sdrac heavily fringed 
with iciclee, under which we proceeded to pass, turning con- 
siderably more to the right so as to face almost north. As 
Imseng laboured at  the steps, we had leisure to examine the 
massive structure on our left ; but I regret that I am unable 
to  communicate any results of scientific importance, for a crack 
and a rattle put an untimely end to our observations. Imseng 
with a shout sprang forward, while the hindmost darted back, 
and R. Pendlebury, in medio but not tutissimtis, with the rope 
taut on either side, received a smart rap on the head from a 
fragment of an icicle ; JV. M. Pendlebury was struck on the 
chest by a larger block, and although in the excitement of 
the moment the circumstance was almost unheeded, yet some 
days later an expanse of black and blue testified to the severity 
of the blow : Gaber escaped with a slight contusion abore the 
ankle; I cannot answer for Oberto, but only the first man and 
the last were ~vholly out of the lir~c of firc. Ne~crtheless, the 
alarm was a false one, for after this slight ebullition the sirac 
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cooled down and suffered us to pursue our way in peace, though 
not altogether without a lurking suspicion that the mountnin 
hiid perhaps not done its worst. 

After this we plodded on for I cannot say how long, withoct 
seeming to encounter an difficulty. W e  looked upwards to K the Sattel, and saw not ing to hinder us from reaching it. 
Whether the mountain was growin4 commonplace, or whether 
we were becoming hardened to anythlng short of the sensational, 
must remain an open question ; but suBce i t  to say that every- 
thing was going wcll, and the idea of failure had vanished from 
our minds, a t  a moment when we were on the verge of the 
most alarming situation of the day. A sudden sliding of tbe 
surface through which we trod brought the whole party to an 
instantaneous halt. Each man planted himself in his steps, 
and looked on in silence, no sound being heard but the hiss 
of the snow as i t  skimmed down the steep slopes on every side. 
Perhaps an avalanche waa coming, perhaps not; we had no 
means of judging for the moment which of these contingencies 
was the more probable. And yet our feeling was one almost 
of indifference, for the reason doubtless that, although we may 
have been in some danger, we were absolutely free from per- 
plexity, since nothing could now be more self-evident than 
that me must abandon the Sattel, and make with all care for 
the very lowest point of the rocks on its right. AccOr~ne;", it  was not long before we were again in motion. W e  ad 
waited for a time to see what was coming, hut the sliding went 
on without diminution, and a t  the same time, as I thought, 
witliout material increase. Gaber, however, remarking that 
i t  grew worse every instant, waa anxious to be at  once on the 
move, and recommended very judiciou~ly that we should go 
some distance to the right, and then mount straight up in a 
line of still snow under cover of a sdrac. H e  had singled out 
perhaps the only spot in the neighbourhood where the slope 
was undisturbed. The snow was in motion right and left, and 
some distance in front, but the current immediately above was 
turned by the sErac itself, and poured off in a strong stream 
to the north. A t  the sBrac we made a halt and drank some 
wine, feeling ourselves for the moment in a position of com- 
parative security, and having a, perhaps, irrational confidence 
that somehow we must succeed now that we were almost within 
a stone's throw of the solid rocks. But, confidence or no con- 
fidence, the right course was to go on ; for had not retreat like- 
wise its risks, which we were in no mood to under-estimate? 
Earlier in the ascent me might well have been turned back by 
similar appearances ; but with the rocks now close in front, and 
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hours of softening snow behind, i t  was clear as the day that we 
must go forward, since i t  was no longer consistent with pru- 
dence to go back Whether the situation was really dan- 
gerous, we were unable to judge. But  i t  was idle to 
speculate: the practical issuc had to be tried: one stage 
more, and then the rocks-perhaps. Accordingly we pnssed 
under the sCrac to the south, and scrambled up its side; a 
piece of work which under more favourable circumstances 
might have been thought difficult. W e  then made for the 
last drac,  which lay midway between us and the lowest point 
of the final ridge, and from which a small crevasse ran down 
obliquely to the right, so as to se arate us from the slope by &. which we were to reach the roc . The snow here seemed 
better than below, but, the incline being greater, it was deemed 
r' h t  to use every precaution before we fully committed our- 
s3ves. Itmeno was sent to the front for the first trial, and 
went to the fuly extent of his own rope, now uncoiled for the 
first time, while the main body of the party remained well 

laced below; Gaber next followed, changing places with k. Pendiebury; then, one by one, we stepped over the 
crevasse, till the last man had left his firm footing under the 
sCrac, and the whole party was launclled irrevocably upon 
the slope. 

I t  was felt that the decisive moment was now at  hnnd, and 
that in a brief space the fate of the expedition must be deter- 
mined; but we gave our minds to the work before us, and 
masted very little thought on possible consequences. The 
snow was not to be trifled with, but it bore the pressure put 
upon it, and showed no symptoms calculated to cause un- 
easiness ; and, indeed, but for the recollection of what we had 
experienced below, i t  would scarcely have occurred to us at  
this point that there was any danger a t  all to be feared ; but, 
as i t  was, we went with the utmost caution, fully resolved that 
up to the last step no chance sllould be thrown nwny. I have 
n sufficiently livcly recollection of the scene, but there is little 
that I coultl say by way of description which would not be 
better left to the imagination of the reader. The simple fact was 
that six men, joined by some fifty yards of cord, were nearing 
the end of a short steep snow-slope. A few steps, and the 
head of the column was hopefully near the goal. A few more, 
with growing confidence but undiminished care, and the last film 

The order from this point to the wmmit was: Imseng, Gabr, 
Oberto, W. 31. Pendlebury, K. Pendlebury, myself. After reaching 
the ridge, we used only our own rope, which was 100 feet in length. 
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of doubt was scattered h a subdued Jodel from Imseng, which 

and the day was won. 
E announced that the roc s of the ' Vorspitze ' * were' reached, 

U p  to this point, as we learned on the following da our 
porter had been anxiously watching us in company with toch -  
matter. Once they had lost sight of us, but we soon re- 
appeared, and thenceforward remained in view until the rocka 
were reach4.t The time must have pawed slowly down 
below; but our own feeling waa one of sheer amazement, 
when we found that five p o d  houra had elapsed from the 
first halt, and eight hours, including one spent in halta, from 
the start, for our watches poeitively w u r e d  us that it was not 
far short of half-~ast ten.f 

after a few wkr& of Eonsultation among the guidee we set 
off again, goin a t  first to the north of the ridge, the op site 

gh side to that w ich Imseng had intended to try. whir we 
were still on the snow aome one had foreboded that the rocks 
themselves might present insuperable diEculties, but Imseng 

ledged his word that success was certain if they could once 
!e reached. I had myself put the question both overnight 
and in the morning, and had extracted from him the further 
assurance that, if the worst came to the worst, we might cross 
the Sattel and find an escape by the route of the Sesia Joch ; 
but as for the rocks, he had seen them from above, and had 
no doubt whatever that they might be climbed. It so h a p  
pened, however, that he did not approach them in the way 
that he had ~lanned.  nor do I think it likelv that he had 
surveyed our lactual ioute in detail ; but we wirere more than 
nine hours of daylight to the good, which gave time enough, 
though none to spare. 

For the first few steps the rocks were not steep, but they 
were interspersed with some patches of snow and ice. After- 
war& they became steeper, and we ascended by a sort of gully, 
inclining a little to the north ; the climbing being perhaps 
intermediate in difficulty to that in the Zcrmatt and Breuil 
ascents of the Matterhorn. Once only, as we were passing 

Imseng'a expression for the Est Spitze. 
t Burgener then returned to Macugnaga, and, starting at midnight, 

brought our knapsacks cver the Weissthor to the Riffel. 

f We had expected to clear the snow much earlier, otherwise the ex- 
ition might have been abandoned. We lost time, doubtleas, by 

letting one guide lead almost without intermission. The eastern slope 
of Monte Rosa, being fully exposed to the morning aun, becomes leea 
anfe towards midday; and for this reason the descent from Monte llosn 
to Bfacugnaga is not, as a rule, to be recommended. 
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up, and along the face of a wall on the left, we clme upon a 
weak point in the ledge, which, howerer, was easily detected. 
After a while we crossed over to a wall on the right, and there 
spent much time in quenching our thirst from a rock of more 
than average dampness. In  this halt and another of like 
nature, same hour and a quarter or more may have been 
consumed; for we concluded a little prematurely that we 
could now afford to loiter. At one point, which I cannot 
precisely fix, we encountered an obstacle in the shape of a 
amooth mclined slab. which no one man alone would have found 
it an easy matter to surmount ; accordingly Imseng was first 
pushed up, and the rope was then for once brought a~tua l ly  
into use instead of bemg worn merely by way of precaution. 
The next thing that I remember is our arrival at  a point on 
the backbone of the ridge, from which we looked down to the 
Grenz Sattel on the left; the Silber Sattel and the Nord End 
being to our right front. 

Herc Oberto placed a handkerchief under a stone ou the left. 
Although we had now been for a long time on the rocks, 

some good work remained to be done before the ascent. even 
of the eastern peak was accomplished-a peak which is of 
sufficient importance in the llistory of mountaineering to be 
called by a distinctive name, whether Est Spitze or any other, 
since i t  was ascended from the Silber Sattel before the Aller- 
hSchste Spitze had been reached, and is cut off from the trne sum- 
mit by a gap which was described as quite impassable. But  we 
felt that the gap must now be passed, and passed i t  was, 
though with what degree of ditEculty I can scarcely say, for 
the inclination to discriminate was fast evaporating. The 
complete ascent of the ridge mas to occupy us for what re- 
main. of five hours when the duration of the long halta 
already mentioned is subtracted; and, whether because the 
time was long, or because me had expected it to be shorter, 
our freshness showed signs of wearing off before the summit  
cross was seen over .the left shoulder of the Est Spitze; so 
that, without meaning any disrespect to the rocks, we began 
to whisper that we had had enough, considering that the sun had 
all day poured an unwelcolne blaze upon us, after perversel~. 
refusing to show us tt view from some half-score of peaks that 
we had climbed before. No vestige of doubt survived to 
make our toil interesting; there was nothing for it but to . 

work on and long for the end. Upwards again over wnlls and 
towers and pinnacles, to which may some future chronicler do 
fuller justice, and down and outside projecting rocks, and 
round them to the right, and once more up, till at length the 
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last impossibility was fairly vanquished, and the labour of 
thirteen hours wss brought to a successful close.* 

The usual banquet followed, and does not need to be par- 
ticularly described; but the champagne of victory had been 
left behind, for i t  was voted tempting fate to speak even with 
an ' I f '  of reaching the summit. The general view was good, 
except in the extreme distance, and we could see down under 
a cloud to Macugnaga. By one half of the party the Matter- 
horn was now for the first time seen close a t  hand. As  Imseng 
inspected it, he augured that there was still too much snow 
upon i t ;  for i t  was the desire to ascend this peak that had 
brought us into the neighbourhood, although Monte Rosa had 
been taken by the way. 

A little before 4 o'clock, after a halt of half an hour, we 
started for the descent in the fresh tracks of a party from the 
Riffel. Below the Sattel the snow was extremely deep, and 
we were frequently reminded that there were crevasses under 
foot ; but at  length, after all delays, we came to the rocks of 
Auf der Platte, and our troubles were at  an end. Ws reached 
the Riffel a t  about 8.30 P.M., or upwards of eighteen hours from 
the start. Imseng was giving me his autobiography-how that 
he mas a Saasman, and related to the well-known mountaineer- 
ing curt! of that place, who mas drowned three years before in 
the Mattmark See ; had been settled for some time in Macug- 

a ;  was twenty-seven years of age-though, by the may, he 
B e d  younger ; was a J h p r  by profession, but also worked 
in the mines-when our attention was arrested by an electric 
flash from the left, a signal from the Zermatt cahane to the 
lower world. Almost at the same instant we reached the hotel, 
already full to overflowing, and ordered dinner with a quiet 
mind, reflecting that a blanket and a doorstep would reproduce 
all the accommodation of ' Rucke JQi ; ' but in due time it 
was announced that there waa prepared for us ' daa schonste 
Zimmer im ganzen Hause,' to wit thedrawing-room, where we 
slept in dreamless state, till roused a t  six by the general stir 
to see the first party of the s e w n  on their way to the summit 
of the Matterh0rn.t 

The following new route up Monte Rosa may be suggested aa 
worth trying :-Mount the Grena Sirttel from the Riffel, and complete 
the ascent from this point, according to Irneeng's original plan. 

t Young Peter Taugwalder, having crossed the Matterhorn with us 
from Zermatt to Breuil (July 24 and 25) is now in a position to eay 
whether the scene of tlie accident of 1865 is still traverd. Under 
his lead thinga went aa well as could be dcsired. He showed a little 
anxiety before beginning the descent, but was soon reassured when hc 
found that the k t  man, Gaber, was to be trusted. 
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THE Eat Spitze of Monte Rosa mentioned by Mr. Taylor is undoubtedl~ 
the summit above the Silber Settel (the hollow between Monte Rosa pro- 
per and the Nord End) ascended in 1848 by Profeeaor Ulrich's guides, 
and subsequently by other parties, who, without any sufKcient reason, 
considered it impracticable to pass from it to the Dufour, or an it is 
more generally called, the Allerhochste Spitze. After the reading of 
Mr. Taylor's paper, a discussion took place as to the relative height 
of the two peaks, and Mr. Moore suggested that the Allerhijchste 
Spitze may prove to be in reality the lower of the two. The differen- 
in height between them is, aa we can testify by experience, exceedingly 
mall, and not easily determined by the eye. For, having climbed 
Monte Rosa by the ordinary rout., but with guides strange to the 
mountain, at a time when the stone man on the Dufour Spitze waa 
maked by a heavy fall of fresh snow, we walked over that summit, and 
began without a question the passage of the ridge leading on to the 
eastern peak. Some progress had been made, when one of the party, 
looking back, detected the stone man, to mhich we then returned. 

Standing on the Dufour Spitze, it seemed to us impossible to assert 
with confidence its superior height. But, on the other hand, all thoae 
who have reached the enstern summit have, despite the natural bias 
they must have iklt towards a contrary opinion, acquiesced in i b  infe- 
riority. The question, now attention has been called to it, admits of 
easy decision, but we shall be surprised if the established verdict is 
rcversed. 

REVIEW. 
TEIE LIFE O F  PRLYCIPAL FORBES.. 

T w  Life of Principal Forbes could not be p d  over without a word of 
welcome in the pages of this Journal. I t  may be mid, without exaggera- 
tion, that froni his writings, more than fiom any other source, sprang the 
influences that crcnted the taste for mountaineering exploit and enter- 
prise of mhich the Alpine Club is a remarkable illustration. Later 
o p ~ w u l a  have populnriscd the subject, but they probably would never 
have been written .save for his o p u ~  magnum ; and it is impossible not 
to sec in the extracts fiom his diaries and correspondence, which form 
the great attraction of the interesting volume before us, how intense, 
amidst all the deeper and soberer claims of scientific investigation, was 
his sense of beauty and grandeur, and how keen his enjoyment of 
mountain life and adventure. I t  would have been no matter of sur- 
prisc if the father of all true and accurate knowledge of the phenomena 

LVt and f i t t e r s  of Jumcs David Fwbca. F.R.S. By John Cam bell Shrirp. 
LL.11, Principal of the United College of the Uniremity of St. AnBrorw; Petrr 
Guthrie Tait, M.A., Professor of N:rturnl Philosophy in the Univereity of Edin- 
burgh ; D I I ~  A. Adnma-Reilly, P.RG.S. London :  milla an & Co., 1873. 
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of glaciers had been so engmeeed with his own grcnt discoveries, and 
with the scientific discuesions to which they gave rise, as to havc had 
no can! or attention left for the doinp of the mere climber, and littlo 
sympathy with the youthful exuberance of animal spirits and phyaical 
vigour which have undoubtedly been the predominant characteristics 
of many of the m t i v e s  recorded in these pages, or in contempo- 
raneous publications, in form, at any rate, less ephemeral, and have 
induced one of our most undaunted explorers (who might well have 
associated his own recorda of adventure with a less mod& title) to 
designate the Alps as the Playground of Europe. No such bounds, 
however, confined the comprehensive sympathies of the late Principal. 
In that kindly and generous nature was a mixture of unaffected liking 
for the thonghta and waye of the young, and of admiration for the cour- 
age and enterprise displayed by the modem race of Alpine explorers, 
which made him to the very end of his life the keenest reader of storien 
of Alpine travel, and the most sympathetic listener to whom a tale of 
mountain difficulty or danger could be told. No sense of added yeam, 
or of increasing bodily infirmity, ever damped hie interest in all that 
touched thoae mountains and glaciers that he loved so well ; and the 
numeroue friends he made amonget members of the Alpine Club-men 
much younger than himself, and often with no claims upon the atten- 
tion or notice of so eminent and eo busy a man-know well how true 
this dternent is, how acceseible and graceful he waa in hia intemuree 
with them, and how completely he could deecend from the pinnacle of 
scientific distinction and throw himaelf into their less dignified and 
more popular inter-. The forces of the Alpine Club have been 
largely recruited since the ocwion of which we speak, but there are 
very many members who will still remember hia presence at a meet- 
ing of the Club, many years ago, on a sultxy evening in June, under 
circumstances of temperature and atmosphere which might well have 
daunted a man of much less delicate frame, and the pleasure with which 
he listened to the papers read, took part in the discussions which fol- 
lowed, and made the acquaintance of men with whose mountain exploita 
he waa almoet aa f miliar aa they were themselves. 

No man welcomed the formation of the Alpine Club more heartily 
than Principal, or, aa he then was, Professor Forbes. He undoubtedly 
hoped at first, na did some of the founders of the Club, that more use 
for the ends of science might have been made of ite orpiaation, and 
of the energies of its members, than haa proved actually to be the case. 
He waa well aware that the Club war, not likely ever to be a scientific 
society, and that i t  must take its tone largely from the element of mue- 
cular vigonr and physical activity, without which the p t e s t  triumphs 
of Alpine adventure can hardly be won, and also in a considerable 
degree from that esthetic love of the grandest order of Bcenery which 
tempta to the Alp4 year after year, a considerable class of ppfeeaional 
men whoee laborious occupations during ten months of the year put 
out of the question any wrions prosecution of scientific laboiir during 
the remaining two. He was well aware, too that the real work of mcience 
mu& be done by men trained to science, and devoted to little else. 
.But he always entertained 8 strong view that educated and intelligent 
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men might usefully observe and record facts where their speculations 
upon c a w  and theories might be of little uee, and that such observa- 
tions could hardly fail to be of some value, if d c i e n t l y  numeroue, and 
if made with some degree of common purpose, and that they might, at 
all events, suggest from time to time to more trained o h e m  subje& 
that might otherwise have passed unheeded, to which their more accu- 
rate investigations might be advantageously directed ; and he Btrove 
hard to impresa upon the founders of the Club the practicability of its 
becoming, within certain h i t s ,  a useful organisation for systematic 
observation. He found himself pretty well checkmated, so far aa any 
organised work of thb  kind was concerned, by what he deecribes as the 
' unbounded muscular exertion and unfettered freedom of range' which 
m n  distinguished the proceedings of the Club. But he neither scalded 
those whom he could not reduce to his own i d e a  of work and useful- 
ness, nor withdrew his sympathy from proceedings which he might 
well have treated as too irregular and undisciplined to interest a man 
of science, nor threw cold water upon the efEorts of individual membera 
to aid the progress of physical knowledge or geographical discovery. 
The truth was that he had the spirit of a thorough mountaineer, ond 
even the wilder undertakings, which he sincerely and cc aanimo con- 
demned aa involving unjustifiable and purposeleas risks to liti: ond 
limb, went, after all, straight to his mountainiwring heart, and found a 
response there more cordial than perhaps his sense of duty would have 
allowed him to avow, even to himeelf; and he was always of opinion 
that the taste for Alpine enterprise and glacial exploration which the 
Club at once symbolised and stimulated would be sure, from time to 
time, to be the parent of some good scientific or topographical work 
which otherwise might never have been undertaken. He wae not 
destined to be disappointed. Amongst the acquaintances he formed 
tl~rough the Alpine Club, of which he had early been elected an 
honorary membex, was Mr. Reilly, to whose careful and conscientious 
work we owe some of the most interesting chapters of the biography 
now before us. That acquaintancehip, like some others which ori- 
ginated in a similar manner, ripened before the close of the Principal's 
life into a warm and intimate fiiendahip, and i t  is impossible that a 
labour of love should have been performed with greater fidelity and 
good taste than mark Mr. Reilly's contributions to the biography. But 
Nr. Reilly's modesty has kept back many details connected with the 
publication of his moot beautiful and accurate map of Mont Blanc, 
which would have been as interesting to members of the Alpine Club, 
as they were eminently characteristic of Forbea 

The Principal had become aware of Mr. Reilly's great accomplish- 
ments aa a draughtemsn,as well aa of his pamion for mountain adventure ; 
and true to his notion of getting good work done where he could, he 
urged upon Mr. Reilly to undertake the survey of Mont Blanc. We 
are not wrong, we think, in saying that the idea was first mooted at St. 
Andrews, where the Principal laid before Mr. Keilly a system of 
triangulation of his own, and illustrated it by expcri~nrub in l ~ i s  own 
bmrden. The seed was not sown in thapkless soil. Nr. Beilly, qyl i -  
tying the suggestions of his friend by themmdts of his own expenentx, 
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and the promptingu of hie own ingenuity, worked round Mont Blanc, 
first to the wcet and then to the east, starting in each caee from 
Chamouni, and connecting his two ayetems of triangulation at the back 
of Rlont Blanc, near the top of the Col Ferret, if we are not mietaken, 
and, at once aiding and testing tho work of the theodolite by a moat 
extensive series of sketches and drawings, executed, often under the 
mont advem and discouraging circumatancea, with wonderful ac- 
curacy and untiring industry, succeeded at length, aRea very many 
months of unremitting labour, in producing a map which Fbrbea 
justly uaid 'would do credit to a bred engineer and draughtmum,' 
and pronounced, with equal truth, Ithe h t  true delineation of the 
moat interesting ground in Europe.' The intereat he took in the 
publication of thia map ia evidenced by a letter to the then Preaident 
of the Alpine Club, printed, in a chapter contributed by Principal 
Shairp, at p. 423 of the biography. But even this letter gives a very 
faint notion of his high appreciation of Mr. Reilly's work, or of the 
eagerneaa with which he presaed forward its publication. Mr. Reill 
appeared sa tSed with having astiafactorily ammpliahed hia all! 
imposed task, and there was much delay in publishing the map, its 
publication being ultimately undertaken by the Alpine Club. Forbee 
thought the Club a little supine in the matter-unjustly, let us h o p  
but hia numerow and urgent letters to the Preaident, full of every 
argument and perauaaion by which the views of the writer could be 
enforced, materially abridged the delay which would otberwh have 
&en place. They would have formed a goodly addition to the chapter 
in which one of the series is printed, and would have presented a v 
characteristic picture of the praeverance and tenacity of purpoae w h z  
distinguished their author. The map of Mont Blanc did not long re- 

achievement, being followed in due course by a survey, 
probably m- a - l i Y  muc more difficult of ammpliahment, and, if pomible, much 
more urgently needed, of the districts of Monte Rosa and the Valpel- 
line. How much our knowledge of the topography both of these 
regions and of the diatrict of Nolit Blanc has gained-what gmse and 
time-honoured errors have been dispelled, and what aaaiatance has beem 
rendered to the mountaineer-by Mr. Heilly's labourg ie too familiar 
to the readers of these pagea to need more than a paeaing allneion. 
Not lew hearty waa Forbee'e rewgnition of the topographical reaearchee 
of Mr. Tuckett, who was amongst his Alpine friends and correapon- 
dents, nor of the varioua contributions of a lighter kind to Alpine die- 
covery or literature for which the Alpine Club or its membera have 
been mponaible. 

With atrangers Forbes eometimes passed for a cold man. There was 
a certain dignity and reserve about him, which at first sight might be 
~i~intaken for a coolness of tcmprrament. I t  was partly, perhaps, the 
reauk of education, which, owing to the circumstances of hie early life, 
was with him a proceas of seli-development such as is rarely seen, 
partly belonging to what he styles in a letter to a friend ' my North- 
u~ution,' partly due to his long life of acadelnical elevation, but to be 
attributed probably moet of nlb to the necessity of eelf-restraint SO 

early and so sternly imposed upon him by hie broken health. A very 
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slight degree of hmiliarity served to h o w  what a depth and tendernem 
of heart lay beneath the calm exterior. We have alluded to eeveral 
members of the Alpine Club who figure in the biography aa amongst 
his compondents. Without exception, they were men much younger 
than himself, and men who would never have ventured to intrude 
themselves upon hie notice. I t  was he who, in every mich instance, 
sought, or willingly afforded, the opportunity of becoming known to 
them, and nothing could have been more gnroefnl or more gracioua 
than the manner in which theee introductions were brought about. He 
had no interesta of his own to serve : fiom their positions in the world, 
there wee little, indeed, that they could ever hope to do for him. Bnt 
hi8 heart and sympathies warmed  toward^ thoee who had shown tastes 
with which he herd so much in common, and it could have been no cold 
or calcnlating temperament that thm offered to them the opportunity of 
an intercourse which, in every m h  instance, ae we have good reason to 
know, was eoon prized by thoee to whom it  was thus unexpectedly 
opened, as one of the nlost precious gifte that life had brought them. In 
more than one such case, the foundations were laid of a friendnbip which 
lasted, with increasing warmth of regard on both sidea, until impended, 
so far at least as intercourse is concerned, by the inexorable hand of 
death ; and there are those who have survived him, whose acquaintance 
with him began in the manner to which we have alluded, who have expe- 
rienced from him the tenderest and most affectionate sympathy, in their 
joys and their sorrows alike, and have felt all the inexpressible charm 
of unrestricted interchange of thought and feeling with a man at once 
great and good. There waa no trait about him more characteristic or 
more inte&.ng than hie accesaibiiity to young people, and few of a 
generation younger than himself came into contact with him without 
acknowledging the faacination of hie mannera, voice, and #. To 
little children he was unspeakably tender, and when speak~ng to them 
his eye would light up with an expreation of gentleness and love, dif?i- 
cult ever to forget. His conversation was of a very high order. He 
was a great reader' of general literature, and was cr keen obeerver of 
men and mannera, and in talking with him ou would forget entirely 
that science had all his life eogroaaad by fir i e  greater part of hi. time 
and etudy. Habitually grave, and with the sobered tone of thought 
and utterance belonging to a constant invalid, he yet relished a joke or 
a good Btory, especially of the dry and quiet order, better than most 
men, and was never without a certain light and delicate play of humom, 
which gave an indencribable charm to his conversation. In his estimates 
of other people he was always generous. Perhaps the preponderating 
quality of hie mind wae justice. In this part of his nature there seemed 
a certain inflexibility. He revolted at untruth or injustice. He wan 
very slow to euspect them, and always anxious to find some other ex- 
planation of a doubtful matter ; but if he once came to the deliberate 
conclueion that an act of wilful diahoneaty or injustice had been com- 
mitted, he found it difficult to forget or overlook the offence. 

One aspect of his character must be but lightly touched upon here. 
Principal Forbes was an eminently religious man; unoetentatiody, 
sincerely, and devoutly so. I t  was impossible to know him well md 
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not be nware of it, and yet you knew it not from anything that he said ; 
for he ncvcr spoke upon such topics. Even in his own fhmily he 
scrupulously avoided all direct reference to them ; the very existence of 
the devotional exercises and self-examinations, from which extracta ap- 
pear from time to time in the biography, and the fact that they largely ab- 
sorbed his time and thoughts, were absolutely unknown to any member 
of liis tirmily during his life. Sunday at his house was a cheerful day, 
which calls up no impremione of a ' Scotch Sabbath.' He was a man of 
strongly marked and ~trongly held doctrinal opinions, but he waa a h -  
lutely iiee from bigotry, and ehowed th6 greatest respect for the views 
of others. Differen- upou such points did not, as so often is the case 
with men of very distinct dogmatic opinions and very earneatly attached 
to them, interfere with his friendahipe, or check the warm flow of his 
sympathies ; but there was a quiet, unobtrusive devoutness of life and 
mind about him that could not a p e  those who knew him well, and 
displayed goodness and religious earneatnem in their most beautifid and 
attractive form. In hie love of the mountains there was a certain 
undercurrent of silent devotion. I t  was a reverent adoration of nature ; 
and a very interesting Daesage in the biography is a letter in which he 
speaks to a friend of his 'deep sympathy with your quiet tone of 
reverential admiration of Alpine ecenery.' 

The form and features of Principal Forbes were such as are not d y  
forgottan. He was very tall, and slightly though strongly made; a 
frame capable of combining great activity with great endurance. In 
later years, and after he had suffered greatly fmm illnees, he became 
extremely thin, and probably by most of liis survivors hie memory will 
be aseociated with the tall gaunt form, just a little bowed by eicknesa 
and suffering, and the thin, aomewhat melancholy, countenance of hie 
later years. But in youth he must have been a handsome man, 
despite a certain irregularity of feature, which gave a strongly marked 
character to his face. His forehead, at once broad and high, hie 
resolute and well-set lips, his etraight, finely cut, rather prominent nose 
indicated no commonplace intellect or character. But the great charm 
of his countenance was hie e y w n e  of the moat expressive with which 
mortal man was ever g M .  I t  had as many aspects aa the sea, or the 
changing sky ; now grey, cold, motionless, and quite impenetrable, now 
lighting up into life and fire, beaming with animation, sparkling with 
humour, or mellowing to sohut blue and assuming the sweetest and 
tendereat expweeion. Almost the same might be mid of his mouth. 
Habitually in late yeare it wore a somewhat fixed and rather saddened 
look, but as he warmed up in pleasant chat or mrious discnesion, it be- 
came fnll of flexibility and meaning,and his smilewas like a m e w  from 
a brighter world. None who have ever fallen beneath the influence of 
his gracafnl welcome can forget its hachation, and none who knew him 
intimatel but would bear witaem how truly it glowed with the sun- 
shine of {is gentle, true, and atI3ctiona.t nature. There never waa a 
man more aimple and more natural, and with whom the  word^ he 
uttared, and the way in which he uttered them, more genuinel and 
una18eated1p rdedd what w u  patsing in his inner aelf. t his 
younger days, his physiod powera were great. He wss at onoe active 
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rrnd end-. Hie old guide, Augnste Balmat, used to speak of the 
summer they passed together on the Mer de Glace, in 1842, aa the 
hardest time of his life ; and himself a most moderate eater, and ecarcely 
anything of a drinker, remembered with astonishment to the last hour of 
his existence the combination of long h o r n  and scanty meah which 
marked the Professor's mountain life, and devoutly believed that hie 
suhaequent breakdown, a year later, was in no d measure due to a 
misplaced preference for cold tea over good red win- theory which 
will probably not be entirely without adherents amongst o u r s e l v ~ ~  

What place mag be ultimately aesigned to Forbes in the Pantheon 
of science, thin is not the place, nor ie the time yet come, nor ie the 
writer of these pagee competent, to diecum. Such questions are be& 
decided by the judgment of posterity, which rarely kils to decide 
them justly. Names as great as that of Forbes can well afford to wait 
that verdict. The elements upon which the decision muat be founded 
are apt to be distorted by a nearer view, and the judgment of wntem- 
porariea is too often warped by personal eympathies or antipathies 
The name of Forbes ie so prominent in connection with glacial din- 
covery that we are liable to forget that his work in that department of 
scientific inrestigation, great aa it undoubtedly was, constitutes neither 
his only, nor even his greatest, achievement. He was a zealous and 
original inve&igator in astronomy, in geology, and in physics, and his 
researches upon radiant heat, and his dimvery of the polarization of 
heat, though much more abstruse, and therefore leos eaaily appreoiated 
by the general reader, will probably rank higher with posterity than 
even his labours in glacier ffiience. The great peculiarity of the latter 
is that he began, as i t  were, at  the very starting-point, the zero of the 
Bcale of knowledge. When he began to investigate the nature and 
phenomena of the glaciers, there was hardly a truth known about them 
which was not so mixed up with falsehood as to be aim& worse than 
ignorance iteeif; and his first necessary and initial step was to diaaud 
;md demolish most of the facts that were supposed to be known about 
the ice-world. Almost every notion with which he started he had to 
abandon, or to modify in some eaaential particular, and t h m  only who 
have had thua to climb from a base which ia continually yielding be- 
neath their feet, can tell how painful and laborious is the proems by 
which the shifting sand of error is at length distinguished from the eolid 
rock of truth. His conolusions may or may not have been entirely 
right, but his methode and processes of investigation were eminently 
philosophical, and the history of his observations as to the phenomena 
and motion of glaciers will ever remain a remarkable monument of 
patient, faithful, and conscientious investigation. His theory haa been 
:~.ariled, and with no common assiduity and pereeverance, but the facte 
he acciunnlated remain without material correction or development. 
They must long, perhaps alwaye, form the fbnndation of any and ev 
theory of glacier motion and activity, and it is not by a p m c a  wa 
ha3 been rjometimee adopted in the glacier controversy, ot' exhibiting in 
exaggerated magnitude everytliing that auyone else has done or oon- 
jecturecl, and then, as i t  were, turning round the glass, and looking at 
hi, work through the wrong end, till it  almost diesppeara from view, 
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that hie ecientific reputation will be wmpromiaed with the calm tribunal 
of posterity, or the more sacred inter- of truth and justice advanced. 

Borbea was early warned that he must not expect to find the path of 
a discoverer strewn with roeas. The moment he should have dis- 
tinguiahed himself, wrote Sir David Breweter, in 1830, he would 
become the object of depreciation and attack. Indeed, Sir David's 
words give ao melancholy a picture of the springe and motives of many 
a ffiientific controvelay, that we, who have been used to sit with folded 
hands and gaze reverently on the sanctuaries of ecience, and suppose 
that there at  least, in the Barned presence of Nature and of Truth, the 
unworthy passions of humanity must be hushed and stilled, turn sadly 
fmm the proepect, and, with w~rrowing heart and averted eyes, exclaim, 
' Tantrene animis crelestibus irm I ' and forbear to retrace the characters 
lest we should be thought to make an application of the V g e  which 
we emphatically repudiate. But it is a melancholy proof that science 
throws no &s over her votaries, nor preserves then1 from bitter words 
and angry aaeaulta, that a man like Forbw should have become in- 
volved, as we venture to think with no fault of his own, in two motlt 
painful controversies growing out of his theory of glaciers. The his- 
t o y  of neither could be excluded from his lie, for in both waa his 
pemnal honour .sharply attacked, and in both triumphantly vindicated. 
The firat, now above thirty years old, arose out of an aaaertion by M. 
Agamiz, that he, and not Forbea, had discovered the veined structure of 
g l a c i e r - i ~  discovery which must give the key to any theory that may 
be adopted of the nature and modzl8 operandi ot'glacier motion. It waa 
promptly met and repelled with an accumulation of independent testi- 
mony and of cogent argument, such aa can leave no doubt 011 any 
impartial mind that Forbes waa entirely in the right, that the discovery 
waa not only made by him, but at once comnlunicated to M. Apmiiz, 
who waa so far from claiming it as his own, that he repudiated the fact 
and treated it aa unworthy of serious notice. Forbes's paper on h e  
mbject, though M. Agaseiz lived many years afterwards, received 
neither anewer nor correction of any kind, and tbe authors of the bio- 
graphy would, aa they tall ue, have been well pleased to let the matter re& 
undisturbed, but for a recant work of Dr. Tyndall's, in which so great 
a prominence is given, at the expense of Forbes, to the labours and die- 
wveries of AgasRiz, that i t  was impossible, in justice to the mbject of 
the memoir, to avoid reproducing the paper upon which his clai~ne to 
priority and originality, so far as M. Agaasiz is concerned, may be eo 
safely rested. 

The other controversy to which we d u d e  originated in an attempt 
made by Dr. Tyndall, in his ' Glaciers of the Alps,' to show that 
Forbee's ' Viwous Theory ' had been anticipated by Biehop Rendu, of 
Anneoy, and to suggest that Forbes had suppressed the extent of his 
obligations to Bendu's pamphlet. Thia attnck brought forth a reply 
equally prompt, equally cogent, and equally unanswered with that in 
the caee of Agasaiz. As a general rule, persons who can lay claim to 
scientific or other discoveries are not backward in doing ro, nor alow 
to reaent anything like poaching upon their manor, and it is curioun to 
find that Bishop Rendu wrote in lf34l, 1n:lg after the puLlicntion of 
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Forbes's great work, inviting Forbes to vkit him at Annecy, and take up 
his abode under the episcopal roof, and congratulating him in the 
heartiest fashion upon liia work and hie theory; and that it was re- 
eerved for Dr. Tyndall to find out, some sixteen yearn later, that justice 
had not been rendered to that prelate by Forbes or by the scientific 
world. But the question of mere priority was a mall  ona I t  wae one 
of those which might have been safely left to the judgment of +ty, 
and certainly would never have dkturbed the repose of Forbes; but i t  
was otherwiee when the attempt was made to faaten upon him what he 
justly styles the odiom ' imputation of having nuppresed his know- 
ledge of antecedent labours, and whilst citing aome facts or opiniona 
fmm hie predecessor, omitted others of more importance in order to en- 
hance his own claims to originality. The paper in which this charge 
is met is, perhapa, one of the ablest productions that ever proceeded 
from Forbes's pen ; calm, dignified, wholly devoid of rhetorical omsment, 
full of the closest reasoning, backed by a perpetual reference to facta 
and citations, without a word of paseion or invective, betraying neither 
feeling nor annoyance, nave once, where he deals with a quotation made 
from his own work, and used to fasten upon him the charge of scientific 
plagiarism, but itself extracted in a mutilated form and with the 
omission of its most significant paaeage ; it ia a perfect model of contro- 
versial writing, and conveys the highest idea of the power, judgment, 
and mlf-discipline of the writer. I t  was penned at a time of great 
preeaure, shortly a h r  his installation at St Andrewe, and when his 
new dutiea called for all his slender stock of health and strength ; but 
there is no trace of feebleness or hesitation about it, nor could the moet 
robust and vigorom health have added anything to its firm and mas- 
terly tone; and it showed with what resolution he was prepared to 
meet any attack npon his character or integrity. What it did not &ow 
-what was known but to a few intimata friends-= how deep ware 
the wounds inflicted upon his upright and mnaitive nature by such 
attacks; &the moral imputation,' he writes to a friend, 'remains behind 
with something of a leaden weight.' I t  is di5cult to mppoee that im- 

' putations affecting p e m d  honour would be ao lightly made aa tbey 
eften are, if their authors realiaed the exquiate pain they are calculated 
to give to men of high and generone natnrea I t  is a great mistake to 
suppose that the mere conscioumess of innocence is, or ought to be, 
enough to render them innocuons. The more finely orgsniaed the 
moral nature, the more keenly sensitive it often is to undeserved re- 
proach. A security, by no means the least, for the maintenance of high 
character is a jealous care for an unspotted reputation. I t  wiU be an 
ill day for the world, when names of discredit can be flung about and 
glide, like water from a duck's back, unheeded and unfelt by those at 
whom they are hurled, and when a eeneitiveness to assaulta upon per- 
aonnl integrity ahall come to be reprded as a weakness, or held to 
imply a consciousness that they are in some degree deserved. To those 
who knew Forbes well, it seema a contradiction in trrms to couple his 
name with the thought of scientific plagiarism, or anything elae that ia 
mean or dishonourable ; but we lay no &eaa npon any such conaidera- 
tion in the present case ; the position of Forbes is impregnable npon 
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the merib and the evidence, and needs no aid from witneeses to 
character. 

We have forborne to attempt any analysis of the Life itself. I t  haa 
been for some months before the public, and has been reviewed in a 
host of publications. Few readera who begin it will lay it down till 
they reach the end, nor then will part from it without regret Like 
every biography that ia worth reading, it owes its beat intereat to the 
numerous and copious extracts from the diary and correspondence of 
the subject of the memoir. I t  has suffered in homogeneity (to borrow 
a term from the vocabulary of science) from an almost inevitable divi- 
sion of labour ; but we rartainly cannot regret a partition to which we 
are indebted for Mr. Reilly's admirably written chapters, which repre- 
sent an amount of work and careful condensation xarely to be met 
with in these days, when men write at  railroad speed, sacrifice style 
to haste, and either cannot, or will not, take time to write a ehort 
book. Principl Shairp has contributed by k r  the largest portion of 
the volume, and if we supplement hin extracta from his predecessor's 
journals and correspondence by the fhct we have already alluded to, 
that Forbes's religious exerciaea and meditations were with him 
mnttera of absolute privacy, imparted to, and known by, neither wife, 
nor child, nor friend, the picture he presents us is a juat and faithful 
one; and the selection made from the ilnmenae mass of letter8 and 
papers with which he had to deal is, with few exceptions, judicious and 
in good taste. We could have wished that some of the slipshod Eng- 
lish which from time to time appears in extracts fkom the journals had 
been kept in the background, aa it tends to give an unfavourable and 
untrue impreasion of Forbes's powers of composition and command 
over the EngLish tongue. He was faatidiowly accurate in the use of 
language intended fbr publication, sometimes a little harsh and rugged 
in style, sometima rising into a high vein of eloquence, but always 
grammgtical and careful. I t  is imposeible to my aa much of many 
passages from journale never meant for any eye but his own, and we 
see no adequate advantage gained by the admission of such extracta 
But the late Principal haa found in Dr. Shairp a aympathetio and 
friendly biographer, intent upon making the subject of his memoir 
 peak for himself, and retiring from the scene wherever the narrative 
can be adequately continued in the words of Forbes himaelf. Mr. Tait 
has written the two final chapters relating to Forbes's scientific work, 
the only fault we find with which is that we come too soon to the end 
of them. But our aim haa been, not to criticiae this interesting volume, 
but to add to ita contenta some imperfect traita drawn from the grateful 
recollectione of a friendship of many yeara 

ALPINE SLANG. 

The following letters have been received on this subject :- 
To the Edifor of the Alpine Journal.-Sir,-The letter of 'A  

Reader of English ' in your laat number contains a grain of wheat hid 
in a buhel of' chaff. No one of your contributors will, I suppose, be 
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inclined to differ from him in preferring English words to foroign wl~erc 
English words can be found equally expressive of their meaning, tltough 
some may plead guilty to an occasional forgetfulness of this canon. 

But where there is no English equivalent, they will hardly agree 
with him in preferring an English word which means something else. 
' RiR ' and ' chasm' are words already conveying s definite meaning, 
and do not convey without circumlocutory addition the meaning ex- 
preseed in one word by ' crevasse.' Moreover, the word crevasse is  
an augmentation of d u e ,  used indifferently in French for large and 
small cracks ; but ' crevice ' baa already in English its proper senm of a 
diminutive crack. But why should weuasse-write it ' crevass' if yon 
p l e b e  a worse Engliah word than ' canvas,' ' mattraea,' or 'monres '?  
Scree' and 'clatter' may be Engliah, but they are local and provincial 

Engliah, probably lew known to most of your readers than g m l l  or 
clappei. I defy ' A Reader of E n g M  ' to Angliciee ' be'gschrnnd ' 
without circnmlocntion. ' The moat ' means something elee and the 
last cham ' anything or nothing. The euggsation of ' ice-atream ' for 
'glacier,' and ' earthbank ' for ' moraine,' seem to imply a very limited 
acquaintance with the nature of either ; 'a plateau ' is not a plain 
or level ; ' col ' does not mean gap, and 'mow-mah ' describes only one 
olaRe of avalanche. 

Your contribntore will not sympathise with his lament for the adop- 
tion into the language of the words ' glacier,' ' moraine,' ' plateau,' 'col,' 
and ' avalanche.' Why not raise the same outcry over ' river,' ' mutton,' 
' plate,' ' collar,' and ' intelligence '-I take the words almost at random 
--or any other half-dozen words of French origin by which our Inn- 
guage has been enriched in the oourae of the laat five centuries 1 Your 
correspondent would almoat seem to have introduced thie lament for the 
purpose of reducing the whole of his complaints to an absurdity. 

By all means let us use English words as far as possible, but 'where 
no English substitutes exist,' it  is either nonsense or indifferentEngliah 
to insist that ' they can easily be found.' When this is the case we f il 
to we how ' a judicious procesq of translation from foreign tonguea ' is 
to help us, and we woak enough to prefer the adoption of a foreign 
word which really expresses the meaning of the writer to either the 
ada tation of old words to new uses,' or any ' touches of Tmnsatlantic 
or $ennymnian invention!-I am, Sir, &c., H. C. N. 

Sir,-'R. C. N. ' must excuse me if, taking him as your spokesman 
on behalf of your contributors, I endeavour to point out how, m it 
seems to me, his letter exactly reflects the frame of mind which has 
caused the corruption of Alpine literature. It shows, in the fir& place, 
the mrelessneee in the application of a mlo rightly laid down-that a 
foreign word &ould never take the place of an equally suitable Engliah 
one-which has brought into me couloir, artte, and crevasse ; it  ahowa 
also the distrust in the powers for natural dcvelopment of our language 
which has given us se>ac and bergsclrrund. 

For instance, the use of ' ~rev- ' is justified on the ground that no 
English substitute exists. We  need not now stop to inquire whether 
common w e  has made English a word originally French, for that is 
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beside ' R. C. N.'sl argument. IIe ought to Iuvc known that the best 
writers on Alpine subjects frequently employ 'chasm ' in the place of 
' crevasse ' ' without circunllocutory addition,' and that there is no 
authority for his attempt to exclude ice from the substances with 
reference to which the former word can rightly be used. 

In the next place, your correspondent hila to notice that there is a 
choice of sources from which we may seek enrichment for our language. 
In his eagerness to make his own the charms of aome foreign phrase, 
he dighte altogether the honest service of home-born compounds I t  
seems to him absurd to hope to find, without recourse to a foreign dic- 
tionary, an adequate expreesion for any phenomenon of nature un-  
known to our ancestors, and for which, therefore, they have not left us 
a word ready made. He has forgotten such happy inventions as ' icefall' 
and ' dirtband,' and can think of no means of enriching our vocabulary 
unlee~ by in~porting into it uncongenial expreesiona, such as geroll and 
clappei, words not to be found in many dictionaries, but for which, I 
believe, the equivalent is ' rubbish! 
Easy answers might be found to many of ' R. C. N.'s ' minor 

criticisms. But they are directed for the most part against that part of 
my former letter which W A ~  expressly etated not to be intended ns a 
practical suggestion, and to which ' R. C. N. ' gave the true value when 
he unconsciously suggeded a comparison for it with Wamba's well- 
known lament over the conversion of Saxon sheep into Norman mutton. 
Both mere expreesions of a sentiment for which their authors could not 
expect univereal sympathy. 

My motive, a wish so to put before Alpine Clubmen the claims of 
plain English as to prevent them from abandoning i t  through simple 
thoughtlessnes~, must serve as an excuse for an intrusion on your apace, 
which it is full time to cut short. I will only add that there is abundant 
authority for ' ice-stream ' in the writings of Professor TyndaU, and 
that ' bergschmnd,' which ia, of course, a compound word, may be very 
literally translated ' mountain-moat; ' or more scientifically, 'the snow- 
flaw.'-I am, Sir, &c., A READER OF ENGLISH. 

Sir,-I cnmot see that your correspondent has shown any founda- 
tion for the charges he makes againat my letter. I t  is not beside my 
argument, but the substance of it, thnt ' crevusse,' and other words to 
which he objects have become English by adoption, and are prc t i -  
cally beyond his protest. Many other foreign words are equally mited 
to enlarge our vocabulary. I t  is as unreasonable to allege that 
' crevasse ' is French as that ' chasm ' is Grcck. There has been no 
question about foreign phrases. I referred to geroll and clappei only 
89 not more open to objection than scree and clatter. Geroll might, 
be Anglicized into Iioll. Clappey (as it should be written) makes an 
good and expressive an English word as ' clatter,' with the advantage of 
not having already another meaning. ' Geroll ' and ' clappey ' are not 
the mme thing, and neither means 'rubbish.' Ice-stream may be used 
by Tyndall to describe one class of glacier, but not ay a synonym for 
glacier. A moat is a ditch round a fortified place, not a crevasse. It, 
too, is French, tho~igh motte is properly the mound, not thc d ik l~ .  
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The sentiment which objects to all words of foreign origin might be 
excusable in Wamba, but eince the days of Chaucer is something more 
than an anachronism. H. C. N. 

PROCEEDIKGS OF THE CLUB. 

Tuesdy, May 6.-Mr. W. L~NGMAN, President, in the Chair. 
The following gentlemen were balloted for and elected members of 

the Club :-Mr. W. R. Browne and Mr. A. D. Pnckle. 
Mr. F. T. P. BARLOW read a paper on ' The Aacent of the Grand 

Paradis from Cogne! 
Mr. W. M A T T ~ W S  pointed out the importance of this route, lataly 

discovered by the Itslian Alpine Club, by which the long and tedioua 
approach to the mountain through Val Savaranche is avoided, and 
Cepe made more than ever the centre for mountaineexa in the Graiana 

TuLsday, June &--Mr. W. LoN~xAN, President, in the Chair. 
Mr. C. C. TUCKER read a paper on ' The Rosengarten and Cima delh 

Vezzana,' describing aacenta made last summer of the K-1 Kogel, 
the northern summit of the Roeengarten range, and of the second in 
height of the peaks of Primiero. 

Mr. T. CARSON sgreed with Mr. Tucker in recommending Campidello 
as headquarters for several interesting expeditions at  the head of Val 
FSRBLL. He thought many of the Tyrolese mountains might be mfely 
climbed without professional guides Mr. W. Lougman's experience of 
the inn at  Campidello was lees favourable than Mr. Csreon'a Mr. 
Leelie Stephen thought the dolomitea rather grotesque than sublime, 
and not likely to afford eo mucl~ enjoyment aa the Bern- Oberland. 
The absence of guides at Primiero was a reamn &st mountaineera 
frequenting this district. 

Mr. D. FRESHYIELD pointed out that good rock-climbers, accustomed 
to act as guides. might be brought from Cortina or Caprile at  very 
mal l  expense. He and Mr. Tucker had been obliged to ascend the 
Cima dells Vczzana alonr, owing to an accidental hilure in their 
arrangements. While holding that practised climbers were occasionally 
justified in doing without professional aid, he did not with to take m y  
share in the responsibility of inducing travellers to leaun to moun- 
taineer b themselves. 

Mr. d c w w ~ r o  observed that ihlountnineering withot~t Goidea' 
had been recently fully considered by the Club, m d  the subject could 
not be reopened with profit, unless there was some prospect of reversing 
the adverse verdict then arrived at. The Club was not, he thought, 
likely to do this. 

Wednesday, June 11.-The uummer dinner took place at  the Crystal 
Palace, when more than sixty members and their Giends sat down; 
Mr. W. Longman, President, in the Chair. Among the guests of the 
Club was General Imboden, late of the Confederate Cavalry. 





OH T H E  PELUO. 
FROM A SKETOW BY D W FRESHFIELD 



A L P I N E  J O U R N A L .  

NOVEMBER 1873. 

Laes de moire, coteaux bleus. 
Ciel oh le nusge pnsse, 

Lurge espace, 
Monk aux rochers mguley .  

T E ~ J ~ L E  Cfnwrsa. 

EVE" in the Venetian Tyrol the tendency of tourists to 
choose the colder pine-clad north in place of the more 

tender and varied grace of the south has become observable. 
Cortina, Caprile and the Val Fassa are even now, in every- 
thing but prices, on the downward path of corruption. But  
away to the south and outside the ' regular round ' there are 
still many quiet nooks known se yet only to those who 

' love to enter pleasure by a postern, 
Not the broad populous gxte which gulps the mob.' 

I t  is across the Italian frontier, and not amongst the stern 
eaks and solemn pines of Cortinn, or in the savage gorge of 

eandro, that we find the nature which Titian so often sketched 
and painted. I n  the foregrounds of the northern dolomite 
country there is a commonplace stiffness and want of variety, 
which even the weird crags of the Drei Zinnen or Coll' Agnello 
cannot render romantic ; i t  lacks the noble spaciousness, the 
soft and changeful beauties of the southern region. I t s  character 
is German in the place of Italian, it reminds us rather of 
Diirer than of Titian. I t  excites and interests the appetite 
for the wonderful rather than soothes and satisfies our longing 
for complete and harmonious beauty. 

Landscapes composed of blue surging waves of mountains, 
broken by sharp fins and t,usks of rock, of deep skies peopled 
with luminous masses of white cloud are familiar to the eyes 
of thousands who have never seen Italy nor heard of a dolo- 
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mite. Side by side with the wide mnny epacea, the eoft hills and 
unclouded heaven of the early schools of Pemgia and Tuscany, 
they remain to us as types of what Italian art found most 
beautiful and sympathetic in nature. The hill-villages of Val 
di Zoldo claim our interest ae the frequent haunts of Titian ; 
while wandering between them we are amongst the influences 
which impressed his boyhood, and were afterwards the sources 
of his inspiration. The Pelmo may on good ground assert 
itself as Titian's own mountain. Mr. Gilbert, in his ' Cadore,' 
has shown i t  us as it stande over against the painter's native 
town ; and i t  is impossible to turn over the fac-similes of the 
master's drawings contained in that charming volume without 
being persuaded that he drew the mountain from life more 
than once, and from his recollection of i t  very frequently. 

Val di Zoldo resembles many of the Venetian valleys in 
being shaped like a long-necked bottle. I n  its lower portion 
a narrow gorge, hemmed in by beetling crags, i t  expands at  its 
head into what, seen from any vantage-ground, shows as a 
broad sunny basin, divided by green ridges into a labyrinth of 
fertile glens. The outlines of these ridges are symmetrical in 
themselves, and they are grouped together in a constantly 
shifting but harmonious complexity. Away to the south the 
horizon ie fringed by splintered edges of dolomite, black as the 
receding night when cut clear against the first orange of dawn, 
or pale gold in the palpable haze of an Italian noon, or crimson 
with the reflected rays of sunset. As the paths cross the 
crests from glen to glen the snowy bow of the Antelao, or 
the painted cliffs of the Sorapis tower loftily over the low 
intervening ridge which divides Zopph from the Val d ' h -  
pezzo. But  (to accept the hypothesis of Von Richthofen) 
the great glory of Val di Zoldo lies in the chance which led 
the coral insects to select the plateaux lying behind the ham- 
lets of Pecol and Brusadaz for pedestals on which to plant 
their two noblest efforts, the huge wall of the Civita and the 
tower of the Pelmo. Elsewhere in the dolomite country 
edifices may be seen covering a wider space of ound, or 
decorated with more fantastic innacles, the estminster P # 
Palaces and Milan Cathedrals o their order. But  these two 
works belong to the best style or period of insect ar t ;  their 
builders have shown that simplicity of intention and subordi- 
nation of detail to a central controlling purpose which mark 
the highest of the comparatively puny efforts of their human 
competitors. 

To traveliers the Civita is best known by ita north-western 
face, to which the little Lake of Alleghe lends a picturesque 
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charm eure to catch the fancy of every passer-by. The struc- 
ture of the mountain as seen from Val di Zoldo appears less 
intricate ; and if the cliffs are not so perpendicular, the prevail- 
ing angle from base to cope is steeper. I t s  crags, glittering 
with rain or sprinkled with recent snow, shine out a t  an in- 
credible height athwart the slant rays of a setting sun ; in the 
cloudless morning hours they become ordinary rocks up which 
the experienced cragsman detects a path, safe enough when the 
spring is over and the upper ledges have ' voided their rheum.' 

To the mind of the olimber who wanders beneath its cliffs 
I know not what incongruous fancies the Pelmo may not 
suggest. From Val Fiorentina and Santa Lucia its broad 
ehoulders and massive head resemble an Egyptian sphynx ; as 
we move southwards one of the shoulders becomes detached, 
and the mountain is transformed into a colossal antediluvian 
cub crouching beside its parent. When clouds part to show 
the vmt glittering crest which overlooks Val di Zoldo we seem 
to realise ' the great and high wall ' of the city coming down 
from heaven of Apocalyptic vision. I f  we ever have a Prac- 
tical Tyrol,' the likeness of the solid mass seen from the Am- 
pezzo road to the Round Tower of Windsor will probably be 
remarked on,-and there will be a certain amount of vulgar 
truth in the observation. 

One of the easiest paths tn Val di Zoldo s t a h  from Alle he, 
and hae been described by Messrs. Gilbert and Churc ill. 
From Caprile, the more usual point of departure, there is a 
direct track which first attacks the mountain with the head- 
strong energy of a novice, and then takes a long breathing 
space along the level. After paasing several bunches of farm- 
houses, clinging to the steep eides of Monte Fernazza like 
flies to a window-pane, i t  ngain climbs up through woods to 
the hamlet of Coi.* The needful height is then won, and 
a green terrace, overhanging Alleghe and looking into the 
heart of the Civita, leads to the great rolling down which 
spreads out towards the Pelmo. 

Heavy clouds, charged with electricity and rain, had swept 
about from peak to peak during our walk from Caprile, and 
the greyness of evenlng was deepened by falling rain as we 
splashed down the wet path from Pecol. Near the river, and 
nestling under a steep bank orowned by a far-seen church and 
spire, we came upon the inn of San Nicol6. I t  stands a little 
back from the path behind a courtyard, n tall three-storied 
house, hanging out no vulgar sign of entertainment for man 

Not the hamlet of the same name mbsequently mentioned. 
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and beast. A t  the top of the three stories are two bedrooms, 
clean and spotless, hung with engravings, and furnished with 
the air of conscious wealth of a farmhouse best parlour. 
Their windows give an exquisite glimpse down the deep glen 
which falls towards Forno di Zoldo, and across to a high ridge 
capped by a most fantast.ic fence of dolomite splinters. But  
if the upstairs rooms are bright and comfortable, they hare not 
the homely charm of the great groundfloor kitchen. I t  is a 
wide room, ranged round with rows of lustrous b r a s  pans, 
alternating with generous full-bodied wide-mouthed jugs, which 
could never give a drop less than the measure painted across 
them. A t  one end is the fireplace, of the sort common in 
southern Tyrol, a deep semi-circular bow forming a projection 
in the outer wall of the house ; the floor is slightly raised, and 1 
a bench runs round it, leaving the centre to be used for the 
hearth: an arrangement which seems to solve the problem of 
the greatest happiness of the greatest number better even than 
an old English chimney-corner. 

The structure which supports-not the fire, for that lies on 
tche hearthstone, but the pots and pans which may be cooking 
upon it-is a piece of smith's work, enriched with wrought- 
out conventional foliage, chains, and two noble brass grifiins : 
all the character of the workman has been stamped into the 
metal, and comes out even in the irregularities of detail which 

I 
Birmingham might call defects. A modern and native pro- \ 

duct, however, as our host with pardonable pride assures us, 
and the best that the neighbouring forges of Forno di Zoldo 
can send out. 

The master of the house proved to be a man of wealth and 
position in his native valley. H e  knew Venice well, and some- I 

thing of the more distant world. 'What  can one do?' he said, 
* 

in answer to our compliments on his house ; ' in the mountains 
there are no cafes, MI theatres ; one must build a fine house, 
and get what novelty one can from strangers ; but,' he added 
with a sigh, ' there are not so many.' 

I n  the gloom of e wet evening the conquest of the Pelmo 
on the morrow seemed little more than a slender hope. Still, 
in the Alps successes are chiefly won by being always pre- 

ared for the best, and we were resolved not to lose a chance. 
f n  the matter of guides, however, we found a ditficulty. W e  
were ourselves but poorly provided. I n  the Alps only for a 
fortnight, i t  had not seemed to me worth while to summon 
my friend Frangois Devouassoud from his far-off home ; while 
Tucker's hope of securing the services of Santo Siorpaes of 
Cortina had been disappointed. The native of Caprile who 

I 
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had carried our wraps mas a pleasant fellow, but he had 
never been on the Pelmo, where, if anywhere, local know- 
ledge is indispensable. It was with some dismay, therefore, 
that we first learnt that no hunter who knew the mountain 
could be found nearer than Brusdaz,  a hamlet an hour off. 
However, Brusadaz turned out to be on the way to the 
Pelmo, and in the early morning we could reckon on finding 
the inhabitants a t  home. 

As at 5 A.M. we took the path which wound round the hill 
rising above the church of San Nicolb, the sawblade of Monte 
Piacedel cut a clear sky to the southwards. Brusadaz was 
soon discovered lying in the centre of a natural theatre, which 
opens into the main valley very near its fork a t  Forno di 
Zoldo, and is directly overlooked on the north by the Pelmo, 
a square block of smooth, solid and inaccessible precipice. 
Tile hunter Allgusto di Marco, to whom we bore an introduc- 
tion, wm quickly forthcoming, and with unusual but welcome 
readiness, in five minutes prepared to lead us to the mountain. 
Our luck seemed altogether good, for the stonemen on the 
Pelmo were clear of mist, and we promised oumelves a day of 
more than usual enjoyment. 

A steep grassy bank severs the quiet hollow of Brusadaz 
from the Zopp? branch of the valley. W e  reached the crest 
at some distance from the base of the Pelmo, and had to follow 
an up-and-down track in order to gain the lower end of the 
Campo di Rutorto, a broad level pasturage, lying a t  the 
eastern foot of the mountain. The cliffs, up which a way was 
to be made, were now before us ; but we found, to our surprise, 
that their appearance-partially veiled, it is true, by floating 
mists-was a lmos~  as discouraging as that of the southern face. 

There is scarcely any summit in the Alps which from every 
oint of view presents so formidable an appearance as the 

f'elmo. Time, and the various forces of nature, almost in- 
variably create a breach in the defences of great mountain?. 
Here, however, their work has been left unfinished. The 
upper cliffs are, i t  is true, broken on the east by a long slope, 
where, after a fresh fall, snow lies in such quantities as to 
show that i t  is easy of ascent. But  this snow, when, as in 
spring, it has accumulated to a sufficient mass, falls from the 
bottom of the slope over a perpendicular cliff of a t  leasf 1,000 
feet in height. It is only a t  what may be called the northern 
cape of the bay formed by the whole S.E. or Zoppi? face of 
the mountain, that the ridge dividing the Campo di Rutorto 
from Val Ruton runs up, buttress-like, against the cliffs to a 
1)oint not perhaps more than 400 or 500 feet lower than the 
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bottom of the upper breach, but fully half a mile distant from 
i t ;  and the cliff's along this half-mile are quite hopelem in - 
appearance. 

I t  was consequently with some surprise that we found our- 
selves climbing the buttress in question, and, as far as we 
could see, about to run our heads against the wall-like rocks on 
which i t  rested. Before setting foot on the c 
uncoiled and brought into use. W e  a t  once IP$ ound the sufficient was 
employment for our muscles in making long steps, or rather 
lifts of the body, from ledge to ledge of a rockface, the angle of 
which (disregarding our footholds) appeared to approximate 
very closely on 90. The transverse shelves, however, afforded 
excellent support, and made our progress a matter of perfect 
security. 

Ahore the first 150 feet a narrow gully disclosed itself, 
which led us to higher and more broken rocks. Then, again, 

1 
the wall looked perfectly smooth, upright and unassailable. 
On the last place where i t  could have found room to reat was 
a low pile of stones. Standing beside it, we began for the first 
time to comprehend the key to our dilemma ; we were now to 
turn our faces to the left, and to attempt the formidable task of 
traversing the face of the Pelmo. Our pathway was before 
us, a horizontal ledge or groove, at  present a few feet broad, 
shortly narrowing so as to afford only sufficient standing- 
ground, threatening before long not to do even this. The 

I 
t 

cliffi around us bent into deep recesses, and each time a pro- 
jecting angle was reached, the side of the bay seen opposite 
appeared wholly smooth and impassable. 

Thie portion of the ascent of the Pelmo is, in my limited 
experience, one of the most imprewive, and at  the same time 
enjoyable, positions in which a climber can find himself. Even 
a sluggish ima 'nation has here enough to stimulate it. The 
mysterious pafway, unseen fmm a short distance, seems to 
open for the mountaineer's passage, and to close up again , 
behind him as he advances. The stones he dislodges, after two 
or three long bounds, disappear with a whirr into a sheer depth 
of seething mist, of which the final far-off crash reveals the 
immensity. The overhanging rocke above, the absence of any 
resting-place even for the eye below, do not allow him for a 
moment to forget that the crags to which he c h g a  form part 
of one bf the wildest precipices in Europe. 

To walk for a mile or so along a ledge no broader than the 
sill which runs underneath the top story windows of a London 
square, with, for twice the height of St. Paul's crosa above 
thc pavement, no shelf below vvlde enough to arrest your fall, 

I 
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must sound an alarming feat to anyone, except perhaps a pro- 
fessional burglar. And yet to a head naturally free from 
giddiness, and to nerves moderately hardened by mountain 
experiences, the full sense of the majesty of the situation need 
not be disturbed by physical fear. The animal homo scan- 
dens' is not in the slightest danger. His pedestal may be 
scanty, but i t  is sufficient. H e  can follow his chamois-hunter 
amongst the abysses with ae much confidence as Dante fol- 
lowed the elder poet amidst the boiling gulfs of Tartarus. 

As we went on, the height of the groove, and consequently 
the head-room, became, for a time, inadequate to our require- 
ments, a fact which a moment's inattention seldom failed to 
impress forcibly on the brains. Le t  the reader picture himself 
walking along the mantlepiece and the cornice coming down 
on him so as to force him to stoop or lie flat. Va bene I ' 
cheerily remarked the Brusadaz hunter, in reply to some 
grumbles on this score, < i t  is all as easy as this, except one 
place, and that is of no consequence.' This place, the ' eccen- 
tric obstacle ' of the guidebook, arrived in due course, a pro- 
jecting corner where the ledge was not broken away but 
partially closed in by a roof of rock. There was just room 
enough to allow a thin person to lie down in and worm himself 
round with due care and deliberation ; a brilliant climber could 
find some support for portions of his body on sli h t  knobs 
below ; those who were neither thin nor brilliant ha 8 to trust 
to the rope and their companions. For us who followed au 
adroit and confident leader, there was little difficulty in the feat, 
but the happy boldness of our predecessor who, when his com- 
panion's courage failed him, himself led the way, did not the 
less impress us. Mr. Ball, we agreed, had here proved himself 
in the body as well as in the spirit the true ' Alpine Guide.'. 

Having all wound or scrambled past the corner as instinct 
led us, we followed round yet another bay the faithful ledge. 
A t  last the precipice above us broke back, and our guide 
announced that all difficulty was at an end. And so i t  roved, 
at  least, as far as nerves a d  gymnaatics were eoncernei! But  
to keep up the pace he now set us was no slight task. W e  
raced upwards through the mists at  true chamois-hunter speed, 
over steep slopes now of large broken crags, now of smaller and 

The Pelmo has also been climbed by Mesera Bryce and nbert, 
and by Mr. and M r a  Packe. I have satisfied myself by personal 
inquiry that in each case the =me course was followed ; and the state- 
ment of August0 di Marco, that it is the best and only tolerably easy 
one, is probably correct I have not Been any notice of foreign ascenb. 
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less cohesive fragments, up low cliffs, then over more slopes, 
until we began to think the mountain interminable. A t  last, 
where a stream the hidden roar of which was often heard 
flashed for a moment into light, I was glad to call a halt. Two 
buttresses of rock, the ends of the topmost ridges of the Pelmo 
loomed largely, and, despite our exertions, still loftily overhead; 
a glimmer of ice shone between them. 

We soon came to the glacier, a sheet of uncrevassed ice, 
sloping slightly from sonth to north, and filling the large but 
from below unseen and unsuspected hollow which lies between 
the horseshoe-ahaped battlements of the mountain. ' I f  the 
water of the ocean,' writes Professor Huxley, 'could be sud- 
denly drained away we should see the atolls rising from the 
sea-bed like vast truncated cones, and resembling so many vol- 
canic craters, except that their sides would be steeper than those 
of an ordinary volcano.' The description exactly fits our 
peak ; and if, reversing the picture, we imagine the level of the 
Adriatic raised a trifle of 10,000 feet, the glacier would yield 
its place to a lagoon, and these ridges would exactly represent 
an atoll of the southern ocean. Our leader at first swerved 
to the left towards the lower crags which immediately over- 
looked his native village ; turned by our remonstrances, he led 
us to the highest rocks, a broken crest perfectly easy of access.. 
The verge of the huge outer cliffs, in some places level up to 
the extreme edge, and unencumbered with loose stones so as to 
allow of the closest approach, was gained within a few yards 
of the stoneman who holds the summit. 

Through a framework of mists we could see down from time 
to time into Val Fiorentina and along the gorge of Sottoguda, 
but the upper mass of the 3larmolata and all the neighbouring 
peaks were wrapped in dense folds of leaden-coloured cloud; 
and, feeling that a distant view was hopeless, we hastened to 
retrace our steps before any wandering storm should burst on 
the mountain. During the descent the fog became a t  times 
thick enough to suggest unpleasant fears of missing the direc- 
tion. KO such calamity, however, occurred ; and, gaining a 
slide on erery slope composed of mbute enough fragments to 
allow it, we found ourselves far sooner than we had expected 
on the brink of the lower ~ r e c i ~ i c e s .  The s ~ o t  was marked 

I 1  1 

by a patch of tlwarf edelweiss, which, in company with other 

The assurance given by the San Vito landlord to Messrs. Gilbert 
and Churchill, that 'only the final ice-portion was difficult' (The 
1)olornite Mountaim, p. 399), wan, 1 need scarcely ay, wholly mislead- 
ing and contrary to Gct. 
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bright but tiny flowering plants, grew here and there upon the 
mountain. Mre made our way rapidly back along the ledge ; 
the confidence of experience more than compensating for the 
inconvenience of the cliff, to which we had often to hold, being 
now on the left instead of the right hand. \ h e r e  the direct 
descent on to the green buttress had to be made we, by keeping 
a few yards too much to the left, nearly ot into a scrape, which 
was only avoided by a timely acknow f edgment of the error. 
Straight and narrow as is the right path on the Pelmo, all 
other ways lead to destruction far too palpably not to induce 
one immediately to return to it. 

On the top of the buttress we rejoined our provision sack, 
and enjoyed a long halt in full view of the Antelao, now tower- 
ing above the clouds, a gigantic vapour-wreathed pyramid. 
From this point it is, as we found the next day, but a two 
hours' walk or ride amongst bilberry-bushes and forests to San 
Vito on the Arnpezzo r o d .  To return to San Nicolb was, 
however, our present object, and our hunter promised a new 
and easy path. W e  rushed rapidly down a very steep funnel 
to the great patch of avalanche-snow which lies against the 
base of the cliffs in the centre of the Campo di Rutorto. I n  
the sort of cave left between the crag and snow a jet of water, 
spouting like a fountain of Moses from the arid rocks, served 
to fill our cupfi. A little footpath mounts gently the rhodo- 
dendron-covered slope beyond, and winds as near aa i t  can creep 
to the huge mountain. The cliffs above are broken, and in 
this part there was formerly a possibility of scrambling through 
them. Our guide declared that owing to a fall of rock, the 
passage had now become extremely difficult ; and hie statement 
gains some confirmation from the fact, that two of my friends 
who attempted (with a San Vito man) an escalade from this 
direction, were forced to retreat, one of them with a broken 
head. While climbing in advance he dislodged with one hand 
a boulder frbm a shelf above him, which made its first bound 
on his skull, fortunately without loosening the firm grasp of his 
other arm or inflicting any permanent injury. Unstable 
boulders are the great source of dan er in this part of the 
Alps, and even old climbem require to cb e constantly reminded 
that on dolomite rocks they must test before they trust every 
handhold." 

It is curious that Santo Siorpaes, when with Mr. Tuckett in 1872, 
&odd have proposed to adopt this line of attack, and have passed by 
the angle of the mountain facing San Vito, the nearest and most 
natural route from the Val d'Ampezzo. 
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A t  the south-eastern angle of the Pelmo the cliff rises sheer 
for some distance and then a wedge of stone suddenly juts out, 
overhanging its base to an extent which I fear to estimate in 
figures, and can only describe as incredible ; the under part has 
fallen and lies on the path, but the huge summit still hangs 
threateningly overhead, an appropriate gurgoyle for so Titanic 
an edifice. 

The brow beneath i t  commanded a wide and splendid pros- 
pect. To  the north the red crags of the Sorapis and the more 
symmetrical outlines of the Antelao. Turning eastwards, 
green pasturages and gable-foved ridges filled the foreground; 
m the distance we looked on the least known portion of the 
Dolomitea, the blue mountains, crested with dark teeth and 
horns, which encompass remote Cimolais. 

A sturdy little goatherd, the first human being we had seen 
since leaving Brusadaz, here came up to greet us. The boy 
did not depend on his voice alone to summon his flock ; round 
his shoulders was slung a trum et, one blast from which sent 
flying a peal of wild echoes suc E as the deafest and most obsti- 
nate of goats could scarcely have disregarded 

The terrace path continued to skirt the base of the Pelmo, 
until it reached a platform of pasturage, the Campo sd Pelmo, 
lying due south of the mountain. Sf te r  crossing a gentle 
elevation, we found ourselves on the verge of the hollow of 
Bmsadaz, and turned along a sledge-track leading down the 
crest between i t  and the western branch of Val di Zoldo, be- 

ond which the crest of the Civita stood forth high above the 
gelta of vapour. The hamlet of Coi, seated as i t  were astride 
the narrow ridge, looks down a t  once on Brusadaz and San 
Nicolb ; a steep corkscrew path led us in twenty minutes to 
the latter village, where we found our return had not yet been 
begun to be expected.. 

I cannot bring myself to lay down the pen without paying 
a tribute to the Italians of the southern Dolomites, rendered, 
as i t  seems to me, the more due and necessary by the frequent 
praises which the Boeotian sim licity of their German-speaking 
neighbours has received from E nglish writers. A mountaineer 
may well have a good word for the population of Val di Zoldo. 
Where else in the Alps will he find a valley the natives of 
which alone, and unincited by foreign gold, have found their 
way to the tops of the h ighe~t  peaks ? And let i t  not be 

We had been absent 104 houra The ascent occupied five h o w  
of quick walking, the return, made on the whole much more leisurely, 
about four ; halts accounted for the remaining hour and a half. 
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thought that this success was an easy one. The Civita, from 
whatever side i t  is seen, is of formidable steepness ; and, as I 
have said before, the Pelmo is to the eye of a mountaineer one 
of the most perplexing peaks in the Alps. Yet the men of 
Val di Zoldo, by following day after day their game, and learn- 
ing that the ledge which offered the chamois a means of escape 
waa also for the hunter a means of pursuit, found .out at  last 
the secret of the circuitous accem to the upper rocks, which 
had been for centuries a true ' Gemsen-Freiheit.' 

I do not doubt that Mr. Ball waa the first man to stand 
on the hkhest rocks of the Pelmo. Their attainment was 
probahly i o t  an object o f -  sufficient vhue  to the hunters 
to induce them to cross the umer  dacier and brave the 
peril of being swallowed up alive by soGe hidden chasm, which 
weighs a risk heavily on the mind of the peasant who has 
yet to learn the saving grace of a rope. But  the real difficulty 
lies below, and amateur climbers with foreign guides might 
have sought long and vainly for the passage which the spirit of 
the neighbouring villagers had found ready for them. 

But i t  is not alone on the narrow ground of venture- 
someness that the people of Val di Zoldo recommend them- 
selves to an English traveller. They posseas in a hlgh degree 
the intell' ence and quick courtesy we are accustomed to meet 
with in Z r t h e r n  Italy. No peasant will psss the stranger as 
he sits to rest or sketch beside the path without a few bright 
words of greeting and inquiry, showing often a feeling for 
natural beauty and a quickness of apprehension rare amongst 
a secluded population. The slowness alike of mind and of 
action, the refusal to grasp anything outside their own daily 
experiences, so common amoug the peasantry of the Puster- 
thal, is here unknown. To quote a shrewd observer of man- 
ners, ' the men are such gentlemen and the women such 
ladies, that every chance meeting becomes an interchange of 
courtesies ; ' and the traveller, turning northwards, will often 
have occasion to join in Dickens's regret for what he hae 
left behind, ' the beautiful Italian manners, the sweet lan- 
guage, the quick recognition of a pleasant look or cheerful 
word, the captivating expreesion of a desire to oblige in every- 
thing.' 
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NING an article with an apology is like beginning 
dinner with a bad oyster-it gives an unpleasant flavour IFG1" 

to all that follows ; but though one is certainly needed for an 
account of a mountain ascent, which was not entirely original, 
but only taken from a new side,. I must refuse it for the 
reason mentioned above. Our party had reached Zermatt on 
August 30, 1872, having come from Chamonix by the high- 
level route.? Wishing to take advantage of the fine weather, 
I was casting about for something really good to do, and had 
determined that that something should be a rock-climb. For 
i t  is on the rock mountains of Switzerland that the acmC of - -  - -  - ~ - 

enjoyment is to be found. I by no means wish to disparage 
snow-walking I but if a comparison be instituted between them, 
I take it that ~t is infinitely in favour of the rock. Of course, 
i t  may be argued that there are few mountains where you do 
not get both combined ; but looking only at  the chief difficul- 
ties a mountain presents, I would roughly classify them, 
according as these consist in rock or snow obstacles. For, as 
a matter of fact, i t  is in this way that mountaineers do classify 
the peaks. A man may encounter serious difficulties in the 
way of bergschrunds, steep couloirs, soft snow, &c. ; but if he 
meet with rocks which compel him to put forth greater ener- 
gies and perseverance than the snow required, he will set his 
climb down as a difficult rock one ; simply, of course, becau~e 
the idea of difficulty which is most vividly impressed on his 
mind is in connection with that portion of his climb ; and vice 
versa". This by the way, however. An undeniable drawback 
to snow climbing is its monotony ; the long series of steps that 
have to be cut at times, or the dreary wading for hours 
through soft powdery snow, do not always sink themselves in 
the pleasure of overcoming the difficulties of a crevasse, reach- 
ing the summit of a peak, or the excitement of a good g l i d e .  
It is the diversity of obstacles that meet one in rock-climbing, 

The Rothhorn was ascended for the first tirue from Zinal by Mr. L. 
Stephen, who has described the expedition in the Alpine Journal, 
vol. ii. p. 67. 

t To those who take the Col du Mont Rouge aa one of their pasee, 
I would recornniend the ascent of the Ruinette from the Col, or rather 
by the northern face of the mountain. It is a stiff rock-climb. T 
descended hy the same face on to the Glacier de Gktroz, the ascent 
taking in all just five hours to accomplish. 
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the uncertainty as to what may turn up next, the doubt as to 
the possibility of finding the friendly crack and the apposite 
ledge on some huge tower of rock one has to storm, that con- 
stitute some of its main charms. Every step is different; 
every muscle is called into play as one is now flattened against 
the rough slabs, now abnormally stretched from one hold to 
another, or gathered into a heap like the conventional picture.9 
of the ibex-and every step can be recalled afterwards with 
pleasure and amusement as the mountain is climbed over again 
in imagination. 

But  there is more than this. It is on the rocks alone that 
an amateur can and must exercise his own powers, and not 
be wholly dependent on his guides. On snow the. amateur is 
but an impediment, an extra burden, as has often been said, to 
the guides : they have to hack out huge steps for his benefit; 
he is entirely dependent on them for steering clear of ava- 
lanches, rotten snow-bridges and the like, while the share he 
usually takes in a snow ascent is either counselling retreat, 
insisting on progress, indicating the route he selects, which is 
never by any chance the right one, or the highly intellectual 
and arithmetical exercise of counting the number of steps 
hewn out to ensure his locomotion in the proper direction. 

Place your amateur on rocks, on the other hand ; here the 
probability is that a slip will entail no unpleasant consequences 
to  anyone but the slipper. The power of sustaining a sudden 
strain is so enormously increased when the hands have a firm 
grip of the rock, that the amateur can, if he please, s raw1 and F scramble unaided over diflicult places, with satis action to 
himself, and in the majority of places no risk to anyone else ; 
that is, as soon as he has fully persuaded the guides (no easy 
task, 1 admit,) that the process of pulling vehemently a t  the 
rope, which probably encircle8 his waist in a slip knot, when 
he is ' ganz fest,' is alike detrimental to his digestion and his 
equilibnum. Then will he find himself an unit in the party; 
a burden still, and hindrance to some guides, but nothing to 
what he was on the snow. 

It is, too, to my mind a t  least, a huge satisfaction to look 
back on a difficult rockridge or cliff, and feel that it has been 
climbed with no other assistance than that which Nature pro- 
vided herself; to feel, as it were, that one has successfully 
translated oneself over a stiff rock passage set by the female 
examiner (such things may yet be) Nature, without surrepti- 
tious aid from one's neighbour, in the shape of s tep .  Then, 
again, snow mountains are so cruelly inconsistent. One year 
every step costs much labour and toil, and the next, perhaps, 
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the peak will allow itself to be conquered in one tenth of the 
time. 

Fa r  be i t  from me to argue that there is no pleasure to be 
derived from snow-climbing ; i t  is of climbing per se that I 
have spoken. After all, every one has his own opinions ; but 
this I would say, that he who has not tasted the pleasures of a 
really difficult and successful rock-climb-e~peciall~ if i t  be a 
new one-knows not what the Alps can do towards enabling 
him to catch that ' mental Will-o'-the-wisp,' Content. 

An expedition of the magnitude and difficulty we desired 
was suggested a t  once by my guide, and that was, to climb the 
Rothhorn from the Zemat t  side. Mr. G. A. Passingham, of 
Cambridge, was at  the time staying at  the Monte Rosa hotel, 
with his two uides, and i t  was soon arranged that we should B combine our orces. However, when I got down to Zematt,  
on September 2, after a pleasant ascent of Monte Rosa, I 
found that he had but just returned from a one day ascent of 
the Matterhorn, and we accordingly put it off till September 5. 
The next day we chiefly spent in surveying the mountain with 
a telescope, by whose aid I succeeded in discovering a per- 
fectly impracticable route to the summit, to my own entire aatia- 
faction ; the guides, meanwhile, were sent up to reconnoitre. 
This they did thoroughly, and reported that with fine weather 
i t  would be difficult, but possible. Much pleased, we made 
the necessary arrangements, and turned in early at  the Monte 
Rosa, as we had determined to do the whole excursion in one 
day, considering that a short rest in the comparatively luxu- 
rious beds provided by M. Seiler, was infinitely preferable to 
a more prolonged one, with probably undesirable company, in 
a chalet. As we  assembled in the little dingy guides' room, 
at  2 A.M. on the morning of September 5, to superintend the 
packing of our provisions, it struck both Passingham and my- 
self that if the success of our expedition was to be dependent 
on the excellence of our guides, i t  was a foregone conclusion. 
Franz Andematten, tough, compact, and weatherbeaten; 
Alexander Burgener, the embodiment of strength, endurance, 
and pluck ; Ferdinand Imseng, of activity and perseverance- 
formed a trio that for an expedition like the one we were 
about to undertake, i t  would be hard to match. Our porter, 
too,-who was truly an exception to that much maligned elm, 
whose appetites, dirt, and incapacity, have been so frequently 
dragged forth and sported with-worked well, and proved of 
great service ; and, moreover, carried a very considerable load 
over difficult places with great unconcern. A t  3 A.M. we 
started with a lantern, and toiled up the narrow valley running 
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north from Zermatt, which eventually leads up to the foot of 
the mountain we were making for. Having journeyed for 
about half an hour, it was discovered that the telescope had 
been left behind. Fmnz instantly started off.to get it, and we 
stumbled along the dark, winding little path. Arrived a t  the 
opening out of the valley, we called our first halt. Here 
we waited an hour for our guide ; but as no answer was re- 
turned to our frequent shouts, we a e d  to give him up, and 
proceeded. Presently, however, a g t a n t  yell attracted our 
attention. and look in^ UD. we made out the scarlet counte- 

CI I '  

nance appertaining to our guide smiling benignly on us from 
the top of the moraine on our left. Stimulated by this appari- 
tion, we pushed on with great vigour, clambered up the 
mordne, whose extreme want of cohesion necessitated a tread- 
mill style of progression, and having reached the top, passed 
along it to the snow. Here we bore first to the right, and 
then working round, made straight for the sharp-topped but- 
tress which juts out at  a right angle from the mountain itself. 
A t  a patch of rocks at the commencement of the arQe, we 
disencumbered ourselves of superfluous baggage, and buttoned 
ourselves up as tight as was convenient, after the manner of 
mountaineers generally when a stiff climb faces them. My 
companion arrayed himself in a stra e woollen garment and P head-dress to match; but I, knowing ull well that the exceed- 
ingly powerful telescope, with possibly a critical eye applied 
to it, was doubtless directed on us from the Riff'el, merely 
exchanged my ancient hat fbr a speciee of woollen extinguisher. 

It is a grand moment that just when the real difficulty of 
the expedition opens out ; as you grasp the axe firmly, settle 
into the rope, and brace up the muscles for the effort or' the 
hour. On a fine day, when your peak towers clear and bright 
abuve you, when you feel that a t  last you are on the point of 
deciding whether you shall achieve, or ftlil in achieving along- 
wished for success. or what I mav ~e rhans  be allowed to call a , ' 
cuttingaut expedition: i t  is that moment which is probably 
the most pleasurable of the whole expedition ; the excitement 
on getting near the top rather fades away than increases, and 
you clamber as caluily often on to the actual summit of a peak 
as on to the knifeboard of an omnibus. 

Dividing into two parties of three each, me passed rapidly 
along the snow ar&te which abuts against the east face of the 
mouutain. The cliffs of the Rothhorn, which seem almost to 
be overhanging, are from this point magnificent, and on our 
right, too, the precipice was a sheer one. Without much diffi- 
culty we clambereii up the face of the mountain, taking a zig- 
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zag course to the large couloir, which is distinctly visible from 
the other side of the valley, and which terminates above in a 
deep jagged notch in the ar&te not far from the summit. The 
climbing here became more difficult, and i t  was found necessary 
to cross the gully several times, in doing which we were exposed 
to some risk fro111 the falling stol~es which are here tolerably 
frequent. For the greater part of the time we kept to the 
left or south side. W e  reached the notch, and now looked 
right down upon the commencement of the Glacier de Durand, 
whose snow-fields are singularly wild-looking and much cre- 
vassed. Turning to the right, we ascended a short distance 
along the ar&te. and then a halt was called. My companion 
and I took refuge from a biting wind beneath some rocks, 
while the guides proceeded to arrange a length of 100 feet of 
rope on the rocks above us, to assist us on our return. This 
process sorely tried our patience, and we were right glad when 
the signal was given to move on again. I t  was now necessary 
to leave the ar&te, descend for a little, and then pass on to the 
west face of the mountain, and by this face to ascend and 
gradually work round to the arBte again. This was the most 
difficult part of the whole ascent, but we worked ourselves 
slowly along, the rope being quite unnecessary. Reaching 
the ridge agam, our progress was somewhat faster, and we felt 
now that the peak was as good as won. A huge inverted 
pyramid of rock that tried rather euccessfully to look like the 
top gave us a little difficulty in surmounting it ; but this was 
the last obstacle, and at  1.30 P.M. we stood on the summit, 
enjoying a most magnificent view in every direction. 

Our stay there was, however, a short one ; and having added 
a proper number of stones to the cairn, we descended rapidly 
to the point where it was necessary to quit the ridge. Down 
the first portion of the steep rock-slope me passed with the 
utmost caution, some of the blocks of stone being treacherously 
loose. 

W e  had arrived s t  the most difficult part of the whole 
climb-the descent of the nastiest piece of rock I ever at- 
tempted to pass over; the smooth, almost unbroken face of 
the slope scarcely affording us any foothold, and our security 
almost entirely depending on the rope we had laid down in the 
ascent. Imseng was far below working his way round to the 
ar&te; suddenly I heard a shout from above; Franz and I 
both glanced up at  once: a large flat slab of rock that had 
afforded us good hold in the ascent, but proved to have been 
only frozen in to a shallow I~asin of ice, had been dislodged by 
the slightest touch from above, and was coming straight at us. 
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I t  seemed an age, though i t  codd not have had to fall more 
than about ten feet, before it reached me : just above me i t  
turned its course slightly. Pranz, who was close beneath me 
more in its direct line of descent, attempted to stop it, but i t  
ground hie hands cruelly against the rock, and passed on 
swiftly straight to Imseng. A yell from us hardly awoke him 
to the danger; the slab slid on faster and faster; but, just as we 
expected to see our guide swept away, it gave a bound for the 
first time, and, aa mth  a startled expression he flung himself 
against the rock face, i t  leapt up, and flying by within a few 
inches of his head thundered disappointed down below. A 
moment or two of silence followed, and then a modified cheer 
from Imseng announced his safety, as he looked up a t  us with 
a serious expression on his face. ' Comment Fa va,Franz? ' 
' Terriblement cass6,' was the answer ; and in truth, though his 
escape had been a remarkably lucky one, his hands were badly 
cut about and bruised. I may have unduly exaggerated the 
escape we had, but I simply give honestly thc impression 
which I etrongly suspect was left a t  the moment on all our 
minds. I do not think that by the lapse of time I have brought 
myself to consider the danger greater than i t  really was, when 
I say that had the rock not turned its course just before i t  
reached me, and bounded from the face of the mountain over 
Imseng's head, one or more of the arty must infallibly have 
been swept away : Franz and I mig ! t possihlj have been held 
up by those above, but Imseng mas unroped at  the time. I 
am ready enough to admit that the place was an exceptional 
one ; in fact, I never saw a stone glide for such a distance on 
rock without a bound, but with the circumstances still fresh in 
my memory, I cannot bring myself to consider falling stones 
such an imaginary danger na they are often made out to be. 

Without the aid of the rope, at  which in a short-sighted 
spirit I had scoffed in the morning, and which I used more 
than anybody else in the descent, i t  would certainly have been 
most difficult to have descended at all, and quite out of the 
question to have done so, remaining respectably apparelled at  
the end. A zig-zagging crack, whlch was too narrow to admit 
of anything but a most uncomfortable position, gave us the only 
hold for our feet we could rely on : my gloveless hands while 
clutching at the rope slowly cooled down to that unplertsant 
temperature a t  which one ceases to know for certain whether 
they are attached to one's arms or not, and I began to wish we 
had gone down the L o  Besso side of the mountain. However, 
Imseng, leaving a considerable and important portion of his 
raiment here and there on the rocks, wormed himself along, 
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end finally reached the en&of our rope and a ition of 
comparative safety. W e  followed hi example E l y ,  and 
having joined him, seated ourselves on some inappropriate rocks, 
and finished our food Climbing carefully down the E. face of 
the mountain we reached the snow a&te, and passed rapidly 
along it, our spirit0 rising exuberantly as we looked back on 
the conquered peak. Havin achieved a series of gymnastic 
exercises, after the manner o f cabmen, the effect of which was 
to convert the mottled purple of our countenances into a more 
pleasing shade of colour, we descended rapidly to the rocks 
where we had left our baggage. Here the use of tobacco was 
considered ex ient, and my companion accordingly produced 
a curious loo c g substance, purchased in the valley, which 
stron ly resembled odds and ends of brown paper. This how- 
ever [ e declared to be excellent, and it certainly, having been 
lit after a frightful struggle, did induce a state of calm enjoy- 
ment. I n  fact, 

We coated abom 
Dull earth in those ambrosial clouds, like Jove, 
And from our own empyrean height 
Looked down upon the world with calm delight. 

Descending rapidly, we reached Zermatt a t  7 P.M. recisely, 
in an exultant frame of mind, discontinuous suite o clothes, 
and a preposterous state of hunger. 

P 
The way our guides worked was first rate. No doubt a 

little party spirit, the notion of taking the shine out of some 
of the Zennatt men, who, with a dismal incredulit worthy 
OF the Chamonix clan, had denied the possibility of $e ascent, 
stimulated them to greater exertions. A desire to prove that 
there were men of the Sam Thal as mi hty as any to be found 
in Switzerland (of which fact I am fu k ly persuaded) may also 
have assisted. But i t  was evident to ur, that they thoroughlj en- 
joyed-as all truly bd guides do-overcoming the diffi- 
culties of what both assingham and I agreed was the most 
formidable ascent we had either of us ever succeeded in making. 

The whole time occupied was sixteen hours ; of this an hour 
waa wasted while we were waitin5 for the telescope, and three- 
quarters of an hour were spent In arrangin the rope by the 
aid of which we descended. I should say, t e en, that in actual 
climbing and walking we employed rather under thirteen hours. 
Our descent was, howerer, on the whole a very rapid one. 
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MOUNTAINS, RAIN, AND SNOW. B y  R. C. NICHOLB, F.S.A. 

HE effect of mountains in inducing rainfall has long been a T familiar circumstance. The air of the plains, more or 
less charged with vapour, is driven upwards as i t  encounters 
the mountains, i t  undergoes expansion, and is thereby chilled 
so that i t  can no longer support the same quantity of vapour, 
which is accordingly precipitated in showers of rain, or, if the 
refrigeration is suficient, 'in sndw. I t  is generally believed 
that the cold of the mountains aids in the work of condensation.* 

But the question is here suggested, why are the ~nountains 
cold ? The amount of sunshine received by them is as great aa 
that on the plains-greater indeed, as i t  comes to them un- 
sifted by the aqueous vapour of the lower regions of the atmo- 
sphere, which absorbs a large portion of the heat rays before 
they reach the earth. On the other hand, their heat is more 
freely radiated into space for want of this very covering. A 
sufficient explanation of the mountain cold may be afforded by 
the refrigeration of the air which is forced up their flanks 
by the winds. But  if we call in the coldness of the air to 
account for that of the mountains, we must not attribute to 
them generally a similar action upon the air, though i t  is, of 
course, not anly probable, but alsa consonant with exphence, 
that the normal relation, whichever i t  may be, may occasionally 
be reversed. 

Some light may be thrown upon this and some other ques- 
tions by attempting to eatimate approximately, by the aid of 
figures, the actual resulta which will follow from given cir- 
cumstancea. Let  us su pose a current of air, a t  a tempera- I ture of 70" Fahrenheit, owing over the plains or low hills a t  
the base of a mountain chain, at  an elevation of about 400 feet 
above the sea, the pressure being 14.25 lbs. on t.he square inch, 
corresponding to a height of the barometer of 29.5 in. at  the 
sea level. W e  will further suppose this air to be carried up the 
face of the mountains to an elevation of somewhat more than 
11,000 ft., where the pressure is only 9.5 lbs. per inch. I t  will 
be expanded in the inverse ratio of these pressures, or rather 
this mould be the ratio but for the effect of refrigeration, and 
the refrigeration produced may be measured by the amount of 
energy expended in the expansion. t This would be, if the 

See Tyndall, ' The Forms of Water,' &c., 5 8, p. 27. 
t Tliie follolve necessarily from the principle den~onstrated by Dr. 

Joule that tho refrigeration results entirely from the perfornlauce of 
mechanical work iu the act of expaneion. If the expnsion takes phce 

u 2 
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temperature remained the m e ,  for every cubic foot of the 
original volume of the air, en amount of force which would be 

into a vacuum, there is no reduction of temperature. The following 
indications will suffice to ahow the manner in which the figurea given 
in these pages have been obtained. If p l  be the original pressure per 
equare foot, p, the preeeure atter expansion, U1 the work of expansion 
per cubic fmt of original volume in foot-ponndg sewming the tempera- 
tun, to remain uniform, then : 

Ul = pl (h. L pl - h. 1. p2). 
And the work of contraction consequent on the redaction of tempera- 
tnre Erom t, to t2 may be taken at : 

which is slightly in ex- of ;he true value. 
So long as no condensation of wpour occurn, the true value of U2-U11 

that ie to nay, of the work of expansion, taking into m n n t  the effect 
of famperature, ia : "PI 

1- ( & ) l + f l ~ l  

U =  n 
I where - = (459 + tl)u ; u being the equivalent in work estimated in 
n 

ht-pounds of the heat connumed in raising the temperature of one 
cubic foot of the air one degree. Or, if p, be the preaenre at which 
the tempemhue will be reduced to tsO, 

log. p, = log. p, - 1 + n p, lo 459 + 11 
"PI 6 . m s  

and log. 459 + t2 = log. 459 + tl - - (log. Pl- 1%. PSI.  PI 
But thew two equations are not available when the problem ie fnrther 
complicated by the condendon of a portion of the vapour, and the 
m r  which arises from first taking the value of U,, and athwards 
that of U,, as before given, ie not important. 

The amount of aqueous vapour which can be held in empension at a 
given temperature ie calculated fiom Yayer's formula The Latent 
heat of aqueoua vapour at the temperature to, is taken at 1091.7--695 
(t - 32), that of water at 32O (above ice of the same temperature) 
at 142.56, the npecific heat of air by weight, the preesure being con- 
stant, at 0.2377, and that of aqueous vapour at 0-837, theae last data 
being all on the authority of Regnault. 

The specific heat of air and vapour, at conatant volume (that ie, 
irrespective of expansion or wntrnction), has been calculated on the 
principle that the mechanical work indicated by the specific heat at  
constant pressure, must be equal to the work indicated by that at con- 
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sufficient to raise 832 lbs. wei ht to the height of one foot, or 
in other words 832 foot-pun % . This amouat of force con- 
verted into heat would raise the temperature of 1.08 lbs. of 
water one degree, and to obtain this amount of force the tem- 
perature of 1 lb. of water would have to be lowered 1°.08. Or 
to obtain it by the refrigeration of one cubic foot of air which, 
at the assumed temperature of 70" and pressure of 14.25 lbs., 
would weigh 509 grs., this air must be lowered 88". But 
the reducbon of temperature also occasions contraction, or 
diminishes the expanelon of the air, and, allowing for this, the 
actual reduction of temperature would be about 59", or to 21' 
below the freezing point. If  the same air were carried further 
to a height of about 13,250 ft., where the pressure was only 
9-15 lbs, the temperature would fall to zero. 

But we have not yet taken into account the effect of the 
aqueous vapour contained in the air. It is the force developed, 
or heat set free, in the condensation of a portion of this vapour, 
which prevents the ordina summer temperature in the higher 
r q o n s  of the Alps from f a ling to or below the zero of Fahren- 
heit, as the resulb just obtained might lead us to expect. 

Suppose the air to have been originally saturated with mois- 
ture, or to have contained 7.75 gm. of vapour to the cubic 
foot A t  32" o d  2.12 grs. will remain in the state of vapour 
per cubic foot. But a t  9.5 lba. pressure, and at 329 one cubic 
foot of air will have been expanded to 1.39 cubic fi, and 2.95 
grs. out of the original 7-75 will remain uncondenaed. The 
amount of energy obtained b the condensation of ,4-8 grs. 
will be 571 foot-pounds, and g y the diminished expansion of 
the air consequent on the reduction of the temperature 174 
foot-pounds. The weight of the cubic foot of air, exclusive 
of vapour, would be 497 grs., and its reduction and that 
of the remaining vapour to 32O, would give 358 foot-pounds. 
The sum of theae numbers ia 1,103 foot-pounds, whereas the 
work of expansion amounta only to 832, showing that the tem- 
perature wdl not fall so low. The actual reduction will be 
only to 41°, and 4-17 grs. of vapour will remain uncondensed.* 
This pressure and temperature indicate a height of about 

atant volume, plus the gork of expaneion, p (V2-V,). The valuea thw 
obtained .re for air .1685, and for aqueoua vapom -726. 

* At 41O.8 the work of wndeneation will amount to 424 foot-ponnrla 
9 ,  P, diminisbed expansion ,, 132 ,, 
9 ,  9 ,  reduction of temperature ,, 276 ,, 

Total . . 832 foot-pounde. 
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11,550 ft. To obtain a reduction to 32', the air must be 
elevated to a height of about 14,500 ft. 

But  suppose the original amount of moisture in the air not 
to have exceeded 2.59 grs. to the cubic foot. The reduction 
of the air and vapour to 32' will give 363 foot-pounds, and the 
expansion of the air until the pressure is reduced to 11-05 lba, 
corresponding to an elevation of nearly 7,400 ft., will require 
626 foot-pounds less 163 due to diminished expansion, or 363 
foot-pounds ; a cubic foot of air will be expanded to 1-22 cubic 
feet, and 2.59 gr. of 'vapour will remain uncondensed, so that 
the air at this height will be reduced to the freezing point 
without the condensation of any part of the vapour.' A 
further reduction of pressure to 9-5 lbs., corresponding to a 
height of about 11,300 ft., would cause a reduction of tem- 
perature to 18'-5, and the condensation of -87 gr. of vapour to 
the state of snow, leaving 1.72 gr. uncondensed. I f  no more 
than -8 gr. of vapour per cubic foot had been contained in the 
air, the temperature would fall to 32' below 7,600 R., and to 
zero a t  about 13,250 ft., without any condensation taking 
place. 

W e  may conclude, then, that the temperature of the air about 
the mountain summits would be not much above zero on a 
clear day, when the temperature on the plains is 70°, if i t  
were not for the direct action of the snn's rays, and for radia- 
tion from the ground, both during and after its elevation. h'ow, 
there are reasons for believing that the temperature of the 
mountains themselves a little below the surface of the ground 
will not vary much from 32'. The surface is frequently 
heated by the sun, which melts a portion of the snow, causing 
the water derived from it to percolate the rocks. If this freezes 
again i t  must in so doing give up its latent heat, which will 
suffice to raise a large amount of snow or rock to the same 
temperature. When, therefore, the air which rises from the 
plains is comparatively dry, the mountains mill generally be 
mprmer than the air, and will supply vapour to i t  if i t  is ca- 
pable of taking up an additional quantity. 

These are the circumstances under which the sc+called 
' cloud-streamers ' are formed at  the top of lofty pealre, under 
a clear sky. The snow or ice upon thepeak is melted and 
evaporated by the rays of the sun, and the vapour rising into 
the colder air is condensed into cloud, which is drifted away by 

A direct calculation of the pressure at which the temperature will 
be reduced to 32' gives 10.998 lbe., .&owing that the e m r  hy the 
separate calculntion af U, and U, scarcely ex& -05 Iba, or about 
120 feet of height. 
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the wind, and ultimately a ain evaporated as i t  mingles with 
sufficient air to hold it in t % e state of vapour.' 

When the air of the lower regions is more nearly saturated 
with va our the temperature will not sink so low, the moun- 
tab w& be colder than the air, and will act aa condensers. 
I n  the case first supposed, of the air bein originally at  a tem- t perature of 70°, and fully saturated wit vapour, all that is 
condensed below about 11,550 ft. will be precipitated aa rain 
above the temperature of 41°, and no snow will be produced 
until the air haa ascended nearly to 14,500 ft. But if, instead of 
7.75 grs., only half this quantity, or 3.88 grs., of vllpour had ex- 
isted in the air, condensation would commence at about 5,000 ft., 
and a t  a temperature of 45" ; and at  9,500 ft. the temperature 
would be reduced to 32", and snow would be produced, both 
from the further condensation of vapour and also from the 
water remaining suspended in the form of cloud. WTe have, 
therefore, these resulbs-no snow with a given initial tempera- 
ture and maximum evaporation, but snow produced with the 
same initial temperature and diminished evaporation. 

If the initial temperature were higher, say 80°, and the air 
saturated with 10.57 grs. of vapour, the temperature at  

g.51bs. P ressure, correeponding to an elevation of about 
11,800 eet, would fall only to 54", and would not reach 39" 
until a height of more than 18,000 ft. had been reaohed, so 
that nothing but rain, some d es above the freezing tem- 
perature, would fall at the very F ighest Alpine elevations. 

Or, if a t  this temperature the air were only half esturatsd 
with vapour the freezin point would only be reaohed when 
the pressure was reducef to 9 lbs., corresponding to an eleva- 
tion of about 13,000 ft. 

It is worthy of remark that a reduction of pressure from 
14.25 to 9-5 lbs. causes a reduction of temperature from 80" to 
the extent of only 16". when the air is fully saturated with 
va ur, whereas with the initial temperature of 70" the Rame 
r $" uction of pressure reduces the temperature by 19". 

If, on the other hand, the original temperature were con- 
siderably lower, sa 50°, and the air saturated with 4.02 grs. 
of vapour, ita re i uction to 32", and the condensation of 
1.5 gr. of vapour, would be effected at a height of abont 
6,000 ft., where the pressure would be 11.55 lbs., and 2-92 grs. 
of vapour would remain uncondensed. So that at  the height 

The tame explanation of the ' cloud-ntreamers' was given in a 
note by the present writer in the ' Alpine Journal ' for Decenrber, 
1863. Vol. i .  p. 208. 
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of about 6,000 ft. the freezing point would be reached, and 
snow would be in to fall. % It appears, t erefore, that with a given temperature to corn- 
mence with, the greater the amount of vapour beyond that 
which can be held in suspension (either as vapour or cloud) at 
32", the less will be the snowfall up to a given elevation, and 
the greater must be the elevation attained before any snow 
be 'ne to f d .  An increased temperature has the same result. 
w f e n  heat and moisture both increase, the rainfall increases, 
but the temperature at higher elevations is less reduced, until 
all the preci itation is in the condition of warm rain and none 
of snow.  is is well known to be the case in the A l p  when 
t.he hot wind, called the Fohn, blows from the south heavily 
laden with vapour, and a few hours of the warm rainfall occa- 
sioned by i t  causes a greater waste of the glaciers than days of 
the hottest sun. 

These results do not support the views favoured by Profeesor 
Tyndall that the greater glacial development of former times 
can be accounted for by Increased evaporation occasioned by 
increased heat on some part of the earth's surface.. There 
might, however, be some plausibility in a contrary sup 
Supposing the temperature of the lower regions to be ~ e same m* 
as now, if the supply of vapour were less, a larger proportion of 
it would fall as snow, and less aa rain, so that a larger develop 
ment of glacier would be the consequence of a diminished 
supply of moisture, without reduction of temperature from any 
other cause. 

But it is said that what is required is not diminished heat, 
but more powerful condensers. We have already seen reason 
to conclude that the temperature of the mountaim them- 
selves exercises, at least in the production of snow, an inappre- 
ciable effect, if not a negative one. Condensation would also 
be caused by the intermingling of two quantities of air of dif- 
ferent temperatures, both saturated with vapour. W e  will 
suppose two equal bodies of air to be thus mixed at a height of 
10,000 ft., the pressure being 10 lbs. to the inch, one being 
of the temperature of 48", with 3.76 grs. of vapour to the cubic 
foot, the other of 8", with .79 5, together 4.55 gra Two 
cubic feet of the mixed air a t  28 would carry only 3-66 grs. 
But the condensation of 4 5  gr. to the state of mow would 
suffice to raise the temperature of the air and remaining vapour 
to 31°, at which 4.10 grs. could remain uncondensed in two 
cubic feet, and no more snow would be produced. The ex- - 

' TIIC Form> of' Watc~ ,' .56, p. 151. 
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pansion consequent on the elevation of the same bulk of air a t  
32" to a further height of about 1,050 ft. would account for the 
reduction of the same quantity of snow h m  aqueous vapour. 

i n  both cases the production of snow would be greatly in- 
creased if a considerable amount of water were suspended in 
the air in the form of cloud, and this will not much affect the 
comparison ; but it is obvious that the mixture of bodies of air 
on a large scale will not occur readily or rapidly in nature, 
while the action of wending currents is continually operating. 

Another mode in which condennation is roduced ia by the 
diffiion of vapour passing from warm air eavil charged to i colder air already saturated, and currents of col air will act 
as condensers much more effectively in this manner than by 
mixture with the warmer air. If  the warmer current is much 
above the freezing point, the vapour will be immediately con- 
densed on passing from it to the colder air, and will fall ss rain. 
But suppose the warmer air to be a t  32", and the colder air a& 
zero, and both already saturated with 2.12 and 0.61 grs. of 
vapour reepectively, and, for simplicit of calculation, s o p  J pose the two bodies of air of equal bu and, as before, at an 
elevation of about 10,000 ft., the condensation of -85 gr. of 
vapour per cubic foot of the colder air will raise its temperature 
to 10"-8, at which .94 gr. of vapour can remain uncondensed, 
while an equal quantity r e m u  in the warmer air. The 
actual snowfall would not be more than onesixth of an inch 
(taking snow to be one-sixth the density of water) upon a 
square foot of surface for 2,000 cubic ft. of the total bulk of 
air. An equal quantity of air would have to be raised to an 
additional height of nearly 2,500 ft. to effect the condensation 
into snow of an equal quantity of vapour. But if in addition 
to the vapour about half a grain of water per cubic foot were 
held in suspension in the form of cloud, a very much less eleva- 
tion, little more than 120 ft., would suffioe to produce the same 
quantity of snow. 

I t  seem, then, that the most powerful condenser now exist- 
ing is the absorption of energy which resulta whenever a cur- 
rent of air ia directed upwards ; and it ia difficult to conjecture 
what othera more powerful can be conceived to have existed in 
former times, while this must have remained uniform. 

One not unfrequent phenomenon of precipitation amo n~ the 
mountains remains to be noticed. I n  stormy weather the all M 
often neither rain nor snow, but haiL I t  b evident from what 
has already been said that currenta of air carrying with them 
large quantitiea of vapour may aacend to great heighta without 
being reduced to the freezing pint ,  while othem of the same 
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original temperature, but less vapour-laden, will be reduced 
below this point at comparatively low elevations. Suppose the 
former to be carried over the latter and then further chilled, 
the rain falling through the colder air will be frozen in ita 
paesage, and will reach the earth as hail. 

Suggestions respecting the Process of determining Depth from an 
Observation of the Time taken by a JVdght in it8 Descent By 
JOHN R. CAMPBELL. 

THE common method of getting a rough notion of the height, or, 
perhap more correctly apeakinq, depth of a wall of rock by timing 
the descent of a stone is so old and well known that it would be mmte 
of time to enter into a long description of it. The process may be 
applied to certain waterfills where the pool into which the stream 
plunuea is inacceseible to a climber, and which therefore cannot be 
meawred by the aneroid ; of much there are aeveral examplea in 
Norway. Probably, too, the depth of crevasses miglit occllsionally be 
arrived & in this way. Indeed, with all ita liability to enor, supposing 
that error not to exceed what may be called a reusonable amount 
depending on the circumataucee of the case, since it is the only plan 
that can be adopted in some instances without going to great trouble 
and expenae--especially by a traveller in a mountain country-it may 
be fairly Baid to merit mme consideration. The operation is not 
limited to the few csees in which a weight can be dropped vertically ; 
the time occupied by the deecent is the aame if we can throw it 
horizontally forward m aa to fall clear of the rock. I ought also to 
observe that the unavoidable error in the reault iq  as a rule, eo great 
aa to warrant our neglecting the retistance of the air in the calculation. 

NOW, when a stone of moderate aize, such aa one can easily throw, 
haa to descand sevexai hundred feet it becomes almost lost to view, and 
where it drops into the pool of a waterfkll the spray may conceal it 
during the last second or more of its course ; in both cases, therefore, 
we have a difficulty in determining the exact instant of itn reaching 
the bottom. The question then a r i e - I s  it practicable to overcome 

. this difficulty by using some other kind of weight in place of a stone 7 
The plan I am about to describe I would at once acknowledge 

pomemea little claim to o w i t y ;  I doubt not it bears much reaem- 
blance to more than one that have been tried at different times, although 
I have never seen m account of them. 

My idea, briefl expressed, is to auhxtitute for a atone a weighted 
m o o n  furniahdwith a detonating fuze that ahall explode it on ita 
striking the ground ; and to compute the depth from the number of 
seconds elapsing between the instant of its G i g  let go and that of the 
reporeport being heard. 

Flg. 1 re resenta the arrangement complete, and fig. 2 (drawn to a 
larger d e f  ia a astion of the fuze with ita striker. A is the maman, 
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Fi. 1. 

Fig. 3. 

which in pyrotechnical language means a paper box welded round with 
kitted twine worked crowways. Thin containe 3 oz. of powder and is 
weighted with a amall plate of lend in the form of a cross, the ends of 
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which are bent up so ae to grip it tightly. The fuze B con& of a 
tin tube Bome 4 inchee long, into the lower end of which the neck a 
of the marroon is insertad when the instrnment ie made ready for use. 
The tube ie divided by a plate d d (of which fig. 3 is a plan) having a 
patch of fulminating powder p over ite centre and pierced with 
several holes. Th- holes serve as communications between the flaah 
of the detonation on the upper side of the plate and the powder in the 
marroon, and ought to be primed with piecea of quick-match threaded 
through them aa ahown in fig. 3. c is a deal rod 14 inches long and 
of slightly smaller d i e t e r  than the tube; it has r ring of lead r r 
round ite lower end in order to increase ita weight and steady it in the 
tube, and ie fitted with a 'etriker' 6 conaieting of a pointed piece of 
iron with an eye-hole through it (best wen in the mde view, fig. 4). 
A piece of silk thread stretched between two holes t t in the aides of 
the tube (to the exterior of which the ends are made hat) passea 
through the eye of the striker, and it will be easily seen that m long 
as this thread is unbroken the striker is prevented from coming into 
contact with the fulminating powder on the .plate d d. In putting the 
parta together the strings f f attached to the m a m n  are brought up 
and knotted round the ringa e e projecting from the aidea of the tube 
---impposing that the instrument is to be thrown horizontally. Should 
circumstances, however, admit of i b  being let fall vertically these 
strings (after pasing round the rings) are knotted together at f', thus 
forming a ding by which it can be wspended from the end of a long 
rod D a few feet beyond the edge of the precipice or crewase. The 
rod is fitted with a brses pulley g over which a cord from the ding 
paases to the hand of the operator. The action of the fnze is very 
simple. On the motion of the marroon being destroyed by impact 
with the ground, the momentum of the rod c causes the breakage of 
the eilk and the Btriker to impinge with considerable force on the 
fulminating patch, thereby producing an instant explosion of the 
xnarroon. 

Of wnrae, in order to enaure even moderate accuracy, the time 
ought to be measured on a stop-watch ; and, as a general mle, I think, 
half a secoud may safely be subtracted from this time before applying 
to it the equation which gives us the depth, in order to make allowance 
for the minute intervals occupied by the muscles of the hand in the 
actions of throwing (or liberating) the marroon and stopping the watch. 
In other words, it may require about that time for the hand to fillow 
the eye and ear. 

Let T, then, represent the observed number of seconds diminished 
by 4 a w n d .  

Pnt D = the depth (in feet) 
g = RCC. form of gravity = 32.2 
a = velocity of sound = 1130 (about). 

- 
D Now the time occupied by the report in its ascent is clearly , 
a 

from which we obtain 



The term under the square r k t  haa a double Agn ; but since D=O 
when T= 0, i t  is evident we must consider it negative. Putting for 
a and g their numerical values, the expreseion be&mea 

- 

D P 1 1 8 q T  +35- J 7 0 T +  1225) 
gDY If in the equation (a) we neglect the term - (and we may d e l y  
2uy 

do so in all cases, since for a depth of 1130 feet i t  only amounta to 
16-l), the value of D is expressed in a eimpler and more eaaily applied 
form ; viz. :- 

In constructing the instrumeni it is obviously nnnecesaary to follow 
the dimensions just given so long aa the principle ia carried ont. The 
tube for the fuze can be obtained from almost any tinman. Possibly 
s o m  better kind of fuze might be ddnn'd than the on6 I ham described. 
Aa to the marroona, they must be purchaned of a firework-maker; 
they vary in price according to aze from 6d. to la. a-piece. Mr. Jamea 
Pain (Pyrotechnist), 15 Heygats Street, Walworth Road, would be a 
good person to apply to regarding this portion of the arrangement. 

M. LOPPG'S PICTURES. 
IN the world of nature, aa in the world of thoaght, we are not mtided 
until the emotion8 of which we are conscious have been put into a 
concrete form by the hand of geniua 

It must be the wiah of all membera of the Alpine Club whoa love of 
the m o ~ t a i n a  is something more than the mere physical enjoyment of 
ex~rciae in the open air and the moral enjoyment of overcoming ob- 
stacle~ of ice and rock to the gloriee of mountain nature translated 
by art, both for their own d e a ,  and also for the benefit of the dwellers 
in the plain, amongst whom are those whom strength doea not allow to 
climb, but whom culture has made most capable of appreciating every 
form of beauty. 

Any form& for the computation of depth by the descent of a weighted 
mn- in which the resistance of the air is taken into Rcrount, must be one of 
considerable complexity; and i t  would inrolve a t  leaat two constantr, one having 
reference to the weight of the whole arrangement, the other to the diameter of the 
baee. I may o b e ,  homer ,  w i t h u t  attempting a diaeassion of this mbject, 
that in  the case of an amlrgemmt 2 inch= in diameter and weighing 2 Ib . ,  the 
air's mniat~~nm for depths requiring leas than 6 lrerondr will not (conaidering the 
anaroidable ro h n e ~  of the experimenr) seriously affect the m u l t .  When the 
oberved i n t 4  i r  longer, ssy 6 to 8 seconde, I should, in order to inwre greater 
srcnreey, s u b h c t  f of a seeond h m  the value of T befom i w t i n g  it in the 
above equation. 
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But for any artietic expreaeion of the crowning glory of the 8 1 ~  
we must look to our poets ratber than our tens To the transfigured 
world of the high mountain-top, where tr' e eye tnrne from the near 
snows glowing with unendurable light to range over miles of green 
and countless ahades of blue distance to the &n hues of the extreme 
chain, where the mind, as in a starlit southern night, is stirred by 
the preaence of a vast order, which i t  feels, yet has no aense adequate 
to comprehend, art can only look up with idle and folded handa A 
Turner may, perhape, some day ariae to paint the unpaintable, but the 
task is for a giant's strength. Until then mountaineers must be content 
to enjoy alone and in memory only the recollection of those &golden 
hours,' + which the world has not known and does not believe in, 
apent on the top of some 'tower of obwrvance searching apace,' some 
Schreckhorn or Monte Roea But the mountains have other beauties 
The grey, still dawn in the foreata, the glow of ennriae seen h m  some 
lofty pasturage, the waves of the ice-sea sparkling in the first morn- 
ing eunehine, the pure upper snows, the fantastic rock-proceseiom of 
the topmost ridges, are all subjects w i ' t  the grasp of earneat and per- 
severing art. 

Until lately, however, painters could not be induced to climb. As 
the forest boundaries were approached they dropped one b one in the 
rear, or if one hardier than his fellows penwered to the J o r t  interval 
of dreary waste which lies between the rhododendrons and the mow, it 
was only to turn back more than ever convinced that he had gone 
beyond the term of beauty, and that the high Alps were unfit subjects 
for artistic representation. Our artists, as a body, were content to 
remain as ignorant of the phenomena of the region of eternal ice and 
snow as a Yarkandee may be of marine effecta In a nature so remote 
from that of our daily lives, careful study, as well as artistic perception, 
was required to detect and reproduce the truly picturesque elementa 
Yet we need not feel surprised that this combination was so long want- 
ing. For art is the child of its century. True lnountain painting could 
only have birth as the outcome of tbe modem love of the mountains 
and of the new light thrown by Forbes and Tpdall, and reflected by 
Emerson, on the ' horrid wastes ' of old-world theologians and poeta. 

Ruskin was among the first to point out that ' i t  is possible by care - 
and skill to suggest the precioueness of form and intimate the nature 
of the light and shade ' of the upper mows ; and he added, ' this haa 
never been attempted.' The latter statement no longer remains true. 
What had 'never been attempted' the Alpine Club natudly  reoog- 
niaed as itn proper province. Our members have ahown their love for 
the mountains in other ways beaides climbing them ; and we are proud 
tr, reckon amongst them Mr. E. Whymper, Mr. G. Barnard, Mr. E. 
Coleman, Mr. Croft, Sir Robert Collier, Mr. Wdton, and M. Lop+, 
those who were the first to feel that a new country was to be gained for 
art, and to put forth their best powem for ita conquest. I t  would not 
prhaps be difficult for an unsympathetic critic to search out a weak 
point in each of these painters. But i t  is far pleasanter to dwell on 

Thrcr hours ie no unusual time to be able to spend on a firstelaas p e k  
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the contrast betwee, the works of men, who have all studied and more 
or leea grasped the true nature of rocks and mow, and the productions 
which d l 1  from time to time diegrace the walh of our exhibition4 the 
emasculated Matterhorns, topheavy Jmgfraus, and tottering Eighera 
of what we may call the Prealpine School. 

The pictures of M. Lop@, lately on view in the Alpine Clubroome, 
are the most forcible aseertion we have yet Been of the painter's power 
in the mow-world. M. Loppk, whose studio at Charnonix must be 
well known to many of our readers, hae made a determined effort to 
expreaa truthfully on canvas the facts of ice and mow, to do for them 
what Mr. Walton has done for rocks and lofly peake. H e  haa etndied 
the glacier from ita birthplace in the nbvb region down to ita tomb 
anlidst the mud and rockheaps of the terminal moraine. Now he 
shows it us in full life o p p i t e  the Montanvert or under the Gorner- 
grat, with its semi-transparent mottled m.firces, itsgreen cavee and keen 
knifelike edges ; now he transports us to the upper mows, m d  bids UB 
admire the delicate gradations and reflections of their impriaoned hght, 
the tleep blue depths of their abysees, the conheed ruin of tottering 
towera and h t a s t i c  spires, or the ranges of moated ramparts, each 
white as the purest marble, yet like marble delicately streaked with 
pale veins of colour. 

The maeterpiece of the collection represents a huge gaping rift in 
the half-formed ice. In the alight stains on the glacier surfirce, in the 
frosted white of the sides of the crevasse, in the glorious colour which 
~hines out of ita receeaes those who hare learnt for themselves the 
secrets of the mountains recognise proofs of the painter's fidelity; 
while, at the same time, they admire the skill which has succeeded in 
transferring to canvass m much of the pure transparent brightneae of 
the upper world. As we gaze into these blue depthg we are raised 
10,000 feet in an instant, and fancy ourselves within a stone's throw of 
the Col du GCant or the Petit Phteau of Mont Blanc. Empedoclee 
wuld never have jumped down a volcano if he had wen M. Loppi's 
crevasse. 

We Rhould like to have lingered longer with M. Lop$ amongat the 
' dracq' but we must turn to Borne of the other eubjecta contained in 
his collection. 'Nil pictoribus ardui eat ' mi& be the painter's motto, 
and in the pursuit of his art he has carried his brushes up the rocks of 
the Somdon, and close to the tops of the Breithorn and Mont Blano. 
In a ketch actually painted on the 'calotte,' within a few hundred 
feet of the summit, the wandering clouds caught and torn at the edgea 
by wind, and the deep huee of the upper air, are most truthfully re- 
presented. 

An important finished picture of the same ecene--the view looking 
towards Monte Rosa-has been presented by the painter to the Club. 
Here high mountains seen from a level are admirably drawn; tllc 
' Gmndcs Joraaaes' still produce the effect of great peaks, and are not 
diminiehed, as by a lese tkilful hand they would have inevitably been, 
into mere rocks. Perhaps in choosing the moment of sunrise, M. 
Lop# was overbold; to repremnt the ' awfd rose of dawn ' at  15,POO 
feet, a sight few even of the Alpine Club have seen, but once Rcea 



never to be forgotten, requirea the greatest p o w m f  colom and imagi- 
nation. This sunrise fails to impress us with sufiicient awe, it is such 
an afbir aa might be seen on the lower hilla ; in a small ' Snnaet from 
the Aiguille du Gofit.6,' M. Lop$ hae been more entirely m d d .  

' Mont Blanc h m  the Breithorn,' and ' Mont Blanc from the Col du 
Sonadon,' are both reproductions of the same effect. The cold upper 
glacier sweep down from our feet, and carries on the eye to an horizon 
glowing in warm sunrise colour. In both pictures the difficulty of 
giving sufiicient distinctnetre of detail, and at the same time wnveying 
a sense of the distance of the far-off chain, has been successfully con- 
quered. A third class of landscapes-views of the lower A l p  in their 
winter robes-charms us lea. Partly, perhapa, because in the low- 
lande wow always comes aa an intruder, reversing all the relations of 
light and W e  we are accnstomed to look upon. Amongst theae we 
must, however, stop to point out ' The Mont Salhve, near Geneva,' a 
charming little sketch of h s t y  air and sunshine. 

We now hasten, in conclusion, to offer our hearty thanks to M. 
Lop$ fbr the pleasure he haa given us. We hope that the appreciation 
hie pictures have met wlth may induce him o b n  again to brighten the 
dull gloom of our London springe with the pure radiance of his mid- 
Bummer mowa 

NEW EXPEDITIONS. 
WESTERN ALPS. 

DAUPBINB VARIATION 01 =E COL DES CAVALES, JUM 10.-The 
Rev. C.  Taylor, Thomas Cox, W. M. and R. Pendlebury, and F. 
Gardiner, with Hans and Peter humann, Peter Kniibel, and J. M. 
Lochnlatter, crosaed the dividing ridge from the upper part of the 
Glacier dm lhnGons to a field of nkvk occupying the north-western 
angle of the Vallon des Cavalea, but cut off from the main part of the 
glacier by a wall of rocks. After deecending these the way &om 
the Col dee Cavales was joined. Height of the ridge where crowd 
estimated at about 12,000 ft. 143 hra, including all halts, fi-om La 
Bkrarde to La Grave. 
PEYROU D'AMANT, June 13.-Height 2,862 mktres (9,390 k). The 

enme party ascended the Peyrou d'Amant by the ridge running out to- 
ward~  La Grave, and descended over the glaciers from the Bteau and 
Meije. The sunlmit givw an excellent view of those two mountains 
and their wow-fielda The entire excursion occupied 5 1  hrs. 

R~TEAU, June 14.-Height 3,754 metres (12,316 R.). The same 
party leR La Grave at 4 A.M., and proceeded at first as if bound for the 
Brixhe de la Meije, but bending to the right as soon as they had psseed 
the ice-fall, gained the crest connecting the Meije and Rilteau at a con- 
siderable elevation above the Brhhe. They had climbed some distance 
along this ridge when the guides, dreading the weather and the state 
of the snow, urged a retreat. I t  would have been quite possible to 



reach the icl~rnniit ; but not, 111ldrr the circum~tances. without the loss 
of' so much time as to render lliglily improbable ally prospect of getting 
off the snow, which was in a most wretched condition, before nightfull. 

C ~ L  DE LA CASSE DBSERTE, OR B R ~ H E  CEARRI~ILE, JUIZ 16.-The 
same party propose the name of Brkche Chnrribre for a gap lying im- 
mediately to the South of tlie TCte Charrikre (see p. 292). I t  is a deep 
cleft bounded by  almost perpendicular walls, and so narrolq that two 
men would hare difficulty in passing through it  abremt. Estimated ele- 
vation: 10,700 to 10,80U ft. ( 1 )  The approach on the eastern side is by 
a very steep and narrow snow couloir. The above party having pased 
the preceding night a t  mme chaets belonging to an abnndoned n ~ i n e  
in the upper valley of the Romanche, started a t  2.15, and reached the 
top of the paes a t  7.15 A.X. In descending they made in almost a 
~traight  line for L a  Bkrarde until brought to a stand by the steep rocks 
ot-erlooking the Vdlon de Bonnepierre. Some difficulty, which might 
have been avoided by keeping more to the right, was encountered in 
getting down on to the moraine of the glacier. La Bdmrde was reached 
at 10.30 A.M. The  scenery on the eastern side of the pass is extremely 
fine. 

SOYXET DE ROCHE-FAURIO, June 21.-Height 3,716 mhtres (12,192 . The same pnrty left their bivouac on tlie moraine of the Glacier 
de Bonnepierre a t  2.45 A.M., and commenced the ascent by a couloir 
to the left of that rising to the b 1  des Ecrins; but, deserting the snow 
very soon for the rocks on the left, crossed these, and other snow 
couloirs by which they were seamed, diagonally in the direction of the 
summit. Having gained the ridge half way to the Col des ficrins, they 
followed it  to the top. Time of arrival, 9 A.M. The  rocks mere par- 
tially covered with ice, steep and rotten. On leaving the summit 
they kept for a short distance alono the ridge, then bore to the left, 
and descending by easy slopes of soft snow on to the Glacier de 1'En- 
cula, arrived a t  the Chalets d'Ailefroide a t  2.45 P.M. This mountain 
is  well worth ascending if for nothing else than the glorious view of 
the Ecrina 

SOYMET DES ROCIES, June 19.-Height 3,634 n~ktres (11,923 ft.1.- 
The  Rev. C. Taylor, Thomas Cox, W. hf. Pendlebury and F. Gardiner, 
with Hans Baumann, Peter Knilbel and J. M. Lochmatter, ascended 
the Sommet des Houies from the Glacier du Chardon. They left 
La Bkrarde a t  3.15 A.M., reacl~ed the top a t  12.15, commenced the de- 
scent a t  1, and arrived in La Bkrarde a t  4 P.M. The disproportionate 
time employed in the ascent wae due to a mistake. One of the promi- 
nencea on the ridge joining the hiontapes de Cltchatel to the Sommet 
des ltouies waa taken by mistake for the summit of the latter mountain 
itself. After gaining this point, the real top was attained by way of 
the connecting ridge, but not witho~it a considerable descent. The  
snow was very bad throu~ghout the day. 

LA GRANDE AIGUILLE, June 20.-Height 3,422 mktres (11,227 ft.). 
-Thoa Cox, IV. M. and R Pendlebury, with Peter Bnumnnn and J. M. 
Lochmatter, ascended this peak in 6 hrs., and retrirned to La Bkrarde 
in  5. Standing in the centre it  commands a most noble view of the 
entire circuit of the 11igl1 Alps of Dauphink. Frorn an erroneous im- 
VOL. V1.-NO. XLII.  X 
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pression as to the height of the mountain the start  was not made until 
6 o'clock, and the steep rocks were found laden with enormous masses 
of the most miserable snow conceivable, a touch being sufficient to 
e n d  down an avalanche. Under more favourable circumstances the 
ascent might possibly not require so much tima 

In  addition to the above excursion, all the travellers and gnides 
named climbed the central peak of the Meije, their ascent being, as 
they understand, the second. 

AIGUILLE D'ARVB (MORE THAN 11,000 ft.), July 3.-Ew Brevoort and 
Mr. W.A. B. Coolidge, with Christian Almer and three Grindelwald por- 
ters, lefl the Chalets of La Motte d'en haut, above St. Jean d'Arve, a t  
4.30 a.m, and reached the Col des Aiguilles d'Arve by the ordinary mute. 
The central Aiguille (apparently the highest of the three seemed 
impracticable on that side ; the party, therefore, in about li hr. from 
the Col mined the southern ~innacle of the northernmost and lowest 
~iguille,"the ~or thern  pinurn& appearing impossible. There were no 
traces of anv ~revious ascent The view waa extremelv fine. including 
most of theug6tnts of the Dauphine and Mont Blanc rnigea.   he retu; 
to the Col by the wme rout .  occupied 1 hr., and the chalets were 
easily regained in 24 hra more. 

SOMMET DES ROU~ES (11,923 fi), July 9.-Mr. Coolidge, with 
Christian Almer and Peter (mn of Christian) Michel, effected the 
second ascent of this peak from the Glacier du Chardon. The view 
was very fine, Rome snowy ranges to the south in the extreme distance 
perhaps belonging to the Maritime Alps. I t  was wen that the Aiguille 
d'Olan, which the French map credits with a height of 3,883 metres, 
is really much lower than the Pic d'Olan, which appears to be about 
the wme height as the Rouies. The party, after descending the final 
cone, kept up to the lelt, skirted the base of some rocks, and without 
difficulty reached the col at the head of the Glacier du Vdon ,  overlook- 
ing a valley, which opens out at LeR The descent over very 
steep rocks, raked by avalanches, looked very formidable, and may be 
impossible ; at any rate, the attempt wss judged to be useless, and the 
party returned to La Bkrarde hy the =me route. 

R ~ T E A U  (12,369 fi.), Ju1.y 11.-The whole party started at 3.40 
A.M. from a bivouac on the eastern side of the Vallon dea Etan?ons to 
make the first m n t  of this peak. k i n g  the route of the Brhhe de 
la Meije, just helow the Glacier des Etaqons, they climbed a range 
of mckq seamed by waterfalls, and, mounting to the left, gained the 
edge of the basin, under the great snow corniche, so conspicuous from 
that side. Hurrying across this for fear of avalanches, they ascended 
a short snow slope, which led them at 8.20 to the great southern snow 
ar&te. Mounting along this throcgh very deep snow, they reached the 
final rocks, and after a ~ h o r t  but very difficult passage along the kni fe  
like ridge, gained the highest point at 10.40. The view was very fine, 
La Grave was quite distinguishable, and the western pinnacle of the 
Meije came out m a veritable needle of rock, quite unrivalled in the 
A l p  Aiter building a stone-man and leaving a flag (both afterwards 
seen from La Grave), the party descended to the b e a t  basin, and thence 
direct to the lerel of the valley by a steep couloir of moraine-stained 
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mow to the right of the morning's route. La BCrarde WM regained 
the eame evening. 

CRQTP DU GLACIER RLANC (PIC  SIGNAL^ or  E. M. P., 12,008 fi.), 
Ju& 17.-Mr. Coolidge, with Almer and Christian Hoth, left the 
Chtileta de I'Alpe above Villard d'Arene at 3.25 A.X. to make the first 
ascent of this peak. Follolving the route of the Col du Glacier Blanc 
to the Glacier d'Arsine, they kept to the left, and reached the base of 
the peak by a succession of moraines at 5.10. Then keeping to the 
lefi of a patch of rocks dividing the glacier which flows down between 
the two ar&tes, they gained a vast plateau, and taming to the right 
gained the westerntl~ost arete at 7.10, and halted an hr. for breakfast. 
Then creeping round o pinnacle of rock, they again struck the rtretc, 
and easily gained the beautiful snow peak so well Been from below at 
8.55. Here it was seen that two rocky points beyond were higher 
(these are all well marked in the French map and figured by hlr. 
Ronney in Plate V. (11.) of his valuable ' Sketches in the High Alps 
of Dauphine'). The nearest was gained in 10 min., but to reach the 
other, by fnr the most formidable in appearance, the party had to gain 
the ridge overlooking the Glacier du Casset, and attained the sun~lnit 
by steep broken rocks in 35 min. fmm No. 2. The view was mawel- 
lous; including all the Dauphine giants, with Mont Blanc, the Dom, 
Matterhorn (?), Monte Roea, Weiashorn, Dent Blanche, kc. ; on one 
eide waa Moneritier and Villard d'Arene, on the other a village in the 
Vallouiae, perhaps Puy St. Vincent. After building stone-men on 
the three points, the party in 3 hra from the mow peak rejoined tho 
others at 1'Alp. 

The whole party bivouacked that night at the junction of the valleys 
descending from the Glaciers des Cuvalea and de la Platte des Agneaux. 
The next day they went up the Glacier de la Cassp Dkserte, turned up 
to tbe right, and gained a plateau under the Grande Ruine ; crossing a 
ridge to the right they gained another branch of the glacier, and 
higher up reached a notch overlooking the Glacier dee Cavales. Here 
the party was unavoidably compelled to spend the night in the tent 
pitched on the wow, at a height of about 11,500 ft. The final ridge 
of the Grande Ruine, the object aimed at, was full in view. 

LAGRANDKI~L~INE ( 1 2 , 3 1 6 f t . ) ~ ~ ~  QL DE LA CASSED&PRTE(~ 1,516fi.). 
Julyl9.-Thewhole partyleft the tent at S.~~A.M., the weather being still 
very doubtful, and mounted by easy anow dopes to the foot of the find 
a s t e  of the Grande Ruine, ascending by which, without the slightest 
difficulty to their great surprise, they reached the highest point at 9.10. 
The view was rather cloudy, but cleared off enough to allow a siglit of 
the neighbouring peaks, and to satisfy all doubts as to having attained 
the true summit. The return to the tent was effected by the Bame 
route. The party then retraced their stepe to the plateau under the 
Grande Ruine, and the m e  day reached La Bernrde by a col between 
the Grande Ruine and Tete de Chamhe, of which the summit waa 
reached from the La Grare side by Mr. Bonney's party, which named 
i t  Col de la Casse 1)kaerte. Not knowing that Mr. Gardiner's party in 
June had made the first complete paawge, and named the pass ' Brkche 
de la Charribre,' they gave ib the name of ' Col de la Grande Ruine.' 

x a 



The pasr has thne three names, all of which are eqmzlly appropriate; 
but the precedence Bl~culd, perhaps, be yielded to Mr. Bonney's nomen- 
clature.' 

MONT GIOUBERNT (ABOUT 11,000 ft.), July 21.-The whole party left 
La Bkrarde at  4.30 A.M., and proceeded up the Vallon de la Pilatte, 
some way beyond the stream flowing down from the Col de la Tempe, 
Mr. Coo!idge, with Almer and Peter Blauer, left the others, and follow- 
ing the route of the Col du SelC, a t  8 reached the base of the Mont 
Gionberny. the peak crowning the buttress which divides the two 
branchea of the glacier descending from the C~.&te des Banfs Illouges 
and the Col de Saia After half-an-hour's halt for breakfast, the party 
climbed straight up over rocks and snow, gaining the north-castern 
nste, and the summit of the Mont Giouberny (mpposed to have been 
previously untouched) in 24 hrs. from the bres&fbt. The view in- 
cluded the chief Dauphin6 peaks, the Val Godkmar, and the southern 
aide of the range fmrn the Cime du Vallon to the Col de Sais. Reep- 
ing to the right, the descent was effected by glissades, and in hr. from 
the top the party rejoined the othere at the spot chosen for a bivouac, 
a little above the breakfast place. 

COL DE LA P I L A ~ I T E  (ABOUT 11,000 R.), July 22.-The whole party 
made the aecond recorded pasage of this col (the first from the La 
Bkrarde side). The couloir on the southern side was filled with mow, 
but the bergxhmnd was utterly impracticable, and a very difficult 
desoent dowu about 100 R. of precipitous rock to the right had to be 
effected, consuming no less than 1 i  hr. Ville Vallouise wae gained 
the same evening. 
' Techingel, our dog, accompanied us throughout all the above-men- 

tioued expeditions, with the exception of the Houies, the M t e  du 
Glacier Blanc, and the biont Giouberny! 

B ~ O N T  D'AIBIN (11,092 ft.), AXD C ~ L  DE GALAMBRE (10,200 ft.), July 
25.-Mr. Coolidge, with Almer and Michel, accomplished these little- 
known expeditions. Starting at  4.30 A.M. from a bivouac 14 hr. 
above the Chalets en Aval (which are about 2) hrs. walking from a 
little chapel on the road between Salabertrond and Exilles), an easy 
ascent over grass, racks, and snow led them to the Col de Galambre at  
5.40. Rather over an hour's ascent along the ridge to the right led 
them to the 'signal' on the Mont d'Ambin. Here a splendid view 
was g a i ~ e d  of the Dauphin&, Pennine, Graian, and Cottian Alps, includ- 
ing Monte Vim, biont Blanc, Grand Combin and Matterhorn. Forty 
mi~iutea were occupied in regaining the Col, whence the party in 35 
min. got clear of the ill-famed glacier, and in about 4 hra' more actual 
walking reached Bramans on the BIont Cenis road. 

COL DLS GRANDES Jonass~s, July 14.-Messra. T. S. Kennedy, J. G. 
Marshall, Lop@, and Stephen crowd the pass between the Gnndea 
and Petites Jorasses. Leaving the Blontanvert at 3 A.M., t.hey reached the 
foot of the rocks at  6.15, aud the Cul itself a t  a few minutee before 9. 

The earlier explorenr of DanphinB me opposed to the nlterations snggrsted ; 
and i n  tho absence of very strong rensons for change i t  is always desirable to 
retain a name which has already Lecome fiunilinr to trurel1ers.-Mitor, A. J. 
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Thry descended by the Glacier de Freboutzie and reached Cour- 
mayeur at 3 P.M. The pass presented no unusual difficulties. Guides 
Johann Fischer, U!rich Almer, and Henri Devouassoud. 

AICUILLE DE BLAITI&RE.-A point not actually the highest, but within 
a few feet of the highest, was reached this year by English mountaineers. 
They ascended by the Glacier des Nantillons. No further particulars 
have been received. 

AICUILLE DU MIDI, August? -Mons. and Madame Nillot, with 
Johann Jann of Neiringen and IIenri Devouaasoud, ascended the 
Aiguille du Midi by a new route. They slept at the hut on the Plan 
des Aiguilles and crossed the col between the Aiguille du Midi and the 
Aiguille du Plan to the hut behind the Aiguille du Midi. They took 
n very long time to reach the col. They ascended the Aiguille du 
Midi the next day, returning to Chamonix by the Mer de Glace. 

MONT BLANC, July 2 1.-Rlessrs. G. E. Foster and Noore, with Jakob 
Anderegg and IIans Baumann, lelt Courmayeur a t  12.20 am., and 
reached the foot of the GI. du Mt. Blanc, the most southerly feeder of 
the Miage, a t  4.55. Starting again at 5.20, and following, more or 
less, Mr. Kennedy's route described in No. 40, they reached the sum- 
n ~ i t  of hiont Blanc at 4 P ar., their halts on the way having aggregated 
letm than 1 hr. They descended by the usual route, and reached Cha- 
monix at 10.40 P.M. To accomplish the whole distance from Cour- 
mayeur to Chamonix in one day will probably not always be found 
practicable, but there is no question that Mr. Kennedy's route is the 
best yet discovered for the ascent from Courmayeur, and may be made 
generally available. Though less direct and exciting than the route by 
the Rrenva glacier, it is interesting and is comparatively free from 
difficulty, only the last t h o u ~ n d  feet of rocks offering any obstacle worth 
mention. The erection of a hut on the rocks on the right bank of the 
Glacier du Mont Blanc would probably make the expedition one of 
the most popular in the Alps, and the subject might advantageously 
be considered by the Italian Alpine Club. Signor Gamba, a member 
of that Club, subsequently a~cended from, and returned to, Courmajeur 
by this route, sleeping out two nights. 

COL DE LUSENEY. FROM THE VALPELLINE TO THE VAL ST. BARTEL 
LEMI, Friday, July 11.-Mr. A. Giles Puller, accompanied by J. J. 
Mquignaz and Louis Carrel (both of Val Tournanche) as guide and 
porter, lei? the house of the Cur6 at Bionnaz at 4 A.M., and, after 
ascending the valley for an hour, crowd the main stream of the Valpel- 
line, and ascended by a path which led to a chdet on the brink of 
the stream which drains the gorge lying west of the Bec de Luseney ; 
on a plateau higher np they passed a second chaet, and a third still 
higher on the edge of the stream which drains the glacier and gorge 
lying north of the Bec : this third chdet was left well to the left, and 
they commenced ascending the slopes which lead to the ar&te coming 
down from the Bec itself. After a time they reached the first snow- 
slope, and, that being surmounted, they coritinued the ascent, partly by 
rocks and partly by a couloir filled with snow, until they reached the 
nrete ibelf. Continuing along the mete, about 11.30 A.m. they reached 
a level portion of it covered with snow, from whence they looked across 
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a gulf to the &ria at  the extremity of the glacier, which appeared 
quite hopelew either to ascend o r  descend, ending in a pitilem fall of 
300 or 400 It. : and could also see not far above a remarkable rocky 
tooth, inside or eouth of which it was possible to pats, and from thence 
a broad ledge landed them on the upper level of the glacier a t  12.15 P.M., 
from whence (after r&ing an hour for dinner) they easily reached the 
Col de Lu~eney at 2 P.M. 

One hour's descent brought them to the chilleta of Luseney, and a 
eecond hour to the chklefs of Preterier, where they halted for the night, 
RB rain commenced to fall. From the chalets of Praclon an hour below 
commences an easy pnss, called locally the Col de Fen&&, which in 
one hour brought them to the upper chalete of Torgnon, in the Val 
Tournanche, whence Chatillon may be reached in 3 bourn and the 
village of Val Tournanche in little more than 4 hours. 

Anyone attempting the paas the other way (from the Val St  Bar- 
thhlenii to Valpelline) should, a h r  reaching the Col, descend the 
glacier for 4 of an I~our, and then bear to the lei% no as to strike the re- 
niarkable rocky tooth, which mill appear to him the end of the &te : 
he will thus avoid the draw at  the end of the glacier, to descend which 
is hopeless. 

A s c m  OF THE DENT D'HEREXS IHOH BREUIL, TIlursJny, Jlcly 17.- 
Mr. A. Giles Puller, accompanied by J. J. and Pierre Maquignnz sa 
qiidey and Emmanuel hlaquignaz and Louis Carrel aa porters, let% 
Breuil a t  4 past 3 A.M., and in 2 hours reached the glacier which is  
called in Mr. Reilly's map, Glacier d'Erin, but which is known locully 
us the Glacier de Mont Albert. Ascending by the left side of the 
glacier, they passed between two patches of rock, and, afbr crossing 
the bergsehrund, circled round to the right on the plateau above the 
great &raca, and pitched their tent about 3 P.M, on the: ridge of rocka 
btprdering the east side of the glacier. Starting the next morning 
(Friday, the 18th) at 4 A.x., they ascended first by a deep snow slope, 
and afterwards by the rocks to the right of the great couloir (visible 
from Val Tournanche) till, at 8.30 A.M., they reached the summit ofthe 
ridge which divides Val Tournanche from the Zardezan Glacier ; the 
final peak of the Dent d'I3erens standing out clear immediately in front 
of them. Without descending, they crossed the head of tbe glacier on 
to the southern dte, and then cut stmight across the great ice-slope, 
nnd reached the western arete overhanging the Tiefenmatten Glacier a t  
n pea t  elevation. The p i e  from the ice-dope on to the ar&k occu- 
pied considerable time, the rocks being both ~ teep  and difficult. At 
2 P.M. they reached the fipal ar&te, which was found to ba extremely 
narrow, and touched the highest point at 4 before 3 P.M. : they de- 
scended by the we~tern ar&le, the lower portion of which presented 
qreat difficulties, so that they did not get on to the upper level of the 
hrdezan glacier till nearly 9 P.M., and reached Prerayen at 4 A.M. 

on the lDth, from ti hence they returned to Val Tournanche by the 
Val Cornere pass the same day. 

SCHALLHORN, Jii1y PO.-Jlr. T. Middlemore, with Johann J ~ n n  and 
Ch~ist im Lauener, left Zinal at 2.10 A M., reaclled the top of the hfoming 
Passat 10.30 A.M. by the usual route, and thenceascendcd the Scballhorn 



by 11.45 A.M. They descended to Zermatt by the ordinary way. The 
Schallhorn is worth climbing, since from the Moming Pas9 the eastern 
view is spoilt by the Schallhorn, and the weetern by the llothhorn range. 

R o ~ ~ a o n ~ , ~ u t y  1 n f d  2.-Meeera Tbomaa Cox and F. Gardiner, with 
J. bLLochmatter and Peter KnUbel, ascended this peak from Zernlatt hy 
the western d te ,  and descended to Zinal. They left their gtte on the 
moraine of the Trifi Glacier, 2 hra above Zermatt, at 4 A.M., and 
reached the summit a t  10 A.M. The laat 2 hm. of the ascent were over 
loose mow and ice-covered rocks, which rendered a considerable 
amount of step-cutting necessary. Near the summit they found the 
rope left by M m .  Dent and Passingham (who made the first w e n t  
by this route last ear), almost entirely wvered with ice. The des-~nt  
was made by Mr. Leslie Stephens' rook. The above party, the first 
that hw crossed this mountain, consider it decidedly easier on the Zer- 
matt aide. Z i a l  was reached at 7 P.M. 

A q w t  16.-Mr.F. A. Wallroth left at 2 A.M. a bivouac just below the 
moraine of the Trift Glacier, with Nieolaa and P. J. Kniibel, for the 
ascent of the Rothhorn. They reached the top by 8 A.M., without any 
diflieulty, owing to the absence of snow on the rocks. In descending, 
they diverged from the ordinary Zinal route, and came down the face 
for about 500 ft., and then crossed it till they struck the mete j& be- 
low the lower of the two towers, where the snowfield from the Moming 
Pass touches it. This they descended, and finally arrived at the foot 
of the last dope on the Zinal side of the Morning Pans, the summit of 
which was reached at 12, and Zermatt at 6 P.M. The Zinal face of the 
Rothhorn is very steep, and if there were any mow on it, would be 
impracticable. 

~ c i i w ~ ~ z a o ~ ~ . - - ~ h e  following account of the first ascent of the 
Schwarzhorn, one of the southern peaks of Monte Rosa, haa been re- 
ceived &om Baron Albert Rothachild:--'On August 17, with the Mar- 
quis Marw Msglioni, the guides Peter and R'icholaa KnUbel, Edward 
Cupelain, and three portera carrying a tent, I started from the Riffel 
hotel for the top of the Lysjoch, which we reached s t  4 P.M. TWO 
guides were eent on to see whether a rock, situated at a + hour's die- 
tancc firom the w l  (and which we found out later to be the Balmer- 
horn), would prove fit for an encampment. The guides returned, after 
an hour, telling us the Balmenhorn would not be a suitable place for 
pitching the tent; and so we passed the night a t  the foot of the Lye 
Kamm. The weather was calm, but rather cloudy, and unusually 
warm for a height of 13,000 it., the thermometer marking 5 O  Rhumur 
at 7 in the evening. However, when i t  became d& the cold waa 
intense. A iitrong north-west wind cleared the sky, and when we rose 
at 3 A.M. our claret was completely frozen. We had the intention of 
making the ascent of the Schwarzhorn, but none of us knowing exactly 
the poaition of this peak, marked in Dufour's map a little below the 
Parrotapitze, whilet others place it near the Vincent Pyramide, we deter- 
mined to a l e  first v rocky tooth between the latter and the Ludwigs- 
hiihe, in order to gain a good view of the nunounding summita I t  
took us lcas than 1 hour to reach the top, although the rocks were very 
ekep ; and Pctor h i ibe l ,  whom we had appointed leader, ~ c ~ b l e d  up 
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on the north side, which is by far more difficult tban the sauthern 
(facing the Vincent Pyramide), by which we made our deucent. On 
the summit, reached a t  5.15 A.M., we found no stone-man, and thin 
made us suspect our rocky tooth to be the Schwarzborn. A flag was 
planted on tbe mmmit, and the usual h o e - m a n  erected by the guides- 
Immediately after the descent on the eourh-uvcst side, we went up tlie 
I,udwigshiihe, and then the Parrotupitze, near which we could not dis- 
cover the peak called the Schaarzhorn in Dufo~u's map. This  fact, 
but  still more so a detailed article on bLonte Rosa and its nine stun- 
nlits in the last volume (1874-73) of & Italian Alpine Club, which 
we read on the following day a t  Alagna, fully convinced us that the 
tint peak we had scaled wae the Schwarzborn. I@ height, as given by 
Tschudi and others, is 4,295 m6trea; but it  overtop the Lysjoch, 
4,300 m;?tra: co~~sccluently one of thee statements must be wrong. 
W e  had the intention of ascending, n l q  the Signalkuppe and the 
Zurnsteinspitze, but thick mist wasrising rapidly in the 1tali:m valleys, 
and therefore we hurried back to the  Vincent Pyramide, which we ran 
up, and then descended k, ALgna, where we arrived a t  2 P.M. Oar 
three porters had left ua on the col, and carried back the teut to the  
Hiffel. 

' An Italian g~ntlcman tried Iast year to get up the Sch~varzhorn, bu t  
his attempt was frustrated by. bad wei~ther.' 

THE S T R A B I . H O ~  FI:OM THE WEISSTHOR SIDE, September 2, 1872.- 
hlessl-s. A. P. Boy~on :md C. 3. Penfuld, wibh Franz Burgener and an 
Andermatten as guides, made the a b w c  ascent. They ibllowed the 
hlattmark JF-eissthor track to within a short distance of tile col. From 
this point the Stralllhorn presents the appearance of two walls of rock, 
the one surmounting the other, and divided by a belt of snow. The 
cmly care needful ia to avoid stones, which ocmsiomlly Fall, and whose 
accustomed tracks are clearly m'ulred on the snow plateau beneath. 
The two rock cliffs having been climbed, the summit is reached by a 
moderately steep snow slope, or, as they found it, an ice elope, necessi- 
tating step-cutting for a considerable time. This, however, they ven- 
ture to tliiuk was exceptional. The descent is on to the col of the Adler 
Inas (thus combining a good ascent with tlie best part of this first-rate 
p ~ 4 ) ,  and thence by the Adler and Findelen glaciers to a point on the 
Itiffelberg, termed Gugel. The shades of evening having come upon 
then1 before they had well left the glacier, and the attempts to hit off 
the wid Gugel being made in the dark, resulted in a late arrival a t  the 
Kiilelhauu. Thia is, however, to be attributed to a late atart and much 
step-cutting. The  excursion occupied 17 houra, including halts, one 
of the p r t y  being unwell, but under ordinary circumstances 14 
would be an~ple. 

LAQUIN JOCH -In crossing this pass A few days afterwards (Septem- 
ber 6 )  the rocks on the left hand, formerly used in the descent, were 
ibnnd to have been swept away, thus compelling the party to make 
a stmigl~t line to the glacier beneath. This sheer descent cost about 
4 hours, whereas by rile old rocks much less tirne would have been 
requid. Leaving &as a t  3.30 A.M., they reached the col a t  8.30 A x., 
and Simplon at  5 r.11. 



WEISSMIES, Augtrst 20.-Mesqm. J. A. Peeblee, J. Oakley Naund, 
nnd H. Noel Malan, with Johann Jann and Ulricll EIuggler, of Mey- 
ringen, and Joseph Dorsaz, of Simplon, made the ascent of the Weiss- 
lnies from the village of Simplon, and descended to S'm. 

They left Simplon a t  1 A.M., and ascending the Laquin Thal, reached, 
a t  6, the foot of the Laquin Glacier. The left-hand branch of the 
glacier was followed into a semicircular basin, enclosed by the Weiw- 
mies on the right, Thiilihorn on the left, and in front the ridge which 
joins the two. At 8.30 the top of this ridge was struck a t  a point 
about south of the summit of the Weissmie~, which was reached at  
11.45, the way being mostly up rocks to tho last arCte, which was 
trifling, the-snow being soft. On account of the clouds, Do- had 
refused to cross the peak and descend the other side of it, and so left 
the provisions on the ridge. The party was therefore obliged to return 
that way, after staying 4 an hour a t  the top. 'I'he ridge w.w left a t  2, 
and reached a t  5.15. There was little glacier on this side, less 
than an hour sufficed to reach the top of the Zwischbergen P a a ~ ,  whence 
they reached tho Almageler Alp, and got into the Saas valley a t  
Aln~agel. 

Time : 1 G i  hrs., including 1 hr. 40 min. of halta 

CENTRAL ALPS. 

FIN~TE~AAREORN,  Julie 28.-bfessrs. Moore and H. Walker, with 
hlelchior and Jnkob Anderegg, left the Kastenstein at  2.15 A m., reached 
the summit of the Finsteraarhorn, by the Bgassiz-joch, a t  12.15 P.M., 

and returned to Grindclwald by the same route a t  8.45 P.M. Sin= 
Mr. Foster's ascent in 18G8, one or two parties have followed the above 
route to the summit, but  the descent has always been made to the 
Xggischhorn. There is, however, no reason why the deecent to Grin- 
delwald should not become popular, nnd the expedition be recognieed 
as one of the ' stock ' ones to be made from that place. Starting from 
the Faulberg, the distance would not be excessive, and a party could 
usually reckon Kith confidence on reaching Grindelwald before night, 
unless the p e a t  couloir below the Agassiz-joch hap$ned to be in ex- 
ceptionally bad order, in which case retrcat to the Faulberg would be 
easy, or the night could be passed a t  the Kastenstein, where the quarters 
are pretty hir. 

JUNOFRAU, July 10.-Mr. Moore, with Jakob Anderegg and Peter 
Schlegel, passed from the H6tel Bellevue on the Klein Scheidegg to 
the Zggischhorn over the sun~mi t  of the Jnngfrau in a Lcingle day. 
Starting at  2.55 A.M., they reached the Silber-liicke a t  10.15, the 
summit a t  12.50 P.M., and the Bggischhorn a t  8.55 P.M. The  north 
side of the mountain was in good, but not first-rate, condition. On 
the 8011th side the snow lay deep on the Aletsch glacier down to tho 
llargi'len See, and on the slopes of the Bggischhorn to within a quarter 
of an hour of the hotel. Aa there is no conveniel~t spot for a bivouac 
on thc north side, P(*~WIIS attempting thirc expedition-pcrhaps tho 
finest in the Iserncse Ohurlund-would probably do well to follow Mr. 
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Moore's example, and start from the Klein Scheidegg, trusting at least 
to reach the Padberg on the other side. The descent to the Wengern 
Alp m n o t  be recommended, as the risk from avdanches while getting 
through the central icefall of the Guggi glacier in the afternoon is very 
great ; on July 6, at 1 P.M. an immense maas of ice f d  from near the 
Junghu-jwh, and swept right down and acrom the central fall, com- 
pletely smashing it np There is no p d b i l i t y  of keeping out of the 
line of fire, so contracted is the available apace. 

ALLTSCHBORN, July 4.-Mr. T. Middlemore, with Johann Jann and 
Christian Lanener, left the Fadberg at 3.50 A.M. Rounding the 
Dreicckhorn, they mounted the alopes and dram of the emtern spur of 
the Aletachhorn. On reaching the col between that peak and the 
Dreieckhorn, they ascended by the u d  route the esstern ' kamm,' and 
got to the top at 12. They returned by the Middle Aletsch Glacier 
to the B ~ ~ h o r n .  

SCHRECKBORR FROM THE LALTERAAR SAITEL, July 1 I.-Mesua. W. M. 
and 1i. Pendlebury,with Peter Baumann and Peter Kaufmrm, left the hut 
nmr the Gleckvtein at 12.35 A.x., prrssed the Lauteraar Sattel at 5 A.x., 
ant1 reached the summit of the Schreckhorn at 11.30 A.M. Actual 
walking, 10 hrs., and halts, 55 min. The old way by the Zasenberg 
was taken in descending. The courae lay at starting along the dopea 
of the Wetterhorn range under the upper enowfieIds (not over them aa 
in the account of the Laukraar Sattel in the Alpine Guide), and 
taking to the Upper Grindelwald Glacier almost imniediately above 
the great icefall, struck the ridge connecting the Berglistock and 
Schreckhorn a little to the right of the lowest point. This ridge was 
followed to the base of the final peak, and the ascent thence completed 
by the northern face of the mountain on a line keeping nearly atraight 
upwards to the summit, and joining the mete by which the axent haa 
hitherto been made about 10 or 15 minutes from the top. This expe- 
dition would be shorter if the etart waa made from the ' Pavilion,' om 
the Unteraar Glacier. 

WEXDENSTOCK, July 26.-The following notes h e  been received 
fiom Mr. J. C. V. Bastow :- 

' I had for a long time reconnoitred the higheat point of the Gadmen- 
fluh from Engstlen. It is called either Wendenstock or Schwarzstock, 
and bore the reputation of inaccessibility. I t  is against my principles 
to go with guidea, and I waa unable to find any companion willing to 
go with me. I started alone at 9.45, and ascended diagonally fkom the 
middle of the Engstlen See towards the right bank of the glacier, to 
which I kept up to the buttress which divides a m l l  and very steep 
nrnl of the glacier (which runs down to the east) from the main stream. 
I cut steps across this to the rocks at the base of n large and very con- 
spicuous couloir to the extreme east of the cirque of rocks forming the 
final peak. The rocks here were very smooth, and the ascent had to 
be n~ade by the palms of my hands and my knees, holding my axe in 
m teeth now and then. I reached the base of the couloir at 10.45, il w ere it was imposible to get into it, but by a short climb to the right 
over very rotten atone I overcame the difficulty. The rocks are very 
.ekvp, and the ledges very d, but I rcadcd the gap at thc top at 
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11.25. The danger of falling stonea in the couloir is very great, as i t  is  
a perfectly smooth chimney, about 1,000 ft. high, and at (I should 
thi~llr) an angle somewhat above 75' (7) There are many huge masses 
nt the top ready to fall, and one side overhangs. From the gap I crossed 
to the Gadmen side of the peak, and so ascended over huge blocks of 
stone, which give very uncertain footing, in 5 min. to the top (the 
extreme east of the peak), which I reached at 1.30, having spent 33 
hrs. without halting S i m  Enptlen. On the top I built a small cairn, 
which is just viaible from Enptlen with a good glnes. The descent 
occupied 3 hra., the couloir being very difficult, as also the rocks a t  
the base just above the arm of the glacier which haa to be crossed. 
The view is finer than that from the Titlis, which hidesscarcelyanything, 
and is  itself a wnspicuoua object. The right bank of the Gndmenthal 
is so much nearer from the Schwarzvtock that I would recommend 
everyone who haa a steady head to ascend it, in preference to the Titlia 
I may also mention that there is a good pass from Engstlen to Meirin- 
gm between the Rothhorn and Glockl~aus (Ball's Lauberstock 1). The 
ascent from the Melchsee is somewhat difficult, and the danger of fall- 
ing stones considerable. The Glockhaus msy be ascended on the way 
by ita south mete. The view is preferable to that from the much- 
overrated Hohenstollen. Both ascent and descent require care. 
Time to Meiringen from the top 24 hra. In all, from Engstlen, 
including a halt at the top, 6 hra  There are three or four ways of 
descendin between the Graustock and the Wildgeisberg to Engelberg. 
All are tsf en diagonally from south-& to north, along the face of the 
precipices overhanging the lower Trubsee Alp, until you get on to the 
ordinary Jochli route to Engelberg. I t  would be well to allow the 
whole day for anyone of them, and they all require a steady head. 

' The abort cut from Engstlen to Meiringen, which is one of the most 
beautiful walks in Switzerland, is little known, and Reems worth de- 
scribing. As far as the direction-board ( 1 i  hr.), ' Imhof and Meirin- 
gen,' the path is the same as the ordinary one. The horsepath then 
crosses the Gentelbach, but the footpath keeps on the right bank of the 
torrent, mounting for 5 min., past a spring and trough on the left (1.40 
from Enptlen). In 10 min. a path descends to Wyler, on the left. 
In 10 min. more, another path goes down to Wyler, and you must 
here turn off for Meiringen (2 hra. from Enptlen) sharply to the right, .v 

along an ill-marked track, over a patch of graae which descends 
through a belt of fire to a spring on the left, in 2 min. from the broad 
path to Wyler. Henceforward keep a t  the same level, turning neither 
right or left, about 2,000 ft. above Hof, which you can see below. In 
2.40 from Enlptlen, a h r  10 min. dellcent, you pass a trough on the . 
right, and, in a few yards more, a w a t e d l  ; henceforth the path is un- 
mistskwble, and brings you toMeiringen in 3 hra 10 min. Theviewa 
of the Urbachthd by this route an, very grand. The distances are 
tl~roughout those of a fast walker in good training. The landlord at 
Engstlen does not like visitors to know of the short path to Meiringen, 
l~wa11ae (I rim told) there is mme arrangemeilt with the innkeeper at 
Ilof, who a o ~ ~ l d  nuffer if Ilof was not passed en route for hfeiringen.' 

PlZZ0 (10,096 i t )  AND PASSO DI ~ A X P O  TENCA (9,800 it.). PAIUO 
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TO PRATO IN VAL XIAGGIA, September 5.-It is-an instance of the per- 
verse capriciousness of travellers that the Val Maggia, within a few 
hours of Lago %@ore and easy reach of the St. Gothard road, should 
be m seldom visited. Bf r. Ball has in vain done his best to call atten- 
tion to its beauty, and it is perhaps idle to repeat his praise. But it 
may be possible, by pointing out another glacier pass leading into it, to 
attract some dray members of the Club to what is probahly the finest 
granitic valley in the Alps. The route over the Basodine from Val 
Fomlazza to Bignasco has already been described in the Alpine Guide ; 
a mountaineer may easily come by this way, and leave by Pizm Campo 
Tenm. Bignasco itself is a charming halting-place. The village, a 
clu.tcr of bright-coloured homes, capped by a grey campanile, stands 
among& gardens and orchards at the junction of the blue water of Val 
Bavona with the still more exquisitely blue Maggia. High-arched 
bridgcr, leap over either stream. The balcony of the inn, a tall house 
between the two rivers, commands a view unsurpassed for romantic 
beauty and picturesque completeness. Over a foreground of peach- 
trees and sunflowers the white hamlet of Caver~no gleams from among 
its vineyards on the neighbouring hillside. A little further the moun- 
tains of Val Bavona fall into the deep valley in successive buttresses, 
each a maas of the noblest outline, composed of cliffs sweeping down 
into curving dopes c:f granite bulders half buried in chestnut forests. 
The snows of the Beodine close and complete the picture. Charming 
walks may be found in every direction through the woods. One of 
the nearest in to a chapel behind Bignaaco, standing on a brow com- 
manding Val Bavona and the lower valley towards Cevio. A smaller 
chapel close a t  hand bears a date early in the sixteenth century, and 
its frescoes, mdly restored, at least contrast favourably with the modem 
horrora of Italian valleys Fishermen should find good sport in the 
river, on the banks of which two or three native anglera are always 
to be seen brandishing their long, jointless bamboo rods. There ia 
a telegraph, and a diligence twice a day from Locarno to Bignaeco, and 
once to Fusio in the upper valley (where a new inn haa ktely been 
opened), 5 hra. by mulepath firom Faido or K i l o .  Signor Patocchi, 
who entertains visitors at Bignasco, is a man of position in the Canton, 
and would be willing to meet the wante of English people if they came 
more frequently to his h o w .  Clean beds, plenty of fieh, and o fowl 
may always be relied on. 

The possibility of crossing from V d  Leventina to Val Maggia over 
the highat point of the range dividing the two valleys was first proved 
1,y Ilerr Studer (Jahrhuch des S. Alpenclub, vol. v. p. 121). The 

. Swiss mountaineer was, however, led astray by his guides, and occu- 
pied many hours over an expedition which ought to be of very mode- 
rate length. The proper course from the Alp Crozlina ia euggested in 
the Jnhrbuch, and may yery likely have been taken by foreign 
climbers, but the mountain is entirely new to Englishmen. 

D. W. Freshfield, with Franyois Devouawud, reached the chalet of 
the Crozlina Alp, after a pleasant walk of 3 hra. from Faido. The 
easiest line of a~ccnt up the steep rocks which form the baae of the 
Yizzo C a m p  Tenca is found by keeping near a little stream fdling 
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from the glacier to the mnth of a ridge ending in a point markt:d 
2,470 metres on Dufour's map. When the glacier is approached, i t  
seems best to strike this ridge. Mounting alternately by steep banks of 
rock and nhvk, the peak was gained after a very direct but easy climb. 
Bad weather came on, and destroyed what must be a very interesting 
view, and the descent into Val di Prato had to be sought for in thick 
f o ~ .  From the gap between the two highest sumniita of Pizzo Cnnipo 
Tenca, it  proved easy to get down over snow and rough ground to the 
highest hut, whence a track led, in 14 hr., from the peak to the first 
inhabited chklet, the solitary tenant of which was consoling himself 
with some escellent coffee. A 4 of an hour further the head of Val 
d i  Prato is entered. A romantic path, built along the face of vertical 
cliffs, threads a long and narrow gorge whore the rocks are fringed with 
beech, birch, and a h ,  and the stream, unequalled in the Alps for its 
brilliancy and depth of colour, forms a succession of sparkling leaps and 
still blue poola A t  the junction of a glen, through which a path 1ead.q ' 
to Val Verzasca, a steep descent, which the stream ahoota in a showcr 
of water-rockets, leads to the hamlet of San Carlo. The path here 
crosses n bridge below the fall, and runs along a finely-broken hillside, 
richly clothed in thick beech and chestnut forests, until a t  Prato i t  
joins the carriage-road of Val Maggia. 
Times: Faido to Crozlina Alp, 3 hm.; to Pizzo Cnmpo Tenca, 2+ 

hrs. ; to clillet, 14 hr. ; to Prato, 12 hr. ; to Bignasco, 1i hr. : total, 
1 0  hrs. 

PONTRESINA TO SILS MARTA BY THE SELLA AND SCERSCEN PASSES.- 
The following note has been received from the Rev. T. G. Bonney :- 
' Among the various possible combinations of passes over the Bernina 
chain, 1 believe the above is a new one. Though less direct than the 
Caputstliin Pam, it  offers a much greater variety of scenery, and, ac- 
cording to my guide, Hans Grass, the Sella is a far more beautiful pass 
than the Caputschin. The only part of the route which is new is the 
descent of a wall of rock, a spur from the Piz Selln, which divides the 
snowfields of the Sella Pass from the S c e r m n  Glacier. This cannot be 
very much less than 1,000 ft. high, and is one of the steepest that I 
have ever descended, but  not difficult, as the rocks are very good for 
climbing. Gnrss led me down in first-rate style, with only one slight 
check. There is now a small Alpine hotel in the Roseg valley, rnther 
more than 14 hr.' walk from Pontresinn. On an emergency they can 
make up  ten beds. I found the place clean, comfortable, and well 
supplied, and the charges not too high, and utrongly advise moun- 
taineers, who intend to make long excursions in that district to avail 
themselves of it, and so Recure having the snow in good order. Our 
times were, from tllis inn to top of Sella Pass, 3 hrs. 45 min. ; thence 
to top of Scenccn Pass, 3 hrs. 20 min. (the descent of the wall occupy- 
ing 1 hr. 1 0  min., the greater part being spent on rock) ; thence to 
Sils Maria, 3 hra. 15 min. : total 10 hrs. 20 niin. actual wdking, rathcr 
fast.' 

Trre ORTELER.--We are infornicd, on the authority of Herr Sigward, 
of the Deutachen Alpen-Verei~i, that the ' Tuckettwcg ' up the Orteler 
has become impracticablq owing to the formation of a great crevasse 
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extending right across the face of the mountain. Jn cnnsguence, the 
' Gebhardweg,' by which the firat ascent8 were made in the laxt century, 
and which h a  long been conaidered impracticable, has again been 
brought into use. This lies along the east ridge, descending from the 
peak towards the Suldenthal and forming on one side the boundary of 
the Sulden Glacier. 
HIGH-LEVEL ROUTE FROY S ~ A  CATARISA TO RABBI BY TEE MONTE 

CEVEDALE AND VEDRETTA DELLA VEIEZIA, Augu~t 22.-Mesm. J. G. 
and R. T. Ritchie, and D. W. Freshfield, with F r a n ~ i s  Devourrssoud, 
aud n porter, left Santa Catarina a t  3 A.M.. and ascended Monte 
Cevedale by the glacier falling from it into Val Cedeh without going 
round to the Ceredale Pa~a  Having returned to the gap between the 
two summits (Mr. Tuckett's Furkele Joch) they traversed the cre- 
vussed southern f;rce of the east pe& to the ridge descending to the 
Hohenferner Joch. Following this ridge to the pass, they traversed 
the g p ,  and kept along the rocky crest dividing the Val della Mare 
from the Martell Thal. A h r  an easy ascent, a d glacier was 
trod and the crest again struck to the east of the stonemen, marking 
the eecond pass mentioned by Mr. Ball (Alpine Guide, 37 Route F).. 
They then climbed the shoulder of the Pizzo Venezia to a point ecarcrly 
150 ft. below that rather inuignificant mmmit. Few passes in the A l p  
command views equal to those of the central maas of the Orteler obtained 
between the Hohenferner Joch and this point, including on one hand 
the bold peaks of the Kiinigspitze, Zebru and Orteler itself, on the other 
band, the vast snowy nlassea which surround the Forno Glacier, end -  
ing down on this side also large glaciers into Val della Mare. The 
mtzthaler Ferner are well seen, and in the opposite direction, the whole 
height of the Presanella, a splendid object, rising behind the meadows 
of the Val di Pejo. A descent of 5 min. led to the level snowfields of 
the Vedretta della Venezia, which were crossed to a broad gap, form- 
ing the highest pass between the Val della Mare and the Rabbi valley. 
Its height (about 10,300 fi) is mfficient to overlook the opposite 
eastern ranges and to command a wide prospect over the fertile hills of 
the Nonsberg and the rich Trentino, fenced in like a garden by the 
distant spikes of the Botzen and Primiero Dolomitea 

The following dirt~tions may be found useful in the descent. Keep 
a t  first on the left aide of the mal l  glacier ; from the platform below 
ita foot bear to the right to the highest pasturage, then to the left over 
a grass-slope leading to a stream, which must be c r d .  The preci- 
pices which now stop the way must be turned by keeping well to the 
left and ecrambling down a steep but e q  gully, which l ead~  to a track 
near the foot of one of the barriers of the valley. The path followa the 
right bank down three steep and b n y  descenta separated by amall 

In the ' Karte der Centralen Ortlergroppe,' published under the authority of 
the German Alpine Club, the mute can be followed with d e i e n t  acmmcy. Ballb 
Hohenfrrner Joch is there Fiirkel Scharte, and his wand more easterly p a s  the 
Hohenferner Joch. The Vedretta della Venezia h o m e s  the Vedretta Careser. 
The w a l l  glacier falling towards Val di Rabbi is well shown, but the ground 
bdow it is left vague. In this map tk whole mth-west limb of the Ortaler 
p u p  is  moat inaeeunrtely represented, and might b&er hare been left a blank. 
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plains ; below the last, and near Borne cottages, it  crossas the strcnm, 
and after a time begins to mount along the 11illrJde towards the villnga 
of Piazzola. For the Baths it is best to follow a watercourse, and then 
run down into the level meadows which extend for a mile above the 
mineral source. 

The inns a t  Rabbi are rougher than the Stabiliniento at Santa 
Catarina, without being, like Pejo, intolerably dirty and disorderly. 
The beds are clam and comfortable, sufficient food can be obtained, 
and the people are very civil to pawing strangers. 

Previous to thc expedition here described no way was known be- 
tween Santa Catarina and Ilnbbi unless by descending deep into either 
the Martell Thal or the Val della Mare. The new route is very direct, 
free from difficulty, and not too laborious, involving a second ascent of 
only 1,000 ft. The latter part of it is, of course, equally available for 
mountaineers crossing from the Suldenthal to Rabbi, who can ascend 
Monte Cevedale from St. Gertrud in about the same time as from Santa 
Cahrina. Times :-Ascent of Monte Cevedale 6 hra  ; to Hohenferner 
Joch, 1 hr. ; to shoulder of Pizzo Venezia, 2 hra ; to p overlooking 
Val di Rabbi, 50 min. ; descent to Baths, 3 hrs. Total 12 hrs. 50 nlina 

VAL TERE~ENGA AND BOCCA DI VALLEZZA, August 23 and 24.-Tlie 
=me party (except the porter) crossed by this hitherto undescribed 
valley and p a ~ s  from Cles to Molveno. 

Tliere are probably few valleys in the Alps 6 hrs. in length the name 
of which is not mentioned in the 'Alpine Guide! Val Teresenga h w  
met with this fate. The entrance to the valley is near Tuenno, a few 
miles below Cles in Val di Non. A good cart-road mounta beside the 
stream through a porpliyry gorge, which recalk the Bcenery near Botzen. 
High up on the vertical cliffi on either hand are Been waterwunwr 
constructed with wonderful boldness, in order to fertilise the lcwer 
valley. Above the spot whence thew draw their euppliee, the stream 
itself is buried under huge rock-avalanches, the remains of which givo 
a desolate air to the valley. Although there are no permanent dwellings 
in Val Temenga, its forests afford employment in summer to a large 
population. Being Saturday &moon, at least 200 men, women, and 
children were met returning to their homw, moat of them laden with 
baskets of raspbemi- and bilbemes. 

The road preeently mounts more steeply under the smooth cliffs of 
Monte Corno, and the forest becomes thicker. About 24 hre! steady 
walking from Tuenno the Lago di Tovello, a sheet of clear blue water 
about a mile long by half a mile. wide, is viddenly discovered em- 
bowmed amongst dense foreats and lofty cliffs. A nativo of Cles has 
built a small fishing lodge on the shore. 

The porter, in~tead of taking the direct path b&de the lake and 
along the valley, insisted, for fear of being benighted, on our climbing 
a steep ascent of at least 2,000 ft. to a chalet mid to be newer than the 
Flavona Alp. The labour was repaid by an ~~nexpectedly extensive 
view not only of the mountain0 round the l~ead of the valley, but of the 
Venetian Dolomites as fur m the Pelmo. The chilet (known as the 
b l a b  di Sotto) stand8 on the edge of a shelf of pasturage under 
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the. rugged limestone c l i f i  of the Sasso R o ~ w  and S.m Alto. The 
still, blue lake lies deep beneath, buried in forcst and girt in hy broken 
crags. Above and below the lake there is no floor to the glen ; where 
a torrent might be expected to flow through a tolerably level trough, 
nothing is seen but a confusion of high-piled nlounds. Some extraor- 
dinary convulsion of nature has overtl~rown mountains and blocked u p  
the valley with their remains; but the ruin is eo veiled in  a thick 
cloak of verdure as ~carcely to attract attention at  first sight. 

From this chalet i t  is a walk of 2 hrs., gradually descending along 
forest paths ~kir t ing the great precipices above the lake, to the lower 
Flavona Alp, standing at  the foot 01's steep low barrier. Half an hour 
higher, in the n~iddle of a broad sloping n~eadow, is the upper Flavona 
chhlet. TWO passes were k n o ~ m  to the herdsmen, one on the W. lead- 
ing to Can~piglin, another on the E. to Spor JIaggiore; neither they 
nor the porter, who had been fix many years a forester in  the valley, 
knew of any direct way to Val delle Seghe and Molveno. T h e  track 
to Spor enters an upland v:~lley running under the cliffi of Monte 
Tublan, the highest of which is crowned by a shepherd's cross. Turn- 
ing to the right, and passing close to the southern foot of a rock re- 
sembling the Riffelhorn, the party entered a snowy hollow closed by n 
saddle, sepnrated by a stretch of rocky ground from the watershed. 
Close to the W. base of the bold but probably accessible out-lying pin- 
nacle of Monte Gallina, a gap was found leading into the extreme head 
of the northern branch of Val delle Seghe. I t  is proposed to call the pass 
the Boccn di Vallezza, from the name of the highest pasturage on the 
Molveno side. Clouds hid the view, which must be fine ; the lake of 
Molveno was seen through the first break in the miet. The  descent, 
through sceaery a t  least equal to that of the other branch of the valley, 
is  at first over steep beds of snow and rock, and then by a sheep-pnth. 
The  only place where it is poasible to miss the way is near the first 
shepherd's shelter, where a path will be found on the right in the 
ravine of the torrent. The track of the Bocca di Brenta is joined a t  
the fork of the valley. Times :-Tuenno to Flavona Alp (estimated by 
the direct p r h )  5 hrs. ; to Pass, 13 hr.; descent to BZolveno, 24 hrs. 

CARE ALTO AND IIIQH-LEVEL ~{OUTE FROY VAL RENDEXA TO VAL 
C n l r o s ~ c ~ ,  August 25 and 26.-The same party, with B. Nicoloai of biol- 
reno, drove down from Pinzolo to Bonago, and walked up  the Val di 
Borzago to tlie chillets a t  which Messrs. S. Taylor and Montgomery slept 
before their asccnnt of the Car6 Alto. The mountain is constantly in view, 
and the valley is throagliout well-wooded and picturesque. Birch trees 
of Caucasian g ~ o w t h  flourish near its head. The  cows were higher on 
the mountains, and they climbed on u p  a steep path into the recesa 
lying above the barrier a t  the head of the valley, and west of the spur 
which, springing from the base of the Car& Alto, forms the limit of the 
Bonago Glacier. 

The  pron~ised ' malgn' proved to be nothing more than a rude 
~he l tc r  formed by piling up a wall of stones against the underside of 
a n  overhanging rock. The mrrow space inside was already occupied 
by three men and a girl, and crowded with c l i c ~ ~ e x  and milk-pail% so 
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that it waa with difficulty that room was found to make up a bed with 
the brushwood collected outaide for fuel. 

Starting at daylight next morning Mr. Freshfield's party climbed 
the spur already mentioned. The best course is to follow it to the base of 
the peak, where it sinks into a anow ridge, and the Borzago Glacier can 
be reached without any descent. This line of ascent is shorter than that 
previously taken by the (true) left of the glacier. Future climbers are 
recommended to strike straight up the rocky N.E. face of the peak, 
which do- not seem to offer any serious difficulty. Mr. Freshfield 
and his companions turned to the right, and after a little trouble with 
crevasses, reached the gently-sloping snowfield at the N. base of the 
Carb Alto, on this aide an ice-wall of great steepness. By striking the 
N.W. ridge low down, and then completing the ascent as much as pos- 
sible by the rockn, they avoided the necessity of cutting more than a 
dozen stepa I t  is only for a few yards that the rocks become too 
smooth to give sati&ctory foothold. 

The fir& glimpse of the green pasturages of Val di Fum, seen as an 
oasis amidst rocks and snow, is very rjtriking, and may recall the 
legend of the lost valley of Monte Rosa. The panorama is naturally 
extensive, and, from the position of the peak overlooking on one side 
vast glaciers, on the other fertile valleys, rich in contrast. 

After returning to the glacier, the party skirted the sides of Monte 
Folletto and the Corno di Cavento, and having croased the almost im- 
perceptible divieion between the nevb of the Borzago and Laris Gla- 
ciers, pined the well-marked gap between the Cavento and the Crozzon 
di Laris. The granite ridge on the leR is broken into horns and pin- 
nacles of unusual boldnew and splendid colouring. From this pass 
they descended on to the snowfields of the Fum Glacier, and crossing 
to those which feed the Matterot Glacier (Lobbia GI. of Payer) reached 
the Passo della Lobbia alto. The Vedretta di Bedole (Mandron GI. of 
Payer) was next crossed in its greatest breadth to the Passo del 
Mandron, the lowest gap in the chain connecting the Corno Bianco 
and Monte Mandron. As the party drcw near the &mi del Confine, 
a family group of three chamois were Been on the snow, and shortly 
afterwards a gun was fired from among the rocks skirting the glacier, 
and n solitary hunter sprang forward. The shot missed, but it was 
curious to see how in their flight the two old chamois not only would 
move no faster than the pace of their young, but placed themselvchs 
close on either side, as if instinctively sheltering it from danger. A 
snowfilled trough leads to one of the glaciers of Val di Avio. The ice 
should eoon be quitted on its right bank where a gully, amid& rugged 
crags, gives sccess to the highest pasturages. A rough cow-tmck, diEi- 
cult to trace, leads down to the first chalet, where the stream must be 
croseed. 

The wenery at the head of T'al di Avio is of a very high order. The 
Adamello unexpectedly rears itself up in a noble pyramid, large 
glaciers fall from i b  flanks, and on the other side the Corno di Baitone 
and its neighbours form a sheaf of snow-girt horns and pinnacles. One 
of the level platforma common in this group is filled by a large lake 
and a smooth expame of meadow, into which two torrents pour OVP. 

VOL. VI.-NO. XLII.  T 
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side by side in eplendid caacadea Below the lake the glen fail8 with 
extraordinary rapid;ty, and a very stony path, mainly on the left bank, 
leada down past a wccesqion of waterfalls, any one of which might be 
famous in a less ivoured region. 

The  lower lcvel of the valley is devastated by the torrent. Travellere 
ascending Val Camonica to Ponte di Legno, the nearest sleeping- 
quarters, will c r w  the stoily bed and follow a cart-track joining the 
Tonale road a little below Pontagna, and about 24 milee from Yonte 
di L g n o ,  where the inn is much i m ~ ~ m v e d .  

This route across the snowy table-lands of the Adamello may be 
shortened by from 3 to 4 bra. by omitting the ascent of the Care Alto. 
I t  would then cease to be a day of ~lnusuai length, and there is prob- 
ably no place in the Alps wilere five waternheds of equal elevation 
can be crossed with 80 little fatigue. The views of the surrounding 
ranges, especially of the whole chain of' the Brenta Alta, are most 
gplendid, and mountaineers nlready acquainted with Val di Genova can 
scarcely do better than follow the track here pointed out. The pasxes 
traversed are believed to have been all acco~nplirhed by Lieut. Payer, 
nr other foreign n~ountainccrr, but their cornhination is certainly new. 
The  relative heights a s i ~ n e d  to the Passo di Cavento and Fum Pass 
(9,400 and 9,800 Austrian Get) by Payer rtyuire revision, the former 
being decidedly the higher of the two. 

Bonifazio Kicolosi of hlolveno can be recommended as a splendid 
rock-climber and aa one of the most cheerfill and ready companions and 
Rturdy weight-carriers to be found in the A l p .  H e  seems also per- 
fectly capable to take the lead on ice. I t  is a pity thnt his duties as 
a forester prevent his accepting any long engagement. 

Times-Borqo to shepherd's hut, 44 hrr. ; ascent of Car& Alto, 4 
hrs. ; to Passo di Cavento, 24 hrs. ; to Pacso della Lobbia altn, 1 hr.; 
to P m  del Mandron, 14 hr. ; descent to Alp near Lago di Avio, 14 hr.; 
to Ponte di Legno, 24 hnr (fa&) ; total (second day) 13 h r a  

CHXMOPU'IX GUIDES APU'D T H E  DEATH ON T H E  
h1ER DE GLACE. 

A letter from the Editor of the ' Alpine Journal' appeared in the 
' Times ' of October 7, giving some of thc leading fnda connected with 
the recent death of Professor Fedchenko, a Kuwian aavc~nt, already dis- 
tinguished for his researches amongst the mountains of Central Asia. A 
report spread a t  Chamonix that the immediate cause of the catastrophe 

The 'Times' reciser, following the o r d i n q  custom of English printers, twice 
auhti tuted ' Chamounix' for ' Chnmonix.' (id l~tprary authority ran be found 
fur both ' Chnmounix' and ' Chamouni.' Rut ' Charnonix' is tllr spelling of the 
people of the valley, and of the French Ordnance Surrey and Post-office, and 
there fierms no reason why it  should not in Engl'tnd, w in accurate Germany, be 

-un i re r s~ l lc  accepted. 
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had been the traveller's refusal to take the necewary provisions was 
contmdicted, and the conduct of the guide and porter, two brothers, 
named Joseph and . Prosper Payot, in leaving Professor Fedcheuko 
while still alive, was severely counlented on. The letter concluded a8 
follows :- 

' Every effort has been made a t  Chamonix to hush up  the matter; 
the one brother remains on the roll of guidea, and 110 punishment or 
even public censure has fallen on either. 

' For the present, therefore, the whole body of guides must be re- 
garded as discredited and disgraced. There is only one course by 
which they can partially retrieve their credit. 

' They must a t  once remove from their ranks the member who has 
so grossly vioktcd his trust, and they must further press for snch 
punishment on his conduct as French law a n  inflict. But if they wish 
to regain their former reputation much larger measures are necessary. 
Mountaineers have for some time known that many of those on the 
Chamonix roll were unfit for their work. The  men who can take the 
lead on a glacier and the men who are only capable of following a mule 
must be placed on separate lists in such a way that strangers may run . no risk of mistake. Until this has been done travellers should accus- 
tom themselves to look on the title o fUGuide  de Chamonix" rather 
as a snare than a safeguard, unleas i t  is prefaced by one of the well- 
known names distinguished in the ''Alpine Guide" of hir. Ball.' 

Three days afterwards, Mr. Warren Pugh aupplied the following in- 
formation as to the antecedents of the guide employed by 31. Fed- 
chenko :- 

In the autumn of last year Mr. Pugh ascended biont Blanc with 
Joseph Payot as hin guide, and his brother Prosper and a ChmpCry 
nian as portem. The guide showed himself so little acquainted with 
ice-work, and wrrs so often tit a loss in finding his way among the cre- 
vasses, that had it not been for his brother, the porter, and the Cham- 
fRry man, to both of whom he was constantly appealing, the party 
would mrce ly  have reached the summit in time to descend by day- 
light. Mr. Pugh called at the office of the '' chef guide," aud stated his 
experience of J. Payot, but  was informed that the man having p m d  
all the requisite examinations must continue to rank as a duly qualified 
guide. 

Mr. F. T. Pratt-Barlow also wrote to the ' Times' condemning 
strongly the rules of the Chamonix bureau, and giving hie experience 
of a Joseph Payot who walked with him over the Tete Noire. hlr. Bar- 
low described him as a young nlan looking not more than 20, very in- 
experienced, but with a genuine enthusinsm for the mountaine It 
does not seem certain that Mr. bar low'^ companion was the eame 
Joseph Payot employed by Mr. Pugh and Mons. Fedchenko. 

On the 17th ult. a most interesting letter from Mr. Alfred Wills fur- 
nished for the first time fill1 details of'the a d  catastrophe. We cannot 
do better than reprint Mr. Wills's account, founded on first-rate 
authority, and on a permnal examination of one of the men concemad : 

' M. Fedchenko was recommended to visit the Col du  Ghant by a 
near relntive of the guide and porter he afterwards ~ngrrged, who k e e p  

I 2  
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one of the shops for the mle of crystals and the like, of which there are  
so usany at Chamonix-a pemon who has the reputation of m n ~ e  geo- 
logical and botanical knowledge, and to whom on that account M. 
Fedchenko had addressed himself. The same person naturally recom- 
mended the guide and porter in qurstiou. I do not blame him for 
this, and I think he was justified by their character in so doing. The  
g u i d e J o s e p h  P a y o k w a n  a young nian between 23 and 24 years of 
age; the porter, his brother Prosper, between 22 and 23. 31. Fed- 
chenko started from CPdmonix at 5 A.M., intending to visit the col and 
nnd return the sameevening. I le  breaLElstrd at the Afontanvert, whence 
he set forth at  8 A.M. He there procured his provisions, for which, 
with his breakfast, he paid 26f. The party took the ordinary route, 
and reached the snow slopes about the sPracs without any unusual in- 
cident. The plrssage of the &racs always involves a good deal of close 
attention to details, and it  was only on reaching the nhvP above that 
they noticed that the day, which, when they started fron~ the hlontanvert, 
was exceptionally fine, was clouding over. They did not, however, an- 
ticipate any ve y severe weat,her. and pursued their way ; but when they 
had nearly reached the rocks known t)y the nxnle of '' La Vierge," from 
which i t  would have taken them, under ordir,ary circumstanceq about 
an hour to reach the col, a storm of wind, n i n ,  sleet, and mow burst 
upon them with extreme suddennem and violence. Their first idea was 
to push on, cross the col, and reach Mount F1.6ty on the eouthern side ; 
but a very few minutes sufficed to show then] that it  was hopelm to 
attempt in such weather to toil up  the heavy snow slopes which lead 
to the col, added to which the storm preventetl them from telling in  
what direction they were going, and the cl~i~nces were greatly against 
their hitting the place of passage even if they could breast the w e n t .  
They turned, a little after 2 P.M., to retrace their stepe. The tracks 
tlley had made in the mow were already obli:ecrted, and were never 
found apain, except here and there in the middle of the descent of the 
sdracs. They were soon wet to the skin and half frozen by the cold 
wind. M. Pi~dchet~ko was already tired, and the cold and wet told 
heavily upon him. Partly in consequence of his exhausted state, partly 
in consequence of the mist and dritt in wllich they were enveloped, and 
which prevented them from seeing any distant object by which to 
direct themselves, they were a long time in reaching and again in de- 
m n d i n g  the &race; and it was necessary to give an increasing amount 
of help to the traveller, who was not a light man. By the time they 
arrived a t  the foot of the skracs it  was nightfall-the day was the 14th 
of September--and by this time M. Fedchenko was pr, exhausted that 
the two Payots had to carry him on their backs, turn and turn about. 
The  rrtorm still continued, and they descended in this fashion over a 
stretch of ice very far from being as difficult ss the dracs, but still 
laborious and embarrassing in the last degree to men eo encumbered. 
About 9 P.M. they reached the few scattered rocks which compose the 
nloraine known as La Nolre-a moraiue tntally insufficient in size to 
nfnrd m y  protection against the weather, bnt which still gave them rock 
instead of ice to rest upon. By this time Joseph Payot, who is the less 
atrong of the two brothers, was almost as exhausted as M. Fedchenko, 
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and was himself unable to proceed further. They remained in this 
dreadful position, exposed, without any shelter, to wind, rain, and snow 
from 9 P.M. to 2 A.M. There was no moon, and the night was dark, 
wit11 clouds and bad weather. Prosper Payot, who was the strongest 
of the party, remained upon his feet all the time, moving about, and, a s  
long ar he could, he kept his brother and the traveller upon their feet; 
but a t  length exhaustion became supreme. The  ti-aveller sank upon 
the rock, and despite every effort Prosper could make, fell into that 
fatal sleep of frozen exhaustion from which there is no awaking. H e  
had been long in this condition, though still breathing, and Prosper had 
already had to strike, kick, and ahake his brother to prcvent him also 
from falling asleep, when the younger brother came to the conclusion 
that the only chance of saving any life besides his own-perhaps his 
own also-was to attempt to walk on. He got his brother into motion 
with infinite difficuity, and with great difficulty kept him from fklling, 
till, little by little, circulation and warmth to some degree revived, and 
between 4 and 5 A.M. on tlie 15th they both reached the Montanvert in  
a very exhausted and pitiable condition, especially Joseph. What time 
the traveller died cannot be known, but if the informationgiven to me 
be correct, he was dead to all intents and purposes long before the 
Pnyota left him.* 

'If' this narrative be substantially true, it is difficult to see what more 
the two men could have done after they once became involved in the 
difficulty, or of what avail i t  would have been to stay lollger on the 
glacier than they did. I t  is true that the narrative comes from the men 
tlienisclves; but I see no reason to doubt it. The story was told me  
by Prosper Pnyot siml~ly, quietly, and modestly; and there are many 
circumstances to bear it out. In the first place, it  is undoubted that the 
Inen did not re:ich the Alontanvrrt till between 4 and 5 on the Monday 
morning. In the second pilice, it is to tlie last degree itnprobable that 
they Aould have been able to descend the &racs in tlie night. They 
therefore must have stayed several hours by the traveller, and I cannot 
conceive for what purpose except to do tlie best they could for him. 
T l~e i r  own chance of escape would have been infinitely greater had 
they left him earlier, and there is no room to doubt that one of them 
had a very narrow escape with his own life, which, indeed, he owed 
entirely to his brother. Their retreat woilld have been much easier a t  
9 or 10 P.M. than a t  2 A . M ,  bemuse the ~ t r n i n  of several hours passed 
under such circumst?nces of weather, te~npcrutr~re, and associations 
was H very fearful one even for a very htrong man On the other 
hand, when it had once heconie impossible to rouse tlie traveller from 
the fatal lethargy which creeps over nien m situated, no power on 
earth could save Ilini, and I cannot see any sufficient re;ison to doubt 
that they did s h y  by him as long 11s there was any chance of saving him, 

* Joseph Pnyot, immediatcly on his return to CLnmonix, statod distinctly t l~ ; i t  
he hnd lpft M. Fedchenko nl~ve. Tht, Cc~mmisnnry of Police, however, infornlrd 
M d a m e  F d c h e l ~ k o  that her husband died while the guides were with him. It 
may be hoped he made this s t~temrnt  fro111 a kind1 motive ; but the mmo excuse 
mnaut be made for the rest of Charnonix, which i d  its beat to  circulate the ua- 
trlltll. 
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and, indeed, till the life of one of themselves hung by a thread. I have 
only to add upon this part of the case that my friend and I both entered 
upon the investigation with a strong feeling against the Payota That  
my friend's views were changed by examination and reflection is best 
proved by the h c t  that a week ago he selected the same Prosper Payot 
to accompany us on an expedition of very considerable length, rendered 
serious by the tact that we were both taking with us  sclme of those 
nearest and dearest to ur, and upon which we were both, therefore, 
unusually anxious to be sure of our men. I do not see any reason, 
further, to doubt Prosper Payot'e statenlent that, had he s t d  off 
alone to the Montanvert to get lursistance, in the four or five hours 
which must have elapsed before he cou~ld return his brother and the 
traveller would have infallibly both perished. A s  it was, be  long Ire- 
vented the traveller fiom falling into  hi^ fatal sleep, and just aucceedcd 
in preventing his brother fiom following in the same course. 

' T h e  mistake they made, so far as  I can judge, was in going 80 fiu 
before turning back. I t  is quite possible that in this respect they were 
wrong. The Chamonix tariff ofl'ers to guides and porters enormous 
ttmptations to press on in bpite of warning. Had these men reached 
the summit of the col, the guide would have been entitled to 40f. or 
50f.-I forget which-and the porter to 20f. or 25f. Had they turned 
back where they were when the first symptom of bad weather attracted 
their attention, the guide wouuld have been entitled to 10f. and the 
porter to 6f. A similar provision in the exaggerated tariff for the 
ascent of Mont Blanc was the undoubted cause of the death of 11 per- 
eons in the terrible accident of 1870; and it  would take a higher 
nature than that of probably 335 out of the 310 guides of Chnrnonix 
to resist such a temptation, wheu they did not foresee that their own 
lives would be at stake.' 

For  this mistake, if it  was one, Mr. Wills proceeds a t  some length 
to excuRe the Payotq on the ground of the sudden and unlooked-for 
chnracter of the storm. It did not burst, however, on the hfrr de 
Gliice wholly without warning. Another traveller, with an Oberland 
guide, was on the glacier that day. IIe breakfasted at  the Montanrert 
with M. Fedchenko, and only parted with the Russian and his 
guides a t  the junction of the glaciers, where the Jardin route turns off 
to the left. About midday the Oherlander called attention to ominous 
eigns in the sky, and insisted on the return being hurried. \Ye men- 
tion this circumstance aa a wntribution to the accurate understanding 
of the events of the day. 

The concluding parapnph of n1. Wills' letter is now quoted :- 
I I quite agree with the Editor of' the " Alpine Journal " that it  would 

Mr. Wills haa herp hit on the motive nctunlly arc~wed by J. Payot ~cs having 
induced him to dlsrrgnnl the first s i p s  of storm. Tho following fact l w  lately 
come to our knowledge :-On the n ig !~ t  of M. Fedchenko's funeral the Parots were 
a t  the vi l lwe yafi. Joscph was n y k d  by a b>atander, ' Did you ~ u t i c e  signs of 
bad warther? ' Oh, yes,' was the reply. ' Then why did you go c>n ? ' The 
eractnes of the answer is rouched for:-'Ou 66p?lndw coumt.~" one takes the 
el1.1nce. One gots' on I~cc.ru*e one gains rnucll. Gt~ner~ l ly  ;ill goes right, nud if 
not, well-,. tdnt pirc " ' 
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be well if the guides could be divided into two classes, one colnpre- 
hending the men co~npetent to carry ladies' shawls to the biontanvert 
and to help nervous tourists over the Mauvais Pas or up  to the Plan-. 
p m  or the FlPghre, or even to conduct a mule to Contamines or Mar- 
tigny; the other, those fit to take the lead on a greatglacier expedition, 
and to whom a life may be eafely trusted in a moment of real difficulty 
o r  danger. But how many would be properly placed in the rcecond 
category ? I solemnly believe not half a dozen in all. And who is to 
classify them ? If  it were possible to give an idea of the illusory cha- 
racter of the securities provided by the existing laws regulating admis- 
sion into the corporation of guiden, or the depth of incompeter~cr, 
sordidnew, and prejudice which now prevails among that once honour- 
able body, those to whom the traditions of Nont  Blanc and the associa- 
t i o n ~  of Chamonix are dtyu would fairly stand aghaat. The Chamonix 
regulations are a system of the rankest Communism, framed for the 
purpose of destroying all wholesome and honourable rivalry. The 
enormous influx of visitors has had ita usual demoraliaing effect. The 
annexation of Savoy to France haq told wofully upon the character of a 
people just learning to be independent. 1 have been a resident in 
Ssvoy during a part of every year since the annexation, as well as 
having known it very well before, and I have seen with pain and sor- 
row the rapid deterioration brought about by a system so fearfully r~nd 
wonderfully perfect in all the art9 nnd means by which public spirit, 
independence, and self-respect can be crushed out of the national life. 
At Chamonix every one of these causes ie a t  work in the fullest vigour, 
and i t  is only surprising that any manli~iess is left in the place. There 
i n  not much of it. I have been a mrrowful witnens during the lmt 
week to a picture of cowardice, imbecility, and incompetency on the 
part of guides, in whom I had been accustomed to believe, such u s  
would have been incredible if' I had not seen it  and suffered by it. Tlie 
glaciers of Mont Blanc are fnst nirlting away, but the courage and 
virtue of the once hardy population of Clrarnonix are melting faster 
still, md already what is to my ulind incomparably the rnost attractive 
district of the Alps has become scarcely a fit place for any mountaineer 
who in not prepired to do guide's and porter's work as  well as his own, 
and to rely upon himself alone in any situation of difficulty or danger.' 

The distressing  tory is now before us, told in suclr fill1 detail and on 
such good authority that, althougli it is possible the chef-guide may 
be able and dispowd to throw liglit on one or two pointj still more or 
leas obscure, i t  is not premature to express l i t  once our comments on 
the catastrophe, and to point out where we diould \\.is11 to modify the 
conclusions drawn from it hy Mr. Wills. 

On the ground principnlly that the Payota remained by the traveller 
for five hours, and did not lcave hi111 until their own lives were in danger 
and his was, as they considered, past l~ope, RIP. Wills inclines to a more 
lenient judgment of the guidw than that we felt a t  first bound to ex- 
press. I t  must be borne in mind tl~roughout, although not pressed 
unfairly, that our only evidence comes from the Payots themselves. 
Nor can we forget what Mr. Pugh has told us, that lust year Josel~li 
Piryot proved himself on bIont Bla~ic a wor t l r l e~  guide. Brit it 
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need hardly be maid we have no wish to judge the men harahly, and 
are heartily glad to find that, after Mr. Wills' explanation, their con- 
.duct appears less selfish and cowardly than a t  first sight. Mr. Willa 
has, we think, succercrrfully cleared the Payots from the charge of mcln- 
slaughter which, when the story first reached England, they seemed to 
labour under. But  if we admit they did all they could, it must be with 
the reservation-being the men they were. Jowph Payot remains in 
our eyes a poor creature, i~nworthy both physically and morally to 
retain the name and position of' guide. Prosper is very young, and 
was engaged only as a porter. H e  may be a p o d  porter, and it  ie 
possible he may some day develop into a good guide. But in the 
accounts of the fatal expedition we find no sign that he roae above the 
duties of a porter, or a t  any moment by an act of judgment or decision 
proved himself capable of the post in which his brother was found 
wanting. 

The  men, having knowingly run into discul ty with a mercenary 
motive, lost their heads the moment they found themselves in what, no 
doubt, they did not foresee-real danger. Pluck and spirit were 
wanting in the decisive moments of the day, and when a t  last the 
moraine was reached Joseph Payot who, five hours afterwards, could 
walk down to the Montnnvert, lost the last chance by being too weak 
or too timid to go on at  once hy himself and seek amistance. Had he 
done 80, help would have been bruught before the hour at  which hI. 
Fedchenko was left to die. 

If the Pajota showed little head they showed less heart. Though 
able to walk down to Chamonix, they neither of them thought to 
return with the men who went in search of their employer. And yet 
they did not scruple to ask and receive payment from his widow- 
payment for the services which were of such little avail. 

W e  cannot finally leave this side of the subject without proteshng 
most earnestly against the suggestion-not made by Mr. Wills, but  
which might be drawn from his letter-that it  is allowable for a 
guide to attempt to judge whether his employer is or is not to all 
intente and purposes dead,' and, if hc takes the former view, to leave 
him. Mutual confidence between the members of an Alpine expedi- 
tion is founded on the knowledge that all will act on the principle that 
' while there is life there is hope.' If the extremity of a companion's 
etate is to be allowed as the reason fir his abandonment, we must give 
u p  all our former ideas of honour, duty and devotion as between guides 
and travellers. 

The skill or conduct of the two Payots is, however, despite the tragic 
interest for the moment thrown over it, n question of comparatively 
minor importance. Is  it true, as Mr. Wills tells us, that the whole 
valley of Chamonix is a dark gulf of incompetence, sordidness, and 
prejudice,' and that a notice ought to be placed round the glaciers, 
' Cloeed for want of g~iidea ' ?  

We feel that in the face of the evidence it must appear presumptuous 
to uphold any ether view. When Chamonix has heen tried and found 
wanting by Mr. L. Stephen, Mr. \\'ills, and Mr. Reilly, what can 
remain to be said for i t ?  Yet \re must be loyal to old friends. The 
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two or three men of the village we have ourselves had to do with have 
b n  good guides and honourable companions. In their families we 
have found independence joined to a del iacy of feeling rare anywhere. 
I t  is hard to us to believe that we have fallen upon the solitary specimens 
of virtue in  a large population. No doubt the wretched rules of the 

bureau' have been successful to an extrmrdinary degree in discouraging 
and checking the progress of the young men who might, under other 
circunlstancw, have by this time taken an honourable position as the 
successors of the old Balmats and Couttets. But until we have yet 
further proof to tlie con t raq  we would fain hope that there is still 
pod raw material in Chamonix, abd that, despite the mi~erably low 
tone of morality prevalent, reformers may count on the presence and 
mpport of a perhap  small but influential class in the place itself. T l ~ e  
eelect list we propose to form would not embrace many names, but in 
how many villagw in Switzerland arc there more than from a dozen to 
twenty first-rate guides ? 

But, however few the good men left in the valley, it  will be admitted 
that  the present inefficiency of Chamonix guides, as a body, has been the 
pl.oduct of a bad system, rather than the result of any natural unfitness or 
viciousneaq in the men themselves. I t  follows that if we wish to enable 
Chamonix to regain its old reputation this system must first be destroyed. 
It is, we think, the duty of the Alpine Club to take the means at  hand 
to effect this object, and in the first place to represent in the most 
forcible way to the guides themselves, through their official chief, the 
evils caused by the levelling nature of their present rules, the laxity of 
their discipline, and the disloyalty often shown towards travellers. If 
the  'bureau ' refuses to listen to our advice we shall then be justified 
in taking the strongest measures to Bave travellers from the trap pre- 
pared for them, and in devising some means by which what good men 
there are in  the valley may be effectually severed and distinguished 
from their unwortliy brethren. The ' Corporation of Guides ' htrs to 
choose between sub~nitting itself to a severe but wholesome reform, or 
remaining as i t  is, and being denounced to the world as an association 
of muledrivers, bent on obtaining money under the false pretence of 
glacier guides. 

It only remains for us to add, that the first step in the course here 
sketched out hns already been taken, as  will be seen from the following 
letter extracted from the ' Times' of October 21 :- 

' Sir,-I send you herewith a copy of a letter I have sent to the 
Guide Chef at  Chamonix, relative to the death of M. Fedchenko, and 
the organiention of guides at  Chamonix. I trust you will publirh 
i t  in your columns, as it  will, I hope, give your readers an assurance 
that serious accidentx on the Alps cannot take place without an effort 
being made by our Club to investigate their causes and to prevent their 
recurrence. 

' I am, sir, faithfully yours, 
' WILLIAM LONGYAN, President of' the Alpine Club. 

' Alpine Club, St. Martin's Place, \V., OcL 20. 
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'' Alpine Club, St. Hmtin'a Place, London. 
October 20, 1873. 

'' Sir,-As President of the Engli-;li Alpine Club, I write to you 
relative to the death of M. Fedchenko ou the Mer de Glike on Septem- 
ber 14,' of which two accounts-one by Sir. Douglas Freshfield, the  
Editor of the ' Alpine Journal,' and the other by Mr. Alfred Wills. 
formerly President of our Club-have appeared in the 'Times' 
newspaper. These two accounts of the catastrophe differ considerably. 
I t  is therefore important that we should have a report from yourself, 
who--responhiblg by virtue of your oftice-must be able to speak with 
authority of all the circunista~ces connected with the expedition. 

*' Although the unfortunate gentleman was not an Englishman, you 
will, I am sure, feel that I, as the representative of English moun- 
taineerg and the President of the first-formed Alpine Club, am only 
performing a duty to the general body of Alpine travellers in now 
addressing you. I t  is to the interest of travellers of all nations, and I 
may add to that of the guides themuelve*, that the dangers of Alpine 
travel should be, as far as possible, reduced to a minimum. When, 
therefore, an accident does occur, its causes must be jealously scruti- 
nised, for the purpose of ascertaining how far the fatal event was in- 
evitable, and how the occurrence of a similar catastrophe may be  
prevented. I therefore invite you to send me a circumstantial and 
properly-authenticated account of' the whole expedition. Unless this 
is done the confidence of all travellers in the bureau which guarantees 
the efficiency of the Chamonix guides will be destroyed, ant1 no small 
injurv be inflicted on Charnonix itself. 

'' Brlt I have a further ol~ject in addressing you, and that is, to in- 
duce you to take steps for the improvement of the organisation of the 
body over which yo11 preside, the necessity for which is insisted on in 
the two letters to which I have referred, and also in  that by Mr. F. P. 
Harlow, one of the mo-t active mrnibers of our Clltb, in another letter 
to the Editor of the ' Times.' It  is not right, as I am sure you call- 

not hesitate to admit, that there should be but one list of guides, com- 
prising indiscriminately those qualified for glacier expeditions of the 
greatest difficulty and for arduous ascents of the highest mountains, 
and also those competent for merely ordinary passes, and that all 
traveller% whether genuine mountaineers or ordinary tourists, shoultl 
be coml~elled to take tlieni in ~ t r i c t  rotation. This practice is ns un- 
just to the guides themselves as i t  is to those requiring their service*. 
The members of our Club are absolved from this condition, and so 
ehould he the general public. I should be stepping out of my proper 
province were I, a t  pr(sent, to attempt to dic~ate  to yon the exact 
details of arrangements having for their object a more a3tisfactory 
organisation of guides; but I may suggest to you that a list of guide3 
dlould be printed, and presented to all applicanb, in which they should 
be arranged in three clams. The  fir& should contaln the names of 
those qualified for expeditions of real difficulty ; the eecond of those 
suited to ordinary glacier expeditions: and the third of those capable of 
only easy work. To the names of the guides in the fir:it two division3 
ahould be appcndcd a list of the csl,cuitio~ls tl1c.y lrnve ~n;tde, and 
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travellers requiring a guide for any purpose should be allowed to select 
their  companion^, entirely untrammelled by the principle of rotation ; 
but  no guide except those in the first and second divisions should be 
allowed to conduct any traveller on a glacier. 

" I trust you will give this communication-a copy of which I have 
sent to the ' Times ' newspaper-your early and careful consideration, 
and that you will write to me on the subject with as little delay as  is 
cc~nsistent with due deliberation. 

" I am, sir, with exprewions of the highest esteem and consideration, 
faithfully yours, 

" WILLIA~I LONGMAN, President of the Alpine Club. 

" I enclose copies of the various con~municrrtions to the ' Timw ' to 
which I have alluded. 

' I  To the Guide Chef, Bureau des Guides, Charnonix.' 

n i ~ ~ c s r o ~  ANDEREQQ AS A Scumo~.-Very many members of the 
Alpine Club know blelcl~ior Anderegg, and those who do not know him 
know of him. H e  is, I venture to affirm, the first Swiss guide of the 
day; and he is, furthermore, as good a fellow off the mountains as  he  
is a good guide upon them. In winter, bielchior occupies himself with 
wood-carving. Hitherto his work, though distinguished by taste and 
 kill, has been conventional and common-place in character; but I have 
now the pleasure of announcing that he i ripening from a carver into 
a sculptor. In  the year 1872 we were resting for a moment, dllrir~g 
the descent of the Wetterhorn, when the question of Melchior's doing 
tanre carving for me during the winter first cropped up  between us. 
I t  was decided that he should do something for me, and the only point 
of apparent difficulty was the selection of the subject. ' Would you 
like a chamois, Herr 7 ' asked Anderegg, cheerfully. ' No, Melk, I 
~ron ' t  have anything to Ray to a chamois.' ' Perhaps you would prefer 
a cow ? ' suggested my guide. ' Well, do you know hielchior, I hate 
cows-in wood-rather more than I hate chamois in the same material. 
No cows for me! Melchior hesitated a moment, and then asked, doubt- 
fully, ' Would you like a cbklet, with rocks? ' 'No, Melk, I won't 
have a chamois, a cow, or a chalet; but I will tell you what I will 
have.' ' What is that, Herr?  ' ' Why, a portrait of yourself, cawed 
by yourself, in wood; and about-let us  my, about two feet high! 
Melchior looked dismayed. ' I couldn't do it ! ' he exclaimed ; ' I never 
carved a figure, and I don't know a t  all how to set to work. I am 
afraid that I could not do it+' However, I pointed out that he had 
nothing to fear ; that the work was a commiwion ; that 1 wanted him 
to make a trial, and would tnke the figure whether a failure or a success. 
At  last he undertook, though with some diffidence, to execute my com- 
~nission, and the result of his labours reached me in the early sumlner 
of this year. I was surpriwd.as well as delighted, with hlelchior's produc- 
tion ; and members of the Alpine Club can judge for themselves whether 
my admiration be well founded by inspecting this portrait of Melchior 
Andercgg, by himself, in the Dudley Gallery, which is now open. 
Tllcrc are, of course, defecta. Sonie of t l ~ c  pro~~ortionu of the figure 
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are not quite correct-nor waa i t  to be expected that they could be in 
a first attempt to model a figure ; but  Melchior is studying diligently, 
as I know, and will soon succeed in mastering such difficulties. T h e  
feeling for texture is quite remarkable ; the portrait is fair ; the atti- 
tude--one which I suggested-is well managed ; and the whole work 
is full of ' go,' truth, and life. I do not, however, now want to criticire 
beyond calling sufficient attention to ita merits to induce men to go 
and see it. My motive in inducing Melchior to try sculpture (at pre- 
sent only in wood) was this : I thouglit rr day would come--may it be far 
distant !-when Melchior would have to quit the peaks and to retire to 
the flat. I thought that it  would be pleasant to many of us  if our 
peatest guide turned from guiding into a r t 4  better career than 
keeping a small hotel, or a horse and chaise. Melchior h;~s, I feel sure, 
very great natural ability and aptitude; and he is bent on utudying 
hard. Why should he not become-perhaps-a Thorwaldwn of 
Helvetia? Why should we not respect our old guide in the young 
artist? If this prospect seems a pleasant one to mcmben of the Alpine 
Club, I would invite them to inspect the statuette in the Dudley 
Gallery ; and if they like it, and think that it affords a promise of better 
thinge, I would suggest that they should encourage the artist-guide by  
giving him winter commissions for art-work. 

H. Scrii;-rz WILSON. 

Mr. Moore sends ue the following note :-- 
'JAKOB ANDEHEGG BURNT O U T . - ~ ~  Aug~ist 26 last the house of 

Jakob Anderegg, the well-known guide, a t  Unterbach, near Meiringen, 
was totally destroyed by fire, with all its contents, representing the 
savings of a lifetime. Nothing was saved, and the property was insured 
to the amount of only 1,000 fr. After allowing for this insurance, 
Jakob's actual loss is no less than 6,880 fr. Thanks to the exertions of 
Meesrs. Pratt-Barlow and Grove, and the liberality of qmpathising 
friends, a considerable sum has been raised for the poor man's relief, 
but the money collected still fills short by about 1001. of the amount 
of his lorn I think it  probable that many of our members and others, 
to whom it has not been possible personally to apply, may be dinpoard 
to assist in the good work, when informed of the circumstances in  your 
pges. Any sums wl~ich may he sent to me, addressed A. W. hltmre, 
Hon. Sec. A. C., 8 St. Martin's Place, I will th~mkfully take charge of 
and acknowledge. 

' Amounts received : Sir. C. Rfordaunt, 51. ; T.  Middlemore, 31. 3s. ; 
M. W. Whitmore, 11. ; F. F. Tuckrtt, 51. ; G. E. Foster, 101. ; L. 
Stephen, 22. 2s. ; 1-1. P. Thomas, 10s. ; E. Gonne, 11. ; C. J. Thomas, 
11.; J. H. Fox, 21. 2 . ; Eliot Howard, 31.; S. IIo~rard, 21.; Com- 
mander Salrnond, R.N., 21. 18s. ; E. Neel. 10s. ; E. N. Buxton, 101 ; A. 
W. Moore, 101.; C. G. Heathcote, 51.; W. Trotter, 21. ; C. E. bllrthews, 
21. ; G. 8. blathews, 11.; D. W. Freshfield, 11. ; Horace Walker, 101. ; 
Mrs. Walker, 21. ; Miss Walker, 51. ; J. Walker, 11. ; W .  M. Yendle- 
bury, 10s. ; F. Gardiner, 31.; bliss Barrett, 11. 10s. ; J. Camenixli, 
11. ; Anon, 10s. ; G. H. Strutt, I[.; W. Peachey, 11.; Miss Butler, 
I/.; T. Cox, 11. ; A. Bryson, 31. 3s.; W. Longman, 101. ; R. Still, 



31. 3s. ; S. F. Still, 61.; F. Pmtt-Barlow, 31. 33. ; F. Pmtt-Barlow, 
jun., 101. ; F. C. Grove, 51. 59. ; l f r s  Grove, 11. 1s. ; H. Malan, 21. ; 
J. H. Pratt, 21.; J. 0. hlaund, 41.; J. H. Peebles, 41.; E. Whymper, 
21.; F. Morshead, 22. ; Rev. J. Bmmston, 10s. ; Rev. C. IIawkins, 
10s.; T. Kensington, 10s.; I?. W. J. Vecqueray, 25fi.; Mrs. Vec- 
queray, 2,5fr. ; T. Broc,kxbank, 20fr. ; R. N. IIayward, 10S,..; Mrs. 
Jackson, 2.5fr. ; H S. IIoare, 25fr. : Mrn. IIoart., 20fr. ; Hamilton 
Itoxre, 25)fi.. ; the Misses Pigeon, GOfr. ; J. I,. Johnson, IOfr. ; Mr. 
Ihnadge,  IOb. ; G. W. Prothcro, 10fr. ; Mr. Brackenb~~ry, IOfr. ; 
Mons. A. Seiler, l(lfr. ; Mr. Leaf, 50fr.; Xlrs Leaf. 'LOfr. ; I-I. Marin- 
din, 20k .  ; Mons. E. Selignan, 20 / r .  : E. Hulton, 29fi.. ; G. G., 10fr. ; 
W. P. W., 10fr. ; Anon, 10fi.. ; small snnis under 10fi.-2lfr.' 

BALLOONS FOR MOUNTAINEERS.-The following letter has been re- 
ceived :- 

' Sir,-Will not some enterprihing mrmher of the Alpine Club test a 
plan of mine for clirnhing mountains which I elaborated Rome years 
ago, but have had no leisure or oppo~ tunity to put in practice ? I t  is in  
brief as follows : When about to climb a mountain, having selected a 
still day, with what wind there is (if any) blowing a t  your back, attach 
to a strong leathern girdle, by a liook or other means, a urnall balloon, 
capable of supporting from 50 to 100 lbs., and thus reduce your weight 
by the same amount. The ease with which a man would make even 
a very steep ascent, when his weight is dimirlishcd by 8 0  or 90 Ibs., 
and his musculnr power ut~in~paired, needs no comment; and the risk 
of a false step in descending would be reduced to little or nothing. 
hforeover, if a party so provided got fiiirly fixed, hy unhooking a 
balloon and applying two to each individual they might mount 
even perpendicular rocks, regulating the ascent by ropvs in the 
l ~ a n d s  of those below. Of course as the atmosphere became more 
rarefied the ascending power would diminish, but not to any great de- 
gree. I t  seems to me that a party of three or four, so equipped, might 
r ~ n t u r e  with impunity on the most dangerous ground; and hy uniting 
their balloons, when neceesary, even a precipice worlld not stop them. 

' I remain, Sir, yours faithfully, 
' C. W. GOODHART, M.A.' 

The  advantages here offered rather concern the general piiblic than 
the Alpine Club, to whom &nothing is impossible,' and who can have 
no wish to see ' climbing made easy.' 

REVIEWS. 
UN'I'RODDEN PEAKS AND UXFCEQUENTED VALLEYS.. 

ALPINE writers-except, of course, thoue who reserve their confidences 
for the select readers of this journal-are either the mout hypocritical 
or the moat illogical of the human race. They utter perpetual profes- 
 ions of their delight in the existence of regions where every 1)eautifill 

. - - - - - -- - - 

U,zfnddcn PF-aka and Unftequentd Val a A Midsunlmer Ramble in tL 
Do/onih. By Amelia B. Edwards. hndon,%&a-.o8 B CO., 18711. 
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spot i8 not yet an anthill of their fellow-countrymen, where the morals 
of the perrs~lntry have not yet been corrupted by couriers, or their man- 
ners npoilt by contact with Britinh vulgarity. A t  the same moment, 
almost in the same breath with these profea-ionq they do their best to 
destroy the ailence and simplicity they pretend to love by directing a 
whole tide of tourisb into the quiet waters they have themselves 
chanced to drop into. 'Apres moi le dduge' would have been, per- 
haps, the most appropriate motto for the handsome and lavishly illus- 
trated volume now before us. 

For Miss Edwards has little to tell which will be new to those who 
already possess or have read with care Newrs. Gilbert and Churchill's 
' Dolomites,' and her objvct is not so much to increase as to render 
popular the knowledge of the Venetian Alps. She has, i t  is true, by  
ascending a secondary summit, n.liic11 had eso?ped the attention of 
previorw travellers, added one to the excursions from Caprile, and she 
has given us an interesting and novel sketch of the wood-carvers of the 
Grdnerthal.  But  fbr the rest she left her untrodden peaks in their 
natural state, while her valleys, though correctly called ' unfrequented,' 
had all been previously described to English readers. 

In oue respect, however, Miss Edwards has an advantage over 
Messrs. Gilbert and Churchill. Her  book is the result of a single visit, 
and her route is consequently mnre easily foliowed on the map than 
the more coniplete but some~vhat intricate rambles of her predecessors. 
She may fairly claim to have brought tlie Dolomites within the reach 
of those who either will not or cannot piece together from a map and 
guide book a tour for themselves, that is, of the mass of tourists. 

A want of sympathy, which is we suppose selfish, with h l i s  Edwards's 
aim lnust not, however, influence our judgment of the use she makes of 
her means. Her descriptions of mountain landscapes are clear and 
unaffected, and the story of her personal adventures and intercourse 
with the people of the country is told with spirit and as little egotism 
as possible. 

blortwver-a rare excellencc-the difficulties of the way are seldom, 
we may say only once, exaggerated, and the information given is as a 
whole, emsidering tlie shortness of Miss Edwards's acquaintance with 
the country, singularly accurate. On this account i t  seems the more 
worth while to correct the few mistakesor omissions in detail into which 
the author has fallen. 

The ' unknown mountains near Cortina ' are surely the pinnacles of 
the S a w  di Bosco Nero, represented from another p i n t  of view in 
one of the illustrationn to Mr. Gilbert's ' Cadore.' The Durren See, the 
waters of which are said to be always at  the same level, was empty in 
Sept. 1872,andis, we weretold, generallysoatthiswason. Thepass(0ber- 
bacher Joch), from the upper valley of Aurunzo to the Sexten Thal, is 
not ' dangerous' in any way. The  general experience of the inn at  
Agordo is, we believe, the reverse of Miss Edwards'@,-probably the 
cook was out for the day a t  the moment of her visit. Mr. Tucliett bas 
strolled up alone the Cima di Fradnsta spoken of in the preface as un- 
ascended and of the peatest difficulty. Of the length and difficulty of 
the frcqnrntcd mulc-ll;~th from Agnrdo to Prilniero b1is.s Edwards has, we 
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think, g-iven a very exqgerated account. She also fails to notice the 
complet~on, accomplished only a few weeks after her visit, of an ex- 
cellent carriage road the whole way from Primiero to Predazzo in Val 
Fassa. I n  concluRion we must protest against an outline sketch repre- 
senting the peaks of Primiero in a reeling and diwrderly condition as 
a11 insult to the weird grandeur of that noble group. But most of the 
illrlstrations are excellent and repay the p i n s  bestowed on them, and 
the volume as a whole thoroughly deserves the popularity its publishers' 
liberality will doubtlesq aecure for it. 

PEAKS IN P E N  AND PENCIL.' 

Mr. Walton's Alpine drawing8 have long been familiar to moun- 
hineerq alid there is no occasion to dwell here on their many beauties. 
Hut we are anxious to repair an omission, and to call attention to the 
p l ~ o t o p p h i c  reproductions of some of bir. Walton's finest sketchee 
lately published hy Messra Longmans. The English painter has 
atudied rocks and clouds with the eame devotion which M. Lop$ has 
given to snow and ice. In ' Peaks in Pen and Pencil ' we find speci- 
mens of the best of his work ; thew photographs, the subjecte of which 
are taken froni all parts of the Alps, but chiefly from the DolomitAs 
and Dauphin&, show us the strength and firmness with which he seizes 
the mountain outlines and the knowledge and skill with which he treats 
rock structure ; while the mannerism in foreground, and the apparent 
want of solidity of the crag* in some of his later works, are here hap- 
pily absent. The introduction and hints to students are so good that 
we wish there had been more of them. 

GERMAN ALPINE LITERATURE. 
' Aus der Firnenwelt ' t is a collection in two small volumes of the 

p p e r s  on Alpine subjech of n well-known Swiss rnountainecr. Herr 
\Veilenmann's exploits do not rank with those of Mr. Stephen or 
hi. de Fellenberg; but if he has not measured himself aoainst any 
of the more formidable giants of the central chains, he h;ls done a 
good share of snow and icework, for the most part in very out-of the- 
way districts. Ilis pages are consequently more than mere records 
of mountaineering adventure ; they contain much valuable information 
and many amusing sketcl~ej of Alpine life and character in the remote 
corners o? the mountains. 

A large portion of'the firat volume is dcvoted to the snowfields and 
peaks a t  the liead or' Val d'HerCmence, the least visited valley in the 
Pennine Alps. In the second we are introduced to a region still less 
known to Englishmen, the Silvretta Alps, lying north of the Lower 
Engadine, with the primitive valleys which ntretch down along their 
northern flanks towards the Rhine and the Inn. Herr Weilenmann - . . . - - -. - - - - -. -. - - - - 

* IJcaka in 1'~ n a d  Pencil, for Sluahla of Alpine Scenery. By Elijnh Wnl~on. 
Editcd Ly T. G .  Bonney, Lontlor~. Lungmane & Co. : 1872. 

t Arb8 der Firnmwelt. Wcilenmann. 2 vob., with maps and illu~tmtione. 
I,cipziy, A.  G .  Lit.l~r~kind. 
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tells his Btory with great spirit and livelinese, to which a spice is here 
and there added by a good-humoured touch of Anglophobia. 

In retort, we may be excused a remark which has often before oc- 
curred to us, and is  again suggested by these volumes-How is it  that 
the, on most points, minutely accurate information of Swiss mountain- 
eers so seldom includes the doings of our own Club, brought within their 
notice though they are both in the Schweizrrfiilirer and Herr Studer's 
volumes? W e  find, for instance, Herr Weilerinlann talking of the 
mountains of Val Masino as a ' fast jun,nfraulichen Tummelplatz,' and 
recommending them to such of his tellow-countrymen as thirst for new 
and noble conquests. I t  is fair to warn the first ' Klubi&' who takes 
the advice, that where he has been led to expect a bevy of maiden 
peaks he will find himself surrounded by a fine family of stone-men of 
Anglo-Saxon parentage. 

A POCKETBOOK FOK MOUNTAINEERS.*-Ke noticed last year Herr  
Liebmkind's ' Pocketbook for Mountaineers,' and ventured Rome aug- 
gestions for its improvement in one or two matters of detail. I n  this 
year's edition we have no longer any faults to find. The pocketbo~k, 
which ia convenient in form, now consists of a diary, followed by a list 
of huts of shelter, yearly becoming more numerous in the German 
Alps, and a catalogue of the guides in every -4lpine valley. Some in- 
forniation of secondary importance, such as the history of the Alpine 
Clubs and the rules of the various guide corpnrations, has been rele- 
gated to a supplement. The work may well be useful in future yema 
to English as well as German clirnbers, and the publisher deserves 
great praise for the pains he must have taken to obtain such complete 
information from so many remote quartera 

Besidee the volumes mentioned above, Ilerr Lieheskind advertipes a 
work of high interest to readers of this Journal, ' Gerarnmelte Schrif- 
ten von F. F. Tuckett,' two vols., with maps and illustrations. 

W e  are asked to state that the principal portion of Mr. E. Whymper'e 
' Scrambles Amonght the Alps ' will reappear next season under the 
title of the 'Ascent of the Matterhorn,' with numerous fresh illustra- 
tions, amongst which will be a new fmntifipiece by M. Gustave 
Dore, and pome chamois subjects by Joseph Wolf. The  work will not 
be reprinted in its original form. 

TSOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS. 

Communicntione to the Editor should be addressed 6 Stanhope Gardens, S.W. 
Notes for i~rsertion in the forthcoming number should be forwarded by the 15th of 
the month preceding publication. All contributions should be written only on 
one side of each leaf. 

ERRATUM. 

Read Ostspitze for Estapitze throughout in the paper on 'Monte Rour from 
Mwuguga,' in the la& number. 







THE 

A L P I N E  J O U R N A L .  

FEBRUARY 1874. 

A S the traveller ascends the Valley of the Reuss from 
Pluelen, he asses in succession on the left hand the !, mouths of the Sc achenthal, Maderanerthal, and Fellithal, 

opening res ctively a t  Altorf, h t e g ,  and the Fellibrucke 
on the St. thard road. 

The mountains of the Maderanerthal are bounded by the 
first and last of these valleys, and artly alao by the Vorder 
Rheinthal and ita tributary the Val k usein. 

On the north side of the valley they rise abruptly in terraces 
separated by ranges of cliffs. On the south the summits 
(except the Dussistock and Bristenstock) lie farther back 
round the heads of two tributary glens, the Etzlithal and 
Brunnithal, which penetrate dee ly into the mountain ma=. 

The former side is composed c iefly of mountain chalk; the 
latter of crystalline rocks. 

E 
Before visiting this district, my attention waa directed to 

it by reading a work entitled ' Berg-und-Gletscher Fahrten,' 
containing an account of various expeditions by SwLs climbers, 
and amon t them several in this neighbourhood. These were 

made bp 8eorge Hoffmann, a tradesman of Baael, an ardent 
lover o nature, who, in spite of weak health, and the calls of 
business, yearly more importunate, made the oscent of most of 
the peaks in thie district, many of them for the first time. 
He  died in 1858 ; and an interesting memoir of him by 
Deacon Peatalozzi is prefixed to the first volume. 

The expeditions I have made range over ten years, from 
1862 to 1872, and in many cases I have preserved no record 
of them, and must depend upon my memory. It seems beat to 
me to arrange them in topographical rather than chronolo ical 
order. I shall therefore begin at Amsteg with the nort f em 
range, return to it by the southern group, and end with the ' 
excursions in the district west of Amsteg. The map prefixed 
VOL. V1.-NO. XLIII. Z 
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to this paper will, i t  is hoped, be sufficient to indicate the 
position of the main points, and the general direction of the 
routes. 

On Saturday, June  25, 1864, I walked from Fluelen to 
Unterschiichen, hoping to cross the Krukeli (or Rauch-Kehle, 
or Ruchi-Kehle) into the Maderanerthal. I had sent a mes- 
sage to Z'grag en to join me; and spent Sunday in a stroll to 
the Klausen #ass. Z'graggen arrived in the evening. H e  
said he did not know the Krukeli, but mould take me to 
Amsteg by another way. Monday morning was ushered in 
by a pouring rain, which lasted, without intermission, for 
nearly thirty-six hours. When it began to clear off, we 
could see the pinea a few hundred feet above ua white with 
snow. W e  took a walk as far as the Brunni Alp;  but 
could see very little, though we heard enough, as the roar 
of the ' Staublawinen,' on the grand cliff-face of the Ruchi, 
was incessant. On Wednesday the weather was perfect. W e  
started a t  5.30. Forty minutes brought us to the Blunni 
Alp. Here we struck off to the right through the pine-woods. 
A very few minutes brought us to the new-fallen snow, which 
we did not quit for many hours. ALI hour's ascent brought 
us into a highland valley, the Griesthal. On the more level 
ground the snow was deeper ; not even a rhododendron bush 
showed its head. Z'graggen had a nice time of i t ;  and I 
profited by his stumbles, but could not always escape. A t  
nine we halted at a chklet for breakfastglad to find a space 
clear of snow to sit down in. Here we were nearly below the 
Grosse Windgelle. Between us and its base were two curious 
peaks, called the Wyssstiichli and Schwarzstiichli-the one of 
limestone, the other. of tertiary rocks. With the few ledges 
on which snow could lie newly covered, the latter looked like 
a little Matterhorn. Between these two peaks and the base 
of the Wind elle is a hunter's pass. After pushing on a little 
further up $e valley, we climbed the ridge connecting the 
Groese Windgelle and the Rinderstock, called by Z'grsguen 
Mantlisergrat. This was the Seweli Joch, called also Seweli 
Furke. W e  reached i t  about ten, and were able to rest a 
short time, as the wind had swept the snow off the crest. The 
thermometer was 38"; and from an aneroid observation I 
calculated the height, taking the differences from both Unter- 
schachen and An~steg, at 7,200 feet. For so low a pass the 
view was singular. Except a few pines on the Kinzig Kulm, 
nothing was visible but snow and rocks. The peaks of the 
northern range were seen to advantage. Grandest of all 
were the cliffs of the Grosse \\'indgelle, and of the ridge join- 
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ing it with the Icleine l~Tindgelle, which seemed utterly im- 
passable. Below us lay the little Seweli See in a waste of 
snow. Descending, we crossed the outlet of the lake, and 
began to follow a grass terrace between rau es of cliffs. The 
appearance of the grass, which looked as if it had been hard 
raked, showed the recent passage of avalanches. Presently 
we came to a patch of avalanche snow, about thirty yards 
tquare, from which the further and lower quarter had gone, 
leaving the patch something like a carpenter's square. I pro- 
posed to go above i t  under the rocks. Z'graggen objected, on 
the score of possible avalanchee from above ; so we began to 
cross i t  a t  the narrowest part. Hardly had we taken half a 
dozen steps on it, when we saw the upper and further quarter 
begin to move, and we ran for our lives, just clearing it before 
it rushed with a loud roar over the cliffs. With this exception, 
our descent was uneventful. W e  rounded the Kleine Wind- 
gelle, whose peake stood out finely above us, descending from 
one terrace to another over slippery grass dopes, till we reached 
a rou h path which brought us into the high road, about half a f mile rom Amsteg, which we reached a t  3 P.M. W e  were five 
hours in the new snow ; and I should think that under ordinary 
circumstances the walk would not exceed seven hours. I have 
often felt since this excursion that we ran much more risk than 
I thought at the time, as avalanches were frequent for the 
next two dnys; and moreover when subsequently, in the 
ascent of the Gross Ruchi the same summer, we passed the 
cliffe above the Hufi Glacier, I felt thankful we had not tried 
the Krukeli on this day. 

The Kleine Windgelle is the moat westerly peak of the 
northern chain, and the lowest, bein only 9,847 feet above 
the sea-level. I t  is not visible from dmsteg. Aa you m o d  
towards Inbchi (about 20' from Amsteg), on looking back it 
appears with great grandeur ae a fine pyramid, of more than 
8,000 feet from base to summit. I t  was first ascended by 
Hoffmann, in Ju ly  1847, with Johann E p, of Waldiberg, as 
guide. Without c rming the Kerstelen t ach, they ascended 
directly behind Amsteg, passing throu h Frenchberg (or 
Dachli), Waldiberg, the Alps Niederstii P eli, Oberstaffeli, and 
Im Ruck, to the base of the first range of cliffs (about 8,000 ft.), 
which they succeeded in crossing. The upper range of cliffs 
seemed impsssable; but, on bearing to the east along t.he 
terrace, they found a gully, by which they reached the sum- 
mit in nine hours from Amsteg, including halts. I n  Ju ly  
1862 I made the aacent with Z'g gen by a different route. 
Starting at  3 A.M., we crossed the erstelenbach, and followed 

2 2 
'2 
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the usual route up the Maderanerthal. Just  before crosain 
the stream for the second time, we turned to the left an % 
followed a path which zigzagged amongst the cliffs to the 
vill e of Golzern. Leaving this to our right, we kept up 7 the s opea behind it to the Alp Oberkasern, which we reached 
at  6.30. Here we halted for twenty minutes, and then 
advanced leisurely up the hollow between the two Windgellen. 
This is a fine example of the barren limestone plateaux 
locally called Schwtten, though not to be compared with the 
Steinerne Meer and others in the Eastern Alpe. The are 
always awkward to cross, particularly in wet weather. L m e  
of the cracks in this were of great size and depth, resembling 
crevasses in a glacier. At  my age I had not much elasticity 
left, and was occasionally driven to a circuit At  7.30 we 
gained its upper part, m d  overlooked the comparatively level 
basin between the Windgellen, of which the small glacier 
d l e d  ' Upli  F i n '  occupies the eastern side, below the cliffi 
of the Grosse Windgelley which rise more than 2,000 feet 
above it. One part of this under the rocks of the tc'urggeli 
(the spur running south from the Grosse Windgelle) was of 
an inky black colour, said to be caused by the presence of 
anthracite coal. The lacier hardly extends beyond the base 
of the Qroese Windgel f e. The rest of the space is occupied 
by a snow-bed of greater or less extent, according to the time 
of year. The ridge which borders it is fantastically jagged, 
and has a peculiar red pinnacle in the middle, called the Roth- 
hornli This colour is probably due to the presence of iron. 
I n  the hollow through which we had just paseed are several 
old shaft openings, which were worked in the early part of the 
eixteenth century by an Italian named Madrano, who ie said 
to have 'ven the name Madernnerthal to the valley, divided P revious y into the Ruppletenthal and Keretelenthal. Here we 
Kalted awhile, then bearing to the left up a slope of shiver, a 
few minutw brought us to the terrace below the upper cliffs. 
This presented, with care, no difficulty, except where it was 
covered by hard snow. R e  had no rope, and for security we 
generally avoided these plaeee by creeping between the snow 
and the cliff where the schrund caused by the warmth of the 
rock afforded a tolerably commodious passage. The upper 
cliff is broken in several places by gullies. After rej- 
the first of these, the second gave us access to the summit 
after a rough scramble, with no diflculty except from the 
rottenness of the stone, and the sharpness of its edges, which 
more than once gave me something to remember them by. 
The gully led to a little hollow about twenty feet below the 
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rid e which forms the summit. W e  climbed to the eastern 
en % of this. It is about twentp yards long, and three or four 
feet wide, except at  the western end, where it opens out into a 
small plateau. W e  reached this at  9.30, in 6+ hours from 
Amste including halts, the difference of level being 8,134 
feet %e muld see little but the valley of the Reuss and 
the opposite mountains. The Grosse Windgelle, however, waa 
a magnificent object, ita cliffs rising more than 600 feet above 
us. A cutting north wind soon drove us to the little hollow 
below the top, where we dined. The summit of this mountain 
is composed of porphyry, and is so disintegrated that we had 
to take great care not to drop anything. W e  were warned by 
the disappearance in the crannies of several choice morsels; 
my favourite pockebknife was only rescued with much diffi- 
culty. W e  started for the descent about 11, and this time 
followed the first gully, which saved us several hundred yards 
of terrace. After leavin this, we lay down for a short nap, 
and I never was so mu$ struck by the blue colour of the 
limestone as on wakin in the blazing sunshine. The effect 
was almost magical. f'rom this point we followed the route 
of the morning, and reached Amsteg a t  3 P.M. 

I n  1869 I repeated the ascent from the hotel in the Made- 
ranerthal. W e  gained the Bernetsmatt Alp (the western part 
of I n  den Staffeln), crossed the spur from the Grosse Windgelle 
into the hollow beyond, and held westward without nsing 
much till we found a cleft (the same by which the first 
aecent mas made), which enabled us to clear both lines of cliff 
in a continuous ascent. R e  were 5+ hrs. on the ascent, the 
difference of level being 5,441 feet. Bu t  seven years makes 
a difference in one's walkinv powers ; and we botanised a 
little. Returnin we followea the upper terrace, and Triisch 
(Joseph Maria) i ough t  i t  best to use the mpe. This moun- 
tain is said to be easy when the Grosse Windgelle is hard, and 
vice versa, as the snow facilitates the ascent of the latter (at 
least by the route now used), while i t  increases the difficulties 
of the former. 

The Grosae Wind elle, which exceeds its namesake by 616 
feet, lies further bac 1 to the N. and is not so easily wisible. 
Mr. Ball (' Central Alps,' p. 262 says, that this mountain and 
the Scheerhorn, as well as the h eine Windgelle, are visible 
from the road a t  Intschi or thereaboute. As far as my recol- 
lection goes, you can only see the last. I n  fact, the map seems 
to show that the Kleine Windgelle at that point covers the 
Grosse, and that the slopes of the Bristenstock must shut out 
the Scheerhorn. 
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The Groase Windgelle rises from the Bpli and Staffel 
Glaciera in vast limestone precipices, forming a pyramid of moet 
forbidding appearance, which might well be suppoeed imam- 
sible until fairly tried. It was first ascended by J w p h  M u i a  
Trosch and Melchior T r ikh ,  August 16, 1848, and 15 days 
later they conducted Hoffmann to the snmmit by the Bpme 
route. This was along a gully on the SE. face. Though 
the slopes were very smooth and steep, they seem eeldom to 
have climbed hand+ver-hand. The chief difficulties were 
the psgsa e of the ber chmnd, and one or two queer places 
amongst t Rh e m k s .  8 f b a n n  desribas one in particular on 
the descent, where they had to pass sliding a smooth rock that 
bulged out, with nothing apparently between them and the 
glacier, 2,000 feet below. The ascent from the Bernetslnstt 
Alp took 5+ hrs., the descent 4*, some time being lost owing 
to a fog. 

I n  August 3, 1863, the second ascent was made by a young 
Englishman, named Ralph Milbank, but I know no particulars. 
I n  1864, Messrs. Raillard and Fininger, S.A.C., of Basel, made 
the ascent by a new route, which has since been uniformly 
followed. Keeping up the glacier nearly to the ridge which 
joins the Windgelle with the Gross Ruchi, they were enabled 
to reach the summit by snow-slopes, which, though steep, pre- 
sented no difficulty. Their times are not very intelligible." 

I made the ascent with Mr. Thompson on Ju ly  11, 1866. 
The evening before we walked up from the upper hotel to the 
Alp, accompanied by J. 31. Trosch and A. Z'graggen, and the 
latter's son, Hansli, as rter-a fine boy, who unfortunately 
perished two years ar' ter on the cliffs of the EmtfeldthaL 
Seldom have I seen an evening when the stars glittered more 
brightly, or that gave fairer promise for the morrow. W e  
started next morning at  2.50. W e  kept under the east base 
of the Furggeli to the glacier, whose centre we followed to its 
head, and then turned sharp to the left up the snow-slopes. A 
few days earlier, our guides said, these had been continuous to 
the summit. They were now interrupted every here and there 
by patches of bare rock, very smooth, very wet, and covered 
in many parts with loose rubbish. These alone gave us some 
trouble, as they were excessively slippery-and the inclination 
was often above 50". After about 14 hrs. of this work, on making 
a bend to the right towards the main ridge, the top came in 
sight close to us, and me reached it in 10 minutes more, a t  6.50. 

* ' J ; t l ~ r f ~ ~ ~ c l ~ , '  vol. i i .  pp. 1-lQ-1 L4. 
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The day was perfectly fine and the view magmificent. W e  
were on the more easterly of the two peaks, which are appa- 
rently of equal hei ht. Hofhann  says, the hollow between % them is 500 feet ee and the distance about a gunshot. 
Meesn* Raillard and #:ninger say i t  i. several hundred feet 
deep. These statements are much exaggerated, except the 
gumhot, which ia of course an indefinite distance. I do not 
suppose it is 50 feet deep. Triisch and Z'gr en descended 
into i t  and crossed to the base of the other p e z  probably not 
more than 30 yards off. The rock faces at  its base were too 
smooth to admit of further progress, but with a ladder of 12 or 
15 feet we might have succeeded. W e  left the top at  9, and 
following the same course reached the chllets again at 11. 

The Alp ' In den Staffeln,' lying along the base of the Grosse 
Windgelle and the Gross Ruchi, is a terrace-like plateau, vary- 
ing in width and elevation. The western art of i t  is the P Bernetsmatt Alp ; the eastern the Alp Gno , from which the 
Groee Ruchi has the name Alpgnoferstock. The whole surface 
hss more or less the character of the Schratten, but ie seldom 
so bare. Like the Steinerne Meer, which on a small scale i t  
strongly reeemblm, i t  is covered with irregular eminences, 
amongst which it is easily possible to lose the direction. I 
have seen the best guides in the valley puzzled on i t  in a 
fog. The drainage of the western part wholly, and of the rest 
to a large extent, finds its way to the valley by subterranean 
channels, which in some cases send forth streams of consider- 
able volume, as the Milchbach, near the Blindseeli Alp, not 
far from the upper hotel. On the Bernetsmatt Alp spring water 
is a scarce article, the only spring I know producing but a few 
drops per second. Eastward from the Staffelfirn are two 
small glaciers lying under the cliffs of the Gross Ruchi. This 
mountain is invisible, but the a p l i  (or Tschingelfirn) shows 
in places above the cliffs. ' As you go eastward the Alp gra- 
dually narrows, and the upper and lower cliffi approach each 
other till but a narrow, and in some places unsafe, terrace 
affords a passage. A cattle track leads from the Blindseeli 
Alp (4 hr. east of the hotel) to the Alp Gnof, and between 
this and the path to Golzern there are but two footpaths, one 
almost unsafe, that lead to the alp. 

On Ju ly  1864 we reconnoitred the Gross Ruchi from the 
Oberalpstock, and two days later we made the ascent, after 
sleeping at  a chhlet in Waldibalm, which the landlord of the 
' White Cross' a t  Amsteg had fitted up with three beds. 
Fearing mft snow, we started at  2 A.M. The morning was 
dark, with some thunder and rain, so that we were obliged to 
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use a pine torch, made of a number of thin splinters fastened 
together. This gave a good light, but waa liable to go down 
euddenly-once when I was in an unpleasant situation, on a 
slip ry stone in the middle of a torrent. We climbed by the r cat e track to the Alp Gnof, and then followed the terrace, 
which narrowed till we had to look d u l l y  to our feet. One 
part is called the ' B h e  Tritt.' About 5 we emerged from 
the terrace on the Geise Alp, where we rested. An hour up 
the snow-slopes brought us to the upper n6v6, when the object 
of our attack made its first appesnmce aa a narrow and steep 
snow-ridge, . eurmonnting several hummocks of n6v6, which 
broke away right and left in blue ice-cliffi. We held nearly 
due N. across the lacier and then turned W. to the peak. 
After surmoun ty g e  hummocks, which were each of consider- 
able height, the nal ridge was before ua It was eo steep 
that the snow was coming down in e m d  avalanches, and 1 
began to fear a failure. Having left ever thing but the rope, 
we approached the ridge just above the i ast hummock where 
the snow had slid away most and formed a furrow. I was last, 
and went in deep, but we got on steadily, and were on the 
ridge exactly at 8.30. Thirr ran N. and S. about 15 yda, just 
wide enough to walk on, and opened out a little at the N. end, 
so that we could all stand together. To our right was; the 
steep slope we had ascended ; to the left a dark precipice ; in 
front, as we looked down, the first object8 that met the eye were 
the chhleta of the Bmnni Alp, 6,000 feet below. We almoet 
seemed suspended in the air above them. The sky was cloud- 
less and the view perfect. After a series of jodels from the 
guides to celebrate what was suppose11 to be a first ascent, we 
left the top at 9.15, and after carefully descending the steep 
slope soon rejoined our bag . After clearing the hum- 
mocks, we at once struck o fXae across the lacier, and then 
followed the route of the mornina to the c % Llet, which we 
reached at 1. The weather, whichKad been perfect for nearly 
12 hours, now broke suddenly, and I went down to Amsteg in 
one of the heaviest storms I ever saw. The hail was so heavy 
that I was too thankful for the loan of a stout cotton umbrella, 
and the streams from the steep runsen on the S. side of the 
valley came down so speedily that we were barely in time to 
get across them in safet,y. 

The route to the Ruchen Pass* is the same as that followed 

Z'graggen asserted in 1872 that the name Krukeli properly be- 
longed to a paaa leading by the Hutatockli and behind the glein 
Scheerhorn to the Gries Glacier, at the head of the Schiichenthal. 
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on the last excu~ion. On arriving at the summit level of the 
Tschingel (or Alplifim) you must bear away to the NE. 
angle of the glacier, descending slightly to the point where it 
joins the cliffs of the Bockzingel. At  this point you are at 
the head of a long ravine, or rather steep narrow valley of 
shiver, often covered with snow, enclosed bp cliffi, and running 
nearly E. to W., which leads to the Bnmni Alp, at  the base of 
the Gross Ruchi, and thence to Unterschiichen in 8 hours from 
Waldibalm. I was at  the head of th'i ravine in 1864, and 
have crossed it twice since, in 1867, from the Maderanerthal 
to Unterschiichen, and in 1872 in the reverse direction. 
Theee passages were all in the first week of Ju ly ;  on the 
first two of them the valley (Ruchi-Kehle?) was covered 
with snow for a vertical distance of nearly 3,000 feet, which 
afforded some fine glissading. On the last the snow lay only 
in patches, and the glacier on the other side was much dimin- 
ished. I n  the Maderaner Brunnithal I have made excursions 
in the yeam 1864, 1866, 1872, all in the month of July. I n  
the first two of these the bed of the stream was often choked 
with snow, which afforded a most convenient paes e, and i t  
was the commonly expressed opinion that the W 3 tersfirren 
Alp was never clear till the latter part of Au ust. I n  1872 
there was hardly any snow in the valley. We f ad to crose bad 
bridges, and make troublesome ascents and descents, and the 
Brunni Glacier had shrunk much. Probably a rapid retrogres- 
eion of all the glaciers in this neighbourhood is goin on at  
present Hof iann  observed that, whilst the Hufi dlacier, 
which has a gentle inclination, was advancing between 1837 
and 1847, the Regenstaldenfirn (on the S. slopes of the val- 
ley above the Lungemtutz), which is very steeply inclined, was 
retreating during the same time. Probably these motions, if 
observed for long periods, will be found to be oscillatory. 

The Scheerhorn (10,814j is the highest summit of the 
northern chain, which is here crossed by a spur at right angles 
reaching near1 to the Dussistock, and leaving but a very 
narrow outlet f or the Nufi Glacier. I t  was first ascended by 
Hofbann with Joe. Gysler and Peter Imholz, Aug. 9, 1842. 
From Unterschiichen they gained the Gries Glacier and the 
Scheerlucke, and then went up the steep eastern face of the 
peak. The second recorded ascent (and the first from the 
~ u t h  side) waa made by Herr Fininger, of Basel, with Trosch 
and Z'grag en, Aug. 11, 1863. Sleeping at  the miserable 
hut of the hufi *lpli, they started at  4.7 A.M. They ascended 
the slopes above the hut, and reached the glacier in 45 m., at  
a p i n t  above the icefall. At 6.1; they were o1)lwsite the spur 
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of the Scheerhorn, turned N. to the Scheerlucke, and at 7 were 
at the base of the mountain. The glacier at this time pre- 
sented more dif%culties than usual ; there was much hard ice 
on the upper slopes ; and they took two hours to gain the ridge, 
about 150 feet below the summit, which was reached in a 
quarter of an hour more, at 9.30. This is the highest point in 
an irregular, jagged, and frequently very narrow ridge. 

I made the ascent from the hotel on July 8,1869, with J. M. 
Trosch and Albin Baumann. VTe started at 2 A.M. with a 
lantern. Walking with a lantern is a very disagreeable pro- 
ceeding, as you generally are frightened at the shadows, and 
courageously charge the stones ; but on this occasion it did us 
good service, as on descending the dark path to the snow-bed 
by which the Kerstelenbach ie generally crossed, the light 
showed UR that it had di~appeared in the night. Should we 
return to the nearest bridge, or advance and cross the lacier ? 
In  an evil hour, deciding on the latter-I suppose on t fe  prin- 
ciple that retreat is disgrace-we ained the foot of the glacier, % over some very rough ground, an with some trouble got on to 
it. Unfortunatelv at this earlv hour it waa hard frozen. and 
we had to cut stips on slopesdof the gentlest inclination. I 
believe the paesage of mme 300 yards wet us threequarters 
of an hour, and we then had a little bit of a scramble to gain 
the track to the Hufi d l ~ l i .  From this. follow in^ the same 
route ae Herr Fininger, bbt with less t&ble, as Ge had not 
a single step to cut, and were rather troubled with the softness 
of the mow than otherwise, we reached the top a few minotes 
after 9. After staying about 1+ hours, we reached the hotel 
again by the same route at 4 P.M. 

The pass between the Scheerhorn and Kammlistock is called 
the Scheerlucke or Scheerjoch. I t  is marked in the map 
2,825 m. = 9,266 feet, and mua$ be nearly the same height as 
the Clariden Grat. The first passage I have seen any notice 
of was made by Me~srs. Grove, Macdonald, and Stephen, 
July 31, 1864. 

Memrs. Mansell, Thompson, and myself crossed i t  with 
Z'graggen in 1865, after sleeping at the poor inn, 'Rose,' a t  
Urnerboden. We started at 3.15 A.M., July 12, and after 
reaching the Klausen Pass, followed the slopes to the left to 
the Kammli Alp, and the Gries Glacier beyond. Partly 
ascending the glacier, and partly the slopes at the base of the 
cliffs of the Kammlistock, we gained t.he summit of the a t  
9. Here we rested threequartera of an hour. From this point 
our descent to the Maderanerthal was by the route already 
desuibed to thc Scheerhorn. The day mas very fine, and the 
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view of the northern range after we cleared the spur of tho 
Scl~eerhorn sin ularly fine. The glacier a t  this point is greatly 
coml~resaed a n f  dslocated, and forma on its south side many 
wavelike ridges, which run into each other in a perfect maze 
of crevasses. I n  passing one of these Z'graggen was sounding 
in a queer-looking place, and I had athered up  the slack of 
the rope to hold him up, when sud % enly I went right over- 
head into a crevasse so d l  that, as I swung in it, when my 
knee touched one wall, my heel touched the other. My head 
was about four feet below the surface, and rul my knapsack 
had tilted up when I went through, they had some trouble in 
pulling me out. I have often felt ashamed of this since, for 
had either the rope been ti ht, or the alpenstock in its proper 
position, i t  could not have fappened. Indeed, had I but kept 
my feet apart, I could not have fallen in-the crevasse was 
not wide enough. The rope had a very fair trial, for with my 
knapsack I must have been nearer 15 than 14 stone. W e  
reached the hotel, after paying a visit to the Stauberbach, a t  
2.30. 

Opposite to the Scheerhorn, between the Hufi Glacier and 
the Brunnithal, is the Dussistock, or Hufistock 10,712), one 
of the most beautiful peake in the valley, and w b ich, from its 
prominent position, is better seen by the traveller through the 
valley than any other except the Bristenstock. More than 
three parts of it are surrounded by the Hufi Glacier, the 
Cavrein Glacier, on the N. and E., and the Tschingel Glacier 
OR the S., which sends down a long narrow tongue of ice 
into the Blunnithal, reaching nearly to the Waltersfirren Alp 
( 1,930 m. = 6,340 feet). On its northern slopes i t  beam several 
hanging glaciers, whose avalanches often threaten those who 
traver~e the Hufi Glacier late in the day. The Dussistock 
was first climbed by Escher von der Linth in 1842. The 
next recorded ascent that I know of was made by Herr Biachoff 
Meyer, President of the Bale section of the S.A.C., in 1864. 
I made the ascent August 3, 1868, with Z'graggen. W e  left 
the hotel at 2 A.M., with several other parties, one for the 
Grosae Windgelle, and two for the Oberalpstock. W e  fol- 
lowed the ordinary track into the Brunnithal, lighted by a 
glorious full moon, till about half-way between the ltenderbiihl 
Alp and Waltersfirren. Here we took leave of the Ober- 
alptock party, and started up the slopes to our left, A t  5 we 
were on the n6v6, which was in beautiful order, and we mado 
our way up without any difficulty to the Klein Dussistock. 
The usual route is to climb this, and to follow the ridge to the 
summit. Instead of this, \v\.c follo\vcd the mom-slops below 
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the ridge, until we were compelled to get on to it about 10 
minutes from the summit, which we reached at 8. There was 
not the least difficulty anywhere. Only at one point, close to 
the top, Z'graggen had to pull himself up with the spike of his 
axe, and tben held out the handle to me. The view was 
s i n e a r l y  good-above all, for the almost entire survey 
whlch you have of the Hufi Glacier, on this side of the 
Clariden Grat. I t  was evidently easy to pass from the Hufi 
Glacier to the Val Camein. I n  1864 Herr B i h o f f  Meyer 
descended from the top into the Val Camein by the glacier 
immediately S. of the summit, reaching the valley near the 
point marked on the Fed. Map, 2,101 m6trej. We eat on the 
top for an hour enjo ing the view and looking in vain for the 
party on the Grmse %Yindgelle ; they gained their snmmit just 
as we left ours. The Oberalpstock arty were visible on the 
upper n6v6 of the Brunni Glacier. b e  left the top at 9, and, 
returning by the same route, reached the hotel at 12. 

From this mountain t.he border-chain of the v d e y  sweeps 
round the head of the Rrunnithal in a great curve to the 
Oberalpstock. The Tschingelfirn is terminated on the S. by 
the Stotzigrat, and between this and the Piz Cavardiraa ia the 
Cavardiras Pass, called also Cavrein Pam (2,705 m. = 8,885 ft.), 
which offers an easy passage to the Ruseinthal, which we 
took advantage of in 1866 on our way to the aecent of the 
Tiidi. 

Between Piz Cavardiraa and Piz d'Aclelta on the west, is 
the Brunni Pass, by which you can easily reach Disentis from 
the hotel in 8 or 9 hours. This pass is well known, and has 
been described in the pages of the Journal by Mr. Brooks- 
bank. 

The bounding ridge continues westward to Piz Ault, where 
i t  suddenly turns to the N., and culminates in the triple peak 
of the Oberalpstock, aleo Piz Tgietschen, or Cotschen (10,925), 
st once the higheet mountain of this district, and that which 
Imssesses the eateet historical interest. The first known 
ascent was m x i n  1799, by Pater Placidus B Spesoha, Abbot 
of Disentis, one of the most remarkable men of hia time, 
of whom a very interesting biography is given in Professor 
Theobald's ' Rundner Oberland.' Accompanied by his eervant, 
he slept at the Alp Runs, above Disentis. I n  the morning, 
following an Alpine valley called Laberein, he gained the 
upper n6v6 of the Brunni Glacier, and traversed i t  to the 
base of the actual peak, which rises a b ~ u t  2,000 feet above it. 
They found the steeper slopes much crevassed. No date is 
given, but it must have been late in thc year, as in the early 
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away, and the snow-peaks were seen glittering in the cloudless 
blue. Then up a lateral valley to our right, till we reached 
the snow in about an hour at  a small plateau called Calmot. 
Here we halted for refreshment. On startin we found thc  
snow in first-rate order, just letting the foot % ite well. We 
reached the ridge about 9, and the summit, by an w e n t  in 
parta very sharp, about 9.45. The view was indescribably 
beautiful. With the single exception of the Todi, we over- 
looked every neighbourii~g summit, and seemed to see nearly 
the whole of Switzerland. The temperature was 52" F., and 
we spent two hours on the summit in the utmost enjoyment. 
Trosch searched in vain for the bottle left by H o h a n n  17 
years before, but it was buried too deep. It was first found 
three weeks later by another party. Returning to the point 
where we first struck the ridge, we cleared the snow-slopes in 
twenty minutes, by a series of magnificent slides, and spread 
ourselves out to dry on the plateau where we had breakfasted. 
Sedrun was reached at  3. Here, to my regret, I found that 
Herr Bischoff Meyer had arrived from Amsteg, greatly dis- 
appointed to find that the guides whom he had engaged for 
this very ascent had taken up another before him. Triisch 
remained to accompany him the next day, while Z'graggen 
went down with me to Gisentis to cross the Brunni Grat. 
W e  ought to have gone direct from the sulnmit into the 
Maderanerthal ; but that was reserved for the S. A.C. a little 
later. 

In  187 2, with several friends, I crossed the Oberalpstock from 
the Maderanerthal to Sedrun. It struck me ss being a very 
tedious route. The circuit of the head of the B m n i  Glacier 
was especially wearisome. I t  appeared to me that the icefall 
might be turned on the left, or  western side, and so at  1-t a 
couple of hours be saved. It would be worth while a h  to 
try a direct ascent from the Maderanerthal by the Regen- 
staldenfirn. 

z ' ~  
raggen said he thought i t  would be hard, 

but not impossib e. 
In  1866, after ascending the Tadi, Mr. T h o m p n  and myself, 

with J. M. Trosch as guide, crossed the ridge between the 
Oberalpstock and Weitenalpstock. Leaving Sedrun at  4.50 
on Ju ly  16, we reached the Strim Glacier, and keeping up a 
long snow-bed on ita left bank were on the n6vB at  7.30. \Ve 
halted for breakfast at the base of the gully by which Hoff- 
mann effected his ascent, and Trosch proposed to repeat it, but 
we were too lazy after a day's idling at Disentis, and declined. 
The upper part of the lacier is tolerably level, and the ri ?a 
its hrad, thouph jagge% in a fantastic manner, rises very ~ t t l a  
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above it. W e  reached the lowest point in the ridge at 8.50. 
The small glaciers on the other side lie more than 1,000 feet 
below the ridge, and the face looked so steep that I felt very 
doubtful; but Trosch, who had doubtless often been there 
chamois-hunting, assured us i t  would go quite well. I made 
the height 9,250 feet, which is probably rather in excess. W e  
firat scrambled down the rocks a bit, and then took to a narrow 
gully; but as this side was all in shadow, the snow wae 
too hard, and we again took to the rocks at  its edge for several 
hundred feet. Then, finding the snow soft enough to kick steps 
in, we resumed the gully, and were soon glad to glissade out 
of the cold narrow ravine into the open nEv6 and the bright 
sunshine. W e  soon were off the snow, and went down the 
Sellinen Tobel into the Etzlithal, and by the usual route to 
Amsteg, which we reached in 4 hrs. from the top, the rock 
descent having taken 1$ hrs. The whole time, exclusive of the 
halt at  the top, was about 8 hrs., and this pass, though higher, 
need occupy little more t ine  than the Kreuzli, as i t  is more 
direct. 

I climbed the Weitenalpstock the same summer with J. M. 
Trosch. W e  left the hotel, Ju ly  9, nt 4 A.M., and descended 
the valley to the Lungenstutz in 40 minutes ; then, turning up 
a narrow valley to the left (Griessernthal?), me ained the 
ridge called Seeleck about 6.30, without any trou f le except 
from the steep slippery g m s  slopes towards the top. The 
view of the peaks on the N. side is very good from this point, 
and i t  was selected by Hofhann as a stahon for his panorama 
of that side. From this part we descended nearly 1,000 feet 
into the Sellinen Tobel, and began to ascend the NW. spur of 
the Weitenalpstock, till we were stopped by the rocks. W e  
then followed a narrow and in some places unsafe foo ath 
nearly at  a l e d  to the up r part of the Weiten Alp. %his 
lies between the W. and h W. spurn of the mountain. W e  
gained a snow-bed which fills the u per part of this hollow, and 
crossed i t  to a suitable point in the 8 W. spur. Here, at  9.30, we 
attacked the rocks, which Triisch remarked were 'etwa streng,' 
and got to the top at  11.50, having been 7 hrs. 60 mins. on the 
oecent. The descent, however, into the Sellinen Tobel lost us 
a good deal of time. The clouds were about our level, and we 
had hardly any view. Descending the rocks, I had to use my 
arms so much, that I took the cramp, and had to wait every 10 
minutes to quiet the muscle& On reaching the Weiten A1 , 
we went straight down into the Etzlithal by a footpath, whic E , 
like that of the morning, eroesed rock faces in a very pre- 
carious mnnner, and occas~onally followed the bed of a strenm. 
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Then down the Etzlithal, refreshing ourselvm at Triiach's 
house by the way. On reaching the top of the steep descent 
into the Maderanerthal; we held to the right at a level to 
gain the Lungenstutz; but the way was so bad, and there 
were so many obstacles to be crossed, that I lost my temper, 
and I shall never try the short cutwhen I go that way again, 
unless I hear the path is improved. We did not reach the 
hotel till 7 P.M., both pretty well tired 

The boundary line of the group now sweeps round by the 
Kreuzli Pass, through the Mutsch, Piz Ner (or Crispalt), and 
Piz Giuf to the Bristenstock. 

We went over the Piz Ner to Sedrun, July 17, 1865, two 
days after croesing the Scheerjoch. W e  slept at Triisch's 
house, in the Etzliboden. He  had but one spare bed, and the 
Tery doubtful honour of occupyin this was assigned to me, as f the senior. However I ale t we 1. I n  the morning we fol- 
lowed the Etzlithsl to the kreutzlistutz (where you turn l& 
to the Kreutzli Pass), and following the right branch for a short 
time, we turned south to the glacier which lies between the 
Mutsch, Piz Ner, and Piz Giuf. There was no difficulty in 
crossing this, and the ascent of the NE. face of the peak, which 
looks very stee from a distance, on1 required a rough scram- 
ble. At the g l p  Gulma (on the &reutzlistutz), we learned 
that Z'graggen, with a S.A.C., had failed on the Crispalt 
the previous day ( I  cau hardly think it was Z aggen's fault) 
and had started this morning to try ?ah. $hen we got on 
the Mutsch Glacier, we saw them on t e opposite eide making 
for the col between the Piz Ner and Piz Giuf, and a good way 
ahead of ua But they were only on the top 5 minutee before 
ua  The top is a short irregular ridge only a few yards long, 
the blocks in many cases overhanging. All the valleys which 
it overlooks are very barren and sav The weather was 
delightful. We were more than twoT2ura on the top, and 
amongst us we took an outline of three quarters of the panorama 
Our guides asserted this to be the Crispalt. Hoihann also, in 
his panorama from the Bernetsmatt Alp, names it the Crispalt. 
It is marked on the Federal Map 3,059 m., but we all agreed 
that i t  was higher than the peak named Criepalt on the map, to 
which the height 3,000 m. is assigned. I t  is not unlikely the 
Piz Xer has been underrated. The S. A. C. in some notes 
in the visitors' book at Amsteg gives the height at 10,264 feet 
(? Swise feet). W e  descended on the SW. face, which waa 
not particularly difficult, but very rotten ; it was very hard to 

'ng small stones, which raised the wrath of those 
&lo% below. By earing a little to the N. we got off the rocks on 



to the little glacier a t  the head of Val Giuf. This has a 
moraine quite out of proportion to its merits, about ten times 
its size. Down the Val Giuf into the Vorder Rheinthal and to 
Sedrun. I have no notes, but I believe the ascent took about 
5 h o r n  and the descent 3 hours. 

I n  1869 I had a fine walk up the Etzlithal and round the 
Bristenstock over the Portli Joch into the Fellithal and so 
to Amsteg. It is possible by this route to ascend the B~is ten-  
stock. I think Mr. H. P. Thomas,in 1869, went over i t  from 
the Maderanerthal to Amsteg. The ascent of the Bristen- 
stock from Amsteg is now well known. The experiences of 
Messrs. Hardy and Kennedy in the first series of ' Peaks and 
Passes,' will enable anyone to reach the summit who will make 
the attempt seriously, and start in good time from Alnsteg. 

All round the village of Arnsteg are charming walks, that 
wind through the pine-forests from one alp to another on the 
lower slopes of the Kleine JVindgelle, the Bristenstock, and 
the Arniberg. One day in 1864, I walked with Z'graggen up 
the suinlnit just behind the Arniberg marked in the Federal 
Map Grossgant. Here we had a fine view, but immediately 
behind us was a rocky double-toothed su~nmit, which shut out 
nearly all the view to the W. The view from this must 
certainly be much finer, avd we begall to work towards i t  along 
the ridge. lye soon found this was the worst possible way, 
and several times we were almost stuck fast, but after a severe 
strumgle we reached it. The view to the W. was still cut off 
by txe Mantliser and others, but as these were more distant, 
we willingly conceded to them the right of forming the western 
boundary of our panorama. There was a most convenient 
natural armchair on the top, where I enjoyed myself greatly for 
some time. Z'graggen asserted we were on the Grossgant ; 
but from the map it must have been the peak marked Otters- 
balm. The height I estimated a t  about 8,000 feet. I thought 
thia was from its ar~essibility in a comparatively short time 
the Amsteg mountain par excellence, and one day in a sub- 
sequent year I repeated the ascent, intending to sketch the 
view, but was defeated by the weather. I got, however, a list of 
most of the prominent objects seen from it. These, beginning 
I.'. and going round by N., were the Schlossberg, and the 
range N. of the Erstfeldthal (over it the Blackenstock and 
Rothstock, the bay of Uri, the Eigi Scheideck, Brunnen, 
Altorf and the Reussthal to Silenen, the Zuger See, the Albis 
~ - .- .~ ~ -- 

From the head of this valley it is easy to cross the Felli Pam (8,000), 
and descend to the Oheralp Sec. 

YOL. \'I.-NO. XLIII .  A A 
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and Zuricher See, the Rossberg (N. of Schachenthal), the 
Schwarzstock, and Rinderstock ; the Seweli Alp, the G r m  
and Kleine Wingelley the Scheerhorn, Claridenstock, Todi, 
Dussistock, Oberalpstock, Kreutzlistock, Bristenstock, Mat- 
tenstock, the Pellithal, Crispalt, Andermatt, and the moun- 
tains round it-the Fibbia, Spitzliberg and its satellites ; lastly, 
the Kronlet and Mantliser, in the same range as ourselves ; a 
circle of no great extent; but on a fine day very beautiful. 
W e  of course found the descent much easier. I believe on the 
first occasion we were 7 hours up and 3 down ; and on the 
second I could not find the way very well, as clouds were 
hanging about. But I should say 8 hours as a rule would 
suffice, and i t  would be a very nice excursion for au off day. 
I n  going up the Maderanerthal this peak is conspicuous in the 
centre of the view looking back from about Bristen. 

The three remaining excursions mere all made from the 
Erstfeldthal. 

On Saturday, Ju ly  2, 1864, just three days after passing 
the Seweli Joch-where we had so much new snow-I went 
with Z'graggen by this valley to Engelberg. We drove down 
from Amsteg to Klus, and got fairly off from Erstfeld about 
3.15. Twenty minutes brought us into the valley, up which 
we followed the usual track till we passed the first chblets and 
entered a gorge, a t  the head of which we breakfasted about 6. 
Passing the upper chalets and the fine waterfall formed by the 
stream from the Ober and Unter Fulen See, we reached the 
glacier at 7.30. This is an extensive icdield, bounded by the 
Schlossberg, Gross and Klein Spanorter, Kronlet and some 
subordinate peaks. As we entered on its surface, the day, 
which had been unpromising, began to impr~ve  ; the first thing 
which cheered us being the snowy summit of the Schlossberg 
flashing brightly throu h the mist. I t  seemed feasible to go P right up the middle o the glacier to the notch between the 
Schlossberg and Gross Spanort, but Z'graggen objected on the 
score of the new snow. W e  worked gradually up patches of 
old snow and rocks to the slopes under the cliffi of the former 
mountain. The snow was already soft, and before long we 
were going frequently knee deep. Every few minutes we had 
to cross tlie remains of avalanches fallen during the last week, 
and these afforded firmer footing. About halfway up, when on 
an interval of smooth snow between two of these, we heard a 
faint noise from above. W e  listened ; it was repeated. Z'grag- 
gen, said ' Lawine,' m d  as I looked round in some perturba- 
tion for a place of shelter, he obsel.ved that we were on 
smooth snow and the avalanche would only descend by its usual 



channel. During this the faint murmur changed to a deep 
rumbling sound, then to a rattling roar, and with wonder not 
unmixed with terror I saw the mass of snow burst like a huge 
waterfall over the edge of the cliff in front, here some 350 feet 
high, and fall with deep dull thuds on the slope within 50 
yards of us. Almost immediately after, another flew over the 
cliffs just behind us. These were not merely masses falling 
down, but formed continuous streams for nearly a minute. 
When all was quiet, we once more commenced our wading, and 
by slow degrees reached the pass, but not till 12 noon, exactly 
83 hrs. from Erstfeld. The oppressive heat was here ex- 
changed for a cutting wind, so that we did not stay long. I 
made the hei ht 8,721 feet (8,635 by the Federal Map), so 
that we had c 9 imbed more than 7,000 feet from Erstfeltl. The 
space between the cliffs of the Schlossberg and Gross Spanort 
is only aboi~t  100 yards, and the view is very limited. From 
the top we kept down the slopes on the side of the Schlossber,v, 
and resently ventured into a snow hollom just under the cliffs, I but nding that stones from the cliffs occasionally fell into it, 
we held down its left edge till we reached the top of the lower 
cliffs. Here me were compelled to cross the snow channel and 
keep round nearly to the E. side of the mountain to find a 
practicable slope. W e  complained that the Schlossberg had to- 
day first snow-balled us arid the11 stoned us, but  we had yet 
to learn the extent of his malice. 

W e  had got down into the valley and were on the horse-track 
from the Surenen, when we heard a crash, and looking up at 
the face of the cliff opposite, saw that a great rock as big as a 
house had broken away from the face. I t  first plunged into a 
rocky ravine, where we lost sight of it, but we could hear it 
grinding furiously along and see the puffs of smoke darting out 
from the force of the collisions. I n  a few seconds it emerged 
broken into three pieces, and these at every bound parted into 
more, so that in less time than it takes to read this, the green 
slopes of the alp opposite to us were covered with pieces of all 
shapes and sizes rushing furiously down. Being a t  a height 
above the stream, we seemed to be in perfect security, but some 
of the blocks crossed the water and came many feet up on our 
side. Soon the hurly-burly was over, and we heard the low- 
inas of the frightened cattle (Z'graggen said he saw one struck), 
while the cloud of dust still hung high in the air like a funeral 
pall. W e  owed no doubt all our experiences of this day to the 
late heavy fall of snow. Engelberg was reached at 4 p.nr. 

I n  1867 me mcended the Gross Spanort. Having met our 
old guides, Triisch and Zgraggen, a t  Erstfeld, we walked up 

A A 2 
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the Erstfeldthal to the first cllilleta (3,418), where we passed 
the night. For bread, milk, and a hay bed, we were charged 
20 francs, an extortionate demand even for six people. I 
believe the not unfrequent passage of tourish to Engelberg 
or to the head of the valley, mhich is marked in some m a p  
as a speciality in scenery, has demoralised them. Next morn- 
ing, July 9, we left a t  3.15 A.M., and followed a very rough 
path to the Ober See. The stream from this was crossed on a 
snow-bed. Then by the rocks and snow+lopes on the S. 
side of the glacier (near the principal ice-fall) we reached 
the upper level of the nBv6 between the Kronlet and Gross 
Spanort, close to the peak marked 2,374 m. W e  gained the 
base of the Spanort over slopes which (otherwise easy) were 
rendered wearisome by new snow, at  9.20 A.M. The peak 
appeared very difficult of access, and we bore round to the 
Spanorter Joch. Here we ascended a steep snow-slope 
between two rock walls. This in a few minutes brought us 
to a small snow-terrace. , W e  had now a clear view of the peak, 
mhich is formed of a fantastically arranged group of rocks of 
a columnar form, separated in many cases by deep perpen- 
dicular gullies. The rocks were covered in a wonderful 
manner by the frozen snow, which ornamented every ledge 
and projection with the most graceful feather-like plumes. 
Ascending a slope of rubbish covered with snow, we attacked 
the rocks at the lowest point, and though the foothold and 
handhold were of the scantiest order, we made our way to the 
next snow-terrace about 60 feet above. The next set of rocks, 
about 80 feet high, was worse. Z'graggen had f int  to push 
Trijsch up a chimney (part of the way at least), and he then 
managed to get a secure positiou and helped each of us up by  
the rope. Then a fern minutes over easy snow-slopes along a 
tolerably broad ridge brought us to the top a t  11.25. This 
falls away in precipices on all sides but that by which we 
ascended. The actual top is at  the N. end, and consists of 
a mass of rocks about 8 feet high, projecting on all sides 
from ita base, the top being erhaps 8 feet across. Mre 
shored two of the party up, a n 1  then handed them up stones 
to make a man. Unfortunately we had no distant view, but 
me saw enough to assure us that we were on the highest 
point of the mountain. The guides at  En  elber say that a 
peak of the Spanort which they ascend f rom t f e N. side 
(i.e. from the Erstfeld Joch) is the iughest. I t  may look so 
from their valley, but when on the top its inferiority is be- 
yond doubt, There were no signs of any former ascent W e  
left the top at 12.25. Triisch let us all in succession down 
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the first rocks. When we were at  the bottom, as we looked 
up at  him, he appeared surrounded with prismatic colours. I 
could only attribute this to the quantity of fine particles of 
snow in the air, which we dislodged in our descent, but I do 
not see why the glory should have surrounded him. All the 
same he deserved it. The Joch was gained at 1.25 P.M., and 
we bore across the glacier to a pass between the Kronlet and 
s nameless peak marked 2,947 m. From this we descended 
by very steep snow-slopes into the head of the Gornerenthal. 
The snow was left a t  3.45, and Amsteg reached by the village 
of Gurtnellen a t  6.45 P.M. I made the difference between the 
top and Amsteg 8,827 feet, which, added to 1,713 feet, the 
height of Amsteg, gives for the Gross Spanort 10,540, which 
aFees more nearly than usual with the Federal Survey. 
There is no doubt. however. that onlv the mean of a number 
of observations wiih an aneroid is at. i l l  reliable. 

I n  1868 I ascended the Kronlet with TrSsch and Z'graggen ; 
not that two guides were wanted, but i t  mas the last excursion, 
and as i t  turned out i t  was the last time I ever had them 
together. After ascending the Dussistock on August 3, me 
went into the Erstfeldthal to sleep at  the Eyen Alp, which 
lies on its S. slopes, under the Raukenstock, at  a height of 
about 5,000 feet. I was heartily tired with the day's work, 
having ascended and descended more than 9,000 feet; and I 
was unfeignedly glad when I learned next morning tliere was 
no chance of an early start. The weather improving rather, 

ot awny at  5.40, climbing round the shoulder of the 
we Rau % enstock; we soon reached the Ober See, which lies 
immediately under the Kronlet. After searching in vain for 
means of crossing the stream, we were obliged to wade it. 
It was not knee deep, nor flowing very fast, but I had no 
feeling in my legs when I got across. Continuing on our way 
under the Kronlet, we were much amused with the pranks of 
a 'gems ' who performed a 'pas seul ' for several minutes in 
r gully not far above us. I thought he was mad. H e  ran u p  
20 yards or so, and then down again in two or three frantic 
bounds, and kept repeating the operation till we all burst out 
laughing, which frightened him into propriety. I never 
witnessed a ' gemsen-spiel ' before or since. Something ap- 
proaching to i t  I once saw in a wild hollow bdow the 
Gelmerhorner in the Haslithal. Ourselves concealed behind a 
rock we saw four of these animals not fifty yards from us go 
round and round in a circle regularly till disturbed by the 
shrill whistle of my guide. Our direction mas much the same 
as for the Spanort, except that we held more to the left. Arrived 
at the glacier, we gradually ascended, bearing always to the 
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left; and struck the ridge W. of the Kronlet, not a quarter of 
a mile from the summit. The ridge was perfectly m y ;  on  
our left a glacier fell away steeply towards the Ober See ; to 
the right were irregular slopes apparently terminated by cliG 
overhanging the Gornerenthal. Half-way along the ridge 
we saw some sheep which had strayed over the glacier to this 
height (at least 10,100 feet). They came to us, but as we 
happened to have no salt to attract them, they shrank away 
again on to the glacier. W e  soon reached the peak (10,208) 
whicli is not 20 feet higher than the ridge. Curiously enough, 
the actual summit is not in the ridge itself. I t  consists of two 
small peaks flattened at the top, one about 6 and the other 
about 10 feet high. They are approached by a bridge a t  
right angles to the ridge, and there is a space of about 4 feet 
between them. The top of the larger is about 12 feet by 8 ; 
of the other a little less. W e  gained the top of the higher by 
creepin6 along a ledge a t  10 A.M. Great white fleecy clouds 
were sailing about a t  our level, which spoiled the view, though 
they framed some bcautiful pictures. From the top you look 
down very steeply into the Erstfelderthal and the Intechi- 
thal. The slopes were too steep to descend into the latter, 
so we returned as we came. NTe saw the sheep on the ice, in 
a most unsafe position on a steep slope, where they could but  
just keep their footing. On arriving a t  the Ober See, we 
follomcd the Spanorter route to the lower chfilets, and told the  
occupants of the distressed sheep. W e  reached Klus about 
6, and bidding farewell to Trosch and Z7gmggen, I got to 
Amsteg about 7; and I am afraid I only got up next morning 
in time to catch the 2 o'clock boat comfortably a t  Fluelen. 

Thus ends the roll of my excursions in this district. Since 
the new hotel was opened in the Ikiaderanerthal in 1865, the 
number of expeditions has of course very much increased: 

* I had the curiosity to get au extract fiorn the 'Visitors' Book ' ot 
the nui~iber there recorded, between 1865 a d  1871 inclusive, with 
the following result :- 

times 
Windgclle (but11 together) . . 21 
Hristenstock . . 12 
( 'l:~ridenstock . . 30 
l)u~\iutock . . . .  . 24 
Iluti glacier to Stachelberg . . 53 
Obrmlp~rock . . 40 
I:ucl~crl Pas, to Unterschachen . . PO 
Sclicerliorn . . 24 
Sc-11lo~sl)el-g. . . 20 
I31.uiini P;IM . . 42 
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It is to be lamented that there is no tariff, and that the Swiss 
Alpine Club have not taken upon themselves to modify 
chargee which must be considered excessive. I have seldom 
suffered myself, as I was generally travelling with a guide for 
a lengthened period, but there is no doubt that charges for 
individual excursions are high.' 

When lookinn over the numbers of the ALPINE JOURNAL to 
verify some of tohe dates and statements made above, I came on 
an article in the first number about guides when past work, and 
their claims upon employers u~hom they have served faithfully. 
It brought Trosch to my mind. H e  was very unwell in the 
spring of 1869, but recovered sufficiently to walk for a week 
with me, as my pace did not kill him. But  he has hardly 
done anything since, and is now, I fear, quite laid on the shelf; 
and he is only a year older than I am. Z'graggen too is not 
the man he was ; he was very unwell last spring, and did not 
walk half as well as usual ; indeed up the Oberalpstock he 
went very badly. I am sure men like him and Trosch are lost 
when they might still do much valuable work, merely because 
they are engaged by young climbers whose only ambition is to 
force the pace, and to do the thing in as short a time as 
possible. 1 have heard Z'graggen complain of it years ago. 

1 feel I owe an apology for laying before the Club such a 
string of statcmenta about a number of comparatively insig- 
nificant excursions. Yet though the peaks be wanting in 
height, and the excursions in difficulty, I think I may venture 
to my, that all who travel in this district will find themselves 
repaid by the variety of the mountain forms and the beauty of 
the scenes they present. I n  gathering together my notes and 
recalling events to my memory, I have travelled again over 
many happy days, some spent in active exertion on some 
mountain walk, others in indolent enjoyment on some alp, 
searching for the finest specime~le of the Alpine flora, or 
enjoying the view, that changed with every hour, with every 

The name Brunni Pass i~ general1 applied in this locality to the p~ 
to Disentis over the ridge called t i e  Brmnigrat ; and Ruchen Pass to 
that leading to Unterschiichen. I should hardly have reckoned the 
Schlossberg as a Maderanerthal excursion. No doubt the p w  to 
Engelberg is meant. 

* I only paid 10 franca in 1862 for the Kleine Windgelle, and the 
tame in 1863 for the Bristenstock. Now, I believe, there are hardly 
any under 20 fmncs, and this compares very unfavourably with the 
charges fixed by the Au~trian (now German) Alpine Club, such as 6 
florins (= 10s.) for the Wildspitze, or 8 florins (= 13s. 4d.) for the 
Gross Glockncr. 
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passing cloud. But  I, too, like my old guides, have cause for 
regret when I feel that my strength is failing, when I feel how 
much worse my wind and my legs are than they were ten years 
ago. With time and patience I may yet for a few years be able 
to make excursions in the mountain region that I love so -.ell. 
I trust that I may be long able to enjoy that mountain beauty, 
the love of which, as one of our members has written, if not 
stronger than the love of woman, is more enduring.' 

S C I I L U D E R B A C I I  is a good head-quarters for moun- 
taineers, and the accommodation of the little inn has been 

lately much increased by the addition of a ' dcpendance' on 
the opposite side of the road-at the same time, i t  is said, that 
Herr l'loner and his good wife have extended their ideas as to 
the increased dimensions of English pockets, and the gullibility 
of British tourists: with all this. however. neither host nor 
hostess are bad people, as the world goes, and the inn is very 
c:omfortable both as regards fare and accommodation. 

Sclluderbach is nearly, if not quite, 800 feet higher than 
Cortina, and distant from it some ten miles by the high road. 
t i t  least four different cols may be taken in going across 
country between the two places; the finest is the glacier pass 
of the Cristall Joch. &lonte Ciistallo and Piz f'vpena form 
together a noble and stupendous natural gateway to this pass, 
\vhich is neither a long nor generally a t  all a difficult one 
until late in the season. I t s  attractions are, in my opinion, 
greater when i t  is taken from Schluderbach. Mr. Trueman 
slid I crossed i t  from Cortina in July, with Santo Siorpes, 
rind the following day I recrossed it alone; fresh snow had 
1allen in the interim, filling up many of our steps, so that I had 
tu open new ones where the descent mas steep for a certain 
distance below the top on the ('ortinil sitlc. The ascent of 
Mol!te Cristallo is made from the col itsclf'; Silnto related to 
me horn he had once nlade i t  with two I'russian students, whom 
11e greatly praised for never having required the use of the 
rope citlier up or down. I have never made the ascent, but 
have heard i t  spoken of as one of the more difficult of the 
Anil)ezzo Dolomitea 

Stretching at  the foot of lofty pineclad precipices, between 
Schluderbach and Landro, xith a glacier and bavage c r w  in 
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the background, the little Diirren See has, to my eye, few equals 
among Alpine tarns ; the prevailing colour of its waters is light 
emerald often varied by shades of purple and blue, most trou- 
blesome to reproduce faithfully and effectively on canvas, 
although it is not unfrequently made a study of by persevering 
German artists, of whom many are found spending their vaca- 
tion in this neighbourhood. A striking picture is presented by 
the gaunt and perfectly upright cliffs of the Drei Zinnen, seen 
through an opening close to Landro. Some connoisseurs prefer 
the view of this mountain from the Mesurina Alp, with its lake 
in the foreground ; but I think i t  one of the most characteristic 
specimens of the dolomitic type, and remarkable from whatever 
quarter i t  may be seen; i t  beam the reputation moreover of 
being one of the stiffest climbs in this district, as does also the 
Drei Schuster Spitze in the Sextenthal, which is perhaps one 
or two hundred feet hqher. Both mountains, I understand, 
were first ascended, a few years ago, by Grohmann, and like 
all other mountains, will lose much of their reputation for 
difficulty by repeated ascents. Whatever the Drei Schuster 
Spitze may be, I certainly did not find the Drei Zinnen so 
formidable as i t  had been represented by Sunto aud Herr 
Ploner, who had been to the top of i t ;  i t  is, nevertheless, a 
stiff little peak, and gives one a capital idea of a good dolomite 
rock climb. 

Starting for the Drei Zinnen, or ' Tre Cime ' from Schlu- 
derbach with Santo before daybreak on July 15, 1873, I 
picked up a t  Landro M. de Falkner and his guide, Peter Sal- 
cher. Itre all left Landro about 5 A.M., passing the ' Katzen 
Leiter ' and the Italian chdlets of Rimbianco : it is curious to 
observe that the chhlets upon this part of the Italian frontier- 
which comes in comparatively close to the Pusterthal-are at 
once distinguishable from those on the Austrian frontier by 
their circular form ; the different houses, byres, and sheds are 
enclosed by a circular wall, with an open space in the centre, 
giving to the whole structure when first seen from the heighb 
rather the appearance of a big well. These chilleta are indeed 
great manufactories of butter, which is made up in colossal 
pats, worth perha s a hundred francs apiece, and ready for 
transportation to Genice and other towns of Veuetia; the 
machinery for churning is still of a very primitive order. 
Near the base of the Drei Zinnen is a passage into the Sexten- 
thal. Our course lay up a short gorge between the highest and 
lowest peak; on the light of this is a sort of couloir filled at  
the top with snow, which afforded us acceRs on to the rocks of 
the former. Here Petcr's hat fell off: after mnrkirlg it do~v11 in 
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the gorge, he said, with a lau h, that i t  would be time enough 
to pick i t  up on his return ! f v e  had to climb some chimneys 
and pass through one or more jagged clefts, but the worst 
places-especially to descend-were on the open face of the 
' Croda ; ' had the rocks been rotten, and more or less maeked 
with snow or varnished with ice, in place of being tolerably 
firm, and perfectly dry and exposed to view, they might, with 
their steepness, have been considered decidedly difficult. Not 
very much below the snmmit we got into a gully, shut in by 
rough walls of rock. Happening to be here a little in advance 
of the others, I began climbing a sort of chimney, but was 
stopped near the top of it by a projecting knob, over which I 
struggled in vain to hoist myself. Peter, seeing my position, 
came up after me, and giving me a butt or powerful toss with 
his head, sent me, more effectually than agreeably, over the 
obstacle. W e  stood upon the summit of the peak within 5+ 
hours after our start from Landro, the buildings of which we 
saw down in the green depths below through a momentary 
break in the dense mists. A glimpse was next obtained of the 
topmost crags of the Drei Schuster Spitze, and then the cur- 
tain fell altogether. W e  had just time to observe that the 
second peak of our mountain rose close beside n q  and was a 
little beneath us, while the third, nearest the Sextenthal, was 
quite out of proportion to the other two. 

Peter showed himself a fine cragsman during our descent, 
surprising even Santo, who afterwards said to me, I had no 
idea that Peter had been so good a mountaineer.' H e  was a t  
one time n gemsjiioer,' and on t,he present occasion he might, 
with the addition o r  his rifle, have served as a good model of 
the old Tyrolese chamois-hunter one sees represented in the 
windows of printshops at  Innsbruck or hiunich. Fancy a big 
powerful man, about forty-five years of age, without coat, and 
bare-headed, shirt and waistcoat thrown open nt the breast, a 
pair of crampons with enormous spikes upon his feet, passing 
in the most apparently reckless manner, and independent of 
cord or alpenstock, over steeply-shelving rocks, or swinging 
himself from one point to another in the cracks and chimneys 
of the cliffs ; such is the picture Peter has left in my mind in 
connection with the Drei Zinnen. Near the bottom of the 
rocks we again came into the zone of sunshine. Hearing e 
rattling of stones, the guides were of course the first to descry 
a troop of some seven or eight chamois scuttling along a 
ledge of one of the minor peaks or outlying crags of the 
mountain. W e  had now a fine view before us, into the Au- 
ronzo vallcy, and of the summits of the hlarmarolc beyond, 
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upon which we already had an eye to placing our feet. 
Close to us waa the Col Agnello, a virgin peak over 10,000 
feet high, with high mural cliffs all round ; this must be one 
of the principal summits of 'the mountain mass lying west and 
north of Auronzo,' alluded to by Mr. Ball as not satisfactorily 
laid down on maps, and somewhat intricate.' 

One of my companions in the Dolomites, M. de Falkner, a 
member of the Italian Alpine Club, and an excellent moun- 
taineer, expressed a wish to make the first ascent of the highest 
point of the Marmarole, an Italian mountain, which he heard 
had been the aim of two Austrian gentlemen. Mr. Trueman 
and I consequently agreed to join him in the attempt. We 
started from Schluderbach on the 17th July, for the hay barns 
of Stabiciani in the valley of Auronzo. Our guides, Santo, 
Peter Salcher, and Lui$ Orsolina of Auronzo, were laden 
with the necessaries of llfe for two or t h e e  days, as we had 
been warned that we might not find even milk where we were 
going. As we descended on the south side of the Rlesurina 
Alp, we passed large bodies of men, women, and children 
engaged in makin a carriage road, to be carried between 
Aurouzo and Lan 3 ro. The whole population of the former 
place seemed to have turned out to the work ; wooden huts 
had been put up for night shelter in the forest, and even 
boughs of trees, turf, and green leaves had been extemporised 
for the same purpose. The young women among this throng of 
workers displayed great? superiority in beauty both of face and 
form over the women of the Pusterthal, or even of the Aus- 
trian population of the Ampezzo valleys ; and the careless yet 
graceful manner in which they bind their heads with a dark 
coloured handkerchief adds not a little to the effect of their 
natural charms. As the evening had set in wet before wo 
reached Stabiciani, we were glad to find large roomy barns, 
with abundance of clean hay for our night-quarters, in place 
of dirty ch8lets ; our only hardship was scarcity of milk, for I 
believe there was but one old nanny-$oat to supply the whole 
community of haymakers. The proprietors of the barns were 
clean, well-todo-looking men from Auroi~zo; they knew the 
peak we were after-which in fine weather is visible from Sta- 
biciani-and assured us that it had never been ascelided. The 
18th was very wet and unpromising in the morning, so we 
walked four hours down the valley to the large strag ling 
village of Auronzo, where we l o t  a very fair dinner, an! re- 
turned towards evening to Stabiciani. 

W e  were off about 2.30 a.11. on tlie 19th. After crossing 
the ~ t ream to its right bank, and mounting by n stecl~ a i d  tor- 
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tuous path, through forest and brushwood, over grass, rocks, 
and d6bris, we gained the brow of the great slope which b o d  
the valley on the south ;  till ascending for a short time over 
rocks and scanty vegetation, we entered upon a gently inclined 
snow-field, which brought us into a wow or glacier basin, 
enclosed by a group of the principal peaks of the Jiarmarole. 
lire saw what was evidently the highest one straight before us, 
appearing in the form of a large block of rock separated from 
the ridge on either side by snow-rifts ; two snow-couloirs came 
down from below these into the glacier basin where we were. 
The easternmost one clid not seem to he so excessively steep, 
while i t  had the advantage of leading up directly under the 
summit rocks. I suggested we should make use of this couloir, 
but Santo did not see i t  in the same light; he thought it would 
be better to skirt the precipices of the ridge on our left, and so 
reach the main ridge by a more circuitous, but, as he thought, 
easier route. However, after crossing a bergschrund many 
steps had to be hewn in  he hard suow still clin,&g to the 
cliffs, and the rocks were very treacherous, detaching when 
least expected in fragments of all sizea 3iuch time was lost 
by this flank movement, before we reached the foot of the 
highest peak just below the summit, and here was the difficulty 
of the ascent. We found a little cliff, wbich from its steepness 
at  first appeared to defy direct assault ; this again was 
defended by steeply sloping plates of rock, with precipices 
beneath; a narrow streak of insecure-looking snow, some 18 
inches deep, stretched from the bottom of the cliff, perhaps 12 
or 15 yards above us to our feet. After an examination of the 
ground, we resolved that it would be safer as well as shorter to 
try and climb the cliff directly above this snow than to wind 
round i t  over these dangerous slabs without any secure hold. 
Santo tied one end of a long rope round his body, while we 
held the other, went straight up the snow to the foot of the 
cliff, and commenced climbing i t  resolutely with hands and 
feet, breast and chin. Ten or twelve feet from the bottom he 
appeared to stick, when Orsolina sprang gallantly up the snow 
to the rescue with De Falkner's new ice-axe-a startling hal- 
berd nearly eight feet long-which now became really useful, 
and propped Santo's feet one after the other till he could find 
better hold. Santo now got on, and after struggling upwards 
some thirty feet higher, he shouted out to us that the difficulty 
was over, and the summit a t  hand. H e  then steadied the rope 
over a knob of rock, and we all followed one by one. The 
gummit was a mere ridge crested with snow, which had melted 
away on the southern rim, leaving sufficient material exposed to 
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build a cairn with ; but, alas ! we had brought up no glasa bottle 
to leave our cards in. Oisolina, always ' ready a t  a pinch '-may 
I be excused a bad pun ?--now came forward and presented his 
snuffbox, which was 'not to be sneezed a t '  on the present 
occasion. W e  deposited the box along with our names on 
the western side of the caiin facing the ' Meduzei.' W e  found 
no trace of any previous ascent, nor could we discover any other 
practicable way of getting up. W e  stood upon the highest 
p i n t  of a ridge, running, so far as I recollect, nearly east and 
west. Two rather lower ridges ran out northward fkom it, and 
on the eastern one, under the crags of which we had come up, 
was a comparatively distant and decidedly lower peak with a 

stoneman' upon it. This, Santo told us, was the point 
ascended by the Italian gentleman, and probably confounded 
by Mr. Ball with the highest point of the Marmarole. Mre 
carried no aneroid, nor had we any means amongst us of de- 
termining the height of the mountain ; although, comparing 
our elevation with that of the Cristallo, Drei Zinnen, Col Ag- 
ncllo, and others which we saw clearly in the distance, I should 
not he disposed to estimate it at over 10,000 feet. Clouds 

revented our seeing distinctly either the Antelao or Croda 
a l c o r a .  Looking through the telescope towards Stabiciani, 
me observed a flag hoisted on the shed in which we had passed 
the two previous nights, and which eventually proved to be in 
recognition of our cairn. Before desceiidi~ig the cliff' from the 
summit, we fastened to the rock a rope nearly sixty feet long, 
to enable the last man to get down the steepest part of it, and 
we left it hanging as a mouument to our success. Lowcr 
down we saved much time by taking advantage of the couloir, 
which Santo now acknowledged would have been also our best 
way up. A t  Stabiciani we found that me had nothing remain- 
ing to eat or drink, except polenta-polenta without milk ; and 
nearly five weary hours between us and Schluderbach. All 
the way between Auronzo and the former place no humble 
auberge or cantine is to be met without making a considerable 
detour to 13astian's hut, which is ou the way to the ' Tre Croci' 
Pass. But, as Orsolina remarked, a diligence may perhaps be 
running on the new road before a couple of years are over, and 
then the valley will certainly become more civilised. 

My own experience of the guides of the Ampezzo di~trict,  
hss given mc a favourable opinion of their merits as moun- 
taineers. I have never found any deficiency of courage or 
want of capability upon rock, among any of them, with whom 
I have had to do. Good ice-men they cannot be called, but as 
this is essentially a rock country, i t  could hardly be expected, 
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or would seldom be required of them, to be such. At  the same 
time, I am sure that neither Santo Siorpaes nor Alessandro 
Lacedelli would be afraid of a little snow or ice. Santc, has, I 
believe, secured the good opinion of Mr. Tuckett, and I can 
co~lscientiously endorse, so far as my acquaintance with him 
goes, all that has been said in his favour by so great an 
authority ; he gives me the idea of possessing a good knowledge 
of the mountains in his own immediate neighbourhood, 
be~ides knowing something of others a little beyond it, and 
of combining judgment and intelligence with intrepidity. 
H e  is moreover a very good fellow, and I should say 
thoroughly trustworthy. 

Peter Salcher and Luigi Orsolina are probably little known 
to Englishmen. The former, though now employed as out- 
door servant a t  Landro, is a native of Lugao in TyroL He 
was employed by Herr Grohmann in different new ascente 
accomplished by that persevering mountaineer. Peter is a 
powerful rock climber, and does not cringe under we' ht ;  he 
is a staunch guide, and a civil good-natured man; t u t  the 
bottle must be kept from him, as he has rather a weakness for 
alcohol. Young Orsolina, son of Pietro, the well-known 
chamois-hunter of Auronzo, is quite an Italian both in language 
and appearance, and is considered a first-rate cragsman, want- 
ing only experience to make him one of the best guides of 
the country. Although a young man, he is already an 
old soldier, having gone through the campaign of 1866 
against Prussiix. H e  is sober, civil and obliging ; he was em- 
ployed all last summer by the landlord at ScLlludcrbach, who 
I think induced him to demand too high charges from Englisll- 
men. if ever employed by them. Franz Im~erkoffler, of 
Innichen, or Sexten, was another of Grohmann's guides ; he is 
said to he a good man for difficult work, although a slow goer, 
and inclined to be extortionate. I know for a fact that he 
behaved very badly to my friend Trueman who once employed 
him. H e  has a younger brother. servant at Schluderbach. 

d n 

who is accustomed to rock climbing as a chamois-hunter ; he 
is a very powerful young fellow, and Herr Ploner speaks well 
of him as a mountaineer. The pay of guides in the Dolomite 
country is considerably less than in most parts of Switzerland ; 
two guldens a day, with another one for living, is very good, 
when a man is engaged for some days a t  a time in his own 
country. The above rate is supposed to provide for the most 
difficult work. and for davs of rest. taken topether. I under- 
stand that  err ~ r o h k a n n  con'sidered ac still lower rate 
sufficient when the guide is paid by the month. A ' trinkgeld ' 
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a t  the termination of the engamement is optional, but would 
generally be expected, a. a mar% of satisfaction on tlie part of 
the employer. 

Towards the end of Ju ly  the weather became very favour- 
able, but I wlrs by this time obliged to leave the Dolomites. 
I had, nevertheless, the satiefaction of climbina, after I left 
them, the Gross Glockner and Gross ~ i e sbac lho rn ,  which I 
accomplished in two successive days, the former from Hoff- 
mann's hut on the Pasterze glacier, and by Hoffmann's 
route across the glacier, and up  the ice-fall ; the latter 
from the same hut going over the top of the Glocknerin. 
The  ascent from this side is free from difficulty, but we had 
a long plough through soft snow, which I felt the more, carry- 
ing my own knapsack. W e  employed 5f hours including all 
stoppages from the Johannishiitte to the summit, and about 
4 hours down to the Wasserfall Alp a t  the head of the 
Kaprunerthal. My guide on this occasion was Trebiisser, whom 
I discharged a t  the Wasserfall chiileta. The previous day I 
had taken leave of my friend Trueman-who had made the 
ascent of the Glockner with me-at the ' Adler'sruhe,' from 
which point he descended by the Lciterthal to Heiligenblut, 
to return, much to my envy, once Inore to the Dolomites. 

A NEW PASS IN THE CHAIN OF MONT BLANC. By 
L. STEPHEN. Read before the Alpine Club, Dec. 16, 1873. 

A QUEER sensation mhich sometimes comes over me on the 
sight of some familiar Alpine view may best be illustmted 

by a literary parallel. I n  reading some genuine old English 
cramatist, I have been tempted to exclaim, What  does this 
fellow mean by imitating Lamb's ' John Woodvill,' or Taylor's 
' Philip Van Artevelde'? Why doesn't he see the absur- 
dity of mimicking a man who was his junior by two centuries ? 
l I is  local colouring is the same, if it is not quite so obtrueire, 
as that of our modern Elizabethans. I n  the same way the view 
from the Wengern Alp, or the Gornergrat, or the illontanvcrt 
strikes me as little better than a plagiarism. Have we not 
seen the very same design used over and over again for the 
lids of carved boxes, and worked to death by the artistg of 
those pictures wit11 blue glaciers, and whitc peaks, and meln- 
dramatic chamois which stare a t  us fro~n every sho window in 
Interlaken or Chamonix ? Why should the etcrna r Alps enter 
into rivalry with such puerile pel-formances? I n  no place have 
I been lnorc frequently seduced into thie whin~sical inversion 
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of logic than at  the Montanvert. The Montanvert, in fact, is, 
with the poesible exception of the Wengern Alp, the most 
cockney-ridden of all the well-known points of view. Within 
a few hundred yards of the inn, lies a monument which strik- 
ingly illustrates this truth, and which, I fear, hardly receives 
from members of this club the attention which i t  deserves. On 
the old moraine, just above the place where the solemn echoes 
of the mountains are waked for the sum of ten centimes, lies 
an ancient gray stone, on which are carved the names of Pocock 
and Windham. Some Old Mortality of the district appears to 
have preserved this inscription which marka the bivouac of the 
first British tourists 130 years Having surmounted the 
peril of the ascent to Charnonix, these primitive adventurers, 
whose memory should surely be dear to us, succeeded in seal- 
ing the Montanvert, and doubtless felt that they had well 
earned their night's rest beueath the now historical block. 
I'erhaps the Alp.ine Club might do worse, in case of necessity, 
than apply a few francs towards the preservation of this memo- 
rial of their ancestors' heroism. Another inscription com- 
memolxtive of tourist enthusiasm never aroused my conscious 
attention, often as my eyes must have rested upon it, until 
this summer. All who have made expeditions from the Monb 
anvert remember that queer little octagonal edifice opposite 
the door of the inn, which seenu to be a cornpromise between a 
stable, a kitchen, and a sleeping-room for the guides. Here, 
I have sometimes fidncied, mere held the privatc sittings of the 
Everlasting Club commemorated in the ' Spectator.' I have 
never, at least, looked in at  any hour of day or night without 
seeing a guide seated by the fire-eating, drinking, or smoking 
with stolid persistency, and generally conspicuous for that air 
of extreme personal comfort which is only produced by the 
conscioiuness that you are keeping somebody waiting. The 
impatience which is naturally produced in the miud of an 
external observer had, I presume, hitherto prevented me from 
noticing that above the door are engraved the words, A la 
Nature. I n  fact, the building was erected by a prefect of some 
half century ago, who indulged in the good old-fashioned sen- 
timentalism of the Rousseau school, and devised this rather 
pagan edifice for the benefit of his fellow-creatures. Then it 
was probably an almost solitary example of a building intended 
for the accommodation of Alpine sightseers. Since that day, 
two or three generations of tourists must have w e d  from its 
doors up the ice-stream of the 31er de Glace, and admired the 
great block of the G&ant and the Jorasses framed so sjm- 
metrically between the gigantic portals of the Charmoz and 
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the Verte. The view has indeed become so familiar that 
almost every Alpine traveller, and many travellers who have 
never been to the Alps, could draw a recognisable outline of 
its main features with their eyes shut. My present audience, 
I doubt not, is as familiar with its details as with a well-known 
passage begiuning ' dearly beloved brethren ; ' and, as the s t a t e  
ment that ' the Scripture moveth us in sundry places ' some- 
times reaches their ears without exciting a very vivid emotion, 
so the eye glances along the well-known ridges without setting 
up any conscious train of reflection. To some such cause, at  
least, I must attribute the really curious fact, that up to the 
year 1873 nobody had yet attempted one of the most con- 
spicuous passes in the whole range of the Alps. The grand 
block of the Jorasses is abruptly cut away, as we all know, a t  
its northern end, and thence to the wild labyrinth of ridges 
which culminates in the Aiguille de Lgchaud, there stretches a 
level saddle, over which, as is obvious to the meanest capacity, 
there must lie a route to Courmayeur. Indeed it would be 
the natural route for anybody intending to cross the Col du 
Giant  by the light of nature. I f  you would make a bee-line 
from the Moutanvert to the nearest pointe of the Italian 
valleys, your route would take you straight across this col, 
which is as obtrusive as the TliBodule from Zermatt, or the 
Jungfrau Joch from the IVengern Alp. The apparent s t eep  
ness of the final barrier indeed was forbidding; but in an 
ascent of the Mt. Mallet, which I described to the Club two 
years ago, we had gone near enough to see that this a p .  

earance, as in so many other cases, promised to be illusory. %. Lopp6 was especially impressed by the dew, and had fre- 
quently suggested to me the propriety of an assault when 
arranging the plans of coming campaigns. The discussion 
assumed fresh prominence during certain tobacco parliaments 
held in the be inning of Ju ly  last in front of Couttet's inn a t  
Chamonix. f t  took s practical turn on the arrival of Messrs. 
T. S. Kennedy and J. G. Marshall, who contemplated the 
same expedition, and brought two excellent guides, Johann 
Fitscher of Meiringen, and Ulrich Almer, son of the hero of 
Grindelwald. Kennedy and Marshall had already acquired 
useful information by examining the col from the other side, 
and were eager to add this to their previous conquests. Lopp6 
was naturally keen about the best paas of really first-rate 
excellence in the district which may fairly be called his own. 
Fo r  my part, I have long abandoned difficult and dangerous 
expeditions. Moreover, I was at  Chamonix in the interesting 
character of invalid. I was suffering from a state of mind arid 
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body which wives and mothers generally attribute to overwork, 
and which one's masculine friends consider as a pronounced 
attack of idleness. MThatever the origin of my symptoms, I 
took a course which I can strongly commend to all my hearers. 
I consulted a distinguished physician who to his great medical 
skill adds the special merit of being a member of the Alpine 
Club. H e  prescribed-less to my surprise than to my satis- 
faction-Alpine air and indolence. The last p h r ~ e  I took to 
include moderate walking exercise, and, though abjuring any- 
thing bordering upon the performance of athletic feats, I felt 
myself a t  liberty to accompany my friends in the humble 
character of historiographer, with liberty to turn back if the 
danger or the fatigue should prove excessive. 

And so i t  came to pass that once more I was sleeping at  the 
'Montanvert, on the night of Sunday, July 13. The weather 
was so questionable that I had delayed my departure till the 
last possible moment Throughout the early summer we had 
a series of thunderstorms, the temperature, lowered by each 
atom, gradually becoming almoat unbearably hot, till we were 
relieved by another explosion. On thia occasion a storm had 
just passed, but as Lop$ and I climbed the well-known Mone  
anvert path in the late evening, the heavy pine-branches were 
still dripping with moisture, and an occasional thunder-growl 
muttered amongst the distant ranges. I had therefore turned 
in with some doubts as to the next day's weather. A happy 
faculty of sleeping soon produced utter oblivion, though my 
couch was little softer than Pwock and Windham's stone. 
What  passed for a mattress seemed rather to be a cylindrical 
bolster of abnormal hardness, and reminded me of that dummy 
which Jack the Giant-killer placed in hi bed in one of hie 
adventures ; as i t  would have been only too well calculated to 
withstand the most vicious blows of an  infwiated Blunderbore. 
I see that I am inevitably falling into the old groove. I am 
treating the Club to the thousand and first description of the 
discomforts of bad beds. My only excuse is, that the grievance 
is as lasting as the grumbling. The Montanvert inn is a dis- 
grace to the district. The commune of Charnonix receives, I 
am told, a rent of some 5001. a year for thisdirty, tumbledown, 
old hovel, which haa received no improvement or addition since 
it was first erected. The number of visitors must have multi- 
plied tenfold, but the accommodation is strictly stationary, 
and the prices steadily advancing. This phellomenon is quite 
in accordance with the laws of political economy. Monopoly, 
whether of railways or innkeepers, is fatal to the comforts of 
travellem. To complain is probably mere wsste of ink ; and 
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yet one would fain hope that the good people of Chamonix 
may be impressed in the course of a generation or two with 
the conviction that better accommodation on so celebrated a 
point of view would provide an excellent investment for some 
of their spare capital. I n  Switzerland the Montanvert would 
have been rebuilt and enlarged a dozen times over; and the 
example of their enterprising neighbourn should be set before 
these good stolid Chamoniards as vigorously as possible. Mean- 
while, in spite of dirt, discomfort, a squalid bedroom, and a close 
atmosphere, I was sleepin peacefully on the early morning of 
the 14th, lapped in some fim consciousness that I had still an 
hour and a half before the inevitable hour of starting, when a 
stentorian roice resounded through the house-' Oh6 I I$-baa I 
Aufstehen 1 Garqon ! et up ! ' were some of the fragmentary 
utterances which rang f k e  a trumpet through my dreams ; and 
led me to realise the fact that my young friend Marshall, boiliug 
over with the impetuosity of youth, wm resolved to avoid 
any danger of oversleeping by premature vociferation. Some 
wretched tourists, i t  was true, were beginning to fortify them- 
selves by a few .hours' repose for the toils of an expedition to 
the Jardin. They must take the consequences of venturing 
into the haunts of the enthusiastic climbers, and speedily they 
had a lively accompaniment to the vocal music played on the 
planks by a pair of sturdy hobnailed boots. Lulled by this 
music, I endeavoured to compose myself once more to r e ~ t  by 
carefully extending myself along that granite column which 
played the part of mattretx. Alas I my efforts were in vain. 
The voice became more emphatic. 

Still it cried ' Sleep no more ! ' to all the house ; 
Marshall hath murdered deep ; and therefore Loppt! 
Shall sleep no more ; Stephen shall sleep no more. 

Nay, if I am not mistaken, a personal application was given 
to some of the more ener etic remonstrances ; and, finally, I 
found myself dozing over t f e usual fragments of dry b r e d  nnd 
tepid coffee, and endeavouring, according to a principle which 
I observe with undeviating punctuality, to shirk all responsi- 
bility in the matter of ordering provisions or otherwise arrang- 
ing for a start. Still drowsy and dull, I turned out about three 
o'clock into the drowsy night. The prospect was equivocal. 
Torn fragments of vapour floated aimlessly above the vnlleys 
and clustered in long streamer8 upon the mountaiu sides. The 
pyramid of the Aiguille Verte was nearly hidden ; on the 
opposite side, the Aiguille de Chsrmoz appeared, as it were, in 
a ragged dressing-gown, resembling the costume of Mr. Pick- 
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wick's companions in the Fleet Prison. A maudlin kind of 
monster i t  seemed, apparently reeling homewards from some 
debauch in a general state of intellectual haziness. One huge 
finger-well known to all buyers of photographs and coloured 
drawings for the last fifty years-was held up, pointing, with 
a muddled s i e c a n c e ,  towards the heavens. Doubtless eome 
sort of meaning might lurk in that intoxicated esture ; but I % am no diviner of omens. Whether the 01 Charmoz in- 
tended an  encouragement or a warning was to me an im- 
~enetrable secret. Perhaps, too, my language is rather 
profane. The  mountain, gleaming in the dim moonhght 
thmu h the veil of mist, and revealing that strange pinnacle 
of roc f which, as I have since seen i t  from a nearer point, is 
one of'the most daring of mountain spires, should have excited 
awe rather than unseemly familiarity. I do not profess, how- 
ever, to have my emotions a t  command ; solemn objects some- 
times fail to create in me that ' great disposition to cry ' which 
is the becoming mode of testifying sensibility to natural 
beauty. Moreover, I have a spite against the Charmoz. I 
tried to climb him a few weeks afterwards, and his scarped 
cliffs foiled our best efforta ; and, therefore, I take the liberty, 
not unprecedented under such circumstances, of attacking the 
character of a mountain which has shown itself too hard for 
me. W e  had soon turned our backs on the Charmoz, and, 
as we advanced, two facts became evident: the sunrise was 
healthy, giving promise at  least of a tolerable day ; and the 
pace speedily threatened to be tremendous. Our party was 
of heterogeneous composition. Experienoe was represented 
by the elder travellers, and youthful precipitance by our 
friend Marshall. Youth accordingly set out, in spite of sage 
warnings, at a brisk rate, and was soon leaping crevasses in a 
playfvl spirit far ahead of creeping age. Had we been united 
we m l ~ h t  have succeeded in suppressing this undi&ed im- 
petuosity ; but the guides, as well as their employers, were 
divided. Lo  pQ and I had engaged EIenri Devouaseoud, a R youn er brot er of the well-known Franqois. Now, Henri, 
and f a p  glad to make the remark in view of some recent 
criticisms upon Chamonix guides, is a strong, willing, and 
pleasant fellow, though not, as I judge, more than second-rate 
as a leader of a party. H e  a u g h t  the contaggon from Mar- 
shall, and was willing to show his Oberland companions that s 
Chamonix guide could make the running. Accordingly, we 
crossed the glacier at a pace which brought us to the foot of 
the final begschrund in little over three hours. I t  is, I am 
aware, contrary to all rules of Alpine writing to reach a berg- 
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schrund so earIy in the narrative of the expedition. But  I have 
a sufficient apoloa . I t  is as easy to get to this bergschrund 
as to reach the f' ardin-as easy as another process which I 
need not particularly mention, and the facility of which needs 
no demonstration to an audience of travellers by profession. 
There is simply a gently sloping snow-plain to cross, where 
the few crevasses could be turned by trifling deviutions from 
our route ; and thus our only mentionable adventure was the 
inevitable quarrel with the orter from the Montanvert, who 
asked more for going part o ! the way to the Jardin from the 
inn than he would have received, according to the tariff, for 

oing the whole way from Chamonix and back. Moreover, P am not going to let my hearers off too easily. For here I 
must insert a brief digression whilst we are eating our break- 
fast and speculating upon the best line of assault. A day or 
-two before we had committed the usual folly of an exploring 
expedition. It had the normal fate of such performances. W e  
had climbed to nearly our present position and had thence 
watched a noble bank of boiling cloud,which effectually screened 
from sight every detail of our proposed route. One incident, 
however, deserves fuller commemoration. As we began to 
climb the enow-slopes we observed a t  a little distance ahead 
certain mysterious objects arranged with curious symmetry in 
a circle upon the glacier. Some twenty black spots lay abso- 
lutely motionless before us ; and as we approached we became 
aware of their nature, and not, as I will venture to add, with- 
out a certain feeling of sadness. I n  fact, we had before us a 
proof of the terrible power with which tempests sometimes rage 
in these upper regions. The'twenty objects were corpses-not 
human corpses, which, indeed, would in some sense have been 
less surprising. As s melancholy accident has lately shown, 
man may easily be done to death by the icy winds which have 
such terrible power in these exposed wastes of snow. But  the 
poor little bodies which lay before us were the mortal remains 
of swallows. How i t  came to pass that the little company had 
been struck down so suddenly as their position seemed to in- 
dicate gave matter for reflection. Ten minutes' flight with 
those strong wings would have brought them to the shelter of 
the Chamonix forests, or have taken them across the moun- 
tain wall to the congenial climate of Italy. Whether the birds 
had gathered together for warmth, or been stupified so sud- 
denly by the blasts as to be slain at  once in a body, there they 
were, united in death, and looking, I confess, strangely pathetic 
in the midst of the snowy wilderness. I mention i t  here, not 
merely because none of us had met with such an incident 
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before, but also for another purpose. W e  proposed a t  the time 
to give to our pass the name of the Col des Hirondelles, which 
may be justified by the ~recedent  of the Adler Joch a t  Zer- 
matt. First discoverers have, I believe, a right to christen 
their passes; but, unluckily or otherwbe, i t  is one of those 
rights which is not very valuable, because it cannot be enforced. 
I f  future travellers choose to call the pasa the Col des Jorasses, 
or the Col tle LGchaud, we cannot exact any penalty from 
them. So far, however, as our authority is recognised, I beg 
to state that we in all due form passed a resolution declaring 
that henceforth the col which I am about to describe should be 
known to all whom i t  concerns by the sole style and title of 
the Col des Ilirondeiles. And having thus done my duty to the 
swallows, and g i ~ e n  satisfaction, as I hope, to such souls as 
Mr. Darwin and the Thirty-nine Articles may allow them to 
possess, I mill return to the narrative of our adventures. 

Ae 1 have already said, a precipitous wall stretches north- 
~vards from the foot of the Jorasses. On the French side i t  
consists chiefly of rock ; on the Italian it is covered by the wild 
Glacier de Freboutzie. As we approached it we recognised 
various routes, each of which appeared at  times to be easy, and 
then again put on an appearance of inaccessibility from some 
diff'crent point of view. Close to the Jorasses there descends 
a broad couloir of ice, crowned by a wall of serac, as to which 
i t  is still a matter of controversy whether it ever does or does 
not discharge avalanchea. I cannot decide the point, not 
having mnde the necessary observations; but I may briefly say 
that anyone who likes to risk these possibly non-existent 
nralanches might probably shorten his route to the summit. 
I t  would, perhaps, be possible, moreover, to reach the top of 
the col by climbing the lower rocks of the Jorasses, and so 
keeping entirely to the right, or south, of the great couloir. 
To the left, or north, there is a long rocky wall, seamed by 
deep narrow couloirs of much smaller dimensions, occasionally 
~ a r i e d  by steep snow-slopes, by scnrped surfaces of rock, and 
hy huge ribs which descend steeply from the summit and are 
more or less cut off' at their lower extreinities. Afore than one 
route ~ i~ igh t ,  perhaps, be discovered amongst them. Our atten- 
tion, howel-er, was fixed upon the ridge which bounded the 
great couloir immediately to the north, and upon a very deep 
arid narrow couloir, which again lies immediately to the north 
of the ridge. This last couloir was filled with snow a t  the 
time of our passage, and, as seen from the Montanvert, 
apl'rared to us like a bright white thread. The snow, how- 
eler, fiecluently disappears, and the whole wall then seems 
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to be little more than a mass of rock. To be clear, I shall 
call this last narrow couloir the chimney, and I may proceed 
to describe our assault. 

The chimney opens out at  its lower end, and is lost in the 
main slope above the bergschrund. At 6.45 we attacked this 
natural fosse with the usual gymnaatica. They involved no 
particular difficulty, and I only had to of a decided 
propensity of the rope to get itself 
said hat, having shrunk, was 
the fact,that I was constantly struggling to preserve i t  against 
the skilful assaults of the rope may show that the line of 
ascent was tolerably steep. For a time, however, the climb 
was perfectly easy. Dig in our feet into soft but tenacious 
snow, wc speedily reaches t f e  chimney and found it in ood 
condition. The snow-bed which lined it enabled us to cfmb 
hand over hand without a check for some considerable dis- 
tance. But  by degrees, Fischer, who was leading, became 
nervous. H e  has a prejudice, in which I admit that I share, 
against stones bigger and harder than the human head, and 
subject entirely to the force of gravitation. LoppB, who is 
always loudly proclaiming his own extreme p r u d e n c e i t  is 
his pet virtue, and the only one upon which he prides llimself 
-is s sceptic in the matter of stones. Whether he haa confi- 
dence in the strength of his skull, or a faith in his capacity for 
being missed, I cannot say. However, he assured us em- 
phatically that stones would not fall, or if they did fall, 
would not hurt us. Deaf to these arguments--I call them 
arguments for want of s better word-Fischer insisted upon 
leaving the chimney and climbing the rib between ourselves 

eat couloir. And hence arose a division of the 
party, and the an %= a certain amount of emulation, though no want of 
cordiality. Whilst Loppk and Devouassoud as representatives 
of Charnonix stuck to the chimney like men, me effected a 
flanking movement on to the rib. Now, tre all climbers know, 
these transverse performances, which, if I may say it, take a 
mountain across the grain, are apt to lead to difficulties. For 
about fifty yards we had, what seemed to me, a really nasty 
bit of climbing. The rocks were powdered with a layer of 
anow, suaciently deep to aggravate seriously the difficultiee 
due to their rottenness and irregularity. I will not presume 
to say that the consequence of this was any real difficulty. 
Objectively speaking the rocks may have been eae 
tivel considered I heartily condemned them. 

1 ;;;;;;; 
wo has been used in some translations from the Greek. A t  
any rate, I was reduced to a state of mind of which many 
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travellers have never been conscious; that is to say, I got so 
far as the incipient stage of a resolution never to trust my 
precious neck (the word precious, again, is used in a subjective 
sense) in discovering new Alpine passes. One or two positions, 
distinctly imprinted upon my memory, could be easily repre- 
sented by Mr. Whymper's pencil, but are not so easily translat- 
able into language. Nor, indeed, is i t  worth while to tell the 
old story over again. The discontent incident to precarious 
scrambling was aggravated by the sight of Lopp6 and Devouas- 
soud climbing their chimney with great ease and rapidity and 
greatly gaining upon us in height. Soon, however, the tables 
were turned. Once on the backbone of the ridge me had the 
best of it. I n  fact all difficulty was over, and we moved at 
breathless speed towards the top. Fischer was excited, and 
felt that his reputation w a ~  more or less at  stake. W e  were 
bound to be first on the top, lest those verriichte Franz6sex- 
the name, I deeply regret to say, which he applied to our 
excellent friends in the chimney-should laugh at our beards. 
W e  saw, indeed, and the eight was balm to our souls, that 
they had left the chimney on the opposite side, and were 
pressing, with some difficulty, up a steep snow-slope which 
led them to a part considerably to the north of that at  which 
we were aiming. It brought them, however, to the side of a 
great knob which here crowns the ridge, and we were there- 
fore invisible to each other during the last few hundred feet. 
All the more we strained every nerve to reach the top ; and rr 
new cause increased our anxiety. I had pointed out to Ken- 
nedy the beauty of certain light clouds which were drifting 
over the col from Italy, and tinged by prismatic colours as 
they came above our heads. Unluckily they came thicker 
and deeper. As we reached the snow-mound on the summib 
ridge we were enveloped in a light vapour which effectually 
hid from us the grand precipices of the Jorasses, and, for a 
time, concealed all but the snows in our immediate neighhour- 
hood. We raised a shout, partly of self-applause and partly 
as a challenge to our rivals. Had me reached the top first? 
I have an opinion upon that subject, and i t  is one which I 
think I could support by sufficiently concl~~sive facts. I will 
acid, however, that no persuasion, short of absolute hysical 
torture, shall induce me to reveal i t  even to this Clu TI whioh 
has the first right to my confidence. Far be i t  from me to 
give the slightest sanction, direct or indirert, to any spirit of 
rivalry between climbers. Racing in the Al1)s is an utter 
abomination, and I have never been guilt? of' such a crime; 
errcept, indeed, once in an ascent of' Mouut Ula~ic., and agaiu, I 
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fear, in a dsehup the Bggischhorn, and yet once or twice more 
on some of the Oberland peaks, and perhaps on a few other 
occasions which I decline to mention more particularly at the 
present moment. 13ut my principles are good if my conduct 
is occasionally inconsistent. And therefore, without throwing 
any light upon the question, 1 will merely remark that our 
party reached the summit about nine ; having thus occupied a 
little over two hours in climbing the last rocks. I should 
guess their height very roughly at  some 1,200 feet; and, as 
the process involved some step-cutting, and the passage of the 
bergschrund, i t  will be seen that no serious difficulties were 
encountered. I will add further, that though our col was the 
point which would naturally be selected from the French side, 
the descent upon the Italian side was probably easier from 
L o  N s .  The difference, however, is triflin . f % lie on the summit of a new and rstrate  oass ia a 
pleasure which, in the nature of things, can be b i t  rarely 
enjoyed. Our spirits were naturally exuberant. What was 
i t  to us that imagination instead of bodily eyesight had to 
picture the butt-end of the lion-like mass of the Jorssses, the 
wild sea of unfrequented peaks towards the LBchaud and 
Triolet, the lon vista down which the Mer de Glace flows to 
the Chamonix $alley, and the urple hills towards the St. 
Bernard? I f  to us it makes lit tf  e difference, i t  clearly makes 
less to my hearers, except that it saves them a passage of de- 
scription which they cau imagine for themselves quite as easil 
aa we imagined the view. They may take i t  for granted: 
too, that we were hilarious, excited, full of fellow-feeling, and 
very much inclined to such sky-lar as can be indulged 
upon a glacier. And I may add, that, % e sky-larking was of 
a very superior order. A momentary rent in the clouds had 
revealed the green valley floor of the Val Ferret, some 7,000 
feet below us, and showed, too, the right way to reach it. 
From our feet the grand glacier, strongly resembling the 
upper part of the Vieacher-firn below the Miinch-joch, hurled 
itself madly downwards from the mighty cirque of cliffs. I t  
was a glacier of a rollicking s irit, given to plun e in broad . 
curve. over hidden ridges o f  rock ; playing a f 1 kinds of 
practical jokes with grotesque masses of serac; sometimes 
allowing us to indulge in a glissade where we had expected to 
be cut off by an ice-cliff, and sometimes playfully opening a large 
crevasse beneath our feet, and forcing us to take a flying 
leap which was decidedly more convenient from above than 
i t  would have been from below. I t  was a grand sight to see thc 
heavy weighb of' the party hesitating for a few momenta abovc 
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some such chasm, and then come flying through the air with 
the swoop of an eagle and the grace of a d s a c k .  I t  waa 
delicious to go head over heels in a huge bank of kneedeep 
snow, and feel that the farther yon fell the more trouble you 
saved. Without a single serious check we rushed a t  
the pas gymnastique from the foot of the first wow-slope, 
which was a little too steep to be t d e d  with, to the point 
where we had to leave the glacier. And it is only necessary 
to say, for a rule to our followers, that they will not go far 
wrong if they keep as much to the left as possible during the 
descent. The knowledge acquired by Kennedy's party on 
their former expedition was of material service to us in & 
covering the precise route to be followed. The Glacier de 
Freboutzie itself falls over cliffs through which it is im- 
possible to find a way. But, by crossing the ice which 
deecends from the AiguiHe de LBchaud, just above the point 
where the torrent bursts forth in a waterfall, a lofty patch 
of grata is reached on the northern side of the lateral valley. 
Thence to the floor of the Val Ferret there is a rather 
troublesome walk. I t  is necessary to find a paasage through 
some rather slippery rocks, and when at  their base to cross 
a region covered with huge loose stones, which appear to 
be the ruins of a gigantic moraine. For half an hour, I 
should think, we were risking sprained ankles across this 
detestable wilderness; but safety and luxury were a t  the 
other end. It was a delicious walk that afternoon down to 
Courmayeur. Delicious was the milk which an old woman 
brought from a chiilet in return for a franc, volunteering to 
throw a prayer for our souls into the bargaia Delicious, too, 
was the rest under a clump of fragrant pines, rendered still 
more fragrant by our fumigation, on the edge of the flooded 
meadows. And most delicious was the view of the soft Val 
d7Aosta which opened upon us as we rounded the Mt Saxe, 
and saw the group of inferior mountains round Conrmayeur, 
whose graceful forms and rich hues announce their Italian 
character. With all my love for the sterner scenery of the 
hither side of the Alns. and mv dread of demoralisation in the 

~ - 

lazy atmosphere of tie'south, ? cannot deny that ~ o u - a ~ e n r  
is one of the very most exquisite of all Alpine scenes. I felt 
friendly towards the good-natured Italian bathing guests, who 
stared at their uncouth visitora from the ice-world as their 
classical ancestors might have stared a t  a newly-caught 
Briton. Even that noble creature who rejoiced in the cos- 
tume of our o ratic bandit by way of tribute to the general P" spirit of the p ace, was pleaaant in my eyes; for was not his 
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presence suggestive of good inns, where we might luxuriate in 
some comfort, and with less interruption from Cockneydom 
than at Chamonix 3 The next day was spent as the day after 
a grand expedition should always be s p e n t i n  chewing the cud 
of our recollections whilst lounging about the lovely Cour- 
nlayeur meadows. We lay in the sun in company with bask- 
ing lizards, alternat,ely watching the idiotic pranks of the 
grasshoppers, who are always taking the 1110st violent and 
purposeless exercise in the middle of the day, and speculating 
on the possibility of making a direct escalade of Mont Blanc 
by the southern buttress. That feat still waits for a per- 
former. LoppB and I returned next day to Chamonix by the 
Col du GCnnt, arriving at  about the same time with the 
telegram which we had despatched on our anival at  Cour- 
maveur. 

And now i t  only remains for me to give an impartial 
estimate of the merits of our ~ a a s .  Its h e i ~ h t  is not marked 
upon the French map, and 1'can only coGecture that i t  is 
approximately the same as that of the Col du G h t .  Com- 
paring i t  with that king of passes, I may say, in the first place, 
that it would probably occupy a rather longer time on an 
average. Six hours brought us from Montanvert to the 
summit, and six more took us to the inn at Courmayeur. 
The first six might have to be indefinitely extended in un- 
favourable conditions of the snow. I do not think, with some 
of our party, that we were exceptionally lucky in this respect. 
I am rather inclined to the opinion that the new snow bothered 
us on the rocks more than it helped us in the chimney. This 
is a matter on which subsequent experience must decide. The 
climb. however, of the last ridge will always present greater 
difficulties than any part of the Col du GBant route, unless, 
indeed, i t  should happen that the passage through the seraca, 
now so easy, should ain become troublesome. On the 
Italian side, again, the 7 01 des Hirondelles, though not ex- 
ceptionally bad, lies over a very contorted glacier, and may 
at times be toilsome, especially in the ascent. It, of course, 
will require more labour than the delightful walk over the 
Mont FrBty to the Col du GCant. On the whole, therefore, 
our pass will probably be the more laborious of the two. 
Comparing them in regard to scenery, I fear that there can 
be but one reply. The Col du GBant is and must always 
remain one of the first two or three, if not actually the first, 
in beauty of all Alpine passes. The partiality of new dis- 
coverers hse set up rivals to i t  a t  one time or another ; but ita 
grandeur and vagety are always fresh, and nowhere, in my 
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knowledge, to be fairly equalled. The view towards Italy, 
the magnificent view of Mont Blanc, the grand basin of the 
upper glacier, the icefall, still noble in its decay, may be 
separately equalled elsewhere; but I do not think that any 
pass, even in the Oberland or at  Zermatt, presents so marvel- 
lous a combination The Col des Hirondellee, shut in by the 
Joraases, must have but a limited prospect if any, of the great 

eaks. To my mind, its great charm is in the wild Glacier de 
Freboutzie, which ia the perfection of mvage seclusion. I 
always love these recesses of the great chasm, where the 
spirita that haunt solitudes have not yet been finally exorcised. 
Centuries will elapse at our present rate of progress before 
the Freboutzie will become a sight-seer's glacier, and perhaps 
by that time it will be a glacier no more. All that I can 
fairly claim, however, for our new pass is that it may afford 
a useful alternative to the Col dw G6ant; but it is eminently 
beautiful, though decidedly inferior to its superlatively beauti- 
ful rival. Moreover, no true Alpine traveller can look at it 
from the Montanvert without wishing to cross it. If he does, 
it iB my last warning to him that the descent towards Italy, 
easy enough when the right way is known, requires some local 
knowledge or careful steering. May our successors have as 

ood fortune as fell to our lot in this as in all other respects. 
ff BO, I hare no fear that they will be ungrateful to the 
fortunate discoverem of this, amongst the most familiar of all 
great Alpine passes as part of a view, though the last to be 
recognised as a practicable route. 

ALPINE NOTES. 
THE SOUTHERN ALPS OF NEW Z ~ u m . - T h e  following extract 

from a despatch h m  Sir G. F. Bowen to the Earl of Kimberley, dated 
Wellington, New m n d ,  February 20, 1873, has been forwarded for 
publication. 

' A  graphic and scientific description of the Southern Alps, explain- 
ing their geology and phyeical geography, will be found in the twenty- 
first chapter of Dr. Hochstetter's work, which embodies the re- 
searches of Dr. Hector, Dr. Haast, and other explorem and naturalists. 

' The Southern Alps proper commence south of the Saddle between 
the Teramakan and Hurnuni rivers, on the boundary between the 
provinces of Nelson and Canterbury. Here, in the middle of the 
southern island, the mountains attain their greatest height, and as far 
as h a s t ' s  Pass, on the boundary of the province of Otago, leading fro111 
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Lake Wanaka to the west coast, a distance of 200 miles, they form, in 
the direction from N.E. to S.W., a chain of towering mountains, 
which, as to the height of their summits, and as to the size and extent 
of their snow-fields and glacier% rival the Pennine and Hhaetian Alps. 
The first navigators on the coast of New W a n d  looked already with 
wonder at those magnificent Alpine heighta, clothed in perpetual snow, 
the giant summita of' which now bear the names of Cook and Tasman. 
The wild forms of the huge rocky massea on the west comt, towering 
to the skies and bidding defiance to the terrific breakers, were always 
an object of deep adn~iration to the sailors visiting these shores; but 
up to our times, this mountain region remained a wilderness untrodden 
by the foot of man. On the discovery of New Zealand it w w  unin- 
habited, for the natives Rhunned thiu solitary mountain wildcmess, 
and it has remained uninhabited to this very da ; incontestably one 
of the moat remarkable and grandest objecta whicK have been reserved 
for the physico-geographical and geological investigations of our times. 

' As members of the Alpine Club have already scaled even the peaks 
of the Caucasus and of North America, it  is hoped that some of them 
may one day be induced to devote their courage, &ill, and experience 
to the full exploration of the Alps of New Zealand. I would repeat 
that the colonial authoritia would doubtless give every assietance 
in their power to an enterprise which could not f d  to add largely 
to the general stock of geographical, geological, and botanical know- 
ledge.' 

B R ~ H E  DE LA CBARHICRE AND &L DE LA CASSE D ~ R T E . - & ~ ~ .  W. 
M. Pendlebury and Mr. Coolidge have, on coxnparing notes, found that 
in the passages from La Grave to La Berarde made laet summer by 
their respective parties, two distinct cols were t r a v e d .  Mr. Coo- 
lidge was therefore in error in identifying the routes, and in fmcying 
he had been preceded. 

The Col de la C u e  Dkserte, fir& completely traversed last July by 
Mr. Coolidge, lies between the Grande Ruine and the TGte de la 
Charrikre, that is to my to the north of the latter summit. On the 
other hand, the new paas made laat June by Mr. Pendlebury and his 
companions, and named by them Brkche de la Charribre, i~ situated 
between the Hoche d'Alvan and the T&te de la Charribre, in other words, 
to the south of the latter peak. The two passes lie on opposite aides of 
a lofty mountain, and differ considerably in height, the Brhhe de 
la Charribre being the lower of the two by from 700 to 800 fret. 

TOUR DU GRAND ST. PIERRE, August 12, 1873.-Mr. Utterson 
Kelso, with Daniel Ballay and Jeantet of Cogne, made the secc.nd 
aacent of this mountain and the first in one day from Cogne. 
Leaving the village a t  1.30 A.M. the party reached the summit a t  
9.45 A.M., and returned by 2.45 P.M. Ballay dimvered a new way 
to the top after m o u n t i n g  the steep iceslope, thus avoiding the rock 
ridge which gave mme trouble to the first climbera 

THE HOTHHORN.-M~. F. Morehead, with Melchior Anderegg and 
Christian Lauener, started from the Zinal hut on August 9, 1873, and 
crossed over the top of the Rothhorn to Zermatt in the astonishingly 
short space of nine hours (halts included). 
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The peak must have been unusually free fmm ice, but ite ssRailmrnte 
were probably three aa light movers over difficult mcks as can any- 
where be found. Climbers will do well not to conclude too hastily 
that the Rothhorn has reached the ' eaay morning walk' stage in 
that degxadation which eome of the great peaks have recently under- 
gone. 

TEE COLS DE BBENET AND DE LA SERPENTINE.-T~~ fillowing note 
has been received from Mr. T. Brooksbank :- 

'The nomenclature of the surroundings of the Breney glacier ia 
somewhat confueed, though, given the actual appellations, Nature has 
almost distributed them for us, as a glance at  the federal map will show. 

' I n  ascending the Pigno d'Arolla from the Pas de Chkvres, you 
have a vertical height of more than 3,000 feet to surmount, and the 
vast snow-field from the P igw lies towards the north in two great 
terraces or plateaux, each approached by a steep incline. On August 
18, 1873, the mow bcing good, 1 gained, in 1 hr. 35 m. from the Pas 
de Chbvres, the first of these terracea called by Mr. Moore (Alp. 
Journ., vol. v. p. 312) the Col de Breney, but in reality the Col de  
la Serpentine, the real Col de Breney being the second and higher 
terrace, which I reached in about an hour more. From the Col de la 
Serpentine the glacier, which is properly called de la Serpentine, flown 
down S.S.W. between the Mont Blanc de Cheillon, N., and the peak 
of the Serpentine S., and a t  the foot of the Serpentine ridge i t  loeee 
itself in the Breney glacier, which, aplinging from the higher terrace, 
flows in a direction nearly parallel to the Serpentine glacier, between 
the Serpentine peaks N., and the Pic d'Otemmn chain S. I think that 
they should properly be called separate glaciers, for they are separated 
by a range which attains to upwards of 12,000 k, and though they rim 
in the m e  nkvk there in a difference of some hundreds of feet be- 
tween the levels of their respective sourcea 
' On August 22, Mr. Hayward and I, with Kmpar and Jacob Blatter 

(all strangers to our route), left the inn at  Mauvoisin at 3.45. W e  
cros td  the bridge a mile up the valley, at once mounting somewhat 
rapidly, and so kept for 21. hrs. skirting the mountain, till we ap- 
proached a very small tam which, though the federal map has a 
dotted track west of it, we left below us. We got to the Breney 
moraine at  6.45, took tn the glacier at  once, and at  8.15 halted for 
breakfast at  its point of confluence with the Serpentine glacier. The view 
hence, looking up the icefalls of both glaciers, the Rouinette and Mont 
Blano de Cheillon on the left, the Serpentine in the midst, and the 
Otemma peaks on the right, was magnificent; while behind us lay 
the fine Tour de Boussine, the Durand glacier and Col de Sonadon, 
the Mont Avril and Col de FenCtre, the &font Gelk and the Col de la 
Crhte S&che. 
' The icefirll of the Breney i~ neither long nor difficult ; in an hour, 

half by the rocks, half by the ice, we reached the nkvk above it ; but 
i t  would be a better couree to take to the ice as soon as possible and 
bear obliquely across the glacier, for the cannonade of hlling atones 
fiom the Serpentine ie heavy and frequent. Thence 2,' hrs. of mow- 
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dopes, gentle I but rather soft, brought us to the Col de Breney, 
and in an 20 m. more we stood on the Pigno d'Arolla.* 

&From the Pigno, in about 90 min., the snow being in wonderful 
condition for downhill going, we scampered to the Pee de ChBvres, and 
from its aummit reached the Arolla inn in 1 hrs. The excursion is 
one of the most varied I have ever made, an i it presents a eucceasion 
of the grandeat views; sleeping at Mauvoisin makes it a comfortable 
day's journey, and it ie, I should think, hardly longer thence than it 
would be from the Chanrion huta The choice for the night now liea 
between them and that inn, for the chlUet at Lancet was closed this 
year, and the laudable project of opening a small inn there has broken 
down. The distance looks on the map very great, but we were out 
only 13 hrs., of which actual walking occupied little more than 11.' 

THE P-0.-The following letter has been received from Mr. 
Packe in correction of a footnote to the article on the Pelmo in which 
it was stated that in his and Mrs. Packe's ascent the way described in 
the Journal had been followed. The curious eimilarity in character 
and even detail of the two routee which lead to the upper portion of 
the mountain, at first misled both Mr. Packe and the Editor. To 
avoid further mistake and confusion, it may be stated that the route 
taken by Mr. Ball and Mr. Freshfield starts where the ridge dividing 
the Zoppd and Ampezzo valleys abuta againat the Pelmo ; Mr. Packe's 
from the opposite, or south-west comer of the mountain. The gap 
hetween the Great and Little Pelmo might probably also be reached by 
step-cutting fiom Val Fiorentinn. Some climbers should go up one 
way and come down the other, and draw a conlparison between the two. 

I have read the " Ascent of the Pelnlo " in the last number of the 
Journal with much interest and attention, and hoth my wife and I feel 
convinced that the route there described was different from that by 
which we aecended. 

' Two reasons alone will show that our course muat have been diffe- 
rent. First, in our ascent along the ledges, our left ahoulder was 
always to the rocks, and our right to the precipice; whereas, in the 
ketch (which represents the party on the ascent) it is the reverse. 
Secondly : in no part of our course did the cornice above come suffi- 
ciently low to force ue to lie down, or, far as I remember, even to 
stoop ; though at one comer, there was a rift in the rock to step over, 
quite as formidable as that represented in the sketch. 

I am not well acquainted with the names or positions of the 
villages on the south aide of the Pelmo, or the glens that lead up from 
them, but from the scanty not. I took, I believe I can give our course 
pretty correctly. 

' Our guidea were Angelo Dimaj and Aleesandro Lacedelli of Cor- 
tina. Starting from this place about 10 a . ~ . ,  July 21, 1870, we 

The Col de Breney is  perhaps scarcely a Col in a strict sense, for the Per- 
ntine peak, itn boundarg to tlie S.W., is hardly, if at all, higher thnn itself. 

sscending the Breney glacier, however, you reach a point whence the Cheillon 
glacier flows down at right angles to your course, and there is nothing higher 
than this point, except the Pigno itself. 
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descended in a camage along the road to St  Vito. Here we took to 
our feet, and crossing several woody ridgeg thickly tangled with 
flowers and brushwood, we skirted the southern flank of the Pelmo 
till we emerged on an open grassy plateau, I should snppoae to the S.W. 
of the Pelmo eummit, but 1 have no note of the compasa-bearing. 
' On this spot we camped for the night, my guide mentioning mme 

village (if I remember rightly, Brursdaz,) at about an hour's distance 
below, to which we might have descended. Upon the adjacent rocks 
there was a profusion of Prederota Bonamta, Camparuh Morettiarra 
and Aquilegia Hmkiana, the first rather past flowering, but the las& 
two in full bloom. 

' The next morning we started at 4.30 A.M. A gentle ascent of 20 
min. over undulating ground brought m to a g r a q  mamClon, forming 
an outlying but t rw of the mountain. Here we left the heavier 
portion of our provisions, and at once commenced to climb N.E. up 
a very steep rocky gully, which separates the detached shoulder, 
described by Mr. Freshfield as " the antediluvian cub crouching beside 
its parent." In this part of the ascent, partly over mow, partly over 
rocks, though the rope was sometimes brought into use, there was 
nothing very formidable. When at the foot of the ridge which unites 
the cub to ita parent, we turned to the right, traversing t ranwa~ely  a 
steep talm of schist, with a precipice below, but at mme metres dia- 
tance. After passing this we reached a corner, where the rock came 
down vertically from above, falling in the same way below; and here 
the difficulty commenced. For about an hour we were passing along 
a ledge, which wound round the recesPes of the mountain, in one 
place entirely riven away by a rent in the face of the rock, acrose 
which we had to step, while the stones we dislodged fell with a sheer 
descent to a depth which the eye dared not fathom, but which might 
have been some 600 metres beneath our feet. 
' It is this system of ledges on the face of the perpendicular rock, which, 

moreover, is crumbling in its nature, that forms the difticulty of the 
Pelmo; and these cannot be escaped, though they may be varied, 
approach i t  from whatever side you will; but, that ours w a ~  not the 
same ledge as that by which Mr. Freshfield mounted is, I think, at 
once evident from the reaeons 1 have alleged, that our left hand was 
always to the mountain in ascending, and that there was no place 
where we were compelled to crawl. 
' On emerging from this ledge, the precipice on our left hand broke 

back, and I take it here we had reached the same  pot ae that reached 
by Mr. Freshfield from the opposite side. At any rate, from this spot, hie 
description would exactly apply to our route till we reached the 
summit, which was still about 1,000 metres above ua All serious 
difficulty was at an end. Our course lay over steep rocks, laced with 
streams descending from the glacier, and the only vegetation that 
attracted my notice was here and there the bright yellow flowers of 
the Alpine poppy. Above these rocks comes the glacier baain, which 
we c r o d ,  like Mr. Freshfield avoiding the lower ridges on the left, 
and keeping to the right close to the highest crags of the Pelmo, which 
we at lsyt reached after a rough and laborious escalade. 



' We seem to have been more favoured than our successors. The day 
wae beautiful, but the view perhaps scarcely came up to what I had 
expected. The most striking mountain was the towering form of the 
Antelao, which now came into view for the first time during o w  course 
that day. The red craga of the Tohna to the north, were dm im- 
posing, but to me themost inkrating objectwas the little town of Cortina, 
which lay nestled apparently almost a t  the foot of the mountain, though 
dintant nearly 20 kilometres. With the aid of my telescope I could 
just discern that there were carte and people in the streets. On the 
very summit of the Pelmo, 3,163 metres (10,377 R.), I gathered a fine 
specimen of Draba tomentosa, a plant common enough on the lime- 
stone rocks of the pyre nee^ at from 2,200 to 2,400 metres, but I have 
never wen it at any height at all approaching this. I noticed no other 
flowering plant. 

' W e  r e e d  on the mmmit from 11.30 to 1 P.m., and then re- 
turned by exactly the same route, traversing the same ledge, but this 
time, of course, with our right shoulders to the rock. After a halt at 
our camp of the preceding night, we made the best of our way down 
to St. Vito, which we reached at 7, and drove thence in our carriage to 
Cortiua the same eveuing. 

' The mountain of course may be done quicker, but I give the times, 
if any other lady should like to try the ascent. In many a traveller the 
weird ephynx-like form of the Pelmo, as seen from the north, must 
excite a longing to explore its mjrrteriee. I will only add that any- 
one intending the awent cannot do better than secure the services of 
our-guides, with whom in thiq as well as in other excursion4 we had 
every reason to be satisfied. Angelo Dimaj, especially, niay be truted 
in a difficulty, thould one occur.' 

THE GERYAN ALPINE CLUB AND TYROLESE GUIDES-Herr Koch, a 
member of the hiuuich section of the Ueutschen Alpen Verein, has 
addressed the following letter to the President of the Alpine Club :- 
' Dear Sir,-I have read with the greatest interest your letter in the 
" Times," in which you demand a full explanation from the guides with 
regard to the awful deatli of the Itutcsian, and I have also considered 
your proposal ibr regulating the Alpine guide system in Switzerland. 
I t  would perhaps interest you to know how the German Alpine Club 
has proceeded in this que~tion in the mountains of Tyrol, more particu- 
larly a s  on some points they have diverged from your proposals. Tlie 
German Alpine Club, of which I have the honour to be a member, L ~ E  
succeeded in bringing the guides entirely under the coritrol of travel- 
lers, inasmuch ru, they have to give the guide a written testimonial. In  
a few places in Tyrol, as for instance Kda, Heiligenblut, Pregratten, 
they have, chiefly through the great exertions of C. Hofman, who 
heroically fell at the battle of Sedan, and his friend Stud1 in Prague, 
entablidled Guide-Unions. The members of t h w  unions elect one 
of their number aa President, who= duty it is to manage affairs, to 
:appoint the guides required for ascents, and to act as cnshier. I t  is also 
his duty to superiutend the hub, paths, &c. Tlie funds are kept up by 
a contribution uf R fixed percentage froin wages earned in ascenb, and 
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am applied to the maintenance of huh, the purchaee of books and 
maps, and to the relief of members in need, or in case of accidents. 

' Every member of the " Guides1 Union " must be licensed by the 
Government The license is obtained from the office of State, with 
which the Alpine Club has beforehand placed itself in communication, 
ie only granted to men of undoubted character, who are healthy and 
etrong, and have made eeveral nscenta succaesfully. 

' Thepuide receivqtogether with the license,an officially atanlped book 
called " the Guide's Book," which is numbered, fixes the quantity of rope 
required, the scale of charges and other rulea This book must, on de- 
mand,be produced to every traveller, who can on hpection easily =tidy 
himself what ascents, and with what amount of success, the holder has 
accomplished, .and how much satisfaction he has given. The traveller 
is required, before commencing a tour, to insert his name and deati- 
nation, rrnd at the end of the journey he is obliged to add whether or 
no he was mtisfied with the guide. In order to obtain good testimo- 
nials, a guide will take every conceivable trouble, because contrary 
testimonials would injure him in his calling in the highest degree; 
he would not he engaged by travellers for ascents, he would be ex- 
cluded from the Union, and eventually lose his license. 

' Besides thie, the guide k aware that travellers are in most c a m  
members of one or other of the Alpine Clubs, and that they could 
injure him, either by verbal inforrrmtion or by communications printed 
in the organ of their Club. The guide's book is at the end of each year 
inspected by the local authorities (magistrates), and, in case of no 
complaintn therein, renewed. The German Alpine Club a h  derioes 
much information by the inspection of these guides' books. 

' Should a traveller desire to be accompanied by any one particular 
guide, no obstacle is thrown in the way, and hie wishes are complied with. 

' Since these regulations have been in force the jealouies previously 
prevalent have entirely disappeared ; a gene& desire to co-operate has 
sprung up, more especially in erecting hub, and the zed for acquiring 
the knowledge required for their particular calling has increased. T o  
my knowledge there has been no complaint, since these regulations have 
been in force, ngainst any member of the Guidea' Unions, rrnd the guides 
in some park of the Tyrol have already a good name and reputation.' 

I t  is to the exertions of the foreign Alpine Cluba that we must look 
for a remedy ngaimt the incompetence and extortiom of the 'bureaux ' 
a tourist-centres. The Swiss, German, and ltalian  club^ do well 
to use the powerful local influences at their command in the 
endeavour to raise a school of guides in every valley. In Italy liets of 
efficient guides are being drawn up in each village by the local 
members of the national club, and a tariff arranged under the Club's 
sanction. In the ~egs frequented valleys guide8 will always be found 
glad to earn the wages mountaineers are willing to pay for honest 
service. When it comes to be well understood that fo re ip  guides 
will go up Piz Bernina or Mont Blanc for 40 or 50 francs, the local 
talent will have to wait long for a traveller who will submit to be fined 
80 or 100. 

There is, indeed, one small class, the members of which will be 



unaffected by this consideration, and will probably contil~ue, despite 
any remonstrances of ours, to do their best to frustrate every effort to 
settle on a fixed and satisfactory basis the relations between tmvellera 
and puides W e  refer to the tourist, sometimes English, who, inasmuch 
as his object is to appear what he is not, may be alistinguished t i o ~ r ~  
true climbera as the ' climbing mob! H e  may generally be recognised 
by  his careful avoidance of glacier passe3 which he considers laborious 
and unprofitable. H e  is anxious, for the sske of the boast only, to reach 
the top of one, or perhaps two, of the most famous peaks. To  insure 
the accomplishment of this purpose he  engages a staff of guides 
sufficiently strong to hoist a burden of his weight and size to the 
desired pinnacle. Brit the situation of a sack is not always pleasant 
fbr an animate object; the guides, moreover, are apt to take a mali- 
c i o r ~ ~  pleasure in exciting the feara of their employer; so that the 
experiences of his expedition divide themselves simply enough into 
the difficultim of getting up, and the horrors of coming down.' The  

pleasure he looks for is in the future, and begins only when, brought 
back mfe to his inn, he can glorify himself and his exploit by dis- 
tributing among his escort double or treble the sum which they have 
been accustomed to ask. 

To  a man of this sort, who illustrates the old quotation by going 
up mountaim 

'Ut pnerie p l m a t  e t  drelamatio fiat,' 

we cannot appeal an to a fellow-climber. But  there ie one reflec- 
tion we would urge on his notice. How far does he succeed in his ob- 
ject l ' T o  the boys who tie him u p  in ropes,' to speak in his own 
dialect, he certainly becomes a perpetual pleasure, but  it  is bemuse 
' der armer Herr,' with his troubles and misadventures, affords them 
a aubject for innumerable stories with which to enliven the bivouacs of 
their regular elnployers. Thus the t h e  which awaits the climbing 
snob is also to Rome extent our revenge. 

W e  have wandered somewhat from the topice immediately suggested 
by Dr. Koch'e letter. The Gerllian Alpine Club may be sincerely 
congratulated on the success of its endeavours, and it will have the 
hearty good wiahee of English climbers in pursuing its present course. 
The  key of ita aystem evidently lies in the establishment of close 
relatic~ns between a body exerting to the full ita influence as the 
national Alpine Club, and upright and intelligent l m l  administrators. 
If we find greater difficulty a t  Cha~uonix it  must be remelr~bered that 
we are acting in a country which poawsses as yet no Alpine Club, and 
until lately has had only provisional prefects. 

MEDIEVAL ROUTES ACROSS TAE EASTERN A ~ ~ s . - h l r .  George sends 
the following note : ' Frederick Barbarow, when conducting a large 
army into Italy in 1158, ordered one division of it  (the Austrian and 
Carinthian contingents) to go " per Canalem et Forum Julii atque mar- 
cam Veronensem." These are the words of the cor~temporary Ragewin, 
continuator of Otto of Preisingen (Ge& Frederici 111. 25) ; and the 
only modern historian in whom I have been able to find any reference 
to tile mmm ekct merely tmnalate~ the Latin words (Uber Canale und 
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Friaul). I presume the route in question to have been that of the 
Tarvis P a ,  whirh was certainly used in the Middle Ages; but  what 
is the meaning of the name Canalis 1 The  Venetians are aaid to have 
applied this term, familiar in their own city, to the valleys Rlnning 
u p  into the A l p ;  hut the word is here naed a t  a date long before the 
period of Venetian domination, and therefore some other interpretation 
must be sought. Can any reader mpply information on this +c 
point, or on the mcre general question of the ancient routes acroes this 
part of the Alps? ' 

In  ' The Eastern Alpe,' (p. 539) Mr. Ball says : ' The  valley helow 
Tarvis is often called Gailitzthal ; but the hybrid name Canalethal is  
more frequently given collectively to the single valley that includes the 
course of the Gailitz, and the headwaters of the Fella, as far down as 
Pontebba' This seems the explanation of the words ' per Canalem,' 
sought by Mr. George, and at the same time a proof of the correctnm 
of his theory aa to the route taken hy Barbarossa's army. There is, I 
believe, authority in late Latin for the use of ' canalis' in the sense of a 
natural water-channel, and 'Canale (canalium via),' is one of the ' verba 
expnlsa' of Forcellini's lexicon. I t  seems quite as eaq to believe that 
both the applications of the term have sprung directly from the Latin 
word, as that one is derived from the other by a fancifbl analogy. 

' The passes of the Middle Ages ' is a chapter in Alpine literature 
which is still unwritten. Some of the now deserted roads of the Vene- 
tian and Lombard Alps were once the world's highways. The  Field of 
Chnrlrmagne and a church mid to hare been standing in his days 
are found in Val Hendena. Barbarossa in  1166 pssed thrnugh Val 
Camonica. Headers of the ' Alpine Journal ' would he grateful to 
anyone who could bring into a collected form the scattered facts hearing 
on this interesting subject. D. W. F. 

JAKOB ANDEHEG~L-BIT. Moore wiehea to acknowledge the follow- 
ing additional subscriptions received ; viz. : R. Dees, 51.; A. John- 
eon, 11.; T. G. Bonney, 10s.; E. Clayton, 10s.; S. E. D., 1 L I s . ;  
C. T. Dent, 21. 23.; T. S. Kennedy, 21. 28.; A. Wills, 11. Is.; 
Captain Marshall IIall, 12fr. 50c. ; Mr. Flinn, 5fr. ; E. C., IOfr. ; 
Sir H. Thompson, 20f. ; E. JV. Wilmot, 20fr. ; T. Biffel, 5fr. ; G. 
Chater, 10s. ; H. Hutton, 11. ; J. Stogdon, 11. ; J. Robertson, 11. ; W. 
Bushell, 5s. ; W .  J. 13~11, 5s. 

CHAMONIX GUIDES, 

The following a n m e r  was sent by the Guide Chef to the letter of the 
President printed in the last number :- 

' Chnmonix, la 2 novembre 1873. 

' Nonsicur le President,-En rkponse A votre lettre du 20 octobre der-- 
nier, j'ai I'honneur de vous dire que If. le professeur Fedchenko Alexis 
b i t  p r t i  le 11 septenlbre cinq heures du matin dc I'IIatel des Alpes 
b Ci~a~nonix avec un guide et  un  porteur de son propre choix ; il ne 
s'eat raa ailresd ii la Compognie cles Guides, que je dirige, aussi la 





je suis dans ma d m i b r e  annke de service ; j'en laisse l a  soins h mes 
succewurs. J e  suis loin, m a l e  cela, de desapprouver votre avia ; il 
serait peut-&tre trks utile. Cependant je me permeta de vous dire qur  ta 
uociCtk des guides ne mCrite p e u t - h e  pas autant de diffamation qu'on 
veut hien lui en infliger ; il est vmi qu'il n'y a pas de r k l e s  m e  ex- 
ception, mais si un malheur est arriok, la dite m i C d  n'en eat pas la  
cause. Nkanmoins il existe des abns que je tiens essentiellernent a 
corriger. 

' AgrCez, M. le Prbident,  l'.wurance du  profond respect de votre 
trk-humble et  dCrouC semiteur, 

' BALYAT, Guide Chef. ' 

However desirable it  may be  to turn from frnitleas discussions of the  
past to suggestions of practical use for the future, there are some 
paeeagw in  the Guide Chefs letter which cannot be passed over with- 
out comment. 

The history of the fatal expedition there given may be accepted as 
in  the main accurate, allowance being made for some natural local colour- 
ing. In two iniportant pointe, however, i t  seems to differ from the s t 0 7  
previously told to Mr. Wills, the remainder of uhose letter to the Tima, 
omitted in the last number, is now reprinted. 

' The three days before September 14 had been extremely he, and 
had presented all the appearance of settled weather. The barometer 
fell on the Saturday evening, but i t  was not extremely low on Sunday 
morning, and the early part of the day was, to all seeming, finer than 
ever. A critical eye could detect something too much of transparency 
and bltieneas in the atmosphere, but still there was nothing to suggest 
what followed. I speak from my own observation in the neighbouring 
valley of Sixt, not ten miles distant as the crow flies, and having had 
my attention directed to it  a t  the time by the very remarkable change 
which ensued. From 9 to 1 2  o'clock the barometer fell very rapidly, 
hut  up  to nearly mid-day there was not a cloud to be seen, and the sun 
&one with unlisud brilliancy. I  an^ told that a t  Chaulonix the weather 
remained fine till a somewhat later period. All a t  once the temperature 
fell, it became chill and raw, and with a rapidity which, during more 
than twenty autumns spent among the Alps, I never saw equalled, dense 
clouds appeared all over the sky ; by 1 o'clock we had a fierce storm 
of wind and cold rain, and thoroughly bad weather continued for several 
days. I do not thiuk anyone could have anticipated so severe and m 
sudden nn outbreak. I remember only one similar incident. Seven 
years ago I zxe l~ded  the Pic de Tinneverges with a party of friends, 
including two ladies. R e  11ad slept a t  mme chalets, so that we had no 
opportunity of inspecting the barometer that morning, hut  when we  
started a t  4 a.m. every visible sign seemed to give absolute assurance 
of fine weather. When we were approaching the summit we were 
engaged for a couple of hours in  some difficult climbing, which com- 
pletely occupied our attention, while the conformation of our mountain 
ehut out from us  the distant view. W e  emerged suddenly on to the 
mmmit, and, to our horror and astonishment, beheld a black wall of 
dense cloud, which seemed to reach from the earth to the very heavens, 
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advancing towards us. In five minutes after our first w a r n i ~ ~ g  of bad 
weather the storm wan upon UR, and we were enveloped in mist, snow, 
and sleet, and exposed to a violer~t and bitter wind. W e  escaped with 
nothing worse than extreme discomfort ; but had we been on the upper 
snows of the Col du  Gbtmt, instead of upon a mountain barely 10,000 
feet high, I cannot tell what our fate might have been. The  first 
notion of the Payota, to attempt to reach the Col and d w e n d  to Mont 
Frkty, was right. From the top of the Col d u  G6ant descent on the 
south side is safe and easy in almost any weather and under almost any 
circumstauces. I was once caught in a foulmeate, and n very bad one, 
near the top of the Col d u  Gbant, and as soon as  we could find the rocke 
we knew that we were safe, though we could not see ten paces before 
u s ;  but in such weather as that of September 14 last it was impossible 
to persevere in the attempt, especially with a traveller already fatigued 
and exhausted. 
' The atory that the provisions were insufficient was, I believe, in- 

vented by the person who had recomnlended the expedition. I t  had no 
foundation ; bread and cheese remained in Mons. Fedchenko'n wallet 
after his death. The amount of his bill a t  the Montanvert, 26 fmncs, 
after every allowance made for the extortions of that place, proves their 
sufficiency. The  two Payotn were, I believe, guiltless of this invention. 
Proaper told his story to mo without hinting a t  anything of the kind. 
The only thing they had not, which might possibly, and only possibly, 
have served to give the unfortunate traveller enough of temporary 
stimulus to have enabled him to reach a place of mfety was a little 
brandy ; but no complaint was made to me of this deficiency, and though 
the story was willingly adopted by the population of guides and persons 
of that class, ' I  la boutique de Chamonix," I do not think the two men 
themselves were responsible for it.' 

The story of the insufficiency of the provisions, ~o much insisted upon 
at  first a t  Chamonix, had apparently been disproved by the production 
of the Montanvert bill, and Mr. Wills believed the Payota guiltleis of 
itn invention. How came it  then to reappear ? Again, the suddenness 
of the storm was the ground on which we were at  first asked to excuse 
the guides; now their chief told u s  that 'La temp6te s'annonpit immi- 
nente,' and =erted for the first time that the delay in  turning back wan 
due to the obainacy of the traveller in disregarding thc repeated warn- 
in@ of his escort. 

These discrepancies were sufEciently serious to make it  seem right to 
endeavour to obtain from Chanlonix a statement as  to which of the two 
versions the Payots themselves finally adopted, or how they would wish 
them to be reconciled. 

The application resulted in the following very interesting letter from 
Mons. Lop# :- 

I Vous me demandez quelques 6claircissement.s sur les relation8 
publides B propos de la mort du profemur Fedchenko, a r r i v b  sur 
le glacier du  Gkant au mois septembre dernier. Lee recits de M. Wills 
et du Guide Chef', qui ont l'nir de se contredire en plusieurs points, se 
conlplLtent plut6t l'un par l'autre. Celui do M. Wills est de la plus 
grande vdriJ.  Ainsi il a t  de fait que M. Fedchcnko, ne devant 



hlire qui'une course d'une journtie, n'a du emporter des provisions 
~uffisantes que pour la course. La somme de 26 francs 50 cen- 
ti111es (ju'il a pay& prouve qne pour une simple promenade d'nn jour 
il h i t  trks-amplement pournu. Mais f o r d  de rester la nuit sur le 
glacier par des circonstances qu'il Ctait impossible de pri.roir, ces pro- 
visions devinrent insuffi:.antes. A partir de deux ou trois heures de 
1'aprks-midi ces trois homnies n'eurent plus rien A manger et Burtout 
A hoire; c'est ce qui fait dire au  Guide Chef qu'ils n'emporthrent qne 
de trhs-faiblcs provisions. Partis de Chamonix par un temps sl~perhe, 
le mauvais temps les surprit a n - d e m  des serace dn Geant ; i l  devait 
Ctre une heure ou deux de I'aprb-midi B ce rnoment. T,e matin da ce 
m6me jour deux jeunes touriates, accompagnbs de deux guides de 
Charnonix, aprks avoir couch6 la veille au  Montanvert, htiiient partia 
pour franchir ce n~Cme col ir cinq heures, et ils avaient p11 arriver sur 
le col avant que I'orage Cclatat, quoiqu'ils aient eu assez de peine p l l r  
trouver le passage, B ce que m'a dit  adouard Cupelin, qui etait nn de 
ces guides.* Vous mvez ce que c'est que le broui1l:;rd dans la mon- 
tagtie. Souvent on croit qu'une kmf i te  menapnte se pr6pare, puis 
au bout de qnelque ten1l.s un souffle de vent disperse la nuages et le 
ciel bleu repalaft et fait regretter au voyageur prudent I'idCe qu'il a 
eu d'abandonner son entreprise. M. Fedchenko et  les guides voyaient 
bien le cit-l tout sombre au-desuusdu glacier de la Brenvn et de la Tour 
Ronde, nl:~is ayant les traces des vojageurs qui les avaient pr6cidCs 
qrielquen heures auparavant, ils durent pecser qu'il leur serait plus 
facile d'iitteindre le cul mbme par le brouillard que de redescendre les 
seracq que le voy~agcur peu habituC B ce genre de glaciers ri 
bou~leversbs avait dfi avoir n s r z  de peine B esc9lader. C'cst ce qui 
expliquerait sans doute le dire d e ~  guides qui pretendent que c'est Ie 
voyageur qui a insist6 pour corltiuuer la route. Mais perwnne .sa~if 
les l'iiyotu ne peut srtvoir la rkrit4 Iu-dessus, et il est tr&-prohablc 
qu'ils n'ont pas dll  fairr grande rksistance i cette idhe, qui devait I e ~ u  
lapporter 20 francs de l)lus h chacun. Certes ils ne prtivoyaient pas 
quc ce nlauvais temps (et dans les m o l ~ t i ~ ~ l e s  on appelle maurais tenlps 
tous les nuages qui ~ i c h e n t  la vu?) se changelait en tempCte. E n  
effet I'olage ne fit qu'augmenter de force, a'nui clue l'a si bien dCcrit 
1 .  i s .  La pluic., ltr gri.1~ ct la ueige, chades par le vent, vinrert 
inonder les nlalhe~~reux vojageurs, qui eurent loutes les peines du n~onde 
a arriver nu fond de la grande ~~la i i i e  dt. neige qui se trouve au-dessu 
des serace et  s'ctend juscjn';tux rochers de la Vierge. Les traces dm pr6- 
cCdents voyageurs frirent bientDt etE~c6es par le vent et la neige. Leur 
]:onition devenait trl.ril)lc. Irulwsuible de trouver Ie col par un t e~nps  
pareil. De p n d e s  pentes ouduli.es conduisent au seul passage par ou 

' Tlie followiug is the nccoout given Ly uuo of thcse gc~litlrnim :--.We were 
sitting down nair La Yirrga, lwkug Lack tom-anls Chlirl~oiiix. i u  wllich dircctiou 
t l~e view- w3s 11crf(~tly clt'i~r, a h e n  almost in a momcnt the storm --as upon us. 
Ten minutes Inter x c  colllll not see frt~rn one end of tlie nJpe to the otller. We 
xero a little oror an hour i n  roaching the nrkq at the top of the pis*. aided by 
tnicka of the clay hefore. There nrre ~11% of wiud nt tilric* which ldew thu lead- 
ing ~ u i t l o  off his Irps. 1 s11>1ll net-ar f~1r4t.t the bcnse of rr.licf tti.~t s e e m d  to come 
orcr the guide8 on Bnding t h ~ .  rocks.' 



l'on peut descendre dnns la vn1li.e d'Aostc, et j'ai vu des guides les p111s 
expCrimentCs oblig@s de revenir sur leurs pas dans des momcntr hicn 
nioins effrayants que celui oh se trouvait b1. Fedchenko et  ses deux 
compagnons. 

' Force leur fu t  de revenir en arrihre, lolwqu'ils avaient l'esp4rance 
d'atteindre au bout d'line heure les rochers qui Ctaient leur chance de 
wlut. C'est alom que les deux Payota ont dkploy6 une Bnergie et  
une vigueur vraiment remarcluahlea. Leur voyageur, abfmB par I ' o q e ,  
xnouill6 jusqn'aux os, grelottant de froid, n'ayyent aucun cordial pour 
ranimer WR forcee, s'afi~iblissait B chaque effort qu'il faisait pour 
niarcher. La descvlte des Reraw dut Ctre une chose bien p6nible et  
bien difficile B exCcuter. ObligBs de wutenir et eouvent de porter h tour 
de f i l e  cat infortun6, il est vraiment extraordinaire qu'ils aient pi1 
descendre jusqu'au has du glacier du Gkant. J e  ne crois pas que les 
hommes du  tour de rBle qu'aurait pu recommander le Guide Chef en 
cussent fiit autant. L a  nuit arrivait quand ils se trouvkrent a u  
pied des seraca 11s tratnkrent I'infortunC M. Fedchenko pendant une 
heure environ plus loin dans un endroit oh il h u t  traverser de 
nouveau ie glacier du  GCant pour arriver h ]'angle d'oh ]'on quitte 
les glaces pour atteindre le hlontanvert. D6jB plrlsieurs fois M. 
Fedchenko, dpuind, anCanti, avait supplik les guidee de le 1:dwer et  
d'rrller eux seuls cherchrr du  wcoure. 11s ne voulaient pas 
l'abandonner. Cepenrlant I'aEnd des deux frkres, nioins fort et moins 
robuste qne Prosper, etait lui aussi dans un pitoyable ktat. Son frkre 
8 a i t  oblige de le eerouer, le battre mtnie, pour le  tenir rkveill6 et 
ranimer ses sens engomdis. Cette nuit dut Ctre bicn affreuse pour ces 
deux hommes. Pendant cinq h e ~ ~ r e s  ils rentkrent stationnaires prhs 
d'une l~ierre, recevnrlt la pluie, sentant le froid Ips envahir toujours de 
plus en plua D'aprEs tout ce que j'ai c~ntendu dire de pr6cCdantea 
catastrophes dans ce genre, hi. Fedchenko n dh s'engourdir pcu B 
peu; ses pendes ont dIi s'6teindre arnnt ses sens, et qnnnd ses guides 
I'ont l a i d  ce ne devait plus t t re  qu'une mwse inerte ne devant 
donner que quelques signes de vie. 

Faut-ill cher monsieur, jeter une rCprobation com lkte sur l'acte 
qu'accomplirent ces deux h ~ l m n ~ e s  dans ce moment, ? $ puids  par une 
lutte mortelle de douze heures avec lee 81Bments dkchafnb wntre  eux 
et  dans cen localittk ffl sauvagr8, voynnt la mort qui Ptreignait leur 
voyageur, et qui allait lea surprendre eux ausai, effrayha sans doute par 
des idkes superatitieuses qui existent toujours dans le fond du cmur 
den monttrgntrrdn, ils ae dQid&rent B dle r  demander des secours qu'ils ne 
puva ieu t  donner eux-m&mea. Certea je n'approuve pan l e u  action, 
lllais Bi je me trmnporte en idde auprkv d'eux daus ce moment, je suia 
bien prka d'excuser leur rCmlution, qui pouvait wule sauver peut- 
Otre b1. Fedchenko s'il wa i t  pu vivre quelques heures de plus. 
C'est dans le plus pitoyable &at qu'ils arrivkrent au Montanvert, et i l  
fallut m&me qu'on portkt Joseph sur un  lit, ses forces complktement 
Bpuides ne lui permettant pas de 80 soulever du  banc s lu lequel il Ctait - .  
tomb&. 

Ainsi que VOIIS I'avez ~i bien dit, de meme que M. Wills et ce dont 
a convcnule Guide Chef, lui aussi, il y a beaucoup h faire pour ameliorcr 





Paris. I1 serait trPs inutile de s'ndresser aux  habitants de la vallCe 
dt: Chamonix pour introduire des ameliorations dans le rhglemeut 
qu'ils posddent. Leurs idCes et leurs instincta sont en complet dhs- 
accord avec ceux des voyageurs, et ce n'est certes p s  leur guide chef 
qui pourrait les convertir. Ce n'est que leur employ6, leur factotum, 
I'homme park pour tenir lea Brritures et avertir lee posseaseurs de 
mulets pour le tour de rble. D u  moment ou ila pourraient penser 
clu'il ne suit pas leurs sentiments, il serait f o r d  de se retirer s'il ne 
youlait pas &tre d h l a i d .  l'hiver suivant en faveur d'un autre plus 
d8vou6 et plus en concordance avec leur manibre de voir. 

Ce qu'il y aurait de prkfbrable, ce serait si le prbfet choisiesait en 
dehors du pays un  hoiume intelligent, ferme, rompu aux affaires- 
par exemple, un  ancien sous-officier de gendarmerie-pour &re nommb 
guide chef. I1 eerait bientbt au  courant des courses de la v d e e  et de 
la villeur de chaque guide. Au bout d'un mois il en a u r a i t  autant 
que les demiers guides chefa qui ont soit-diaant dirigk la Compagnie. 
11 pourrait &tre juste et  impartial entre les guides et  les voyageurs, e t  je 
suis sOr qu'au bout d'un certain temps lee habitants de la vallde s'apercev- 
raient qu'ils auraient singulibrement pgnC au  changement de situa- 
tion, qunnd bien m8me les grandes courses seraierlt reduites a un tnux 
raisonnable, pareil B celui des vallbes wiisses-c'est B dire, moiti6 rnoins 
Blevk qu'il ne I'est maintenant. Ce tarif n'est qn'une prime accordke aux  
im~rudences : c'est en vue den dangers ti courir qu'il est ktabli et non " 
pour ren~unerer lea pines,  les fatigues et  I'intelligence d'un homme. 
C'est ce qui explique le nombre considerable d'accidenta arrives dans les 
montagnee de fa villes de Chamonix, qui ir elles seules ont vu plus de 
Foyngeurs et  guides perir que dans la Suisse toute entihre. Comment 
resister B I'appat d'un gain de 100 francs pour l'ascension du Mont- 
Blwc, quand bien m&me il y a un grand danger B affmnter la tempbte? 
Si le plaisir et non les risques de nlort Qtait seul pay6 dans des courses 
pareilles, les guides battraient prudemment en retraite au  premier 
indice de danger. C'est ce qui arrive pour l'ascension du  Mont-Rose 
payee aux homn~ea de cette localitk 40 fiancs seulement, quoique cette 
course soit plus difficile que celle du  Mont-Blanc par le beau temps. 
I1 en eat de m&me pour toutes lea autres vallees de la Suiw. '  

With regard to the Payots we feel more difficulty than Mons. Lop+ 
in reconciling the diverse stories which have been told, but  we have 
gladly put forward every reason which can be offered to prove that the 
htal event was under the circumxtances inevitable. 

On the more general question Mons. Loppk, as a resident of twenty- 
five years in Savoy, as well as an ardent mountaineer, writes with 
peculiar authority, and his statements rmd remarks forni the best pos- 
sible comment on the further correspondence printed below. 

' Alpino Club, St. Martin's Place, London, 
November 11, 1873. 

' Dear Sir,-I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 
November 2, relative to the death of M. Fedchenko, and I muat admit 
that, RO far aa the choice of guides by M. Fedchenko is concemod, the 
Bureau is completely exonemtcd. 
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'Wi th  reference to the guide system of Chsmonix, it  gives me 
great pleaslire to learn that you are fully senbible of abuses which 
demand correction, and that you are far from disapproving the advice 
which I have ventured to give yon. I trust therefore that, notwith- 
standing the approaching termination of your term of ofice: yon will 
not leave to your successor the colrection of abuaea the emstence of 
which you admit. 

' This is especially desirable because i t  is important that the necessary 
changes should be made before the next travelling season. I shall 
therefore anxiormly await a further communication from you, and I 
trust you may be able soon to inform me what steps towards improve- 
ment have been taken. 

' I thznk you for the promptitude and courtesy of your wmmunica- 
tion, and remain, 

' hfonsieur le Guide Chef, faithfully y o q  
'WILLIAM LONGMAN, President of the Alpine Club.' 

' Chamonix, le 30 d b m b r e  187 3. 
' Monsieur le PrCsidenf -En rbponue h votre lettre du  11 nnvembre 

dernier j'ai l'honne~lr de vous dire qur je ne suis guide chef que dans 
Ics attributions du  rEglement approuvC par l'autorid, et non comme 
un  nutocrate dirigeant tout ir sa guise. 

' L a  division m catPgories des guides de Chamonix que vons pro- 
pow sons certains rapports serait assez juste et raisonnable, si de graves 
inconvknients n'y mettaient ohstacle ; car on ne peut pas adnettre que 
tous aient les ni6mes talents, la m6me science, la m&mc intdpiditk (cle& 
ce qui existe dans tous les pays) ; mais con~me ce triage, trks-Cpineux 
B faire, n'est pas de ma competence, je vous prie d'agrhr que je reste 
au  rble track par mon rdglement, hors duquel mon autorit4 n'est rien. 

' D'ailleurs je ne vois par la llkcessitd cle cette classification que l a  
membres de I'Alpin Club ri.clnment, puisqu'ils pos+dent dEjn touu lee 
facultfa de choisir eux-m6mes leurs gu~des  duns la Compagnie selon leur 
bon plaisir, et qu'ils en usent assez Inrgement. 

' J'ai moi-niC~ne h me plaindre a e z  gravement de ce que certains 
membres de votre sociPtk se permettent fort ma1 b propos de critiquer 
publiquement la Compagnie que je dirige, e t  de faire circuler des 
idkes sur cette Compagnie qui fauseent I'esprit du public h a n g e r  en 
tendant b dkmontrer injustement qu'elle se troure ma1 dirig4e. Cea 
ecrivains accusent les guides de Cliamonix d'Ctre infkrieura b ceux des 
pays Ctnmgers-Suisseq Allemands ou Italiens. Ces lnegsieurs doivent 
hien savoir que 1es voyageurs wnt  partkitement libres dans un pays 
lihre de choisir les guides qu'ils ddsirent dans u n  pays ou dans nn 
autre. 

' Mais je puis vous m r e r  sans crainte d'Ctre dbmenti que les guides 
de Chamonix sont pour h plupart des hommes wurageux, ddvouka 
et  intrbpides, qui out donne des preuves non huivoques d'habilete, 
et qui en Bont r6compends chaque a n n h  par des lettree fiatteusen de 
relucrcfment e t  meme des penaions pour avoir affronte une mort 
imminente b Bsuver l a  voyageurs q i ~ i  s'Ctaient confiks eux. 

' On nous accuse de violer le rbglement, tandis que ce snnt quelquea 



personnes en dehors de notre sociCtb qui se donnent la triste satisfaction 
de le mkpriser en s'immisceant dans nos affaires, en choisiasant par 
nne wrdide speculation d'kconomie des guides en dehors des rkgle~ de 
cetta Compagnie ktablie pour la sauvegarde des voyageurs. 11s prk- 
ferent auiae  les avis d'un mmmelier obdquieux in tdrad  B faire 
passer un guide mkdiocre et ii bon marchk, qui lui promet la bonne 
main, an lieu de s'adrepser au bureau de la Compagnie, qui n'a qu'un 
seul bout, celui de satishire lea voyageurs. Cea messieurs devraient 
savoir par expkrience que lea bons guides wnt tmp fiers pour se faire 
recommander par cette voie peu honorable, et que ce mode est loin 
d'Ctre une recommandation pour eux. 

a Vous me diteq M. le President, que l'innocence de la Com- 
pngnie errt bien etablie au sujet de la mort de M. Fedchenko't 
mais je ~n'nperqoiu aux dcriminations de quelquea membres de votre 
Alpin Club quile n'en eont pas persnadds comme vous, puisqu'ils 
font puhlier dans les journaux des accusations blemntes pour lea 
guide8 de Chamonix. 11s demandent une guide chef qui soit comme 
un niaftre absolu. 11s demandent I'abaissement des tar;$ et c'est l i  
le naeud gordien de l'histoire. Ils desirent fixer eux-m&mes sans tai-ifs 
les grandee courses 11s voudraient par condquent que le guide 
marche lles$rance scule dane le cczm, sans savoir Q quoi e'en tenir, 
snr un aalaire hirn pkniblement gag115 B gravir les pentes les plus 
escarpCes. Le rbglement est bien plus sage ; voyageur et guide eavent 
ce qu'ils amont h donner ou recevoir pour chaque course. Si les taxes 
sont nn pcu blevCc.s, c'est que le montagnard n'a que deux ou troie 
mois pour faire quelques minces Mnbfices pour lui et sa famille, qu'il 
abandonne sa terre dans le moment seul oh il peut la travailler. Sans 
cette juate dtribution, ne pouvant vivre dans la montagne, il irait au 
loin chercher sa vie dans des contrbe~ plus hospitalibres. 

a Vous me pardonnerez, M. le Prbsident, cette longue lettre, maie 
j'ai voulu VOUR hire connaitre lea sentiments qui animent tous les 
membres de la Cun~pagnie. Persuadez bien Q meaaieurs les touristrs 
que nous ferons tout pour les obliger dans la limite de powible, et que 
ceux qui s'adresseront Q nous trouveront toujours des serviteurs 
dbvonbs. 

a AgrBez, h1. le Prkeident, l'assurance du plus profond q e c t  de 
votre tout dbvouk serviteur, 

a Le Guide Chef BALMAT.' 

Of Balmat's second letter we shall say but little. I t  would be easy 
to dispose of the inaccurate assertions and to tear in pieces tho flimsy 
arguments of a production which di~plays most of the faults of which 
the a Bureau' is generally acculred, and shows us modern Chamonix 
reflecting others in the mirror of its own mind. But we cannot afford 

+ Rule 64 of tho ' HBglement ' is here referred to. It runs ar follows : - I  I1 
est intordit B tout ktranger A la Compngnie qu'il aoit du pnya ou non de a'immi~crr 
dans l ~ s  &Lira de c ~ t t e  Compagnie, aoit de se mbler n u  questions do riglen~tm- 
tntion de dimtion d'adminibtration ou de finance, aouu tellos eines que do dmit.' + The Presideut's exprormion ru, ' 8 0  .far lu the cdqicE 0j guidrr 6y 'If. IW- 
ckenko w m ~ e r ~ r u l  tho Bureau in con~pletely exonerated. The iulprtuut qoulih- 
cation has heen orerlooked. 
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space to do more than call attention to the guide chef s first rnisrepre- 
sentation. H e  has, it is true, no power himself to alter the ' R&glemmt,' 
but he might, had he chosen, have given effect to our communica- 
tiom, by recommending them to the attention either of the Conwil 
d'Administration, of which he is, e x  o5ci0, a member, or of the P&fet of 
the Department, the authorities empowered to deal with such matters. 

In place of doing this he haa preferred to contradict, and to impute 
unworthy motives to, those members of our Club who have spent 
many summers a t  or n m r  Chamonix, and have been the most constant 
employers of Chamonix guidea He must take the consequences of his 
action, the first of which will be that the Alpine Club will henceforth 
addreas itself solely to his superiors. 

Good will come out of evil if the contumacy of the 'Bureau ' 
leads to a more thorough exposure of the present abuses a t  Chamonix, 
and to the establishment of a new rystenl, which may prove a protection 
to travellers and exercise a healthy influence on the people of the valley. 
How the Alpine Club can best effect thin, the main object of their 
interference, haa been the object of smious consideration on the part of 
the Committee. There are two questions to be decided : the authority 
to be a d d r e d ,  and the precise natnre of the reforms to be insisted upon. 

I t  is now clearly ueelese to trust to m y  action on the part of the 
' guide chef' or his sucwlrsois under the present regulations W e  must 
abandon any hope of persuading Chamonix itself, and address ourselves 
to the French Government. T l ~ e  Club is justified and encouraged in 
making such an appeal by the success which attended its previous r e p r e  
sentations made on the same subject shortly after the annexation of Savoy. 

The reform we have to press for is not m much the creation of new 
regulations, ae a loyal adherence to and carrying out of those that 
already exist. The  evidence now before us shows that a t  present those 
rules which firm the only protection of travellers are  habitually evaded 
or violated. Candidates are admitted with sham qualifications, little o r  
no attention is paid to properly-lodged complaints,-frequent in&ces of 
drunkenness are left unpunished. The existence of these evils points 
to the need of a stronger and more active controlling authority.- W e  
are scarcely surprised to learn that the present 'guide chef' had for 
several years before his appointment to his present post cessed to 
act as guide, and had been engaged in the interval, when he waa without 
other employment, a< a firer of cannon a t  the hiontanvert and a waiter 
in several of the inns in the neighbourhood of Chamonix. 

Chamonix is evidently not yet capable of self-government, or of 
exercising, with reasonable discretion, the power of' electing its own 
head. Those who know the valley best have no hope that any chief 
elected by the snfiages of the present Company will have the power, 
even supposing him to have the will, to enforce discipline. We must 
wk, therefore, in  the first place, that the rule formerly in force may he 
reverted to, and the ' guide chef' appointed by the Government. I t  is 
newwary that the post should be tilled by an officer cnpsble of acting 
independently of local interest3 and of protecting travellers as well as 
guidee. Bnlmat justly declares that the Cmnipny was founded for the 
pro:ection of travellerr, .and we liave a right to insist that its object 
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shall be no longer lout uight of, or deliberately set aside, by the narrow 
and short-sighted selfishness of some of its men~bera  

Our first object is the enforcement of the rules already existing by 
the reatoration of an upright and intelligent controlling power. But  
thsre are eome ot.her respects in which the ' RBglement ' of 1872 requires 
modification. The rule respecting the qualifications neceaeary for mem- 
berehip mu& be made clearer and more definite. Means must also be 
provided by which ambitious but inexperienced tourista may be misted, 
ae well as allowed, to select the beet guides for glacier excursions. I f  the 
classification already propoued, with the consequent degradation into 
' mule- men ' of the greater number of the bureau, ip thought too 
severe a shock on the feelings of its p w n t  memberu, the Rame ohjvct 
might be effected less invidiously by distinguishing by a Rtar on the 
printed list the guides who have made over a certain number of 
'grandes courues' to the mtisfaction of their employem. The names 
of the expeditions made should also be printed on the list, which it 
wonld be the duty of the ' guide chef' to submit to applicants, and 
which might advantageou~ly be posted in the principal hotels, where 
i t  would serve as the best preventive of the touting practices of which 
Balmat complains. Any such dietinction will no doubt be a blow to 
the communistic principle of equal pay for unequal skill, and au such 
unwelcome to the Company. But the ' Bureau ' is furnished by one 
of the preeent rules (article 19) with the meansof acquiring all the in- 
formation requisite for carrying into effect this suggestion, and we can 
nee no renson~ble objection to a plan which would reward merit, and, it  
may be hoped, encourage a upirit of hor~ourable emulation. 

T h e  tariff is in  general fair and sometimes very moderate, but it  
should be equalized by the reduction of the charge for hiont Blanc 
(100 fran,m). This charge muat be altered, not so much for the sake of 
travellers pockets, aa on account of its demoralizing influence on the 
valley. The disproportion of the sum gained to the lahour or risk 
incurred, induces all the idlers of the neighbonrhood to piace themselves 
on the Roll, and, by making the guides generally unwilling to undertake, 
or half-hearted in attempting, other ascents more difficult and less 
remunerative, a t  once narrows their experience and diminishes their 
efficiency. 

PROCEEDIKGS O F  T H E  ALPINE CLUB. 

Ttiesday, December 16.-MR. W. LONGMAN, President, in tlte Cl~oir. 
Messrs. W. Potter, A. P. Boyson, E. W. Ruck, Monier F. Williamg, 

H. Seymour Hoare, E. Gurney, A. F. Leach, Commander H. Salmond, 
R.N., Rev. F. T. Wethered, and the Chevalier Luigi Gottardo Prina 
were elected memberu of the Club. 

Messrs. F. Pratt Barlow and C. T. Dent were elected members of 
Committee, in place of Messrs. Hall and Ormsby, who retired hy 
rotation. The President, Vice-Presidentq, Secretary, and other mcm- 
bere of Committee were re-appointed for the ensuin: year. 
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The PIIESIDENT, aRer briefly dud ing  in ~ympathetic terms to the 
death of Pmfeseor Agasaiz, introduced to the meeting Dr. Knch, a dis- 
tinguished member of the German Alpine Club, and welcomed h& 
warmly ae a reprewntative of that Club. 

Dr. KOCH returned thanks for his reception, and expressed the great 
desire of the body to which he belonged for closer relatione with the 
English Club. He went on to give some details of the rapid progress 
of the German Club, which, founded only in 1869, has recently united 
with the Austrian, and now numbers over 3,000 members, distributed 
into thirty-four sections. 

Mr. S C ~ E I T Z E R  read a letter from Nr. Budden, of the Italian Alpine 
Club, describing the highly creditable efforte lately made by the 
peasants of Ollomont, in the Val Pelline, to convert the Col de Fenktre, 
leading into the Val de Bagnee, into a mule-road. For this purpose 
they have subscribed amongst tl~emselves a considerable sum, which 
has been supplemented by grantR from the Italian Alpine Club. 

Mr. STEPHEN read the paper on ' A new Pass in the chain of Mont 
Blanc,' contained in the present number. 

Mr. WILLS congratulated Mr. Stephen on having accomplished a 
which he had himself often thought of attempting. Notwithstandiug, 
however, all the rivals wEch the enterprise of the Alpine Club has 
created for the Col du GBant, he still looked on that pass, which he had 
crossed many times and in dl weathers, as the most beautiful of high 
Alpine routes. 

Mr. D. FRESHFIELD thought that in magnificence of scenery even the 
Col du Geant must yield to the Col de la Tour Ronde, which leads from 
the ne'vh of the Col du Gbant to the Brenva Glacier, and adds to the 
xe'racs and distant panorama of the more famous pass a wondel-ful near 
view of the -tern precipices of hfont Blanc, and the glorious ice-scenery 
of the upper Brenva.' 

Xr. MOORE, adverting to observations which had been made aa to 
alternative routes up bfont Blanc from the south, n~entioned that last 
summer a serious attempt was made on the southern rock-face by 
Nessrs. Girdlestone and Utterson-Keleo, with guides of Courmayeur. 
Leaving that place sliortly after midnight, they were by noon only at 
the foot of the rocks at the head of the Glacier du Brouillard, and ware 
therefore obliged to return to Courmayeur, which they did not reach 
till 10 P.M. 

Wednesday, Decenl ber 17. 
The annual winter dinner took place at U'illi~' Rooms, when 130 

members and their friends  at down ; Mr. W. Longman, President, in 
the chair. 

Mr. Crott exhibited a large collection of water-colour drawings, and 
Mr. Coleman some sketches of British Columbia. 

Amongst the guests of the Club on the occasion were Professor 
Marcet and Mr. Shirley Brooks. 

See 'Alpine Journal,' Val. V. p. 280. A variation of th is  P~LBB wns made 
l u t  summer by Mom. and JIKdunt: Nillot, wllo crosbrd 011 the W. i n b h c l  of un 
thr E. cf La Tour Roude, .tnd d ~ e n d ~ l  to Courm;ljear. 
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MAY 1874. 

GANQOOTRE; A JOURNEY IN THE HIMALAYAS, TO THE 
COW'S MOUTH,' OR SOURCE OF THE GANGES. By  

WILLIAM SIMPSON, F.R.G.S. Read before the Alpine 
Club, February 3, 1874. 

A N outfit for Himalayan travelling may be got a t  any of tlie 
hill sanitariums, such as Simla or Mussoorie. Almost no 

accommodation can be obtained in the villages, because from 
the notions of the Hindoos on the subject of cwte a European 
would, by his mere entering one of the houses, s oil all the F food within it. Hence tents are an essential part o the outfit; 
also kitchen utensils for cooking, as well as plates, knives, forks, 
&c. The tent should be what is called a sliou2daree, which 
one man can carry on his back, for the roads arc such that in 
many pluces two men could not act together. A piece of water- 
proof and some mattin or carpet does very well to put your 
sleeping things on as a % ed, and, if rain slrould come down, your 
men will always malie n pie or gutter to lead the water away. 
Flour and sheep, or bread and mutton, are about the only 
supplies to be got in the hills, so that tea: sugar, spirits, wines, 
&c., have all to be carried along with you, and if you are 
going for a long journey, a goocl number of men are necessary 
to carry the stores. Everything is carried on the back in n 
basket called a kilta. Coolies are engaged at  times to go 
right along with travellers, and they may also be engaged a t  
the villages for each march. In  a long journey I would 
recommend having a few men to go on with you, and hire 
whatever more arc wanted at each village, for as your stores 
get used up, fewer carriers are required. As most travellers 
have an eye to shooting in the Himalayas, n little variety is . 

by this means added to the daily bill of fare. 
The camping ground is generally chosen at  a villnge, so that 

the servants and coolies may be able to purchase whatever 
they want, but there is no direct necessity for this. You 
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carry our house along with you, and you may call a halt a t  
any p r' ace. I h o w  of no kind of life so charming as the tra- 
velling I had for two seasons in the Himalayas. Your tent is a 
safe refuge from the weather; you may have almost every 
comfort. Indian servants cook well, even on a hill side, and 
you bathe in the stream, which is generally not far from your 
t e r t  door. It is a healthy life, for you are up in the morning 
with the sun, and have the march over by breakfast time. Ten 
or fifteen miles a day is about the average of Indian travelling 
in camp. Much more could be done, but the servants have to 
do their day's work, cooking for themselves as well as for you ; 
and this, for the same reason, is about tlie distance, even on the 
plains, which a military camp moves. This gives the traveller 
in the Himalayas about the one-half of each day to himself to 
shoot, botanize, geologize, sketch, or do whatever his hobby may 
dictate. Sketching being my object, I was often in the villages. 
And in these out-of-the-way places the natives believe that every 
European sahib must be a doctor, so they came to me with their 
ailments. I did a good deal of medical practice, and in some 
cases I even earned reputation in that line. My whole medi- 
cine chest was contained in my brandy-flask. I cannot affirm 
that the work could be called profitable, bnt at  last I managed 
to get a little return for it. RIy khansaman, or head servant, 
complained to me that the villagers would not produce some 
white kind of honey which he wanted for me, nor a particular 
kind of wool for my hill shoes, and he suggested the use of 
bamboo huchsheese to attain our ends. This is not a good 
system, and I would only use these means in an extreme case 
of sclf-defence. So I said that I thought i t  could be accom- 
plished in another way, nncl added that when anyone enquircd 
again about medicine he was to bring them to me. I saw n 
smile spread over his face indicating the dawn of intelligence, 
and at the next village two victims were found. I was at some 
trouble feeling the pulse and ioolting a t  the tongue, and then I 
announced that my medicine chest contained tlie very thing 
for their maladies. But  there was white honey and wool I 
required very much; if they could get me some of these 
articles they would be properly treated. AIy principal ser- 
vant was a serious man, and not given to fun or jest, but I 
could see that hc was suppressing a laugh all during the per- 
formance. I Ie  went off with the two men to get the things 
required, and reporting that all was ri ht, I gave my two 
patients half a glass of brandy each, mhic f 1 in actual value in 
that out-of-the-way locality was worth about ten times the 
wool and honey. I would recommend all travellers in the 
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Himdayas to use tact instead of force, and, under cover of 
being a hahem, or doctor, you may easily attain any reason- 
able object. 

The nearest hill station to Gangootre is Museoorie; the 
usual arrangement for the journey is about fifteen marches to 
the temple, and i t  is about twenty miles beyond that to the 
glacier, so that it requires about a month to go there and back. 

It may be stated that this journey took place in April and 
May. 1861. 

I shall here give the usual list of marches, and a rough guess 
a t  the distances :- 

Milee 
From Nussoorie to Phedi . . . . . 11 

91 ,, Balah . . . . 1 2  
19 ,, Lalooree. . . . . 12 
2, ,, Than . . . . . 10 
t7  ,, Doondah. . . . . 12 
1, ,, Barrahath . . . . 11 
1 9  ,, Moneri.  , . . . l l  
PI ,, Batwarri . . . 12 
19  ,, Yalung . . . . . 12 
11 ,, Dongully . . . . 11 
9 ,  ,, Maicha or Sookee . . . 15 
9 ,  ,, Jhala . . . . 10 
I7 ,, Deralie . . . . . 11 
71 ,, Biram Ghntee . . . 9 
1 ,  ,, Gangootre Temple . 9 
~t ,, Glacier . . . . . 20 - 

188 

Mussoorie stands high, and the route from it  descends to the 
eastward. After getting down into the valleys me found it 
hot towards the end of April. At midday the thermometer 
stood at 94" and 105" in the shade, but it was always cool in 

On the ourth day's march wc came upon ' Gungajee,' as the the 
natives call the sacred river. I t  has four sources-the Bhagi- 
ratha, the Aluknanda, the Jahnuvie, and the Bishengunga." 
All these sources are sacred, but the Bhagiratha is esteemed 
to be so the most of all, and it is the most frequented by 
pilgrims. They are all large bodies of water, and the Aluk- 
nanda is reputed the largest; but when the '~ource of the 
Ganges' is spoken of, i t  is always understood to be the 
Bhagiratha that is meant ; and i t  is along the course of this 

Biehen is from Vishen or Vishnu. 
D D 2  



brnnch that our route now lies to the glacier from which it 
issues. 

I shall quote from notes made at  the time, 8s they will give 
the best idea of our marching. 

On the fourth march, about half way, we came in sight of 
the Ganges, and our tents were itched close to the bank of 
the river at  a very pretty spot. G e t  a lot of men travelling ; 
one of them wanted medicine. I felt his pulse and looked a t  
his tongue ; after this each came up to be operated upon in 
the same way. One of them waa a very stout fellow, with n 
great development of calves. H e  presented his wrist and 
tongue for inspection, with a serious complacency which was 
very ludicrous in such a healthy subject. After some laughter 
I told him he was in good condition, and would lire to be a 
very old man, whereat he went off highly pleased. They all 
manifested a desire, although' nothin was the matter with 
them, to hive their ulses felt. One Ellow rather amused us 
by the description o ! his &ease, which was a little too com- 
plicated for our materin medica. 

The march to Doondah is a long one. I t  is on the right 
bank of the river, and is tolerably level. The scenery is not 
particularly grand, the Pnowy peaks not being visible. There 
are many flat patches on the banks of the river, and the water- 
worn boulders of all siees indicate that  its bed has often 
changed, not only in its course but also its height. Some 
thunder to-day and a few drops of rain, which made i t  cool. 

The next marc11 to Barrahath is very level. A great deal 
of flat land cn the right bank of the river, all alluvial. Prnsserl 
many comfortable-looking villagee, at  one of which I stopped 
and got some milk, and in return prescribed for all sorts of 
malady. Barrahath is s large place, villages all round. There 
are a good many temples, and one with a large brass trident 
was said by the villagers to have been built by Maha-Deo 
himself. I found here, as in the season before, that the 
villagers, when you wanted anything, always replied Ooyer 
milliga,' or You will find i t  when you go higher ; but when i t  
is a commodity they do not wish to part with, you never reach 
the spot where i t  is to be found. W e  expected to get hill 
shoes at this place, but were disappointed. 7Ve found here a 
strange encampment of Llamas, Chinamcn, Ladakees, or, as 
they are called, ' Bot log,' and many types of people from all 
parts of the IIimalayas. Thunderstorm came, with wind in 
such gusts that our tents were in danger of being blown aaaj-, 
but it made the air cool. 

The next march waa to Moneri, and mas pretty level the 



whole way. Passed a couple of villages, at  one of which wa 
found a maker of hill shoes,'who undertooli to supply an un- 
limited order, and to execute i t  he came on with our camp. 
These shoes were made of leather and wool ; they only lasted 
a few days, but they were very cheap, and being comfortable 
me rather liked them. A woman was brought to me here with 
a very large tumour in the neck; i t  was quite as large as her 
face, but she felt no ill effects from it, only that from its 
compression of the throat there was a slight difficulty in breath- 
ing. A crowd gathered, and I noticed how prevalent tumours 
were among these hill people. On being asked if I had any 
medicine for this disease, I held up my penknife, and said that 
was the only remedy. The meaning of this figurative reply 
they quickly understood. 

Batwarri was our next halting place, and rather a long 
march. A good deal of thunder, and about two hours' rain, 
which made i t  cool. Still, in the sun at midday the thermo- 
meter stood at  85'. Therc was a temple in this vill e in 
rather a dilapidated condition, and remarking to some o T the 
villagers that i t  would most likely tumble down some day soon, 
they said, ' KO, Sahib, i t  will not fall, because i t  was built 
by Maha-Deo-this is one of the titles of Siva. On hearing 
this I inquired if Maha-Deo was a stone-mason ? This ques- 
tion produced a grin on the face of some of our coolies. Seeing 
that the roof of the temple was of wood, I backed up my first 
interrogation with another-' I s  Maha-Deo also a carpenter, 
and does he practise all trades? for if he could manufacture 
hill shoes we would cngage his services.' Our coolies now 
laughed quite outright a t  the eimple villagers. This struck 
me as being a very good illustration of what seems to hold 
true in all times and places, that no matter how absurd a 
man's own notions ma be as to what he believes in points of 
faith, he will yet laug l a t  what cannot be more absurd on the 
part of others. Some of these coolies were Brahmins, and 
they cooked their food apart by themselves, so that it would 
not be defiled. The day before X had passed the place where 
they were, and seeing one of them ~ G e ~ a r i n ~  some soup, I 
stopped to enquire where he got the vegetables. H e  said in 
the woods, and at  the Bame time lifting the dish, he emptied it 
on the ground and told me I had spoiled i t  all. 1 felt annoyed 
and angry at  this, for I had, knowing their caste prejudices, 
kept myself about 4 or 5 yards away; but having taken 
advantage of a fallen pine to make his fire against it, he 
pointed out that as my foot was touching the tree, i t  was of 
course touching the wood of the fire that was preparing his 



food. I called him a fool and the son of a fool, a donkey 
and the son of a donkey, and heaped upon his head many of 
the - idiomatic - forms of abuse peculiar to that part of the  
world. 

The march to Yalung we found the longest, or i t  was perhaps 
the hardest, we had encountered so far. No part of this march 
was level: all up and down. W e  stop d the coolies with the ge cooking utensils, and sent on the ot era to have our tenta 
ready, and me had breakfast on the way. Although tired on 
getting to the camping ground, a bath in a cold stream and a 
change of clothing completely refreshed us. A t  this point the 
scenery begins to change and present some of the features of 
grandeur. W e  are nearing the snow, and could get peeps of 
i t  at points. The bed of the river is formed of gigantic maases 
of rock, among which the grey waters of Gungajee toss 
wildly about. 

The road to Dongully was very fine, and the scenery still 
improving. W e  did not require to pitch our tents a t  this place, 
for we got housing under a large mass of projecting rock, 
where we had perfect shelter, although it rained all the after- 
noon. The khitmagurs construct the small fires for cooking 
with three stone8 at  any convenient point, and a t  this place 
t.hey had their kitchen in what turned out to be the dry bed of 
a stream. This from the rain became a torrent. The flitting 
of such a simple kitchen mas an easy affair, but all the dinner 
had to be carried through this rushing cold water, and at one 
moment our currie was in imminent peril from the khitmagur 
stumbling as he waded through. 

The next march, to Maicha and Sookee, was about the most 
t y i n g  on the route. We first crossed to the left bank of the 
Ganges, and then up a steep ascent of almost perpendicular 
rock, where we had to pass what was confidently believd to 
be a bridge. I t  was somethin of a half-breed between a shelf B and a hen-roost, with a water all comino down on the middle 
of it. The truth is that no respectablegen would have risked 
herself upon such a fragile structure. The question naturally 
arose, ' I s  Maha-Deo the pontifex maximus in this quarter ? ' I f  
so, he is evidently no better at  making bridges than in build- 
ing temples. I watched a coolie or two go over with their 
burdens, and I came to the conclusion that Maha-Deo must 
perform the part of a local providence a t  that spot, for upon 
no other theory can I explain how we all got over that loose, 
shaky piece of wood without an accident. All the first part of 
this march was up and down over rocks, sometimes on all 
fours, with numerous shelves and ladders to pass, but none of 
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that nerve-trying fragility which had to be faced in the first 
one. W e  had breakfast on a level bit of ground near t.he bank 
of the river a t  Maicha, which is the usual march, and then went 
on to Sookee. A t  Maicha is a very fine pass, called Kap er 
Ghatee, with perpendicular cliffs overhanging the river. 6 e  
noticed a small tributary stream here which left a snuff-coloured 
deposit upon every thing, even upon the vegetation at  the sides, 
and i t  seemed to harden upon every object like a petrifaction. 
W e  also passed some gold-washers. They had a rude kind of 
cradle, and a sconp tn lift the sand, and a dish to pour water 
while they washed. They showed us a very small morsel of . 
gold, which they said was the result of two days' work. 

Having come on to Sookee the day before, the march to 
Jhala was only four miles, but me wanted to arrange about 
leaving snme of the coolies ahd stores till our return. And 
this is the point where a route begins which we intended 
branching off upon to visit Jumnootree, or the source of the 
Junna.  Sookee and Jhala are in a very beautiful situation. 
There are low, well-wooded hills, and fine views of the higher 
snowy peaks. The apricot trees here are the fineat I saw in 
the Himalayas. W e  measured one which was 12 feet in cir- 
cumference. The apricot is much used by people of the hills, 
but they value the stones more than the fruit itself, on account 
of the oil which they extract from them. I f  you see any of 
the puharis eating apricot., you will notice the care with which 
he puts the stones in his 

As  the valley of the troclret. anges is wide here, the roads were 
not limited to a single mountain path, and as I struck the 
wrong route from Jhala, I found myself, when I got to Derali, 
with the river between me and that place. The Ganges is 
wide and shallow a t  this point, so i t  is easy to ford it. Some 
villagers offered to carry me over, but I refused their offer 
and waded, and at no place did the water reach above the 
middle. This formed part of my morning bath, which I finished 
on the other eide, where my tent and baggage had arrived, and 
found a chang! of clothes. I t  was a t  Derrrli that I met a man 
nvhose life indicates in the most marked manner an intense love 
of mountains. This mas James Wilson, celebrated as ' the 
shikaree of the Himalayas.' A very slight sketch of his life 
will illustrate what I say. H e  first came to India as a private 
soldier in a cavalry regiment, and during an illness had been 
sent up to the hospital a t  Landour, which is rt part of Mus- 
soorie. Here he fell in love with mountains, for there is a 
glorious view of them as you look eastward. H e  was after- 
wards sent home to England and discharged. H e  managed to 
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buy a gun, and worked his passage out to Calcutta again before 
the mast. From Calcutta to M u m r i e  is orer 1,000 miles, 
and this he tramped to return to what had become the devotion 
of his heart. H e  reached the mountains, and with his gun 
begau a new phase of life. As he had calculated, he managed 
from the first to earn a living. When he shot a bear, he potted 
the grease and sent it to Mussoorie for sale. H e  stuffed all 
the birds of the hills, and managed to find customers for them. 
The bag of the musk deer brought about 39s. Thus he lived 
a life among the mountains in which his heart dehghted. H e  
made money and became respectable. W e  found that the name 
of ' Wilson Sahib ' mas a password of use over all that part of 
the Himalayas with the natives. His reputation stood so high 
that the Rajah of Gurwhal, which is the name of the territory, 
took him into his confidence and made him his friend. H e  
consulted him in many matters of politics, particularly in those 
affairs in which he had to deal with the Indian government. As  
a mark of his esteem he had made Wilson a present of a villnge, 
of which he was lord and master. This was the village at  which 
I had arrived on the other side of the Ganges in the morning, 
and their offer to carry me over the river was due to the in- 
fluence of its head. On entering I could not at  first make out 
how i t  was that the people were so different in their behaviour 
from those iu other villages. I n  these out-of-the-way places 
women, girls, and children always ran away on the approach of 
a European, so I was astonished on this occaaion to find a pretty 
puharie girl of about fifteen coming up and makin a d a a m  to 
me; and, instead of running away, the children gat % ered round, 
and explained to me the mistake I had made. TVilson had 
married a hill woman, another illustration of his love of moun- 
tains, who came out to see me with one of her sons, and I was 
treated with every attention. The little boy got his attendant 
to carry him over the river with me, and he remained my 
companion all day. \Vilson himself at  last appeared, and spent 
the most of the day with us. What a fund of stories and in- 
formation he had ! After dinner we sat at  a fire in front of 
our tents till long past midnight, listening to his many expe- 
riences all over the mountains. W e  had Ladak and Cashmere 
in our plan of summer travel, and he made out rough charts of 
our route the whole way, with the names of the marches, and I 
did not find him wrong in a single point. H e  marked the 
places where we might find the wild horse, the mild yak, and 
the Ovis Ammolt, or wild sheep. A t  the time we found Wilsou 
he was connected with a Company whose object was to cut the 
pines in the hills and send them flonting down the Gangea to 
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the plains, where they were made into sleepers for the railways. 
Wilson, from his knowledge and influence among the people 
of the hills, could command the labour necessary. This was 
important and valuable, and we understood that he was be- 
coming a rich man. He dined with us again as we returned, 
and I shall never forget t.he two days I spent with him, for a 
more charming character I have rarely met  

The next march, to Biram Ghatee, is very fine, through' 
woods of splendid deodar and pine trees. The scenery here 
is not only grand, but from this mixture of forest and mountain 
it is also very beautifuL The Neelung river joins the Ganges 
at  Biram Ghatee. I ts  water is much clearer than that of the 
sacred river, and its name is, I suspect, derived from nil, which 
means blue. 

The march to the temple at  Gangootre is also very fine. 
Derali is about the last village on the way, and there is none 
at  the temple. A few hill Brahmin8 attend here in the summer 
months to guide the pilgrims in the ceremonies to be per- 
formed. Theae consist principally of bathing in the river, 
and praying, and making offerings to a female figure in marble 
of Gungajee in the temple. As far ss I can rcrnember, we 
represent rivers b~ male figures, such ss old Father Thames, 
but the Ganges ~s always represented as a woman. The 
temple ie 20 miles from the source, but as the peak of Gan- 
gootre can be seen at  this point, and prayed to, this is the 
end of the Hindoo's pilgrimage. 

There is no path or track above thie; i t  is all jungle, and 
although rough in places, there is no great difficulty in getting 
over the round. W e  crossed the river at one place on a snow 
bridge. kYe arranged to march about two-thirds of the dis- 
tance, and camp, leaving enou h only to go to the glacier and 
return again the next day. %he pines ceased a few miles 
after we left the temple, and only small groups of birch 
were to be found, and the last of these mere not far from the 
glacier. W e  h d  a few coolies with us carrying cooking 
things, and h d  a warm breakfast a t  the spot. I t  was very 
cold when starting in the morning, but by breakfast time the 
sun had come on the scene and made i t  very pleaeant. The 
facility with which Indian servants can produce a good com- 
fortable meal, even in one of the most out-of-the-way lnces, 
is one of the great charms of all Indian travelliog. b h i l e  
the cooking was going on, my companion went off with his 
gun to try and get a shot at  a burrel, a very large deer which 
is to be found in this locality. I filled up the time sketching, 
and had my morning bath in the largest pool I could find, a 



little below the glacier. The water here is very muddy, of a 
dirty grey tint, and well iced, for I found lumps floating in my 
bath. I took care to drink some of the water, so as to be able 
to say that I had complied with all the necessary conditions of 
the pujah, for bathing and drinking the sacred Gun 
Cow's Mouth is a ceremony of the very higheet e f m y  at the for 
the purification of all mn. I t  is the Brahminical idea that all 
stains are wiped away from the soul by these acts, so I tho 
i t  was an opportunity not to be lost, and took advantage Yht o it 
to get what I suppose might be called a ' whitewash.' On my 
return to the plains I used, when I met holy men about the 
temples, to tell them that I had been to the Guy K e  Mukh, 
and that I had bathed in the Gunga pani there, and had also 
drunk the water. They used always to look very seriously, 
and say, Ah, Sahib, these are great words.' It may be 
remarked that the use of water for washing, or lustrations, com- 
bined with drinking it, is not confined to the Hindoo religion. 
The pilgrims do both at  Mecca, and Baptism in the Christian 
Church is the lustration ; and we have the other in the use of 
water in the wine, which, if I mistake not, is considered to be 
' High Church,' but i t  is only a continnation of the ancient 
idea. 

The glacier is generally put at  about 13,000 feet above the 
sea, and the peaks around rise to nearly 23,000 feet. These 
peaks are very varied and beautiful in their forms ; they are 
on each side of the vallcy ; in fact, they seem all round, and 
look like white-robed deities gazing down on the birth of the 
sacred river. 

T o  attach sacredness to sources of water was not in past 
times peculiar only to the Oriental mind, but at  the present 
day we have i t  as a culte almost exclusively confined to the 
East; and in our time I think it may be said that there ia no 
river source which has so many pilgrims, and so much worship 
devoted to it, aa the Cow's Xiouth. Even in the past it must 
have been the same. I know of only one other place which 
could equal it, but from its remoteness, although more sacred, 
i t  never could have been visited by so many devotees. That 
is the Mansarowar Lake, which, with the Rawan Rhad, stands 
on an elevated point near the sources of the Brrshmapootra, the 
Indus, and the Sutlej. Even the source of the Ganges is a t  
no great distance from these lakes, giving us four mighty 
streams flowing in different directions. Xiansarowar is cele- 
brated in connection with many of the Buddhist legends, as 
Anotatta-Wila, and was a most holy spot. I t  is still a place 
of pilgrimage, and there is a lamaserie there, but our know- 
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led e of the place is at  this moment very slight, for the 
di f# culties of getting to i t  are great. I t  presents new ground 
for any enterprising member of the Alpine Club to reach, and 
give us correct information about it. 

Having followed the Ganges to ita very source, I propose 
telling you the mythic accounts of it ven in the sacred books e' of the Hindoos, for there is not on y a long history of its 
celestial origin, but there are numerous representations of i t  
in old sculptures and pictures. 

One of the common forms of these representations is to 
put Siva or Maha-Dco sitting on Kailasa, his heaven, which 
i~ a mountain. I t  is described as ' a throne of gems,' and is 
somewhere among the snowy inaccessible peaks of the Hima- 
layas. This great god has, I think, considerable claims if 
any one would propose him as a member of the Alpine Club, 
for not only is his residence among Alpine peaks, but his 
wife is called ' Pnrbutty,' which means a mountain.* On the 
side of ICailasa6 is figured the head of the Bull Nandi, froin 
whose mouth the water of the Ganges is seen as flowing. 
Hence the source is called by the Hindoos ' Guy K e  Mukh,' 
or the Cow's Mouth. This representation hss a wonde~.ful 
resemblance to what is described in the Apocalypse of the New 
Jerusalem, also a mountain, where the river of the water of 
life flows out from under the throne. 

Another nlode of representation is to make the water come 
from the head of the god ; or rather, i t  should fall from above 
on his head, and then come down on the earth. The story 
upon which this is founded is told in the Ramayana, and the 
following contains the main features of it. 

The King Sagara was about to perform the Aswamedha, or 
horse sacrifice, which was one of the most solemn ceremonies 
described in the ancient books of India. It requires a whole 
year's preparation, and when everythin was ready for i t  on 
this occasion, the horse could not be f o u n t  Sagars commanded 
his 60,000 sons to go and seek the animal. After many 
doings this army of heroes found the horse with Vishnu, who, 
by merely breathing upon them, reduced the whole 60,000 
sons of Sagara to cinders. No lustrous waters could be found 
to purify these remains, and without this they could not reach 

Puhar ia the ordinary IIindostanee word for hill, but Patbut is to 
be found in connection with many mountains; there is the Sunaen' 
Parbut, at Jumnootrce; the Nango Parbut, or ' Naked Mountain,' 
26,600 fi. high, north of Cashmere; and there is the Hari Parblct, 
which i~ the fort in Srinugger, Cashmere. Giri i~ the Sanacrit for 
mountain, and froiu it we have Dhmdngiri, and tho Neilgl1erries.j 
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Paradise. After many efforts to procure water, a t  last Bhagi- 
ratha, the eon of Dilipa, abandoned his throne, and became an 
ascetic on the sides of Himalaya. There, clad in skins and 
subsisting on roots, tortured by cold and every kind of euffer- 
ing, he earned the h' heat renown of saintly merit. A t  the 
end of 1,000 yerrs%rahma u m e  and, addressing him as n 
'Bull amon &ntly anchorites,' wished to know his desire, 
and i t  was t%at Ganga might be sent down with her purifying 
watcre. To this wish Brahma refused to accede, for he said 
that the fall of Ganga from heaven would destroy the world. 
After another 100 years Maha-Deo came to this man of holi- 
ness, and offered to sustain this river of lustrous purification. 
Ganga came down from its celestial abode, and falling on the 
head of Siva, reached the earth without producin the much- 
dreaded destruction. All the gods, the Rishis an f Brahmans, 
the Asuras, and even the Nagas, or Snakes, and all the hosts 
of heaven, came to look on at  this great and marvellous event. 
The Ganges is supposed to flow through the three worlds, 
and when it reached Yama's region, or Tartarus, the s h e s  of 
the 60,000 sons of Sngara were purified and received into the 
celestial abode ; and from Bhagirathi, this ' Bull of Holiness,' 
the branch of the Ganges I have described has got its name. 

I t  will be noticed that there is a strange resemblance be- 
tween this heavenly Gunga and the Jourdain celeste of the 
Gnostic and mystical writers of a long past date. 

There is still another source of the Ganges to mention. 
The worshippers of Vishnu, for the purpose no doubt of 
making their god greater than Siva, represent the Ganges as 
flowing from the god's foot; the water then passes through 
heaven, and down on the head of Maha-Deo. 

On the day of our visit to the glacier, I was astonished a t  
the appearance of a figure, away perhaps about a quarter of 
a mile to the left. H e  was on the side of the hill, standing 
on the snow, some distance above the glacier. I was not the 
only one who snw him, and I was most particular in my 
enquiries if i t  mas any one belonging to our party, but all thc 
servants and coolies replied in the negative. Now there is no 
road in this direction; it does not lead to any of the passes 
crossing to Tibet, and the pilgrims never attempt to pass over 
to Kedarnath by the snow. As I have stated, they never go 
beyond the temple, which is 20 miles below, and the nearest 
vi!lage will be some 20 or 30 miles below that again. This 
phantom figure, living beyond all vegetation, puzzled me very 
much. I was afterwards told that some of the liindoo 
devotees-what the writer of the Ramayana would describe ss 



' Bulls of Devotion '-will wander up amon the snow a t  the 
source of the Ganges, to die there. They % elieve that there 
is a s ecial merit in seeking death a t  such a sacred spot. I P feel a most certain that the figure we saw was, according to his 
ideas, making an effort to reach heaven through that grand 
enowy portal, and thought such devotion to mountains worthy 
of recounting to you. 

I confess to a feeling of great pride and satisfaction a t  hav- 
ing visited this spot. I consider i t  to be one of the most sacred 
shrines in the world. It is the source of one of the great rivers 
of this earth, and although not the greatest, i t  is at  least one 
of the most renowned. According to Josephus, it is the Pison 
of Scripture, showing that its fame had extended to the shores of 
the Mediterranean even before the Christian era. 

From my boyhood I have been a lover of mountains. My 
first love in art was a Highland hill, and I trust that that love 
will never fade. I have seen mountains since in all the four 
quarters of the globe, and loved them also. My feeling towards 
mountains is such that I should treat them as I would a lady, 
and sa that 'I loved them for themselves alone,' and that ou ht, 
I thin%, to be an accepted motto of the Alpine Club. Bhe 
grandeur and beauty of mountains are best known to those 
who climb them. Still, however beautiful they may be, we 
must not forget their value as the sources of streams, and that 
the snow on the higher ranges is a reservoir of perpetual 
s u ~ ~ p l y  to the plains below. Forget for a moment the loveli- 
ness of the snowy peaks, and think only of the Gunga sa i t  
comes forth, aud the long journey i t  has, flowing through the 
hot plains of India. For about a thousand miles its way is the 
means of well-bein and good for those on its banks. It may P be said to be a temp e the whole of this distance, for the Hindoo 
not only bathes in it, but he prays standing in its waters. 
Along the whole of that long space i t  is offered at  every temple, 
and is the most sacred of all the offerings which are made to 
the gods of the Brahminical faith. I t  is used for the irrigation 
of fields, and the most important preventative from falllines in 
India would be the extension of the means of using the waters 
of Gungajee for this purpose.. Brin 'ng moisture for what 
grows on its course, and producing foo f' for millions, this sacred 
river must always seem a divine thing, a gift of the gods, given 
for the good of living creatures. 



The  Popena and Gaisl. 

N the summer of 1870 I was fortunate in being one of a I delightful party in Tyrol, and as most of our tune ont of 
an eight weeh' tour was spent amongst the Dolomite peaks, 
I had an opportunity of getting intimately acquainted with 
the strange and fantastic forms which many of these mountains 
assume. 

Our party consisted of four ladies, Mr. Tuckett, and myself, 
though i t  was afterwards increased by the arrival of more 
friends from England, and, as the ladies were attended by a 
faithful guide and courier in the person of Frangois Devou- 
assoud, Mr. Tuckett and I, accompanied by C. Lauener and 
Santo Siorpaes, were able to make excursions in which they 
could not join, and meet them again at  some other point of 
our route. Very delightful these constant reunions were, as, 
especially in the remote parts of Tyrol where we chiefly were, 
and where you seldom meet an English face, a Iarge party adds 
immensely to the fun and pleasure of the tour; and in remem- 
brance of what has happened since, me look back with a real 
though sad pleasure to the many little incidents of our moun- 
tain and hotel life which at the time added so much to our 
en-joyment. 

Mr. Tuckett and I, after spending a few days very plea- 
santly about Belluno and the Bosco del Consiglio, and ascend- 
ing some of the hills in that neighbourhood, had joined the 
rest of our party at Pieve di Cadore, and much as we had 
elljoyed the wonderful panoramic views from Rome of the lower 
mountains, I was beginning to tl~irst for rather more ambitious 
work. Mr. Tuckett was unfortunately suffering from the 
effects of a severe blow which he had received on slipping 
through some snow on to a sharp stone, and onr walking since 
had made it absolutely essential for him to take a few days' 
rest, and as by that time we should have left the district, I wag 
obliged to make my attack on both the Popena and the Gaisl 
alone. 

W e  all set out together for Auronm on the morning of the 
15th of June. Thence I started with Christian Lauener and 
Santo Siorpaes in an ' einspanner,' intending to drive as far as 
we could up the valley of the Anziei, and to find a suitable 
bivouac for the attack on the Popena next day ; whilst the rest 
of the party were to cross the Monte Croce Pass to Innichen, 
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in the Puster Thal, joining me at  Cortina, by the Ainpezzo 
Road, on the following evening. 

W e  drove for, perhaps, two hours, till we came to a little 
roadside inn which marked the termination of the char road ; 
hence an hour's walk through a delicious pine forest brought us, 
about midday, to a farm-house where a sister of Santo's lived, 
from whom we obtained the provisions for our expedition. Whilst 
these were being prepared, we spent two or three of those de- 
lightfully idle hours for which mountaineering gives such a 
zest. A more ideal spot for a midday halt could not have been 
chosen, as we were able to get the shade of the u per pine P forest, aud enjoy one of the most charming views o meadow 
and mountain scenery that I have seen. The pleasant tink- 
ling of the cow bells, and the sound of running wnter close 
by, only required what Mr. Stephen calls the 'hallowing 
influence ' of tobacco to complete the enjoyment which a tho- 
rou hly idle hour amidst work gives. 

#vergthing however pleasant comes to an end, and the 
time warned us that we should be moving, especially as we 
wished to reach some point from which we could see the Popena, 
and so make our plans for the morrow's campaign. W e  found 
a man who was willing to act as porter to carry the blankets 
and restore them on the following morning, and after an hour 
or two's pleasant walk we reached tlie limit of the pine forest 
where we determined to prrss the night. From this point we 
obtained a capital view of the mountain, and Christian was 
able to decide the exact route by which me hoped to reach 
the summit on the following day. The weather had been ve ry 
threatening for some little time, and we had hardly finished 
our survey and gathered sufficient wood for a fire before the 
rnin came down in torrents, and we found that an overhanging 
rock ulider which we had decided to sleep would give us no 
shelter, owing to a cleft down which the rnin iiiade a pleasant 
waterfall on our heads. W e  therefore ndjourncrl to the largest 
pine tree we could find, which prover1 to answer our pur- 
pose capitnlly. W e  made thc fire under nnother one close 
by, and soon had our ' Liebig ' ready, whicli I think is the best 
thing possible to prepare you for n night in the ' open.' Santo 
nnd the porter decided to pass the night by the fire, whilst 
Christian and I adjourned with thc Llnnkets to our sclected 
pine tree. I t  was still mining ns heavily ns ever, and if i t  
had not been that the roots of tho tree hall formed a slight 
watershed in the opposite direction to t!le genernl slope, we 
should have had a very wet berth, as tlie water was running 
down tho hill in streams on each side of us. Unfortunately 
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for the interest of this paper, in a weak moment I lent my 
watch to Santo that he rmght be able to call ns in good time 
in the morning ; but, from a no doubt praiseworthy desire after 
knowledge, he must have opened the worka and got some 
ashes into them, as from that time i t  never went except in the 
most fitful manner, so that I cannot say exactly either the 
times of ascent or descent. I do not know even the hour a t  
which we started, except that we lost at  least an hour of 
daylight by oversleeping ourselves ; but as we reached Cortina 
a t  about four o'clock in the afternoon, such hours ae I shall 
name I think will be approximately correct. 

I am sorry that I have no very thrilling adventures or 
hairbreadth escapes to relate, as fortunately in these moun- 
tains our chief enemy, the avalanche, is not to be feared 
except after a heavy and recent fall of snow. It was extremely 
well, however, that we had planned out our route beforehand, 
as we found that if we diverged from i b  the rocks became very 
difficult, and when we wcre once fairly committed to the 
labyrinth of craga that form the south face of the mountain, 
we might easily have been etopped if we had uot known 
exactly the direction in which we wished to go. 

The moining was as clear as we could have desired and, 
thanks to Santo having kept the fire burning aH night, we 
mere not long in breakfssting and getting away after being 
called. W e  started probably about 5 o'clock, nnd a short 
stroll over the grssa slopes brought us to the foot of a steep 
snow couloir by the side of which we mounted to a col, 
whence we had a fine view of the strange pinnacles of the Drei 
Zinnen. From this point we had a capital view of our 
mountain, which rose up grandly on our left, and we saw thnt 
a slight scramble up not diflFicult rocks would place us on a 
kind of gallery running nearly horizontally along the face of 
the mountain, over the couloir which me had just ascended. 
The gallery was not difficult to traverse, and leads to what I 
believe is the only may up the mountain. The rocks now 
became decidedly steep, but afforded everywhere capital hold, 
60 that it mas very easy and quick going up to a belt of snow 
which we had seen from below. Round this we passed in an 
casterly direction, and up a snow couloir which terminated in  
some overhanging rocks, blocking i t  up, and affording a very 
pretty scramble for a few feet. This we avoided in descend- 
ing by keeping rather more to the west, and so getting into 
the couloir lower down. A n  easy climb up the face and 
another short couloir led us on to the ridge a few feet from the 
top, which we reached, I should think, a t  about eight o'clock. 
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W e  a t  once set to work to build an immense cairn, to be seen 
by my friends on their way to Cortina, but unfortunately i t  
could not be distinguished by them from the weather-worn 
cliffs on which it was E~~~~ . The day was so fine that the 
view was superb, the rurtallo not seeming to hide a great 
deal. I cannot but think that the measurementa either of i t  
or the Popena are incorrect, as we all thought that 50 or at  
the most 100 feet is the outside difference in height between 
them. The two peaks are very close together, and we calculated 
the respective heights by means of a water-cup placed on an 
ice axe-not a very accurate way, but the only means we had 
a t  our disposaL The Gaisl, just across the valley traversed 
by the Ampezzo Pass, looked a most imposing mountain from 
this side, and se its highest summit had never been reached, I 
determined that we should try it, if practicable, before leaving 
the Cortina neighbourhood. 

A couple of hours were ver pleasantly spent on the top, 
the guides sleeping, whilst I d elleted on the beauties of the 
view, and indulged, I am almost afraid to add, in the still 

rester enjoyment of my pipe I Certainly there are few more: 
$clightful feelings than that of having reaehed a virgin summit, 
and the crowning ceremony of smoking the first pipe without 
which no peak could be said to be satisfactorily won. 

W e  thought we would descend by a more direct way than 
that taken in the ascent, by avoiding going round by the 
horizontal ledge or gallery, and coming down direct on to the 
head of the col mentioned above. Unfortunately, like 
many short cuts, this proved a very long one, as when we 
reached a point perhaps 100 feet abovc the col, further 
progress was stopped by the cliffs becoming perfectly perpen- 
dicular, with no hold whatever by which we could descend, so 
that we mere colnpelled ignominiously to retrace our steps for 
about 500 feet so as to strike the route we had followed in the 
morning. On reaching the col we unroped and glissaded 
down the steep couloir, the snow in which was rather too hard 
to be oleasant. and Santo no doubt exercised a wise discretion 
in clhibing carefully down between the snow and the rocks a t  
the side. - -  - -  .. 

About a couple of hours' walk took us to another of Santo's 
numerous lady friends, who occupied s cllllet a little above 
Cortinn; and here we indulged in bowlfuls of delicious cream, 
very different from whnt goes by that name in most of the 
frequented parts of Switzerland. An hour's more walking 
brought us to Cortina, but before going to the hotel we stopped 
for rt few minutes a t  the church, which was crowded literally 
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to overflowing, to listen a little to the evening service, the 
sound of whose music had already pleasantly reached us as we 
strolled through the fields above the village. In  the evening 
I was joined by the rest of the party, which was further added 
to before the end of the week by the arrival of three friends 
from England, so that our number mas incrersed to nine. 

The weather on the next day looked very doubtful, but on 
that following, Mr. Tuckett's rest having been so far beneficial, 
we were able together to ascend the Antelao, and I hoped that 
be would be able to join me in my meditated attack on the 
Gaisl on the followin &Ionday. His leg was, howerer, still Y giving him considerab e pain, so that he decided not to try any 
new work, but to content himself, if he felt well enough, with 
ascending the Tofana, where he could stop at any moment if 
he felt unable to proceed. He, however, generously insisted 
on my taking Santo as well as Christian, trusting to the chance 
of finding a guide who would answer his purpose. 

The next afternoon (Sunday, the lgtli), after our usual 
little service amongst the pine-woods, we started for our sleep- 
ing place for the Gaisl, and about four o'clock reached the 
chalet where we intended to sleep. The native told us, how- 
ever, of an unoccupied hut about an hour higher up, and as 
the sleeping quarters looked anything but clean, we decided 
on ' going further,' in the hopes of not ' faring n-orse.' The hut 
proved to be a mere shed, whose chief objection lay in being 
minus one end, and, as we had brought no blankets with us, 
we found i t  decidedly cool and airy before morning. W e  
devoted the rest of daylight to ascencling to a point a little 
above the hut from which we could reconnoitre our mountain, 
but i t  mas already too dark for us to decide on the direction 
we should have to take. What we did see, however, was any- 
thing but reassuring, as i t  ma3 evident that we were let in for 
attacking i t  on one of its steepest sides. This me afterwards 
found to bc the case, ns Snnto believed that Herr  Grahman, 
who had nearly reached the summit (from what cause he failed 
in attaining the highest point I have not heard), had gone by, 
I think, the E. cide, which appeared-when we inspected i t  the 
next day from near the top-to consist, as far as vie could see, 
at least, of easy slopes up to the last 100 or 200 fcet. 

The next morning we started very early, being only too 
delighted when i t  appeared late enough to find excuse for 
leaving our hard and cold bed, so that me reached our previous 
evening's view-point before it was light enough to see our may, 
and a very shivering half-hour me had till the morning had 
sufficiently advanced for us to decide on our plan of attack. 
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W e  were looking down into a kind of snow valley, with our 
mountain rising up in bare, nearly snowless cliffi before us, 
with what appeared to be a very serrated arete on our left hand 
leading up to nearly the summit, from which ardte huge bas- 
tions of the most fantastic shape came down to the valley like 
buttresses of a cathedral. The guides thought it would be 
best to reach the ardte between two of these, but I was bent 
on trying a partly snow and partly rock couloir, which led 
for n considerable way directly up the face of the mountain, but 
which seemed blocked a few hundred feet from the commence- 
ment by an immense boulder which might or might not stop 
further progress. The climb would evidently be a very steep 
one, and we now saw that we had chosen by no means the 
easiest side by which to make our attack, but it was evident 
that, if we succeeded, the course by which I was anxious to go 
would be the most direct way to the summit. I t  was fortunate 
that the guides fell in with my wishes, for I believe, if me had 
tried the other way, time, if nothing else, would have defeated 
us, as on inspection from a higher point the ardte looked very 
impracticable. The climb up the couloir was chiefly over 
snow, and though steep was quite easy till we reached the 
spot where i t  mas blocked by the fallen rock which, as the 

ides had feared, stopped further progress. Nothing was to 
done, therefore, but to find some way up the waterworn 

sides of the gully on to the face of the mountain, and this we 
found extremely difficult, ae the rock was worn very smooth 
by water and falling stones, and in addition to this was in 
many places covered with ice. After a very exciting scramble, 
however, we got out of the couloir, and the rest of the way, as 
far as I csn remember, waa almost entirely over rocks, on the 
whole fairly easy except in onc or two parts where they were 
waterworn and glazed with ice. One place especially, nbout 
half way up, looked very threatening, and Christian told me 
that my route was going to fail after all. This he no doubt 
said to try me, because when I insisted on going first he was 
most anxious to take the lead again, but this I mould not 
allow till we were over the difficulty ; and I had the by no 
means small pleasure of going first up what proved to be to 
me a very difficult face of rock, as every slight hold one could 
get was so rounded and glazed with ice. When this point was 
won our difficulties proved to be over, as a few hundred feet 
of easy rock work placed us on the first peak (that the most 
on our left hand), from which that ascended by Herr  Grohmnn, 
where we found his cairn, was easily reached. 

Here we could see that had we chosen the other side of tho 
n a 2  
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curious arbte mentioned carly in this paper, that on our left 
or probably the E. side (I am sorry I cannot give with cer- 
tainty the points of the compass), we should have reached this 
point apparently without difficulty though by a much longer 
way, as, so far as we could judge, the slopes were very easy, 
and I have no doubt that if Herr Grohman had a guide 
acquainted with the district, he would make his attack and gain 
the peak on which we were standing by this route. Santo 
said he believed this to be the case, and was no doubt deterred 
from recommending us in the first place to 50 by the same 
side because of Herr Grohman's failure in gaining the summit. 
I have not heard why he failed, but presume i t  must have 
been owing to bad weather or some such cause, as, though 
the next one was cut off from us bv a cleft which looked more 
impracticable than i t  proved, wedreached the highest point 
by an easy scramble of about five minutes, and found it to be 
not more than ten or twenty feet higher than that ascended by 
Herr  Grohman. Although naturally pleased in making a 3 r d  
ascent, I could not but feel sorry that he should have failed 
when so near success. ~~-~~~ 

After building a cairn and smoking the invariable pipe, we 
dctermi~led before descending to climb another peak further to 
the W. or S.W., which looked nearly as high, and found i t  to 
be the one overlooking the summit level of the A m p e m  Pass, 
and on this we built another steinmann. The ridge leading to 
this was one of the narrowest rock arhtes I have ever seen, 
being a broken wall not more than six or nine inches wide, 
with nearly perpendicular sides, and with a cleft in it of about 
n yard wide, over which me had to step. Santo thought discre- 
tion the better part of valour, and crawled along on hi hands 
and knees. W e  found, as we had expected, that the previous 
one was the 'Hochste Spitz,' but the view direct into the val- 
ley traversed by the Ampezzo road between Schluderbach and 
Peutelstein and our pleasant little climb, amply rewarded us 
for our needless energy. 

I n  descending (in order to avoid the difficult part in reach- 
ing the couloir), whilst still keeping on the same face, we bare 
sway more to our right, and again convincecl ourselves of the 
folly of trying a new way of descent unless the ascent has been 
very difficult indeed. I don't think the course we chose proved 
any easier than that taken in the morning, and was attended 
by immense loss of time through our having continually to 
retrace our steps. The final descent of perhaps 100 feet on to 
the snow was really most difficult, and required the greatest 
possible care. 
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TTe joined the rest of our party a t  n delicious Alp not fnr 
from Peutelstein, at  the junction of the Acqua di Campo di  
Croce with the stream from Val Travernanze, and found that 
Mr. Tuckett had been up the Tofana and hat1 already reached 
the spot previously fixed upon, where they mere having a picnic, 
having driven there with four horses and a bergwagen. TVe 
made altogether, including guides and charioteers, a magonload 
of seventeen people, and drove our noble team of horses into 
Cortina much to the astonishment of the natives. 

But  I have already reached the limits of an Alpine pnper 
when we have descended to roads where driving is possible, 
and so must not continue the record of the close of the dny, 
which was celebrated by dancing to the band of the village (nn 
accordion and flute) till an early hour next morning, before an 
audience, if I may use the Irishism, of deliuhted nntives, who, 
I think, would a t  last come to the concyusion that, taken 
altogether, the English must be the most extraordinary people 
in the world. 

TIIE ~ 'ETTEREORN AND JUKGFRAU I N  WINTER. By IT. 
A. B. COOLIDGE. 

IT mill, I think, be admitted by an overwhelming majority of 
my readers that the most fascinating of all summer occu- 

patious is mountain climbing, and many while admiring tho 
indescribable beau tie^ of the ice world a t  that season must 
wonder, however vaguely, what its appenrance is in winter. 
I t  was this feeling of curiosit , greatly heightened by Mr. K Moore's attractive accounts of is experiences, which induced 
my aunt and myself to take the first opportunity which offered 
itself of visiting the Alps at  that season. 

After a rapid journey from England me arrived in G e n e ~ a  
on the morning of December 29 last, accompanied by the 
faithful Techingel. That evening, according to previous 
agreement, we were joined by Christian Almer and his son. 
I t  was somewhat strango the next morning to get into a dili- 
gence, and hear that we could get on to Chnmonix that day. 
It was bitterly cold but very fine, and though the well-kuown 
road seemed more beautiful than ever, we were not sorry to 
descend from our vehicle at  Sallenches. The sccne herc was 
very striking; snow covered everything, and Mont Blnnc 
actually looked not so very much higher thnn the neighbour- 
ing hillocks, the uniform expnnse of snow tending to dwarf 
the great peaks in r most singular manner, After dinner we 
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started in a carriage, the only passengers, for Chamonix. Un- 
fortunately our conveyance was fill1 of holes, and more cold air 
entered thanwas pleasant; darkness soon came on, but the moon 
shone out and produced a most beautiful effect on the snow- 
laden pine trees. The snow on the road became deeper and 
deeper, our progress was very slow, but a t  length, a t  8.30 p.m., 
we pulled up before the hospitable doors of the HBtel des Alpes, 
whither a telegram to announce our arrival had been sent. W e  
awoke next morning much refreshed, and after consultation 
started for the Montanvert. W e  found the snow on the path 
very deep indeed, but the air grew wanner directly we left the 
level of the valley, so that we lunched with perfect comfort out- 
side the chAlet about half way up. Beyond this the walking 
was very heavy, and in several  laces traces of recent avalanches 
were plainly visible. This delayed ua so much that on reach- 
ing thc hut we mere unable to carry out our origgnal intention 
of crossing over to the Chapeau. The little chiilet ' $ la nature ' 
was open, and we availed ourselves of its shelter, but after a 
sliort stay we started again, leaving a bottle with names, after 
tlie most approved Alpine fashion, on the table as a memorial 
of the last visitors of the year. I t  was of course much easier 
to come down than i t  had been to go up, and me were soon 
enjoying an excellent dinner. 

The excessive quantity of snow was to be attributed partly 
to the Montanvert being on the south of the valley, where the 
sun has little strength, partly to a great snow-storm which had 
occurred a few days before. 

W e  saw the old year out with all appropriate ceremonies, 
and retired to our rooms, which opened out on a vast sort of 
salon; i t  mas impossible to get t l~ is  at all warm, and every 
night of our stay, though a fire was kept up, the water in the 
jugs, sponges, toothbrushes, &c., mas frbzen so hard, that i t  
was a work of some little time to restore them to a fit condition 
for use. I mill pnss over more rapidly our other excursions a t  
Chamonix. On New Year's day me went up the Flhghre, find- 
ing much less snom than on the Ilontanvert, but getting no 
view. 011 Jan. 2 to the Chapeau, and some way beyond the 
Mnuvais Pas (which itself was blocked by ice and swept by 
falling icicles) on the Bier de Glace, wllere the deep snow 
turned us back; the weather mas perfect, the view superb, 
and the air so warm that we spent an hour and a quarter be- 
fore the hut in most delicious repose. On Jan. 3 we went up 
to the Plan-prnz chllets, but were again disappointed of getting 
a view. On Sunday there was a great snow-storm, and next 
morning the snom had drifted in under the door of the house 
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to tho depth of several inches. Walking was almost imposs- 
ible, and Argentihre was said to be quite inaccessible. IVe 
therefore whiled away the time by driving over in a sleigh to 
St. Gervais, where the people were very much astonished to 
see us, and returning after a short stay. The cold the whole 
time a t  Chamonix waa intense, and we were told unusual 
even for that season. But  as soon as we ~llounted the slopes 
on either side of the valley i t  became much warmer, and 
i t  was often a positive relief to be able to sit down and 
rest. Two snow-storms following so close on one another 
probably rnade the snow deeper than i t  would otherwise have 
been; but the effect on the pine woods, especially when seen 
from above, was very striking. A n  unbroken mantle of snow 
covered glaciers, moraines, rocks, and grass slopes ; even the 
great Aiguilles mere not wholly free. One evening we en- 
joyed a very remarkable spectacle: just about sunset the 
Aiguille Verte (appropriately enough) became tinged with a 
decided green hue, which lu ted  some minutes and seemed 
almost unearthly in its strange beauty. 

IVe were loth to quit our comfortable quarters, but this 
was absolutely necessary, for we had arranged to visit the 
Oberland also. 

Accordingly our whole party started on the morning of the 
6th in a sleigh for Argentihre. W e  only got to the villago 
after sundry adventures, not the least amusing of which was 
being nearly compelled to get out about 100 yards from the 
hotel, the snow being so deep that i t  mas all the horses could 
do to drag us through it. 

W e  hoped to sleep at  the TGte Noire inn, and could not make 
any long halt a t  Argentihre. W e  mere repeatedly warned 
of the dangers of tlint somewhat humdrum pass, and started 
with the recollection of a certain cross on the Montets upper- 
most in our minds. Ho\vever we managed to get over safely, 
though the snow in some places wacl deeper than an ordinary 
alpenstock ; hence, although the views lookin back towards BI Chamonix mere vcry fine, it was not without p easure that we 
reached the well-known little inn, after having passcd two 
contrebandiers laden with tobacco just on the frontier, W e  
were received very hospitably, and everything possible was 
done to make us comfortable, but of course no travellers were 
expected. Our four-footed companion, however, did not receive 
such a warm welcome from two magr~ificent St. Bernards who 
were prowling about. 

W e  did not start very early next day, and reached tho 
Forclaz without difficulty. There was quite a number of 
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peasants here, who assured us that ours was the first party of 
bondJide winter travellers which had passed since Mr. Moore's 
some years before. Here one of the party mounted on a 

traineau,' and proceeded by the ordinary road, but the others, 
taking short cuts by the smooth and icy paths down which 
great logs of wood came thundering every now and then, just 
managed to win a close m e ,  and the whole party was re-united 
on the bridge leading into Martigny. On our arrival we 
learned that there was a great deal of fresh snow on the 
Gemmi, and our hopes being thus dashed to the ground, we 
had to make the long dbtour by Lausanne and Berne. The 
great Oberland giants came out superbly from the deck of 
the steamer on the Lake of Thun, and we hurried on to Lsu- 
terbrunnen, arriving there on the evening of the 9th. MTc 
fitarted betimes the next morning to cross the Wengern Alp to 
Grindelwald. The snow was very deep, especially on the 
summit, but the weather was superb and the heat really 
oppressive. Instead of following the ordinary path, we kept 
higher up on the slopes to the left, but had actually sometilnes 
to force our way through the snow. A curious sight greeted 
us on the roof of the Jungfrau hotel-the tracks of foxes in the 
snow. Jus t  as we were passing, a magnificent avalanche fell 
from the Jungfrau, but it was the oilly one we saw. 

The snow between the two hotels was very deep, and the 
pasage was only made in two hours, including a halt of fifteen 
minutes. On the Grindelwald side we met with even greater 
trouble, but just as we were beginning to despair of getting to 
the level of the valley before dark, the tracks of a ' schlitten ' 
appeared, and soon after we met the schlitten itself and two 
men. I t  was the work of a minute to mount on i t ;  one man 
guided i t  in front while Almer held i t  back behind, and a 
delightful glissade of twenty minutes down brought us to the 
bridge, whence we soon reached our old quarters at  the HBtel 
Eiger, where me mere expected. 

On the 12th our party, reinforced by the knecht of the hotel, 
went up the Faulhorn by the Buss Alp; this way forms a very 
beautiful variation on tho ordinary route by thc Bach Alp, and 
took us only an hour longer, despite the snow, and the heat, 
which was really quite as great as on the hottest days in aum- 
mer. W e  bad the key of the hotel with us and passed a com- 
fortable night, the view being very fine both that evening and 
the next morning. 

W e  were so elated a t  the perfect success which had attendcd 
all our expeditions hitherto, and so delighted with the number- 
lees exquisite things which had bees revealed to us, that when 
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on our way down to Grindelwald Almer suggested the ascent 
of the Wetterhom. me scouted all dificulties. and on our arrival 
set about the necessary preparations for theattack. 

Hence on the morning of January 13 our party, reinforced 
by the addition of porters, in full marching order started along 
the path to the Upper Glacier, affording a rather unusual spec- 
tacle in winter. We soon turned off to the right and kept 
along the base of the Mettenber , near an immense boulder 
locally known as the Halsfluh. 8 ur  destination mas of course 
the Weisahom-hiitte, and we proposed to reach i t  by a route a t  
least in part new along the left bank of the glacier, the ordi- 
nary route by the Enge being of course on the right bank. 
The way lay a t  first through pine foresta and then over steep 
snow slopea (underneath which were, I suppose, p a s s  and 
stones) to the base of the rocks which aupport the upper plateau 
of the glacier. This route had been discovered by two brothers 
Bohren, who were among our porters. They had arran,ned 
ladders in the most difficult places and propose constructin 
a hut and mule-path, so that even laclies will be able to reac f 
the secluded upper regions of this glacier. W e  had mounted 
the first of these ladders and were admiring some very shaky 
looking s6racs immediately above us, when one of the said 
s6raca took it into its head to fall, creating some little alarm 
in our party, which, however, was in aperfectly safe situation. 
This danger would probably not exiet rn summer, and the 
great beauty of the route ought to attract many visitors. We 
then came to a very singular cavern in the rock through which 
a stream used to flow before the retreat of the ~lacier.  I can u 

give no idea of this very curious place but by comparing i t  to 
the Gouffre des Bouseraillea in the Val Tournanche, if one 
could suppose this last to be placed in a nearly vertical p i -  
tion. U p  this ladders had been placed, a t  the end of which 1ro 
fonnd ourselves in a sort of grotto commanding a fine view. 
After a short halt we continued our journey through a natural 
tunnel in the rock which brought us out after a scramble up s 
great s6rac onpne of the up r plateaux of the glacier a t  a p i n t  
op ite to and about ha1 F" way between the En  e and tho 
Scrnbuhl .  W e  crossed the ice and tried to clim f up to tho 
path leading to this lastmentioned hillock, but the snow wss 
too loose, and we had to force our may round ita base through 
some of the fineat s6racs that I have ever seen, meeting with at  
least one formidable obstacle in the shape of a very long, very 
narrow, and extremely shaky snow bridge, over which however 
we all got without accident. A steep climb then led us to tho 
path on the other side of the Schiinbuhl, and this was foUowd 
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to the hut, the ladders being quite impassable owing to masses 
of ice which forced us to go round by the long way. There was 
a good deal of snow in the hut, but i t  was soon cleared out, 
and after announcing our arrival to the world below by may- 
ing blazing torches, we settled down for the night. The  
cold was not excessive, as plenty of wood and blankets had 
been brought up, but the night was very ion and every one P was glad when i t  came to an end. The sun o course did not 
rise very early, and i t  was 7.10 A.M. on the 15th when me got off. 
Our party consisted of our two selves, the Almera, and three 
porters to break the way. The others remained in the hut, as 
did Tschingel, who, having been once already to the summit, 
and strongly condemning the foolish habit of incurring fatigoue 
when there mas no need, spent the day I suppose in snoozing 
away comfortably among the blankets and hay. W e  followed 
exactly the same route as in summer. The rocks, to my sur- 
prise, were not glazed with ice and the snow mas very good, so 
that there was no difficulty beyond the labour of mounting. 
But  when we reached the sattel a fierce cold wind assailed us 
against which we had to fight our way to the top, the wow too 
bcing much worse here than below. A t  length, however, wo 
topped the ridge, and the familiar but never-to-be-forgotten 
view was spread again before our eyes. The air wns perfectly 
clear, the sky cloudless, and countleas peaks were identified. 
Almer was naturally in very fine spirits, and declared that 
though he had been up the peak any number of timea, he had 
never had so marvellous a view before. W e  stood in a row 
along the ridge, and learned afterwards that me were clearly 
distinguished from Grindelwald. Bu t  the wind would not 
allow us to stav more than ten minutes. and we turned to de- 
scend, after pl&ting a fir tree we had brought up by the side 
of a green pole which mas already there. The descent was not 
marked by anything noticeable. Instead of keeping to the 
right on a level befbre descending to the glacier we followed 
the ridge, which forms the left-hand limit (as seen from below) 
of the great couloir, straight down to the glacier, and sooil 
regained our temporary home, Tschingel being 5 transports of 
joy at  seeing us again. Next day we returned to Grindelwald 
by the same route, and found that great astonishment prevailed 
a t  our complete success, for the mountain had been attacked 
December 31, 1872-January 1, 1873, but the attempt had 
failed owing to b d  weather. I r e  were overdue in Englaud, and 
reluctantly prepared to leave the mountains. W e  had reached 
Interlachen when Almer threw out a suggestion which made us 
cast all engagements to the minds and return in hot haste to 
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Grindelwald. This was nothing less than the ascent of the 
Jungfrau. W e  were acquainted from personal experience with 
this peak on the llTengern Alp and Alctsch glacier sides ; and 
i t  was now decided that it should be attacked from Grindel- 
wald by way of the Miinch-joch. The next day, however, the 
mcathcr was not quite satisfactory, but it cleared up in time to 
allow us to start on the afternoon of January 20. Our inten- 
tion was to sleep twice on the way up, for we feared that the 
snow would be very deep. The same party started as for the 
Weisshorn-hiitte, with the addition of even more porters (more 
wood and blankets being required), though I tbink that per- 
haps one or two might have been dis ensed with. W e  mounted S the ordinary path to the,Biirenegg, an had got some may beyond 
a wooden gate which bars the road, when a dull rumbling noise 
was heard and a t  the same time shouts from wood-cutters on 
the other side of the glacier. The noise became louder and 
louder, and finally down came a most tremendous avalanche. 
Most providentially we were on a little projecting ridge and 
quite safe, but we could realise the irresistible force and mighty 
impetus with which the avalanche swept by. It was some 
minutes bcfore it was quite over, and we then hurried across 
it (at least a quarter of an hour's walk). It was composed 
chiefly of snow which had been loosened on the upper portions 
of the Mettenberg by the previous day's rain, but fragments 
of icicles, blocks of ice, and a few stones were also visible. W e  
went on to the overhauging rock where the horses usually stop 
in summer; here we halted more than an hour to allolv the 
rays of the sun to lose their strength, for fear of another fall ; 
and sure enough, soon after our arrival a t  the hut, another one 
did come down, utterly obliterating our footsteps. All this 
had delayed us so long that we had to sleep at  the BHrcnegg 
instead of at  the Ziisenberg as we had intended. Next day 
we went up to the Swiss Alpen-Club hut ' im Bergli,' just 
below the Monch-joch. Warned by the experience of the 
day before, we declined the ascent of the Kalliberg, preferling 
the safer and more circuitous, but infinitely more beautiful 
way by the Ziisenberg and the peak (marked 2,343 mZtres on 
the Federal map) which is locally known as the Ziisenberg- 
horn. The walk from that point to the foot of the Miinch-joch 
slope, along the upper plateau of the Viescher-gletscher, above 
the Heisse Platte and a t  the base of the magnificent wall of 
the Viescher-hiirner, was very striking. W e  had almost to dig 
out the hut, which even in the height of summer is not entirely 
free from snow ; there was a good deal inside, and i t  could not 
all be got out, which made i t  at first somewhat uncomfortable. 
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A t  6.40 a.ar. on the 22nd, a meck after the ascent of the 
MTetterhorn, our party left the hut, Tschingel, for the same 
reason as before, preferring ease to increased glory. W c  soon 
gained the summit of the Miinch-joch, from which we had a 
magnificent view. I t  uo happened that although this was the 
third time we had visited it, i t  was the first on which we had 
had decent weather, and we were so much the more impressed 
by the wild beauty of the cliffs of the Eiger. Keeping along 
the slopes to the right, we next crossed the 'satte1,'between the 
MSnch and the Trugberg, which has, I believe, been called by 
the Swiss Alpen-Club, Hinter Monch-joch; then descending 
to the foot of the Jungfrau-joch, we had a splendid coup-d'mil 
down great part of the Aletsch glacier, with all the great peaks 
surrounding it. The next thing was to decide upon the exact 
route by which the Jungfrau was to be assailed. A close exa- 
mination showed that from our standing point the best and 
shortest way was not by the Kranzberg, but up  a sort of a hollow 
between i t  and the ridge of the Jungfrau. The snow, however, 
was now becoming soft, and i t  was decided that an advanced 
guard should be sent on to makc the track. I went on with 
the Almers and a porter ; we crossed the bergschrund without 
trouble, and then gained the Roththal Sattel. From hence we 
saw that the final cone was composed of pure ice, and horrid 
thoughts arose in my mind as to the length of time i t  might 
take to cut up it. Almer, however, is never daunted, and 
said that having come so far we must get to the top. H e  
accordingly took off his coat and set to work W e  made our 
way up, partly by the ice but mainly along the rocks which 
overhang the western face of the peak, and finally reached the 
summit in an hour and three quarters from the Sattel. The 
other division of the party, profiting by our steps, soon rejoined 
us, and after replacing the flag on the staff, we all descended 
a few steps to the highest rocks, where we remained about forty 
minutes, i t  being most delightfully warm, a very remarkable 
phenomenon at  such a height even in summer. The view was 
perfect; on every side rose the giants of the chief districts; 
but our attention was chiefly fixed on the great peaks around 
Zermatt and on the Aletschhorn, so familiar a sight from the 
Sparrenhorn, most of which we saw for the first time this year. 
W e  would willingly have lingered longer, but prudence bade 
us be going, and aftcr depositing our names in a bottle which 
was found there, containing the card of a German gentleman, 
we turned to descend. W e  followed exactly the same route as 
in the morning, but the ascent to the Hinter Monch-joch wns 
very long and sorely against the grain. On the way n m a p i -  
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ficent fall of s6race from the Monch took place, the dust of 
which floated across our path. Daylight fades soon in January, 
and though there was a moon, yet light fleecy clouds floated 
across her face which greatly obscured her light. Still the 
effect from the Miinch-joch must have been very grand, but we 
were all too thoroughly tired out with an expedition so novel 
and entirely beyond our experience to appreciate it. Those 
of my readers who know what i t  is to walk and walk without 
apparently getting any nearer to the desired end, will be able 
to realise our feelings when Tschingel's loud bark was heard 
and we were back again in the hut. I n  no very long time we 
were all enjoying the sleep of the just, and only awoke late 
next morning to find that the weather was even finer than the 
day before. Vague thoughts arose of doing something else, 
but alas, there were no more provisions and also no more time 
to spare, so we had to make the best of our way down to 
Grindelwald, the only incident being a rencontre near the 
Ziisenberg with two well-known members of the Swiss Alpen- 
Club, Herr Bischoff of Basle, and Herr Bohren of the Adler 
at  Grindelwald, who, accompanied by one of the Michels, Peter 
Bohren, Peter Baumann, and other guides were on their way 
up to the hut which me had just left. W e  failed utterly to 
elicit what their plans were, but I have since heard that they 
got up the Miinch, but encountered very stormy weather, and 
were in great dan er of bein frozen. W e  were received in 
triumph at  Cirinde f mald, and f ound that our former ascent had 
got into the local papers in a highly edifying form, but nothing 
to compare with the statement which has appeared in an 
E~iglish paper, that one of the members of our party ' ascended 
the Jungfrau accompanied by a dozen English tourists,' guides 
being altogether left out I 

Next day we quitted Grindelwald, and two days later me 
were in England. 

I t  only remains to make a few general observntions. 
W e  were very fortunate in our weather, and also in having 

Almer, who organieed every expedition and carried i t  through 
with his well-known daring and quiet perseverance. The work 
was on the whole more laborious and perhaps more dangerous 
than in summer, the great avalanche above described being, 
however, due to the unusual fact of a fall of rain the day before. 
Mr. Moore had given accounts of the extreme heat which we had 
scarcely been able to credit, but again and again the correct- 
ness of his statements was confirmed. Still i t  is hard to per- 
suade persons that such is the case, as it is commonly believed 
that the cold in all those high regions must be intense, espe- 
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cinlly in minter. TVc also found that the quantity of snow on 
the higher peaks was much less than a t  lower elevations or in 
the valleys, being probably blown away soon after i t  falls. 
Hence i t  mould appear that the snow which makes i t  some- 
what dangerous to travel in May or early in June, must be the 
remnins of that which has fallen during the spring. 

The great inconvenience of winter travelling seems to me to 
consist in the total absence of water; we had to melt snow in 
order to make tea, soup, &c.? and those who have tried i t  know 
what an unpleasant flavour it imparts. 

The views mere generally very clear, more like those in 
September than anything else; and the beauties which were 
revealed to us are either not visible or a t  any rate not so 
striking in summer. 

To conclude, I would adrise every one who can to try a 
winter campaign. There are no doubt drawbacks, such as the 
extreme uncertainty of the weather; but I cannot believe that 
the splendid weather which we enjoyed on our expeditions was 
altogether exceptional. Against these are to be set the clear- 
ness of the atmosphere and the many singular and lovely things 
to be seen. This was our first journey in the winter, and I, 
for one, hope that i t  d l  not be our last. 

NOTE SUR LA DCTERMINATION DE LA IIAUTEUR D ' ~ E  HONTAQNE IN- 
ACCESSIDLE, X L'AIDE DU B A R O Y ~ T R E  ET D'UN INSTRUMENT WUR 
IIESuBER LES ANGLES.-PAR M. LE COXTE PAUL DE SAINT-ROBERT. 

ON sait que la mkthode ordinaire pour dbterminer la hauteur d'una 
niontagne inaccessible consiste ii mesurer une base horizontale, et h 
prendre, R chacune de ses extr6miti.s, I'angle que fait avec cette base la 
projection horizontale du rayon visuel dirigC vers le point dont on 
chcrche la hauteur. 

Une fois que la base a kt6 mewrCe, on connaEt un ~6th et les deux 
angles adjacents du triangle dont le sommet eat Is pied de la verticale 
passant par la cime de la montagne; on peut dC:s lors calculer la 
distnnce d'une extrdmitd de la base au pied de cette verticale. La 
longueur obtenue eat le cttd d'un triangle rectangle dens lequel la 
hauteur de k monhgne nu-dessus de la base est l'autre cBtP, et dont on 
nlesure d'ailleurs directement un angle, celui du rayon visuel avec 
l'horizon. Le d c u l  de ce triangle rectangle donnera la hauteur 
cherchbe. 

Cette methode prCsente des difficultes d'esCcution telles qu'un 
voyageur isolk ne saurait surmonter, surtout dans nn paysmontagne~~,  
oh l'on trouve bien rarement nn terrain uni pennettant de tracer une 
base horizontale. La meaure directa d'une base est une o@ratioa 
longue et dklicate qui exige l'emploi d'appareils cofitenx. 
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Suppoaant qu'on n'ait ni le temps ni lee moyens de mesurcr une base 
horizontale, il s'agit de trouver la manibre d'y supplber. 

Voici l'idke qui m'est venue et .dont j'ai h i t  l'application h quelqucs 
cas pratiques. Au lieu d'une base horizontale, j'emploie une -base 
~ert icale que je mesure a l'aide du baronletre. A cet effet, je prends 
deux points A des niveaux diffhrents et je ddtermine, au moyen d'un 
instrument pour mesurcr les angles, l'inclinaison de la ligne droite qui 
lee reunit, ainsi que lenr diffkrence de niveau, par le barom8tre. De 
ces deux points je dirige des rayons visuels vers le sommet de la nmn- 
t a p e ,  et je mesure les angles que ces rayons font avec la verticalc. 

Si les deux points choisis ne sont pas dans le msme plan vertical qne 
le sonlmet dc la montagne, je mesure en outre les deux angles, que h i t  
Ie plan vertical contennnt ccs deilx points avec les plans verticnus 
contenant les d e u  rayons visuels dirigbs vers le sommet de la 
montagne. 

Soit hf (fig. 1) le sommet de In moutngne dont on veut trouver la 
hauteur. Jo prends sur une lnontagne en face nn point accessible N, 

et an fond de la vallCe un autre point 0. J e  tire les trois rayons 
visuels 0 N, 0 bf, N hl, dont je mesure les diatnnccs zbnithalrs 

V 0 N=a, V 0 M=O, R N M=y, 
et les angles horizontaux 

P Q O=e, Q 0 P=$. 

A l'aide du baron~ltrc., jc dktcrnlinc la diff6rcncc dc nirt,nn 
ri &=h. 

I1 s'ngit de trourer 
31 P=II. 

Dans le triangle rectangle N () 0, on connaft un c6tk N Q et 
l'mgle. 

O N Q = V O N = c i ;  

on pollrrn donc cnlculer l'hypotknwe 
h N 0 =----. 

COS U 
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Maintenant, ei 1'0x1 conpit le triangle sphkrique qui a pow cat& 
R N M = y ,  

RNO=x-a ,  
et pour l'angle compria 

P Q 0=9, 
on trouve, T u r  le troieikme c6tb M N 0, d'apse m e  formulc connue 
de trigonome trie spherique, 

cos Itl N 0 =:OS ( r  - a )  coa y + sin ( r  - a )  sin y coa 9, 
ou bien 

coa M N O= -cos a ws y + sin a sin y cos 9. 
De meme, le triangle eph6riqne ayant pour &t& 

V 0 N=a, 
v 0 M=P, 

et pour l'angle comprh 
Q 0 P=#, 

iournit, pour le cBtk M 0 N,  
cor XON=cos a w s  P+sin a sin P cw  4. 

Dana le triangle rectiligne M N 0, on connatt le &d NO, et lea deux 
angles adjacenb ; on pourra donc ca1cule.r le c6t6 0 M, an moyen de  
la proportion 

N O :  0 M : : s i n  ( M N O + M O N ) :  a i n M N O ;  

d'oh l'on tire, en mettant pour N 0 sa vdeur trouvee plns h u t ,  
h sin M N 0 OM--. . . 

w s  a sin ( M N O + b f O N )  

Enfin, le triangle rectangle M 0 P donnera, pour la hauteur cherchk, - 

cos p M P = H = ~  - -- sin M N o . 
cos a sin (M N 0 + M O N) 

Ordinairement, on pcut prendre lea deux points N et 0 de maniere 
qu'ils soient compris dane le meme plan vertical que le sommet M de 
la montilgne. On a alora 

$=o, #=K, 

et par suite 
cos MNO=-cos a cos y+sin a sin y=-cos (a+y) ,  
cos M ON=cos a cos &sin a sin P=cos ( a + / ] )  ; 

d'oh I'on dGduit 
M N O = X - ~ - ~ ,  
M ON=u+p, 

et par mite 
h i N O + M O N = r - y + P .  

Dam ce cns, lu hauteur cherchbe devient 
coe 13. sin ( y+a) .  ( 1 )  H=h - 
cvs a sin (7 - /3) 
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On poi~rrait  arriver directement, nvec toute facilitk, h cette ex- 
pression, en raisonnant sur la fig. 2, sans passer par le cas plus 
gbnkral. 

FIG. 2. 

APPLICATJONS. 

lm Ezemp1e.-Hauteur de l a  Croix de Chabn2re. Prhs de Bnr- 
donnbcl~c, preeque h l'extrdmitb d u  contre-fort dparant  le vallon de 
Rochemolle de celui de Merdovine, contre-fort que traverse le grand 
tunnel de Bardonnbche h Modane, est plantke une croix qu'on aper- 
qoit de tout le bassin de  Bardonnbche et qu'on nomme Croix de 
Chabrikre. 

Afin de mesurer la hauteur de cette Croix, je choisis deux  point^ 
accesaibles: l'un sur le contre-fort dparant  I s  Vnllde-ktroite d u  
vallon de la Rho, A un endroit nornrnd Trois-Croix ; I'autre h l'intcr- 
section du  chemin conduisant au  col de la Rho avec le plan vertical 
contenant la Croix de Chabrikre et les Trois-Crok. J e  marquai ces 
points par un jalon. 

Les observations barornktriques fa ites B ces points, comparkes k 
celles dc l'observatoire astronomique de Turin, donnhrent :- 

JaIon { Baromktre rbduit h zCro 
Thcrmomktre libre . 
Baromktre h zero . 1 'I'hemom&tre libre . 
Rnromktre h zero . 

Trois-Croix Therrnombtre libre . 
Darornhtre il zkro . 

Turin { Tl~crmomCtrc libre . 
. Avcc ccs donnhrs, h I'aide des Nouvelles Tables hypsome'tnquee que 
j'ai publikes en 1867,. on trouve :- 

* ~Um~orie aW1' Ac~ademia delle Scirtazs di Twino, Scrio II., Tomo u v .  
J'emploi cos tnbles prBf&r*blement nux tables ordineires fonddcs sur ln formule do 
Laplncc, pnrco Gue ces dernibrrs donnent dcs huutcurs trap fortes, ninsi quo jo l'ni 
fait roir ai l l~urs ,  losquellcu, Bunt oncore agrnndies par suito du procbd6 quo je  
propose, flnissont pir conduirr ir c l c ~  r6sultrits orttgbrds. 
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Hauteur du Jalon an-dessus de Turin . . 122Sm, 3 
Hauteur des Trois-Croix ru-dessus de Turin . 184gm, 0 
Hauteur des Trois-Croix au-dessus du Jalon, h= 6 4 P ,  7 

La mesures angnlairee* fournirent : 
Distance zenithle des Troia-Crois, vuea dn Jalon (division ' 

cenemale), a=81,' 78 
Distance &nithale de la Croix de Chabrikre m e  du Jalon, 

p=80, 35 
Distance zenithale de la Croix de Chabrikre, m e  dea Trois- 

Croix, y=98, 70 
En mettant ces donnees dans la formule (I), on obtient 

log H=log h + 0,05789, 

et par mite, d'aprks la valeur de h trouvee ci-desws, il vient : 
Hauteur de la Croix de Chabrikre an-desws du Jalon, 

H=711m1 5 
Hauteur de la Croix de Chabrikre au-dews de I'Obeervatoire 

de Turin, 1936m, 8 

Afin de contraler ce resultat, je fis la Croix de Chnbribre trois 
observations barometriques dont la moyenne eat 

Barornetre i zkro 5 9 W ,  8 e o i x  de Chabrikre Thermomktre libre 150,7 
Baromktre B zQo 739,2 

Turin (Observatoire) ~ h - ~ ~ k h ~  libre 2 5 , ~  

Avec ces donnCes, on obtient 
Hauteur de la Croix de Chabrikre au-dessns de l'obeervatoire do 

Turin, 1924m, 7. 

La diffbrence des deux resultat. est de 12m1 1. Comme la veritable 
hauteur de la Croix de Chabrikre n'est pas connue, il peut se faire que 
cette diffbrence doive Ctre attribuee en partie b I'apprPciation plus ou 
moins imparfaite de la cnractkre romain, laquelle a Ctd faite unique- 
ment au moyen du barombtre. 

2e Ezemple.-Hauteur du Pelvo crEIva. Ce pic eat situC mr le 
contre-fort qui &pare la vallbe de vraita de celle de Maira, entre 
les deux con~munes de Casteldelfino et d'Elra Pour le nlesnrer, 
je choisis deux pointy dans le meme plan vertical que le sommet: 
l'un sur les mines du Chateau de Caateldelfino ; t l'autre d a n ~  

J'cmplopi pour meaurer lea anglea nn A h ,  e&ce de thkodolite invent4 par 
N. Antoine a'dbbndie. Celui dont je me servis donne le dixikme de deg1-5 cent& 
simal (5' 2", 4 de In dirision en 90"). C'cst un chnrmnnt petit instrument, trks- 
maniablo, l k c r  (3 k. &), quo jo reeommande sax voysgcnra. 

J e  n'ai pas tenu compte, dans aucun dea eromples, de Irr correction dne B la 
rtfrnction atmoa hkrique et ti In sphhricith de la torre, pares qne cette correction 
n'atteiot pan un SixiPme de drprt5. 

f L'exphrience m'a clkmontrl! que lc meilleur signal pour la sbtion inferieure est 
nn drap de lit ktcndn pnr terrc et assujctti par des pierres. 11 est facile, en se 
servant d'nn fl1 ir plomb, et en pamurant  la pcnte do la montngne faisant face nu 
sommet dont on demnndc la hitukur, de trouvor an point compris dans le mbme 
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Z'Elcb,' sur la n~onhgne en face, B un endroit nommd Plan dcs 
Gorges 

Les observations barombtriquee donnbrent :- 
%rom&tre ti z h  . 654,- 
Therecm&ke libre . 16',3 
Barom&tre a z6m . 738,4 
Thermombtre libre . 22,6 tions. 

Baromktre h zero . 586,5 
Thermombtre libre . 12.0 

Turin I Barombtre ti zero . 740;3 
(Obaenatoire) Thermombtre libre . 24'3 

On en dkduit : 
Hauteur du Chateau de Ca~teldelfino an-dessus de Turin 1040m, 1 
Hauteur du Plan des Gorges au-dessua de Turin . 1979, 6 
Hauteur du Plan des Gorgea au-dessus d11 Chkteau . 939, 5 

Les m m e a  angulaires fournirent : 
Distance zenithale du Pelvo vu du Chateau . . a=82', 3 
Distance zknithale du Plan des Gorges, vu du Chltean /3=78, 1 
Distance zknithale du Pelvo vu du Plan des Gorges . y=93, 7 

Au moyen de ces donne* on obtient, par la formule (1) 
log. H=log. h + 0,27059, 

et par mite : 
Hauteur du Pelvo d'Elva au-dessua du ChLteau . IT= 1751m, 8 
Hauteur du Pelvo au-dews de l'observatoire de Turin 2791, 9 
En ajoutant la hauteur de cet obaervatoire, soit . 276, 
On obtient, pour l'altitude de Pelvo d'Elva . . 3067, 9 

On trouve 306am, pour l'altitude de ce pic, dans la carte de 1'Etat- 
Major Pibmontais au 1 /50000 ; une obsemation barombtrique que j'y 
ai faite en 1864, m'a donne 3083m. Ici l'accord est trBs-satisfkisant. 

3m* Exemp1e.-Hauteur du itfont Viso. Pour mesurer la hauteur 
de ce pic, je choieis deux points dans le m&me plan vertical que lui : le 
premier aur les ruines du Chateau de Casteldelfino, le m&me que dans 
l'exemple prkcbdent; le second m r  la crCte qui fait suite au Pelvo 
d'Elva. Ce point resulte trks-prb dn Col de la Bicocca ou d'Elva. 

Les observations baromktriques au col d'Elva fournirent : 
Col d,Elva Barombtre ti zkro . 

i 
. 579-, 6 

Thennometre libre . . 15', 5 

Turin BaromBtre ti zQo . . 734, 9 
Thermombtre libre . . 22, 7 

De cea donnees on dkduit : 
Hauteur du Col d'Elva au-dems de Turin, 2028m, 2. 

plan vertiral que ce sommet et lo signal infhrieur. I1 n'est pus nkeasaire do 
placer un ~ignnl la station rm@rieare, pounu qn'on ait le soin de mesurc-r, A co 
point, la distance zenithale du signal infbrieur. 

* Ceet une forkt de pine de l'esp8ce f inus  Cmbm, Lirrn., qu'o~r appolle Elro 
dnns ces vallbes. 

I F 2  
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Dens le deuxikme exemple, on a trouvB 1040, 1, pour la hauteur du 
ChOteau au-deesus de Turin, par condquent, on a 

Hauteur du col d'Elva au-dessus du Chateau, 988, 1. 
Lea m e m  angulrures fournirent les ddtata  suivanta : 

Distance dnithale du Col d'Elva vu du C h k u  . a=75", 6 
Distance zknithale du Mont Viso vu du Chateau . P=82, 7 
Distance zenithale du Mont Vim vu dl1 Col d'Elva . y=91, 4 

Avec ces dorm&, on trouve 
log. H=log. h + 0, 41670. 

En remplapnt h par 8a valeur ci-dessua, il  vient 
H=25igm, 3. 

Binai la hauteur du Mont Viso au-deseus de Turin dsulte de 
3619m, 4, et au-desws de la mer de 3895m, 4. 

La carte de 1'Etat-Major au 1 /50000 porte cette altitude B 3840m. 
M. Mathews a trouvk 3861m, B l'aide du barornetre, en 1861. M. 
Tuckett, 3850m, en 1862. J'ai trouvk 3852m, en 1863. 

L'exchs de Paltitude que donne la mkthode dont il est ici question 
peut Ctre attribuk en partie B la depression barometrique qui devait 
exister au Col d'Elva au moment de l'observation, depression qu'indi- 
quait la marche dea brouillards montant de tons lea &tbq qui finirent 
par m'envelopper, en rn'ernpikhant de rip4ter la mesure des anglea. 
Cette circonstance a dh produire une atimation h p  blevke du Col 
d'Elva. I1 aurait suffi que le baromktre se f i t  tenu plus haut d'un 
millim&tre ou deux, pour mettre d'accord l'altitude calculb du Mont 
Vim avec lea altitudes trouvkes prbddemment. 

La mesure de la diffkrence de niveau dea deux stations d'oh I'on 
fait partir les rayons visuels, doit Ctre faite avec grand soin, attendu 
que I'erreur commise sur cette hauteur se h u v e  multipliCe dans la 
hauteur qu'on cherche. Aussi sera-t-il bon de repeter plusieurs fois 
les observations barombtriques Laites simultanC.ment B ces deux points. 
C'eat ce que je r p t t e  de n'avoir pas fait dans les applicqtions rappodea 
ci-deasus. Le manque d'une personne pour observer simultanbment 
le baromktre B l'autre station, et le temps trouble m'empi.chk~nt de 
h i re  mienx. Pour supplCer aux observntions simultanks aux deux 
stationr, j'ai btk obligk de rapporter toutes mes observations h I'Ohserva- 
toire de Turin, Bloignk plus de 100 kilomhtrea 

bLalgn5 ces circonstances peu favorables, lee resulhts obtenua sont 
aasez eatisfaisanta pour que je me permette de signaler la mCthode que 
je propose ti l'attention dea personnes e'occupant d'hypwmkt~.ir. 

NOTE.-J'esphre pouvoir bient6t proposer, comme complbment de 
cette methodc, une lunette pour rllesurer les angles verticaux, sans cercle 
graduk, donnant la tangente des angles d'i.16vation. Alom tons l a  
instruments pour mesurer une montagne inaccessible se r6duiront au 
baromhtrc et B une lunette. Pour ce cag il sera bon de d o ~ e r  ti la 
reluticn (1) la ibrme suivante : 

c o t 0  cota+cot y H=h  - 
cot a '  
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MEMORIAL OF THE ENGLISH ALPINE CLUB TO THE FRENCH 
GOVERNMENT, WITH REFERENCE TO THE GUIDE SYSTEM 
OF CHANONIX. 

The following memorial has been lately presented to the French 
Government on bchalf of the Alpine Club. For the document in its 
present tbrm the President and Committee are alone responsible ; but 
they wish to take this opportunity of recording the great service ren- 
dered in its preparation by Mr. Alfied Wills, who not only offered the 
assistance of his intimate knowledge of Chamonix, but found time to 
put into shape and draft the memorial itaelf. 

In former years the guides of Chamonix stood at the head of their 
class ; but latterly complaints of the difficulty of procuring a t  that place 
competent and trustworthy men have been so frequent as to have forced 
themselves upon the notice of all persons interested in Alpine travel. 
Tile members of the English Alpine Club naturally possess great'facili- 
ties for obtaining information on this subject, and their attention has 
been drawn to it for some time past. Your memorialists believe 
that there has been for many years a gradual and progreeaive dete- 
rioration in the body of Chamonix guides. The glaciers of Mont 
Blanc are better known than those of probably any other Alpine re- 
gion, and they offer no special difficulties or dangers; yet during the 
last few years they have been the scene of five fatal accidento, involving 
the loss of nineteen lives, and the most lamentable and fatal catastrophe 
of all occurred upon an expedition in which eight guides and portern 
were engaged. 

Even where no actual danger is incurred, the amount of inconveni- 
ence, annoyance, and disappointment resulting from the present system 
is very serious, and exceedingly injurious to the reputation of Cha- 
monix. In consequence, the stream of Alpine enterprise is setting 
steadily eastwards, and the spot of all others endeared to the lovers of 
the Alps by natural attractions and by traditional associations, is being 
gradually abandoned. Experienced mountaineers prefer, for any novel 
or difficult expedition, to rely upon the aid of foreign guides, powsaing 
the skill and courage which they find i t  difficult to meet with at Cha- 
monk ; whilst many lees adventurous travellers quit the district, full 
of annoyance and disgust at the incompetence and extortion of which ' 
they have been made the victims. blembers of the Alpine Club, being 
allowed by the existing rules the free selection of their guides, have 
less personal interest in the matter under discussion than the rest of 
the travelling public, but they feel that it  would be wrong on that 
account to abstain from bringing under the notice of the French GO- 
vcrnment a condition of affairs which they believe to be prejudickl 
alike to the safety and comfort of travellers in general and to the true 
interests of the inhabitants of this most interesting district. 

Your memorialists believe that many of the evils complained of are 
due, first, to certain defects in the rules comprised in the ' Rkglement 
ct Tarif de la Compapie dpa Guides de Chamonix ' (a copy of which 
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accompanics this ~Iemorial),  and, wcondly, to the manner in which 
these rulcs are carried out. 

The principal points to which your memorialists d& to call your 
attention are the following :-1. The system of admission to the Com- 
pnny. 2. The election and functions of the chief guide. 3. The power 
of selection of his guide left to the traveller. 4. The publication of a 
list of guides, with their qualifications. 5. The  tariff. The  present 
Memorial will consider each of these subjects in turn. 

1. As to the systeni of adtnidsion itit0 the Conipany of (hides. 
(( RigZenlent,' Arts. 1-8.) 

Tile rules provide for an annual examination of candidates by a com- 
mission consisting of (1) the juge de paix, (2) the mayor of Chamonix, 
(3) the chief guide, (4) the president of the Council of Administra- 
tion of the Company, (5) a guide named each year by the Council, (6) 
the communal instructor. The candidate must obtain the s u h g e s  of 
four out of the six members of the Council. H e  is required to show a 
knowledge of the elements of primary instruction, of the different locali- 
ties in the valley of Chamonix and the neighbouring district, and of 
the objects of interest to travellers; to prove that he has made, aa a 
volunteer, and in company with, a t  least, tm guides, ' all the ordinary 
and extraordinary excursions ; ' that he has eatided the law touching 
the recruitment of the army ; and that he exercises a calling. H e  must 
be 'of notorious good conduct,' a8 witnessed by the written certificah 
of the juge de  p i x  and the mayor ; and his physicaI capacity is to ba 
established by the certificate of a m e d i d  man to be named by the  
council of the wrpmt ion .  

Your memorialists desire to point out that the position in life of the 
persons whose duty it  is to ascertain whether or not candidates poswa 
the prescribed qualifications renders their conscientious discharge of 
this duty almost impracticable. Four out of the six members of the 
examining commission are certain to be nativm of the valley of Cha- 
monix, brought up amongst the very persons with respect- to whom it 
is their duty to perfbrm the invidions task cf refusing the diploma of 
guide in cases of incompetency. Three of them are essentially of the 
same class as that to which the candidates themselves belong. The  
difficulty of their position is heightened, and a t  the same time a door 
of escape from the conscientious discharge of a disagreeable duty is 
opened by the fact that, in the most critical respect of all, the law 

'requires an impossibility. The candidate must have made ' all the 
excursions, ordinary and extraordinary,' lists of which are given in the 
' Rhglement.' The first ~~urnbera  upwards of forty separate and d i c t  
expeditions, several of which, such as the ascents of the Aignille de la 
Floria and the Aiguille de la Glikre, and 'the passage of the Col d u  
])Prochoir, RO far from being ' ordinary,' in the wmmon acceptation of 
the term, are alnlost unknown to excursionists, and probably have not 
been made by one-twentieth portion of the Company of Guides. T h e  
' extraordinary ' excursions are upwards of thirty in  number, and com- 
prise, besides the a ~ c e n t  of Mont Blanc, the ascents of the Aiguillo 
Verte, of the Aip i l Ie  dlArgmtii.re, of the Aiguille du  Midi, of the Ai- 
guille du  Tour, of the AiguiUe de Bionnossay, and of the Grandes 



Joraases, as well as a great nun~ber  of other expeditions of great d i5-  
culty, and even hazard, many of which have been accomplished only 
two or three times in all, and some of which are hardly likely to be 
repeated. T o  accomplish the wl~ole of the ' ordinary ' excursions would 
be the work of a t  least two months, steadily devoted to such a purpose. 
T o  accomplish all the ' extraordinary' excursions would require the 
devotion of the entire fine season for several summers in  succession. 
I t  is  perfectly obvious that the law cannot be observed with respect 
to  either class of expedition, and that the tendency of such exaggerated 
requirements must be to turn into a valueless and illusory form the , 

examination which, in  ct~mpliance with the ' REglement,' is supposed 
to take place as to the candidate's knowledge of the localities and objects 
of interest of Charnonix and the neighbourhood. With regard to the 
other qualifications, i t  is believed that many instances occur in which 
persons who have been rejected as recruits for the army have been 
allowed to be entered upon the roll of guides ; and that the exercise of 
a regular industry on the part of the candidate is very frequently more 
nominal than real. If the ' notorious good character ' and the physical 
capacity required by the law really exist a t  the time the candidate 
presente himself for enrolment, it must follow that there is something 
demoralising in the profession of a guide ; for the Committee of the 
Club have received from many most trustworthy sources complaints of 
intemperance and of want of physical power on the part of guidca 

Your mernorialkta have no reason to think that the requirement of 
the law rre to the poaseasion by the candidate of the elements of primary 
instruction is not complied with ; nor do they for a moment suppose 
that the juge de paix and the mayor have given wilfully untrue certifi- 
cates of character. But  these officials are the h t  persons to  whose ear 
the fame of excesses incompatible 1vit.h the spirit of the Article in  quea- 
tion would come. They would be concealed as much as possible by 
the individual, and the strong esprit de corps which binds together the 
members of a small mountain community would make them equally 
reticent on such a subject to the authorities; whilst, with reference to 
the qualifications of the candidates in  matters of mountain craft, the 
juge de p i x ,  the mayor, and the schoolmaster would, of course, t u s t  
entirely to the epecial knowledge of the other members of the comrnis- 
sion. I t  is submitted that the facts here pointed out all lead to the 
conclusion previoualy expressed, that the incfependence nece.ssa1.y to the 
dischurne of the duties of the commission cannot be ex~ec ted  from 
persons"of the same locality and class as the candidates 2hemselves; 
and i t  is found, in fact, that the only persons who do discharge their 
duty as to the matters which fall within their special cognisance are  
those who are strangers to the neighbourhood, or raised above the 
ordinary local influences. 

The  provisions to which attention has above been called have a 
demora&ing effect in  another and not unimportant respect. All the 
aspirants who present themselves for examination must present certifi- 
caies from pi 'des that they have performed the neces&ry excursions. 
I t  is  believed that these are usually in a general form ; but whether 
general or not, they cannot be true, for no man could procure one if i t  



had to be true. Tlie inevitable consequence is  a wholeaale system of  
manufacture of false certificates, which cannot fail to operate disas- 
trously upon the character of those who arc engaged in it. 

On the other hand, no provision ie made for any attempt to ascertain 
that the candidate has the least idea of the places where, or the circum- 
stances under which, danger is likely to be experienced, or of what he  
ought to do in case of difficulty, peril, or nccide~it. 

2. As to the election an3jicnctioizs of the Chic)' Guide. (Arts. 10-20.) 
The  chief guide is elected once in two years by the votes of the  

guides inscribed on the roll, and he is capable of re-election. I I is  
salary is not less than COO and not nlore than 900 francs, a sum too 
low to attract guides of the first order, but high enough to be nn im- 
portant objcct to those of inferior position. Jloreorcr, i t  iq apparently 
derived froni the payments of those over whom he is supposed to pre- 
side. The  principal duties, so far as travellers are concerned, of tllc 
chief guide are defined by Art. 14. FIe is charged with the duty of 
providing guides for travellers, of giving them information on matters 
appertaining to the places they desire to visit, of organising expeditiuns, 
and of seeing that the ' Rkglement ' is exactly observed. 

I t  is obvious that the comfort and security of travellers nlust depend 
very greatly upon the intelligence, knowledge, and character of the chief 
guide. I t  is to him that appeal must constantly be made for the deci- 
sion of a multitude of questions of great importance to excursionist*, as 
to many of which the interests of the traveller and those of the guidc 
are in  opposition. I t  is upon him tliat must devolve the task of check- 
ing attempts at extortion or imposition, and of correcting, where neces- 
sary, by his authoritative voice, the information which the traveller 
may have received from idle and interested persons. That the whole 
of the guides of Chamonix are untrustworthy, lazy, or extortionate, is 
not suggested or believed for a n~oment ; but  that out of 300 members 
of the Company there must be a certain number in whom such faulb 
may be expected, there can be no doubt, otherwise Chamonix would 
present a strange and happy exception to the ordinary experiences of 
life. There must therefore be constant occasions on which the chief 
guide must either violate his duty or offend nn e!ector and paymaster. 
I t  is natural that the nominee of t l ~ e  guides should be a pereon \vlio 
will, as a rule, take the part of the guide 'against the trareller, and not 
that of the traveller against the guide. I t  is believed that such has 
been in practice the result of the elective system as applied to the 
appointment of chief guide. Your memorialists venture to suggest 
that the chief guide should be nominated, as was formerly the case, by 
the superior authorities; that, if possible, gome intelligent and trust- 
worthy man from a distance, and not mixed up with local affairs and 
local inffuences, should be eelected. !hey believe that in a very short 
time he would acquire the local details and the small amount of tech- 
nical knowledge necessary to the adequate discharge of his duties, and 
that he would be f i~r  more illdependent and more likely to afford pro- 
tection and disinterested information to traoe1lel.s than a permn elected 
under the present sjstem can posibly be. His  presence a t  Charnonix 
would be necessary only for about five montlls in the year, and it  would 
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tend greatly to his independence and usefulness if he were criiplojed 
elsewhere during the rest of his time. 

3. As to the power of selection of Itis guide lef t  to the tra~*eller. 
(Ar t .  21 ) .  

The  present rule is that, subject to ccrtain exceptions, in which a 
choice is  reserved to the employc,r, the guides shall be assigned to 
travellers by rotation ; the recommendation, either by the chief guide 
or any other person, of a guide being rigorously forbidden (Art. 24). 

T l ~ e  Club respectfully suggest that there ought to be entire freedorn 
of choice on the part of the traveller; that, in  cases where the traveller 
expresses no special preference, it  should be the duty of the chicf 
guide to recoxnnlend the most suitable individuals, whether for ordinary 
or extraordinary excursions; and that much greater facilities than 
exist nt present should be afforded for ascertaining the experience and 
antecedents of the guides. There is no objection to maintaining the 
system of rotation, subject to these large exceptions; but your menlo- 
rialists would respectfully represent that nowllere in the Alps, except 
nt Charnonix, is any restriction placed upon thc free choice of a guidc 
by thc traveller; and they can conceive of no principle, except that of' 
comrnunisrn pure and simplc, w l ~ i c l ~  GXII justify the deliberate sup- 
pression by law of the naturi~l rewards of superior intelligence, maiinei-tr, 
gocdwill, vigour, or capacity-qualities the presence or absence cri 
w i ~ i c l ~  may be as agreeably or as pinfully felt upon the 111inor excur- 
sions of the ordinary tourist as  upon the greater expeditions of the true 
n~ountaineer. 

4 .  As to the publication of a list of guides, with their qunliji- 
calions. 

I t  is further suggested that a register shoultl be kept a t  the Bureau, 
in  which the traveller mny l ~ o k  over the nanies of the guides and scso 
what great expeditions tiley have each made. A t  present there is no 
such record available to the public, and, except by a violation of thc 
'Rl:glement' on the part of some one, a stranger cannot obtain t1:c 
needful information, and may be put off with a guide utterly unfit to 
take the conduct of n difficultexpedition. Thcre would be no difficulty 
in  providing a no~ninal register, in wllich all the extraordinary expc- 
ditions taken by aqcll guide should be recorded under his name ; and 
i t  would add greatly to its value if t l ~ e  name of the employer were alto 
given, and he wcre requested, in the caee of the esl~cdition te r ln ina t i~ l~  
elsewhere than a t  Cliarnonix, to enter in his guide's pocket-book ;r 
certificate that the expedition had been accomplisl~ed, and in either 
case to append any remarks 11e ~ r i i g l ~ t  think lit to make upon tho 
conduct or cnpacity of the guide. Good guides mould find no difficulty 
in inducing travellers to take thia cinount of trouble on their t)eLalf: 
The guides' books bliould be officially. inspected a t  thc end of eacil 
season, and the remarks contained in them added to tl~osc already 
entered upon tile regiater. 11 list of the guides hliould be printed every 
year, with an al)stract of the contents of tllc rcgiktcr, and R copy 
deposited in each hotcl. Such a list woultl cou~xn;~nd ;r ready snle at :I 

moderate price, and, hy affording to the tr:~vcllcr an easy lueitnv ot' 
testing the qualitications of the guides, would bubjejact them to tllc 
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wholesome stimulus of competition, and offer to them the legitimate 
rewards of superiority. Your nlemorialista coneider that the change 
they are now venturing to urge upon the Government is cf greater 
consequence, and will be productive of far more beneficial result+ than 
any amendment in the system of admission. In fict, without the bene- 
ficial operation of natural competitiou, they believe that the chanrcter 
of the corporation of guides must only sink lower and lower. 

5. As to the TarilJ: 
Your memorialists believe that the sum allowed by the tariff for the 

ascent of Mont Blanc is much too high, both absolutely nnd relatively 
to many other items of the tariff, and they believe that this exces~ive 
allowance has had a very serious effect in damping the energies and 
destroying the enterprise of the Chammix guides. The tariff for niont 
Blanc is 100 franca This amount was fixed very many years ago, 
when the aecent was much more di5oult in itself, and was made under 
conditiom totally different to thoee of the preeent day. The e - q d t i o n  
is now commonly accomplished in two days, ofwhich the firat is a very 
light one; and if the weather ba fine and the snow ivonrable, the 
second presents nothing like serious fatigue or exhausting conditions 
to a healthy man, Girly accustomed to out-of-door pursuits. Under 
ordinary conditions, the expedition is little more than a promenade, 
not unfrequently undertaken by Iaiies. The remuneration in propor- 
tion to the fatigue and risk involved is then enormous, and the money 
is 80 easily earned that the guides who have a chance of making the 
ascent several times in a m n  have no heart for any less profitable 
undertaking, and enter upon almost any other expedition with regret 
and dislike. On the other hand, in doubtful weather, or with a tired 
traveller, the temptation to reach the top, or as near the top as may be, 
and to earn this large sum, is so great as aometimea to lead to the die- 
regard of every warning which would induce a prudent man to turn 
back, and it has thus contributed to very lamentable catastrophes. A 
few instances will illustrate the excessive amount of this charge, as 
compared with tho-by no means too low-for other expeditions i3 
the neighbourhood, or in other parts of the Alps, and will sufficiently 
account for the reluctance of the guides to turn their steps in any 
direction but along the ' Chemin du Mont Blanc.' The pasage of the 
Col du Gkant, and the return journey to Chamonix, occupies three long 
days, of which the first is nearly aa Lltiguing as the second day of the 
ascent of Mont Blanc ; the tariff is 50 franca The passage of the Col 
d'Argenti8re to Onibres presenta much more difficulty than the ascent 
of 31ont Blanc, and the guide can scarcely return to Chamonix before 
the third day; the tariff is 60 franca The passage of the Col de 
Miage to Gurmayeur involves at lenst four days' work, and the col is a 
difficult one; the tariff is 60 .fmnca The same may be said of the 
much more serious  pa^^ of the Col de Trklat&te, which is fixed at the 
mme figure. The ascents of the Aiguille Verte, and of the Grandes 
Jorassee (the last requiring a preliminary journey to Courmayeur) are 
far more di5cult than that cf Mont Blanc ; the tariff is 80 fiancs in 
each instance. Such illustrations might b multiplied, but enough haa 
been said to illustrate the operation of the tariff. A few examplea may 
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be qucrted from other parts of the Alps. The ascent of Monte Rosa is  
accon~plished in one day from the Riffelberg, but it  is much more 
difficult under ordinary circumstnnces than that of Mont Blanc; the 
tariff is 40 fmncs. The F ins temhorn ,  the Aletachhorn, the MUnch, 
and the Jungfrau arc all mountains of the first order; the tariff for 
thoir ascent from the Eggischhorn is fixed at 60,40, 50, and 70 francs 
renpectively. The only ascent in Switzerland for wliich the regular 
tariff is s~ high as 100 francs is that of the M:~tterhorn, which is in- 
compmnbly mote difficult and dangerous than t l ~ a t  of Mont Blanc. 

There is much difficulty in firing the price to be m i d  for abortive 
expeditions;, and pet, with respect -to the extmrdi&ry ascents, your 
memorialists believe that the temptation offer'ed by the difference be- 
tween the price to ' lx  paid for tlie accomplished expr.ditioo and that 
payable in case of failure has already been, an8 will probably 'again be, 
inlrtru~nental in hringing travellers into great danger. An attempt is 
made by Art.9. 33 and 37 to fix some scale of remuneration in case of 
certain specified expeditions partially accomplished, but in the great 
majority of cases there is no rule applicable; the guide who sllould be 
compelled by  bad weather to return from the Aiguille du  Midi, for in- 
stance, without having reached the top, would in strictnew probably 
be entitled under the tariff to ton franca only, as for ' an expedition on 
the glaciers of the chain of Mont Blanc above the line of vegetation.' 
So extreme a result is not likely to occur with most employers, but thc 
fear of being exposed to the operation of such a law is very likely to 
give an undue temptation to persevere in  spite of the dictates of.pru- 
dence. A discretion might safely be vested, under such circumstances, 
in the chief guide, if properly nominated, in  cases where the traveller 
and his guide cannot agree; and such a change would, i t  is belicved, 
wriduce to the general safety. 

In  brief, your memorialists suggcqt as Eollows :- 
1. That the present system of admission to the Company of Guides 

be altered. 
2. That the chief guide be an independent person, appoi~~ted,  during 

pleasure, by the prbfet of tlie district. 
3. That unrestricted chhice of guides be allowed to all cloum of 

travellers, and that in those cases in which the tr.~vellcr sliall exl~rew 
no preferenw, i t  shall be the duty of the chief guide to recommend tllc 
guides most, suitable for the espedition proposed. 

4. Thak (1 list of guides, with their respective qualifications, be  
printed annually, and sold to the public. 

5. That  the tariff be nlodified, and, in particular, that the charge for 
t l ~ c  ascent of Mont Blanc be reduced. 

(Signed) WILLTAX LONOMAR, President of the Alpine Club. 
A. W. MOORE, Secretary. 

Wd have received from Mons. P h i l i ~ ~ e .  ' ex-nrhfet de la Hante'  
& A  , 

Savoie,' a long letter, originally published in an ~ i n e c ~  newspaper, of 
which he reoueclta the insertion. The   ort ti on devoted to justifking., as 
againat blon; Lopptl'e criticiemg hie &cia1 conduct we . h l i ~ l Y v f h d  
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rooni for ; but it haa been necessary, on more accounts than one, to 
omit the remainder. 

' En 1872, lesguidea de Chamonix ont pSsent.4 B l'approbation pdfec- 
torale un rkglement d'administration. Ce dglement 6tait B pen de chose 
prks, le m&me que celui qui avait kt6 approuvk sous le rkgime pdckdent 

' Apres m'etre entourk de tous les renseignementa proprea P m'bclairer, 
je biffai certaines dispositions qui me paraissaient mauvaises ou in- 
exkcntables, j'en modifiai d'autres, j'en ajoutai m&me quelques-1111a 
destinhea h sauvegarder le plua poesible lea droits des voyageurs auaei 
bien que ceux dea glides. 

' Or, il rhulta de tout ce remaniernent, que lee chosen reathent comme 
ellea 6taient auparavant, sad  quelquea modifiations de dtitail, dont la 
plus importante ktait l'klection du guide-chef par la Compagnie. Puis, 
et c'est ici qu'est le fameux grief, le prix dea grandee courses, des courses 
pkrillews, Btait 1Cgkrement augment& Ainsi l'ascension du Mont- 
Blanc qui se payait au guide 80 fr. fut p o d e  h 100 francs ! ! 

' Voilh le grand crime ! 
' E t  c'est ai bien B cela que se sont born6es lea fa meuaes augmentations 

qu'on nous reproche, que l'dlpine Jmrrnal avoue lui-m&me que le tarif 
des courses est aasez modkrh, excepte'pur ce qui concei-ne l'ascension du 
Mont Blanc. 

' Quel crime j'ai donc commis ! J'ai autorid m e  augmentation de 20 
francs pour m e  course ausRi dangereuse que celle qui a pour but la 
sommitk de la montagne la plus haute de I'Europe ! ' 

Mona. Philippe goes on to support a t  length the increase of the tariff 
on the ground, that climbers are not, in cases of fatal accident, in the 
habit of assisting the fimilies of the guides who have perished. 

' L'autre grief articulk, c'est que le guide-chef n'est plus nomm6 par 
le prkfet, mais par la Compagnie des guides. 

' A cet bgard, il y R matikre B discmion ; la Compagnie des guidea 
eat nne socikt.4 particulikre, tout en &ant sournise ti un rkglement d'ad- 
ministration publique; il semble nature1 qu'elle Clise son chef, dont lea 
devoirs, du reste, sont kcrits tout au long dans le rkglement. 
' Reconnait-on que cette manikre de faire soit dC.fectueum? Qu'on la 

change ; l'exgrience eat nn grand maitre, et il faut snvoir se sournettre 
h sea dbcisions.' 

Mona Philippe next explains the origin of the 62nd article, that 
pretending to intlict legal penalties on the c~it ics of the ' Compagnie.' 

' Lorsque l'article en question m'est tomb6 sous lee yeux, j'en ai 
demand6 la signification, I'utilitk ; je ne comprenais pas. 

'Veut-on savoir ce qui m'a 6td rkpondu? 
' - C'est un article sp4cialement destine B m e  mule personne qui, 

contrarike de ne pouvoir tout mener 8 sa guise B Chamonix, h i t  une 
croisade continuelle contre nous; va, vient, dit, parle et fait tant qu'il 
en rdsulte un ralentissement dans la discipline des guides, et que lea 
contraventions au rhglement se multiplient. 

' - Mais, fis-je observer, purquoi inskrer un article pour lee faito et 
gestea d'une seule personne ? C'eat affaire au guide-chef qne de rappeler 
chacun au respect du rkglement. 
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'- Nous ne pouvons pas nous passer de cet article, me fut-il rkpondu; 
n i  vous ne  l'approuvez pas, h majeure partie dea guides skrieux se 
retire de la Compagnie. 

' Que faire 7 On me cita des faita, et j'approuvai I ' 
The manner in  which the revision waa made is  curiously illustrated 

by  ?is frank confedon. The 62nd article was, we are told, retained 
agalnst the better sense of the prbfet, in  consequence of threats on the 
part of some of the guides-threat. which no one acquainted with 
Chamonix could have imagined serious. 

W e  wiah Mons. Philippe had gone on to explain how he purposed to 
give effect to this ' Article,' and what is  the exact nature of the ' pains 
and penalties ' reskrved for free discussion under the French Republic, 
which had he remained in office he would have been prepared, if suffi- 
ciently threatened, to inflict upon the critics of Chamonix. 

But  this rule, though a fair subject for a passing laugh, is quite 
beneath serious criticism. If i t  pleases Chamonix i t  does not hurt  us. 
Should another prkfet be found ready to sanction i t  we ahall not 
protest against its retention. 

The judiciousness of the more important modifications made i n  1872 
in the Chamonix rkglement must be decided, as Nons. Philippe reason- 
ably says, by their results. Judged by this test they have been gene- 
rally condemned. 

ALPINE NOTES. 

FOREIGN ALPINE CLUBS.*-The founders of our Alpine Club, like 
those of most great institutione, had little idea of the impulse they 
were about to give throughout the whole of civilised Europe to moun- 
tain exploration, or of the wide-spread organisations which would arise 
out of the social meetings of a few English oromaniacs-if the word 
may be coined. 

For the first firc years the seed sown did not multiply. I t  was not 
until 1862 that t he  second Alpinc Club, the Austrian, was founded a t  
Vienna. In  the following year the Swiss Club, now numbering nearly 
1,500 members, and tlJe Italian, now numbering over 1,200 members, 
had their origin. Thc German Club, lately united with the Austrian, 
was not established until 1869. Of all these bodies brief notices have 
nppenred from time to tinie in these pages. Rut the English Club hrra 
other children of whose existence we believe many of its members nre 
unaware. The  ' Verein dcr Gebirgsfreunde in Steyemark,' has its 
centre at  Gmtz, counts 500 members, publishes a n  annual v o l ~ ~ m e ,  and 
spends part of its income in improving mountain paths and building 
huts. Tte ' Club Alpino del Trcntino' is n body founded only in  
1873, but  which has begun well, some of its members having already 
climbed the Presnnella and the Brenta Alta. A t  Pinzolo and l'rin~icro 
- - - -. - . - - - - - - - - - - - - 

* Many of the t c t a  mentioned in this notice nro dorived from n short nrticle on 
' Lee 80cibtBs Alpinw,' in the last ' Bollottino' of the Italinn club. 
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it  has a noble field before it, and as it counts among its members many 
of the leading hotel-keepers of the country, it  is reasonable to look for 
improvements in inns and paths which will render more generally 
acceeaible the exquisite scenery of Val Rendena and the neighbour- 
hood of Molveno. The opening, last year, of the old hospice at La 
Madonna di Chmpiglio as a pension, is a first and an important step in 
this direction. 

At  C m w  a Carpathian Club haR jnet sprung into being. Under, 
it  seems, German influence, a ' Vogwn Clnb ' has lately been started 
in Elaesa. 

In  France the only similar society has up to the present time been 
the ' SOcidtd Raymond ' of the Pyrenees, a small body (fbunded 1865) 
of under 100 members. But at last steps have been taken by some 
eminent Frenchplen, among them &Ions. k n e ,  the deputy for the 
' Hautes Alpes,' Colonel Mieulet, the maker of the French map of 
Mont Blanc, and Mona Joanne, to found a National Clnb of a some- 
what extended character. ' Ouvrez votre porte toute grande; mili- 
taires et savans, jeunes et vieux, meme lea fernmes, m&me lee Ptrangera, 
tone ceux qui aiment la Prance et la montagne, que tone eoient 
appelds,' writes one of ite promoters. 

It ia this absence of insistance as a qualification for membership on 
the candidate's having given some active proof of love for the moun- 
tains which distinpishes all these Societies from our own, and 
accounts for their large numbers. The English Club does not, as 
foreign writas sometimes imagine, absolutely require a candidate to 
have expended a certain amount of muacular en in atrnggles 
againat the law of gravity. But it requires that i fbzoee  not climb 
he shall have shown his devotion to the Alps in some other way, and 
&all have contributed, whether by literary, scientific, or artistic 
activity, to their better knowledge. In some cases we may think this 
test haa been too completely dispensed with abroad; but in France, 
where interest in mountains is not as yet widely extended, it9 enforce- 
ment would probably be fatal to the object in view. In the absence of 
other converts, baptism has often been conferred wholesale by misoion- 
mies, rather in the hope of pledging the recipients for the future than 
because their conduct or convictions rendered them at present worthy 
of the rite. The promoters of Alpine pursuits in Frnnce may firirly 
clnim a similar license. The French Alpine Club, whatever its con- 
struction, will have t11e warm sympathy of all Engliah mountaineem, 
and any help in dealing with such subjects as guide-organisation or 
local tariffs which our experience may enable us to offer will be 
gladly given. 

THE PONTRESINA TARIFF FOR 1873.-The guides of Pontreaina 
formed themselves some time ngo into an association, which, after 
sundry changes, has, since the retirement of Fluri and Walther, come 
under the headship of Hans Grass, probably the best man in the 
Upper Engadine. A new tariff was published in 1873, for which, if 
any trust can be put in common report and internal evidence, that guide 
and Peter Jenni, who is still on the roll, are jointly responsible. For 
the more ordinary excursions tliis tariff seems fair and reasonable, but 
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it  is in one respect moet objectionable, nnd in another very ludicrous. 
The three most tempting peaks, Piz Herninx (80 francs), Piz Roseg 
(100 hncs ) ,  and the Monte della Disgrazia (170 francs), are each 
protected by a charge which will be generally deemed prohibitive. In 
the caw of the Disgrazia the price of course includes the time spent in 
going and returning to Pontresim. Let us suppose, however, that the 
travellers uee the Sella and Sissone Passes. If we allow 25 francs 
each for the passes, 10 f r a n a  for the half-day to the Ehso K i l o  
chaet, and 40 &cs for an ascent occupying from 5 to 7 hours (see 
Alpine Journal, Vol. V., p. 46 and p. 84), an overcharge of 70 francs 

ntill remains to be accounted for. The charge of 10 francs a day for a 
guide or porter, taken for a time, and away fiom home, ia the highest 
of the kind in the Alps. 

The charges just mentioned are a eerioua hindrance to mounhineerg 
but the new tariff contains others atill more extravagant, yet which ib 
is impossible to treat seriously. The Tsclliervrr Bttel (called Gtissfeldt 
Sattel), a local Eigher Joch, at 200 francs, is not likely to be ofton 
sought But when Monte Zembrasca and the Pizzo di Teo, both 
lower than Piz L a n p r d ,  and as difficult respectively an the Gornergrat 
and Riffelhorn, are quoted at 40 and 60 francs, Piz K w h  a t  60 francg 
the Cima del Largo at 80 francs,* and the Tinzenhorn at 100 francs, 
we can only imagine the framere of tho tariff as either cruelly 
hoaxed or not quite in their sober senses at the time of its making. 

A d c i e n t  explanation of all these extravagant demands, which, in 
reply to the united remonstrances of the Swiss and English Alpine 
Clubs, t l ~ e  guides have declared their intention of maintaining, can 
easily be given. The very narrow experience of the men who compose 
the Pontreeina bureau leads them to think too much of their own 
peaks. The nature of their ordinary occupation does not fit them for 
mountain emergencies. The Engadine peasantry are by nature well- 
to-do carters, ernployed in winter in conveying wine, in summer fruit 
and tourists, over the Bernina Pam. They have the instincts rather of 
the roadster than of the chamois-hunter. Colani haa become a myth, 
and has left no successom Consequently they look on etep-cutting 
as a penance only to be undergone for an enormous recompense, and 
on a serious expedition are prone to exaggerate both the difficulties 
encountered and the importance of their own services. The euddeu 
flood of foreign gold lately poured into the Engadine has disposed ih 
inhabitante to revert to their natural tastes and the employments in 
which their horses' lrgs rather than their own earn the pay. 

I t  seems, indeed, as if the disappearance of tlie old schools of Alpine 
guidea would be one of the regrettable, but perhaps inevitable, results of 
the growing popularity of certain Swiss centres. The natives of Pon- 
tresina, Chamonix, even Grindelwald, are hardly to be blamed if, find- 
ing easier ways of earning money below the snow-level by cutting 
grottoes instead of steps, or by fiistening themselves to mules' hila 

+ A Chamonix gnido was paid for the rat ascents of tho Pizzo di Teo, Cima S del Largo, and Tinmnhorn, 12, 20, and 2 francs, reapectirely. Fluri, being en- 
gaged for that expedition only, had somewhat moro for tho Cima do1 1-0. 
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instead of to ropes, they hand over their mountains to the needier 
peasantry of neighbouring valleys. It is no busin- of ours if they 
reject the narrow paths conducting to the Wetterhorn and Piz Bernina 
for the broad roads which lead to Interlaken and St. Moritz. Guides 
are of c o m e  everywhere free to fix their own value on their services, 
but we are equally at liberty to decline them at  a fancy price. The 
practical result of persistence in unreasonable pretensions will be that 
English climbers will altogether cease to employ the men who make 
them. Swiss and German mountaineers, unless they have of late years 
grown suddenly prodigal, will take the same course, and such united 
action can hardly fail to produce a decided effect. 

We recommend the Engadiners to ~ t u d y  the list of Alpine tariffs to 
be found in Liebeskind's ' Notizbuch fiir Alpen-reisende.' There they 
will learn that the highest price ever asked outaide their valley is  
150 francs, and that this is for the passage of the Matterhorn from 
Zermatt to Breuil. They will find great snowpeaks like the Dom 
Aletachhorn and Monte Rosa charged 40 hncs .  If they can, let them 
persuade some traveller to take one of their number to Zermatt to 
discover what a dificult peak really is. 

~ ~ A N N E R S  AND CUSTOMS OF THE EX'GADIRE.--T~I~ room left by the 
mountaineers whorn the pretensions of the guides have driven to other 
districts, has as yet been amply filled by il crowd of pensioners and 
water-drinkers. It is to these that the Engadine looks for the con- 
tinuance of its present prosperity. 

I t  is as much in the interest of the villagers as of strangers that, 
using the privilege of old acquaintance, I intend to call attention to 
mndry grievances which during the pnst summer sorely tried, and in 
some cases overcame, British patience. ' Plentiful table-d'hbtes and a 
daily service '-the collocntioll is a lady-visitor's-are no doubt very 
soothing influences, but they will not suffice to retain our countrymen 
where they are exposed to dishonesty, and to rudenesses only excusable 
as the offspring of stupidity rather than of any evil intention. 

In the first place the condition of the post-office a t  Pontresina n-as 
diegraceful. Letters directed Poste liestante' could only be obtained 
with great di5culty and exertion, and sometimes were never obtained 
a t  all. The postmaster in readiness for d l  inquiries had a stereotyped 
reply of ' nichtq' which he sometimes employed when the expected 
correspondence was lying before him. The more experienced visitors 
comequently adopted the irregular but excusable habit of watching the 
exit of the official, and taking adrantage of his absence to rush in, 
orerpower tho small boy left in cha~gc, and lay violent l~ands on their 
letters. 

On my first arrirol I confess to having felt a glow of liberal 
sympathy for the vill:~ge pcliceman, wl~ose last act of daring had been 
to arrest n princc's poilies for trotting in the street. But my cnthn- 
siasnl fitded ~ v l ~ c n  tlis enme official pounced on an c:derly E~iglish lady, 
rcturuing froll~ llcr botanical rambles with a specimen of the pinas 
ceinbl.ic, and dctnincd her in tha rudest custody on the cl~arge of 

mutil:~ting the communal forest' until a fine of four francs had been 
paid. Afler this I never picked a flower without a fear lest all the 
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gentians might be preserved by the manufacturers of Ivn, or the 
edelweiss contracted for bv the St. hioritz bouauetikres. 

Moreover, let the agpieved or defrauded Greigner beware how he 
invokes the aid of the law in the Upper Engadine. T h e  inefficiency 
of the local magistracy to administer justice in petty matters, and espe- 
cially to hold the balances even where a foreigner is concerned, is un- 
fortunately not confined to the Engadine, but has become a u n i v e ~ a l  
source of complaint with travellers throughout Switzerland. 
. In  some cantons it  doubtless arises from the dependent position of the 
'judge ' in daily life; amusingly illustrated by an incident which lately 
happened to a member of the Club. Our countryman had been suffi- 
ciently cheated to make him seek justice. On co~ning into court, how- 
ever, his ca.e, which he imagined conclusive, was ignominiously 
dismimed. When, half-an-hour later, he sent for a barber, Le was 
promptly waited on by a pensant whose face ~eemed familiar. I t  was 
his late judge, who had speedily exchanged the sword and scalcs for 
the razor and basin, perhaps more appropriate symbols of Swiss justice 
as usually shown to strangers. 

The Upper Engadine, however, has long been celebrated for its in- 
dependent peasant proprietors, and there is no reason to believe that 
any member of ita magistracy could, or would, plead as an excuse the 
impossibility of offending a daily customer. Yet herc, as elsewhere, 
' the judge' is but too often a worthy successor of Justice Shallo\v, 
ready when called on ' to  bear out a knave against an honest man,' 
provided only that the knare be his countrymen, and thercforo 
' worthy to bo countenanced.' 

In  private manners, aa well as  in official customs, there is great 
rcom for reform. 

In  the morning, when the success of the expedition hangs perhaps on 
nn hour's delay, you find the nien ~vl~orn you have paid asguides sloth- 
ful and indifferent to everything but their personal comfort. Later in  
the day you observe others, nominally in charge of a party of ladies on 
the Howg or Iliortartltsch glacier, s!ouching dong  a t  their own gait, 
never thinking of offering any assistance, and too dull or too lazy even 10 
be able to point out the easiest track. In tlie evening you eit for a while 
in  the ' gnstatiibe,' watching through the clouds of ~n loke  the shaggy, un- 
gainly forms and slow lumbering movements of the boors who surround 
you, and listening to the indistinct but  expressive grunts and roars 
which take the place of speech. A speculation which has for Bome time 
been pressing itaelf on your attention recurs with increased force. Here 
is a field for carrying out, in a fresh direction, the great modern theory 
of development-your companions are surely linwl descendants, not 
very far removed, of the bears which still haunt their mountains. 

Thi  year I fell upon the miming link i n  an ursa major who held 
possesaion of the inn on the Maloya, and took advantage of the terror 
hia manners inspired to charge twenty centimes for a glass of water 
and to detain ladies until they could furnish him with the necessary 
coppers. When bearded, the roar of this interesting animal was audiblo 
halfway down the zigznga to Casaccia. The injuries he inflicted were, 

VOL. V1.-NO. XLIV. Q Q 
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however, hardly equal to the amusement afforded by his extraordinary 
uncouthness. 

A serious source of complaint at Pontresina was the disappearance 
of any object lost sight of by a moment's carelessness. A cloak dropt 
on the mad, or a field-glase left on a bench, wrrs snapped up in the space 
of five minutes, and subsequent inquiry seldom succeeded in inducing 
the restoration of the treasure-trove to its disconsolate owner. I t  is not 
intended to accme the villagers as rr body of dishonesty. The losses 
may for the most part be laid to the charge of the men, many of them 
nativea of the neighbouring cantons, who drive the ' bergwiigen,' or  
to the labourers employed on the buildings always p i n g  on. I fully 
believe that the bad impression given by the people of Pontresina to some 
of our countrymen is entirely owing to their unfortunate manners. 
Limited experience of the world with which they have suddenly been 
brought into contact leads them too often to mistake mistrust of a 
visitor's veracity for business-like caution. But even the latter excel- 
lent quality may be camed too far. When valuable property is stolen 
from a bedroom, the people of the h o w  should, in their own interest, 
ahow some concern, and not add to the indignation of the owner by 
treating ererv mention of its loss with indifference and an rrDDearancc 
of incrkuliti.  I have particularly wished to avoid injuring in'ividuals, 
but instances of each of the matters com~lained of could, if necessary, . . 
be brought forward. 

Fashions change and doctors differ-even with their own former 
opinions. At  the present moment the Dolomites are becoming rapidly 
popular. The Trentino is about to be opened up by a local Alpine 
Club, consisting in some part of innkeepers; and it is proposed to 
build a t  Santa Catarina a comfortable hotel for foreign water-drinkera 
The people of Pontresina will be foolish if, while they hasten to erect 
large new inns, they do not also use every means in their power to 
satisfy their guests, and prevent them from proceeding to the discovery 
of new resorts equally healthy, and where the mountains are not built 
out by rival apeculatora 

The Orteler group does not yield in scenery to the Bernina, and 
you can asoend the Bonigspitze for 25 nnd the Trescro for 12 
france I-D. W. F. 
MEDIEVAL ROUTES ACROSS TEE EASTERN ALPS.-The following 

note has been received from Mr. F. F. Tuckett :- 
' I have suggested to my friend, Mr. George, an answer to his qnes- 

tion in the last number of the Journal, as to the meaning of Canalis in 
the expression of Ragewin, L L  per Canalem et Forum Julii," which is, I 
believe, satisfactory to him. 

' In the first place, I take it that the pnsses in the Alps made use of 
in the middle ages were, in at least the great majority of cases, 
those which had previously been opened up in Roman times. Of the 
various classes of roads constructed by the Romans, the first and most 
inlportant were the Viac militares, consulares, pretorisnac, and decnrio- 
nales, maintained for strategic purposes at the expense of the state. No 
less than seventeen belonging to t l~is  category were carried over various 
portions of the Alpinc chain. Omitting, for brevity's eake, further 
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reference to the first ten, the l l t h ,  reckoning from W. to E., was that 
over the Brenner; the 12th, that which, diverging from the latter 
above Brixen, traversed the Pusterthal, and, crosqi~~g the pass or 
watershed near Toblach, connected the head waters of tile Eimek with 
those of the Drau or Drave. The 13th, passing through the modern 
t o m  of Udine and Trigeeimo ( l L  Ad Tricesimum " of the Itin. Ant.), 
and striking the coum of the Tilaventus (Tagliamento) at Glemona 
(Gemona), ascended i t  to Julium Carnicum (Zuglio, between Tolmezzo 
and Paluzzo), and traversed the Carnic Alps by the Pass of Sta. Cmce 
(4,337 feet) to the Gail Thal,* finally joining No. 12 below Loncium 
(Lienz) in the valley of the Drau. No 14 is believed by some to have 
diverged from No. 13  a t  a point nearly midway between Gemona and 
Tolmezzo, and then, aecending the modern Val del Ferro to Reaiutta, 
Raccolana, and Pontebbs, to have traversed the Tarvis Pass (2,682 
feet-the lowest in the entire Alpine chain) and reached Villnch via 
Tarvia, Amoldstein, and the lower Gail Thal. Other authorities deny 
the existence of any such road in Roman times, but there is no doubt 
that for a long period it has constituted a very important and much- 
frequented means of communication between Italy and Germany. No. 
15 followed the course of the Sontius (Iwnzo), and, after passing the 
modern town of Giirz or Gorizia, and the villages of Canale, Tolmein, 
Caporetto, Flitsch, and Preth, traversed the Julian Alps by the Predil 
Pass (3,822 feet), and, following the Gailitz to Raibl and Unter Tarvis, 
reachod Villnch by h o l d s t e i n  and the lower Gail Thal. The 16th 
road parted from the preceding one before reaching Gsrz, ascended tho 
Wippach Thal, and traversed the Mons Ocra (Birnbaumer Wald 1 ) by 
the Pass of Longaticum (Loitach) to Aemona (Laibach) in the valley 
of the Sau or Save. 

'Now all these four lad-named routes hod Aquileia (colonised B.C. 
181-the most important town of the N.E. frontier of Italy both stra- 
tegically and commercially) as their starting or meeting point, and 
though that place never recovered from its almost total destruction by 
Attila in A.D. 452, the old lines of communication opened up during its 
flouriehing days continued in use, and were no doubt more or less 
practicable in the 12 th century. At  Aquileia, Julius Caesar established 
the head-quarters of his legions in Ciaalpine Gaul, and, in the names of 
Julium Carnicum (already alluded to) and Forum Julii (the modern 
Cividale), we have an alluaion to the great leader. 

'If) then, Barbaroma wished to pass the eastern wing of his army 
over the Julian or Carnic Alps, with a view to its joining the main 
body, led by himself over the Bronner, at Verona, though there is 
perhaps no abstract reason why either the line of the Pam of Sta. Croce, 
or that of the Tamis Pass (if it  then existed) should not have been 
selected, the chronicler's words 'I per Canalem et Forum Julii" at once 
limit the conditions of the problem. For an army traversing either of 
the last-named passes (KO. 13 or 14) would alniost necessarily leave 
Forum Julii (Cividale) to the E., whilst Canale would be still further 
removed from the line of route. The same remark would apply, thougll 

- -- -- - -  -- 

Seo 'The I)olomite Mountlins.' py. 177-180. 
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in a somewhat less degree, to No. 16. I believe then that the road 
over the Yredil was that followed, not only because it would be as well 
suited for the " Austrian and Carinthian contingents " as the Tarvis 
Pass, but also because it would be as direct as the latter if Aquileia 
were avoided, and rather more so if it  were viaited, whilst by no other 
course could both Canale and Forum Julii be traversed. Forum Julii 
was not situated, like Canale, on the actual line of the Roman road, 
but it was only a short distance (10 to 15 miles perhaps) to the W. of 
Canale, though in a different valley, and, to a force descending by the 
line of the Imnzo, i t  was easily accessible from the village of Gporetto 
(19 miles above Canale) by a wide gap in the mountains through which 
the valley of the Vatisone is readily reached. 

' Alboin the Longobard is said to have led his followers by the same 
route into Italy, and there is a tradition that the Konigsberg, a dolomite 
peak near Raibl, derives its name from the circumstance of that chief 
having ascended it to reconnoitre. Be this as it may, the fact of his 
passing this way is of more importance aa adding to the probability of 
its eubsequent selection, and me may well imagine that a leader en- 
cumbered with large masses of men might, on reaching Caporetto, 
decide to relieve the pressure on a single line of road down a narrow 
valley by detaching a portion of his forcea via Forum Julii, with a view 
to their re-uniting at Aquileia, or, if that city was not visited, at some 
point further to the N. ; poRsibly in the neighbourhood of Udine. 

' The translation of the expression " per Canalem et Forum Julii " by 
" iiber Canale und Friaul " is misleading, from want of precision. 'I'he 
modern Friuli (German, Friaul), the country of the ancient Cami, is a 
province, and ite name is therefore not a proper rendering for the town 
of Forum Julii (the modem Cividale), though a corruption of the 
latter. I know nothing of the antiquity of Canale, but as there is mch 
a place, and it is situated near the ancient Forum Jnlii, and on the 
direct line of the old Predil road, it seems to me reasonable to recogniae 
in it the spot alluded to by Ragewin.' 

A TUNNEL UNDER MONT B~~~c . -Ano the r  aub-Alpine railway 
scheme has lately been started in Northern Italy. The proposed line, 
to be known as the ' Chemin de fer du Mont Blanc,' would connect 
Turin with Geneva by means of the valleys of the Dora and the Arve, 
and a tunnel under Mont Blanc ! Its promoters urge that it would 
shorten the journey between Paris and Turin by about 60 miles We 
presume shafts would be dispensed with, otherwise there seems a 
possibility that by means of a lift a new and easy route might be opened 
to the ' calotte ' and the profih of the enterprise materislly increased. 

ROTHHORN Joca.-Zermatt to Zinal 11 or 12 hrs. ; 8) hra from Zer- 
matt to Afountet. This pass wss made for the first time (Sept. 5, 
1872), by Mr. T. S. Phillpotts, with Peter Rnubel as guide, and Elie 
Petter as porter. As compared with the Trift it  has the advantage of 
having a finer view on both sideg on the one ahowing &font Blanc, 
and all the aiguilles of Chamonix, as also the Grand Combin from aome 
points ; on the other revealing a gmnd view of the Matterhorn from 
the commencement of the descent, which is wanting in the Tr& Mr. 
Marehall Hall ascended the ridge in 1871, but did not deacend on the 



Zinal eide. Followed the Trift route to the poilit where it  leavcs the 
moraine for the Trift glacier. Here we kept up  the rocks on the right 
on to the Rothholn glacier, passing a broad couloir which must be 
crossed quickly. Then rocks on left; then crossed a snow-slope to 
rocks, and then across the top of the small but much crevassed glacier 
which descends from Rothhorn to the foot of Trift Joch. Then struck 
the col nearest the Rothhorn ; kept always to the right in  descending, 
till we came under the rocks of Leblanc. This long dhtour was neces- 
sitated by the crevesed state of the Durand glacier in  September. 
Earlier a much quicker and more direct course might be taken. The 
col is the easternmost of two naked depressions in  the WSW. arete 
of the Rothhorn. I t  lies on the upper part of the little crevassed glacier 
which descends from the Rothliorn to the foot of the Trift Joch. T o  
avoid the falling stones of tliis glacier, it was thought better to take to 
the rocks on the right of the point where the Trift route comes off tllc 
moraine on to the Trift glacier, and then to work to the left so as to strike 
the upper part of the glacicr. Ascent easy. 011 the Zinnl side the 
snow-slopes are a little steep, and the Durand glacier in Scptelnber 
much crevassed. 

ZINAL JOCH.-Mountet to Zermatt, 7 or 8 hrs. This col, wllicll 
lies between the Dent Blanche and the Pointe de Zinal, may be callcd 
the true Col Zinal, as  distinguished from the Trift, which son~etilncs 
hns that name. This pass wns made for the first time, September 6, 
1872, by  Mr. T. S. Phillpotts, with Peter Knubel as  guide, and Elie 
Petter as porter : 3 hrs. to summit from Mountet. Ncarly 2 h r s  was 
taken descending on the right of the Schiinbuhl glacier to Stockje, but 
an hour might bc saved by keeping on the left side of the Schiinbuhl 
glacier. Ascent and descent easy. The first part of south side much 
exposed to stones from Dent Blanche, and therefore had better be taken 
early, and from Zinal side. 22 hm. Stockje to Zermntt. 

DISCOVERY ON THE R I F F E L ~ O I ~ N . - T ~ ~  simple bnt exciting pastime of 
rolling big stones from the top of the Riffelhorn on to tlic glacier below 
was the means last autumn of bringing a curious rclic to light. Two 
American travellers who were enjoying this exhilarating sport last 
August determined to signalise thcir visit by sonding down R bolt of 
uuusual magnitude. Having fixed upon a stone of such size that it  waj 
as  much as two men could do tomove it, they prized it  with great diffi- 
culty from its bed, when to their surprise they found in tllo ~ i t e  thus 
laid bare a javelin or spear-head, which must have heell lying under 
the stone for time indefinite. The  weapon thus str:ingely discovered 
was of bronze, and may have been some seven or eight inches long ; tllc 
workmanship was admimble, quite as good as  the forging one sees now. 
The striking end was not pointed, but beaten out into a bhtde resembling 
a boldly rounded clliscl ; the other end must have fitted wetlge fashion 
into a cleft shaft, and had two flanges on each side for the purpose 
apparently of holding the javelin h a d  moro firmly to the wood than 
could be done by any bending; of course bending must have bcc:~ 
used in addition. 

The Amcrican who had become the possessor of this vnluablc rclic 
stated that he should, on his return home, submit it to some scientific 



m:In c o m p e t c ~ l t  to spenk a s  t o  i t s  possible d a t e  o r  period. It i s  to be 
iio;,cd that tliis l ~ a s  I ~ e e n  done,  a n d  t h a t  m o r e  ]nay be l i e a d  of t i l e  
javclin-lle:td o f  t h e  RilTelhorn. A s  i t  is n o t  impoas i l~ lc  t h a t  o t h e r  
wc:lpons m a y  b e  found  n e a r  t h e  place w h e r e  this m a s  discovered, it 
m:Ly b e  \vortll whi le  fo r  some t r zve l l e r s  d u r i n g  the c o m i n g  senson to 
va1.y the spor t  of  ro l l ing  d o w n  sto~lc,s by a careful  e x z m i n a t i o n  o f  the 
u p p e r  rock8 o f  t h a t  often vis i ted penk. F. C. GROVE. 

z i ~ ~ ~ ? r ~  BIIILIOGRAPIIY, 1872-74.-The fol lowing l is t  h a s  b e e n  re- 
ceived f r o m  M r .  F. F. Tuckctt, in con t inua t ion  o f  t h a t  inser ted in the 
las t  volume,  p. 378 :- 

NonlonskiSld, Prof. A. E. : An Account of an Erpedilion to Grunknd.  ' &oL 
%.' vol. ir., Xos. 7-11, 18i2 (contains much interesting information on glaciers. 
&c.). 

Jahrtmch des Scheeizcr Alpctrcli!b. Vols. rii. and riii. 1871-72. Bern: Dalp. 
1872-73. 

Sonklnr, C. Edl. v. Innstiidteu : Die Zic'lrrtiraler A l p .  Petermann's ' Xtitthei- 
1ungc.n.' Ergauzungsheft No. 32, with 3 original maps. Gotha : Perthes. 1872. 
(An elaborate monogmph similar to those by the name author on the Oetztbel and 
Tnucrn.) 

Bollefli91o dd Clzrh Alpino Ztnlinno. Vol. r i .  No. 19. Torino, 1872. No. 20. 
Torino, 1873. 

Tschudi, Ivnn  v. : Tourist in a h  Schu.ciz und dem nngrmztnden Obw-Ifalien, 
Suvoyen U I ~ C I  West-Tiro!, d r ~ n  Siid-Sehwarmlrl, Al,;h'u, LcchtW und rotadberg ; 
mit eincr hiltte dt7 Schmeiz, 66 Eiscnbnhnkiir/chcn, vielen Gebit.qqwoi;len und 
S/nd?plii~r~n. St. Gnlluu: Schritlin & Zollikoffer. 1872. 10th (compendioas) 
edition of t 11:) ' Schweizerfuhrer.' (Admir~bly complete, nccurate, and condensed, 
n i ~ d  ,m 11111rli to bu reconlmendcrl to the od innry  tourist as tho %?me author's well- 
known ' Scl~~cizcrf i ihrer '  is to the mountainocr ; the mostrccent information being 
induztriu11sl.v inccrporntcd.) 

iilpc7lfrt.:!iid, Drr. Vols. r., ri. nncl rii., Nos. 1, 2 ; hennsgegeben von Dr. E. 
Alnt?lor. (;:.;.a : r\n~thor. 18;2-7-1. 

Payer, O!~t.rlie~:ti.nant J. : Uic C'c!r/ralen Or!Eer-Alpen (Gtbiete: Martell, h a s  
~ o 1 4  Snmt), ncbsl t i~rc -n~  At~honge A-u den AdanltNo-Presn7~elIn-Alpen dca Erganmngs- 
h ~ f t t s  A-o. 17. TVith originnl ]:lap axld illustrntion. Peknnann's ' Mittheilnngen,' 
I.:rc5nzu11gshcfi No. 31. Ciotl~o: Perthrs, 1872. (An important monograph 
wit11 u ralua!~lo map, compl r t i~~g  the ~d l~ i i rnh le  ~crics.-ErgBnznngshefien 17, 18, 
23, 27, and 31, by tho s:lulo :1!1le explorer an11 writer.) 

Wnltou, Elijah : I'ruka t n  I'CI~ nnd Penci!,for St~mdcnts of Alpine i%enrr.v. FAlited 
1,y Rcr. T. G.  Bonney, N.A., F.G.S., kc.  With 26 plates. Longmans, Green, & 
Co. London, 1672. 

Tscl~rlcli, IT:I:I r . :  S(rv.?;rn to?d das anqnnzmde Picrncwt und Dauphint. 
Rrisotasclienbuch. St. Gtdicu: ,Schei:lin & 2klli!iofi~r. 1871. (Uniform with 
his . Scl~wcizcrfohrer.') 

Jonnno, Adolphc et Paul : Sttirsr. 3ihme Gditiqn, cntii,mmont rrfoudue et  con- 
tcnnnt 11 cartm. Guiclc Uinninnt. Paris: linchettc ct  Cia. 1872. (Very port- 
nl~lc. bmutifr~lly prillted. and nrrnnged with all the m u r a c y  and skill for which 
tLu C+uideu Jonune tire 60 d r ~ e w r d l y  f.~mous.) 

Rhododt~idron. Hilder aus den Svllweizcr Alpeu p h o t o p p h i r t  nach Oolgo- 
miilden yon Gustar-C'IOPY und Otto E'ri;lichcr; mic IIolzschnitt-Illwtrationen von 
Zrichnungcn nnch G. Ronx. Drschreibc~ider Toxt ron H. A. Berlcpsch. SmnU 
folio in 8 pnrts, ench contnining 3 photogrnphs and 3 sheets of text, a t  74 francs 
per pnrt. Miinr11c.n ul~rl Berlin : Fricdr. Bmckmann. 1872. 

Simler, Dr. E. Thc-odor: Botnnischcr, Ihschenbeglglciter dm dlpcndubiricn: cine 
Hwhalpenh  der &hu+ und a2a alpintn UeuIschlands; ein Xcilfm~ttel f ir  
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Arbfinger und LieLhaber, in leich(fass1icher Wtise und in  kiirzeatcr Zeit o h  
botanischnr ATamen citrer Hochnlpenpflo~~zc aufzi~jndew. 4 lithographic plates of 
illustrations. Zirich: Schabelitz'ache Bnchhandlung. 1871. 

Simony, Prof. F. : Dzk Gblschcr des Dnchatuin-Gebirgss. Wien : Gerold. 1871. 
Favre, E. : ~ tudea  eur la Gtologie des Alpes. 1 vol. 8ro. Bwel: Georg. 1871. 
Payor, V. : Guide Ztindrairc au N t .  Blanc. Bnsel: Georg. 1871. 
Studer, Prof. B. : Indez der Petrographic und Stratigraphic der Schureie cmd 

ihrer Umgehngen. Born: Dalp. 1872. 
Leuzinger : Karte der Schwciz. New edition. 1871. 
Zeitschrift dcs Dmtachcn und dea Oeattrreichisch Alpenvereins. Jahrgang 

1872. Miinich. 1872. Lindauor. 
Mayr and Bcrghaus : Karte der Alpen in 8 kolorirtcn Blattcrn u. dem Maamtab 
A. Gotha: Perthes. 1872. (This is a recent and improred edition of Mayr's 
well-known ' Karte der Alpenlander!) 

Fedschouko, A. : Reiy in Kokan m d  m m  Nordende dm Pamir. 1871. Petcr- 
maun's 'Mittheilungen. 1872. Part  v. Gotha : Perthes. 

New and Bushell: Ascmt (partial) of Mount Kilima waro. 'Proceedings of 
tho Royal Geogrnphical Society,' voL xvi. No. 3. July 1872. 

Studer, G. : Panorama des A lps  d i d &  mcr h Cime du X t .  Generoso. 
Jiiger, G.: Touristmfuhrer im Kanalthd (Karnten), Tarvis und Raibl a h  

Stana+zrliere. 8vo. 126 pp. with ma Wien : Thiel. 1873. 
Zincke, F. B.: A Monlh if* Switzm&;d 8vo. 286 pp. London: Smith & 

Eldor. 1873. 
Studer, B., and A. Eecher v. der Linth : Carta gkologique de la Suisss &. 

2nd edition ; reduced from the 2nd edition of the large geological map of tho name 
author. Winterthur : Wuruter. 

Topographwchm Affaa dm b h d z  und A. 3. Lieferung. No. 398, 
Andermatt ; 463. Adelboden; 489, Jun*u ; 494. knnenthal;  603. Faido; 605, 
Hinterrhein ; 41 1, Six Madun ; 472, Lenk ; 491, St. Gotthard ; 408, Hehenhorn ; 
504. Olivone ; 509, Mesocco. Bern : Dalp. 1873. 

Pozzo, S. : Oro.grqFa e Guida Alpina ndla Valseaia e nel Biclleae. 8ro. 64 pp. - - 
Biclln: Amosso. - 1873. 

Vosco+ Abbe P. L. : A'otices topooraphkusa et hiatwi4uee sur la v d h  dc Coune. 
870. 48 pp. Firenzo : Pcllns. 1%73̂ . * 

Bdl ,  J. : The Alpine Guide ; in 10 sections. Longmans & Co. 1873. 
Frischnuf, Dr. J.: Gebirgsfi~lrrer dzcrch Stcicrmark, Xarntc~r, Krain und dw 

angrenzcndta Theile wir Oestcrreich, &&burg und Tirol. Gratz : Leuschner. 
1873. 

Rockstroh, E. : Die hohe Talra (Arcs aNrn IV-cfttkik~a). Juli 1873. 
Urlinger, P. : 20,000 Hihcnbcstinzm~~ngtn der bekannterm Bergc ?tnd &te in dmr 

ganzen Uestrrreichisch- Lrngarisc1m~ Mo~larchu, cto. Wien: Mltyor. 1873. 
Qlns, G. : Karte w n  U~lter-Yiazgau, Gastein und MLlC Bml. &. Miinchon : 

Moy und Widmayer. 1873. 
Baedeker, K. : Dio Schweiz, etc. 15th edition. Coblonz. 1873. 
Baltzor, Dr. A. : Der Glarniach, ein Problen~ alpirrrs Gcbirgsbnues. Geol@ha 

~Tfonograph;~, etc. 4to. 100 pp. With 1 map, 1 plnto of sections, and 6 litho- 
g n p l i c  and 15 woodcut illustmtions. Ziirich: Schmidt. 1873. 

CierL~ch, H.: Bci1rciyc zzcr grobgischcn Karlc der Schwtir. 9. Lioferung : ' Dns 
siidwestlicl~o Wallis mit den nugrenzondcn hndesthoilen ron Ssroyon uud Pic- 
mont.' Ni t  1 K ~ r t e  und 2 Tsfcln. Bern : Dalp. 1872. 

Liebeskiud : Kalender u9zd Notizbuch fiir Alpen-Rebenden. 1872-73. Leipzig : 
A. G. Liobeskind. I n  the first purtion of which will bo fonnd tho time of tho 
r i ~ i n g  nnd setting of sun and moon from July 1 tc~ Scpt. 25, t~ge thcr  with 2 pngea 
for each cloy of blank t~bulatcd forms, fur the i~isortic~~i of ol~borvations on shntlo 
and sun temponrture, barometric pressure, angle of slope, direction and force of wintl, 
weather, aud genoritl remnrb. I n  tllo second portlon will be found a areful ly 
compiled list of the principnl guide tariffs throughout the Alps, togother with the 
nnrnes of the most highly recommcntl~ul guicles, and a liet of expeditions, with 
the time they occupy; the last, oapecially In the German Alps, often much ex- 
aggerated. The book is a marvel of patient reeearch, and remarkably accurate a s  



a whole. It is sipificant, perhaps, that  only one Clurmouix guide under 30 is in 
the recommeudd list. 

Woilrnmann, J. J. : A m  der Fimeniodt. Vol. ii. 
Wilson, J. M. : On the Fomu of VaUcyr and Luke-B&ns in  A-OM~~.  Geol. 

Mag! Tol. ix. No. 11. 
Gmd, Cli.: La condtilution et la ntotraemmt dcs glaciers. Reme seientifique. 

3 August. 1872. 
Holtwhl, J.: Die Anrtoi'de wn Ahudet und wm Goldschmid. Ihw Einrichtung 

und Thtorie, ihr Gebrauch undLeistungsfdlrigkeit beim Hohcnmsssen und A~veUinn. 
Avrbst 4 Hiilfstafeln fur bannncfr~sche Arheittn. Wien: Beck. 1872. 

Tgnctdl, J. : T%e Fornu of Wakr in Clouds and R i m s ,  Ice and Glacicr~. Lon- 
don: King &, Co. 1872. 

rTalirl!ina. Glcida aUa, rd alle sue A c p  minerdi, am Cmni slwid g ostici 
c botatzici ; pubblicata per etlra drl Club dlpino Italiano, rtda di Sondrio. %no : 
Brimh. 1873. 

Gebeskind, F. : A'otizbuch und Ealendrr f i r  Alp-Rabende. 1873. II. 
Leipzig : A. (3. Liebeskind. 

Edwards, AmeliaB. : L7ntrodden Peab and Cnfreqciented ?'alhya; a .Wdsummrr 
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&. 1873. 

Fritsch, K. v. : Dm Golthardgebiet. Brilrijc pur gedogibchun Karia der Sc-, 
herausgrgchen w o n  der Gro2og. Cornmiasion a h  S c h ~ m ~ b c h u n  Gerellacwt. With 
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with the addition on a larger scale of Mte. R m ,  kc. Tensi. Milano. 

Baedeker's Owtmtich und Ungarn. 16th edition. Coblenz. 1873. 
Ranschenfels : Sketches from the Curinthion Highlands. Rlagenfurt. 1871. 
Zcitschrift des Deutsck~i Afpmwm'na. Vol. iv. Part I. Miinich. 1873. 
Alpenpat. Vols. ii. and iii. Glarus. 1873. 
Bcitriigc rltr geologiachm Karte d n  8chwei.z. Part 11. Bern, Luzern, Schwp 

and Zug, on sheet 3 of Federal map. 
Hejbcrger : iUap of Bavarian Highlands, with Parts of Swifzerlund, QroZ, and 

&&buy  z& (lith. and col.). Miinich. 
J d r  urh ah Ocatmeichiachen Iburistm-Cld'r i n  Wien. Vol. iv. for 1872. 

Wien & Leipzig. 
Der Tourist. Vol. iv. Wien. Selbstrerlag. 
Schmidt, Th., und Stieler, K. : A m  Deuiach Brrgm, &n Gedenkbuch won Baicri 

rchm Gebirge ttnd Salzkammergut. Mit illuetrationen. Stnttgart. 1878. A. 
E n e r .  

Annnnrio tlella cbcieti Alpinn del Trentino. Arco. Lil~reria Intcrnazionale. 
1874. 



REVIEWS AND NOTICES. 
BALL'S ALPINE GUIDE.' 

THE Alpine Guide' has been lately reissued in tcn small volumes, 
form very convenient for travellers intending to confine thenlwlvcs to 
one or t\vo districts. The new edition is  advertised as corrected up to 
July in last year. I t  is disappointing therefore to find numerous cases 

. in which no notice is taken of important expeditions chronicled not 
only in foreign publications but in the pages of our own Journal. 
The following specimens of ' corrigenda ' taken at random from different 
uections may be useful, but might be largely added to. It is stated that 
the w e n t  of the Weiashorn from the Bies glacier remains to be tried. 
Mr. Kitson gave (' Alpine Journal,' vol. v. p. 305) an account of tho 
successful accomplishment of this expedition, which was repeated 
(p. 277) by Mr. Coolidge. The Editor has still 'not heard of any 
ascent of the B~etschhorn subsequent to hfr. Stephen's ' (' Alpine Jonr- 
nal,' vol. v. p. 277, and vi. p. 114)' and believes that ' the Tachierva 
Sattel still remains to Le accomplished' (' Alpine Journal,' vol. vi. p. 94). 
Despite the account of its passage long ago published (' Alpine Journal,' 
vol. ii. p. 242) ' the Biferten icefall' ia still said ' to have been pro- 
nounced utterly impracticable by all who have approached it.' ' Tho 
Langkofel,' we read, ' looks as if it  might long continue to defy 
all attempts at an escalade.' I t  was ascended in 1869 by Herr Groh- 
mann, and Mr. Utterson-Kelso has given an account of his own 
ascent in the Journal, vol. vi. p. 202. 

The task which Mr. Ball brought to completion some years ago 
was one of prodigious labour, and it was accomplished with, at the 
time, marvellous accuracy. I t  will be a caurc of serious regret to all 
Englishmen interested in Alpine travel if the completeness and useful- 
ness of his book are allowed to be marred by the uant of thorougli 
occasional revision. This the Editor himself may not be able to find 
leisure to bestow, but we believe there would be no difficr~lty in finding 
a member of the Club competent and willing to undertake the work. 

The maps also call for Bonie criticisms. In the general maps the 
new carriage-roads (e.g. the Furca and the Albula) seem to have been 
in no case inserted; even the railway up the Save Thal is not ~hown. 
Some of the district maps (e.g. those of the Todi and Orteler groups) 
ought to be replaced by productions less imperfect in execution and 
more on a level with modern information. At present those given 
contrast most unfavourably with the maps contained in the ' Guides ' 
published in Germany, where the practical details of rapid and emno- 
mica1 handbook-production seem to be better understood than in our 
own country. 

The absence of a sepamte index to each section is an oversight which 
can only require pointing out to be promptly remedied. 

Z h  A!pilw Guide. New edition, in 10 sections, c ~ c h  complete in itself, 
with general and special map. July 1873. London: Longmana B Co. 
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I t  has been oar duty to ca!l attention to these conspicuous but  easily 
rcmoveable blemishes. I t  n ~ a y  therefore be right to repeat once more 
the opinion often ~xpressed in this Journal-that for English travellers 
of every description the ' Alpine Guide ' is a t  once the pleasantest and 
most useful companion. I t  is the only work of its kind which, taking 
the Alpine chain as a connected \&ole, treats of every valley between 
the shore of Ifentone and the rails of the Semmering. Considered as 
the work of one man, it will probably long remain the most remark- 
able achievement in Alpine literature. 

THE SWISS JAHRBUCH FOR 1873.. 

THE district chosen by the Club for special examination by  its members 
in  the mmmer of 1872 was the Adula district, and a special map on 
tlie scale of 1-50000 was as usual issued to them. 

Tho volume contains only three excursions in the appointed district. 
Herr Hoffinann Burckhardt (president) ascended the Rondadura ; the 
Piz Scopi from the Lukmanier Pass descending to Campo ; the Iihein- 
wddhorn, through Val C m i n r r ,  descending to Hinter Rhein ; and 
after various excursions in the south of the district, crossed from 
Val Venasca to Faido by a pass which he proposes to call Barona 
Pass. Bad weather defeated an attempt on the C a m p  Tenca. 

H. Zeller-Horner communicates a series of excursions in the years 
18G7, 1868, and 1871, in  tlie course of which he ascended tlie F r u n t  
horn, Birchalphom, Marscholhorn, and Biirenhorn, chiefly to elucidate 
the topography and nomenclature of the Adula group. Many of his 
additions nnd corrections are inserted in  the 'Excursion's-Barte.' 
His paper is illustmted by views of the Zavreila Horn fmru the villago 
of that name ; the shattered ridge of the Frunthorn ; the Fanella Horn ; 
the LenLa Thal ;  and of thc Rheinwaldhorn and Guferhorn from the 
hfnrscholhorn. 

Herr  Cdberla ascended' the Piz  Terri (3,131 m ) from the S.W. 
side; the chief difficulty being the ascent of a very steep rockwall 
about 1,000 feet high, the descent being yct more hazardous. This 
is called a first ascent, but I believe the mountain was climbed by 
Spescha, though from the E. side. 

EIe ascended also the Iiheinwsldhorn and Zapporthorn (3,149 m.) 
The  lnttcr was reached from the Zapport Pass, but finding the W. .and 
N. sides of tlie peak impracticable, they were driren to cross the Stab- 
h i o p t  to the south, and gained the summit by the eastern ridge. 
Ketuming by the same route, they ascended the Poncione di Freccione 
(3,139 m.), and descended by the Zapport Pas into Val Malvaglia. 

In crossing from Olirone to Fnido over the Pizzo Jlolarc the same 
gentleman was nearly c'uried ovcr a precipice by the rubbish giviiig 
way in a couloir which he \rns crossing. 

Herr Giideldt  contributes a paper on an ascent of the Disgrazin, 
made August 21, 1863. From the chalets of Chiareggio he climbed, 

* Jahrbuch dcs Schweizer Alpnklub fur 1873. Bern. 
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by t l ~ c  Ventina glacier to tho Pnsso di Il[ello, in 5 hrs. H e  then held 
left, and in about 3 hm. gained the ridge between Val di Me110 and 
Val di Sasso Bisolo. An attack of illness forced him to descend to 
the chalets in the latter ; whence the ascent was effected next morning 
in 7 hra  Herr Gtissfeldt, with habitual inaccnmcy, counts this aa the 
second ascent, reckoning that of Jenni  and Fluri, October 23, 1866, the 
first, but the Editor observes that the ascents by Mems. Kennedy and 
Stephen in 1862, and by Mr. Tuckett in 18G7, are uudoubted, and 
that therefore this can only be the fourth ascent.* 

Her r  Gb3feldt's p m g e  of the Tschierva Sattel has already been 
mentioned in the Journal (vol. vi. p. 94). 

Herr E. J. Hnberlin describes an ascent of the Hinter Viewherhorn 
made Ju ly  13, 1871, and one of the Ortler made July 20, 1872, by 
the ' Hinteren Grat,' with J. Reinstadler and Aloys Pinggera 8s guides. 
Herr Uarprecht had on the previous day made the first ascent by this 
route since Gebhnrd's in 1805. The snow arCte appears to be very 
long and narrow, und to require great steadiness. The same day Herr  
Dechy of Berlin, with J. Pinggera, m e n d e d  by the Stickle P l e k ,  and 
descended by the Hinteren Grat to Sulden. 

Next we have an interesting geological excursion by  Herr E. von 
Fellenberg, in the Lotschthal district, i n  which he ascended the Lotsch- 
thaler Breithorn, crossed the Bnltschieder Joch, and cromed from 
Gampel by the Jiolli-thal (Jole in Federal map) nnd a new paw, Jiolli- 
Lucke (8,300 m) to the Lotsclithal. H e  speaks highly of tlie correc- 
tions of the Federal mop by Herr Kiberlin [Jahrbuch, vol. vi.]. The 
paper is illustrated by views of the Jagi-gletscher and the Jiolli-Lucke. 

Herr J. Beck ascended the hldnch with a photographic apparntus, 
which ho was fortunately able to use. Two illustrations are taken 
from the views obtained-the Jungfrau and the Trugberg. 

The  first ascent of the Grand Combin from the muth sidu was made 
by Herr I-I. Isler from the chalets of Lancet in  tho Val de Bqnes,  with 
Josepl~ Gillioz, September 16, 1872. Leaving tho chidet a t  6 A.M., they 
reucl~ed the Col du Sonadon a t  9. Descending &lightly on the other 
side, tiley gained a couloir running up  towards tile W. peak of the 
Combin. They followed this to its llend, nnd then over steep rocks 
and snow, requiring much step-cutting, they reached the lower peak 
a t  2.30, and the higher peak along the arcte in  1 hr. more. The same 
route was followed in the descent. They mere benighted, and in spita 
of a full moon, did not reach the chalet till 9 p.rr. 

Herr Dubi deecribes the ascent of the Basodine from Pommat and 
the Hohsand Pass into the Binnenthal. 

IIerr C. Hauser, a visit to the Martinsloch (the first from t l ~ c  
Glarus side), with ascent of the Srgnesspitze and Vornb. 

Herr  L. Gerster describes a walk from Sellenches to Tl~ones over 
thc dividing limestone range. IIe accepted the guidance of a couple 
ot' smugglers, and in crossing during the night a pass more difficult 

Herr Giissfeldt will be r e m e m b ~  8s the climber who wnn unwilling to 
allow Mcsyrs. Jloore nnd Walker tho crdi t  of tho ascent of the nun1 peak of 
the Pix h g .  
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than the ordipary routes, but  less strictly watched, he waa lucky 
enough neither to break his neck nor to he shot by a 'prbpod.' These, 
however, we are told, are only allowed to fire when the smugglers are 
armed. 

Then we hase papers by Herr  6. Imbof on ' T h e  Progreea and 
Mode of Execution of the Federal map ' ; by Herr A. Heim on the 
' Theory of Glacier Motion,' and on ' Alpine Panoramas' ; from Dr. C. 
Meyer, on Albert von Haller's poem ' Die Alpen ' ; from Professor G. 
Ifeyer von K n o n ~ u  on ' The History of Hadi  and Unterwalden ; ' from 
H. Zahringer on the hfounti~in Campaigns of 1798 end 1799; from Herr  
G. Studer, An Account of a Visit to the Pyrenees, with a View of the 
nfaladetta fiom the Porte de Venasque'; from C. Hauser on 'Some Won- 
derful Ice-flowers on the Piz Urlaun' ; by Professor Schnetzler on & T h e  
necessity of Climbers paying some attention to Scientific Observations,' 
pointing out that Herr lsler on the Grand Combin discovered the rare 
lichen Utjrbilicaria Virginis, known hitherto only on the J u n g h u  ; hy  
Dr. Bernoulli on ' The  Flora of the Special District' ; by Herr F. v. Palis 
on 'The  Marks of Ancient Glacier Action' ; and by E. Lindt on 'Tho 
necessity of Extending the Limits for Alpine Flora, aa in ascending the 
Finster'mrhorn he found Sosifragn br!yoirlea, and ntu~coidea, Achillea 
ntrata, and Ran. glacialis in the last 1,OUO feet: the last on the rery 
summit, 14,106 feet. 

A sun~mary of the doings of the wctions for the past summer 
(1872) is  headed by Dr. Iiutimeyer with n genernl account of the 
Adula district, its meteorological conditions, &c., followed by renln1.k~ 
from the President on the expeditions made in it, which he regrets were 
not more numerous. 

Amongst the expeditions, either new or nearly so, which have 
not been already mentioned, are the direct descent from the T i d i  
to the Val Rusein, by the President ; the Brunnen Kogl and Sexten 
Joch, by E. Hiiberlin ; as nlso an attempt on the Finsteraiuhorn from 
the north side; the Ortler by the Hinteren Grat by T. Harprexht; 
the TrifU~orn, by Naye and Aveneyre ; Trugherg, by 11. Burckhardt, 
in  1871. 

The  club rejoices now in 1,474 nremhcrs, and a balance of 8001. 
Since 1863 it  has erected !O ' clubhiitte,' and the Pavillon Dolfuas hne 
just been made over to i t  by the rcliitives of the late Herr Dolfuss. 

Amongst various things ict the end of the volume is a proposal from 
the Tiidi section to estnbiish an insurance society for guides, which was 
warmly taken up  by the central committee, and may be of much prac- 
tical benefit. 

T h e  principal changes in the ' Excursion's Karte' are as follows: 
The glacier a t  the hcrld of t l ~ e  Hintrrrheinthal is now divided into 
Rl~einwaldfirn on the W. and Zapport glacier on the E. T h e  western 
peak of the Vogclberg rrtains the name, the eastern takes that of 
Hheinqnell Horn. The pea& (3,119 m) at  the head of Val Calanca is  
named Zapporthorn : the highest summit between this and the Vogel- 
herg is named Poncione della Freccione (3,199 m). M.my subordi- 
nate peaks and passes have also received names. This will no doubt 
be tlie basis of future editions of this part of the Fedcnl  map. 

J. SOWERBY. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE ALPINE CLUB. 

Tuesday, February 3.-Mr. W. LONGMAN, President, in the Chair. 
Mesera E. P. Jackson, H. Leaf, L. Ewbank, G. W. Prothero, C. 

James, F. C. Hulton, hI. Holzman, W. B. Rickman, A. H. Simpson, 
and W. B. Puckle were elected Members of the Club. 

The Accounts for the year 1873 were passed, as presented by the 
Iron. Secretary. 

It was resolved by the requisite two-thirds majority to strike out 
from Rule 10 the words limiting the cost of the annual dinner to one 
guinea a-head. 

Mr. W. SIMPSON read the paper on ' A  Visit to Gangootre, the Source 
of the Ganges,' printed in the present number. 

Tuesduy, March 3.-The Rev. W. H. HAWKER in the Chair. 
Col. the Hon. W. E. Snckville West, Messra L. A. Walford, A. 

Cust, H. V. Malan, and J. Carfrae, were elected Members of the Club. 
Mr. R. PENDLEBURY read a paper on ' An Ascent of the Schreckhorn 

from the Lauteraar-sattel.' 

Tuesday, March 31.-Mr. W. LQNGYAN, President, in the Chair. 
Messrs. G. 0. Spencer, W. A. Baillie-Grohman, and Capt. D. G. 

Sandeman were elected Members of the Club. 
Mr. D. FRESHFIELD read a paper on ' The Mountains of Vd Masino,' 

describing, amongst other expeditions, the first ascents of the Punta 
Trnbinesca and Cima del Largo. 

Mr. C. TUCKER mentioned that he had found, in 1865, a large 
' bergschrund,' difficult to pas,  on the N. side of the usually easy 
Zocca Pass. He also called attention to the fact that the S.W. limb of 
the mountains of Val Masino, including Val Codera, Monte Spluga, and 
the Monte Li dlArnaecn is unknown to English travellers, and that 
the Corno Bruciato has still to be ascended. 

Mr. CARSON stated that no good guides are to be found in Val Masino, 
the smugglers who usually accompany travellerv being timorous and 
untrustworthy in any emergency. 

Mr. I?. POLLOCK, referring to somc remarks made by Mr. Freshfield, 
hoped that the Club, as a body, was altogether disabused of the idea 
that any scientific object was necessary as a justification for mountain 
climbing. One of our first men of science who had begun to climb for 
instruction had gone on purely for pleasure. 

Mr. NICHOLS believed the feeling of the Club was ' chacun B son 
gofit.' 

Mr. L. STEPHEN expressed a Rtrong preference for V d  hfasino over 
the neighbouring Engadine, and recommended the ' Bagni ' ae pleamnt 
head-quarters. 

Corrigenda. 
Page 298, 12th line from bottom, rsad 7.45 for 9.45. 
,, 299, 7th ,, h m  top, ,, 11.30 ,, 1.30. 
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